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Chapter 1Beloved Pallas Athena - January 1, 1989Vol. 32 No. 1 - Beloved Pallas Athena - January 1, 1989The Sared Fire in WinterIThe Reward of TruthIn the beginning is the sword of Truth.Therefore, I wield this sword to arve away from Keepers of the Flame worldwide the ondition ofhardness of heart that does not allow some of you to obey the Truth of the inner voie or of preeptsgiven.Thus, let the good hearts appear. Let them arise. Let them bear my standard. For I have waitedlong for the Lords of Karma to approve my oming.Thus, know the meaning of the sword of the Divine Mother and trae its blade and understand,beloved, that when you know the Truth, to be an exponent of Truth you annot ompromise theTruth. This, then, may be painful at times but the reward is in�nite. Thus, the reward of Truth isthe fullness of the Christ onsiousness.I wield my sword, beloved, in this hour and my sword does go forth to touh all who have raisedup a ertain �re of Truth in the earth.It is not so ommon among men or women or hildren that Truth should be more important thanthe personality preferene or protetion. The reward for Truth is Christ-Self awareness beause theChrist is Truth and there is no Christhood without Truth.To look honestly, to look straightforwardly into the very ause and ore of error within oneself, toshun it, to exorise it, to ommand it depart and to separate oneself from that error - this is indeedprogress on the Path.When you build upon a Threefold Flame, a heart of Love and a love that adores Wisdom and awisdom that respets Power and a power that is Goodwill to all - then Truth omes in balane andnot with pride.There is a false truth in every area of human knowledge, and in many branhes of siene andlearning it is error whih is upheld and proteted and defended. This is true also in religion evenwhen many know that their religion is awed.Those who espouse Truth walk alone. They fear not to address the lesser self nor the Higher Self:and this, beloved, is the prize of a hela of any Asended Master.As I AM the standard-bearer of the Feminine Ray of Truth, so you have not heard me for some1



yles, for I must be magnetized where I speak in the earth by those who also raise up a living ameof Truth.Though El Morya has demonstrated that sense of the honor of God and of deferene to the honorof God and not to personality in all of his embodiments but most notably known in the West in hislife as Beket and as Thomas More, the martyrs,1 let it be known, beloved, that the true hela of ElMorya must also espouse Truth.Truth, as you know, is the emerald green. It is omprised of the First Ray of God's will. It isomprised of the Seond Ray of Cosmi Christ illumination. Thus it is the will of God engaged inillumined ation. Thus, we know why we have alled forth and we desire so muh to see the produingof those tapes of songs and derees on the yellow ray.But the blue and the yellow are not enough. Therefore the sword of Truth must be wielded bythose who have some degree of the mastery of God-Love - understanding that the most intense and�ery love for God, for one's Guru, for one's twin ame or spouse or hild must be seen as the lovethat is instrumental in the defense of those who are the \have-nots," those who have not the Lightor the spiritual fortitude to bear the strength of Truth surrounded by Love. (Therefore, you see howPaul the Venetian does also wear the emerald ape and at times the emerald lining to his [rose-pink℄ape.)Truth, then, must ontain the fundamentals of the will of God, the fundamentals of learning, thenuleus whereby the mind may surround a onept, a word, a self-knowledge and build thereupon.Men do not often speak of Truth, for they are more omfortable in relative right and wrong, inexusing the self for their absene of shining allegiane to the sword Exalibur that is drawn.I ome, beloved, for Truth and the sword of Truth and the legions of Truth are with those ofCylopea, are with those of Raphael and Mary and Hilarion and nameless Healing Masters, geometers,rystal beings, all of the Fifth Ray, who will teah you the siene of preipitation, of bringing rapidlyinto form that form whih you are alled upon to provide by Saint Germain, by El Morya, by theDarjeeling Counil.I ome this night representing the Karmi Board to tell you on behalf of the Seven that that veryelement whih shall aord you a mighty assistane and the ability to aomplish those things towhih you have set yourselves in the oming year, this [element of selessness℄ depends upon gettingright with Truth, beginning with an inrease [of devotion℄, an aeleration in the heart of the will ofGod, that the Truth that you bear might have the foundation of solid helaship in the heart of ElMorya.El Morya says to you, one and all:Do not take me for granted. Do not take all [or any℄ of us for granted - those of us in these otaveswho have been so faithful, out of the First Ray of our First Love of God, to your every need, whohave seen to it that you have been seured against odds and misfortune and opponents you knownot of. Do not take for granted the Law. Do not take for granted the father you have had who now,as you understand, has been benhed by order of the Four and Twenty Elders through the Lords ofKarma.2Thus, Morya sends forth the signal to all who are here and who listen. Grati�ed and in gratitudefor your presene the Master does say:All self-indulgene must ease and you must know what is self-indulgene. You must understand1On El Morya's embodiments as the martyrs Thomas Beket (1118-1170), who served �rst as hanellor of Englandthen arhbishop of Canterbury, and Sir Thomas More (1478-1535), statesman, author and lord hanellor of England,see Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Lords of the Seven Rays, Book One, pp. 35-40, 41-44, 52-56.2El Morya loses dispensation to interede. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 77, pp. 581-82, 583-84, 585, 586; no. 80, pp.619-20, 621-22; the Messenger's Deember 24, 1988 letter to Keepers of the Flame lesson 8 and above in good standing,pp. 7-9 in the hardbound volume. 2



that so great a dispensation as we would give, so great a salvation, must be met measure for measurewith the putting aside of the not-self and the entering in to the identity, the very personhood of yourChrist Self.It is not that we ask you to surrender, beloved. It is that we ask you to be and to beome whoyou are and to make haste to do so, to draw down the Great Causal Body, whih is the true tree ofNoel, to draw down that ausal body and to outpiture that whih you have had in your hands asself-mastery, that whih has been aessible to you in many previous lifetimes.You do not see the Asended Masters nor do you see the unasended masters. Therefore where isthe standard that you will uphold, that you will live by? Shall every man and every woman and everyhela and every hild beome a law unto himself,3 deiding what in himself or another is aeptableor not, therefore and thereby falling prey to the arnal mind and the human ego that desires to beindulged and to take its reward ylially for labors given rather than await the fullness of the rewardin the kingdom of heaven?It has ever been the teahing of the great rishis,4 beloved, that on earth you tread the furrowsof karma and plow them straight; in heaven you reap the exoti fruit of reward. It is a question ofontentment with one's lot - whether [one's lot is℄ the karma or the dharma that is the alling of theBuddha. It is a question of being ontent in the love of the Buddha.And herein lies the true meaning of the Guru-hela relationship. For this love, so tender andintense, enompassing all and inluding all familial and other relationships, is the very foundation,[providing℄ the wherewithal that allows the true hela to look into the distane, to set his eye uponthe goal and to say, \Until I reah it I will not indulge myself nor will I take for granted that ElMorya will indulge me, that he will set aside my karma and displae it. I will not take for grantedthat heaven owes me favors while I am on earth."The ame of Christ Truth is the ame I bear.It is the ame of your Holy Christ Self, eah one.To live aording to this Truth, to subordinate to it all other meanderings of the human mind,you will �nd yourself on the right side of the Law of heaven and of earth, an able defender of yourfellows, making your mark in various ways and means unsuspeted by yourself.Christ Truth, when you are in the heart of it - as you allow me to represent the Divine Motherto you for a season until you are rihly endowed with the jewels in your breastplate of Truth herself,beloved - will give you the key to the preipitation of all that must beome physial.Those who have neither allegiane nor loyalty to Truth but rather to personality, of themselvesor others, will �nd that the legions of the Fifth Ray by osmi law are not allowed to serve you, toassist you, to provide for you dispensations you sorely need to aomplish the tasks at hand.Whether it is the multipliation of your substane, whether it is the paying of your bills, whetherit is a move you ontemplate or survival itself, you must know, beloved, that there is a hierarhyof in�nite portion, dimension, and power who does stand ready through the oÆe of Lakshmi5 to3Every man a law unto himself. Judg. 21:24, 25.4rishi [Skt.℄: Hindu sage, seer or saint; any of the poet-sages of anient India to whom the Vedas were revealed.5Lakshmi is the universally arhetypal Mother of Truth personi�ed in the Asended Lady Master Pallas Athena.As Vishnu (the Seond Person of the Hindu Trinity, the Preserver) is the Personality of the Universal Christ, hisDivine Consort, Lakshmi, is wed to that Christ Truth and is the outpituring and the ativation of that Truth in theMatter osmos. In Hinduism, Lakshmi is the goddess of wisdom, i.e., `wise dominion' over the fores of the Creatorand the Preserver, the wealth, good fortune and abundane of the emerald ray and the emerald matrix. As the onsortof Vishnu, she preserves in the Matter spheres all virtues of the abundant Life that have been earned by the devoteesof God through their allegiane to Truth and Wisdom as they glorify God in their servie. See \The Divine Lovers,"in 1985 PoW, Book I, pp. v, vii in the hardbound volume.3



deliver to you the Truth that shall set you free in all quadrants of Matter.6You need setting free by Truth in the etheri body and plane of your very being and soul. Youneed the Truth that will set you free in the mental body, that you may not be overome by thelethargy of ignorane and \ignorant animal magnetism,"7 as you all it.You need Truth as an army of Truth-bearers - and should you see them you would say, \It mustbe Saint Patrik's Day," for nowhere else will you see suh an army of Light all arrayed in theemerald green and the emerald matrix - and they arve the passageway of Truth through the astralplane that does defy the serpents and the fallen ones and the demons that taunt you and move you[vibrationally℄ even when you know not that you have been moved. But utting your mark arossthe physial [plane℄ in this wilderness territory of Ameria, this itself is a most physial and for somea most grueling hallenge.Thus, beloved, I rejoie to be in your midst that you might feel the Presene and know the powerof Truth itself, that you might understand that I fall under the lineage of Helios and Vesta, as Idid keep the ame of the Sun with the vestal virgins long, long ago. And therefore, serving underVesta, I know that this power of the Sun of this system is released to all who espouse Truth withoutompromise.It is the responsibility of a hela on the Path of your tenure to speak the Truth into the lie whereyou hear it and not to turn the bak and walk the other way, onerned for reputation or popularity.Some will hear, the ethers shall reord it, and the words you speak may be the Truth that sets somepoor aptive free! Let it be done with the power of Truth, the diplomay of Truth, the love of Truth,the illumination of Truth - but let it be done.You would be amazed as to how many will rally to your side when you speak the Truth. Blessedones, there are always those on the planetary sphere who are just at the edge of Truth's garment,know not the way to go, have it not, but when it is spoken, all of their lives, [eah one,℄ ome intoplae and they see the ourse before them and the straight and narrow way beause you speak andonly beause you speak or beause you write.One upon a time in this life this Messenger stood alone for Truth, not having met Mark Prophetbut simply alone wherever I should �nd her, alone and unpopular for the speaking of Truth andtherefore by the very speaking of it, exposing the lie in others.What did then our, beloved? There was a dividing of the way. Hearts of �re, good hearts,would align with her and all the rest of the rowd would jeer. You should know, beloved, that yourMessenger was unmoved. And thereby as the years have sueeded upon years, the writings of theMessengers speaking the Truth without ompromise have reahed your hearts and souls, the veryones whom we would reah. The only way you ould have been reahed would have been throughthis voie of nonompromise.Blessed ones, as everyone knows, speaking the Truth at times is very painful, distasteful, givenertain situations. But the Truth that is spoken beomes a fous of the Great Central Sun Magnetof the emerald sphere and that is the Truth to whih you responded whih we ould give throughthis Messenger beause she did pass those tests of standing alone for Truth.Blessed ones, you are [at℄ the enter of many onentri rings of lifewaves and evolutions that aretied to you and you alone. And the Truth that you speak is �rst and foremost the all to me andthe other alls [for healing and wholeness whih amplify the ame of living Truth in your bodies andyour minds℄ that you �nd in the green setion of [your℄ derees.But [the℄ Truth [you speak℄ must [also℄ be [Truth in℄ ation. [For the Truth of example is the full6Truth shall make you free. John 8:32.7Ignorant animal magnetism is a state of mental density violating or bloking the Mind of Christ (the HigherMental Body) from expressing through the lower mental body. See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 42, p. 339 n. 8.4



power of the spoken Word of Truth.℄ It must be lives lived in honor, not in fanatiism, not in a senseof imbalane [as though one were℄ without the Threefold Flame at the heart. For there is always atime to be silent, even as there is a time to speak.Beloved ones, I say only another word about this Messenger. But from the time of the smallesthild she did always believe that if one would only speak the Truth to people, they would believe,they would surrender their erroneous notions, they would be saved, they would be free.Well, beloved, it is somewhat disillusioning to all of us to disover that those who ould be freedby the Truth that we bear do not desire to hear it. And as it is reorded in the sriptures, the fallenones who had no Light in them did hold their ears and stop their ears for the speaking of Jesus or theprophets or the apostles.8 For the Truth spoken by our emissaries has always meant the judgmentof those who stand as anti-Truth. They are \anti-Christ," beloved, anti the Light, anti the heartswho have the apaity to bear the Truth.I give you ourage, beloved, by simply saying that Truth is on the side of the vitors. Therefore Iome to say, let the vitors be on the side of Truth. When the vitory up is in your hand and youare about to qua� Vitory's mead, is it not time to espouse the highest Truth?Truth, then, that is lived and embodied within you as the geometry of being and your relationshipto your own soul and Holy Christ Self, that Truth will enable you to bring in the kingdom of Godon earth as it is in heaven.I AM Pallas Athena. I ome from the heart of Helios and Vesta in this onferene dediated tothe Central Sun. Therefore I ome and I begin by onentrating the �re of the Sun of Truth in yourown hearts, that as you begin in all earnestness on the morrow your meditations upon the Sun, youmight feel, above all, the �re of the Sun of Truth burning upon the altar of your heart and knowthat the message of Truth that you bear must be given to those in the �eld to whih it pertains.Suh is the Presene of Truth as the inner power of onversion within the temple of one's ownbeing. Suh is the aliveness and the quikening and the �re we desire you to know, that Truth is theliberating fore of the physial universe that does indeed liberate the souls of Light from all Darknessthat has sullied their garments.Truth, then, is extremely pratial. It is geometry. It is mathematis. It is design and engineering.It is art. It is ooking and food and life and the building of the shelter for one's family as the abodeof one's hoie. Truth is all things and without Truth there is no physial manifestation of theThreefold Flame.Therefore, beloved, I speak to some who know you have, as they say, \psyhologial hang-ups."Where there is an on-and-o� war going on within as you argue against the Truth and for the defenseof the personality and the self, I tell you, beloved, with the violet ame you invoke, if you will add toit my all for the living ame of Truth, you will disover how quikly you an be rid of this \not-self"that does pretend to be yourself and has for too long been the mask that you have worn before yourfellows.Let the serpent skins be shed. Let the Light appear.For I AM Pallas Athena and I AM here!And, blessed ones, you must know that it is by dispensation that I have ome to help you. Andyou must reognize that so great an overowing of Light and the presenes of heavenly hosts in thesetimes are no guarantee that you, beloved, will �nd us there in twenty-four months or a deade or aquarter of a entury. Year by year our interession in the earth must be merited.I ome, for Morya has given all that he ould give and then some for his helas, for the governments,for the eonomies of the nations. I ome, beloved, and I thrust my sword into the ground! Let those8They shall turn away their ears from the truth. Jer. 36; Zeh. 7:4-14; Ats 7:51-60; 28:23-29; II Tim. 4:3, 4.5



who love Truth rally around it and not fear it!Let all that is not real, let all that is error be shed, be shunned, be exposed, be not entertained,and let us no longer see our helas reinforing a false personality when Christ Truth as your ownHoly Christ Self is ready and able to desend into your temple, whom you make more and morewelome by the violet ame and by the alls on the First Ray whih you o�er in El Morya's name.Blessed hearts, Truth demands an allegiane, for is it not the God of Truth who does say, \I, theLord thy God, [even the Mighty I AM Presene who goeth before thee℄, am a jealous God. Thoushalt have no other gods before me"?9 Let the God of living Truth be your guide, your inspirationand the sign of this ompany of legions of Light we �nd enamped in this wilderness land.So, my beloved, the beings of the emerald ray await the raising of the standard, even the raising ofthe sared �re of the Divine Mother. Let those who have thought that \somewhere in heaven theremust be someone to indulge our human," let those who don't think at all but indulge their human,understand this is a line we may not ross! We may not ross that line to your side but you mayross the line to our side, for this is your natural and holy and perfet habitat: Christ Truth.O the Mind of God - the Mind of God is Truth! May you enter it and be made whole. And mayyou know that I have spoken to give you the hallenge to meet the expetany of the beings of theFifth Ray in order to have their full-gathered momentum of support in the work at hand.I AM Pallas Athena and I have known you long, long ago. In this hour you have hosen the Truth.You have hosen Love. You have hosen to ome apart and be a separate people. Now I say, espouseTruth as your First Love and all other omponents and neessities of your life shall ome into sharpand lear, delineated purpose as the rystal �re of the Mind of God desends hour by hour, markingthe turning of the yles of opportunity of Christ Truth in this age.O seize the torh! Call for my helmet! Take the banner and marh with Truth!I AM, therefore, with those who marh for Truth and I remain so long as you keep the ame ofTruth.This ditation was delivered by the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Saturday, Deember31, 1988, 12:15-12:50 a.m. MST, during the �ve-day onferene The Sared Fire in Winter held atthe Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Available on 81-min. audioassette B89001. [N.B.Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messengerunder Pallas Athena's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is theabbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.Conerning the underlining of salient points: Please read the underlined phrases before and afteryou study your Pearl and take note of how muh more of the ontent of the message you arry withyou throughout the week by fousing on them as nulei of Light. Pearls of Wisdom are intended tobe read daily for the seven days of the week in whih they are reeived. As you assimilate this 'Body'and 'Blood' of the Universal Christ of the Great White Brotherhood you beome that portion of yourown Higher Consiousness whih is aptured in the Teahings of the Asended Masters for that week.And it is the assimilated Word and Work of the Lord, your daily bread and Holy Communion, whihis the nuleus for God-Self mastery ulminating in the asension in the Light at the onlusion of afruitful life lived to the glory of God in servie to all. The asension is the assimilation of the soulunto the universal Light. Eah Pearl of Wisdom truly assimilated by the devotee is a stepping-stonein this lifetime of pyramid building by the lively stones. May you devour the living Word and enjoythe bliss of beoming Whole! And may the Lord's Work through you bless and heal many souls! Inthe weeks to ome please do your own underlining sparingly so you an quikly refer bak to thethread of ontat. ECPLiving Truth9The �rst ommandment. Exod. 20:3-5; Deut. 5:7-9. 6



\Lightbearers of the World, Unite!" (3x) in the Flame of Living Truth!In the name I AM THAT I AM ELOHIMSaint Germain, Portia, Guru Ma, LanelloPadma Sambhava, Kuan Yin, and the Five Dhyani BuddhasIn the name I AM THAT I AM SANAT KUMARAGautama Buddha, Lord Maitreya, Jesus ChristOm Vairohana - Akshobhya - Ratnasambhava - Amitabha - Amoghasiddhi OmIn the name of the beloved Mighty Vitorious Presene of God I AM in me, my very own belovedHoly Christ Self and Threefold Flame, Holy Christ Selves of Keepers of the Flame, Lightbearers ofthe world and all who are to asend in this life, I all to beloved Alpha and Omega, Helios and Vesta,the Maha Chohan and beloved Pallas Athena, the Lords of Karma, beloved Cylopea and Virginia,beloved Jesus the Christ, beloved Arhangel Raphael and Mother Mary, beloved Hilarion and Lordsof the Seven Rays, Lady Master Meta, Goddess of Light, Queen of Light and Goddess of Purity, theBrotherhood and Legions of Truth,The glorious nameless, numberless Healing Masters, Geometers, Angels and Crystal Beings, allasended and unasended adepts of the Fifth Ray, Arhangel Mihael, Seven Arhangels, hosts ofthe Lord and all powers, beings, ativities, and legions of Light: beloved Lanello, the entire Spirit ofthe Great White Brotherhood and the World Mother, Elemental Life - Fire, Air, Water, and Earth:Seven Mighty Elohim of God, Seven Solar Logoi, God Surya and Cuzo, Herules, Astrea, GreatTeams of Conquerors, Ruby Ray and blue-lightning angels, the Lords of Mind, Lords of Form, Lordsof Individuality, Lords of Wisdom, God Tabor, God and Goddess Meru, Lord Himalaya, VaivasvataManu and the Great Divine Diretor, Oromasis and Diana, Aries and Thor, Neptune and Luara,Virgo and Pelleur, elemental builders of form and my beloved body elemental!To harge forth into the four lower bodies of the Lightbearers of the world, all hildren of theLight and espeially the youth of the world, their parents and teahers the ame of living Truthwhih transmutes forever all erroneous onepts, feelings, suggestions and manifestations into thefull balane of Power/Wisdom/Love of the Light of God whih never, never, never fails to teahme the siene of preipitation whereby I may bring rapidly into form my perfet health, wholeness,happiness, my divine plan and all that I am alled upon to provide in 1989 for my family, ommunity,and the Lightbearers of the world by Saint Germain, El Morya and the Darjeeling Counil - throughthis my deree:*O God of Truth, I AM in all,For understanding now I all;To see Thee in thy fullness, Lord,Behold, is living Truth adored.I AM aware by reason pureThat only God an make seureThe lifetime's searh for heaven's LawThat enters, �lling hearts with awe.Come now and help me Truth enshrine;All understanding now is mineWhene'er I open wide the DoorNo man an shut forevermore.O blazing Light of living Truth, 7



Thou fountainhead of lasting youth,Come pour thy radiane through my mindUntil in peae at last I �ndThat God's own Spirit manifestIs ever and alone the bestAnd holds eah man in right seureTo understand the Law as pure;That God's own Law is Truth alone,For every error does atone,And lifts all to the pure estateWhere Silent Wathers wath and waitTo vest Asended Master youthWith blest Hilarion's ray of Truth.Pallas Athena, thy Truth beOur septer of authority!And in full Faith I onsiously aept this manifest, manifest, manifest! (3x) right here and nowwith full Power, eternally sustained, all-powerfully ative, ever expanding, and world enfolding untilall are wholly asended in the Light and free!Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM!* Suggestion: Give preamble one and the body of deree 50.00 33 times for 33 days with yourSave the World with Violet Flame! by Saint Germain or El Morya, Lord of the First Ray assettesfor the preipitation of your divine plan for 1989. This powerful preamble may be used for youralhemial experiments with any of the green derees as an admixture with the violet and blue tapes.
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Chapter 2Beloved Cuzo - January 8, 1989Vol. 32 No. 2 - Beloved Cuzo - January 8, 1989The Sared Fire in WinterIIThe Wisdom of God ParentsFrom the realm of night I, Cuzo, desend into the light plae prepared. I am an emissary of theGod Surya. I am an emissary of the foal point of the Central Sun and the seat of God-governmentof this galaxy. I am the Chela of Surya and my servie to the earth is to hold the balane in naturalfores from my retreat at Viti Levu in the South Pai�.1Hene, beloved, in this time of the hange of yles for earth I am keenly aware of \karmi weightsand measures" and of the auras of those lifestreams who are at the top of the spetrum of Light aswell as those who are at the bottom who are saled to the depths of Darkness.You see, beloved, there is the median ground of the mass onsiousness that will remain approxi-mately the same unless this mass onsiousness is galvanized to a Lightbearer of suh harisma, suhharity, suh qualities of the Holy Spirit as to not only quiken but to enliven and perhaps even torestore a divine spark in those in whom it has gone out.But, beloved, those who are in the gray area of the masses, responding only to stimuli that arebombarded upon them through the various forms of media, do not respond well to those who arryLight and [therefore they℄ are gradually pulled in a downward inline. The voies in this piee of[meditation℄ musi [by Gustav Mahler played before the ditation℄ represent those who struggle inthe twilight zone and those who are vitorious in the noonday sun.2Beloved ones, disounting, then, the mass onsiousness that goes the way of the world itself, theoutome of the planetary spheres does rest upon the few at the top and the bottom - whether thoseat the top reognize that they are indeed at the top and do arry the Light on behalf of millionsand whether they so rekon that their role is paramount in [the℄ defeating, by the all to Light andthe all to Hierarhy, of the fallen ones who move and wait and linger and lurk in the subterraneanlevels of mired onsiousness.Blessed ones, the destiny, then, of earth an be said to be in the hands of a few and [in the balaneof℄ the deisions that are made by those in the spetra of Light and those in the spetra of Darkness.May you understand, beloved, that though you see many faes gathered here, there are truly notmany upon earth who an arry the weight, even the ponderousness of the outome of planetary1Retreat of the Asended Master Cuzo. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 5, p. 54 n. 1.2The meditation musi played before Cuzo's ditation was \Chorus Mystius," the �nale of the monumentalSymphony No. 8 by Austrian omposer and ondutor Gustav Mahler. [1℄9



yles, those who have the staying power to stay and still stay on the front lines, knowing that theLight that they arry and all forth daily is the very Light that an quiken some, suh as the hildrenof God who have been led astray yet who still retain the memory of their origin in the One and stillhave an allegiane to that Light even though they have gone after popular voies and popular auses.Thus, beloved, I ome to this onlave of The Sared Fire in Winter for your meditation upon theSun; for I am often in the Central Sun and I am often with Surya. And in answer to your all theGod Surya does ome often to the earth body to deliver you of those burdens of the ounterpoint ofthose fallen ones who seek to undo every thrust and measure you take for the Light.Your harvest is not small, beloved, therefore you have ause to rejoie. Yet the harvest ould begreater if you had the neessary sense of o-measurement as to that whih does indeed weigh uponthose who have not the strength to arry themselves over the line to the plae of safety and the havenof Sanat Kumara and his Lightbearers.Thus, it is to give you this sense of o-measurement that I am ome in this hour preeding theaddress of Lord Gautama Buddha.I ome, beloved, to speak to you of your self-worth and of the supreme neessity of your guarding ofthe heart and the physial body that you might retain a plae in our line and lineage of Lightbearersthat this earth might open up \aves of Light" suh as those oupied by the Great Divine Diretor,by Saint Germain and by others - etheri retreats embedded in the physial earth, in the rok andin the mountain, fortresses where a spiritual �re may appear as physial.But, beloved, you are aware of these things, for you also travel at night and have witness in yourinner soul of the Truth of whih I speak, of the veraity whih I know and whih you know.Therefore, beloved, it does not take experts to aknowledge that earth is in the throes of greathange. And if you would remember what you have heard at inner levels at our ounils, you wouldalso remember that we who omprise the Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood do not intend to letmediority or the poisons or the pollutions of the astral or the physial plane destroy an evolutionof Lightbearers.Therefore the ontingeny plans of those [of the Asended hosts of Light℄ who do govern osmifores subjet to the will of God must ome into play lest there be not [left℄ a remnant from thisplanetary body who may also arry the banner of Maitreya and the Divine Mother.Thus, beloved, it is important to ast your eye of prophey into the future. And if you willreally onsider the disposition of the Darjeeling Counil or the Four and Twenty Elders, the Lordsof Karma, [and℄ the Solar Logoi, you an understand that in this hour it would be their deisionto ause the mitigation of the energy veil of Evil that does plague the youth and the newborn andmake the old silly and not [able to℄ ful�ll the path of their ripened age whih ought to produe somewisdom for example.Blessed hearts, it has been told to you before, but some arry on in wishful thinking and thereforeI am permitted to tell you in this hour, that to bring to a halt the propagation of the seed of Evilwe are willing to forgo the advanes in tehnology and siene that should arue to this age werethe sons and daughters of God in ontrol of the right use of that siene.Blessed ones, far better that the souls of a people prosper and ome nigh to their God Presenethan [they℄ have all tehnology at their disposal [and peradventure lose their souls for its misuse℄.For [even℄ though they [themselves℄ should use it for desirable purposes, one that tehnology isunleashed to the world the fallen ones in their itadels, having suh a greater momentum of ontrolof the media, of industry, of the way of life itself, the very fabri thereof, should take those advanesand use them to tear down the soul, to peel away her garments, to lead her astray, to ause the soulto beome addited to all manner of hemials and surely [to℄ a materialisti way of life based ontehnology rather than the real ommunion with the fores of Nature, with masterful beings, with10



higher otaves whih are the very point of origin of these inventions.Blessed ones, our deision - and it is �rm - whih I prolaim to you, representing all the ounilsof heaven united as one, is that we would rather see the individual forgo some of the enjoymentof advanement in siene for the spiritual development of the soul, the heart, the mind and thebeing, for the balaning of karma, for the reahing of etheri otaves, where only the Lightbearersmay dwell, that they might then one and for all, having attained self-mastery in proper suession,have the exlusive use of the inventions of Sanat Kumara, not to be shared with the fallen ones whomust be relegated to the astral plane and the physial plane (one and for all) through this battle ofArmageddon that is ongoing and yet whose full impat you have not yet known in reent enturies.Blessed ones, we are reahing an hour in the Kali Yuga3 when for many of these fallen ones thereis no more time and no more spae. Their karma does not allow them to oupy in�nity or therealms of Light. Therefore when spae is up and time is up for them, there is nowhere else to be.Thus, the judgment must ome that the ethers be leared, that the planetary systems and galaxiesbe delivered of the burden of this \noisome pestilene."4 Indeed, beloved, there are some prioritieswhih of neessity must be disruptive to life.I ask you, beloved, if you are father and mother and you have lovely hildren and you �nd thesehildren playing on the playground and there have joined them hildren of the Evil One, hildrenof Darkness, yet as hildren are and hildren go they do not reognize the di�erene of Light andDarkness for they are only onsumed by their play, would you, then, as parents, release to yourhildren of the Light tehnology for the advanement of life, for the furtherane of sound or musior siene or the far reahing of spae?Or would you say, \We will not entrust into the hands of our own hildren those very devies whihthe seed of the Wiked [One℄ should take from them and then turn and use against them only torend them and to rend others. Nay, we shall pause in our giving of suh industry and understandingand �rst we shall separate Light and Darkness.5 We shall enter the fray of Armageddon. We shallbe enjoined by the Lord Christ and his hosts. We shall do �rst things �rst that our hildren mightbe safe forevermore one we take our leave of this otave."Your God Parents are no di�erent from yourselves nor [are℄ the inlinations of your hearts to sparenothing to are for, to protet your own [di�erent from theirs℄.Thus, beloved, it is the seed of Beelzebub6 and the fallen ones who have gone forth to orruptthe mind, to orrode the soul of your hildren, yea, of yourselves. Now, beloved, be willing to abidewith us (and to bide with us) as earth and other systems of worlds pass through this travail ofbeing divested of these fallen ones who have in�ltrated all systems of soiety to orrupt even theabundant Life in the houses of banking and ommere. And even the eonomies of the nations are3Kali Yuga is the Sanskrit term in Hindu philosophy for the \age of darkness." It is the last and worst of the fouryugas, or world ages, omprising a osmi yle and is haraterized by strife, disord and moral deterioration. See1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, p. 633 n. 20.4Noisome: noxious, harmful, unwholesome, destrutive. Pestilene: something that is destrutive or perniious;ontagious or infetious epidemi disease that is virulent and devastating. Ps. 91:3.5Separating Light and Darkness, the tares and the wheat. Matt. 13:24-30, 36-43.6Beelzebub [Bee-ehl-zuh-bub; Bell-; Beel-; Bee-ehl-zee-bub℄ or Beelzebul is sometimes used as a name for Satan orthe Devil. At the time of Christ it was ommonly believed by the Jews that Beelzebub was the leader of the demons.The Pharisees aused Christ of driving out devils from the sik by the power of Beelzebub, \the prine of the devils"(Matt. 12:22-27; Mark 3:22-30; Luke 11:14-26). The name Beelzebub is believed to be derived from Baal-zebub, aloal Philistine deity worshiped at Ekron (about 25 miles west of Jerusalem), mentioned in II Kings 1:3. Some sholarsthink the name of the Philistine god may have been Baal-zebul, \lord of the lofty abode" or \lord of the heavenlymansion," but was later altered to the derogatory Beelzebub, meaning \lord of ies." In the writings of Valentinus,the seond-entury Gnosti, Beelzebub was alled \lord of haos." The Jewish abala refers to him as hief of the nineevil hierarhies of the underworld. In books on magi and demonology from the sixteenth and eighteenth enturies, heranks among the �ve most powerful demons. In John Milton's Paradise Lost Satan alls him a \fallen Cherub" andhe is depited as one of the hief lords of Hell, next to Satan in power and rime.11



nigh destroyed by their interferene and their greed. There is not an area of life, beloved, whetherin the shoolhouses of the land, whether in the depths of the sea, whether in defense, whether inenergy, that there is not pollution of water, air, �re, earth - hearts, bodies.Thus, beloved, it is a moment to fasten one's gaze upon the Lord God Almighty and to know thatin the twinkling of the eye of God all that is unreal an pass away, new life an begin, yles [an℄ommene again.Thus, beloved, it is well in this hour to aept ertain givens, to plan for them and to understandthat wise parents, suh as you and your own twin ame, are onsiderate and onerned regarding thefuture of new root raes to ome upon earth. When Darkness has so inveigled and entangled itself inthe warp and woof of soiety and ivilization, sometimes it is best to break the mold, to begin againand afresh and to allow that plae to be leared by the extraordinary interession of elemental lifeand angels of the violet ame, legions of Surya and Cuzo and Astrea and Arhangel Mihael - theGreat Teams of Conquerors.I assure you, heaven has reinforements, the Cosmos has reinforements and we are here to see tothe seurity, the safety, the health, the soul progress, the resurretion and the absolute God-Vitoryin the Light of those who have ome from the Light, who shall return to the Light, and who are thenonompromisers when you �nd yourselves in the valleys of deision that earth has had fashionedout of herself.Thus, beloved, life is more simple when Truth is real and the only reality. But the valley ofrelativity does present suh a prediament that some are onvined they must ompromise - even [tothe℄ ompromise [of℄ the living sword of Truth wielded by Pallas Athena!Do not ompromise, beloved. The time is long past to spare anyone's feelings. Speak Truth andlet Truth, then, provide the alhemy of omfort whereby those individuals who are prepared to risean reeive it and move on.The Truth that is not spoken, beloved, is the Truth that annot be the leaven for the leaveningof onsiousness. Even if that onsiousness does initially reat against that Truth, so the alhemyhas begun, a seed has been planted and by and by the goodwill of the soul will rise to the highestwill of God.Therefore, take are for the puri�ation by the rystal-lear water of Life of your own onsiousnessthat the Truth you speak is the same Truth whih God speaks. For it is your desire to give only thevery best to all whom you meet: for all whom you meet are God in manifestation. And the God youserve is the God who will one day turn and bless you and uphold you.I AM Cuzo. I hold the balane of the urrents of the seas and of the ontinents. And in myretreat, where the unasended do not frequent, there the balane of the tides and of the unleashingof the karma of a planetary sphere may be sent forth by higher edit.Thus we work very losely with all elemental life and the four hierarhs of the elements. And wealso look forward to your taped musi and derees for and on behalf of elemental life that they mightarry out the ful�llment of karmi yles and the transmutation of the burdens of a planet with lessburden.It is the great desire of all elemental life to bring peaeful and alm transition everywhere uponearth.7 Unfortunately, the ooperation has not been forthoming from many.8 O let the violet ame7In a series of four Pearls of Wisdom (April 6-27, 1980) on \A Prophey of Planetary Catalysm," the Hierarhs ofthe Nature Kingdom spoke of the e�orts of elemental life to do \all in their power to avert natural disaster" but warnedthat unless the Lightbearers inrease \the ow of the Holy Spirit and the violet ame together with the resurretioname on behalf of the servants of God and man in Nature, there will be violent hanges in the earth body." See SaintGermain On Prophey, Book Three, pp. 1-52; 1980 PoW, vol. 23 nos. 14-17, pp. 75-104.8In his June 1, 1980 ditation Saint Germain said that Mount St. Helens in the Casade Range, Washington,erupted on May 18, 1980, beause the warning to Keepers of the Flame sounded by the Hierarhs of the Nature12



go forth into the hearts of those who do know better but do lead in anger in their protest and thusto a ertain extent negate their opportunity to be the instrument of God Harmony.I AM plaing my Eletroni Presene around eah and every one of you in my desire to harmonizethe four lower bodies [in order℄ to bring to the surfae that whih an be removed. I ome, then,for the preparation of your lower bodies and vehiles for all that you may meet or fae. For I AMCuzo and from my retreat I send forth resurretion's ame that you might be above the din, theturmoil, above the disord and all burdens of the onlusion of the entury.Eah time you all upon beloved Surya I am also the eho whih answers, for I am the Chela ofthis Great One and therefore I bring to you the Omega balane of your all. I will ome to you ifyou all me. I will be in your heart if you will have me.I ome in the fullness of the omfort ame of the Holy Spirit. I bring omfort to all life even as Iassist all life to adjust to new yles.May you open the gates of your temple to the living Christ Presene, your own, who does desend.May you open the gates of onsiousness and of your hakras to reeive your I AM Presene andyour Holy Christ Self, for those who gladly reeive the higher vibration will be borne by it into newdimensions and otaves of Light.Thus, in my tarrying with you have you been ministered unto by my angels who assist you now inholding the balane in your four lower bodies. I send you forth in the name of Brahma, in the nameof Vishnu, in the name of Shiva, in the name of the Divine Mother. I send you forth to onquer inall planes of Matter for the Vitory of the Spirit and thy spirit.This ditation by Cuzo was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood ElizabethClare Prophet on New Year's Eve, Deember 31, 1988, 6:53-7:22 p.m. MST, during the �ve-dayonferene The Sared Fire in Winter held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Priorto the ditation the Messenger gave teahing on the siene of the solar ring. Teahing and ditationavailable on 90-min. audioassette B89002. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yetimpliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Cuzo's diretion for larity in the writtenword.℄

Kingdom (see note 7 above) \did not evoke immediately that suÆieny of light to stay the hand of this atastrophe.. . . There omes out of the earth the message and the warning that is already ome to Keepers of the Flame thatunless suÆient quantity of violet ame be invoked, elemental life will no longer bear the burden of the ross ofplanetary karma and there will be in this deade signi�ant hanges in the very surfae of the earth." Saint GermainOn Prophey, Book Three, p. 55; 1980 PoW, vol. 23 no. 32, p. 196.13
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Chapter 3Beloved Gautama Buddha - January 15,1989 Vol. 32 No. 3 - Beloved Gautama Buddha - January 15, 1989The Sared Fire in WinterIII1989: A Spetaular Opportunity for Self-RealizationOut of the ame of Shamballa I AM here. And I AM in the heart of every Keeper of the Flameof God's own life worlds without end. I AM in the Eighth Ray hakra, even the seret hamber ofthe heart, there reeiving the soul who has heard the Call and does not fear to answer.Therefore, beloved, for you for whom the all does ompel the answer I am here even in this veryplane of earth's density, here to �nd [souls of Light℄ as beneath the earth one disovers the bulbs ofplants to blossom in spring. So I ome. I ome for the harvest of hearts in whose very enter theresurretion �re does inrease by the very spin of Threefold Flame of Mother Liberty.Children of the Divine Mother are ye and sons of the Most High God. Here we �nd angelsembodied and even some elementals who have rossed over long ago. Thus it is a rossroads in awilderness land where we �nd the preious Lightbearers of the earth oming to and fro, rissrossing,their lines appearing as star trakings in the heavens, in the earth.And so it is, beloved, that in every age the Lightbearers do ome of age and therefore I may ometo reeive you. For we have one thing in ommon that is important to both of us and that is, beloved,[that℄ above all we extol the sared �re of the heart, the Threefold Flame of our Liberty whih nonean take from us, for it is our eternality. So be it, beloved.Eah one of you has been sent to this planetary home for an unommon purpose, for you areunommon stars. I greet you in this hour, then, of a yle turning and a deade ending. Withone-tenth of the deade to go, beloved, you an see that in this year an be the telling of a vitoryin all of the Eightfold Path, a vitory over all the karma of enturies, eight in number.Muh does fall due and yet you have reated a medium of transmutation, even Saint Germain'sviolet ame tapes.1 Are you not ennobled by the Seventh Ray? Does it not make the rough plaesplain? Does not the violet ame passing through you hisel out, then, a new form and a new fae,1Save the World with Violet Flame! by Saint Germain 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 90-min. audioassettes of violet amesongs and derees for personal and planetary transmutation and healing, performed by 800 voies, full musial aom-paniment; eah assette omes with booklet of words. Cassette 1 inludes derees given powerfully and deliberately,B88019; assette 2, in a quikened lively rhythm, B88034; assettes 3 and 4 given masterfully with intensity andaeleration, B88083 and B88117. 15



new ontours and lines, beloved? For you are fashioned by the Holy Spirit of the Seventh Ray afterthe Divine Image in whih God fashioned you in the beginning.O Elohim Arturus and Vitoria, I, Gautama, greet you in this hour and all beings of the SeventhRay. For we say, Hail, Sanat Kumara! Hail, O Omri-Tas! Hail, beings of the violet planet and144,000 priests of the sared �re!The violet ame does surely intensify in this plae where so many adore the Holy Spirit of theGodhead through this sintillating �re that does leave no one where that ame does �nd that one ifthat one is willing to truly experiene transmutation.Transmutation may also be exorism. It may be by the power of Astrea and Purity that you aredelivered, through this onferene, of ages-old burdens. For, beloved, I have gone before you to theLords of Karma, to the Twenty-Four Elders, to Alpha and Omega, desiring that those who havetruly earned the gift of the 'gods' should also reeive a learing by rystal ray, even an emptying ofthose things, those states of onsiousness long outworn, no longer desirable.It is my desire, then, as it were, to dote upon my Keepers of the Flame to the fullest extent ofthe Divine Lawgiver that there might be apportioned among you that for whih you have alledand earned and then some, beloved. We desire to see noble types. We desire you to see yourselvesbeoming more and more the image of that Grand Divinity that oneived you in the beginning ofAlpha and whih shall reeive you in the ending of Omega.It is an hour indeed for the ompletion of the yles in this year of 80 perent and more of [thespan of℄ this entire entury. Let it be done, beloved, and let yourself be done with the old order andthe old oupations, indeed, the old sounds and the old musi and the old habits. So muh an passinto the ame that is mere human tradition, even as the grand portal of the Royal Teton Retreatdoes open and thereby you enter into the new tradition of the Everlasting Gospel and the New Age.Putting those things behind you whih have naught to do with a future reality, you may trulyenter in to the Law of the One and �nd not only all your dreams ome true but your divine planthat has been waiting. For not all things are of portent severe in the oming year, beloved. There isindeed a spetaular opportunity that is also written in the skies for the Universal Christ to be bornin your heart and in your being.Nineteen eighty-nine does give to you an opportunity for Self-realization you ould not have knownbefore in this entury or [in℄ many preeding it. And as 1989 is the gateway to the �nal deade of thisentury may you know, beloved, that it is also, with the breaking up of the old order, the opportunityfor the breaking down of those elements of selfhood that have hitherto stood between you and yourGod and not allowed the Christ to enter in fully as the true identity of your individualized being.Therefore, while the world must adjust to that new 'Lord Krishna' desending in your being asThe LORD Our Righteousness,2 so may you know that that whih must transpire within - [whih youexperiene as℄ the God of very gods fusing with your soul in preparation for that resurretion untoeverlasting Life - [is ongoing,℄ beloved, [and℄ the adjustments in the planetary body are ommensuratewith an inner �re that does aelerate.Alas, beloved, among the seed of the wiked and the fallen ones whose judgment has ome youwill reognize that that same inner �re does ome to denoune that whih has not been of the Light,whih has not been built of the true divinity of the individual. And therefore that �re shall notpreserve the non-id-entity in those who have shunned God as their Real Self.And so there does ome a diÆult period of transition for many in the earth and even for ourdisiples. For you see, beloved, even though you are on ourse and on yle and in syn with thetimetables of eternity, it is never easy to put on the fullness of the sared �re of your Christhood. Andit does require a metiulous planning, a supervision of oneself, an attention to detail. For whether2The LORD Our Righteousness. Jer. 23:5, 6; 33:15, 16.16



one is in this otave or the next does depend on seemingly insigni�ant deisions that one shall makeand must make in this next year.For the foundations of the 1990s must be well laid; for this �nal deade of the entury is a reapingof a harvest that does aentuate and aelerate all the un�nished business of every single lifestreamupon earth. It is a deade of the exposing of the misuses of the Light of the people by the fallenones. It is a deade of harvest when all things shall ome due. Therefore, shall it not be for theLightbearer the �nishing of karmi yles even while the abundant Life of the ausal body does peepthrough and hold promise truly of a golden age to ome?Blessed ones, these are the days, then, when the opportunity to work the work of the living Worditself is upon all upon the planet, when the opportunity to intensify Light has never been greater.For the inner life of those who are the souls of God does truly show that while all outer things maybe in a state of dissolution or haos, within there is the building of the temple of every hild of God,of man, of woman, of angel. Let the temples be builded and rebuilded, for the alling is great forthose who see the All-Seeing Eye of God in the apstone of the pyramid and fear not to put thatapstone in its plae.My legions abound in this plae. As they enjoy the forests and the wilderness, the mountains andthe streams, so they enjoy ommunion with your hearts. My legions make war with the fores ofanti-God, of extraterrestrials who would move against any or all who are here.The armies of the Lord of the World move with the armies of Sanat Kumara, beloved. And so itis that there does ome upon a planet and a people a very lear delineation between what is Realand what is Unreal, between Truth and Error. You shall see it, beloved. The hoies shall be madeplain for all, even as the fruits of onsiousness East and West will be known, but, alas, for some [itwill ome℄ when it is too late to at or to respond.The harvest due in the eonomies of the nations will surely ome and the harvest of nonsowingand nonreaping whih does ompel nations to move against others to aquire other territories. But,alas, beloved, the neglet of the Divinity within the heart shall tell all, lifestream by lifestream.The onlusion, then, of the entury is the onlusion of the millennium. May it be so, beloved.For a New Day must dawn and the atoms and moleules of the quadrants of Matter and elementallife are truly weary of the burden.May you know, then, world transmutation in your own onsiousness and being by violet ame.May you know it for the transmutation of karma at the personal level and may your inuenepenetrate all the world that this violet ame may be the ushion that does mitigate, turn bak anddissolve and transmute muh that would otherwise be a burden to many.And so I ome in this hour, beloved, as I know many have a ertain nostalgia for the way life hasbeen, for the enjoyments and the traditions that have been a part of your existene for so long. I anonly smile and say to you, beloved, would that you ould have a nostalgia for the unknown and forthe future. For you would realize that you have already lived in suh times and limes and gloriesof golden ages and that one you have put upon yourself the garments of suh periods of anienthistory-to-ome-again, you will know that these far surpass and transend the quaint, the homelyand those things that have meaning for those who have lived in these enturies.Blessed hearts, above all we desire to see restored in your lives and on earth a semblane, aye, amirror reetion of what you would �nd in the etheri retreats and ities of our bands. This, too, ispossible in time, with all of the portent of siene and tehnology and invention. Blessed ones, thefuture is bright with all that the past ould ever have held but without its burdens, its spoilers, itsputre�ers.I ome to give you Buddhi peae, Christ peae, the peae of the Divine Mother. I ome with thePeae that does pass all understanding to quell the questioning, the doubt, the fear, the onern. I17



ome with the Peae that is power, energy and the energeti onsiousness to push on as must needsbe to arrive at the goal at the dates already set.Dates that are set, beloved, are like the seurity of the Law. It is impartial and just toward all.Therefore, that the dates do ome, that yles turn is a omfort that karmi onditions and theirattendant pain may draw to a lose and a onlusion, that new yles may begin and that there doesexist for all a lean white page on whih to write.Thus, those who may say, \How long, O Lord?"3 must know that the time is preordained and theyles do ome to ful�llment. And a New Day may begin for those who would rather start anew thanbuild upon the old, for they have erred. And for those who have been suessful in the old ways youalso build upon a foundation of experiene, self-knowledge; and you move forward with a vast ausalbody of aomplishment to set the stage for the seventh root rae and new souls to ome forth.Thus, beloved, as the Law does go, so the Law is. As you build and rebuild the physial body andmend the aws in the astral sheath, as you renew and order and invigorate the mind, the mentalbody, with the Mind of God and as you �ll all of your etheri house with the memory of golden ages,transmuting the lesser, I tell you, beloved, your longevity may inrease by servie. And thus thelonger you keep the ame upon earth, the more you may experiene of the advanement of learning4that shall be introdued to its fullest extent by the beloved Saint Germain and all who serve withhim as alhemists and sientists of the Seventh Ray.Truly the laws governing the manifestation in this life apply to all. When you ross over the lineof the Law and violate those laws, so you �nd yourselves in a state [of being℄ perhaps inapaitatedfor a moment, a day or a year to partiipate fully in life.I bid you understand, therefore, the laws of human existene and of the forms that you wear,that you pay attention. For many of you have muh to ontribute in the deades ahead and youwill require the sharpness, the fertile mind, that true expansiveness of onsiousness, the quikness,the movement, the suppleness. All of these things, beloved, reate a halie whih beomes theinstrument of the highest members of our Hierarhy.May you know, therefore, that you prepare not alone for this otave but all that you build in yourfour lower bodies does have a translation even after transition in other otaves where you serve alsobefore the asension.We, then, ome to reiterate to you all that we have said in the past several years in our ditations.Nothing is aneled or set aside. But our Teahing to you is built upon a foundation whih we expetyou to be aware of and to know: that these propheies are sustained and that we rather, then, bringto you in this hour omfort and enouragement and the reminder that the Lightbearers do have thedispensation; and for these you must all and all and all again. For all other manifestations uponearth are moving forward aording to the timetable set, whih is orret.Therefore, while there is time, while there is opportunity do not ease to all for those Lightbearerswho have no ontat on the outer with our bands and who so need this Teahing, beloved, for theyare key players in the days ahead.Now, then, I take you with me very simply in my aura itself to the Royal Teton Retreat; andI do this not by travel but by instantaneous biloation. And thus, beloved, as of this moment weare seated in a grand hall of the Royal Teton and you are aware of golden illumination's ame andhierarhs of the retreat, Lord Lanto, Lord Confuius, who abide and preside over a meeting that isbeing held.3How long, O Lord? Rev. 6:9-11.4Franis Baon (an embodiment of Saint Germain, 1561-1626), wrote The Advanement of Learning, a philosophialtreatise published in 1605 whih defends the pursuit of learning and surveys and lassi�es the branhes of knowledge.In 1623 Baon published an expanded version of this work alled De Dignitate et Augmentis Sientiarum, whih wasto form the �rst portion of his projeted Great Instauration, his plan for universal enlightenment.18



And you will note that the robes are golden, that the auras are golden and [that℄ the aura and theradiane is as the sun of Helios and Vesta. Thus, the golden pink glow-ray does surround those whosehearts are a �ery pink of devotion and whose robes and auras show their appliation to illumination'sgolden ame.Blessed ones, you are as muh a part of this meeting as you allow yourselves to merge with it andto be seated amongst those who are in etheri otaves, some asended and some almost asended asthe brothers and sisters of this retreat.Here, then, you see the merging of the anient ulture of China, of Sanat Kumara, of anientivilizations in early golden ages upon this ontinent. And here you ommune with those whoseminds are keen and �nely tuned, who in every walk of life bring that illumination's golden amefrom the heart of Jophiel and Christine, Apollo and Lumina, and Helios and Vesta. In their preseneyou begin to know just how dark is Dark in the mentality of the mass onsiousness of the earth andjust how light is Light just beyond the veil.I have opened this door and this hall to you, beloved, in onsonane with the desire of the Lordsof Karma that you should understand that just beyond the eiling of the human brain or the mentalbody there is the vast Mind of God of your Holy Christ Self that you are able to enter and to tap, tobe a part of. And so it is true of your hildren, exept that these have a greater faility in ontatingthe brothers of the Royal Teton Retreat and the sisters thereof. Children more easily enter into themind of their Holy Christ Self and into the heart of angels of illumination's ame.Therefore rejoie, beloved, for as you assist them by materials that you prepare for them to inreasethe very quotient of the mind and the mind's intelligene, so there are angels [to teah them℄ andso those very hildren are learning at inner levels. Rather than onsider their limitations, therefore,onsider how you may assist them in the most ingenious ways in anhoring into their outer awarenessthis intelligene and learning whih they do ontat at the Royal Teton Retreat.Beloved hearts, but for the grae of this retreat you would see far less aptitude developed throughthe eduational systems of this nation and others. But by the grae of angels and their inner-templework, [your hildren℄ do bring bak a learning and a knowingness, an intelligene quotient [that is℄truly beyond that whih they are given even to understand in these present shool systems.Blessed ones, those who have entered the systems of eduation, those who have delared it is notneessary for hildren to know this and that, to spell, to read, to write, to think - those are trulythe spoilers who have no God Flame, who have ome to deny the Lightbearers the fullness of theirGod-given gifts and graes in this life.They must be hallenged, beloved, for they are a part of the fores of Armageddon, moving againstthe Light and the Lightbearers, who do what they do in the name of progressive eduation. Shunthem! Expose them! Denoune them! For the Word itself and its inarnation within hildren isseriously impaired when hildren are treated as lesser individuals and [hene℄ the generations whihpass have less and less apaity to know, to think, to learn and therefore to be in God the self-existentChrist, the self-existent Buddha.May illumination's golden ame be for you the �re upon the `purple' and the `blue' andles thatyou burn. May this golden ame be for you the melting down of the wax, the dense wax of ignorane,self-ignorane and ignorane of the Law, ignorane of the living Word or what is the Work of theLORD.Illumination's golden ame is the pathway to the opening of the great golden age. Let it be so,beloved, for the Light must shine. The Light must be. And if you would move forward to arve outa golden age before you, you must send forth torhes of illumination's ame to dissolve, to melt, totransmute the density of ignorane, the nondesiring to know or to learn that has a�eted millionsupon this planet. 19



O how the fallen angels have sought and sueeded in taking from them the ingredients, the verynuleus of the Mind of God. How it has ourred, beloved, and yet you are here and God has givento you, and if you know it not I tell you this night, the authority to all for the restoration of theintelligene of the hildren of the Most High God everywhere in every nation. Thus let it be thatthose who were sent forth by Elohim have restored to them in this hour the intelligene of Elohim,the heart �re and the will to be.Thus, I, Gautama, ome with the message of hope and my own faith in you and your ability tohave this Vitory and, above all, the harity that does unfold by the warmth of the sun the owersof the hakras and of the soul and of the spirit and of the heart.Breathe in deeply, then, this golden ame of illumination, this aura of the retreat. For, beloved,it is possible to breathe in the rays of light, the shafts of illumination. It is indeed possible and thisis my desire for you.An angel of Jophiel's bands does stand behind eah one of you performing a ertain ritual andinterhange for the inrease of golden illumination's ame in the very base of the brain, for theinrease of wisdom as wise dominion over the four lower bodies, the hakras and the soul. ThisLight, beloved, does adorn and inrease the gift of Solar Logoi already reeived.5Now fous the attention in the third eye and the rown and feel the inrease of the Mind of God.[15-seond pause℄May you, then, beloved, know that we have indeed raised up the ame of illumination this very�rst day of the year, January 1, 1989.Let illumination's golden ame be the sign, day by day by day, of your God-vitorious overoming.Let it be, beloved, for our God has willed it so. And all servants of the Seond Ray join you to reinforethe First and the Seventh and to add to it truly the brilliane of your Mighty I AM Presene. Letthe Mind of God reign upon earth and let this Mind stand therefore to displae the fore of theanti-Mind.The Mind of God is the Universal Christ onsiousness and it does enter the earth to displae thefore of anti-Christ, anti-Guru. Thus, the false hierarhs and gurus and teahers, the false pastors,priests and rabbis, all, then, must give aounting in this year to Maitreya and the World Teahers,to the Holy Christ Selves of the Lightbearers and all those in whom there burns a Threefold Flame.Our beloved Alpha and Omega have determined that illumination shall light thy way. Needlessto say, the reordings of these songs and derees are past due. Let us release them. Let us reatethem. Let us send them with love, for with them we shall light a world.Now as we remain in this hall of the Royal Teton Retreat there is delivered to me from the heartof God, from the heart of Sanat Kumara by an angel messenger the thoughtform for the year 1989.As I stand before you I open, then, this sroll.The design of the thoughtform for the year 1989 does reveal, beloved, the planetary body ina transpareny of light as the etheri thoughtform is plaed over the lower quadrants of Matter.Looking through this sphere, one sees, then, in the very heart of the earth, designed in a dimensionlarger than life, the Buddha of the Ruby Ray and all of his ourt and angels and the mighty legionsof the Ruby Ray.5On July 6, 1975, the Elohim Apollo announed that the Solar Logoi had ome to implant a rod of illumination inthe Lightbearers as \an inrement of light that is the seed of Alpha," whih is \delivered only one in 10,000 years forthe elevation of onsiousness and the entering of that onsiousness in the rown." In his ditation delivered July5, 1988, at FREEDOM 1988 Jesus said that the Solar Logoi had ome to \nourish the seed of Light implanted" andfor the further initiation of the \piering of the rown [hakra℄." See The Great White Brotherhood in the Culture,History and Religion of Ameria, pp. 269-70, 273; the Great Divine Diretor and Jesus, 1988 PoW vol. 31 no. 73, pp.567-69; no. 74, pp. 571-74. 20



Blessed ones, you must see them to know how the quality of profound ompassion and love anbe ombined in their visages with the �ereness and intensity of the delivery of the Ruby Ray swordinto the very teeth of Unreality and Evil and abjet ignorane of the Law.Thus the thoughtform of the year does reveal that the passage to the New Day is through thevery heart of that golden enter where the Buddha of the Ruby Ray does hold the balane for earth.By the ation of the Ruby Ray, by your alls for the Ruby Ray angels you will know and seethe defeat of every fore of anti-Christ, anti-the-Mind-of-God in all evolutions of God upon earth.Therefore you have but to all to me, to Sanat Kumara, Maitreya, Jesus and Kuthumi, to the entirelineage of the Third Ray of beings of Light to summon these angels - mighty angels of the Buddhaof the Ruby Ray - to go forth for the binding and the judgment of all that does inhibit the divineplan of Almighty God for this earth and this entire galaxy.So, beloved, earth is seen - as there is revealed in this thoughtform the Buddha of the Ruby Rayin the heart of the earth - as the springboard for vitory that may shoot aross this galaxy andmany others. For this momentum begun, if truly nourished and upheld, shall not be stopped, forthe momentum is the laser beam of the Ruby Ray of God.Thus, beloved, the transparent, transluent, transformed planetary body as it shimmers in awhiteness and a rainbow olor does reveal the ruby of [the Buddha of the Ruby Ray,℄ the Blood ofChrist, the white of the planet, the Body of Christ. Thus in the Alpha and the Omega of the eventswhih shall follow, beause you have aepted golden illumination's ame for attunement [and for℄an inreased apaity of the Mind of God, we shall see a Vitory unparalleled, a promise ful�lled,and all of you who have ome with Sanat Kumara and all who have waited to this hour redeemedand ful�lled and truly satis�ed in the Law whih you have attended for so long.I AM Gautama in the heart of the Flame whih you bear in your heart. I AM there always. Iseal you in the oneness of your mandala and return you instantaneously to this ourt.And thus, beloved, may you also take your leave when you plae your bodies to rest [at theonlusion of this New Year's Eve servie℄ and return with me and my angels to the site of the GrandTeton where we shall ontinue our disourse on the Vitory in the earth by illumination's goldename, by Ruby Ray, by the very trans�guration of a planet and by the bedrok you have foundedand upon whih you have founded this ativity of the First and the Seventh Rays of Alpha andOmega.O our God of very gods, Thou hast delivered us and all unto us, and we are one and none is leftout.6 For by the Law of the One we are that One.This ditation by Gautama Buddha was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brother-hood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on New Year's Eve, Deember 31, 1988, 11:50 p.m.-January 1, 1989,12:39 a.m. MST, during the �ve-day onferene The Sared Fire in Winter held at the Royal TetonRanh, Park County, Montana. Available on 90-min. audioassette B89003. [N.B. Braketed mate-rial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under GautamaBuddha's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.
6\None of them is lost." John 17:12; 18:9. 21
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Chapter 4Beloved Arhangel Mihael - January 22,1989 Vol. 32 No. 4 - Beloved Arhangel Mihael - January 22, 1989The Sared Fire in WinterIVA Countdown for VitoryHail, legions of the Great Central Sun!I, Mihael, summon you to this plae and I say, let my voie be heard:Hail, legions of the Great Central Sun!Therefore ome in the mighty blue-ross formation, for we have gathered for one purpose and itis for the liberation of the Work and the Word of this Messenger and for the liberation of all soulswho are wed to the will of God throughout this Community worldwide.Let all who love that will, who espouse it and who live in it know that from this moment forwardthe Light of the First Ray does desend to support every lifestream of nonompromise, for this dayand date, January 1, 1989, does mark the beginning of a ountdown for Vitory. It does mark,therefore, the moving into position of Light and Lightbearers and servants of God's holy will.Let those who have not made their resolution with the will of God and the inner blueprint hearme. For I AM Mihael, Prine of the Arhangels, and I have been with you from the beginning.From the very beginning I AM Mihael Arhangel, Servant of the Most High God, and where I AMthere is that I AM THAT I AM.Therefore, let you who ompromise, who equivoate, who onvine yourselves that you do the willof God while denying our First Cause and our best servants understand this, that the vibration oftrue blue an never be ounterfeited. It an never be mistaken, beloved. Either you have it or youdo not.Blessed ones, some have beome so austomed to ontinually explain themselves and explainthemselves and explain themselves that they do onvine themselves that they are entered in thedevotion of the will of God and to that will when, in fat, the ompromise of the Spirit of the livingGod an be read in the aura, the eletromagneti �eld of suh individuals by the littlest angel orelemental. Why, then, will you not read it for yourselves?Blessed hearts, we ome, then, to snath from you, as it were, your Messenger whom we mustoupy now twenty-four hours a day in our servie on your behalf. Therefore let those trained andounsellors and ministers tend to the individual needs of this Community worldwide, and may you23



rely on the advie and ounsel and teahing already given in many repetitive ases bearing the sameearmarks and problems.For what have we raised up a Messenger? I tell you, it is not to tend the disarnates and demonsthat you keep in your spirit of ompromise with the will of God. Thus, this day and this hour thereis a separating out, and there be some who have the sapphire aura of El Morya and there be somewho have not. And therefore, there shall be the gathering of those who form the nuleus of the willof God and the throat hakra and the outer band of the ausal body1 of this Community, and therebe others who may desire to enter in to the ranks of the legions of the Lords of the First Ray whomay do so.Comprehend, then, that the path of the bodhisattva ideal,2 the path of disipleship under theWorld Teahers and the Cosmi Christ, this path, beloved, enables you to be tested and to testyourself onerning the entrality of the diamond of the will of God in your life.I ome to you sent from God, sent from the I AM THAT I AM, sent from the great throne room.I am sent by Alpha and Omega and I have been in the plae of Brahman in the beginning with theWord.So therefore, beloved, I AM ome. And I AM ome to tell you that the mantle that we seure thisday with the Messenger is the mantle for the safe passage of ye all. It is also the mantle of learningand illumination and self-knowledge. For there is no suh thing as blind belief in our ranks nor blindfaith, for we mount the stellar highways by having passed through the diamond-shining Mind of God.Thus, let there be written by the pen and the hand of the Messenger those remaining statementsthat must be made, that your safe passage may also rest upon Cosmi Christ illumination.Therefore we are in the defense of the Christed ones. And I have already informed you that byosmi law the absolute and omplete protetion may not be given exept you �rst all forth thatEletroni Presene of your Holy Christ Self around you,3 for when you are lothed upon with thatHoly Christ Self onsiousness, beloved, then you have the absolute protetion of the Godhead bythe hand of the Seven Arhangels and our legions of Light.We ome, then, on this date and the soul of every one of you does know the meaning of January1, 1989. Beloved hearts, you have known that date long and you have also known that you would beat this point in time and spae on that date.Thus, ome into ongrueny, into onsonane with the inner Word of being and know that as IAM THAT I AM where I AM Arhangel Mihael, so you are the issue of God where you are. Letprotetion and the shaft of the blue ray and the blue ame be upon you, beloved, for it is needfulthat your momentum inrease and your oneness with the legions of white �re and blue lightning beomplete.We shall arry you as far as the Great Law will allow us to arry you. Therefore the Law doesdepend upon that o-measurement and your mirror diamond reetion of that will of God. Mayyou, then, know the eÆay and the fullness of the all for the will of God4 and the protetion thatthat will does a�ord. May you all for the inner blueprint to manifest. And may you be preparedto wrestle with the false hierarhies and their hordes of night who ome to amplify within you theresidual resistane to the will of God in your life.1The outer band of the ausal body is the blue band of the First Ray of protetion, faith and goodwill.2A bodhisattva is literally a \being of bodhi, or enlightenment," \a being destined for enlightenment," or \onewhose energy and power is direted toward enlightenment" who is destined to beome a Buddha but has foregone thebliss of nirvana with a vow to attempt to save every Lightbearer on earth.3Call forth the Eletroni Presene of your Holy Christ Self. 1988 PoW, p. 504.4Calls to the will of God. See El Morya, Lord of the First Ray: Dynami Derees with Prayers and Ballads forChelas of the Will of God 1, 94-min. audioassette A88125 with booklet of words.24



None need tell you that will, for it is written as the law of God in your inward parts,5 and your IAM Presene does pulsate that will to you with every desent of Light over the rystal ord. The willof God is there but the psyhe and the subonsious have hosen to reate barriers between the innerknowing and the Divine Will, whih is all about you as the anopy of blue above and surroundingthe planetary home.Blessed are ye who dwell in the Diamond Heart of Morya, who meditate upon that diamondof God's will that he does preserve. Blessed are ye who embrae faith, knowing that faith is thesubstane of things hoped for and the evidene of things not seen.6Banish doubt! I say: It is the enemy of your ertain vitory. Banish fear! I say, for it displaesall love of God's holy will.And, beloved, see to it that [you hallenge℄ all reords of Death and Hell that hallenge [your℄eternal faith in God's law and will, see to it that you arrive eah Friday night at our servies untilyou have vanquished every reord of death that has arued to your lifestream and your eletronibelt in the past two and a half million years. Blessed ones, let no reord of death remain nor of hellitself!May you be a lean blue arrow that [is able to℄ pass through all substane and astral plane and�nd its mark on the great portal that is the entrane to the Royal Teton Retreat. Set your mark inthe skyey blue heavens and you will reah that mark. Set your mark to ahieve vitory over Deathand Hell and you shall ahieve it, I promise you. When you set your mark to be of the legions ofthe First Ray, I tell you, beloved, then and only then will all other plans and projets and measuresthemselves be suessful.The �ery ones shall ahieve the goal. The taggers-on and the stragglers who have preferred everyother will but His will shall not enter in unless they move with a fury and an intensity that ontraststhe lethargy we have seen from some of you for a deade and more. No longer may you or we tarry,then, with the sense indulgene. This is the Vitory. This is the Vitory to whih we all you,beloved, and the Vitory is to the sure, to the swift, to the strong.By my Presene, therefore, you may sense your lak. If therefore this day in profound remorseand grief you may fae yourself and know that whih you have withheld from your Christ Self, yourI AM Presene, from your beloved Father in heaven or from this Community and your family, I say,for this ause write to this Messenger.For you will require that surgery that is performed by the blue-lightning angels of my bands if yousurely and truly desire to let go of your hold on the astral-plane and astral-desire, wish-ful�llmentsequenes. If you truly this day would enter the ranks of the First Ray warriors and legions of Light,then let it be known. For your former ondition has been sustained not alone by yourselves butby false hierarhies and entities you have indulged until they have grown to be a part of the rootstruture of your own subonsious.Therefore, beloved, to o�er these alls for the liberation of the soul to be the servant of the will ofGod, for suh things should the Messenger's time be given, but not for the indulgene of those whowill not move, who will not prove that they truly one and for all shall put behind themselves thoseformer things.7We move into the New Age today. Today, I say, is the �rst and most important step. Today isthe step of the resolution for the next two thousand years. Blessed hearts, this is the springboard toeternity and you will require every step to be the right step and the diret step.Therefore I ome. I ome to you, for I desire to stand on behalf of El Morya, to shape the troops,5Law in their inward parts. Jer. 31:33, 34; Heb. 10:16, 17.6Faith, the substane of things hoped for. Heb. 11:1.7Forgetting those things whih are behind. Phil. 3:13, 14.25



to return the helas of the Diamond Heart to him, to gather others. And those who would bedisarded, let them be disarded. For there is no longer a hiding of the oward or the mediore stateor the lukewarm8 that does not have the ability to have an allegiane whether to Light or Darkness.Therefore the lukewarm have not the allegiane of either Light or Darkness.Thus, beloved, from this day forward the die is ast and you an well guess it is a blue die. Andyou may know, beloved, that the legions of the First Ray, the Manus, the Lawgivers, all beings ofCosmos who hold the very warp and woof of a Matter reation, those who brae the skeleton of allstruture of life - we are those who are well-equipped to bring along all others of all other rays intothe disipline neessary to move with swift steps along the path of the bodhisattva, along the path ofindividual Christhood, for that readiness must be the ontainment of the balaned Threefold Flame.Therefore I ome to take my stand for El Morya before you, to give to him of my ausal bodywhat the Great Law will allow to assist him and his true helas upon earth in balaning the karmaof the misuse of dispensations granted to him on behalf of the nations, their eonomi strutures andthe helas themselves.The legions of the First Ray therefore join the legions of the Seventh as we are determined to bethe instruments of a planetary transmutation of violet ame and the binding by the power of theosmi irle and sword of blue ame of all onditions and abuses of this First Ray of God's will,seeing to it that aording to the Faithful and True and the Son of God Universal, those who haveabused the power, the perfetion, the will of the First Ray may be brought to judgment and theirhand be stayed against any and all further abuses of that whih has ome through the DiamondHeart of Morya.I tarry with you, beloved, for I would speak while the blue ray does penetrate. Do not expet itto be omfortable in those areas where you have not espoused it, for the blue ray itself will ause ahemialization. And during that proess of hemialization you will indeed ry out for the violetame to ome forth and transmute onditions of body, soul and mind, environs and all whom youknow. For the blue ray is disruptive and you an ount on it being disruptive this day.Those who are happy in the blue ray are those who have made their peae, their resolution withthe will of God. For they have seen that one the Lord God himself has alled and hosen you it isbest to ount that blessing, to be grateful, and to move with that wind of the Holy Spirit of the willof God.Thus, the hound of heaven has ome after the helas in the earth, and I ount myself as one suhhound of heaven;9 but there are many [of my℄ legions, beloved, [who also ount themselves as houndsof heaven,℄ for we have known you, eah one, in all prior golden ages. We have seen the great staturefrom whih you have desended to your present low and we see the heights to whih you an attainagain. Therefore be grateful that we might speak to you through a Messenger who may warn youagainst [the onditions of℄ the pitfalls of pride, of fallen angels, and of following after them, [whih℄have ome upon those [lifestreams℄ who have \lost it" through the First Ray abuses.It is not always easy to reognize the not-self or the spirit of the pride of the intellet or the humanego. But, beloved ones, on a path of helaship suh as that whih is a�orded here, we ount many8Thou art lukewarm. Rev. 3:15, 16.9\The Hound of Heaven," written by English poet Franis Thompson (1859-1907), is a poem whose prinipal themeis the unrelenting pursuit of the soul by God. It opens with the words: \I ed Him, down the nights and down thedays; / I ed Him, down the arhes of the years; / I ed Him, down the labyrinthine ways / Of my own mind; and inthe mist of tears / I hid from Him, and under running laughter." At di�erent points throughout her sojourn in life,the soul hears the Voie of God speaking to her the lesson of her experienes in phrases suh as, \Lo! naught ontentsthee, who ontent'st not Me" and \Lo, all things y thee, for thou iest Me!" The �nal stanzas move inexorablytoward the apture as God unveils to the soul his ever-present love: \How little worthy of any love thou art! / Whomwilt thou �nd to love ignoble thee / Save Me, save only Me? / All whih I took from thee I did but take, / Not forthy harms, / But just that thou might'st seek it in My arms. / . . . Ah, fondest, blindest, weakest, / I am He Whomthou seekest! / Thou dravest [drove℄ love from thee, who dravest Me."26



vitories of souls who have taken their asension who have listened when they have been told thattheir servie has been an exuse for the full surrender to the will of God. And when that divinespark within has been allowed to override the human onsiousness and they have been willing tolisten, blessed ones, suh a orretion needed has been the turning point where they have entered apath of the asension and they have won.But the asension alone is not our goal. The asension as a path that is �lled with the distributionof the blessings of illumination of all great teahers and teahings of all time - this is our goal. Ourgoal is to make Freedom's Star more than a violet planet. It is to make it a planet of illumination'sgolden ame.Thus, let the teahing be published. Let it be written. Let it be heard. Let it be seen. For abase ignorane does over the planet and that base ignorane omes out of the very misuse of thebase-of-the-spine hakra, and therefore [we observe℄ suh primitive behavior, primitive emotions, andminds no longer apable of thought or of a thought proess that in the divine reason leads to thethrone of God. This, beloved, this absene of the Logos as an ative part of life upon earth doesause even an Arhangel to tremble as to what will be the outome. Unless every hild and soul andbeing upon earth does have even a nail's worth of the Word pulsating in the very seat of the brain,how, I say, how an that one be restored to eternal Life and to the Mind of God?O beloved, there is a rampant deseration of the Divine Mother and her Christ Child upon earthin this hour and the denial to the seed of Light of the aess to the onsiousness of Almighty God.To this, then, we turn our attention. We turn our attention, beloved, to this whih is the will of Godfor all: universal Christ illumination. Let it be seen, beloved, that when the foundation of your lifeis the joy of the will of God and you know that will as Morya has taught it for every phase and faetof ativity and behavior and psyhology, that you move on and you embrae the diamond-shiningMind of God.I AM Mihael Arhangel. I ome to protet the mind, the heart, the purity, the vision. I ome toprotet the servie of all who do the will of God. I ome to protet the freedom and the religion andthe ritual that is neessary in the asent, the homeward asent to the point of origin.Now, then, beloved, I release to you the intense ation of the legions of the First Ray, forming thefoundation of a pyramid we build this day.Thus, I give to you in this moment my ohort of Light the Arhangel Jophiel, who does ome toaddress you on wisdom's ame and the wise dominion thereof.I salute you, beloved, in the Vitory of the God Flame. I salute you in the inner blueprint of Life.I AM Mihael. I respet those who respet the law of God's holy will and my legions serve thosewho so do that will.This ditation by Arhangel Mihael was delivered by the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet onNew Year's Day, January 1, 1989, 5:40-6:10 p.m. MST, at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County,Montana. Available with ditations by the Arhangels Jophiel and Chamuel and Charity on 90-min. audioassette B89004. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in theditation, added by the Messenger under Arhangel Mihael's diretion for larity in the writtenword.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 5Beloved Arhangel Jophiel - January 29,1989 Vol. 32 No. 5 - Beloved Arhangel Jophiel - January 29, 1989The Sared Fire in WinterVAn Era of Unpreedented EnlightenmentHail, legions of the Seven Arhangels, ompanies gathered! I AM Jophiel and I have ome to usherin an era of unpreedented enlightenment out of the East, out of the West, out of the heart of theDivine Mother.For I tell you, beloved, we the Seven Arhangels, sent from God, are in the very at of building agiant pyramid whose foundation has now been laid and does onsist of legions of blue-ame angelsof the First Ray of God's holy will.1 This pyramid shall stand. It shall remain. And eah tier risingshall be omprised of the sueeding angels of the ray that does ensue.Therefore, I, being the seond, now plae my legions to form the seond tier. Blessed ones, thereshall be a hanging of the guard eah twenty-four hours as angels replae those who have kept theame and the vigil.This is a living pyramid of angeli hosts, beloved, that does over the entire area over this land.It is a reminder to all evolutions of earth that you were sponsored in your desent by the SevenArhangels and their legions. And we have assembled one again in the Omega yle of your ownful�llment to assist you to mount the pyramid of being.Blessed ones, the very same number of angels will be ounted in eah tier though the apparentdimension be less as the pyramid does rise. Therefore you may ponder the onundrum of how manyangels may sit on the tiers of a pyramid and you may never arrive at the onlusion, beloved. For Itell you an in�nite number of angels may omprise the tiers of this pyramid from moment to moment.Thus, there is still room for souls of Light who would join in being in their bodies a lively stone ofthe pyramid whih we are: I AM THAT I AM.I ome to tell you, therefore, beloved, onerning illumination and the true eduation of the heart,[that℄ earth herself is slipping quikly into the quiksand of arnal-mindedness, density, where sarelyvery many of the lifestreams who walk in physial embodiment have a mind that does reet, doesknow the pulsations of the Mind of God.Blessed ones, think of the anients who walked the earth and knew the thoughts of God when11989 PoW, p. 33. 29



God thought them. This is the eduation, this is the equipment we desire to give to those who areof the Light on earth - for a start. Where better to start, then, than with those who have the goalof building the pyramid of Self through the seven hakras and the Eighth Ray hakra, the sealing ofthe heart ame.Blessed ones, to know the thoughts of El Morya when he does think those thoughts - to have suha apaity - is, in our mind and lexion, to truly be \eduated." Understand, beloved, that the goalof eduation on earth has been for some time the aeleration of the omputer of the mental bodyto ontain muh information. But the balane of the Threefold Flame whereby an individual mightdeliberate within himself and with his God and arrive at the right ourse of ation based on fat andoneness with that Higher Mind, this, beloved, as you know, is wanting.Without the disriminating intelligene of the Higher Consiousness of the Christ, man, then, islittle more than a omputerized, funtioning body. And in many lifetimes very little is ahieved interms of the inrease, inrement by inrement, of that Mind of God.Therefore, beloved, from the hour [of℄ the intent of the Father-Mother God and parents uponearth to bring forth a son, a Christed one, male or female, from that hour the eduation of the heart,the mind and the soul must begin and ontinue. It must be undertaken by the parents in onsonanewith the Manus2 and the Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood.I AM Jophiel and my legions are osmi teahers. They are ready to reeive those who would beGod-taught. They are ready to reeive those who have passed their tests of allegiane to the will ofGod on the First Ray. One there is the ommitment of being and the surrender of all else to thatwill of God, then these teahers ome. They ome with the World Teahers and the bodhisattvas,those beoming the Buddha.Blessed ones, we would ount you among our pupils, one and all. Therefore we request and requireof you fastidious attention to violet ame transmutation [and℄ to the taking in of those substanes3whih enliven and free the brain and the entral nervous system and the oordination of the fourlower bodies and [that you℄ shun the imbibing of those substanes whih reate density and theout-of-balane state that does ause individuals to be in the grips of their passions to one extremeor another most of the day and night.4Thus equanimity and poise in the heart ame is the alling of those who would be tutored by theBrothers and Sisters of the Golden Robe5 under Jesus and Kuthumi, under Lord Maitreya, who sograiously grae your halls the remaining six months of Summit University in this very plae.Blessed ones, [to develop℄ the apaity to retain what one is given, the ommand \Hold fast whatthou hast reeived!"6 - this is the all of Jophiel and the legions of the Seond Ray. Of what avail toteah when an individual has no apaity for memory, no developed tablets of mem,7 no reordingsystem, no ontinuity of memory, of identity that does span many lifetimes and planetary systems?Blessed ones, to expand the mind take up a ourse in a pratial disipline that does allow youto enter into a very neessary servie that must be ful�lled if the will of God for Community isto be ful�lled. To master tasks and information assoiated with tasks, this, beloved, develops theoordination between the four lower bodies and does enable you to balane the very karma of mental2Manus. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 67, p. 518 n. 5; glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. 424-26.3I.e., whole foods, those whih are not proessed, extrated, re�ned or made with syntheti hemials, prinipallywhole grains and vegetables.4For a greater understanding of how to ahieve balane in the physial body, how human behavior and physialand mental health relate to the ondition of the body's organs, and what foods are bene�ial to the organs, see thepubliations on the marobioti diet.5Order of the Brothers and Sisters of the Golden Robe. 1985 PoW, vol. 28 no. 9, pp. 96, 99 n. 17; 1976 PoW,vol. 19 no. 1, pp. 4-5; 1973 PoW, vol. 16 no. 11, pp. 43-45.6\Hold Fast What Thou Hast Reeived" is a motto of the Keepers of the Flame Fraternity. See Rev. 3:11.7Tablets of mem. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 26, p. 215 n. 4.30



density as you serve and as you do so lovingly. And the love that you put into your servie, beloved,does ombine with your devotion to the will of God. And the will of God plus love does produe theviolet ame.Therefore some have generated the violet ame, not even knowing what that violet ame was,merely in their devotion to God's holy will and their love to embrae the work of the Holy Spirit inCommunity and therefore [to℄ make all things possible to all members of the Community, the Sanghaof the Buddha.8 Make no mistake, beloved, we ount this plae as a true and living Sangha of theBuddha, for all the elements required for suh a Sangha be present.Therefore, may your begging bowls, beloved, be your minds uplifted, self-emptied of all ignoraneand baseness, meanness and all that is not the will of God. Let your begging bowls be raised to thelevel of the seond tier of the pyramid, to Jophiel's angels. [For℄ I tell you, when you love the will ofGod the legions of Arhangel Mihael will take you and boost you up to our level and you shall bethrust into halls of learning. And see how you an transend many enturies of being dull, by ourstandards, to beoming morning stars of pereption and divine awareness.O the leanness of the body, soul and mind swept lean of all manner of entity! Suh is thetriumph of those who rejoie in God's holy will and sense that they are lean, but not quite and notall.9 Thus your devotion to Astrea and to the legions of the First Ray has netted you great gain, foryou have been delivered of muh, beloved.And therefore, [sine you have℄ been so self-emptied, we give you no time to be �lled again withthe ups of the world but invite you, near as the row ies, to the Royal Teton Retreat to be tutoredby many teahers who await your oming, await your merging with that blue-ame will of God.Blessed ones, we have long ago entrusted to these Messengers, this family and Community theresponsibility for the eduation of the world's hildren.10 Unless these standards be set and met byyourselves as proof that your method is not madness, then I say, beloved, this Aquarian age will notget o� on the right footing. And the souls we would send will have to wait and wait until perhapsin another entury there be souls who will raise up the true standards.Illumined ation: without it, beloved, it is as though you were following blindly the will of God.Illumination, then, beomes that wise dominion whereby you are suited to rule your own temple andhousehold,11 your own Community, to rule the ity [of world onsiousness℄ and to take dominion inthe lower levels of untransmuted karma in the eletroni belt.12 Illumined ation by the Seond Rayis the only way to ful�ll the will of God. Thus when you love that will you will love to train themind that an better satisfy that will.May the Teahers desend. May the Holy Christ Selves ome now as Lord Gautama's dispensationof this �rst day of the year 1989. For this moment, beloved, reeive your Holy Christ Self, whose8Sangha. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 57, p. 447 n. 9.9Ye are lean, but not all. John 13:10.10On January 1, 1973, in a ditation delivered by the Messenger Mark L. Prophet, Gautama Buddha announedthat the Asended Lady Master Clara Louise, \shall, ere the night pass, give to the present Mother of the Flame [theMessenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet℄ a torh harged with the vital �res from God's heavenly altar and the onveyaneof a vast mission to illumine the world's hildren and produe the blessing of true ulture to the age and unto all peopleeverywhere." (Clara Louise was embodied as Clara Louise Kieninger, the �rst Mother of the Flame, who asendedOtober 25, 1970.) On January 1, 1989, the Messengers' daughter Erin Lynn Prophet delivered an expos�e entitled\Restoring Literay." She showed how \progressive eduation" led to a massive deline in the skills of Amerianstudents, both in basi literay (reading, writing and spelling) and ultural literay (knowledge of history, geographyand the ideas foundational to our ivilization). She analyzed how the whole-word, or look-and-say, method of teahingreading is the primary reason for this deline and then presented an experimental phonis-based reading programfor infants and hildren whih she developed based on the Doman and Spalding reading methods. Available on 2audioassettes, 3 hr., A89006. See Mother Mary, 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 87, pp. 686-87.11He that ruleth his spirit. Prov. 16:32.12Eletroni belt. The individual and olletive planetary unonsious and astral plane.31



Presene desends upon you. And now begin to experiene the joy of illumination's ame, thelightness.All burdens of karma and sorrow are alleviated by the Mind of Christ, for you see, you see thegolden lining that is the teaher behind every karmi irumstane. When burdens are understoodand when you see learly how you reated them and how you an unreate them, you no longer walkthe sorrowful way of spiritual and mental and emotional blindness.When you have illumination, beloved, you an proeed step by step, hour by hour to ful�ll theLaw and rejoie in that freedom eah step of the way - when you joyously ful�ll that law of God'swill by understanding, by understanding, beloved.Understanding allows you to swallow the most bitter pills.Therefore, having touhed upon a subjet on whih I ould disourse by the hour, I point you inthe diretion of higher learning and deeper learning so that the soul and the Mind of Christ in youmay indeed use the omputer, the bank of the mental body and the memory body, may employ itbut may not onfuse it with the true reality of the Universal Mind of God that is the Logos itselfand more than a mere storehouse of information.Blessed ones, I AM Jophiel and I tell you that your need of me and of all legions of the SeondRay is great.Some of you err, not knowing the sriptures,13 not knowing the ontent of our releases, not beingable to read the handwriting on the wall of your own life and being. Some of you err, for you havenot seen the path to Christhood as entering by the door of the First Ray of God's will.Therefore I seal you in this hour as I make way for the presene with you - O rejoie, beloved! -of the beloved Chamuel and Charity, who ome in our name to extol the virtue of Love.This ditation by Arhangel Jophiel was delivered by Elizabeth Clare Prophet on New Year'sDay, January 1, 1989, 6:10-6:31 p.m. MST, at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana.Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.\Thou art my beloved Son.This day have I begotten thee."I AM begotten of the LORD -the I AM THAT I AM Elohim.I AM the Son of God in the earth.I AM the Son of God in heaven.I AM a pillar of �re!I AM a �re infolding itself of the Mighty I AM Presene, and therefore I AM the dissolution ofworlds of evil and of absolute Evil inarnate.This is the Light of Almighty God that does defeat the Adversary by universal transmutation, bythe aelerated �res of freedom, by the mighty sword that does keep the way of the Tree of Life inthe garden of God.I AM a mighty ame!13Ye do err, not knowing the sriptures. Matt. 22:29; Mark 12:24. The Asended Masters' teahings, the writingsof the Law and the law of karma are all part of the sriptures of Aquarius.20.10I Aept the Gift of Peae! by Jesus ChristThis day I AM begotten of the LORD!This day I AM the Son of God!This day He has said unto me: 32



I AM the ation of the ame of the ark of the ovenant.I AM the sealing Light of the Almighty in the earth.I AM the Son of God.I AM the Holy Grail, the vessel of the Godhead.And therefore, where I standELOHIM OF GOD, ELOHIM OF GOD, ELOHIM OF GOD do swallow up the anti-Elohim, theanti-God, the anti-Father, the anti-Son, the anti-Holy Spirit, and the anti-Mother!Where I AM THAT I AM is the mighty pillar of �re. And so, desend, my Mighty I AM Presene,my beloved Christ Self!I aept the gift of Peae in my heart.I aept the gift of Peae in my soul.I aept the gift of Peae in my mind,in the siene of the spoken Word.I aept the gift of Peae in my throat hakra,in my power enter.I aept the gift of Peae in the all-seeing eye of Godanhored in my third eye.I aept the gift of Peae in my rown hakra asCosmi Christ illumination now.I aept the gift of Peae from the heart ofGautama Buddha in the solar plexus.By the mighty power of the Elohim Peae and Aloha,I AM sealed in the Great Sun Dis,I AM sealed in the heart of Peae,I AM sealed in God's desire for Peae!And I AM the binding of war and the warring in my members and the war of Armageddon andthe warfare of Gog and Magog. I AM THAT I AM in me is the binding of the entire planetarymomentum of war of the Nephilim gods and the fallen angels.I AM THAT I AM.I AM in the heart of the Prine of Peae,And the Prine of Peae is in my heart.I AM the manifestation of Elohim here and now!I AM in Christ and Christ in me.And therefore I AM He! I AM He! I AM He!I AM the One Sent to embody that Word. And so long as I AM in the world, I AM the Light ofthe world!In Jesus' name, I AM a joint-heir of that universal Christ. I AM where I AM, and I AM the Lightof Almighty God - the absolute Light of the Godhead where I AM that does swallow up the absolutedetermination of the fallen ones to destroy that Light.33



And therefore, it is no more! And Alpha and Omega where I AM, omplete, do move thereforeagainst the Gog and Magog arrayed against one another in this world.And I AM no part of their struggle!I AM no part of their strife!I will not lay down my life for them or their auses or their manipulations or their internationalmonopolies or money funds.I AM the determination of the Almighty God to be a freedom-�ghter for Saint Germain, to defendSaint Germain and the I AM Rae and the Light of God and the Light of Freedom - but I will notlay down my life for the orruption on this or that side of the oean.For I AM the Living Witness!I AM the Son of God!I AM the pillar of the resurretion �re that does swallow up Death in Vitory, that does swallowup Hell.And therefore, I walk with God and I AM that God in manifestation, and I will not stray fromthe inner alignment of my own Crystal Cord and Mighty River of Life.And I will listen, I will listen, I will listen as I walk and talk with God. I will be the reeptivityand the expetany of the desent of Light! Light! Light! every hour of the day, every hour of thenight.I AM Light! Light! Light!I AM Light in eternal manifestation on earth as in heaven. And this world is full of Light! Thisworld is full of the Light of Vitory beause I stand, beause we stand, beause we are one in theGreat White Brotherhood - as Above, so below.Therefore, I delare and we delare the Vitory now!And earth is swallowed up in Vitory.Earth is swallowed up in Light.Earth is swallowed up in the mighty Cosmi Christ illumination of the age!I AM with Maitreya in the mountain.I AM with Saint Franis in the streets of the ities.I AM with the Holy Kumaras, with the mothers of the world, and with the inarnating Christedones.I AM with Gautama Buddha for God-government in every nation, and I AM in the heart of Jesus.I AM in the heart of Jesus, and Jesus is in the heart of me.In the name I AM THAT I AM, I seal my prayer in the heart of beloved Mother Mary this day,who will interede for me before the throne of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit.Beloved Mother Mary, so interede in my behalf that even my own world is swallowed up in theVitory of Light and all remaining human reation and karma and the dweller on the threshold isbound and judged and held in abeyane until the Great Law shall then take it - take it up andonsume it and onsume the sroll of the reord - and I walk free in osmos as a free spirit anditizen of osmos, and time and spae are no more. And I AM in me - I AM THAT I AM - is theVitor over Death and Hell, worlds without end in the Matter osmos.As Above, so below - in the name of Alpha and Omega, it is done!Taken from a ditation by Jesus Christ, November 24, 1983, Camelot, California.34



Chapter 6Beloved Arhangel Chamuel and Charity- February 5, 1989Vol. 32 No. 6 - Beloved Arhangel Chamuel and Charity - February 5, 1989The Sared Fire in WinterVIThe Building of the Pyramid of LivesBy the time you reah the third tier of our pyramid you will know, beloved, that Love is theful�lling of the law of the First and the Seond Rays. Therefore we ome to omplete the balane ofthe very intensity of the Will of God and his Wisdom.But the Love Ray is also an intensity, beloved. These three form the reative and proreative �resof all reation and this is the foundation we build this day. Come, then, beloved; for you will �ndlegions of Jophiel in great antiipation to send you to our tier one you have �lled your ups withwisdom's netar.Thus, beloved, the throat hakra in�red with the will of God does allow you to send forth the allto the heart of God \Save me, or I perish!" Thus, without the [gift of℄ speeh you annot even beginto build the pyramid of Life. Thus the power enter does enable you to reonnet with the very hubof Cosmos.Out of illumination's golden ame there is, then, the rowning of the rown hakra, its ativationand the sensitivity to the netar therein. By that mind and by that power enter, you reate thevauum that is �lled by Divine Love and [by℄ the beating heart and [by℄ the igniting of the ThreefoldFlame. Thus [as Love℄ is given, beloved - [and inasmuh℄ as Love is truly the Holy Spirit's �re ofreation - [and as℄ Love [is℄ embraed by the will of God and his wisdom, [just so℄ is [it℄ thereforepoured into the divine matrix preordained.Love, then, beloved, is the all-onsuming �re of God. It is the tenderest, most gentle aress ofangel. It is the �ery judgment of Ruby Ray angels and the Lord of the Ruby Ray himself.Know, then, beloved, that the �rst three tiers of this pyramid require the initiation and thebalaning of the Threefold Flame and a very studied use of these three rays. Thus, the Arhangelsof the First, Seond and Third Rays ome lose and we set you upon a ourse of the balaning of theThreefold Flame, whih balaning, we have made known to the Messenger, is of utmost importanefor all who plan to ast their ar aross the oming deade and �nd themselves beyond the year 2000in the right plae, the plae of the abode of the Buddhas.Our oming, then, is to deliver a holy �re of the Holy Spirit to allow you to know that whenthese plumes are balaned and ative in your heart the burning thereof shall be a sign unto you of35



the Lord's benedition. Blessed ones, this �re of the Holy Spirit is able to peel from you unreality,inseurity, absene of self-assuredness.Blessed ones, we are Chamuel and Charity and we are just as �ere as the legions of the First Rayand the Seond. You may wonder if all the Arhangels are so �ere, and we are, beloved, beause wedeal in suh onentration of suh immense power of the Godhead. For the Arhangels do stand inthe Presene of God as God does release those rays over whih we are given harge. Therefore the IAM THAT I AM of Cosmos of those rays is in our keeping.We are in a position to see and to know how the slightest misuse of that energy of God is so ostlyto a lifestream. The out-of-alignment state, being out of alignment with this equilateral triangle ofthe First, the Seond and the Third Rays, does always jeopardize the life and the ativity of theindividual, leaving him to the otsam and jetsam of life in these astral-physial spheres. Seurity,then, is in that equilateral triangle of the Holy Trinity whih we together represent.Why, then, do many not espouse the will of God? Why do they not ontain wisdom's �re? Fromour vantage point the answer is very simple. They do not love. They do not love God enough orthemselves enough to love his will or their own inner purpose, to love his Mind or their own innerintelligene.Love, then, is the quikening of all divine attributes; and one you have given in to that Love,aeded to its alling on the Third Ray, you will know the enlivening of the First and the Seondand the Fourth to the Seventh and the Eighth and the Ninth.The ruby intensity of our ray an be a laser beam to dissolve all that is unreal. For those in a lesseraelerated evolution, as you are, we prefer the method of the violet ame as the ruby ombines withthe sapphire. But, beloved, in some instanes where you have applied an extraordinary momentumof violet ame to ertain onditions, where you have leared the way and paved the way, we are ableto use the Ruby Ray as a laser beam to deliver you of enturies-old invasions within the soul and thebody of those things that do not have their origin in God but ome indeed from beneath from thefallen ones. Some of these onditions of onsiousness you take for granted. They are as everydaythinking and feeling goes on this planet, but they are no less lethal and their origin is no better fortheir aeptability.We are, then, arriers of the Holy Spirit adorning the ame of the Son, all the sons of theBuddha and the Christ, truly adorning the Light of the Father. May you know, therefore, that wethree [Arhangels Mihael, Jophiel, and Chamuel℄, as [hierarhs of the℄ legions of the most primarymanifestation [of God, i.e., the Threefold Flame,℄ you are alled upon to bring into balane this year,so ome, so serve, so desire to support you. This is the foundation of life to the building of thevitory of Aquarius. May you know and live and serve to �nd yourselves mounting all seven tiersuntil you ome to the reason for being of Aquarius and the vitory of the Aquarian golden age.We are the ministering servants of all sons and daughters of God worlds without end. Our portionis to guide and lead you into all Truth and holiness and righteousness for the balaning of theThreefold Flame and for your safe passage into new dimensions of Divine Reality.Now, beloved, let love in Community be reeted in all interhanges and servie. Let love betender. Let love be disiplined. Let love be the spokesman for Truth. Let love are enough to speakthe Truth no matter what the onsequenes. Let love ful�ll her responsibilities, her debts, her karma.Let love ful�ll all things and therefore be free to be haritable to all. Love must ful�ll the Law to befree; therefore neglet not the little things of the Law.Legions of the Ruby Ray anked by angels of the First Ray, surrounding and surrounded bylegions of the Seond, are now in formation aross and bak again, to the right and the left of thisourt. Our aim is that you might absorb in balane these three and by this impetus know a loserwalk with Gautama, with Sanat Kumara, with Christ Jesus, Kuthumi, Maitreya. So by the qualityof the heart are you fastened to the hearts of those who omprise the entire Spirit of the Great White36



Brotherhood.We mark the sign of the osmi ross of white �re. We have set before you the goal of the buildingof the pyramid of lives.I AM, we are and we remain at the nexus where heaven meets earth through the Mediator, theblessed Mediator of God.This ditation by Arhangel Chamuel and Charity was delivered by the Messenger of the GreatWhite Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on New Year's Day, January 1, 1989, 6:31-6:46 p.m.MST, during the �ve-day onferene The Sared Fire in Winter held at the Royal Teton Ranh, ParkCounty, Montana.
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Chapter 7Beloved Mighty Vitory - February 12,1989 Vol. 32 No. 7 - Beloved Mighty Vitory - February 12, 1989The Sared Fire in WinterVII\Always Vitory!"Hail, Chelas of Vitory!I salute you and I laim you as my own! For no other hela but the hela of Vitory shall have theday and the say in the winning for Morya El and all the hierarhy of the Great White Brotherhoodthis battle of light unto light unto Light unto Vitory!Therefore I AM Vitory! And I ome with my twin ame and we stand as twin pillars in theearth. And we are the annihilation ray into the very ause and ore of every fore of anti-Vitory,every fore of defeat, delay, prorastination and the no-win situation.Therefore, helas of the First Ray, know, then, that I laim you as my own. We laim you as ourown helas of Vitory! For, beloved, only the hela that desends in blue �re and asends in the shaftof Vitory's golden ame shall have the triumph that is meet for all of heaven that has plaed thesethings under your feet.Therefore we say, Hail, Chelas of Vitory![\Hail, Mighty Vitory!"℄Blessed hearts, no matter what the hour, we would not leave you without our living ame ofVitory - vitory for the spoken Word, vitory for the Work of the Lord, vitory in every nook andranny of the mind, every ell of being!There is a rolling stone and it does roll from otaves of Light and it does beome that boulderthat desends. And it is that desending stone of Vitory that does part the way, that does separatethe nonvitorious ones from those who are God-vitorious in the ame of the Universal Light!So, beloved, we ome in this year and we demand that it be a year of Vitory in all quarters, inall areas of life, in every heart where there burns a Threefold Flame!Our legions harge from the Great Central Sun, from the sun of Alpha and Omega and your ownsun of Helios and Vesta. We are in the heart and the enter of sun systems, for we delare the hourof the release of Vitory that is a sared �re that will onsume all unlike Vitory, all unlike the loveof Vitory! It shall onsume all doubt and fear, all prorastination, all absenteeism from the enterof the white �re ross of Vitory. 39



O beloved, we have ome for this moment and we are determined that this rolling momentum thatwe bring shall be the momentum of Vitory lear through the deade of the nineties, lear throughuntil that moment when all does return to the point of rest and even quiesene - for earth shallhave ful�lled the turning of yles and the turning of worlds for that return to the enterpoise of newbeginnings.Thus, let the endings be ful�llments. Let them be ful�llments of all yles, for surely it is the hourwhen the ful�llment of the Eighth Ray does bring about the sealing of all e�orts and the planting ofthe seed of the tree of everlasting Life.1In you, then, we plae the seed of Vitory. We plae it in the very seat-of-the-soul hakra of allwho are the helas of the will of God worldwide. And as their numbers inrease, so shall the seed ofVitory be deposited in that hakra; for from that very point, beloved, the soul will rise and rise bythe impetus of Vitory, by the nearness of Vitory, by the presene of Vitory!For, beloved, we desire and we do plae with you the Eletroni Presene of the twin ames ofVitory, whih all twin ames may appropriate, all may take on, all may determine to ful�ll.And therefore the very �re of self-determination of the First Ray does intensify as the most brilliantsapphire, obalt-blue ame that does grow and move and go before you, beloved, learing the way -learing the way, we say, for the restoration of El Morya to the fullest stature of being and serviemidst his own.2We are midst our own in this hour. And our determination and our presene and our shafts ofyellow ame and our `aurora borealis', whih we bear and arry as our own Eletroni Presene,beloved, is the impetus of Vitory whih we bring to add to your own and to give you the momentumfor the rolling of that stone of the human self right up the very stairase into the level where thathuman is no more and the soul has reahed the ultimate of Cosmi Christ illumination.Blessed ones, never before in all history of the planetary spheres have you been anywhere thatso great a momentum of Vitory ould be your own. And as you reeive us to your heart, to all ofyour hakras, as you reeive this golden illumination ame, beloved, learing the way for the learseeing and lear knowing of every step of the vitory of your life unto that asension, so vitory shallbeget Vitory. And you shall have the eletrifying e�et to impart to others the desire for Vitory,the desire for Vitory's illumination, the desire for the illumination of the bodhisattva, the disiple,the Buddha and the Cosmi Christ.So, beloved, let illumination be the hallmark of the vitory of the violet ame in this entury andin this age. Let the full power of Aquarius now be enlightened by the vitory of the golden vitoriousones standing in the golden vitorious Light.Behold, beloved, as there are numberless numbers of legions all lothed in the golden ame ofvitory and illumination, all lothed in that Cosmi Christ awareness, angels and those graduates ofearth's shoolroom [who do℄ �ll all of this ourt and well beyond and do over this property. For thelegions of golden illumination's ame from all areas of the Cosmos do gather for the vitory of theLightbearers of earth.And, beloved ones, there is a profound gratitude that ripples aross the galaxies for the alls youhave sent forth, for the alls of the Messengers, for the steadfastness in the hallenging of Darknessand the dark fores, even against the odds of the fallen ones. Therefore fearlessly and in full faithof the protetion of the Great White Brotherhood have you and the Messengers taken your standagainst Evil in any and every form. And therefore do the osmi reinforements ome.See the ornuopia of Vitory's ame and light desending! See the bowers of fruit and loveliness!See, beloved, that even before you have passed through this very vale of tears and darkness and1Tree of Life. Gen. 2:9; 3:22, 24; Rev. 2:7; 22:2, 14.2El Morya loses dispensation to interede. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 1, p. 8 n. 2.40



karma how you an sense at the level of the rown hakra how that Vitory does desend upon you,and day by day you literally step in and up into the garments of Vitory. You step up into thegreat wings of Vitory. You step into the very presene of the rown hakra of the Buddhas andbodhisattvas who attend you.Blessed hearts, we ome with the mirale golden light of Vitory. And we are determined withthe profoundness of our being that earth through you and all helas of the will of God shall know,shall know, beloved, the intensity of the light and the �re of that ation! O blessed ones, let earthintensify that sense of [the God onsiousness of℄ Vitory and let Vitory onsume all ignorane anddensity and darkness and the weight of the very mortal mind and mortality itself!I AM Vitory and I salute you with legions of Vitory. Blessed ones, suh an oasion is this thatthese legions of Vitory in formation streth from this plae to the heart of the God and GoddessMeru3 [and℄ to the heart of the Temple of the Sun in the very enter of this solar system.4 If youan imagine numberless numbers of legions of Vitory, so imagine them, beloved, aross the wideexpanse from this plae to the great throne room of Helios and Vesta. Now see and visualize legionsof Vitory.Do you know, beloved, that it is very diÆult to fail in the presene of millions of legions of Vitory?Yet I must tell you, it is still possible to fail in their presene. It takes more than proximity! It doestake appropriation - to appropriate the Spirit of Vitory, to appropriate the Flame of Vitory, theJoy of Vitory, the Mood of Vitory, the Momentum of Vitory!Blessed hearts, this is yours to ativate in all of your hakras by free will. O let those tapes ofgolden illumination's ame roll! Let the momentum of Vitory roll and [that of℄ the bodhisattvasand the disiples and the legions. For, beloved, we desire to see you light up the whole sky withillumination's ame and thereby in illumination you will see many who ould not enter this path byany other means but by the quikening of the mind, by the transmutation of the lesser mind, [with℄its displaement by the universal Christ Mind, the universal Buddhi Mind.Let golden illumination's ame, let the Teaher within you, let the World Teahers, let Maitreyaspeak through you, beloved. Let this beome a year so �lled, so saturated with Light, Light, Lightof golden yellow hue penetrating through you and going forth from you that the whole world mightbe touhed by the radiane of the dawn of the New Day of Aquarius.Beloved hearts, the violet ame [Omega℄ that is sent forth, the ation of the blue-ame will ofGod [Alpha℄ together with Arhangel Mihael's Rosary,5 all of these alls lay a solid foundation ofthe Alpha-to-Omega [Yang-to-Yin and bak again℄. And from the base to the rown [hakras℄ and[bak℄ again there is [established through the joy and the �ery intensity of your derees℄ the �rmnessof the violet and the blue [rays℄.Therefore, in the enter [of being℄, beloved, there is the spanning of ars of illumination hakrato hakra. And the Elohim join us and the Solar Logoi. And we are determined to peel away eventhe very apping of the mind [hene the rown hakra℄ by the fallen ones and those dense layersof programming [of the mental body℄ that ome through all misuse of all types of waves upon theplanet.Blessed hearts, let us see a new birth of Cosmi Christ illumination, and let us know in this hour3as these hierarhs of the Feminine Ray and Manus of the Sixth Root Rae are positioned at their retreat in LakeTitiaa and their spherial golden white ausal bodies are foused over the Royal Teton Ranh.4The Temple of the Sun is the etheri retreat of Helios and Vesta, loated in the enter of the physial sun. TheTemple of the Sun is also the name of the retreat of the Goddess of Liberty loated in the etheri plane over Manhattan(see glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, p. 405).5Arhangel Mihael's Rosary for Armageddon, prayers, derees and hymns to the Seven Arhangels and ninehoirs of angels for the resolution of problems a�eting your family, relationships, ommunity and nation; 91-min.audioassette of rosary, ditation by Arhangel Mihael and angel songs plus 36-page booklet, A85108; booklet,#1900. 41



that it does begin with eah one of you. It does begin with our being sent forth from the GreatCentral Sun. For blessed indeed are they who have responded to the Call, who have o�ered the allsand who have re�ned their sense of honor and the osmi honor ame and the will of God and theoming to grips with those things unseen yet present in the mind.So, beloved, we are Vitor, we are Vitoria,6 we are Mighty Vitory! We are the ation of thesared �re from the a to the z, from the alpha to the zenith, from the omega unto the horizon. So,beloved, know that the osmi ross of white �re whih we draw is golden illumination's shafts.Call unto us and our legions of Light, beloved, for Vitory is on the marh. And we are determinedto see that eah and every one of you does beome the full realization of the absolute God-Vitoryof your I AM Presene forever and forever and forever.Surely that whih is past of the old year and deade is into the Flame, for you have sent forth theCall. Surely in this hour there is room for Vitory's ame to saturate the earth, to �ll in the �ssuresand to allow all that is born of God's own intelligent Mind to reeive that inrement of multipliationfrom our heart.After all, beloved, it is the heart of Vitory that is ours to herish and to give to you. And theheart is the seat of vitory, for vitory begins with the desiring of the heart. It is multiplied by thepurity of the heart and the diretness thereof. Therefore let pure hearts know the pure �re of Vitoryand may you bring that �re to every endeavor.Blessed hearts, our joy overows. Our up does run over. And we are �lled, we and legions ofangels of the Seond Ray, with the Cosmi Spirit of Vitory that will not be turned bak. None anstay the hand of this Vitory, beloved, save the misuse of free will by the individual.So let the gift of God to you allow you to maintain ontat with Elohim and Elohimi levels andAlpha and Omega and to be in the heart of Jophiel and Christine and to banish all doubt, all fear,all that is less than the perpetual joy of Vitory.Make haste, beloved, to run for the Sun; for the Sun of your I AM Presene is home base. Andheneforward unto your asension may you visualize that Sun as a golden spinning sphere of yellow�re ontinually emitting the light of the Mind of God, of Cosmi Christ illumination, ontinuallyspinning, beloved, and like the �re infolding itself drawing all of your members into the intelligeneof the Universal One that you might transfer to those who have been deprived of learning and truelearning, what for7 the fallen ones who have moved against that Light.Blessed ones, I assure you, their day is done. They annot stand in the light of Vitory! Vitory!Vitory! Vitory! So it is known. So it is done. So it is manifest. So we onnet with the heart ofthe earth and the Buddha of the Ruby Ray.8And there does pass through the enter of the earth to the other side [Vitory's beam℄ and theredoes form an ovoid, an ellipse, if you will, of the �re of Vitory's beam passing through the heart ofthe earth, passing through the heart of the sun of Helios and Vesta. And this orbit of light, beloved,does beome a trak that an be followed by you to the sun and bak again to the heart of the earth,to the heart of the Buddha of the Ruby Ray, to the heart of Surya and Cuzo, to the heart of Heliosand Vesta.Always, always Vitory.6Vitoria is the feminine form of Vitor. Both Mighty Vitory and his twin ame are aÆrming here that they arethe masuline and feminine forms of Vitory. (Vitoria is the Latin word for vitory, whih is derived from the Latinvitus, pp. of vinere `to onquer, win'.) The name of the twin ame of Vitory was revealed as Justina in a ditationgiven by her on January 1, 1978 (see audioassette B7824, on God Is Mother, album II).7beause of8Buddha of the Ruby Ray in the heart of the earth. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 3, pp. 25-26; 1988 PoW, vol. 30 no.69, pp. 535-38; 1986 PoW, vol. 29 no. 73, pp. 633-34, 636.42



Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory!May I say to you, beloved, if you will remember me, if you will remember us and if you willremember to say to one another, rather than the proverbial hello, \Always Vitory!" \AlwaysVitory!" with your handshake, with your farewells and with your greetings . . .[Congregation aÆrms with Mighty Vitory:℄Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory!Always Vitory! Always Vitory!. . . And when you say it, beloved, will you see that golden light that is more brilliant than thenoonday sun that you almost annot look upon even at inner levels save with the losing of the eyes?Will you exhange the light and the greeting of the Sun of Vitory and the greeting of the ausalbodies of our twin ames, whih we now onjoin with the ausal bodies of the God and GoddessMeru over this plae?9Blessed hearts, we are determined for you to have this Vitory and we are determined to be a partof it! We are determined that no more heaviness or sadness or burden of any kind shall be upon youbut always Vitory and the sense of Vitory and the Spirit of Vitory and the Love of Vitory!Blessed hearts, with the legions who ome be assured that that �re of vitory that you hoose tobear shall be a determination many times over what you have had. It shall be a sword of CosmiChrist illumination that uts through all density, all bloks, all perversity, all time-wasters, all thatwould take you from that vitory. Therefore \Always Vitory!" beomes a mantra. It beomes amantra to defeat defeat itself and defeatism.Blessed hearts, we ome, for you have need of us. We ome beause we love you. We ome beauseour God has sent us. We ome beause we want to spend the oming months and years of our heavenon earth with you.In the love of your Vitory, in the love of your Vitory we ome! We ome to stay, beloved. Wehave no desire whatsoever to depart from this plae or spae or from your hearts. O blessed hearts,only reeive us and welome us and remember to all to us, for we must obey the law that says,\THE CALL COMPELS THE ANSWER!"And we are ompelled by Love to help you, to help you and to help you!All of our Love, beloved, more than is expressible, so we give. May you be up and doing now tofollow the star of Vitory.Always Vitory! [Congregation aÆrms with Mighty Vitory:℄Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory!This ditation by Mighty Vitory was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet on Monday, January 2, 1989, 1:23-1:48 a.m. MST, during the �ve-dayonferene The Sared Fire in Winter held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana.Available on 90-min. audioassette B89005. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yetimpliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Mighty Vitory's diretion for larity in thewritten word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
9Causal bodies of the God and Goddess Meru over the Royal Teton Ranh. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, p. 633 n.19; 1986 PoW, vol. 29 no. 78, pp. 681, 682. 43
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Chapter 8Beloved Lanello - February 19, 1989Vol. 32 No. 8 - Beloved Lanello - February 19, 1989Givingness of the HeartDesire the Will of God!Asension Day Address, Sixteenth Anniversary 1989The Clearing of the Etheri BodyFriends of My Heart,I ome to you with great givingness of purpose. This givingness [omes℄ from the heart of ElMorya and all who preede us unto the Great Central Sun of Alpha and Omega. Givingness of theheart is the opening of the heart. Thus, let this opening be, beloved, for expanded awareness of Lifeand earth's evolutions,1 spei�ally [of℄ the Lightbearers.The opening of the hearts of ertain of the Asended Masters this day does ome by divine deree.For, beloved, the opening of the ori�e of this heart, as the opening of the lens of the amera, doestherefore a�ord greater light to be released from the Great Central Sun and light to be reeived.Know, then, beloved, that the light that we pour forth is always by dispensation and espeially[is it so℄ in this hour of yles intensifying on the earth. And therefore as there is an opening of theheart of heaven in givingness, I say to you, let it be the meditation of your heart to open, that greaterlight might ow, even as the dimensions of any pipe determine the water that does pass through.There are fewer and fewer hearts upon earth through whom we an diret the light in the sensethat desending karma has truly stopped up the hearts [of many℄. Thus, let the few who have theontat be the open doors, for we require greater light in the earth to hold the balane [for theinreasing weight of world karma℄ and even, if it is possible, to lengthen [by your threefold ames℄the yles that you might have [to work the works of God℄, before the Dark Cyle2 does require thatthe reompense be made by all those who have set [in motion℄ the imbalanes on the planet.Hope, then, is not lost to us nor to you. For the hope that you bear in the heart, delivered to youby the Arheia Hope in January 1987,3 is the hope of asension's ame, is the ever-present realitythat you are asending, I am asending. And the light intensifying does therefore reate a magnet, asthough you were assembled like a honeyomb, all as one - asending souls of Light. And the netarof the rown does begin to open that aperture as well, that the wisdom of God might motivate yourwords and ats and deeds.1\Wath With Me" Jesus' Vigil of the Hours, the Seond Potential: Expanded Awareness of Earth's Evolutions,p. 11.2Dark Cyle. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 72, p. 561 n. 3.3Arheia Hope, 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 4, pp. 73-82. 45



I ome, then, beloved, with that supreme hope of the Fourth Ray. I hope individual by individual.I know every soul of Light upon earth personally at inner levels who may ful�ll the ritual of theasension in this life. And although you may think that an Asended Master's time is unlimited, Itell you, beloved, it is no small task to minister to all of these, to keep trak of them and to determine\Never a Bakward Step!"4 but forward only.Blessed hearts, the raging of the fallen ones is against these Lightbearers. I have said it beforeand I say it again, they must have ontat with this Teahing and Path. For when they ome to thatplae where they are assailed by the fores of Death and Hell, they are not able to beat them bakwith the wisdom teahings of the Divine Mother [or℄ with the understanding of the modus operandiof that very fore itself. And therefore they aept the ondemnation and the self-ondemnationunto themselves, as you also have done until you ame of age to enter into that wisdom teahing.Blessed hearts, I therefore ask you in the name of the Great Divine Diretor, when you take yourplae in this ourt eah Friday night, [seated℄ as though [you were eah one℄ diretly at the altarof God, that you determine to go after and to slay the world beast of [the℄ ondemnation of theLightbearers of the earth, [of℄ the asending ones and the hildren of the Light who are truly tossedand tumbled in the turmoil [and℄ in the traduing of their lifestreams by the fallen ones. For theyare not meet5 to the hianery and the subtlety of these fallen ones.Thus, beloved, I say to you, let us lear the twelve o'lok line for the Lightbearers! Let us thisday determine that if we are to be in physial manifestation by these sixteen sapphire points of lightof my Vitory elebration this day, we must have a smooth passageway through the etheri bodiesof these Lightbearers. We must together determine to lear that line of God-Power and lear thatpassageway!For from the enter of the irle through the Holy Christ Flame through the I AM Presene theredoes desend to eah individual one, �rst through the etheri body, the God-Power, the God-Love,and the God-Mastery.6 And in that etheri body, beloved, there is the reord and memory of theirexistene in higher otaves, even in the golden-age ities of Light, even in etheri temples.Let us together, then, work and work the works of God for the learing of those lines in ourselvesand in those reruits who are ready, truly ready to embrae the Path! Let us lear, then, on a regularbasis all opposition to the [ame of the℄ Great Divine Diretor, all opposition to [his initiations of℄God-Power [whih he gives to the helas of the will of God℄. Let us get rid of it one and for all inthis Community! Let us bless and bless and bless one another and let us support one another.And let that word ritiism, that word ondemnation, that word judgment be something that isno longer a part of your voabulary or feeling world! Let it be exorised, beloved, by the power ofAstrea; for it is always blak magi, always malie, [and it℄ always returns to the sender with sikness,disease, disintegration and death. You annot esape [the karma for℄ the arrows, the blak arrows ofthe mind, sent forth almost unonsiously as there is that ritial arnal mind surveying the seneand tearing down instead of building up.Beloved ones, to heal the Mystial Body of God in the earth, to heal the Keepers of the Flame ofthis ondition and onditioning is my purpose this day! And I go before El Morya, for if you are toheal this ondition, beloved ones, it will serve in an amazing way to move him toward that moment4\Never a Bakward Step!" Motto of Keeper of the Flame Carol Hedgepeth, who early in The Summit Lighthouseativity brought many souls to the Asended Masters by his tireless outreah through the lassi�ed ad pages of NewAge magazines. He was knighted \Sir Valiant" by Saint Germain.5equal, on the same level (use obsolet).6The twelve, one, and two o'lok lines of the Cosmi Clok orrespond to the etheri, or memory, body. Initiators,hakras, God qualities and their perversions: Twelve o'lok: Great Divine Diretor; rown; God-Power; ritiism,ondemnation, judgment. One o'lok: Saint Germain; seat of the soul; God-Love; hatred, mild dislike, withraft.Two o'lok: Jesus Christ; solar plexus; God-Mastery; doubt, fear, human questioning, reords of death. For furtherteahing on the Cosmi Clok, see 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 61, p. 479 n. 5.46



of being unbenhed. And I tell you, beloved, we as twin ames and you as twin ames with yourown do stand side by side with the beloved El Morya. And you ought to see the legions of angelswho stand with him!Yet the spoken Word must be aomplished. Yet the inner puri�ation must be aomplished.7And therefore in the very proess of learing the etheri body there is the learing of the spae forthe will of God to desend and [for℄ that mighty halie that is desired [to be perfeted℄,8 even therystal halie [of God Self awareness℄ that does beome the Holy Grail.As the Great Divine Diretor is the sponsor of El Morya and Saint Germain, let us approah, then- as we seal the twelve o'lok line and the rown hakra with the fullness of the blue-ray will of God- that [one o'lok℄ line of Aquarius and that line of the soul, even the seat-of-the-soul hakra.That soul being wed to God is what we are about and what we have been about sine my asensionand long before. Beloved ones, until that wedding take plae the soul is in danger, the soul is notsafe, the soul is subjet to the levels of Death and Hell that register in the astral plane but that arebuilt, mind you, out of the misuse of the sared �re in the etheri body.Let the memory bodies of the helas of the will of God throughout the world be leansed! Hearme, O helas of El Morya! For imagine [what lightness and brightness there will be℄ when that etheribody is leared [and℄ all others [will℄ therefore reet it and will be able to reeive that Divine Imagelearly. [That this may take plae℄ let the soul herself [ensoned in℄ the seat-of-the-soul [hakra℄desire to wear the bridal garment, be rid of self-hatred and mild dislike of the self - disapproval ofthe self.Beloved hearts, let the soul desire in the desiring of God to enter into the worthiness of being thebride of the Eternal One - lo, of Christ! lo, of Saint Germain, the Hierarh of Aquarius! lo, of theI AM Presene! Blessed ones, the desiring to be wed to Truth, to the Christ Self, must ome uponone in a mighty way [in order for you to be able℄ to rejet the [temptation of℄ going after other gods.Thus, Israel beame a harlot, and so it was spoken to the prophet.9 And therefore in the state ofgoing after [the Nephilim℄ gods the soul of Israel remained unlean and ould not be wed to the IAM THAT I AM. And therefore the prophets ame, but the prophets ould not ahieve that unionwithout the obediene of Israel and Judah; and they did not give obediene in time.And thus, you see, there does remain from anient times the severed [tie of the℄ souls of the twelvetribes, [who were severed℄ from their God, from their I AM Presene [through their exerise of theirown free will℄. And [their karma - for all exept the remnant have not repented of their deeds untothe present hour - ℄ is the ause of all [of℄ the woes [that have ome℄ upon earth today and all of thevulnerability of North Ameria and Europe to [a℄ Soviet �rst-strike attak. See it, beloved. Theywere not wed then [to their Mighty I AM Presene℄ and they are not wed today [to their Mighty IAM Presene℄. Thus, Assyria and Babylon ame between them and their God[ - through the wedgeof spiritual pride and intelletual rebellion they had allowed themselves to manifest whih beametheir point of karmi vulnerability℄.Did not we go forth in those times? Did not we warn? Was there not mirale upon mirale? Didthey not ome through the hand of Moses and all who followed thereafter?7If Morya's helas are in earnest about getting their Master unbenhed, they must not only be healed of ritiism,ondemnation and judgment, but they must daily aomplish their blue-ray derees using the four El Morya tapesalong with inner soul puri�ation by a serious and devout appliation of the violet ame (also with our tapes).8In the Messenger's February 22, 1989 letter to Keepers of the Flame on lesson 7 and above, she explained that thegiving of derees and songs with the audioassette El Morya, Lord of the First Ray 2, starting with the �rst prayer,\I Raise My Cup to Thee," is \the best means I know to raise the up of our onsiousness to be �lled with theChristly virtues and blessings of the Will of God for all people. . . . That this up of self that is beoming our God-Selfrealization under your tutelage, O Lord El Morya, may one day be a halie worthy, a halie strengthened, a halieperfeted for the Holy Grail - this is our prayer" (pp. 1-2).9Israel as harlot. See the Book of Hosea; Isa. 1:21; Jer. 2:20; 3:1, 2, 6, 8; Ezek. 16:15-59.47



O beloved, understand that in [a℄ sense of the word this is the hopelessness of the AsendedMasters - not that a people annot ultimately be onverted but that the time and the yles haveome to the plae where that whih must be aomplished for [the℄ spiritual and physial protetion[of the reinarnated tribes of Israel and Judah℄ annot be ahieved in the time that is left. [Thiswe alulate℄ aording to the yles turning in the Dark Cyle for the delivery of mankind's karmathrough the Four Horsemen of the Apoalypse.Thus, beloved, the best that we an hope - and hope for this we must - is that one by one theindividual soul will love God's love more, will love Saint Germain more, will love the will of Godmore than self and all sel�shness and self-love [by that Divine Love℄ that omes from the Ruby Rayross (whih begins on the one o'lok line [and arries through the four, seven, and ten)10 - the bestthat we an hope is℄ that that soul will say:\This day I AM begotten of the Lord! This day I have ome forth out of the will of God, out ofthat divine diretion of Alpha and Omega, out of Elohim! This day I will be wed to my Holy ChristSelf. This day I AM wed to the heart of Saint Germain and Portia. This day I give the up of mysolar awareness unto Morya, for I know of none other who has so ared so muh for me to deliver mefrom the oppressions, the depressions, and the [self-additions that lead to the℄ annihilation of self."Blessed hearts, you must �nd the ultimate reason for denying ritiism, ondemnation, and judg-ment [entr�ee into your mind - for denying℄ the dislike of the self of others and [the dislike℄ of oneself[entr�ee into your feeling world℄. You must �nd greater reasons outside of yourselves and outside ofone another and outside of those things that you allow to ome upon you[ - yes, greater reasons toespouse the Truth, the whole I AM Truth, and nothing but the Truth℄!You must have an expanded awareness of earth's evolutions and an expanded awareness of God!And that God within you that is ontained, beloved, must expand from within until this expandingballoon of onsiousness beoming larger and larger auses the speks upon the surfae to disappear.Blessed hearts, the Great Divine Diretor, Saint Germain and Jesus Christ all you - all you todediate yourselves to the learing of this etheri body. Therefore you see on the line of God-Mastery,the two o'lok line of Pises, how Jesus the Master has o�ered you all that ould be o�ered untilyou [answer the Call he sent forth℄ in his ditations of the past several years.11Now you see the [potential for your God-Vitory in the℄ rown, the [seat-of-the-℄soul, and thesolar-plexus [hakras harted on the twelve, one, and two o'lok lines, whih make up the etheriquadrant℄. Therefore, in the etheri quadrant there is [intended to be℄ the mirror image of the DivineSelf - [for℄ there [was plaed in the etheri body upon the reation of your twin ames℄ the DivineImage of God that [was and℄ is to be outpitured in the astral body, [the desire body, as well as themental and the physial bodies℄. [And℄ there [on the twelve o'lok line℄ you are dealing with therown hakra whih, when it is in�lled with the I AM Presene and the Presene of the Father, thePresene of the Buddha, beomes a solar magnet, a entral sun[ - to the blessing of the soul and thefour lower bodies℄.And [when there is God-Mastery of the Light in the rown hakra℄ the light misquali�ed (thatforms the eletroni belt12 at the level of the solar plexus and does enshroud the soul) is now raisedup in a spiral, is now transmuted by the violet ame. And all [that negative karma oalesed in℄those animal forms [of animal magnetism sent forth℄, all those points of onsiousness of the anti-Self[that are amalgamated in the subonsious℄ are bound, for you have the perfet deree and you dogive it perfetly:10The Ruby Ray ross is formed by the 1/7, 4/10 axes on the Cosmi Clok - the Aquarius/Leo, Taurus/Sorpioinitiations of God-Love/God-Gratitude and God-Obediene/God-Vision. Teahings on the Cosmi Clok listed in1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 61, p. 479 n. 5.11Jesus' alls. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 83, pp. 656 n. 20; no. 83, pp. 647-56.12Eletroni belt. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 5, p. 39 n. 12; The Lost Teahings of Jesus I, p. 372 n. 29.48



It is the deree for the binding of the dweller-on-the-threshold.13 It is the use of the blue-lightningmantra. It is the power of exorism of the Ruby Ray. It is the power of the learane that is doneontinuously by the Messenger.Beloved ones, there has never been suh a time when Lightbearers of the earth have so removedso muh [misquali�ed℄ substane from their worlds! And you who are not present on these Fridaynights have no idea how you postpone the day of glory for your own lifestream. Why, you ought torearrange your entire life to be here in this ourt at that very hour. For you do more for yourselfand more for Morya than any other time of the week when you ome together, for the sinister foreannot stand against the Body of God that is one in those hours!Blessed ones, it is the day of Serapis Bey, it is the day of your asension. And one day you shallasend on a very Friday, and it shall ome to pass and you will remember that I, Lanello, have spokento you! And you will asend on that Friday, for you [shall℄ have ompleted the learing of that entiretwenty-four-hour yle of all embodiments past, present and future [on the Fourth Ray℄.And you will see, beloved, that the God-Vitory of the asension was yours and is yours beauseyou dared to hallenge every point of Darkness in that etheri body and that etheri body beamea vessel for your Holy Christ Self! And that etheri body beame so lear that the mirror of thatetheri body reeived the I AM Presene [and℄ direted that [sared℄ �re into the astral body, andthat eletroni belt ould no longer stand. And those beasts and those fallen ones beneath the surfaeof onsiousness were blinded by the Light that you ould ontain.Let the etheri body beome the halie, beloved, and see how 25 perent of your being willtherefore be the momentum and the lever whereby the rest of your lower self must be magnetized toyour I AM Presene!Blessed ones, sine the oming of Godfre, sine the delivery to the world of beloved Master M. andK.H.,14 of Saint Germain and the Great Divine Diretor and Serapis of the Theosophial Soiety,sine the oming of the Asended Masters and Cosmi Beings in modern time, there has never been,I tell you, a greater ation of puri�ation than that whih has ourred in this ourt on those Fridaynights by your hand! Now, I say, will you give your thunderous applause to Almighty God for thisblessing? [\Yes!" 52-seond applause℄Blessed ones, so great is the outpouring of your Mighty I AM Presene in this moment that I askyou to sing to the asension the song of \Aloha Oe" that you might establish suh a rystal ordwithin you unto your Presene, sealed in asension's ame, that you may neither forget nor forsakethis alling and thereunto be an anhor point in this otave for our beloved Serapis Bey and all whoare to asend in this life. Let us sing it with all of our hearts, beloved, for that Vitory.The AsensionFrom the realms of God's eternal peaeI feel the pow'r of Love's releaseAnd in ontemplation now I seeMy belov'd I AM Presene over me.Its dazzling Light envelops allAs I, in adoration, now do allAs loving arms enfold me 'roundI dwell in majesty profound.13Deree 20.09, \I Cast Out the Dweller on the Threshold!" by Jesus Christ. See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 52, p. 422.14El Morya and Kuthumi were known in their �nal embodiment as the Masters M. and K.H. (Koot Hoomi LalSingh), who worked together in founding the Theosophial Soiety.49



From within this pulsing sared ameI hear revealed my seret nameAs I rise in onsiousness, I standEver holding o'er death the vitor's hand.As I arise, asended, freeFrom deep within my heart, the Light I seeEnfold all in its pow'r of loveThe sared tone from God above.Now in heaven's realm, my voie I raiseIn pouring forth eternal praiseFor the love that strengthens and inspiresAnd the light rays that are God's sared �res.I AM God's love, his pow'r, his mightMy one desire, all life free in the LightReturning now to God, the OneThe Soure, the great Great Central Sun.(Please be seated, beloved, as I ontinue my address to you.)You would think that a rystal-lear etheri body would represent 25 perent of oneself or of karmabalaned. But I tell you nay, it is greater; for the orresponding lines go to the astral body.The etheri holds the matrix of all misuse of the sared �re, all blak magi, all withraft, allreords of Death and even reords of Hell. Thus, when this body beomes truly the light body, theheavenly body of the saints, you have more than 25 perent of oneself that is in attunement with,vibrating at the same hord with, the etheri otave where there is the golden age, where there arethe etheri ities and retreats of Light, where there is the Holy City.Thus leared, beloved, this etheri body, whih is the envelope of the soul's journeying, beomes[a tunnel, a lear passageway to otaves of light. It beomes℄ a halie. It beomes one with theDeathless Solar Body that is woven [through the proess of soul puri�ation at all levels℄, for theDeathless Solar Body does onsist of the sared �re that is of the etheri `gossamer' substane [ofCosmi Christ purity℄.Understand, beloved, that to lear this body you must be aligned with the fores of ArhangelMihael and his legions. For what did they do as an example for you? Why, they did ast out of theheaven-world the fallen angels.15Therefore you must ast out of your heaven-world, your etheri body, reatures of the UFOreation, that whih would invade the subonsious, fallen angels and their subtleties. They do notsimply pass thoughts to your mind, beloved; they plant seeds in the unonsious and the subonsiousso that they appear to appear out of the memory rather than out of the fallen ones themselves.The soul and the etheri body require protetion. Of ourse, all the bodies do. But, beloved,there is nothing to replae a determination to gain a very speial strength, a very speial aptitude,a very speial alling [in one area of life, espeially when it is the area of the spiritual body. Andthe etheri body℄ is the true spiritual body. [And℄ none will take from you your heaven anytime,anywhere when this body is leared.Need I tell you, beloved, and tell you again that there is no suess at this attempt until youembrae the will of God?I speak to those of you who know you have, as it were, psyhologial problems and have written15Arhangel Mihael ast fallen angels out of heaven. Rev. 12:7-9.50



to the Mother onerning these, where you express your doubt and fear to embrae the will of Godas though somehow you will be swallowed up.Blessed ones, you must be astute. You must be logial. You must write those words on yourmental body: Be astute and be logial.To embrae the will of God what will be lost? What will be lost, beloved, is the fores that opposethat will, [starting with℄ the arnal mind you have identi�ed with.In your imbalaned state, beloved, you may not have pure ontat with the soul nor may the soulhave pure desiring. But if above and beyond it all you desire union with God, it is neessary to seizethat `driftwood' of the will of God as [though℄ you were upon the sea of the astral plane and therewere nothing left to grasp.I tell you, it will ome to this and therefore you might as well grasp it �rst rather than last. Forthose who elet to do the will [of God℄ in the hour when to do so requires sari�e build good karmafor the day when their karma does desend, build a momentum of spirituality [against the day of thedark night of the soul℄.There are some here this day and throughout the �eld who will know, painfully, the meaning ofmy words. For years ago when you ould have given yourself in greater measure and generosity tothe servie of the Light instead of to your private pleasures, [when℄ you had the opportunity to gaingreater self-mastery, to gain a greater faility in the opening of the hakras, to balane karma andtherefore to arrive at the plae [today℄ where the blessings of the Great White Brotherhood mightbe your reward, [and you did not,℄ today you fae instead alamity of various sorts - [prinipally the℄alamity [of℄ making a shamble of your lives in the misuse of the sared �re that has been shamefuland in the waste of that money that you have aquired when it was easy to aquire it.Blessed ones, you may have regrets about these things. And if you do, you will have to aelerateyour yles to make up for lost time. For the time has moved on and the dispensations are not asgreat as they one were. Praise God that the door is still open, that there is an aperture you maypass through!Thus, beloved, understand that the Law is unfailing and [that℄ the Law will reward those whoommit themselves unto the Law. Those who, therefore, espouse the will of God and do so in anenduring fashion, enduring to the end of yles required, of karmi balanes required, these do reeivethe rown of Life16 that is the opening of the rown hakra, the supreme bliss and oneness with theBuddhas.Therefore, beloved, do not expet that [when you embrae the will of God℄ suddenly all shall omeupon you as a shower of blessings from heaven. You will be tested and tested again and tested again.The will of God is a diamond, even a diamond heart of many faets. Every faet must be tested.Just when you think that the will of God is suÆient for you, someone omes along - even the someone [or the℄ some thing that represents your karma - and all of a sudden you �nd out you have wantsand desires whih, if you exerise [them℄ and deide to ful�ll [them,℄ will take you somewhat a�eldfrom the straight and narrow path that will serve the purposes of the Darjeeling Counil and theGreat White Brotherhood [and your own vitorious asension in the Light℄!Blessed ones, I give you a key, then, to perpetual bliss and rejoiing in the will of God. It is toome to the plae, beloved, that you have no other desire in life [than to do the will of God℄.Do you think that is a hard plae to ome to? You may think so, beloved, by your present attitude.But, beloved, you are not without thoughts. You are not without musings. There is sarelyanyone here who has not ontemplated what the day of World War III might be like or the omingupon one's house of the plague or all manner of alamity, atalysm, or atastrophe. All of a sudden16Crown of Life. James 1:12; Rev. 2:10. 51



you look around yourselves and nothing that you have exept a heart that beats, a life, a family, lovedones is important any longer - no desire of aquisition, no desire to satisfy the sensual indulgenes.What an the world give you when in a moment the world [and you℄ ould be a pinh of dust?All of a sudden your longing is for God and for God alone. And if you desire to survive it isfor him. For who would want to survive in suh a world? And if you desire to ahieve a greater[self-℄mastery it is for him, that you might be in his servie. If you desire love, it is to love those whoare bowed down and burdened by an age of suh pain and su�ering. Anything you ould desire fromGod should be to alleviate either the burdens of those near or planetary woes.Thus, beloved, what an one ahieve or do or say or be outside the will of God when the vastnessof the onsequenes of the misuses of ages of opportunity does ome upon a planetary hain? Inthis moment I should believe or desire to believe that there is not a soul present who should notdesire union with God �rst and foremost. Beloved hearts, if there is someone here who does desiresomething else more than union with God, will you say aye? [silene℄Though you may not have dared to say it aloud, if you said it in your being, beloved, I ask youto take note. For if this does linger within you, I say it shall beome the law of your being and youshall live to ful�ll your desires that are not union with God or do not lead to it. But I warn you, asI love you, as I am your father, that to desire in this time and moment of earth's history to ful�llthese other things and to do so will deprive you not only of your Vitory, not only of that Union, butthey may [also℄ deprive you of your soul's very garment, very protetion, and you may �nd yourselfsuddenly ast adrift on the astral sea.Thus, beloved, I return to the magni�ent opportunity of this learing of the rystal halie ofthe etheri body. When you asend you will not need a mental body [like the one you have℄, for youwill have the Christ Mind as the Mind of God in you. You will not need an astral body [suh as youwear℄, for you do not desend to the astral plane. You will have the universal desire body of God.And that whih you pereive as physial today will be something above the physial yet far moresolid.Thus, beloved, you see, the etheri is the meeting ground between the plane of Spirit and the planeof Matter, a band alled the heaven-world to whih Asended Masters and Cosmi Beings desendand to whih the souls beneath rise.Therefore, beloved, we see this as a diretion whih if followed by this Community worldwideould reate a wedge - a wedge, I say, of Light, a wedge in the mental belt of the earth, a wedge inthe astral belt, a wedge in the physial belt. (For, after all, you are in embodiment and your etheribody is with you wherever you go.) A wedge, blessed ones, between the Darkness that is impendingand its full preipitation in the lower otaves.I ome today from the Royal Teton Retreat. I ome, therefore, to express to you the ontinuingdesire of all who serve the Seond Ray to make available the opportunity for the helas of the will ofGod to sow a band of yellow �re around the earth, sparks that y and ignite not only the minds butthe memories of the people - a yellow band as a lining of the sun and of gold, the yellow �re passingthrough your etheri bodies.Can you feel the piering of the yellow lightning? Can you feel the magnet leansing? Can youfeel the points of the magnet pulling from you base ignorane, density? This yellow �re halied in apuri�ed etheri body is for the sweeping through [and the learing℄ of humanity of all indotrination,all disinformation, all manipulation of the media that has brought the world to suh a low state.Blessed ones, the dark ones move on with their agenda but Alpha's Agenda is yet here.17 I willtell you what these fallen ones fear. They fear your preparedness. They fear your lear-seeing. Theyfear the Divine Love, even the Love that omes from the Sared Heart of Jesus in you. They fear17Alpha's Agenda. 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 38, pp. 379-94; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 68, pp. 521-34.52



the spreading abroad of the Teahings. They are not on suh a strong footing, beloved. They mayhave all the armaments to destroy the physial plane, but they have a point of weakness: for eventhey fear the Most High God and those in embodiment who are able to all forth that Light.As it has been said to you, words are words on a page. They do not guarantee the answer toprayer. It is the �ery heart uplifted, the dediated soul whom Elohim answer. Thus, beloved, theyannot steal your mantras or derees. They may imitate but they are bound to the astral plane.Therefore, beloved, they are unsure.And it is most de�nitely an hour to all for the judgment of the International Capitalist/CommunistConspiray as it would move against this Community and ativity. For [this Community℄ is the Cityset on an hill.18 It is set on the mountain of God. And in the mountain of God they all upon thename of the Lord and the Lord does answer. And there is deliverane in this hour in Israel, thereis deliverane in Zion.19 And the propheies of Joel [onerning the remnant whom the Lord shallall℄ shall ome to pass. [And℄ unless the fallen ones are turned bak, the propheies of their warfare[against the Lightbearers shall also ome to pass;℄ but following the [repentane of the twelve tribesthere℄ is also the vitory of the seed of the Almighty One.Blessed hearts, it need not happen this way. Nevertheless, you need to have two plans: a planthat it will happen, being physially prepared in every way; a plan that it will not that does allowyou to hold that ord of Light extended everywhere upon the earth, everywhere in the world.And may that ord, beloved, be a lifeline to the Presene. May it be for those who �nd theTeahing and follow that ord all the way bak to your heart. By the strength of your heart theywill limb. You with all hosts of Light must have the strength to hold on as Herules, to hold onwith Elohim, and [to℄ bear the weight not only of their physial bodies, astral bodies, mental bodieslimbing, but [of℄ all their karma with them. Thus, send violet ame down the rope, beloved, togreet them with violet ame angels, with seraphim.Blessed ones, you have heard that even the angels �nd ertain souls whom they must arry tohigher otaves to be extremely heavy - heavy as though [they℄ were piking up a portion of theoean [along℄ with them, so large are their ontaminated astral bodies. Understand [that℄ that iswhy more do not reah here; for it requires that this [physial-spiritual headquarters℄ be the pointof the balane of the fulrum [in raising them up℄.Let the Great Central Sun Magnet of your ausal bodies oalesing around the ausal bodies ofthe God and Goddess Meru and the ausal body of the planet Hedron foused here and all otherfouses plaed here - [suh℄ as the fous of [the℄ Chalie of Elohim [plaed in the Heart of the InnerRetreat℄20 - be alled forth to be more in the etheri, more in the mental, more in the astral, morein the physial plane that that balane [whih℄ you hold might allow the Lightbearers to approah.Blessed ones, the Lightbearers who would ome here must get through the hordes of Death andHell that surround outside the walls of this retreat, that ome here drawn as moths by the Light orto take the Light. They are drawn to their death, else they ome for the very purpose of separating[from you℄ the Lightbearers of the world [and preventing them by their wedge of Darkness℄ from[�nding and entering℄ this plae.For this reason we gave to you reently the vision of the great rystal dome [with whih Alpha andOmega have sealed℄ the entire [Inner℄ Retreat [and Royal Teton Ranh℄. This rystal-dome [overedretreat℄, being atop a very high mountain, [is℄ the most prominent feature [(on the inner planes)℄ ofthe entire Western Hemisphere. And [the℄ light [of that dome℄, beloved, and the light of [the derees18City set on an hill. Matt. 5:14.19Deliverane of the remnant. \And it shall ome to pass, that whosoever shall all on the name of the Lord shall bedelivered: for in mount Zion and in Jerusalem shall be deliverane, as the Lord hath said, and in the remnant whomthe Lord shall all." Joel 2:32.20Causal bodies of the God and Goddess Meru and of the planet Hedron over the Royal Teton Ranh. [2℄53



and auras of℄ those living under it is intense. But the fores of Death and Hell have establishedand do ontinue to establish a thikness [of blakness outside the dome℄ of their [own misquali�ed℄substane and their [own derees and auras of℄ darkness ranging from �fty to several hundred feet[outward℄, depending on how muh deree work [you℄ do on [that whih has beome a vortex of masse�uvia℄.Thus, beloved, [suh a onspiring of Darkness and the Dark Ones℄ does demand a ontinuallearane and that is why we have set Friday night for the weekly learing of the area outside thewalls of the retreat as well as of your own [four lower℄ bodies. [It is also℄ so that you might presentyourselves on Saturday to Saint Germain as a living sari�e, a vessel for the reversing of the tideand the judgment of the fallen ones and [so that℄ you might be self-emptied and ready to reeive theillumination of the rown hakra [from your Mighty I AM Presene℄ on the day of the sun.I ask you to visualize a yellow ame burning at the rown hakra. I ask you to plae your lefthand to your heart hakra and press the right into that rown. Press it into the physial skull at theplae of the rown hakra.Let there be established, then, through your Seond Ray derees the yling and reyling ofthe yellow �re from the seond plume of the threefold ame through the rown hakra and bakagain, ativating the experiening of the Mind of Christ in the rown and in the heart. Illuminationdoes open the door to ompassion - to the ompassionate Buddha, the ompassionate Mother, theompassionate Christ Self.I would remind you, then, upon this very day that The Summit Lighthouse is dediated to thevitory of Divine Love upon earth.21 Let Love be radiating and rippling through you. Remember,our hearts have opened and that whih ows is Love. Love is a Ruby Ray onsuming all unlike itself.Love onsumes, as Ruby Ray ation, Death and Hell�re and fear and doubt. Love is a leansing.And its merging with the will of God does produe every shade of the purples and violets.O beloved hearts, through me now, through all of my hakras there is pouring to you light of theseven rays [as℄ my oat of many olors going to you and �lling in where you have less attainment. IAM a Door that you may pass through, for I AM the Ever-Present Guru. I AM with you to assistyou to beome a very lose hela of El Morya.How the �re of my heart does pour! I now tell you, beloved, and all who hear me throughout theworld - you who are Keepers of the Flame and keep that Flame in supporting this ativity, you whoome to those Friday night servies, you who know that the most important thing you do eah dayis to give some, some time to your violet- and blue-ame assettes - [that℄ you will �nd me, you willreeive me, you will have my Presene and assistane at eah and every Friday night servie.And I shall plae my Eletroni Presene at a hair that you have near your altar. I ask you notto sit in it, beloved, for this hair shall have my Presene there.I annot help you if you do not ask. And if you ask without a deep desiring to reeive that whihyou ask for, you will not have the magnet either to reeive it or to retain it. And therefore [�rst andforemost℄ seek the desiring - or perhaps ask me to assist you to develop the �re of the desiring - tohave the will of God.Thus, beloved, I annot help you if you do not ask. But if you ask for those things that you areunwilling to work for, yourself, to give the derees for, or to work on in terms of personal habits orahievements, I am also limited in what I an do.Try me, beloved. My asension ame and mantle upon this Messenger will be to inrease andmultiply the �re of the alls for the learing of the etheri bodies. May it be done, beloved, beause21El Morya wrote in his August 8, 1958 letter to \Chelas Mine!" whih marked the founding of The SummitLighthouse that \the potent ause behind it is revealed to you here and now as the neessity to establish the Flameof Charity, the pink ame of Divine Love in osmi ation, in the third ativity of the Threefold Flame."54



you have heard, beause you have listened in your souls and in your spirits, and beause you feel in myasension mantle today a power, then, [suh℄ as you have not felt before on any prior anniversaries ofmy asension - a power that an empower you as you measure up to it, a power to not sink bak intothe old ways, to not go bak on your ommitments made at the altar or your promises to yourselvesto improve.This day I say, let the mantle of Lanello deliver to all who will truly laim it for God's will theall-power in heaven and earth that is given unto me in Jesus' name!22 Therefore, through your I AMPresene and Holy Christ Self let the Law at aording to your will.In Love I stand for your Vitory. In Love I stand for your Vitory! And all that I AM is pledgedto your ompletion of the tasks at hand. Therefore breathe a breath to me and say, \Lanello, helpme!" when you are in the midst of servie anywhere anytime. \Lanello, help me!" Blessed ones, Ineed my name spoken and a all for help. Please do not forget.Thus, in gratitude to Serapis and all who have assisted me on my path, I bless you eah one. Thekiss of �re be upon your forehead from your father.This ditation by Lanello was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Eliza-beth Clare Prophet on Sunday, February 26, 1989, 4:33-5:27 p.m. MST, at the Royal Teton Ranh,Park County, Montana, upon the oasion of the sixteenth anniversary of the asension of the Messen-ger Mark L. Prophet. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation,added by the Messenger under Lanello's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout thesenotes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.Uplift by LanelloIn the name of the beloved mighty vitorious Presene of God, I AM in me, my own beloved HolyChrist Self, Holy Christ Selves of all mankind, beloved Arhangel Mihael and Faith, legions of white�re and blue lightning from the heart of the Great Central Sun, beloved Lanello, the entire Spirit ofthe Great White Brotherhood and the World Mother, elemental life - �re, air, water, and earth! Ideree:1- Toward Love we go to understand;Then Power ows from God-demand!Transmuting darkness into Light,We win the struggle for the right.Love, release thy shower now!Wisdom, for this age we vowDeep renewal to the plan,God now manifest in man.2- To greatness let our souls go free,Every moment then to beSons of God in thought and deedBy thy vitory Godspeed.Wisdom's stream on thy beamAnswers now our all to thee.Light and Power always gleam,Heaven's Law remains supreme.Arhangel Mihael, ful�ll our highest thoughts and desires -22\All power is given unto me in heaven and in earth." Matt. 28:18.55



Make them manifest, manifest, manifest!In the name of Jesus the Christ, it is done!And in full Faith I onsiously aept this manifest, manifest, manifest! (3x) right here and nowwith full Power, eternally sustained, all-powerfully ative, ever expanding, and world enfolding untilall are wholly asended in the Light and free! Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM!
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Chapter 9Beloved Herules with Amazonia -February 26, 1989Vol. 32 No. 9 - Beloved Herules with Amazonia - February 26, 1989The Chalie of ElohimIBehold the transpareny of the Grail - thy Christ, my Christ universal! A halie through whihone may behold the stars and the Central Sun. Far better than a rystal ball is the Grail that isthe reeptale of God's Light, the eternal Light I AM.Thou art, if thou wilt be, this eternal Light.The beggar extends a begging bowl - and Christ [extends℄ the up of ommunion, initiation,oneness unto eternal Life. Thus, if thou wouldst reeive, if thou wouldst hold the Light, now formthe halie: build from the foundation, raise up a stem of Light, reate the base strong - and let thehalie be now the power of Light to fous in the etheri body and in the mind. Let its base andstem be the power of onentrated desire and the foundation of the pyramid of life.Blessed hearts, know, then, that the halie of thy being an experiene daily transformation.Think of Saint Germain. Think of the wonders of transmutation [he possessed℄, removing the awsof diamonds and therefore inreasing their value and returning them to their astonished owners.1Now feel his heart as he yearned to �nd those who would take from the demonstration the messageof the diamond heart: the diamond of the self being o�ered unto the Great Guru - unto the God,the Sanat Kumara, Maitreya, Jesus - unto the eternal Christ. The o�ering, the surrender, the trust -\As I give my life to thee, O God, thou shalt return unto me my life (thy life) puri�ed, now a worthyhalie."The pro�ered gift, the o�ering, the reeptale - this thou must begin [to reate℄. Thou mustunderstand the resoures, the raw materials in the heart of the earth, in thy body, in thy ells, in thedivine spark, in free will, in the gift of the Mind of God and the onsiousness of Elohim! Elohim!Now understand. Draw from thyself - [from the resoures of thy Higher Self, and thy lower self℄ asthe miroosmi universe, even as you draw from Mother Earth - every ingredient for the neessitiesof life. Fashion the halie. Test it. Test its ability to withstand pressure, heat, old, tension,frequeny, the sounding of the high note or the low.Understand my meaning and understand it well! For I AM Herules of the dawn! I stand beforeyou the most physial Elohim you will ever meet! For God has given to me this dispensation oflowering the Light of all Elohim into physial matter, even as Arhangel Mihael, Prine of the1Alhemial experiments of the Wonderman of Europe. Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. xi-xii.57



Arhangels, is given a ertain assignment of the blue ray. Ever with the helas of the sared �re,I AM the vessel and I AM a funnel that does transmit to you all of the powers and virtues of theomplete omplement of Elohim.I ome therefore with a message of the Grail. For I AM the Grail. And I AM the transparentGrail. And through me you see the Godhead. And therefore understand the meaning of the Wordinarnate in the Spirit universe.I AM the vessel of God. I AM Spirit form. I AM neither a wisp nor a whisper, but I AM in formthat is fashioned of the �re of Spirit. And I o�er my form, even the form of my Mind, my Body, mySoul, my Spirit - all that I AM in all otaves - as the Grail! And I raise my Grail, my True Self, untothe Most High. And therefore the ritual is engaged of the giving, [the self-emptying in the giving,℄and the expetany of the in�lling again [to give again℄.I speak of the Grail in a most pratial manner. For I ome having deliberated with Saint Germainand Kuan Yin, Morya and Lanello, and also [having℄ delivered to you this day through the Messengerertain important details of the path of overoming.And we desire the strengthening of thy lifestream - [the℄ strengthening of [thy℄ light [life-fore℄,the gathering of the light [sared �re℄ of the rystal ord until you feel the eletrode of Light2 fromthe base of the spine unto the rown and you know what is the meaning of the stalk of the halie,the stem that does reeive and ontain as star-�re light the essene of God.Understand the higher essene that travels through the entral nervous system throughout everynerve in the body. This is a pure kind of energy of light, an essene of onsiousness di�erent fromthe essene that travels through the blood.And therefore, you will ome to understand how the system of the glands, how the system ofthe nerves and of the blood itself, [the ardiovasular system, eah℄ provides a di�ering halie for adi�erent vibration, even as the skeleton beomes a vessel ([both℄ in the very marrow of the bone andin the bone quality and vibration) of the sound of the universe and the universal sound of Elohim,therefore establishing within you not a single frequeny but many frequenies orresponding not onlyto the seven rays and the seret rays but [also℄ ultimately [to℄ the nuanes of these rays. The veryhairs of your head arry a ertain vibration of light that enables you to tune in to a di�erent level ofonsiousness beyond.Thus, beloved ones, the knowledge of the body and every body part in the physial otave asa halie for Light and as a funtion in the total system performing the neessary transmutation,distillation, proessing of the food, the light, the air, the prana - all of this, when understood, showsthe neessity of understanding how the body does funtion physially for the purposes of meditation[and℄ of inreasing the apaity and the strength of the `Grail [Self' to halie the totality of theChrist onsiousness℄.Observe, then. Observe, my beloved, the intriaies of the workmanship of rystal itself andhandmade rystal, the design that is impressed within this substane, and begin to realize that eahdesign in rystal is apable of holding another design, whih design, as you know, reets a ertainsound of the Word of Elohim, the Word of reation.Just as your physial rystal halies do resonate to di�ering frequenies by their shape, by theirdesign, so I tell you, you have millions of halies in your four lower bodies. And those who exhibit anabundant grae, [a℄ multifaeted mastery of the Word, have been reating and sealing and perfetingand renewing those halies for millions of years, by hronologial time, but it is in�nity.And in the beginning was God. And in the beginning you were a ell in the Mind of God - alreadya single halie, one day to ome forth as the objeti�ation of the universal Spirit in form andformlessness.2the Christ onsiousness in the hallowed aura of the Divine Mother58



Thus, think not of thousands of years of physial embodiment but think of eternity - past, present,and future (if we may indulge the word) of the development, the evolution, the spiritual gatheringunto thyself of eternal Life. And omprehend that every partile of your physial body, your etheribody, the mind and the desire body is a result of the on�rmation, the on�rmation by you withElohim of your reation. [All that you are is℄ your re-reation, and the preservation of an identity[by you with Elohim℄. [All that you are is℄ the fore of your love and the willpower to be, the desirefor life and the love of integration with osmos.Point of identity. Point of individuality. Do you see? The sense of integral unity - this selfhoodthat you are, this divine onsiousness passing through you that is the Divine One, that is Elohim -is the soure of [your℄ identity. And you are able to be that integrated self by your free will beominga part of the moving stream of universal onsiousness. Thus, omprehend identity in you beauseGod moves through you and beause the part of you that says \I" is the willing soul that on�rmsthat Be-ness.Thus by free will you move as aross a giant ribbon owing and billowing through spae andbeyond. It is a stream of life, the mighty River of Life - and there you are, one with it in eternalonsiousness.Here you are experiening almost, as it were, a moleule of it, a slie of it, a ompartment passingthrough time and spae that lights up on the sreen of Matter. And eah time you look in the mirroryou see the same image, the image God has projeted on the sreen of this band of Matter thatrepresents a portion of your God-identity. Do you see?It appears to be limited beause you do not see the past and the future, and all that you see asyourself seems temporary and onditioned by time and spae. It is the photographi image of Elohimnow foused on this Matter band for the purpose of your God-identi�ation in this frequeny and[for℄ your God-mastery of this frequeny neessitated by karma, by universal Law, and the ultimatedharma of thy Highest Self reahing into the otaves of the Buddha in nirvana.Sale thy being! Come apart for a moment. Explore the vast reahes of all that has been and is tobe and realize [that℄ even this oneption is inadequate [yet it serves℄ to give you a sense of eternalmovement, for spherial being that has no end is truly the nature of thy life. Walk in it, my beloved,and you will already be strengthening the mind and heart and body for the Vitory.Let us see, therefore, the disiplining of the whole man. Let us see hearts determined to be vital,to be in good ondition physially and mentally, to not have weaknesses of indulgene, of estasy orweepiness or dullness or the fogging of the mind by the pollutants of the body!These are not states of God-mastery! I annot use you as a halie for Elohim when I �nd youin this ondition[ - this state unonditioned for the Vitory, unpoised to do battle with the sinisterfore - ℄when I most need you for osmi servie!You may all to me, but I must pour myself into a [worthy℄ vessel. Therefore when you all,present to me a worthy vessel and I will thank you for all eternity and beyond the stars.Trust me, beloved. I promise you the reinforement of my vessel if you will truly ount it theprivilege of all eternity to be the implementation of the will of Elohim on this dark star in the midstof this Dark Cyle.Sometimes, beloved, those who have the least amount of food, who in some parts of the earth arefored to fast by deprivation, are thereby so leansed and so empty that we may atually projet ourray through them more easily than we an through the Westerner surfeited in all of the �ne thingsand foods of the material plane. But believe me, preious hearts, these [fored-fast℄ individuals arealso weak, many of them su�ering from malnutrition, and therefore we an deliver only so muhlight, for then the light beomes overpowering and does not serve to bene�t the lifestream.Beloved ones of the eternal Flame, I ome for the protetion of your lifestreams as you engage in59



the battle of the astral plane with psyhis at every level and in every nation [and with℄ psyhotronisgenerated out of the enters of the KGB aross the earth and in Ameria. I ome to you so that youwill understand that there is a strategy and an anatomy for the disseting of the planetary beast ofWorld Communism and of the Nephilim gods and the fallen ones and their spaeraft.Today we have set the beginning, a very important one - that whih is solid, sound, sane, andgrounded as a halie worthy. The foundation to be built, therefore - the seure physial foundation- inludes the ranh, Glastonbury, your livelihood, the eonomi self-suÆieny of the Community,the health of your body and mind, and a sane and sound outlook espeially in the fae of adversity,alumny, et etera.What else is new?Tell me, then! For I would rather hear of the new man and woman of Aquarius than of the old, oldtales of serpents with their sting in their tails. It is high time you should bind them in the name ofChrist! They have no power! They are simply multiplied on the sreen of the astral plane, projetedthere in the multipliation of a thoughtform, of a geneti ode, of a twist of a twisted Atlantean mindthat has thought up the reation of mehanization man.These thoughtforms and replias over and over again an be dissolved by Elohim in the numberlessnumbers as well as in the one. For it is [the annihilation of℄ the matrix behind the snake that willause the ollapse of the snake family. Let us go after the anti-Sun behind the anti-Matter, andthen we will see how the siene of the spoken Word is used by the Lightbearers to the greateste�etiveness.Those who understand great odds ought to study the sling of David. Those who would defeatlarge armies ought to redue them to a single one, the arhetype, without whose �gure and patternin Matter all the rest should suddenly ease to appear on the sreen of life. Therefore, enirle thepattern and the seed and the serpent's tooth and the egg.Beloved hearts of Vitory, seuring the physial base and the oneness of Community is [to establish℄the radle of the new age. Let none deter thee, for it is opposed beause it is the ultimate trumpard of the Brotherhood. It is a great idea. It is an ideation of the Mind of God. It has existedlonger than its antithesis that would dery it.For from the beginning the great Mind of God pereived Community as the means to manifestin a �nite sense or in a span of Matter the faets of the Godhead that no single part in a ertainfrequeny ould ontain. And in the ontaining of virtues, the begetting of [Divine℄ Love, how elseould [in�nite℄ love be �red up in a osmos than [through℄ `self-identi�ations' of the One reeivingand giving that love?And therefore, the multipliity of patterns and ideations manifesting as sons and daughters of Godprovides the energy [and the matrix℄ whereby a grand �re of Love is perpetuated. And the MystialBody of God, I tell you, is indeed a Sun of Love that is the Omega polarity of the Great Central Sun![The Mystial Body of God spanning the Matter universes here below is the Omega Sun omprisedof the Woman and her seed!℄Understand this mystery, beloved hearts. I am surprised that you have never even wondered wherewas the polarity in Matter of the Great Central Sun! Why, it an only be [in℄ the Christed ones, onein heart, mind, and soul - One. One mighty Threefold Flame omposed of all others [i.e., of all otherthreefold ames℄. What else ould hold the balane of the Great Central Sun but Community?[ -but the Mother Flame and that Flame halied by her sons and daughters at the Heart of it?℄Thus Buddha saw it, Jesus and Kuthumi [saw it℄, and great avatars whose names go beyond thevery mists of time and reorded history [saw it℄. All have understood that in this otave and in manyotaves of Matter yet to be explored (some more rare�ed and some more dense) there has been theoming together of many manifestations of God out of the same Divine Image for this purpose of60



Love begetting love!And therefore, the �re burning in hearts at this frequeny would draw down more and more andmore light of the Central Sun until Spirit and Matter should be one in the 'great onsummation',and this yle of the manvantaras and the ages of the great outbreath and [the great℄ inbreath shouldbe onluded with a net gain of inrease for the Central Sun - whih one again in another epoh ofosmos would send forth evolutions as the sowing of the divine seed, the very germination produingheat, love, �re, life, self-transendene, and the Grand Reunion.Thus, there is a purpose. Life is not without purpose! Life is here and now the opportunity toprove Elohim where you are in your halie, in your bodies, in your temples, in your hildren, in yourinstitutions of learning and ulture and life.The Churh is the bride of Christ - simple teahing, orthodox teahing. Now you see it! TheChurh, being the Body of God - generating [God's℄ love [and God as Love on earth℄ - is able to holdthe balane of a �re of Christ [through the Holy℄ Spirit that ould not otherwise be ontained by asingle individual.Thus, the establishment of Churh, beloved ones, is primary and entral to all life, to every nation.And [the Churh Community℄ must not allow the Berlin Wall or the Great Wall of China or the wallof [Communist℄ hatred to be builded around it, for it feeds Life into the [larger world℄ ommunity.It is the soure of Life to all, its entral altar being the plae so onserated to the desent of living�re.And ertain of you shall not taste of death until you have seen with your inner eye the Flameof the ark of the ovenant burning upon the altar of the Holy Grail, that you may know that [thisChurh Universal and Triumphant℄ is the return of Israel. And therefore, the Word of God to Mosesis a ontinuous stream through the same mantle of prophey desending [upon the Messenger℄ andthrough the same �re [desending upon the altar℄.Why was the �re withdrawn [from the altars of organized religion℄? Beause the priests, the rabbis,the ministers did not o�er an aeptable Grail. It was not a question of disrimination. Nor do wehave partiular interest in being ionolasts to tear down and destroy beliefs and belief systems, butrather we would divest people of a false dotrine beause it is a deterrent to the presentation of theGrail.We would rather have a beggar who understands the priniple of the desent of the Word and theavatar - the simple devotion of the Hindu before the Priniple, and the �gure of the Priniple, ofthe Godhead - than these whited sepulhres full of dead men's bones,3 that we might simply pour amorsel of devotion through that soul and hold the balane for a nation!How ould India have survived all these enturies, the wide-open soiety [that she is℄, vulnerableto the Soviets? But [in ontrast to other nations℄ the individual persons of God[ - the people of India- ℄understand the meaning of the Word made esh in the Priniples of the deities and in themselves- and they ount it not robbery4 or deseration!Therefore the ame has gone out in the West, for they have not witnessed unto the Truth. Andtherefore they have very little defense, if any, against the enroahments upon their hildren.How does a parent explain hild molesting? How does a soiety explain it? Are there not angelsto take are of hildren? Well, indeed there are, but the parents must have the open door [ofonsiousness℄ to santion those angels, to keep a prayer vigil and [a℄ oneness in the ontinuity of theWord that has been given [through℄ the reitation of the Word, whether the Psalms or the Lord'sPrayer or the Eastern [sriptures and℄ mantras or the Hail Mary! There must be reverene for thespoken Word in every household, taught and pratied, [as well as℄ at the altars of the living God.3Whited sepulhres. Matt. 23:27.4Not robbery to be equal with God. Phil. 2:5, 6. 61



And there must be something of a �re inside that when the Word is spoken it is not hollow andempty and vaant!Thus, the hurhes have been emptied in some parts of the world, for no entral �re has burnedon the altar - neither on the [heart's altar of the℄ leader nor [upon the altar they have built to the`Unknown God' - whih �re should have been℄ plaed there by herubim as a witness unto all thatthe sound of the Word and the devotion of the ommuniants had been rewarded by God. [Yet itwas not.℄But the remnant has gathered and the ensign of the people has been raised up;5 and at inner levelsthey know that the �re burns brightly [upon their altar℄, though the intelletuals and the skeptisand the ynis and the atheists (God bless them all!) deny it. He will wrap them in his ruby �re. Letthem be blessed, for God knows how to bless every type of evolution for the good of the Lightbearerand for the good of the one who may yet glimpse heaven and onfess his idolatry.I have ome, beloved hearts, beause I desire to see the full implementation of the dispensationin the physial otave of [your℄ holding the balane [through your ausal bodies℄ against this DarkCyle (of the aelerated return of personal and planetary karma) in Aries. [The℄ polariz[ation ofAries with Libra℄ also evokes the [reverberation of returning karma℄ on the Libra line. This polarityon the Aries/Libra axis of negative karma - [i.e., the℄ human and devil reations [de�ned as themisquali�ation of God's energy under both signs - is the℄ antithesis of the polarity of [the positivekarma (on the same axis) of God-Control and God-Reality of℄ Alpha and Omega in the very heartof Community.In order for [you℄ to hold the balane [through℄ your ausal bodies, you must be able to ontainmore and more Light of those ausal bodies. Thus the strengthening of the physial halie, theemotional halie, the halie of the mind and the etheri body - this we seek and [in this℄ we desire[your℄ diligene.Physial puri�ation begets mental larity. Physial observanes of nonindulgene in harmfulfoods, drugs, intoxiants does beget emotional soundness, stability, and a sense of honor and integrity.Thus be free of vie, be free of gluttony, be free of temptation.This week I assign you to gather in this santuary and defeat planetary fores of psyhiism,psyhotronis, mind manipulation, [and℄ ontrol of the populations from those spaeraft by theNephilim gods whih they have projeted for time and eternity.This week I assign you to self-awareness and [God Self-awareness and to℄ a new level of theBuddha's onsiousness! And I will return to �nd you at a new level of the Grail, that we may arryon then and see how you deal with the next level of the hallenge of World Communism as well asthose piayune fores that will throw their garbage against the Churh or the Woman or the Childor the Chela as a distration, as an attempt to derange or derail the Body of God. Therefore let usbe rid of these. Let them be bound!Elohim, in the full Grail of Seven, ome forth now! Set the pattern and the life. Set now thefore�eld of earth and those areas where Lightbearers would build and have enamped.Seal, therefore, the earth! Seal the astral plane, the mental body, and the etheri otave! Seal it inthe Heart of the Inner Retreat and Glastonbury and at the farthest reahes of the Royal Teton Ranh!Seal Camelot and every home where the devotees have ereted the altar of the I AM Presene, SaintGermain and Jesus [with℄ a rystal halie as a symbol of the Grail-in-the-making in the individualdevotee!Elohim of God, hold the balane in those areas and therefore hold the strong matrix - �ligreelines of fore.Elohim, establish now that God-protetion of the First Ray - the power of Elohim,Arhangel, and Chohan thereof - of the God Star and the Mighty I AM Presene of eah one!5Ensign of the people. Isa. 11:10-12. 62



I AM Herules! I o�er my Body this day as a Chalie on behalf of the helas who are beomingmy Body in ation, the helas who are striving to perfet that Grail halie now. I o�er myself tohold the light of protetion and the blue �re until they are able, until the rystal shines in everyatom and ell of their manifestation in Matter.Angels of rejuvenation, angels of the resurretion, angels of the Christ Self, angels of the newborn,re-reate now throughout this movement the new birth, truly the reature born again with a osmiunderstanding of o-reativity with Elohim!Thus, I AM THAT I AM Herules and Amazonia, Alpha and Omega, now established morephysially on this fore�eld and now establishing this spiral and pillar, for you have alled it forth!We intensify twin ames and pillars of Herules and Amazonia as eletrodes of the Great CentralSun Magnet to magnetize Light and Lightbearers to expel and onsume Darkness and Dark Bearersof Darkness!Thus it shall be the seed of the wiked [who are℄ expelled! For they an no longer hear me, for Ispeak at the level of the Word! And those who have it not, Depart! Depart! Depart! this park andallow the Buddha to be ensoned here, for this is his house! And I AM the adornment in the houseof the Buddha and we bow before the Lord of the World.Blessed hearts, rejoie. Truly this is the joy of God, the joy of the First Ray, the joy of the saintwho delares, \I AM THAT I AM!" It is the three o'lok line of the saint who walks the earth withlaughter, laughing in the very teeth of the nonsense and all of the hullabaloo of the fallen ones thatfades as a mist in the night, arries no weight, has no vessel.Shatter! Shatter! Shatter! the anti-Grail of the sinister fore. Shatter it on the planetary sale!Shatter it now!I AM Herules. Bind the anti-Grail and the anti-Chalie! You have no power! I AM here! I AMthere! I AM everywhere in time and spae in the heart of my helas and I delare: No foul thingshall pit itself against the purity of the soul of the Mother and the Child, the Father and the Son,the Chela and the Guru, the Master and the Disiple!I draw the mighty solar ring. I, Herules, with joy stand upon the altar and I draw the mightysolar ring. And I AM reinforing now the beauty of the Word that is planted in your heart by theMother, watered by angels and elementals, and does inrease by the innate God-potential of Lifeitself.Rejoie that the Mother of the Universe is a gardener - tending now the seed and the shoot,proteting it from those stiing weeds, pereiving the matrix, rejoiing in the unfoldment of theower.O Kuan Yin, Mary, Amazonia, beloved of my heart - Omega, O Wonder of Cosmos, O FeminineBeing of God, Mother of All Life: Seal now my hildren. Seal them in the heart of Vitory!Universal Mother, seal them beneath their feet. Seal them from the astral plane! Seal them fromthe night! Let them walk in spheres of Light, having a sense of the omnisiene of God - a senseof it, like the morning dew gives a sense of the rystal �re of the sun in its reetion, the senseof the omnisiene of God, peripheral awareness, spherial being, a sense of all-knowing, a sense ofproportion, o-measurement.O Universal Mother, let them see the unreality of all that does vibrate beneath the level of theheart! Let them not stoop but rise and raise all life with them as the divine plant grows, as the stemof that goblet of �re is reated!Angels of the elixir, angels of the elixir, ome! Give to eah one now the up to drink. For theyare faithful, they are holy, and they have ome to the Royal Teton Retreat. Let them drink now theup. 63



Beloved hearts, if you will drink, streth forth thy right hand. Take from the angels, the angelsof the elixir [who stand before you℄. Draw now and drink the full up of that golden liquid light.Your willingness and reeptivity in itself is an initiation passed. For the Messenger has alled andwe have answered! And we have attempted to extend that up to the outast ones, the rebels. Theyhave refused our up at inner levels. They would not drink lest they be hanged, lest their minds nolonger be their own and they ould no longer operate as they should hoose.They feared loss of identity. Thus they denied the angel, ourselves, and the goblet. They did notdrink, for they were entrenhed, they were polarized against Light. But they have no power. See toit you give them none. And let your silene be the entering in to the higher otave of the Holy ofHolies of your I AM Presene where God abides and you are refreshed.Not extrasensory pereption but extra-Christ pereption is the need of the hour - ECP not ESP!Let your joy be in the understanding that there are no oinidenes in life, but from the beginningyour own divine name, the eletroni pattern thereof, is for the release of Light even to the physialotave.Extra-Christ-Pereption will deliver you from those who think they will onquer you by extrasen-sory pereption. Why, sensory pereption an never be the vessel of the highest senses of the Spirit.Thus, the Christ onsiousness swallows up all the serpents, just as the serpent at Pharaoh's ourtthat ame out of the rod of Moses and Aaron swallowed up all the serpents of the false priests,6 theblak priests who have plenty of momentum in blak magi. They beome too self-assured, belovedones. They have plied their wares, they have done their blak magi for so long, they are so used tohaving it work against the unwary that when the Christ omes along with the power of God, theyare, in fat, not even ready for the event.Let thy Kundalini �re swallow up those who misuse it by their lust and by their false mantras!Beloved hearts, not a single name of a fallen angel pronouned [or invoked by a pratitioner of℄ blakmagi, not a single formula of the highest order of Satanism has any power before the Word manifestin you when you exerise it! If you do not exerise the Word, you are vulnerable. See to it! I havewarned you. You dare not be o� guard in this otave. You dare not lose your temper, or you andyour family may lose your life in embodiment.Read the story of the good Christian mother and her three hildren driving in a ar, hitting atrain onoming at high speed, throwing the ar a great distane - utter and total destrution, aninstant death, and the father standing by and all weeping in this hurh and ommunity at the lossof these devoted Christians.7Why is it so? Beause they had Light and [negleted℄ to exerise the Word [in defense of it℄! Notsimply the good Christian family or the repetition of the outworn dotrine of Christians and of theRoman Churh that has refused to bring [to the people℄ the true teahings [of Jesus℄ but, in fat,the new order of the ages, the Everlasting Gospel, and the message that you reeive [is the answerto the sudden destrution (of karma) that ometh upon an age℄!Beloved hearts, we do not desire to see [suh alamity℄ happen. Yet we annot support a Chris-tianity, a dotrine of orthodoxy that has led to the perpetual reinarnation of souls who thoughtthey were going to heaven [yet℄ ould not and did not. You see, the Law ats and [the Law requires6Aaron's rod. Exod. 7:8-13.7Mother and hildren die in ollision with train. On May 4, 1984, Mrs. Carole Natividad, 27, and her two daughtersand son (ages 9, 7, and 2-1/2) were killed a mile from their El Monte, California, home when their ar rashed throughrossing gates and smashed into a westbound Amtrak passenger train. All four were thrown from the vehile anddied almost instantly. The impat was so great that the ar landed 100 feet away in a store parking lot. Polie wereunable to determine the exat ause of the aident, whih ourred as Mrs. Natividad was driving the hildren toshool. Neighbors and friends desribed the Natividads as a \beautiful Christian household" and \an inspiration andsupport" to their ommunity. 64



that℄ there must be the interessor in physial embodiment.How ould a Christian folk deny Arhangel Mihael? How ould they aept a Protestant revoltasting out [Mother℄ Mary and [Saint℄ Mihael, who would surely be their defense? Yet they havedone it, they have aepted it! And our angels have appeared to them [(at inner levels)℄ day afterday, entury after entury and between embodiments, and they still follow the false pastors - someby a willful neglet and others beause they need you, the true shepherds, to wrest them from thisentrapment!Beloved hearts, have you heard these false pastors who [are℄ popular with the people tell you withall ertainty that their family members and friends who have died are now in heaven with Jesus andthat they are absolutely ertain that they are going there too? And then they ask all to raise theirhands who are also ertain that they, when they die, will be with Jesus beause they have onfessedhim and they have not had any baksliding.Can you imagine the audaity of a lergy that pronounes absolutely by osmi law that so-and-soand so-and-so and so-and-so are in heaven and so-and-so and so-and-so, inluding themselves, aregoing to heaven! How do they know? How do they know? It is almost as if by the very repetitionthereof they would fore Almighty God and his Son to implement their will. Well, it is not so bytheir saying.Ironially enough, though these Christians may prolaim that their loved ones are in heaven, whenthe Messenger prolaims that her husband is in heaven she is ridiuled. Explain that, if you will.You see, beloved hearts, there is really no reason based on the Word in the human mind. There isno reason in fear or hatred or ondemnation or the anti-Light pitted against the Light.Thus I tell you, those who would esape from unreality must beome a maypole �rm and rising,a power of an eletrode - the power of that Kundalini �re adorned by the spiraling threefold ame,allowing you to pass from the base to the rown and into the Christ Self and the I AM Presene totransend the otaves of vulnerability.You dare not dwell at levels of the astral, at lower levels of vibration! You know you will notsurvive! You annot �nd heaven in the midst of hell exept in the �re of your heart, but not in thelower hakras where the untransmuted astral energies and the dweller-on-the-threshold will surelyattempt to devour you. You must rise! You must be a pillar of �re! You must be giving o� the �rethat onsumes all unlike itself, else you will take in every type of poison, toxin, disease and death.Every ailment and physial problem you have is the testing of your lifestream. It is a reminderthat you are vulnerable, and you'd best �nd out what is your point of vulnerability and master it.The small tests ome �rst and then the larger ones. Thus, work while ye have the Light. Masterthe bodies and know that you will require the full measure of allotment of your lifespan and more tohave the Vitory of self and planet earth.Now, beloved hearts, I do tell you in the vitory of the God Flame that Elohim, as the morningstars whih sang together for joy,8 sing for joy this day, sing in all otaves of the Matter osmos, singaross the Spirit waves, sing in the joy of the LORD!Can you do any less? [\No."℄ I thank you.This ditation by Herules with Amazonia was delivered by the Messenger of the Great WhiteBrotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Sunday, May 6, 1984, 4:30-5:21 p.m. PDT, at Camelot,Los Angeles County, California. It is the �rst in the unpublished series of seven landmark ditationsdelivered by the Seven Mighty Elohim whih onluded with that of Arturus July 1, 1984. TheMessenger suggests you reread the ditations given by the Elohim sine that date and those of otherMasters whih refer to the building of the Chalie of Elohim in the Heart of the Inner Retreat forwhih this 1984 series lays the foundation. Then, using the violet ame and El Morya tapes daily,8Morning stars. Sriptural name for Elohim. Job 38:7.65



all for the reinforement of that Chalie and your tie to it. Please treat these ditations as urrent,for they are timeless, and observe all requests made by Elohim for deree work and the holdingof the balane in the (urrent) Dark Cyle. In the servie prior to the ditation by Herules withAmazonia, the Messenger delivered a leture, \The Healing of World Communism 5," in ful�llmentof the request of Padma Sambhava, El Morya and Kuan Yin to \give the alls and the expos�es ofevery fat and faet of World Communism." On January 12, 1984, El Morya dediated SummitUniversity \to an intense pursuit of a prayer vigil for and on behalf of the Communist nations, forand on behalf of the people of Light within those nations, to the end of the breaking of the yoke ofCommunism, totalitarian governments and eonomies, and the liberation of all peoples" (see 1984Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 27 nos. 25 and 26, pp. 193-203; no. 27, p. 206). The leture inluded anexpos�e on experiments in the U.S.S.R. testing the powers of Russian psyhis as a potential weaponand instrution on the importane of the siene of the spoken Word and a pure, balaned diet asa protetion against psyhiism and the manipulation of energy frequenies. Leture available on3 audioassettes, 3 hr. 16 min., K8449-51. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yetimpliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Herules' diretion for larity in the writtenword.℄
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Chapter 10Beloved Apollo and Lumina - Marh 5,1989 Vol. 32 No. 10 - Beloved Apollo and Lumina - Marh 5, 1989The Chalie of ElohimIIElohim of Light!Elohim of the Word!Elohim of the Buddha!I AM THAT I AM.We, the sign of the Sun, Apollo and Lumina, desend to the point of the inarnate Word. Andtherefore, in the name I AM THAT I AM inarnate in the I AM Presene of eah one, we speakthis day to the Lightbearers of the Word of Elohim, to the devotees of Herules, Amazonia, and theSeven Lights of Cosmos standing in the name of Alpha and Omega.We ome to renew our vow and to give the world a spin - a osmi spin of intelligene! For indeed,intelligent ation is alled for in this hour of maximum madness and peril generated by the sleepinessof evolutions who fear to awake in the name of the Buddha! They fear to know, fear to think, fearto reate, and fear to be!What shall we say? There is a divine priniple whih speaks. We the Elohim are in searh, notof Diogenes' lantern [or of an honest man℄ somewhere to be found. We are in searh of the halieupraised, of a rystal that will withstand the �re of the Sun, the Word of Elohim in any pith, andthe love of the Lord of the World.We stand at the altar. We vow our support to every Keeper of the Flame with upraised halie.We ome for the devouring of Darkness by our Light. We extend Light1 by osmi law to the level1When apitalized in relation to Elohim, Light stands for God-onsiousness and the light-emanation thereof. ThisLight is more than physial or spiritual energy. It is self-luminous intelligent substane beause it issues from God.And beause it issues from God, it is God. Therefore the word Light is apitalized when it stands for God's ownenergy-emanation from the Great Central Sun passed on to the evolutions of Cosmos through his heavenly hosts,eah one's I AM Presene, Holy Christ Self and Threefold Flame. That whih opposes the Light whih is God isthe Darkness of anti-Light and anti-God. This Darkness is the onsiousness of the Dark Ones who have swornenmity against the Light and exist only to destroy the Light and the Lightbearers. Thus in Armageddon we deal withAbsolutes - Good and Evil, Light and Darkness, and those polarized on either side. Beause absolute Darkness is theantithesis of absolute Light (as opposed to relative darkness or relative light) and is the Light misquali�ed, turnedinside out and posing as Light, it will be apitalized until all Light is withdrawn from it by Sanat Kumara and hishosts. 67



of the I AM Presene; and you, beloved hearts, by the power of Christ with you and in you, [must℄raise up your halie and reeive that Light. And when and if you do so, the world is saved.Understand, beloved hearts, that Herules personally has a speial dispensation of the CentralSun to lower the Light of the Elohim of the First Ray of God's Word to the level of your Christ Self.Thus you feel the greater aessibility of Herules than you do of those of the rest of us, save thatone, Astrea, to whose heart you have built a spiral stairase of your own devotions.And thus the Light of Astrea desending does ome tumbling down as drops of water round therystal spiral of Light, gliding down as fairy things and winged angels into your heart. [This Lightis℄ the [ation℄ of the irle and sword of blue ame [as it℄ moves in the astral plane, the physialplane, and the mental belt [to ut you free. This Light performs its perfet work and then returns tosustain the rystal spiral of the Fourth Ray you build with deree 10.14 from your heart to Astrea's℄.Thus you have sealed in the heart of Astrea a tie to the Elohim Mother [and℄ to Purity's2 Light; andtherefore by the onnetion of your own heart's [elevation to the plane of Elohim through Astrea,you have℄ seured that dispensation granted by God through the heart of Herules.Therefore, beloved ones, all other Elohim must operate at the level of the I AM Presene; andthe more you build from beneath a pathway of Light, the more you make our Light aessible to thewhole world. Therefore, as we ontinue to ome and present ourselves for the turning of worlds (aswe have begun in that New Year's onferene3), so you will see how the power of this Light will workhanges that you had not heretofore dreamt possible.We ome therefore this week in a timely manner to amplify and elebrate the ame of Wesak,the Light of Gautama Buddha; and truly the power of that Light is also ampli�ed by Cylopea andVirginia. We add to the momentum of Herules and Amazonia that whih has already been set andsustained.And therefore this week in your gatherings eah evening in the [Chapel of the Holy℄ Grail, beginningthis night and again on the morrow with Wesak, you will �nd the momentum of Herules [to be℄umulative as you have added to it with your good words and works and dynami derees. Thismomentum of Herules, therefore, we will multiply by the power of the rown hakra, by the Lightof Wesak, by the delivery of Elohim in the heart of the Buddha!Thus, beloved ones, there is a momentum building and it is building for this onferene in theHeart of the Inner Retreat4 so that by the very mantle of Elohim planetarywide many will be sweptup, not as on a river of life but as [in℄ the very folds of the garment of a osmi onsiousness thatenfolds the earth now as a mother's swaddling garment.Beloved ones, I assure you that the Mind of Elohim of the Seond Ray is the halie of the Mindof God! Fear not, therefore. O daughter of Zion, soul of Jerusalem, fear not! For the eye of Elohimis on every detail of the saving of the planet. And therefore, open thy heart and halie and beingand hold it steady, hold it steadfast, and arry our Light. And our angels are ready to take the verywords that tumble from your mouths by the power of the �ery prophets and to implement these forthe saving of nations.We will turn bak! We have established, therefore, our beahhead in Central Ameria loated asa fous in the etheri otave! And it, too, an be drawn down into the upraised halie of Keepersof the Flame in Central Ameria. And if there are not Keepers of the Flame there, then I say: Ofthese stones raise up the seed of Abraham!52The Divine Complement of Astrea is Purity.3The Class of Elohim was held Deember 30, 1981-January 3, 1982, at Camelot, Los Angeles County, California;ditations published in 1982 PoW, vol. 25 nos. 7-14, pp. 65-168, and on 8-audioassette album A8204.4The Flame of Freedom Speaks was a onferene held June 29-July 8, 1984, at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County,Montana; published on 16-audioassette album A84120.5Of these stones raise up hildren unto Abraham. Matt. 3:9; Luke 3:8.68



Thus, it is apparent [that℄ it has never been more important for you to go forth two by twoto multiply the living halies. Why, the very hills are overed with the yellow �re of owers ofspring from the heart of Helios! Let the world be overed with helas moving on the Seond Ray,understanding the need for teahers and onveyers of the Word, understanding the power of thespoken Word by the power of Jophiel and Christine to quenh all the �ery darts of the wiked6 whihome in ignorane and envy and revenge and malie! All of these are put out by the brightness ofillumination's ame.Eduate the hearts of my hildren! Eduate the hearts of sons of God negleted by the fallen onesin the eduational systems of the world! And let the knowledge of the retreat of God and GoddessMeru and the presene there of Casimir Poseidon (and his presene also in the states of Colorado7and Wyoming) be a sign to you of the power of the anient ivilizations of golden ages in the fardistant past also oming to light and opening more than all the gold of the Inas.It is the golden Mind of Christ. It is the wisdom God bequeathed to Solomon and those whobeame the apostles of the Buddha in every nation. This golden �re of the mind, this illumination willliterally take the whole world out of the soket of darkness, ignorane, suseptibility - suseptibilityby greed to Serpent's philosophy of World Communism.I tell you, these serpents are like the best of omputers. They still annot rise so high as the Mindof God in his true sons. Therefore realize the absolute limitations upon these fallen ones, belovedhearts of living ame! Understand the power of the mirale light of joy that is the ombination ofthe will of God with wisdom's ame! Therefore, let our helas pursue the study of that whih isgiven and understand that you must know and that you must be the known and you must enter theheart of the Knower.We invoke the power of the Maha Chohan. We reognize the mighty nexus of Light of the HolySpirit that omes in the person of that blessed one, whose powers you have not yet begun to tap.O blessed Holy Spirit, now bridge the gap twixt these souls of Light and their Christ Self and theirI AM Presene, that they might reah the power of Elohim and draw it down and begin to realize byo-measurement that these fores arrayed against the Light of the Woman and her seed on earth aremirosopi by omparison to the Cosmos of God. And yet even at that level they are as a galativirus or a galati aner that eats away at the onsiousness of unasended beings, [that℄ knows nobounds, [that℄ transitions worlds and the astral plane and solar systems.And thus, even that whih by omparison is pratially invisible on the sreen of life an reatea giganti ommotion by the stealing of Light, by the imitation of the sons of God, by the use ofall kinds of tehnology - omputer tehnology for ashing on sreens that exist in many levels of theotaves of physial and astral matter images of Lightbearers and thoughtforms of light whereby theymagnetize Light and turn it to Darkness in suh a mehanized way. And beause it is mehanized itan only rise so high. Like the insets in the valley they annot go to the heights of Everest.Beloved hearts of living �re, it is the vibration of the heart of the son of God that is your survival- [that℄ is your raft and your halie and your esape hath! Ethed in rystal, �red in the CentralSun, the vibration of your true being and your heart ame is the radle for the soul's transportation,being transported by the World Mother to etheri otaves out of the way of World Darkness untilthat Darkness spend itself. Yet I think ere it spend itself Helios and Vesta will set up that mighty6Quenh �ery darts of the wiked. Eph. 6:16.7The retreat of the God and Goddess Meru, Manus of the sixth root rae, is loated in the etheri plane over LakeTitiaa in the Andes. The Asended Master Casimir Poseidon ruled an anient ivilization on the ontinent of SouthAmeria during its rise to the heights of a golden age. In a ditation given Otober 5, 1975, Casimir Poseidon explainedthat this ivilization delined beause the people \did not give the glory unto the Lord for every aomplishment ofsiene and ulture" and it was eventually destroyed by atalysm. Before this took plae, he and a band of disiples\withdrew to North Ameria to seal that light, to seal the srolls of that ulture in a plae, the point of a pyramidnow loated in Colorado. And we anhored there the reords of the anient ivilization."69



eletrode for the very onsuming of that Darkness.If ye are able, if ye understand, this is truly the hour of sari�e if there ever was one! Moveyourselves and ome to the [Chapel of the℄ Holy Grail! Let us have a re-reation of the anientGlastonbury shrine where pilgrims did in fat ome from all over the world (whih was a di�erentgeographial on�guration in those days) and did reognize the neessity of keeping the halie ofLight for Elohim to hold the balane.8I AM thy halie in heaven. Wilt thou be my halie on earth? [\Yes!"℄My beloved, Elohim ontain the plan of God. Yet we will not reveal it, we will simply aomplishit. And it will be done before any mind may pry and disover and take apart the daisies in the �eldof Cosmos. For after all, it is always a temptation to pull apart the daisies - \He loves me, he lovesme not."What sort of a poem is this when God's universal Love - Alpha loves me! Omega loves me! I AMTHAT I AM - and the swing to and fro and the ounting of the petals is an understanding of theyles within and without of the white �re ore of thy being?And when you have pluked all the petals it is a sign of the ounting of the initiations - going inand out of the houses of the hierarhies of the sun, where in mighty temples of Light there are givento your soul and twin ame initiations of a osmi order. And therefore when all is through, youhave beome the sun and the entral sun of the daisy and of a solar system. You embody that sun.And yet you know in this hour that even a simple passage of eletriity of a ertain voltage throughyour body may ause danger, damage, or death. Therefore understand the making of the halie, theexpanding of the halie, the strengthening of the halie! Why, it ought to be very lear, belovedhearts, that if we were to plae the same Light as we plae in the heart of the Messenger in ordinaryindividuals, they would not survive. And likewise, were you to have the full burden of Darkness -planetary and systemi karma - that also rests [upon her℄, balaned by this lifestream, you wouldnot survive.Understand that even in the path of initiation where individuals are yet in the physial otavethere is a di�erene between the halies. Therefore Herules did say, \Strengthen the halie!" -and he knew whereof he spoke. The strengthening of the halie by the sared �re breath,9 by thepower of Light, by a true omprehension of all of the laws governing the otaves will surely provideyou with a new sense of osmi dimension, a sense of befriending Elohim - Elohim who may ensoulan entire Matter osmos.I would say this is beyond your omprehension. You may understand it by intelletual logi -\Yes, Elohim ensoul all the Matter we an see." But omprehending it means beoming one with it,entering into it; and I dare say, you annot ontain the vision of the vastness of these spheres all atone, but perfore of habit you must look bak and forth to take in all of the �ery stars that omposethe oordinates of the very body of a Matter universe.Preious ones of Light, there is only limitation by your own onsiousness, by the karmi ondition,and again by the bounds of habitation of your partiular planetary sphere and frequeny of habitation.Therefore not all things an be overome on planet earth, but the Light may indeed be inreased.8Aording to legend, Glastonbury, an anient town in Somerset, southwest England, was the plae where Josephof Arimathea and Mother Mary brought the Holy Grail and founded the �rst Christian hurh in England. A monastiommunity formed around the anient hurh at Glastonbury, known as Glastonbury Abbey. Written reords of Welshhistorial tradition state that in the �fth entury a hoir of 2,400 members kept a perpetual vigil at Glastonbury Abbeywith 100 members present eah hour. In the Middle Ages Glastonbury Abbey was a enter of learning and a shrineto whih many made pilgrimages. The ditation may also be referring to the period of Atlantis.9Deree for the sared �re breath. See Djwal Kul, Intermediate Studies of the Human Aura, pp. 67-75, 131; deree1.01: no. 7 on Save the World with Violet Flame! by Saint Germain 3, audioassette B88083; no. 11 in Heart, Head,and Hand Derees: Meditations, Mantras, Prayers and Derees for the Expansion of the Threefold Flame within theHeart released by Elizabeth Clare Prophet. 70



And therefore understand this quite simply: There is a greater halie, a stronger, a higher-vibrating halie [when that halie is℄ omposed of many lifestreams gathered in one plae - [thereis℄ a greater vessel whereby we may release greater Light to the earth than [we an through thehalie of℄ the single individual.Thus understand [that this greater release of Light through the upraised halie of the many℄ isnot only [by℄ the geometrization [of the Word and the℄ multipliation of [the God-℄Power [of Elohim℄by the spoken Word [of the devotees on earth℄, but [it is also℄ by the ombination of many individualsproviding their body temples [in living servie and sari�e, who are also℄ moving to the point ofsensing their true oneness in the Great White Brotherhood. [And in selessness and surrender theirsbeomes℄ a love [for God℄ so great that for the hours spent in prayer [and the building of Community℄they truly sense a oneness of hearts.[Thus that halie perfeting and being perfeted by the souls who omprise it℄ is atually reatedin the etheri otave and lowered as low as the vibration of those gathered an sustain it - andsometimes, beloved, it is even physial. [And℄ that halie therefore an ontain the greater Light ofElohim ommensurate with the strength of the onsiousness of those gathered.This [teahing℄ ought to be heard and understood in every enter on earth. And it should also beunderstood that those who are not of the Light, those who are spots in your feasts of harity10 are adeterrent and a aw in the rystal halie and ought not to be allowed to enter in to this marriagefeast with Elohim without having that wedding garment!11No matter what your sympathy or love for these individuals, if they have not ome to bendthe knee and do homage to the Cosmi Christ, if they have refused to ast out the fores of theirinnermost rebellion against the Most High [God℄, they are not a �tting halie, they may not beused, and they may instead provide a ounterfore.I do not suggest in any way a human judgment but rather the all to Elohim to protet the 'Cirleof [the℄ One' [of Community℄ and perhaps the request of the interession of the Messenger in those[ases and on those℄ oasions where there is learly a destrutive ativity in your members.Let there be a sense of the hallowedness, of the saredness, of the Word itself! Let not thesantuary be made ommon by those who have not the dediation to beome the Holy Grail.My legions are soring the earth. Lines of fore are being established, piering yellow �re. And ifyou would know the olor of this �re, go to the hills this day and gather the �ery yellow owers andyou will have the perfet olor, whih only beomes more brilliant at inner levels by the Light thatis pereived by the inner eye.Lines of fore penetrating as grids, energy keys beyond your ability to oneive - on�gurations,anient writings, tablets from the etheri otave, insriptions in Matter that are oded to ause thispiering Light of illumination to desend deeper and deeper into areas where the density thereofwould not ordinarily allow the Light of Elohim to desend. But by the engram and the formula ofLight penetrating and piering, it is as though a branding iron would seal the lower levels of theastral plane and forevermore the Light of illumination of Elohim and bodhisattvas will anhor there.And we will feed those thoughtforms. We will transfer by oils of Light. And therefore the Lightwill go forth.And if you all for illumination with intensity and reognize how important those yellow-�rederees are, inluding those of Mighty Vitory, and [if you℄ understand that when you reah a ertainlevel of alling forth the yellow �re you must stop and push bak the Darkness with blue lightning[mantras to Arhangel Mihael℄ and [the℄ Astrea [deree℄ and violet ame [�ats to the legions of theSeventh Ray℄, and [make℄ alls for [the℄ exorism and the binding of [the℄ hordes of planetary entities,10Spots in your feasts of harity. Jude 12.11Wedding garment. Matt. 22:1-14. 71



pushing bak the Darkness so that the armies of illumination may penetrate and Elohim may omeloser to earth - beause your upraised halie, your onsiousness of the I AM, is so intense that yourI AM Presene draws nigh to you - [then, beloved, then,℄ as [your beloved Mighty I AM Presene℄desends, we desend!And you are beoming [the halie for℄ that One, [that℄ Trinity, whih is God's desiring; and [youare ahieving℄ the demonstration of Jesus - [of℄ the Father in the Son and both dwelling bodily bythe Holy Ghost in the temple of the true disiple of Christ [whih you are℄.12Therefore, when you understand the pushing bak of Darkness and the making way for the legionsof illumination, you will truly lear the way for the desent, by those very passages [you have opened℄,for the legions of the Third Ray and the Elohim Heros and Amora [to also desend℄. [And they℄ willome to speak to you this Sunday next if the vigil reahes that momentum desired by our hearts- eah and every one of you gathering therefore rings of Light (as rings on the tree trunk) of themomentum of your partiipation with Elohim.Now see, therefore, that assisting you in learing the way for illumination are these sorings inthe Matter levels by legions of yellow �re, aming angels. And these fouses of Light will remain aseletrodes for the turning of earth. Remember, beloved hearts, many reords must pass through theviolet ame, be bound, be ast into the lake of �re13 and onsumed before this earth is free of thelast of the remnant of Darkness outplayed here.Thus it is our desire and we look to forthoming dispensations for the inreasing of the Light ofthe sun of even pressure. And I speak now of the etheri sun in the enter of the earth inreasingthe Light of Helios and Vesta in the heart of the earth so that the �re of illumination oming forthmay begin the transmutation from the enter out, even as the Light penetrates the earth from highin the upper atmosphere from the surfae to the within. I assure you, all elemental life is in fullooperation with all of the alls that are made.And, beloved hearts of Light, we pray that this president14 may be in�red and raised up [as℄ aninstrument of the will of God and of Saint Germain and El Morya for another term and that theremight be a greater alignment of this nation aording to the will of God beause of reinforement,enouragement, protetion, and the outry of millions of sons of God, daughters of Light, and hildrenof the Light to take a stand against the enroahments of the Soviets and the serpents of every guiseagainst the ame of freedom.It is the ame they would quenh in every heart and in every nation! It is a blinding Light. Andwhen they look upon that ame at inner levels not only are they blinded but they are ast down.They annot even stand in the presene of that power. And therefore we look to the hour whenArturus and Vitoria may seal these seven weeks for a mighty vitorious outpouring and a pavingof that way for Helios.15Mind you, beloved ones, our onern is also reeted in the onern of the Mother. We bringsolutions and resolutions but we must add [that℄ they are no better, no stronger, no more powerfulthan the upraised halies of the evolutions of a planetary home and system in whose hearts reststhe authority for the Vitory.Heaven is poised. May you sueed in being the vessel that raises up that Christ and draws allsons of God to the same oneness. May you be areful that your own absene of attention to safety12The Trinity dwelling in the disiple. John 10:38; 12:44, 45; 14:9-11, 16, 17, 20, 23; 17:21-23; I Cor. 3:16; 6:19, 20;Col. 2:9; II Tim. 1:14.13Lake of �re. Rev. 19:20; 20:13-15.14Ronald W. Reagan, president January 20, 1981-January 20, 1989.15On September 4, 1983, the Goddess of Purity announed \the desire of beloved Helios to be personally present atthe onlave in the Heart of the Inner Retreat in the summer of 1984. The oming of Helios is a great event to theplanetary body for the holding of the balane of extraordinary on�gurations and yles of systemi karma that is thekarma of this solar system." Helios' address was delivered July 4, 1984 (see note 3 above).72



measures [and℄ ommon sense does not result in a point of vulnerability to your lifestream or yourloved ones. This is no time for arelessness, foolishness, or taking hanes. It is the hour of the vigilat every otave of thy being.When God speaks in your heart the warning, I pray you, do not turn away and think you haveimagined it but listen. And whatever passes through your onsiousness, pass it through the dereesto Herules and those of the �re of illumination's ame. Let God at either to onsume it beause itis a projetion or to reveal that whih must be revealed, at least to the Community of Lightbearers,for the safety of all freedom �ghters on earth.By your leave, I take now that umulative Light released by your all this week and use it for theprotetion of every freedom �ghter at every point on earth where the hallenge of freedom goes forth.With shields and armour and the power of the Faithful and True, we supply the spiritual weaponsand the protetion and the means [whereby℄ at inner levels these servants [may℄ go forth [at night℄out of their bodies [in soul travel (during sleep) enveloped in the etheri body℄ and at with theArhangels to bind the demons and [those of the℄ false hierarhy, [to bind℄ those [negative℄ energiesof the spaeraft [whih are direted℄ through enemies in the physial otave against the freedom�ghters.Thus, beloved ones, by the power of your release [of Light in your deree sessions℄ we take the soulsof freedom �ghters to join you in the etheri otave. And we show them that �rst they must wage thewarfare of the Spirit!16 For when these fallen ones in embodiment are stripped of the reinforementsthey have from the depths of Death and Hell, they no longer have the power to overturn the nations,[i.e., to turn them over to the ICCC,℄ and to bring them into the amp of World Communism.There is no power in the physial otave that an withstand the legions of Light and the power ofGod! And those in the otave of the physial and the astral that array themselves against the sonsof God do so only by their onnetions to the underworld and to the onspiray of Darkness arossthe galaxy. Therefore you see why the dynami deree is so e�etive. It has no limit, no bound! Itrosses all of the otaves, every plane, passes through every stone and petal to the very enter of theearth and aross the solar systems!Your derees never ease their rippling. Beloved sons of Light, hear me - they go on and on andon. And the fores that would amalgamate, that would gather here upon earth - the fores of fallenones - are ut to the very quik. And as you deree they soon appear on the sreen of the mind,having been redued to the size of pesky ants that an easily be eliminated.Beloved ones, all of the good intentions of the good people do not penetrate as the sword of Astreaand the irle of �re. Now you understand [how℄ suh a powerful missing ingredient as the dynamideree an reinfore the wonderful souls of Light who do give their all to �ght these fores.I am grateful, therefore, that they are enouraged with hope that desends from the angeli realmsthis day, that all those who hampion life and freedom and peae on earth and God-government needno longer be bowed down by the despair and the sense that their e�orts are to no avail. Thus Ienlist you as teahers of those who shall newly go forth from the Royal Teton Retreat and from LakeTitiaa as guardians of this hemisphere.Let all helas in every nation reeive the power of Elohim and make these very alls for theirown brothers and sisters and their own nations! Let the walls of Light be reinfored! Let them bereinfored around Sweden by our helas there and every nation that has triumphed in the violetame!Keep the integrity of your nations, blessed hearts, and let the power of Ameria as the power ofthe heart of Saint Germain be transferred to your own plae and home of Light. One having beenplaed there, remember that your position as a [osmi℄ fulrum is at the Inner Retreat and the16Put on the whole armour of God. Eph. 6:11-13. 73



Royal Teton Ranh. Your plae to hold the balane is seured by us. Now you must seure it, forignorant ones are used by maliious fores in the attempt to destroy the plan of the Great WhiteBrotherhood.In the name of Surya, whose Buddhi presene does enfold the earth in the hour of Wesak andyour tribute to the Mother, we, Apollo and Lumina, plae our hand on your rown hakra (and [on℄the rown hakra of every one who in love and devotion shall hear this ditation through all time)for a leansing, for a protetive ation, and for the sealing of the potential of inrease of yellow �re asyou make appliation and are able to maintain your sanity and your disipleship in the very preseneof the greater Light of the Sun.Be strengthened daily, my preious, my heart ames, my jewels, and you will know the meaningof the expanding halie.Elohim!Grail of the Buddha!Living stalk of the Mother!We are one in the heart of the lovers of God worldwide! We are not absent! We are in the nameI AM and we serve now to make way for the plan!This ditation was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth ClareProphet on Mother's Day, Sunday, May 13, 1984, 4:26-5:03 p.m. PDT, at Camelot, Los AngelesCounty, California. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation,added by the Messenger under Apollo and Lumina's diretion for larity in the written word.℄
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Chapter 11Beloved Heros and Amora - Marh 12,1989 Vol. 32 No. 11 - Beloved Heros and Amora - Marh 12, 1989The Chalie of ElohimIIIElohim! Elohim! Elohim! I AM.Simple Word of Being that on�rms all reation. I AM! And therefore from Alpha to Omega theray is sent - I AM! And all worlds ontain the �at of reation.Dear hearts, that �at does seal, even at the moleular level, the power of Light, the power of themagnet that forms the rystal, the power of Alpha and Omega whereby all manifestation is boundin the light of living Love and does retain form, image, and a halie of a partiular vibration to holdthe matrix and physial ounterpart of all things [whih are℄ a part of the sense world.We ome in the hour of the re-reation of worlds. We ome in the mystery of the sared �re. Andas we approah and as we have been approahing earth through this seven-day period of the loweringinto the seven planes of Matter of our very fore�eld, we do ontat eah and every element that isnot in harmony with Love.I need not say, \Divine Love," for all love is divine, else it ought not to be alled love. I need notsay, \pure love" or \true love" or \sinere love," for Love is Love! And any and all lesser propertiesdo not de�ne Love but its antithesis.Therefore, in absolute purity - and there is no other kind of purity - I AM ome! And I AM theinvinible Light of the Ruby Ray. And I have gone to the very ore of the psyhe of earth, olletivelyand individually, Amora with me - eternal Love in ation as the ativating fore of the heart of theOne. Therefore, we do go to the heart of the matter of world problems.Love is the universal solvent. Love will not abide but will onquer hatred, anger, the failuresyndrome, war, the rebellion of the fallen angels, and the onspiray worldwide based on the mergingof the philosophies of World Communism and World Capitalism. All these are a violation of theLight of the Holy Ghost.Therefore, the Third Person of the Trinity stands forth. And every Master, Elohim, angel, andservant of God worlds without end has donned the robe of the Third Ray this day. For all who haveattained to the Godhead and to his Presene in the ritual of osmi servie or the asension fromMatter spheres have the unquali�ed attainment of the Third Person of the Trinity. For without theHoly Ghost there is no reation, there is no asension.75



Love is the key and the ful�lling of the whole law of thy being! And eah and every violationof that law is the fore of anti-Love. Therefore we must expose and purge and bind before we anlower into manifestation, beloved hearts, the full momentum of our Love - whih we purport to dotogether with Elohim in the Heart of the Inner Retreat!Therefore we ount on you to lear the way, to sweep the streets of earth in all otaves, andfearlessly to hallenge those who retain beneath their garments and their diplomay that ore angerof the anti-God. It is the anger against the living Word. It is the anger against the living Guru,whose mantle is with and upon the Messenger for the very purpose that you might wear the authentimantle of the living Chela and [other℄ ounterparts (as the Mystial Body of God is One) of Omega!Indeed ye are ounterparts of the Mother Flame - all as One! The [spiritual oÆe of℄ Chela istherefore [that of being in the℄ reeptive mode [to reeive℄ the Light of highest worlds.Beloved hildren of the Great Central Sun, I AM in the very heart of the eternal Light. Fromthe heart of the Light of Helios and Vesta, Elohim [are℄ manifest[ing℄ in thy heart, O Keeper of theFlame, the God-determination to lear the earth for the greatest reeptivity of the �re of Helios andVesta!Therefore ommune with us and remember that preparations are most important at the physiallevel, for all halies of [all℄ otaves of thy being depend upon an eÆient and �rm physial foundationfor this onferene in the Heart of the Inner Retreat. Therefore I say, rearrange yourselves as atomsof God to be there now for the perfet setting for the reeiving of that one [who is℄ of [the℄ Light!For all who ome must be aommodated and ared for, that they themselves need not strugglewith onditions that [would℄ a�et their ability in the physial otave to sustain and hold Light inonentration, alertness, and peae.Beloved ones, Elohim of God have studied that whih is taking plae on the earth, that whih isprojeted to take plae on the earth given urrent trends and previous auses set in motion. We havealso ontemplated what it will take as the release of the violet ame and the interession of angelihosts and elemental life to forestall the worst of those things whih may be seen as the proverbialhandwriting on the wall.And I tell you, the handwriting is man's and not God's; for man has written and bound himselfby his own writing and his own karma! And the best that we an do is to apply the avenues of theseven rays for the dissolution by the Law of Mery of any and all onditions that would take himperhane out of the �eld of servie and disrupt planetary yles irretrievably for the present deade.Therefore, beloved ones, I remind you that as the universal solvent Divine Love itself is a neessaryand key ingredient in the violet ame. The violet ame in its purest essene is the unmitigatedmanifestation of the will of God and the love of God - Love dissolving, therefore, while the Blue Rayrealigns aording to the rystal blueprint of divine ation. In ombination these make the fore oftransmutation by the will of the Father and the ation of the Holy Ghost and the white-�re enterof the Body and Blood of the Eternal Christ. The white-�re enter does ontain the omnisiene ofthe power of God to work hange.All of the rays, therefore, deserve a tinge of pink �re! Let all that is released from the Sun fromthis hour by the power of Elohim therefore arry the speial shaft of the pink ame that does omeinto every human ondition to dissolve that anti-Love of human sympathy and idolatry on whihmany relationships are based instead of the perfetion of the One and the Law of Love in ation.Beloved ones, as we have therefore enountered in the earth the misuse of Love, we see �rst andforemost the disruption of elemental life in their servie to you and to all people. The fore ofwithraft and blak magi as any at of hatred, onsious or subonsious, has resulted in inlementweather, loss of life, death in tornado and ood. And I point out to you that the dryness in thisseason in Southern California �nds Camelot and other areas vulnerable to the slightest instigationof �re from any razed mind or arsonist or areless one.76



Therefore, for the sealing of earth for the release of Helios and Vesta we must begin this day withthe work with elemental life - the o�ering of the ritual of [the reation of℄ Saint Germain's loud [ofenergy℄1 to the balaning of the four elements, to the drawing forth [of℄ preipitation in this area and[to℄ the setting of the limate as it should be for the oming of Helios in the Inner Retreat. [And weask you to give the ritual of the loud℄ for the binding of the nefarious fores (whether in or out ofembodiment) of world manipulation of weather patterns, whether [suh manipulation be℄ used as animplement of warfare or as an attempt to disourage and malign nations.Thus we appeal and we set free the elementals under their four hierarhs to work this day forthe steadying of the earth, the atmospheri onditions, their reeption of the solar anomalies andthe ativities in the heart of the physial sun whih do hold the balane for the earth. This isa neessary servie of the Holy Spirit and omes on the very wings and winds of the ditation ofGautama Buddha.2Let us send the power of love, peae, transmutation, and the binding of nefarious fores that theremight be a stilling of those onditions that are life-threatening and engendering of fear and anxietyas all must fae the message of the weather as something that somehow a�ets the emotions and thesubonsious.Let us onsider also the oming Olympis and the agitation of Soviets and Communists reating,therefore, to the ame of freedom in the heart of Ameria and in every nation - showing their fear,their onern, and the paranoia whih has been spoken of from this altar.3 It is readily there for theentire world to see, beloved ones - a system that does not work exept by ontrols and armies andthe building of walls and the restrition of itizens. It is a system ollapsing from within - [from℄within the psyhe that is depressed and in a death spiral.Beloved hearts, the movement of Divine Love in the earth and throughout the planetary body is forthe transmutation and utter onsuming and judgment by the Holy Ghost of those fores that wouldmove against the single individual, the single voie of freedom as well as entire nations! Thereforelet us invoke the power of Love and [the℄ protetion of all Elohim and osmi fores for the guardianation of freedom.The \get even" vibration of revenge is not removed. And therefore do not underestimate, still,terrorist fores or others who are truly jealous of Ameria and her Light, else whose own internalanger against the LORD God does ontat the rings of Light set by Elohim, seraphim, and helassuh as yourselves.The Light is onoming. Eletrodes are lowered in the earth. And the reationary fores will revealthemselves in odd and sudden ways. Let all rest seure in the Elohim Presene and in the knowledge1In Intermediate Studies in Alhemy Saint Germain teahes how to magnetize millions of \foal points of light"into a brilliant pulsating \loud of in�nite energy" that an be direted into personal and planetary problems for thehealing of spei� onditions, suh as disease, pollution, rime and war. See Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. 191-251,or Intermediate Studies in Alhemy, pp. 38-87; The Creation of the Cloud by Saint Germain and Meditations onthe Alhemy of Construtive Change and the Control of the Aura by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 2-audioassette albumA8063, 3 hrs.; Sared Ritual for the Creation of the Cloud for Keepers of the Flame, 65-min. audioassette withaompanying booklet.2Gautama Buddha's 1984 Wesak address, 1984 PoW, vol. 27 no. 33, pp. 277-86.3The Soviet Union and 14 of its allies boyotted the 1984 Summer Olympi Games, held in Los Angeles, California,July 28-August 12, 1984. In announing the boyott the Soviets laimed that the safety and seurity of their athletesand delegation would be in jeopardy; they also aused the Reagan administration of \diret onnivane" with anti-Communist groups intending to aid defetors and stage human-rights demonstrations to embarrass the Soviet Union.On May 19, 1984, the day before Heros and Amora's ditation, Elizabeth Clare Prophet interviewed on SummitUniversity Forum David Balsiger and Gene Vosseler, representatives of the itizens ation group alled Ban theSoviets Coalition that had worked to expose Soviet human-rights abuses in order to have the Soviets banned fromthe Olympi Games. Among the topis they disussed were the reasons for the Soviet boyott, inluding their fear ofhumiliation through defetions of athletes and oÆials. 77



of the Call and the Word itself, sharper than the two-edged sword4 whih does protet all who arefaithful and true unto that Word.I speak not idly but I address you also onerning the fore of anti-Community. What is thesingle greatest fore of anti-Community worldwide? Well, I will tell you! It is most obviously themanipulators of the eonomies of the nations. These manipulations brought about by internationalbanking institutions lending those moneys out of Amerian or international banks to those nationsthat had not even the slightest ability to repay are indeed the manipulation of the world ivilization.You an therefore understand that the greed of those in apitalist nations as well as Communistnations ombining with the serpent philosophy of World Communism is that whih does oppose thepure and living ame of Community and all Lightbearers of the Mystial Body of God on earth.In this wise I have tutored the soul of the Messenger and therefore you have heard the [fore℄shadowof my ditation in my release of invoations through her this day. For I, too, would prepare the waythat I might release more of the Light of God into those fores that work hand in hand, East and West- both [of them℄ fearing to upset the appleart of their own pro�ts, their own desire for tehnology,and their greed [to gain℄ power through material things!You who know the ultimate power of the Godhead, you who know diretly the power of Lightmust somehow wonder how they who lust after the things of this world an truly believe that theyan onquer by Matter and without the Spirit. You must wonder why they are not, in fat, beatingdown the doors to take the Light of the altar. For this Light of the Holy Grail, beloved ones, is thetrue power of the Body and Blood of Christ that onquers all!Even within thine own self there is a melting of the most resistant fores of ignorane and angerthis day. And I speak of subonsious fores at the very root of the ineption of the arnal mind ofwhih ye know not - those fores that ause limitation on the surfae of thy being, totally unknown.Let them be dissolved by the seed of Light that is Love and by the heart of Alpha and Omega!And I tell you by way of the statement of the Law and the warning: let all realize that if you plaeyourselves vis-�a-vis the Messenger, you are loked in the on�guration of the Guru-Chela relationship.You are loked in to the power of Alpha and Omega! And therefore the Light will ow. It will bind,hallenge, and judge any and every thing that you would seek to oneal or hold bak.Therefore, let not those who have not delared their helaship ome nigh. For your very preseneis the aeptane of the ondition [of helaship℄ for the hearing of the Word and the reeiving of theLight! And you may not divide the Light, for the Light is indivisible! Therefore you annot take onepart of it and leave the rest. And the Light will not serve those who are the ompromisers of theWord!I delare this! For, beloved ones, the power of Love is all-onsuming, and that portion of the self[whih℄ you have invested in unreality will likewise pass through the ame. And as you have beentold by beloved Gautama and the hosts of the Lord, [unless you prepare to meet your God℄ you willnot stand in the day of your returning karma or in this day of the desent of Light.Therefore judge not and return to the dimension of thine own will. And let thy will be God'swill and you will �nd that you will be an observer to the remaking of the whole man and the wholewoman by the reation of Elohim.We are the Seven Spirits who did implement the �at of the Creator. We are the reators of worldsand of these body temples and all aommodations that have been made physially and in all otavesfor the evolution of souls. We are the Spirits of Creation, therefore we an heartily re-reate!And the onoming divine plan of the Godhead is that at a ertain level of the desent of the Lightof the Sun there will be no turning bak and there shall be the re-reation of worlds! And those who4Word of God sharper than two-edged sword. Heb. 4:12; Rev. 1:16.78



have not fastened their innermost hakras, desires, and beings to that God, will not have a point oftethering for the re-reation of identity in the Law of the One.All that we bring through this Messenger is the preparation of a planetary body and every evolutionand lifewave upon it. For this earth is in the hands of Almighty God, and all fores who haveapproahed it with other designs will disover that the right hand of the Almighty will say to them:\Thus far and no farther! You annot ontinue to fool the Great Law or to fool yourself and othersinto thinking that you have thwarted that Law! Only the staying of the hand of God has allowedthee to ontinue in thy reprobate ways. But the hand of God shall not forever be stayed! And mySpirit shall not always strive with esh!"5Let those who know and see the striving of the Eternal Guru with heart and soul and mind of theChela realize that it is for the ful�llment of that season when the Godhead allows it. For ye knowthe way and the way of Love is plain! The nonful�llment of it is an anient and a present hoieof thy life. Therefore hoose to be real in the teardrop of Alpha, hoose to be real in the atualrystallization of the God Flame and all shall arrive at the destiny of the Central Sun!Thus, beloved hearts, having begun with intense dynami derees on the situation of World Com-munism, you have already won many vitories and the roots of the beast have been unovered inthis very week. Now let us with equal fervor and foreknowledge takle the other side of the oin thatmust be broken - the support of this system by those in any and every nation or position of power,private or publi, who ontinue to feed [World Communism℄ in so many ways of ompromise withmoney, with power, with tehnology [hard-won℄ by the path of freedom on earth. These fores areequally deadly and the damage done to the international eonomy by these fores is equal to thedamage done by World Communism.You may not realize it but the systems of every nation - the money systems, the banking systems,the eonomies themselves - have su�ered what ould almost be said to be an irretrievable blow. Andthe hildren of Light, therefore, �nd that they are not seure in the true Community of the HolySpirit, whih is not unique to this hurh but is a way of life intended for all Lightbearers on earth,who ought to have long ago left o� their being enamored of the serpent fore of Communism, ofapitalism, and all the abuses thereof. They have gone after these gods. They have gone after thefallen ones.Beloved hearts of living �re, let them be ut free from their idolatry and realize that these systemswill never ful�ll the total man, the total woman or provide the pathway for the onquering of thestars and the Matter osmos - no more than an empirial siene without the Spirit an o�er thesolutions to all of mankind's needs and diseases!Death and Hell stalk the earth beause mankind invoke them and promote through the visualmedia their satani rituals. And I speak of televised, ritualized rok musi where these individualsare unquestionably the tools of devils and their rhythm, and [they℄ are [ausing to℄ erupt on thesreen for the minds of hildren the very fores of Hell and Death.The tolerane of this, beloved ones, is far-reahing. Instead of drawing forth the most magni�entreords of anient ivilizations and golden ages, the people of earth are allowing these individualsto dredge up the lowest of the low orders out of the astral plane and anient reords of the darkesthour of mankind's evolution. Thus there is the restoration not of true, primitive Christianity but ofthe primitive ways of those reations that had not the threefold ame, that had not the power of theWord.See to it, therefore, that you also raise the right hand as I do this day. For all whih the Elohimperform and the Messenger does perform is for you to do the same with your own heart and voieand will! For when we have that vote and oneness, then we are, you might say, eleted in the divine5My Spirit shall not always strive with man. Gen. 6:3.79



oÆe of Interessor for the planet. We are like the andidates of heaven who pronoune our platformand our will. It does not beome the will of the people until they embody it and voie it.And therefore this day we, Elohim of the Third Ray, send forth the power of Love to swallow up inthe Ruby Ray, in the onsuming �re, in the blast of the wind of the Holy Ghost those momentums ofDeath and Hell that have erupted in all of those onditions of drugs and rok [musi℄, Communism,apitalism and the misuse of the sared labor - all that has moved against the Holy Spirit!We stand, we delare, and we name at inner levels those lifestreams on earth whose names havebeen written by the LORD God as the enemies of Love and of the divine Community and of thelittle hild! They are bound this day by ords of Ruby Ray!They are restrained, but they will attempt to break that restraint. And therefore, as we bind sowe transfer to you this very week the authority to bind on earth that whih is bound in heaven6 - tobind [the fores of Death and Hell℄ by the same right hand and release of the Ruby Ray that is givenin the judgment alls - regarding all situations pitted against the eternal ame of Truth! against theeternal ame of Freedom! against the eternal ame of Justie! against the eternal ame of Love!By the power of the seret rays may you onquer at new levels in the psyhe of thyself and ofplanet earth. And may you know that as we send our Messenger before our fae to the Inner Retreat,so you yourselves will keep this vigil and elebrate the oming of the Elohim of the Fourth Ray atCamelot as the Messenger will elebrate their oming on the Sunday next in the Heart of the InnerRetreat.Thus you will see a mighty learing ation. For the purity of the Fourth Ray must be anhoredat that altitude and in the �re of the mountains and in the forests and in the streams, that all ofAmeria might reeive from the highest soures of the water of Life that perpetual ow of the riverthat will arry the sparkling light of the Fourth Ray for [the℄ puri�ation of all of the pollution of theserpent mind sine those fallen ones have landed on this planetary body! And they are turned bak!They will be turned bak! And the diminishing of their power rests diretly in your on�rmation7as the Omega Body of the earth.We are the Presene of God within thine own temple, beloved ones! We are the Light and youare the anhoring point of that Light! Continue to realize that the greater the Light that is released,the greater the protetion that is neessary.And I must speak for the Maha Chohan in this wise, as he has asked me to on�rm and reaÆrmto you that those Christians and those individuals of every religion who have inordinately desiredGod beyond that whih is orret in his sight have reeived instead spirits that are the impostors ofthe Holy Ghost.Thus you �nd fanatis in Iran today, unbending, possessed by religious fanatiism. These do notome from the heart of Gabriel or from the true message of Islam to the world. These ome fromthe fanatial ones who onsort with devils and misuse the spoken Word and even the reitation ofthe Koran to work their blak magi.You will �nd the so-alled fundamentalists, the hard-liners, the reationary fores in every slieof life and every �eld and espeially in the hurhes of today where, when possessed of these spirits,individuals make movements ontorted, sounds inharmonious and are not in ontrol of their bodiesor emotions. This they have aepted in the plae of the Holy Ghost, in the plae of the Fatherand the Son beause they lusted after the initiation of the Holy Ghost before they were prepared toreeive it. And they insisted by their own human will that this fore ome unto them, and thereforethe entrane into their worlds of the false hierarhy of the Third Ray!6Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven. Matt. 16:19; 18:18.7by the fervent use of Jesus' judgment alls 20.07, 20.08 and 20.09 together with Arhangel Mihael's Rosary80



And you will know them by their fruits8 - the subonsious hatred of the Mother, of the Churh,of true religion and of the seed of Christ, the subonsious momentum of Death and the will to failwhile their faes seem to be shining for the right. I say, do not assoiate yourselves with them, forthey arry that momentum of the false hierarhy of the Holy Ghost, more deadly than any other.Resist them and let the Ruby Ray be thy defense. Invoke Elohim and reognize that the inordinatenumber of aidents and mishaps an be attributed to the wild demons and entities sent by thosewho, though saying they at in the name of religion or the government of the people, are possessedof these fanatial demons and move against the Light. These wild, raing demons therefore ause aon�guration jagged that does beome harmful in the physial otave when you do not understandthat with whih you are dealing.Elemental life under the diretion of the Four Cosmi Fores with the Maha Chohan, the Lord ofthe World, Elohim, and the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood will send the ame of Loveand the Ruby Ray for the binding of these at every level; for they [those on the astral plane℄ oughtto be removed from earth. For they are the ones, the fanatis, who murder whether in the name ofright-or left-wing auses. The same demons that are fanatial [in their determination℄ to destroy theMessenger are the ones who ause terrorism.Understand what is this fore of hatred - this antithesis of the Holy Ghost that has invaded all ofthe religions of the world in those sets and those groups that pronoune in the �ereness of hatredtheir ondemnation of others, their prejudie, their division, and their superstition.Realize what is on the move, what are the fores, and how franti they are and that they are trulythe perversion of Divine Love. Then deftly invoke the irle and sword of blue ame and the legionsof all of the seven rays. And remember that all who have speialized in the Third Ray an and dorelease the �re of reation, whih is the �re to unreate.We are the universal embodiment of Shiva! Shiva! Shiva!9 Now you have the missing pereption.Now you have the trinity of Elohim released at Camelot! Now we seal this ell, this retreat, thisplanet - for Camelot itself is a planet all its own.Now reinfore that sealing that we might therefore take the Messenger to the mountains to releasethe light of the Fourth Ray as the magnet. And this magnet when sustained in its polarity here inthe threefold ame of Elohim will reate a balane as a radle of Light to move the Lightbearers intothat position to journey as pilgrims of peae and freedom to that Heart!Surely heaven has opened itself and released bowers10 of living Love. Truly you may open yourhearts and do all in your power to make this onferene a gathering ground for those souls whoneed the lost hord of our Love, our Teahing, our Alhemy, and the dividing of the Word for thepenetration of the mysteries of the Holy Grail and the exposure of the fallen angels and rebels intheir midst.May the sared formula of the Divine Mother be reeived by her hildren this year! May it bedone! This is our prayer! And may this doing of our helas and of heaven's pressure therefore resultin a staying ation of those things that have been written as the handwriting of the people on thewall of world karma.We are Heros and Amora. We seal you in the �re of the love of angels of the Third Ray! Now letus roll up our sleeves. Let us roll them up and dig in and all forth now elemental life and angels,8Ye shall know them by their fruits. Matt. 7:15-20.9Shiva is the Third Person of the Trinity of the Godhead in Hinduism, the Destroyer and Restorer of the universe.See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 18, p. 154 n. 5.10Bower. A dwelling, habitation, abode; rusti ottage; an attrative dwelling or retreat; a plae losed in oroverarhed with boughs of trees, shrubs, or other plants; a shady reess, leafy overt; arbor. The \bowers of livingLove" spoken of by Heros and Amora may very well have been fouses plaed over every ampsite in the Heart of theInner Retreat where Lightbearers gathered for the 1984 summer onferene, The Flame of Freedom Speaks.81



for there is muh, muh more love we desire to release but dare not yet.Blessed ones, know by the tenor of my voie and mien that the power of Love and those who wieldit is �ere and in its own loving way [is℄ intolerant of all that would prevent you from your Vitory.Know the hastening rod! Know therefore the whispering in thy heart of those things that must beput behind thee this day!And if you will kneel in silent prayer in this moment and ask me for help to put behind you thoselimiting onditions, I will ome to you. I will give you the strength of Almighty God that is mine toonvey. And you will with greater ease overome the limitations of earth - the esh, mortality, anddeath itself.I AM Heros and Amora. I love you until death is swallowed up in the Vitory of life lived to thefullest on earth as in heaven!This ditation by Heros and Amora was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Sunday, May 20, 1984, 2:42-3:30 p.m. PDT, at Camelot, LosAngeles County, California. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in theditation, added by the Messenger under Heros and Amora's diretion for larity in the written word.℄Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 12Beloved Purity and Astrea - Marh 19,1989 Vol. 32 No. 12 - Beloved Purity and Astrea - Marh 19, 1989The Chalie of ElohimIVHerules, we are ome! Now in the Heart of the Inner Retreat, now in the very heart of Camelot- our twin ames intensify the Light of Purity in the earth!So you have been prepared these weeks. But, beloved hearts, no preparation is adequate when oneomes into the diret experiene of the hosts of the Lord and the white �re of the Fourth Ray. Andtherefore it is the inner momentum and those things whih appear as small - the daily strengthening,the daily desire to know God and to see God fae to fae, kindness toward all, and that sympathythat is a omprehension of another's su�ering yet that elevates with ompassion.The ingredients of Christhood reinfored in the earth by Elohim of the �rst three rays of theTrinity are the foundation of a Light that is yours to quest and onquer, to individualize, to pursuewith the very vengeane of our God - a vengeane whih asts to the right, to the left all thatimpedes thy way with the �ereness of the angels whose eyes surely piere the night as stars of the�rst magnitude, as light rays.Beloved ones, it would suit you well to don the garment of the disiplinarian Serapis Bey. For inthis very garment you would disover that it is not so diÆult to enter into thy immortality, to walktherefore as a part of God you have not known before.Can you expet any less from Elohim of the Fourth Ray? Did you expet we would ome andagree with you? Beloved ones, we ompel all [to ome up℄ higher. For there is none, no not one,that annot disover a new level of awareness of God, that annot pursue and �ght the good �ght1against any exterior obstrutions to the Divine Appearing.There is a world to be saved! How an you sleep? How an you self-indulge? How an you thinkthat the Path will keep for another day? The time has never been so short exept the hour beforethe day of the Flood and the sinking of Atlantis. Yes, the hour was short then and it is short thisday.You do not understand the fashioning of the ark! You have lost the point of the message onerningNoah and the preahing of your own Mighty I AM Presene and [the message onerning℄ your lowerself as soul in ation building a habitation of safety to weather every storm and eventuality! This1Fight the good �ght. I Tim. 6:12; II Tim. 4:7. 83



proess is the weaving of the Deathless Solar Body,2 whih when woven therefore beomes externalizedin the path of the Inner Retreat. But without the wedding garment no physial preparation willsuÆe thee.Where is thy garment this day? And wherefore hast thou left o� the sewing of that seamlessgarment, squandering light needlessly when thou ouldst have had joy inomparable and the up fulland the light still preserved? Know ye not the true path set forth by Serapis Bey? Aye, ye know itnot else ye would have followed it long ago.We ome, therefore, and we say, it will take more than the reitation of the all to Astrea3 to beut free from the oldness and the enrustations of the Atlantean days and former ivilizations thatyet weigh on thy garment needlessly! For the �re should have long ago tried thy work.4 Yet thouwouldst not - thou wouldst not enter in truly!Resist not the onoming Light of Christ. Dear hearts, if ye desire truly to save thine own hildren,the dearest ones of thy heart, then thou must ome full irle and beome the World Saviour andthen �nd how God has rewarded thee by himself saving thine own.Beloved ones of living �re, I address you in the full fount of Purity's Light! And I desire that allof the admonishments that have gone before shall ome full irle and ome home in this hour. Forthe Lords of Karma and the Chohans of the Rays an no longer arry exess baggage and those whowill not truly understand that this is an ativity for helas of the sared �re.I would remind you of the history of this organization founded for one purpose by beloved ElMorya, who sought and gained from the Lords of Karma a dispensation to organize The SummitLighthouse, to raise up Messengers, and to deliver a teahing. And that purpose was to o�er theentire ativity, the jewel of Light that would be formed, at the feet of Saint Germain for his ongoingworld purposes.It was an hour when Saint Germain had reeived all of the dispensations that ould be aordedhim, for his helas had failed him; and that whih was intended through the I AM Ativity was notaomplished. And therefore, though Saint Germain himself appealed again he was turned down.For the Lords of Karma pereived that he also was in a karma-making situation, taking on the karmaof thousands when they would not reeive the dispensation and arry it with honor.Therefore you might say it is a narrow purpose and a narrow room. It is the upper room indeed.It is disiples gathered with Jesus who understand this alling and who are determined to hold thebalane of world fores whih have been held by the oÆe of the Messengers. And therefore everyhela of El Morya is an adjunt to the oÆe of the Messenger and sees himself as suh.We have no time for dilettantes! We may not extend our mantle or the Light of our hearts or thelife of the Messenger to support those who do not support their own Christhood!Thus you understand the sermon spoken as preparation to my word, that you might realize thatthe full �re of Elohim is upon you to hoose this day whom you will serve5 and to serve the livingGod and serve the living Christ and disontinue your avoidane - whether it be of the altar, whetherit be of your karma, whether it be of your dharma, your assignment, the thing at hand that must beonquered!You may not ontinue to overlook so great a salvation.6 For this ativity, sponsored by Padma2Deathless Solar Body. Serapis Bey, \The Great Deathless Solar Body," in Dossier on the Asension, pp. 154-59;1989 PoW, p. 60; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 2, p. 17; no. 79, pp. 614-15, 616; no. 80, pp. 624-25; 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no.82, p. 622; 1984 PoW, vol. 27 no. 1, pp. 2, 3-4; no. 62, pp. 564, 565, 568. See also wedding garment, Matt. 22:1-14.3\Deree to Beloved Mighty Astrea - 'The Starry Mother,"' deree 10.14; on 92-min. audioassette El Morya, Lordof the First Ray 2.4Fire shall try every man's work. I Cor. 3:13-15; I Pet. 1:7; 4:12.5Choose this day whom ye will serve. Josh. 24:15.6So great salvation. Heb. 2:3. 84



Sambhava with the mantle of Guru upon the Messenger,7 is for the living helas. Let none, therefore,fashion their own style of helaship and say, \This is the way. Follow me, for I have found an easyway to be a part of the Path and a part of the world." Well, it has never been so.And I say to you, the lenieny aorded you by the Messenger will not be mathed by heaven!Understand the garment of the Mother and the tolerane whih we say must ry, \Halt!" And wesend forth the ry from the level of Elohim. Those in this ativity deserving the outpouring of Elohimand who must arry our Light must not be held bak by those who ontinually aunt the Law andontinually dodge and sidestep the two-edged sword.We ome therefore and we say, the twenty-�fth anniversary [of the founding of The SummitLighthouse℄ is past and in that hour you heard from this Heart the alling of Serapis Bey. You heardthe all to be the areer son and daughter of God.8 Let those who will not, truly seek and �ndanother path where they make a minimum of karma and a maximum of progress without the diretonfrontation that must be our lot.For we are determined to raise a planet. We are determined to set life free. And we are determinedto do so with those Lightbearers who, though they may be few in number, will arry a purity notknown before and therefore who an be given a greater Light and who an withstand the Darknessof a greater burden and not be overome, whereas they might be overome if this Community isspotted with those who are here for the ride.And therefore do not say you have not been warned. For we are Elohim and we are determinedthat in the Presene of Helios and Vesta there will not be those individuals who are turning awayfrom the Light instead of moving toward the Sun!There is a mission to be aomplished! There is a lifetime to be onsidered! And there is alifestream in your midst ready to deliver the highest initiations and transfers of Lord Maitreya toyour heart. And there should not be this dalliane in the old substane of weight and deay whenyou yourselves have been told again and again that you have the full potential of your Christhoodnow to onsume that whih is the anti-Light.And you yourselves ought to be funtioning as disiples beoming apostles and arrying a mightymantle of the power of the Spirit, hallenging above all the deseration of the hild in every fashionand form on earth! For this is the great onsideration of all of the hosts of the Lord in this hour.It is the little hildren who are the Lightbearers who are that Word inarnate, who are truly thesaviours.Could you not wath with them one hour? And this one hour is of ourse a thirty-three-year yle,for they who are born must reah that maturation. Is it too long and too hard for thee? Can younot understand that for some of you we have waited and kept the vigil thirty-three million years,thirty-three thousand years, thirty-three hundred years? Whatever the distane in time and spae,it is long enough and too long!Therefore onsider that you must enter in or else realize that the onoming light, the onomingtide, the water level itself will not �nd you prepared to sustain any position whatsoever, but asotsam and jetsam on the high sea you will �nd yourselves adrift and you will not have the tetheringpole of being or its reinforement by the embodied one sent. Therefore, having so said, rememberthat it shall ome to pass, for we are the builders of form.9High in the upper atmosphere we have transported the Messenger in vibration for this ditation.And into the very heart of the earth we send the sendings of Light for the holding of the equilibrium.And this power of our pratiality as builders of form should be ertain to make you aware of the7Mantle of Guru upon the Messenger. 1988 PoW, p. 672 n. 6.8The all to be areer sons and daughters of God. Lanello, 1983 PoW, pp. 577-92.9Builders of form. See glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, s.v. \Elementals," \Elohim," pp. 398-400.85



fat that those things whih we prophesy do ome to pass instantaneously, physially, and in theearth body.I say, God help you who have heard these ditations for years and years and then deried thevessel or denied their truth or onsidered that somehow you ould avoid the diret enounter withthe Light or somehow you would not make a horrendous karma by ignoring and thinking that youould hoose or not hoose day by day to intensify your alling! Shame on you!And I speak to everyone on this planet past and present who has ever been in ontat with theditations through these Messengers and those [who have been our Messengers in the℄ past. I speakto you and I say: You who have turned your bak on this path, you will know and rue the day thatyou have not taken up the Light and taken it up with generosity and abundane and fervor andwholeheartedness and rejoiing and gratitude and the realization that Almighty God has ontatedyou and seleted you out from all of the numbers of this planet to reeive and hear a single ditationor many more!And you have lost the sense of the greatness of this event. You have beome too familiar ona friendship basis with the Messenger. You have endured your old ways and thought this to besomething so readily available, as the stream that keeps on owing, never realizing that the streamand the well and even the river of Life10 an run dry for thee. And that whih seemed so easy andfree for a time may not ome again for many a entury.Have you not understood this mirale? Do you think that any ditation ould be the work of theMessenger? Do you imagine that an unasended lifestream, no matter how great their light, ouldin fat deliver this power of Almighty God? I want you to know that no matter what the laim ofother ministers or teahers or gurus on the earth, there is not this power released anywhere! Travelthe world around; there is not the power of Elohim or the Great White Brotherhood released as itis released through this Messenger. And I speak Truth!And let those who move against her do so if they will! Let them ry out against the statementof the Absolute God with her! So be it! They pass their own judgment and the Word may be theirjudge. But it is Truth, beloved ones. And you know, for you have seen in part the great earthhanges that have ome about.But what you have not seen is the very holding of the balane of the entire world ondition thisday from atalysm that should have ourred a deade ago - not alone by the Messenger but, yes,by the oÆe of the Messenger and by all those who have beome a part of this single moleule of theCommunity of Light and have held the balane, kept the faith, and been obedient to our word.I an assure you, therefore, and I am here to tell you - for I AM Purity and I will spare no wordsthis day - that without this ativity the world would be in the most sad ondition that you animagine (and it is beyond your imagination), and all those things whih people yet fear would havealready ome to pass. And it is the �nger in the dike. But it an no longer remain the �nger in thedike, for the �nger in the dike is not enough.And therefore, for the world hange that is neessary we demand now the pruning of the rose bush!We demand the pruning of the ativity! Let those who understand the mission, the true mission ofthe bodhisattva, stand up and be ounted! [Congregation rises℄ And those who do not understandit, let them go their way!And I mean in an inner sense and a spiritual sense, beloved hearts, for it will take more thanstanding on your feet in this hour to onvine an Elohim of the purity of your heart! And you willhave to onvine us by your daily striving and putting aside those burdens whih you lay unneessarilyupon this oÆe [of Messenger℄ and this body, whih is our body in form!And though she may share easily and graiously the power of that mantle, you all must realize10River of Life. Rev. 22:1. 86



how many thousands or ten thousands or millions of years you yourself would have to go to be ableto have this mantle and this adjustment in the four lower bodies to survive in the world of formand yet have this high degree of light of the Central Sun also pulsing through your body to hold thebalane of the planet!Now hear me and realize that even the Elohim ould weep at the burdens that are laid unneessarilyupon this oÆe, that this body of world servers do not see and realize how urgent it is that all thingsthat have been asked for must be given and must ome to pass! Therefore, beloved ones, be seatedin the heart of your own Christ Self.Let all hear me worldwide! We expet a rallying in the fae of the all of one of the greatest Guruswho has ever walked the earth - the all of Padma Sambhava for that ontinuous and perpetual workon World Communism.11And I speak to the hild who held alone a mighty prayer vigil against that fore insidious and Isay: The world is hanged and you shall have your reward, for you have served long and hard. Andyour giving of yourself and your heart's onern for this planet has not been overlooked by Elohim.Beloved ones, the all of the sweet innoene of the hild and the power and the majesty of themature son of God - one, all one - is suÆient to hold the balane in the hour when these darkones are murdering and raping and swallowing up whole nations! And yet you play and pipe yourtunes and go your way and disuss the mundane things, or you lie and deeive those among thisCommunity as to the true reality of your design and presene in its midst. I tell eah and every oneof you, there is not a thought, a feeling, a motive that is hid from our eye! And though you maythink you have fooled anyone here, you have not done so.Take heed, therefore, for this is the hope of the world. This ativity is the ativity of God. Andit is high time that you did not ompromise in prolaiming it. It is high time that you ease to beashamed to delare yourselves a part of this Community!How an it grow? How an it expand? How an you grow unless you are willing also to take thethorns of the world as well as the roses and the aolades and the praise for your servie when youknow very well the power to serve omes diretly from this altar and your tie to it? And thereforein denying your reality you deny the one that sent you and you deny your Master, and therefore youhave ut o� your helaship.Let those who are willing to take a stand take their stand! Let those who are not willing todo so depart therefore! For we do indeed have worlds to onquer. And we are stepping up thisstudent body this day at suh a point of aeleration that will fore eah and every one to be trueto whatever his inner purpose is and his inner identity - whether it be of the Light or not, whetheryou be ambivalent. This day, I say, the Hierarhy of God does fore the hoie for a reason!It is one thing for the Messenger to bear the iniquities of helas who do all they an twenty-fourhours a day and who are ignorant of that whih they do not do and who are sinere and who givethe alls for the transmutation of their daily karma. But it is another for those to remain assoiatedand ask the Messenger to bear that karma by retaining the thread of ontat when they themselvesdo absolutely nothing or so little that it is but a trikle that will not amount to a thing and thereforewill be swallowed up by the parhed earth - and they with it!There are other plaes. Be true to yourselves! Go where your vibration is else hange thatvibration! Whether you pereive it or not, I tell you this day the spiral has gone forth and is beingreleased through this physial heart. And if you do not hange and yet hang on, you will �ndyourselves in utmost misery and outer darkness for having held the hand of the Light while you holdthe hand of Satan and your own arnal mind.Am I blunt? I AM real! And I see what is real! And I tell you what is true! And you ought to11Padma Sambhava, \A Plea for the Judgment of World Communism," 1984 PoW, vol. 27 no. 25, pp. 193-98.87



o-measure your position in life against the entire planet and its ondition.I tell you, in the retreat of the Asended Master Cuzo this day at Viti Levu in the South Pai�,12there is a literal straining of the most powerful elemental fores of earth to hold bak the disturbanein the elemental kingdom and in the earth body that would bring on, I tell you, were it unleashed,storms and violene in the seas so as to reat against the Amerias in a way that you would not beable to withstand.Beloved ones, the hierarhies of Light are straining to hold the balane of this earth for you toome alive and be the Buddha's bodhisattva where you are while you yourselves take your \goodold time," as they say, to say, \Well, shall I or shall I not lend my hand to this plow?" and \Is thisMessenger real or not?" and \Maybe I'll stay and maybe I won't."It is far past this hour, whether you walked in the ativity yesterday or a thousand years ago.Beloved hearts, the hour is past for all ambivalene. And you are required to pursue your asensionif you are in this ativity! And let us not hear about those who say, \Well, I prefer it not." If youare not aiming for the asension, get thee hene!We are here for the resue of the lost sheep of the house of Israel, and it is the hour for the seedof Sanat Kumara to asend. For by the magnet of their hearts they will indeed pull up a planet.And we will not explain it again and again for those who must have endless explanations as to whythey ought to walk as disiples of Serapis Bey and therefore be ready for the asension even thoughin the farthest hane there may be an assignment to reinarnate.Beloved ones, this ativity is the asension ativity of the planet. It is the Guru and the hela forthe asension that we sponsor here and this is the purpose of the Inner Retreat! And this in itselfwas the purpose of the oming of Jesus, and those who followed him were dediated to that path.And this Messenger was indeed with Jesus as Martha, who gave to her the path of the asensionto follow and demonstrate for a two-thousand-year yle. And there are those among you who havebeen started on this path by Jesus or others of the Great White Brotherhood who have ome toinitiate that spiral in your �ner bodies. And it does take many enturies of the balaning of karma,[the attaining of℄ self-mastery, and [the rendering of℄ servie to the worldwide ommunity to ome tothe point where the planet an indeed spare your lifestream [and you an take your asension℄ andthe balane an yet be held.Thus, all is in preparation and we expet helas to realize this fat and not neglet that whih istheir daily portion! And we will not speak again to you who simply do not even read your Pearls ofWisdom or your Keepers of the Flame Lessons, do not even bother to read the latest releases or tolisten to our ditations enough times that they soak through the density and establish a �re withinto impel you to a new day!How an you expet to absorb in one sitting what is delivered by those who have gone before youin the full power of mastery and are the hierarhs of heaven? We desire you to beome all that weare, and the worded part of our release may be onsidered even the least of the momentum!We are extending a power through this Messenger that will not be dupliated when this missionhas onluded, and you will be expeted to have ful�lled that momentum of power in your life. Andtherefore there is no possibility for the initiate on the path of the asension to asually listen to aditation and go his way!Have we ome so far now to [have you℄ stop? Have we ome so far now [to have you℄ notomprehend, to be blinded yet? Have we indeed ome so far with your lifestreams sine the days ofLemuria [now℄ to have you have this opportunity whih you have prayed [for℄ and longed [for℄ andsearhed for [only to take it for granted℄?12Retreat of the Asended Master Cuzo. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 5, p. 54 n. 1.88



Lifetime after lifetime you have sought the Teaher and found those far less advaned and quali�ed.Now you ome to the feet of the Asended Masters and it is a asual experiene! Well, I tell you,beloved ones, those who neglet so great a salvation are truly those who will rue the day. And I say,Woe to you! And when I say, \Woe to you!" I mean, \Your karma be upon you!" And it shall be,for the Law will not be turned bak.And it does not matter how kind or sweet or tolerant or perpetually forgiving you �nd thisMessenger. The Messenger will not be able to override the release of Elohim. And it is done. Andit is so. And it is in the earth. And there will not be a plae on the planet where you or anyonemay plae your feet where that whih I have spoken is not reorded and the dispensation therefore[is not℄ in ation.Thus, beloved ones, there will also be onsequenes to those far a�eld from the Path - not thoseof whom I speak who have had the opportunity to hoose but those who hose millions of years agoin the Great Rebellion against the Almighty. They themselves are met already by this �re and theironsequenes are known.Thus, if you expet the world to be saved from the fallen angels, if you expet the reapers toome and bind them, if you expet a golden age, you ought to expet that those in the avant-gardeshould reeive the highest, the best, and the �rst disipline. How an we bind that rebellious self ofa fallen angel without requiring you to bind the same element within your own onsiousness? I say,in osmi honesty, it is not fair! It is not just! And the LORD's judgments will rain upon all, justas Helios will shine upon all in this Heart. [54-seond pause℄I give to you and the earth body the interval of adjustment for absorption, for realignment, forbalane. [13-seond pause℄ Let there be the stilling and the silening of the mouth of the seed ofthe wiked. For every word blasphemous - the mouthing of demons that does proeed out of theirmouths - shall be unto them the tenfold judgment. And it shall be turned bak upon them, bakupon their own mouths instantaneously.Therefore, let those who value their life forbear to speak evil, to gossip, to lie, or to murderwith words. For the Elohim now drive unto the very soure the misuse of the First Ray of God.And thereby the misusers of the Word, the serpents that have gone forth to onvine mankind -whether in the eletions, in the eonomy, whether on behalf of World Communism or soialism orthe manipulators of apitalism - to onvine the world of their way, they will be found in the veryeye of the judgment.For Almighty God has dereed, and we delare it in the Heart, that none upon this planet shallany longer misuse the power of the spoken Word as the First Ray of God's will. And thus our answerto the Dark Cyle in Aries13 is to aelerate the judgment of the abusers of the First Ray wherebyevery individual has the power to prolaim: I AM the Son of God! I AM THAT I AM!This delaration of being, this bending of the knee before the living Word - this is the beginningof the power of the First Ray. And all those who deny it in any form, in anyone, in any part of Godwill know the onsequenes more dearly, more learly than I ould enuniate in this hour.The irle of Astrea takes many forms, sometimes like steel or a giant hoop that may be bent.In this hour it is a ord of light like a osmi lasso. It is drawn around the dark ones and theLightbearers; and as it is drawn it is for the �re's intensity to strip the individual of his misuse ofthe power of God.I give you this thoughtform as a visualization of the judgment. Let none fear, for all that is needfulis to ease and desist from engaging in suh misuses of the sared �re. If this hour mark the end,therefore, fear not, for thy God shall forgive. [Therefore seek℄ repentane and remission of sin.This day and hour mark the sign to the planetary wave and momentum of this abuse, and the13Dark Cyle. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 72, p. 561 n. 3. 89



power of Elohim shall enfore it. And you may onsider all of the rami�ations of all of the misusesof the spoken word and the lies that are told and the false teahings in the eonomies, in eduation,[and in℄ the defense of abortion by the lying ones. The sene is endless of those who abuse the powerof God by the spoken word. May they all be judged and may some who know better heed and beonverted by our Presene in this hour.We fear not for the true and noble heart. These who are our own and have made themselves sowill faint not neither fall in the day of the Great Appearing of the Son and the sign in the heavensof the Woman lothed with the Sun.14We have onern for those who are our own but refuse to admit it, refuse to say die to theirindulgene, and toy as they play with the things and preoupations of the not-self. And we heartilygather the fruit of the faithful to resue those who are also our own who must be ontated, areontated by Elohim, and shall be ontated physially by those who run with the mission andreognize this day of the LORD's aounting.I speak to thee, Helios and Vesta! Sent by Alpha and Omega, we have plaed our bodies here.Our Messenger and helas have plaed their bodies here. We have transmitted to the earth andelemental life support, immense support for thy oming, Helios.Elohim bow in the heart of the Sun of this system of worlds to form rings of light around thee- rings of herishment, adoration to the Father-Mother God, whom thou dost represent. We awaitthy alling, most blessed representatives of the Most High. We the Elohim stand ready now to atin eah hour and moment of the twenty-four that thy mission given to thee - beyond the power ofpenetration of any mortal eye - in the heart of the Sun might be performed and ful�lled.With thy blessing, Helios, we seal these hearts and those the world around whom we have desiredto awaken in the name of thy servant, the Lord of this world, Gautama Buddha. O Helios, we knowthy gift of �re is the emergeny need of planet earth in this hour. We ontinue to prepare, to guard,to wath, and to keep the �re of Purity.Hail, fellow servants gathered in the giant amphitheater formed over this Heart! Hail, legions ofLight and those who have ome from other systems of worlds to fortify this plae for that release!We ount among your numbers brothers and sisters, ounterparts, teahers, friends, and twin amesof those who will gather here.Therefore we establish in the atmosphere that replia of the Great Central Sun Magnet and weadd to its formula unique the formula of the Eletroni Presene, the ausal body of yourselves whohave gathered at inner levels, of souls who will gather physially and have already ome, [in order℄that the formula of the Eletroni Presene of every lifestream above and below might beome a partof the magnet to magnetize all like itself - all that is the omplement or the totality of the moleuleof that group, that lifewave.For we are determined that the best servants on this planet shall meet at the Plae of GreatEnounters and disover in the outer planes their oneness and the strength of that oneness when tiedby the power of Elohim through the heart of the Messenger and the Asended Masters.Helios, we know it is thy desire to at last see the sons of God know one another fae to fae andembrae with tears in their eyes, for it has been so long! In this hour, Helios, when the avenues ofommuniation and travel are yet open on a worldwide basis, O Helios, summon thine own! And letthem see and know and be onvined that the entire dark wave of this planet an be swallowed up inlight by the onerted [e�ort of the℄ Community of the Holy Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood.Preious ones, know the love of God through Helios and Vesta. Know the desiring of God foryou to truly know one another as we know and serve with you. And by the understanding of thislove, therefore understand in perfet perspetive our disipline of this day, for the Lord must �nd14Woman lothed with the Sun. Rev. 12:1. 90



you aelerated in order to perform his perfet work.In the name of the Good Shepherd, Jesus, we yet tarry with earth. By the grae of his Presene,you are blessed. And from his heart has already gone forth the extension of your opportunity tosurvive ultimately in his Vitory, and [in℄ your own, of the one asension �re.Yes, for one son of God Elohim will tarry with a planet! Now I hallenge you, I harge you, I dareyou to be that one in Aquarius or fae the onsequenes of thy neglet!So be it! I have spoken! I shall not return to the Sun but I shall remain to reinfore and aeleratethe LORD's judgment.Elohim Astrea, lo, I AM! Lo, I AM!And naught shall turn it bak. For lo, I AM Elohim Purity!This ditation by Purity and Astrea was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Sunday, May 27, 1984, 2:55-3:46 p.m. MDT, in the Heart of theInner Retreat, Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Prior to the ditation the Messengerdelivered a sermon on \The Psyhology of Your Christhood" with a reading of and teahing on Isaiah53. Sermon available with ditation on two 90-min. audioassettes, K8478-79. [N.B. Braketed ma-terial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Purity andAstrea's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 13Beloved Cylopea and Virginia - Marh26, 1989Vol. 32 No. 13 - Beloved Cylopea and Virginia - Marh 26, 1989The Chalie of ElohimVLight of Elohim out of the Sun, in the name of Alpha and Omega, desend, we ommand of theFifth Ray!Cylopea and Virginia now demand the power of the Godhead - sealed in the heart of the Elohimof the Fourth Ray, sent forth in the Trinity of their empowerment of the �rst three - to be here inthe Heart of the Inner Retreat and [in℄ the heart of every Keeper of the Flame worldwide in thishour the instantaneous, physial preipitation of the Fifth Ray for the healing power of Truth, forthe healing light of Freedom, for the Word and the new siene of the Spirit that does a�et everypart and partile of life and matter!We stand in the beginning. We stand in the ending. And we are here for the Light of theImmensity to desend now in spherial purpose, in one-pointed purpose as the mighty apstone ofthat pyramid does signify a foundation well built, a world onquered, and Matter one with Spirit.Understand that the Elohim of the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Rays are about the Father's businessin the heart of the Mother and her seed for the making physial, pratial, tangible, transparent thatholy Will of God, that Wisdom, and that Love that is �rst the fervor in the heart and then the ideain the mind and then the oneption and �nally the ation and the externalization of God in therok, in the rystal, in the buildings of men and in their ingenuity and in all that elemental life doesbring forth as proof that our God is in Matter as in Spirit.Every blade of grass and majesti tree and mountain, every planet and star does testify to themagni�ene of the Godhead, to the wonder of it all, to a spiritual power that is able to fous bytiny nulei suns an entire Matter osmos. All of this is for the onvition of souls - all of you, all ofthe evolutions of this planet, whether those gone astray in rebellion of the Godhead or those whosteadfast keep the Flame.It is the visual ontat with the God of Nature in all of the fores of Nature that are preededby the spiritual impetus of the Great Central Sun that does transmit to every part of God theonvition that our God lives and that the I AM THAT I AM, that Brahman in the beginning,sent forth the Word,1 sent forth a Matter universe that has been expanding from the point of Lightever sine until it reah that perfetion of the matrix - the emerald matrix itself held in the heart1Brahman in the beginning with the Word. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 65, p. 501 n. 8.93



of Hermes Trismegistus. That mighty matrix when ful�lled thereforth2 does return and beome theGreat Inbreath that is drawn - drawn by the Divine Omega, drawn by the Divine Alpha and byElohim.Thus, you experiene the expansion and the expansiveness of the Godhead. And you sense thatthere is yet room for yourself, beloved ones, to penetrate the farthest spheres. Thus there is atimetable and a yle. And eah one that has gone forth in this giganti balloon of time and spae toexperiment has within himself the formula, the sared number, that when outplayed, as the worldsare one day outplayed, must return.Understand, therefore, that there is an hour marked for the return, and for eah and every soul itis a di�erent hour. For you have all ome forth from di�erent lifewaves and galaxies and evolutionsand root raes - some of the earth and some not, some of the human kingdom and some of the angeli,some following the path of the bodhisattvas and some following the experiments of the Cosmi Christin other ways and dimensions.What I wish to say, beloved ones, is that the law of preipitation taught by the Elohim, theArhangels, and the Masters of the Fifth Ray is the preipitation, to the ultimate extent [i.e., apaity℄of the physial, of the divine matrix - your own individual and personal emerald matrix.There is a habitation that is drawn, a formula, if you will - a grand design for this partiularjourney in Cosmos-Matter. And when you have gone to the most remote extent, the farthest reahesof that very matrix, it is meet, it is ommanded - by thy Christ, by the ordinate will of God thatreets the will in the Great Central Sun and the Great Central Sun Magnet in your very hearthakra - that you therefore begin the Omega Return. You harvest your works; and where the workshave not been done [or they have been done imperfetly℄, you must do them or do them again moreperfetly.Therefore the Omega Return allows for the transmutation of the Fall that ourred in the AlphaThrust, the going outward. And this is made possible by the Elohim of the Seventh Ray - the powerof transmutation, the power of sared �re for the ritual of hange. Therefore the divine oÆe of priestand priesthood - priestesses gathered together in Lemuria, priests of the order of Melhizedek. Theentire ritual of the sared �re is given as that Seventh Ray Light that is for the day of rest, whih isthe day of the [re-reation and the℄ sealing of the [new℄ reation. [\Behold, I make all things new!"Rev. 21:5℄And that reation that has not been reated by Elohim or God-man fousing the will of the higherlight of Christos must therefore pass through the sreen of the Seventh Ray. The alhemy, therefore,does erase the imperfet matrix and reestablish that whih should have been, whih might have beenand was not and ought to have been plaed in position at the varying lines of the Cosmi Clokunder the tutelage of the hierarhies of Capriorn, Aquarius, Pises, Aries, Taurus, and Gemini.Understand what I tell you. It is what Portia has told you; it is what Cosmi Beings havedemonstrated - that past history an be hanged, an be transmuted!3 And therefore, in the proessof harvesting those works that have been unfruitful and unaeptable before the altar of the MostHigh God, there is the opportunity to re-reate in God, to reestablish the divine moorings and theunderpinnings of those points of the Cosmi Clok.Hear me and understand, hildren of the Sun, suh a mighty opportunity [is yours℄ that whilstyet in the Matter spheres there an be the orretion, the going bak, the transmutation of regretand sorrow and forgetfulness and sins of omission!The violet �re, the power of the Seventh Ray, is upon you beause you have entered Aquarius as2thereforth: adv., forth from thene; away from that plae; along that way, by that plae; out, outside; in the open(Oxford English Ditionary).3History an be transmuted. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Reinarnation of the Soul: Regressing and Remem-bering, 2-audioassette album, 3 hr., A8218. 94



this dispensation [of universal transmutation℄ that omes not often in thousands of years of evolution.The hierarhies of Aquarius, the powers of freedom, the powers that have been the attainment ofall who went forth in this mighty outbreath are standing galaxy by galaxy to transmit to you andthrough Helios to you this momentum of mery, of transmutation, of forgiveness, of the divine ritualof the atoms and planets and spheres so that the rotation and the spin of thy life and of thy solarsystem may be brought into alignment and that whih ought never to have been may be ast intothe sared �re of the very Central Sun of this system of worlds.See and understand that you may yet return with a tremendous glory, a rown of vitory tolay at the altar of the Father-Mother God as you kneel before Helios and Vesta, your own belovedFather-Mother representatives in this system of worlds, at the onlusion of this life!Truly it has been said by the Cosmi Christ through Jesus, \Work while ye have the Light!"4 Iome with the vision of the Fifth Ray that you might see just what that Light is that you have aessto.Why, it is the Light of the heart of the Blessed Virgin, Mother Mary. It is the Light of the heartof the Maha Chohan, the Representative of the Holy Spirit. It is the Light of Saint Germain andPortia and all whom you know; for their names have been given [to℄ you as the key to their Light,whih they are most grateful to release to you ℄in this hour when earth itself is the rossroads oflifewaves, of deision, of a moment-by-moment rekoning [of karmi imbalanes℄.Truly this Heart [of the Inner Retreat℄ is the Plae of Great Enounters. But I tell you, the wholeplanetary body is also a plae of enounters - [of souls℄ enountering karma, enountering the pointand the very reord when a lifestream has turned away from God or the Hierarhy itself. This is[also℄ the plae where the fallen angels enounter again the holy innoents and must deide to arefor them or to slay them one again.It is lear that they have taken every advantage of geneti engineering, of the misuse and mison-eption of freedom to enourage women to sari�e their �rstborn. And they and their henhmenhave enjoyed the very proess of using the surgial knife to take from the womb of the mother thebeauty, the rown of her own life's joy, and the Coming One - anyone who they fear might be theone who will bring [down℄ their judgment [upon them℄.It is evident in war, it is evident on the battle�eld of life and in the ities and the ghettos ofthe world, it is evident by that whih is spoken by the people and the leaders themselves that fallenangels have not met this Christ in the way with a desire for onversion, a desire to shed the snakeskin[and℄ ast it into the �re, and beome the meek, the mild, and the holy ones of God.Thus you know the old, old story [of the fallen angels℄, but I AM Cylopea and I tell it againby the power of the Fifth Ray! For I bring deeper [penetrate more deeply℄ into the earth body and[make℄ more physially manifest than my preeding ohorts the hour of the judgment and the powerof the Holy Ghost to denoune and to bring sudden and swift destrution upon those who yet denylife to the holy ones of God and would make of Churh and State the toy of their intelletual musingsrather than the ori�e of the transmission of the light of freedom and the fervor of the heart of SaintGermain! They have losed the door to the divine reason and the Logos that is the very ation ofthe troops of God and of the armies of the Faithful and True.By the onditioning of [the youth by℄ the sophists and the aademiians of this world in theuniversities of Matter, it is ome about that the vibration of the very soul of the people has beenonsidered [by the inner irle of the intelletual elite℄ old-fashioned, not up-to-date. And there hasbeen the mistaking of the soft-spokenness, the quietness, the absene of emotion [on the part of someprofessors℄ for some form of mastery.There is no God-mastery in this! And there is nothing old-fashioned about the devotion and the4Work while ye have the Light. John 9:4; 12:35. 95



fervor of the heart and the God-mastery of the desire body that is able to resound with the powerof the Godhead, that is able to deliver by the Holy Spirit the passions of the Mind of God, thefervor to resue his little ones, the determination to enter the warfare of the Godhead to defeat thesefallen ones who have made themselves gods and who daily rape the souls of all humanity with theirperverseness, with their lying, and with their subtle meanderings in psyhology and philosophy andpolitial ideologies whih have nothing to do with the abundant Life or the true eonomy of heavenor the true way of God-government, whih, I tell you, is self-evident to hearts of Light around thisworld who have not been destroyed by those eduators who have not the heart of Almighty God.O Helios, I stand in the earth! And I AM thy magnet! I with Virginia, we the Elohim, nowmagnetize the power of thy preipitating golden rays of Light, the power of Truth - and Truth todesend into the heart of the earth as never before! And all elemental life will testify and will ry outin this hour in their mighty alamation of the Asended Masters, avatars walking the earth, angelspassing through and uplifting and exalting the hearts who still have the fervor of freedom and fearnot to at upon it and fear not to be ondemned by the ondemners of the media or the press, whohave their own standards of the delivery of ommuniation.They do not have the power of God! It is they who would look silly ranting and raving abouttheir auses, but not the Great White Brotherhood, not the mighty Arhangels! For the voie andthe power of the Arhangels is indeed heard in the souls of the people!And many have already reognized the Asended Masters through the witness of their Messengerand their disiples and have seen, at their own soul level, beyond the outer vision, by wathing thetelevision series of the Everlasting Gospel or that Summit University Forum.5 And they have knownand felt [the living Word℄, for they have been ontated. They annot explain it but they are beingaelerated by the light of the Sun of the I AM Presene, whih does ome forth in millions of raysin spherial ation, eah one penetrating the all of osmos.Pause for a moment to visualize your own Mighty I AM Presene that has drawn nigh to youas a world of light and light rays going forth. Beloved ones, imagine now billions of pinpoints oflight [raying forth through℄ replias of the Godhead6 sending forth light rays in all diretions. Why,at inner levels when you behold this Matter universe and you see this etheri matrix, the emeraldmatrix and the grid of light, you see, beloved hearts, how all is indeed Light! Light! Light! And thislight is only waiting to be externalized and foalized in the earth to hange the very olorations ofthe lay itself.This earth will be hanged in the twinkling of the eye of God! I have said it and it is so! For Godan perform his work and he will do so.And what does he require? The same that he required in Sodom - ten righteous men, a hundred,a thousand - I will not tell you the formula, lest you set goals and then be seated when the goals are�lled. You may not know when the quotient is reahed and when the momentum is �lled, belovedones. You may not know just when the moment omes when the souls of Light have ompleted thedivine matrix in the earth. But I tell you, it will ome!And you must remember that as in every eletion the one vote [an make the di�erene, so itis that℄ the one individual moving for the Godhead may be that one. And we speak not only ofnumbers, yet indeed numbers do ount. We speak, beloved ones, of the magnitude of your ausalbody. For some of you already ount for ten, some ount for a thousand, some ount for a millionbeause the umulative Light of your ausal body does shine and ount for that many threefold5Elizabeth Clare Prophet's able TV shows air weekly with series on the Lost Teahings of Jesus, the ComingRevolution in Higher Consiousness, the Everlasting Gospel, and a talk show entitled Summit University Forumwhere Mrs. Prophet interviews revolutionaries in every �eld on the ritial issues of our time - from eduation, healthand alternative healing methods to the eonomy and the defense of freedom. They are also available on videoassettefor home use.6many fouses of the individualized Mighty I AM Presene, the Lighthouse sending out billions of light rays96



ames in the heart of the earth!Beloved ones, you may add your applause to that of the elementals in this hour! [Congregationrises and adds their applause to the roaring sound of a heavy downpour of rain.℄Here in the upper altitudes of the earth, here in the heart of the mountains, the wind and the rainand the elementals, the very �re in the rok do freely express themselves, mirroring osmi fores,mirroring the Brotherhood, and also mirroring the Darkness that is abroad in the land. For yourealize [that℄ elemental life is extremely sensitive and subjetive and does reeive the impartations ofthe momentums of Light and Darkness. And therefore you beome as Noah and his wife - aretakersin the LORD's vineyard, aretakers of the elementals, who are like hildren and yet have immensepower that they may onvey to you for good.As with all things pratie makes perfet, beloved ones. And your pratie with elemental life -sending forth the power of peae from the heart, giving the ommand, giving love, summoning theelementals in your servie, alling to the hierarhs[ - will be rewarded℄. I assure you that it takestime for elementals, just as for the animal kingdom who have been a�righted by humanity, to beomeaustomed to the idea that embodied sons of God will do them no harm, will speak only the will ofGod, will ommand in the name of Christ.And by and by, little by little, almost with a ertain timidity, you will �nd salamanders andgnomes and undines and sylphs following you like a mighty army. And you will pereive when youpursue your weekly fast and have a little better insight into other otaves that these elementals willinrease in number. They must always be invited to your deree sessions and you must reognizethat you have a ready-made army. They will �ght aggression. They will �ght World Communism.They will stand between you and any adversary.They will assist you in your own internal working out of your psyhology as will the angeli hostswho also beome austomed to being obedient to the sons and daughters of God by observing thatthose sons and daughters hold tight the reins of their God-ontrol and do not submit to the wavesof madness and anger and insanity that sweep around the earth, almost as a sweeping ativity of asort of omputer that searhes out the Lightbearers and the weak ones and attempts to put themdown by the fousing of untransmuted energies [upon them℄.So reognize that there will always be the torrents of Darkness. There will always be the momentswhen the waves of the astral plane ome over thy house, even in the night; and that is the momentto demonstrate a mighty vitory, to hallenge that fore. And sometimes, [in order℄ to maintain yourGod-ontrol, it is neessary simply to be silent, for the fore would have you open your mouth andbegin a tirade about this or that injustie or this or that subjet that may be at hand.So you see, learn a key from the Elohim of preipitation. For just at the moment when you areabout to preipitate in the physial earth the most momentous ations and supply and work for God,then omes the �nal opposition in the eleventh hour - [seduing you to℄ misuse the light of Sorpioand Sagittarius to undo in the physial otave all that you have been building in the etheri, mental,and emotional planes. Realize, then, that this is the attempt to undo the entire Alpha Thrust andthe Omega Return just at the moment when you would enter in to the heart of your I AM Presenefor a reharge and a regeneration before entering the next level of the mighty spiral of Life.Beloved ones who are ful�lling the mandate of Almighty God, I ask you now to visualize thephysial sun and look toward that sun as I also fae the sun and deliver to you these mighty lightrays for preipitation in the heart of the earth.I ask you to reite with me now the mighty mantra to Helios and Vesta.Helios and Vesta!Helios and Vesta! 97



Helios and Vesta!Let the Light ow into my being!Let the Light expand in the enter of my heart!Let the Light expand in the enter of the earth!And let the earth be transformed into the New Day! (reited twie)Thank you, beloved hearts of Vitory. Now be seated as I ontinue to ar to you that light ofpreipitation.You see, beloved ones, in the moment of ahievement, in the moment when the grand �nale of aause is about to appear - just as in this hour all of the e�orts of Saint Germain, the Elohim, theMasters [who℄ have gone before are about to break upon the planet and the Asended Masters' nameand their dynami derees, their message, the violet ame, and Saint Germain himself are about tobeome household words - now there ome these waves of the astral plane imitating the great waveof Light of the Central Sun that was announed to you some years ago.7 This wave of Light is thatwhih arries the e�orts of embodied sons and daughters of God and it exists also in the heavens forthe �nale and aomplishment of a yle of reation by the Elohim.Thus, you have a wave and a rest that you an ride to the vitory of Light in that initiation ofthe sign of Sagittarius. [For℄ that is where the nailing to the ross - the osmi ross of white �re ofyour endeavor and your osmi purpose and reason for being - must take plae.Understand, then, how all of hell breaks loose and the fallen ones all rush together and send theirdemons and the hordes of night to overturn a ause. They will injet anything, whether doubt or fearor reords of death - any means whatsoever, whether by gossip or lying or some sort of onspirayas was put against Franis Baon, Thomas More, Thomas Beket, and [you℄ name the saints of allhistory. Why, even the saints of the holy Churh were perseuted by their own priests and by theirown hierarhies.Understand, then, this moment of your personal vitory, this moment of the vitory of this Com-munity, the moment of the vitory of the United States of Ameria and the Great White Brotherhood.Understand, then, why the fores rage, why the heathen do rage and the people imagine a vain thing,why there is so muh fear.For their karma is returning. They are spiritually blind. They fear what is oming. They seek forsurvival. They beome sel�sh and greedy, eah one aring only for his own. And therefore the �resof love diminish and you see hatred abroad in the land between family members beause fear itselfand anxiety auses people to at in a manner thoroughly unlike their native origin.Let us understand that whereas 90 perent of the earth seems to be overome by these astralwaves, there shall be some who austom themselves even to the physial elements and may standeret and determined and �ere - �ere as Shiva, �ere as Kali - and not be overome [in℄ thosemoments when all of life is straining to give birth to a measure of the Cosmi Christ in every singleheart on the planet. And there is no separation; it is bar none. For you see, when the Christ omesinto every heart, when the heart that is evil rejets that Christ, that Christ beomes the judge withinthat heart.Fear not the transmittal of Light through the Messenger or through the initiations. Those whoome to reeive it and fail the Light and, in a sense, have determined in their subonsious to stealthe Light to further their own nefarious auses, reeive that Light. The Light beomes their undoing.The Light beomes their judge. It is so; it has always been.So it is so when there is a vitory, when there is a desent and pressing down into the earth of the7The oming of the relentless wave of Light. Arhangel Gabriel, Mysteries of the Holy Grail, pp. 47, 229-38, 249;1980 PoW, vol. 23 no. 15, pp. 81-82; The Radiant Word, following following no. 29, p. 186.98



momentum of Elohim! And when that momentum is spearheaded by the legions of the Fifth Rayit penetrates deep into the earth and deeper with the Sixth Ray until �nally the Seventh Ray goesmiles into the surfae of the earth, beloved ones, and penetrates deeper into the �ner bodies and thephysial body of the people.This is what we are after. We are determined that the Light shall meet Death and Hell, [that℄the Light shall meet the astral plane! And those hordes that ome out of the depths with theirrok [musi℄, with their Darkness, with their satani rites, with all of their blak magi against theLightbearers and the Messengers pratied therefore against their image - [we are determined℄ thatall of this be met [by the Light℄ before it is externalized in the physial otave. And we are ertainthat we have and are a�orded by the Godhead a mighty opportunity in this hour of this Inner Retreatonferene to do just that.Long ago the warning went forth to make the all for the golden hain mail [to keep separate theastral and physial planes℄ as that protetion that would be given to the planetary body [as thatarmour of Light would be draped℄ from shrine to shrine, from the Christ of [the℄ Andes and from thestatue of Jesus in Rio de Janeiro [and many others℄.8 Beloved ones, all of the mighty monumentsof earth were used to fous [and hold℄ that golden hain mail to protet the physial plane from theeruption [into it℄ of the [hordes of the℄ astral. This ditation was given very early in this ativity.There were not enough to all it forth. [Hene,℄ the golden hain mail was not strong enough orforti�ed enough by embodied individuals dereeing [to hold bak the astral deluge℄. And thereforewhat ensued was the breaking into the physial otave of all manner of demons of insanity and therok musi and the drug ulture and depravity and murder and mayhem and further wars. And soit is ome about that that period before the sixties, whih was relatively innoent and harmless byomparison to that whih followed, has never returned beause of the spilling over into the physialotave, and hene the mental body, of all of these [astral℄ forms of depravity.We seek to undo this! We dare to try! We dare to delare it as a ause into whih we wouldharness your energies and the reins of your power and resoures whih you yourselves have drawndown to the physial otave. We dare to determine to undo the frightful manifestations that haveome forth on this earth in the last twenty-four years. And if we an do this, we an swiftly movebak[wards in time℄ to the destrutive fores that were indeed ative in the previous deades of theentury that have to do with world war and the oming of World Communism and the betrayal ofthe system of supply in this nation.Beloved hearts of living �re, we are determined that everything that has thus far erupted out ofthe pit and out of Death and Hell an be and is to be bound and removed from the planet by theElohim and the fores in our ommand.We are determined to put a sealing ation on the remainder of that whih is in the pit of Darknessand Death and Hell and in the subonsious of the fallen angels that it may no longer be outplayed,therefore giving one again a marvelous opportunity in time and spae for the evolutions of this earthto ome to their senses and to reeive the teahings of their I AM Presene and to make ontatwith the Inner Guru and the Asended Masters and to partiipate in the grand experiment of God-government of heaven and earth, of all of the hierarhies of Light and all the disiples in the earthbody. For truly that God-government and that kingdom ome on earth annot ome to pass unlessthere is divine ooperation between the kingdoms of the Masters, elementals, embodied mankind,and all of the hosts of the LORD.Why have we determined to do this? Beause the Goddess of Liberty has addressed the SevenMighty Elohim in ounil, giving her report on the earth and what is and what is not possible forthe Lords of Karma to aomplish in this age. And she has made lear that the fores abroad on8Golden hain mail. God Meru, July 26, 1964, exerpted in 1986 PoW, The Radiant Word, following vol. 29 no.15, pp. 131-32. 99



earth attaking the very vitals of soul and hakra and heart and inner being and onsiousness of thepeople must be stopped, must be set aside by a power beyond this world - by the power of Elohimand the osmi ounils and the Great Central Sun.And therefore, in onsideration of the limitations plaed upon the Lords of Karma by the freewill of earth's evolutions arried out in utter and abjet ignorane as to these onditions and theLaw of Life as represented above by the guardians of the sared �re of osmos, the request for thedispensation for interession by Elohim has ome from the Lords of Karma.As you an understand, there are dispensations given the earth body as a grant from the CentralSun ordained by Alpha and Omega, and only under these dispensations is the Karmi Board allowedto funtion. Not limitless mery but a ertain mery is available to them to bestow, for they must atwithin osmi law - not limitless powers of justie or powers to overome Darkness but those powerswhih the evolutions of earth have earned, those powers whih the law of habitation and on�nementof these evolutions will allow.There is even a limitation upon the sons of heaven who have the highest initiations as to whatamount of power may pass through their four lower bodies for the hallenging of the dark ones andthe healing of the planetary body. Thus it is not neessarily an index of attainment as to how fara Christed one may at on behalf of the people, but it is the ontainment [of that interessor℄ bylaw [based on℄ the very ation [i.e., karma℄ of the entire planetary body. For if unlimited Light werereleased, that unlimited Light would ause a reation from the Darkness that is still and yet presenton the earth in the rebellion of the fallen ones [with whih the hildren of the Light are unpreparedto deal℄.Thus, beloved ones, we are ontinually searhing for measures whereby the hand of God might stayplanetary destrution, [whereby℄ time and spae [might℄ be bought with a mighty prie of freedomfor the Lightbearers and all evolutions of the earth. [We are searhing for℄ a way and a means fora better survival, a better experiene in the fae of onoming karma as well as [in the fae of℄ thedetermination of the fallen ones unto destrution.You take the destrution prophesied by Nostradamus [whih some have interpreted as oming℄out of the Middle East. You do not need an anient prophet to tell you of the hatred in the heart ofsuh an one as , who would send death squads against the Amerians, the British, or whomever onthe planet he deems may be threatening his survival.You do not have to be told by an anient prophet of things oming on the earth when you hearthese fallen ones all Ameria \the Great Satan" or those in Ameria mouthing the mouthings of thefalse representatives of Mohammed and Arhangel Gabriel, delaring rae wars among the peopleand the uprising of the blak people against the whites.What kind of prophey is this? These false prophets, beause they have prolaimed what is intheir hearts, give to you an understanding of the handwriting on the wall. And you yourselves ansee what is oming aording to their self-prolaimed delarations.They are proud. They have not the vision of the Great White Brotherhood or the Elohim. Weallow them to speak so that you an see and hear and know what is their malintent and all forthits judgment before those dark deeds are preipitated, for they are the abusers of the ame ofpreipitation of the Fifth Ray. And you may from this day forth hallenge them in our name. In thename of Cylopea and Virginia, say:I hallenge you, eah and every fallen angel, by the authority of the Cosmi Christ, the entireSpirit of the Great White Brotherhood and the embodied witnesses on earth!I hallenge you who misuse the Light of preipitation, bringing upon the earth all manner ofplagues and disruption of life and misuse of the sared �re and the light of the eonomy and thesupply and the governments of the nations and ommuniation and media and transportation - all of100



ye who are the abusers of the Word, bringing to pass those physial manifestations of pornographyand all manner of inventions that do not serve the light of freedom but tend to imprison mankind todabbling in the blak arts, to [the℄ taking of drugs, to beoming attahed to material things whenthat very light and supply ought to be used for the resue of the freedom-�ghters.You who do these things for �lthy lure, for pro�t, for your own gain of power worldwide, you Ihallenge in the name of the I AM THAT I AM, by the mantle of the Messenger whih is the mantleof Moses and the mantle of all Messengers who have ever gone before - inluding my own Christ Self,who is a messenger of my I AM Presene unto me in this hour!I do stand in this hour and I do hallenge you by the authority of the Seven Mighty Elohim andthe �ve Elohim of the seret rays of the Almighty!And I stand before you, ! And I stand before you, and every other fallen one! I stand before you,and all agents of World Communism in Niaragua! I stand before you, and all of you who are theterrorists and the death squads!You who are moving against the Lightbearers and disrupting ivilization by your perversion ofthe Fifth Ray, I hallenge you and this day I say to you: By the power of the Godhead it is strippedfrom you, and you may no longer abuse that power of the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Rays. You mayno longer misuse the Light of the Trinity and the power of the threefold ame!You may not take the Light of the Woman and her seed! You may not take the Light of theasension ame in all manner of hild abuse and the raping of the woman and all of the misuse ofthe sared �re in homosexuality that is rampant on this planetary body and will bring upon theindividual and the soieties who allow it that judgment that fell upon Sodom and Gomorrah!And it will not be turned bak! And you will see atalysm desend upon those ities that havemade themselves a haven for those who pervert the Light of the sared �re. And the Law has nothanged, and this is not fanatiism; it is the fervor of Almighty God!I say to you, you who are the ones who break the laws of God, this is the fervor of God to save yoursouls and to all you bak from your wikedness and your vileness and your abuse of the Godhead.For you shall not pass! For I stand in the earth - and not I alone, for God is with me. And whereI stand is the Eletroni Presene of my God. There is the �re of Saint Germain! There is theprotetion of the Great White Brotherhood! There is Arhangel Mihael!And I AM the voie of Elohim! And I speak into the very teeth of Darkness and those who areorrupting the minds of the youth and all people of the planet through the media, through the motionpiture industry and their displayal of those things on the sreen whih ought not to be revealed, forthese ativities [between man and woman are sealed℄ in the seret hamber of the heart.And therefore I deplore and dery that violene on the sreen! I deplore that misuse of the sared�re and the exposing of the bodies of man and woman in every form and posture, whih is not meetfor an Elohim to desribe.Beloved ones of Light, I therefore ontinue and I say to you: You may all in the name of SerapisBey and the Seven Chohans of the Rays. And you may know from this hour that it is granted fromAlpha and Omega and Helios and Vesta that you have the baking and the protetion of Elohim tomake the diret hallenge by your heart ame in our name. And thus say to them as did Enoh andIsaiah and Jeremiah and Elijah, say to them as did the prophets of old who esaped into the desert- for you also have your plae of esape - say to them:You shall not pass, you fallen ones! By the authority of Jesus Christ and my Christ and of theMessengers of Almighty God, I bind! you and I ast you out of the earth. For I stand in the earthand my God is with me, and you may not pervert the Light of my God.I stand with the mighty torh of the Goddess of Liberty. I stand by the authority of the Lords101



of Karma. And I AM the binding of every fore out of Death and Hell and out of the pit - thosemurderers who murdered the people in Jonestown, those murderers who have murdered the way ofreligion and the way of freedom of speeh and of assembly and of the press by misusing it.I hallenge you by the authority of the Sun, by the authority of my God Presene! I hallengeWorld Communism and the KGB and those agents who would take the very tehnology of the Mother- drawn from the anient Motherland, foused in the industries of California of the spae age - andwould use them to destroy this very people.I stand in the earth and I hallenge, therefore, the manufature of those weapons intended bythe Soviets to destroy the Lightbearers or to take Ameria hostage by blakmail, to break the yokeand the bak of the itizens of a free people, nation by nation. I hallenge you by the authority ofOmri-Tas and 144,000 legions of the sared �re from the heart of the violet planet. I hallenge youby the authority of the LORD God Almighty.For where I stand I tell you rebellious ones, you betrayers of the Word, you who have defamedthe Light, the image, and the mission of the Two Witnesses, that you have no power! And God inme will stand up to you and before you. And that same God in me, that same Anient of Days andSanat Kumara, will strip you of your misused Power, your misused Wisdom, your misused Love, yourmisused �re of purity, your misused Fifth Ray power of preipitation, your misused Sixth Ray powerof preipitation through servie and ministration, your misused Seventh Ray power of preipitationby the violet ame.And naught of these evil imaginations of your heart whih you did perform on Atlantis, ausingthe sinking of that ontinent, will be allowed to you this day. For the LORD God Almighty doesderee it, and it is implemented through his servant sons.And the LORD God has dereed: Thus far and no farther! And I speak his Word to you - theproud, the ambitious who would take from the people their Light, their land, their supply, their verysouls, their very bodies: Thus far and no farther. You shall not pass! You shall not pass! You shallnot pass!I stand with the LORD God and I still stand in the Heart of the Inner Retreat. Wherever I AMon this earth, a Keeper of the Flame, I stand in the Heart of the Inner Retreat.And I delare with my God and with Lord Maitreya that all who are the infamous, all who plotthe destrution of worlds and nations, all who are the bloodthirsty, who are the Satanists who slaythe innoent to further their worldwide movements of Communism supported by apitalism - all whodo this are bound and stripped and judged. And they may not seure the power of the Godhead.For I AM in the earth! I stand in the Christ of Maitreya, Jesus, Gautama, Sanat Kumara. I standin the Christ of Saint Germain and El Morya and Lanello, and I stand in the heart of our Messenger.And therefore I AM at the Door between otaves.You shall not pass the Door of the Cosmi Christ! You shall not steal the Light of the Holy ofHolies, of the I AM Presene - not with all of your blak magi or voodoo or eremonies. For theElohim shall laugh. They shall hold you in derision. And you shall be stripped and bound andjudged by your own feeble attempts to destroy the Godhead in the earth.For I represent, by the authority of my God and the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood,the Seven Mighty Elohim. I AM a hela of El Morya. I AM a freedom-�ghter of Saint Germain. Ifear not to fae you. I stand in the earth by the power of my God and I hallenge you every one.You fallen ones who think you will take over a billion people in China to be as your fodder andas your instruments of Darkness and your slaves, you who enslave the people of Mother Russia, youwho are already enslaving the people of Ameria through your brainwashing, through your ult ofmaterialism and idolatry and sex and death - all of you I hallenge by the Godhead with me! And IAM THAT I AM. And therefore I say with the Lord Jesus Christ:102



Beloved ones, you may rise and give the judgment all now, whih will be the onlusion of thispreamble I have given you.The Judgment Call\They Shall Not Pass!" by Jesus ChristIn the Name of the I AM THAT I AM,I invoke the Eletroni Presene of Jesus Christ:They shall not pass!They shall not pass!They shall not pass!By the authority of the osmi ross of white �reit shall be:That all that is direted against the Christwithin me, within the holy innoents,within our beloved Messengers,within every son and daughter of God . . .Is now turned bakby the authority of Alpha and Omega,by the authority of my Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,by the authority of Saint Germain!I AM THAT I AM within the enter of this templeand I delare in the fullness ofthe entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood:That those who, then, pratie the blak artsagainst the hildren of the Light . . .Are now bound by the hosts of the LORD,Do now reeive the judgment of the Lord Christwithin me, within Jesus,and within every Asended Master,Do now reeive, then, the full return -multiplied by the energy of the Cosmi Christ -of their nefarious deeds whih they have pratiedsine the very inarnation of the Word!Lo, I AM a Son of God!Lo, I AM a Flame of God!Lo, I stand upon the Rok of the living WordAnd I delare with Jesus, the living Son of God:They shall not pass!They shall not pass!They shall not pass!Elohim. Elohim. Elohim.Beloved ones, by the light of the emerald rystal typi�ed in this stone,9 atualized through it,I diret urrents of spiritual light of the emerald ray and the All-Seeing Eye of God through thispartiular prism to every heart on earth who must be quikened for the Vitory, who must know ofour Presene and streth forth their hand and hold our own and herish our hand in their heartsand realize [that℄ we are the osmi reinforements for their God-determination to �ght the fores ofDarkness, if neessary with their bare hands.9The Messenger holds up the emerald rystal. 103



We desire that these souls so quikened by the emerald light shall quikly understand the meaningof the hosts of the LORD and the armies of heaven and the Asended Masters who will guard themand keep them and be through them as ten thousand-times-ten thousand through one individual.Thus it is anhored through this matrix. Thus it is sustained. And thus you may walk, as it were,a foot o� the earth, aelerated in that degree above the earth's vibration.Thus I ommend you to meditate on the urrents of the sun of even pressure [at the enter℄ of theearth as that whih nourishes your body rather than urrents ontaminated by world e�uvia. Letyour soure be the Sun of your I AM Presene and Helios and Vesta. And remember to demagnetizeyourself one a day beneath your feet by the sword of blue ame; for indeed you pik up the weightof the world and world opposition to your own ause by oming in physial ontat with the physialplanet.The planet is a ondutor of all that is upon it and therefore it is also a ondutor of the light ofthe sun of even pressure and the light of your heart. It beomes a matter of attunement with theproper wavelengths - to take from it the healing, healthful light and to rejet the negative harge ofhatred.The healing urrents of the earth - the light of Helios in the planet - are able to heal all thy diseases.No aner may stand in the fae of this light [when it is℄ aurately transmitted through the bodythrough the \Call to the Fire Breath," through Djwal Kul's Breathing Exerise, through the mantra[\I AM the Resurretion and the Life . . . " and℄ through [the deree for \Christ Wholeness," giving℄the ommand to the atoms, ells, eletrons [to \Be all Light!"℄10 Be aware of yourselves as gainingmastership, even adeptship in the physial otave. Be aware that you need it. Be aware that youmust onentrate on it and thereby enter into ommunion with elementals who will do thy bidding.You must ontrol natural fores whih will be used by the blak magiians or attempted to beused against you. You must be alert to hanging onditions of weather or hanging vibrations aroundyou. You must be alert to those who are of the earth earthy, who have no Christ onsiousness orsoul, who are the godless, who reite the words as drones, satani formulas. These may ath youo� guard unless you remember to elevate your onsiousness �rmly in the heart of your Christ Selfeah day.The all [for℄ the trans�guration,11 as you have been told by the Messenger, is extremely e�etivein aelerating your atoms above the y line of human e�uvia and ausing that hange to take plaewhih enables you to walk through the walls of human reation and not be a�eted by it.Remember Moses, beloved hearts. For it was physial alhemy by the power of Saint Germain, bythe power of the Elohim Arturus and Vitoria, Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst that gave to him thatpower whih was the power to onvine Pharaoh. Yet did it onvine him? Not until he lost his own�rstborn son. And even then he was willing to �ght the LORD and the LORD's hosts.And therefore, lean not so muh upon the rod of mirale or physial testimony as proof of theliving God but lean upon [the rod of the LORD℄ as thy sure defense, whih is thy right by thealhemy of the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Rays for personal protetion, healing, and well-being. [For℄as long as thou must be in the world - and be thou must for the total vitory of the Brotherhood -thou ought to be in joy, in ful�llment, and in grae for the mission and for thy asension.I touh the son of Light, son of Saint Germain who must support our Messenger, who must anhorthe Light of Alpha for this Community and the Light of Omega. I touh the son with this �re for hisown protetion and mission and mantle of the Good Shepherd. Beloved hearts, I shall also touh you10\Call to the Fire Breath" and Djwal Kul's Breathing Exerise. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 10, p. 117 n. 8. \ChristWholeness," deree 50.02; no. 38 in Heart, Head, and Hand Derees: Meditations, Mantras, Prayers, and Derees forthe Expansion of the Threefold Flame within the Heart, pp. 28-29.11\Trans�guration" in deree 1.30; no. 1 in Heart, Head, and Hand Derees: Meditations, Mantras, Prayers, andDerees for the Expansion of the Threefold Flame within the Heart, p. 5.104



that you might bear a greater Light and withstand the Darkness, perhaps in the days of the InnerRetreat onferene. Prepare thyself for transmissions of Light, for they shall ome in full measure asthou art ready.You must remember, beloved ones, that the Father does not require of you aught else than thouanst aomplish by the given light of thy heart and soul development. Therefore, when the LORDalled his prophets and emissaries he gave to them a mantle of authority, a septer of power. Forunto the ordinary must be added the extraordinary Light. Unto the vessel must be transmitted thepower of Elohim to win. May you see it as a goal and a torh to be seized, for the Goddess of Libertyis ready and desires to pass that torh to you this oming onlave.In the joy of the Resurretion, whose power and whose ame make permanent that whih ispreipitated in the Fifth Ray, I seal you. For the Christ of me, I AM, is the Resurretion and theLife. And your Christ of you is the Resurretion and the Life of the I AM THAT I AM of your GodPresene, of every noble purpose, every good momentum of your ausal body, every gift and powerthat is yours to externalize in the hour of the Vitory, whih is now!Do not imagine it is for some future time. Your hour for your osmi vitory is now! Now andin this entury you an return by the Omega Return and have transmuted the whole yle of yourCosmi Clok, your going forth and your returning.Thy going out and thy going in I seal in thy heart. Alpha and Omega seal it. None an undo itexept thyself in ignorane or thy ignoring of the Law or by thy simple refusal to work the works ofthy God.Thou art free. I send you into the wave and �res of freedom. Be all that thou willest! Be thatwhih thou shalt hoose to be. I have opened the panorama of osmi opportunity. I have given youthe support that God has passed to you from my heart. Now the transfer of authority. It is up toyou.Now the power of God rests upon you to exerise. I have brought it. He has ordained it. Gothen! Perfet his Word and his Work! And let us see what a �ery rystal, a Spirit-Matter rystalshall endure for thy kingdom ome on earth as it is in heaven.In the name of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Mother, it is done.This ditation by Cylopea and Virginia was delivered by the Messenger of the Great WhiteBrotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Sunday, June 3, 1984, 3:48-4:47 p.m. MDT, in the Heartof the Inner Retreat, Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denoteswords unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Cylopea and Virginia'sdiretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearlsof Wisdom.
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Chapter 14Beloved Peae and Aloha - April 2, 1989Vol. 32 No. 14 - Beloved Peae and Aloha - April 2, 1989The Chalie of ElohimVIFrom the sixth heaven we are ome to deliver the power of Peae! And this power, beloved, is theGreat Light of the sixth heaven. By that heavenly Light, O blessed ones, be now onferred in Lightby Hope with Peae, by Faith with Peae, by Charity with Peae!Peae is the all-onsuming �re of a aming sword that does devour war and the warlords and thehordes of war.We have ome, O hosts of Light, to stand in the heart of the ities of the earth. From this City ofthe Angels we radiate peae to all souls of peae! To them that have, let more be given; for by themagnet of the heart of peae we onvey a God Flame. Unto all who have peae shall more be addedthis day. By the law of the divine magnet, the power of Christ's own attration - Alpha runningto Omega, Omega running to Alpha - so the power of the magnet does generate pillars of peae onearth.Those who have the true ame of Peae, those who are the initiates of the Prine of Peae, thosewho stand in the way of0 the Father-Mother God named Helios and Vesta in this system of worlds,those who move with the angels - Arhangel and Arheia of the sixth heaven, Uriel and Aurora -now reeive the gift of the angels of Peae! And those who strive in their heart and soul and bodyand mind for peae ome to the retreat of Elohim in the etheri otave over the Hawaiian Islandssurrounded by the mighty power of Peae - Pai�a.1O let the Light now traverse the earth! Let it go to the heart of the little ones, the great onesempowered by the LORD's Spirit! And let them be inreased this day by that Spirit in the hourof Penteost, in the light of peae whih they have gathered. These are the peaemakers whih arealled the hildren of God.And therefore, do understand that we radiate rings of light - peae - from the eye of the altar,from the eye of the spoken Word and the Messenger of the Word! And rings of peae, as the powerof the Central Sun, go forth from the enter of the altar and from the enter of her heart wheresoevershe does move.And therefore rings of peae establish nulei of peae and set the matrix of peae of Alpha andOmega. And the power of peae does push out as the mighty irumferene of irles of peae widen0those who persevere or persist in, remain obstinate or steadfast in the way of; those who take their stand on thepath of1the Pai� Oean 107



and widen, beoming ever wider aross the fae of the earth, soon to ontain the earth. Rings ofpeae push bak the Darkness, push bak the momentum of war, the threat of war, the lusting afterthe Light of the nation Ameria and the Light of all peoples of all nations of Light on earth.Understand the meaning of this, for this is the power of Peae and Aloha adding unto the solarring the intensity of the sared �re in this hour, beloved ones of the Most High God - sending forthrings of peae perpetually and forevermore until war does ease on this planetary body and thewarring in the members of the psyhe and the division within the four lower bodies and within thefamilies and within heart and mind - healing, therefore, all shism in the personalities of the nationsof the earth and in the peoples of the earth and thereby bringing the ame of Peae.The ame of Peae is like unto the ame of the Holy Spirit, loven tongues of �re. And thereforethe twain - lo, Alpha and Omega, lo, the power of the Great Central Sun Magnet - must be now thefore of God-Harmony within you.For by that balane, by that wholeness, by that Spirit in the Matter bowl, by that �re in thetemple burning, you see the magnet of our God, you see the power and the mighty thrill of therippling of the light of osmos and you realize that the all-power of the Prine of Peae in heavenand in earth is given unto the Christ of you. And when you are one with that Christ all things arepossible with the God in you, for you have the power of the Almighty One as Father, as Mother, asLight desending, as Light asending.O Mighty Vitory of the Light! O Mighty Vitory of the ages!Lo, I AM THAT I AM! Lo, I AM THAT I AM! Lo, I AM THAT I AM!Beloved ones of the great Light of God that never fails, lo, I AM Peae and Aloha, Elohim ofGod! Therefore, by the power of rings of peae we establish the irular momentum of the saints,using the sared sword of the siene of the spoken Word to reverse the tide of war, reverse the tideof totalitarian movements, inluding the International Capitalist/Communist Conspiray abroad inthe land of China, abroad in the land of Russia, abroad in the land Ameria and all nations of theearth.For nowhere is there omplete freedom from the fallen angels who seek by subterfuge to reateonit, driving the fores of extremism right and left for the sake of onquest and ontrol, dividingthe people against the Light of the Father and against the Light of the Mother into this and thatpolitial or religious extremism.Beloved lights of the Sun, understand that ye are brethren. Let not the fallen angels indue youinto world genoide! Let there be the ease-�re in Iran and Iraq!2 For you worship the one God, theone Universal Light, who has given all resoures for your development, for your Christhood, and foryour nationhood.Why is there a warring among you when you have the Word of God? It is a spirit of strife andof fanatiism and of hatred for that very Word and living Light that you profess to serve! There isan abundane of light and every good thing and all you will ever need in the resoures of the MiddleEast - the almost in�nite resoures of the Mother Light entered there for your livelihood.Therefore, make peae or su�er the onsequenes of the judgment of the Elohim of Peae! Letthere be at the midnight hour the ease-�re! And let [the war℄ ease and let the warring ease inyour hearts, in your souls! Let rivalry and vengeane now ease!2Cease-�re in Iran-Iraq war. Iran and Iraq, whih had been engaged in a full-sale war sine September 22, 1980,reahed an agreement on June 10, 1984 (the date of Peae and Aloha's ditation) to ease bombardment of iviliantargets. The ease-�re went into e�et June 12 and produed a two-week lull in the �ghting. The agreement wasnegotiated under United Nations auspies; it was the �rst time the ountries had responded to international requestsfor restraint in the war. It was estimated that in just the week prior to the agreement more than 900 people had beenkilled or wounded in attaks by Iran and Iraq on eah other's border ities.108



And the LORD shall have his day and his reompense. And you will submit to the Law of theOne and the law of the irle, whih is the law of thy karma. And you will use your spiritual andyour material resoures to resolve all problems! And you will take the violet transmuting ame toonsume the errors of the past and the past feuds and hatreds!And I speak not alone to the nations of Iran and Iraq but I speak also to the division in the heartof India between the Sikhs and the Hindus, the warring fations, and those who have already brokeno� and formed the independent state of Pakistan. You have had your leader.3 The �re of the heartof Elohim has ome to you and you have broken that heart by your warring, by your feuds, by yourambition for power!And you now have deserated the holy temple, you have aused the murder of my sons anddaughters there.4 And therefore let the karma be upon Indira Gandhi this day and all those whouse power and fore and the absene of love and the absene of the initiation of the ame of Peaeto resolve all questions and matters!This earth is the LORD's and the fullness thereof. Have you forgot that ye are also his o�spring?I speak to your very hearts, ye murderers among the people of India, ye murderers and serpents andliars: the shedding of blood will not bring about peae but only feed the vultures and disarnates anddemons of war who grow fat beause of your absene of love and your real and lasting ommitmentto peae!It is time that India and the nations of the Middle East should show the blessing they havereeived in the gift of the holy prophets, the avatars! Why, the saints have walked your very land,the ark of Noah has ome to rest there, the power of the Buddha, Krishna, the very imprint of thefeet of Issa!5 And you are the worst of the earth! For the Gentiles, the 'foreigners', have taken thegrae of God given to the seed of Sanat Kumara.And therefore I tell you, the mantle is upon our Messenger this day by the power of the HolyGhost that you may know it indeed - the power to transfer that �re of the threefold ame to theGentiles, meaning the evolutions of planet earth apart from the Hebrew, who derive their seed byAbraham from the kindling Light of Sanat Kumara.Let these nulei from the beginning now take heed and know that they must be representativesof all nations, raising up the mighty power of the serpent in the wilderness as Moses did raise upthe brazen serpent, signifying that the requirement for the taking of the Promised Land is the raisedKundalini �re, whih annot be raised without obediene to the Law of Love, the Law of Life, theLaw of the One! And thus the Mother with you is the power for the turning of worlds by Elohim ifyou will realize that the asension �re is the osmi honor ame, the ame of God-obediene.Therefore I send the power of the Holy Ghost unto India. If you do not mend your fenes, if youdo not fall upon your knees and beg God forgiveness for the murder of one another, for strife, forpolitial feud and every manner of fanatiism, I tell you the judgment will ome upon you in theform of World Communism and you will be overtaken from without!And, beloved ones, the mountains, the Himalayas, the streams, the mighty Ganges will weep in3Mohandas Gandhi (1869-1948). One of the auses hampioned by Gandhi was to put an end to the division andstrife between Hindus and Moslems in India. He opposed the partition of India and Pakistan into separate nations asa deterrent to the goal of a uni�ed India.4On June 6, 1984, thousands of Indian government troops stormed the Golden Temple, the most sared shrineof the Sikhs, whih militant extremists had been using as a stronghold. The attak ame in the midst of esalatingterrorism by Sikh extremists agitating for an independent Sikh state in the Punjab. The bloody 36-hour siege thatensued left between 600 and 1200 people dead. Less than �ve months later, on Otober 31, 1984, Indira Gandhi wasassassinated by two of her Sikh bodyguards as she was walking to her oÆe in her New Delhi ompound. Her deathtriggered a blood-bath as Hindus retaliated by killing and wounding thousands of innoent Sikhs.5Jesus is alled Issa in both the written hroniles and oral traditions of the East, where he spent his 17 \lostyears," from age 13 to 29, not aounted for in the Bible. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Years of Jesus.109



that day when you forsake the alling of your nation to go after the gods of lust and murder andwar! And it shall ome to pass, as we speak this day, that God will deliver his avenging �re uponyou if you do not ast this foul spirit out of your midst!Ye Sikhs, ome into alignment with the ame of Peae! And let the LORD God have his vengeaneelse you will be destroyed entirely. Ye Hindus, where is the Light of the Mother in your heart? Howan you go after those who are a part of her very own womb?And you, the leader professing to serve the �re of Zarathustra,6 I tell you the judgment of that�re be upon you, Indira Gandhi! For you ould long ago have led your nation to be the PromisedLand and power of Light in the East equal to that of Ameria. And you have been a whoring afterthe gods of World Communism; and you will lie with them and they will destroy you as I live, saiththe living God!And that �re of Elohim will eat up those who have not stood on the LORD's side! And you willknow that God is in the earth, and you will know he is yet able to save his people of Light nationby nation!Therefore, saith the LORD, plant the ame of Peae in Kabul and let the power of that peaedevour the fallen ones, devour the Soviet and their snakes and their tanks and their planes - devourto the very ore! And let the freedom �ghters of the nations now move in!And I hallenge this president and this Congress: Go to! Give them not meagerly but supplythem with the power of Almighty God for the defense of Ameria in Afghanistan! For this is theplae of the I AM Rae also, and every nation an beome the very fore of Ameria by way of thename I AM Rae.Let the pillar of �re be raised up! Let the rings of peae go forth! Beloved ones, let the armiesof God appear. And let there be a mirale of Almighty God as the power of those freedom �ghtersis inreased and as there is a welling up of the world onsiene that will not betray, will not standaside, will not turn their heads and pretend they do not see the slaughter of my holy ones, theselittle hildren.For I tell you, it is one thing to have the karma of the slaying of the little hild, but it is anotherto have the karma of standing by while another slays that hild! You nations of the earth, you areaountable! And nothing shall stand between you and the �re of Almighty God. It shall desend,for you have allowed one of these little ones to perish when you ould have raised your sword indefense of that one!And therefore, you who seek the Messiah, he shall be denied you beause you have not reeivedhim, proteted him, and ared for him as the little hild. No, not in Lebanon, ye would not! Ye alsoallowed the little hild to be slayed there.76Although it is said that Indira Gandhi was Hindu, when the Messenger interviewed her in April 1970 in India andasked her what religion she pratied, she said she was a Parsi.7Beirut massare. Between September 16 and 18, 1982, over 700 Palestinian men, women, and hildren weremassared in two refugee amps (Sabra and Shatila) in Israeli-oupied West Beirut by Christian Phalangists, one ofthe major parties �ghting for ontrol in Lebanon's ongoing ivil war. Israel had invaded Lebanon on June 6, 1982, anddefeated PLO and Syrian troops; PLO guerrillas were evauated from Beirut in August 1982 after the Israelis' �ereand prolonged barrage on the ity with bombs and artillery that killed hundreds of Lebanese and Palestinian ivilians.The Israeli-baked Phalangist militia was sent by the Israelis into the Palestinian refugee amps in searh of Palestinianguerrillas who might be remaining following the PLO withdrawal. The brutal massare aused an international uproarand sparked an oÆial Israeli inquiry into the inident. Top Israeli oÆials were harged with ignoring the danger thatthe Phalangists would take the opportunity for revenge for the assassination of their leader, Lebanon's president-eletBashir Gemayel, two days earlier. In addition, Israeli ommanders were aused of not ating promptly to stop thekilling spree one they had found out about it. In 1983 Israel's investigative ommission found Defense Minister ArielSharon and several other military oÆers guilty of errors equivalent to derelition of duty in the failure to antiipateor to stop the killings. Even Israel's Prime Minister Menahem Begin was assigned a ertain responsibility in themassare. In Lebanon the atual killers remained unnamed and unpunished.110



Is nothing sared on earth? Well, I tell you, if nothing is sared on earth, then God will onsumethe earth! Thank God for some who have understood the meaning of the reverene of life and thedivine spark, for at least there is a remnant who hold the balane that the judgments of Elohim donot desend through the fores of Nature.Is it not enough that there ome tornadoes in the land, devouring man and hild and beast in thenight? Is it not enough that you have seen this? Can you not see the �ereness of the Holy Spiritoming in the very week of Penteost to utterly raze a town?8 And the people say, \It is not the willof God."I tell you, it is the will of God, as they have misused the Law in this and previous inarnations!And there is a prie to be paid, and the fore of eah one's misuse of the light must return to hisdoorstep sooner or later. And if I were you, I would pray sooner that you might balane that karmaswiftly and stand one again right with God.Beloved hearts, what messenger will they hear? They do not remember the prophet and thesign - the sign of the small loud in the distane that [beame many louds whih℄ overed thewhole heavens.9 They do not remember the sign of the lightning and the thunder in the hour ofthe rui�xion. Elemental life fear the movement of God in the fores of Nature. Even the animalkingdom knows the signs, but ye all it superstition.Beloved sons and daughters of God, if they will not listen to Moses and the prophets, if theywill not read the anient texts of India, if they will not abide by the power of Gabriel and Mihael,sponsors of the light of their seed, if they will not abide by the inner voie of onsiene, if they willnot hear the I AM Presene and the Christ Self, if they will not heed the Messenger of God, then Itell you, God will speak to them diretly by the power of his own hand!For the only progress that God will ever allow is the progress that is founded on the rok ofChrist-peae! And all that is gained by misuse of the Law, all that is taken by fore will be strippedin the hour of the oming of Maitreya, the hour of the oming of the Cosmi Christ.You may build for a while your towers to the sky, your ivilizations, your materialism, yourimplements of war. Go ahead and build them into oblivion. But when the Cosmi Clok strikestwelve, I tell you, the LORD God shall raise his hand and ollapse those systems of matter and thosemoleules that ompose those implements! And ere this shall our some may destroy themselves orothers by implements of war unless the nations raise their hand.Let the rulers and the people of Ameria understand the vow of the guardian Name, the vow ofthe guardian Light I AM THAT I AM, and he who must be the guardian nation. I AM the guardand I AM the wathman of the night!Let the entire program for the defense of Ameria be implemented swiftly without regard to thereations of the fallen ones who are at the head of the state of Mother Russia, who have seized thatthrone of Mother Russia, who have it not by the authority of the Great White Brotherhood and areusing that Light of the Anient of Days whih they have usurped, alling themselves the SupremeSoviet.Let them be bound, let them be judged, and let them hear that this day the power of the Elohimof Peae does withdraw from that seat of government in Russia all Light ever vested in the tribe ofReuben reinarnated there! And therefore you shall no longer steal the Light of Christ, of Joseph,of Abraham, Isaa, and Jaob in your quest for world dominion, world submission unto yourselves.8Tornado destroys town. On June 8, 1984, the small farming town of Barneveld, Wisonsin (population 580), wasliterally attened by a tornado whih killed nine people and left 77 hospitalized. Only three buildings in the townwere left standing intat. The twister was one of 49 tornadoes that swept through the Midwest the night of June 7 aspart of a storm system.9A little loud out of the sea. I Kings 18:44, 45. 111



In the name I AM THAT I AM Sanat Kumara, we the Elohim Peae and Aloha and seven withthe divine omplements do therefore withdraw all Light stolen by the blak magiians of the Sovietswho hold a nation in bondage and a world in terror!Therefore it is withdrawn, and withdrawn from lient states and from Castro['s Cuba℄ andNiaragua and Eastern Europe! And that power is withdrawn from those who have taken theland of China from the Lightbearers! And you will see how the removal of the fore of the anientKali, the very Mother hakra, will see the rumbling and the deay!And I bring with it the judgment of Trudeau, who has laid that blame upon Ameria for theessation of the talks in Geneva.10 You are betraying the Word. You have betrayed that Wordfor a million years and your hour has ome, Pierre Trudeau! We Elohim speak it before the I AMPresene! And all of heaven and the saints of earth aÆrm that judgment now. For you will no longergo forth and betray the Light of the Elohim in Canada or pursue the division in this hour of NorthAmeria, reating strife and hatred and division on the border of Canada and Ameria.I say the mighty rings of peae go forth. They go forth in this hour and they onsume thesearti�ial divisions and the shism and the playing of brother against brother. And there is a bindingof that greed that you have put aross Canada, you and your henhmen on the astral plane and allthe fores of blak magiians! For the Keepers of the Flame of Canada have mandated it. They havedereed for it. They are the authority, the divine authority, for that true God-government! Andtherefore we answer their alls this day. We, Peae and Aloha, free you therefore from the anientshakles of an anient bondage of blak magiians!And you who have pursued your attak upon this Teahing, this Word and this Churh Universaland Triumphant and this Messenger will also be stripped. And so it is true nation by nation, ityby ity. Those who move against the nuleus of �re, the Central Sun Magnet, established in thisheart and the hearts of the faithful worldwide, are now stripped. And the rings of peae [are℄ pushedbak upon them by the power of the reversing of the tide of their hate and hate reation and theirdesire to destroy another man's freedom of speeh under God, another man's freedom of assembly,and another man's freedom of religion and freedom of the press.I tell you, beloved hearts of Light, there is the going forth of the power of Peae in the fourquadrants, onsuming therefore every opposition of the free will of the individual to exerise thatdivine spark in the four quadrants of Matter by the power of the four sared freedoms - freedom ofspeeh, freedom of religion, freedom of assembly, freedom of the press.Therefore we enshrine them, we ignite the ame, and we give to the freedom �ghters of the worldthe transmission of our heart's ame for that empowerment, for that fervor, for that determinationto defend that freedom! For without that freedom there is no life! As the brave ones who have livedunder the Soviets' domination have told you, they will give their life before they will submit to thistotalitarian state. And you will understand that freedom is an a priori assumption of life and therean be no life without it.And therefore, people of Ameria and every nation, respond to the Elohim of Peae in this hour!Stand upon your feet and take that light for peae and freedom, for the light of vitory, and standwith those who are the defenders of freedom in every nation upon earth!Now we would serve the power of Light of Alpha and Omega as the Body and Blood of the UniversalChrist, of Jesus, of your own Christ Self and [of℄ every manifestation of that Light worlds withoutend. On this day of Penteost 1984, we the Elohim of Peae bless the bread and the wine and serveyou our Holy Communion. Drink ye all of it. Assimilate our Body, our Light, our Consiousness. As10Geneva talks. On November 23, 1983, in Geneva the Soviets walked out of arms negotiations between the UnitedStates and the U.S.S.R. to limit intermediate-range nulear fores in Europe when West Germany deided to deployU.S. strategi Pershing II and ruise missiles. On Deember 8 the Soviets also suspended the Strategi Arms RedutionTalks (START) to negotiate redutions in strategi interontinental missiles.112



the helpers of the altar serve you now, meditate on the �re of Peae. [Holy Communion is served.℄The fores of anti-Peae have entered the heart and the soul, the mind and the womb of woman.O mothers of the world, hear me! - you who have been drugged and doped by the indotrinationsof the fores of anti-Freedom to kill your own life, your own hild, your very own beloved in whoseheart there burns a threefold ame of Life [where℄ the image of the Holy One of God an be seen. Ispeak to you! Hear me!By the power of Elohim, by the �re of the Holy Spirit, I free you from this darkness, this insanity,this perverseness of the depths of hell that has taken you over like some strong potion of a with'sbrew. You would never in all eternity in your right-mindfulness in God onsent to the invasion ofthe womb by these fallen ones to take from you the preious little hild of God's heart - a part ofyou, a part of the father, and so muh a very part of the needs of the world - sent by God by osmitimetable to move his little �ngers one again, to twinkle his toes as he lies in his little bed.O mothers of the world, how an you turn bak the fae of the living God and aept the ult ofdeath? You are our standard-bearers. You must raise up life and light and hope! I say, shun themwho promise you liberty and give you death, for you make a karma that you will one day reap! Andyou will truly weep and reap, as ertain of your prophets have said, as you fae the awful speter ofyourself with your misdeed and you are alled by God to live and serve again to give life to theselittle ones.Beloved hearts, this we might say \ingenious" evil plot of the wiked must prove to all that thereare wiked [spirits embodied℄ in the earth that are not of God or of his people but are the fallenangels who kill and kill and kill! And the more bodies of the babies they an pile up, the more theyare in the gladness of their own lust. These wiked, therefore, have determined to destroy you as youome in the name of the divine Woman lothed with the Sun.Have naught to do with them! The warfare of the Spirit has ome upon your own house and youknow it not! Rise from your beds, rise from your hambers, women of the world, and unite and throwo� the fores of hell that are taking your babies! Can you no longer ry out when Herod's men ometo take your �rstborn? Can you no longer ry and sream and say, \No, I will not have it!"O women of the world, do you not understand the powers of Darkness to turn your minds and tomake you shun the most preious gift that God will ever give you apart from your own life and freewill and divine spark - that preious babe in your arms, the gift of heaven that omes to you withlove, singing songs of angels, ooing in the night, yes, rying too?Does it distrat you that he ries? Are you burdened that the baby needs attention [and℄ omfort?Do you not know, [even℄ as your soul needs omfort, that, in a world as dark as this one with life-threatening situations boring down upon the newborn babes, these little ones are also frightened and[that℄ they are also angry in the wrath of God that their ohorts and sisters and brothers have beentaken and that they need their group of souls to ful�ll their mission and their duty to life and theirause?Are they not disturbed? Yes, they are disturbed. They need your omfort. Do not shun them!Do not beat them! Do not deny them! Do not feed them impure food and water. Care for them.And when you do, one day it shall be spoken of you, \All nations shall all you blessed," for youhave hampioned life, beloved hearts. And unless you take your stand for life, that thing that ismost preious to God on earth - the soul, the beautiful body temple of the newborn babe - will bevulnerable to every form of tyrant, Satanist, blak magiian, so-alled sientist or surgeon with knifein hand.The day will ome, women of the world, when if you do not stop the enemies of the hild and thepratie of abortion, you will have no say and the babies you want will be torn from your arms andseized [from you℄! And you will grieve all of your days for the one taken [from you℄ by fore.113



Yes indeed, life has responsibilities, men of the world! Let us see the fervor of the honor ame inyour heart to support your women and hildren, to are for them: uphold them, guard the santityof the door to life, and see to it that the hildren you bring forth and you bear are those whih youmay omfort and love.Men and women of the world, have respet for the sared �re of reation and realize you are alledto be o-reators with Almighty God - not o-reators with devils, not o-reators with gods of lust,therefore bringing forth reations unbearable in the sight of God and man. It is your absene ofreverene and onseration of life and prayer and preparation that results in the unwanted hild.In heaven there are no unwanted hildren. We reeive them all bak again when you rejet them,O earth! We reeive them in our temples of light! We omfort! We are Father and Mother untomillions that you have aborted in this very year, O world!I will speak it! And I would speak all day and all night if the temples of my people ould bear it,for I do not stop speaking at inner levels to your hearts and your souls onerning this issue - themost pressing problem of our time!And why do I say this? Beause it breeds death! It breeds the evauation of the body temple bythose who annot fae life with guilt upon their souls. And the dark spirits move in and overomethem and promote insanity abroad in the world. It is the most pressing problem of our time beauseit is the greatest single at that auses the greatest karma to the individual and to nations!Thus, the sands in the hourglass desending as the karma for abortion are �lling the bottom ofthat glass. And who will turn it over to start the round all over again? Do you think Almighty Godand his angels, his Elohim will forever turn aside and [forever℄ allow it? I tell you nay!And I ry out to you, O people of earth! Hear the Word of the LORD and live! And if you do notobey the mandate to stop the pratie of abortion, you will �nd that Almighty God will abort youropportunity for life and vitory and to balane thy karma and attain thy immortal freedom. As yousow, you will reap. And whole nations will ome tumbling down. For they have denied me, saith theLORD, as I ome in the person and the body and soul and the laughter and the joy of the tiny babe!Lo, the Holy Ghost goes forth this day of Penteost! For it is the Holy Ghost that does breathe thebreath of Life as that hild is born, does ignite the divine spark as it omes forth from the mother.And the Holy Ghost goes [forth℄, then, as the avenging sword of our God, denying that power andpresene and ame unto all who have denied the Holy Spirit room in these newborn ones!Behold the Holy Grail in the hild in your arms, the hild in your womb! Behold the Holy Grail,�tting for the presene of the Holy Spirit until you de�le it with the deserations of this ivilization!This is that abomination of desolation that standeth in the holy plae where it ought not.11 Thisis the sin against the Holy Ghost - to deny Almighty God the living temple for the living Word, todeny Life opportunity in Matter, to deny that breath, to snu� it out, to deny that �re in the heart,to extinguish it! So ome into the reason of the LORD and the love of the Mother. [intonation, holytongues℄We now all the three graduates [of Montessori International High Shool℄ to this altar.Hear me, O Community of Lightbearers, for we speak out of the heart of God's magni�ene. Wereward the faithful as these have been faithful. We also single out vessels that have sought, by thesoul's desiring, santi�ation by the holy Word, purity, and the desiring to do God's will. The handof God passes over the earth, draws out symbolially three to arry the fore of Brahma, Vishnu,and Shiva.Understand the meaning, therefore, that there are some who may arry a Light and the promiseof God in their hearts, whih Light and promise does then endure like an holy oÆe even the omings11Abomination of desolation. Dan. 11:31; 12:11; Matt. 24:15; Mark 13:14.114



and the goings of the soul and the outer self as it seeks to balane life's ations.Beloved ones, we whisper through these hearts to all youth in every nation. You who are withouta ause or purpose or alling or vision, we speak through these hearts as thy peers of this generation.There is hope. There is a way. There is a holiness to be sought and a path.Let these souls bear our torh. Let them have a try at it. Let them be ones to determine to keepthe ame of Peae for the onsuming of war and to preah the gospel of Peae, of salvation throughthe defense of the Law of the Lawgiver Brahma, through the mind and the ation of Shiva and thepower of Vishnu. Thus the Holy Trinity, the triangle of Life, interhanging, interweaving as threefoldames dane the dane of the hours and eah one shows forth in his time, in her season the attributesof the Three-in-One.My beloved son and daughters, I speak to you in this hour of your graduation, signifying initiationspassed, a level of aomplishment as foundation for the next hallenge of life. I speak to you of youranient past and your longing to be free and your desire, eah one, for peae. For these pure desireshave drawn you to this altar to reeive my love.I ommend you to herish all you have reeived. Though you have not understood all, you shall intime. And those sweet lispings of Truth of your own soul and the tenderness of a mother's heart willone day ome as a vision and an understanding of goal-�ttedness whih your parents and teahershave assayed to give you. It is an hour when you launh forth empowered by your own Christhoodand your soul's determination to hold tightly, tightly the hands of your God-reality.Preious hearts, I do shed a tear and I am overome in this hour to see youth in every nation, yourage and younger, who have been wrested from the very hand of their Christ Self! Guns are plaed intheir hands when they an barely read and write. They know nothing but Communist slogans andtheir indotrination is to destroy freedom and Ameria.Hearts of living ame, I tell you, if you will take the ame of Peae and beome pilgrims of Peaein the highest sense of the word, I will be with you to multiply the power of Peae I have given youand through you to reah others by the power of the onversion of the Holy Ghost whereby in theword spoken, the love given, you may draw forth [a \good ath"℄ from this generation, as mighty�shermen bringing their nets full at the behest of Christ, [and lead them℄ to the way of Freedom, tothe way of Peae.There is no peae without honor. There is no freedom without love. All misuses of freedom area sign of the absene of love. All misuses of peae are a sign of the absene of honor. Thereforeunderstand that those who pass through the halls of learning here - of Montessori International fromthe lowest to the highest grade, of Summit University, and of the disiplines of sta� servie - mayqualify themselves to reeive the mantle of disiple of the Elohim of Peae.It is up to eah one to make of a given situation the best of all possible alternatives. We annotguarantee anywhere perfet people, perfet parents, perfet teahers, perfet administrators, perfethildren, perfet lassmates.Do not lament another's shortomings but by the ame of Peae supply the di�erene! Give ofyour heart and see how the blossoms of peae spring forth in the hearts of those who may not beserving you as well as you think they ought to be serving you. Turn around and serve the Christ inthem and see how they will respond. Turn the tables on the plots of the fallen ones to destroy thisCommunity, this shool, this ame! Overturn the tables of the moneyhangers in the temples. Willyou do it for love, my preious? [Graduates answer \Yes."℄One day long ago a woman who alled herself Peae Pilgrim ame to our abode and I gave aspeial ditation through the Messenger Mark a�ording her the opportunity to be my spokesman.She would not reeive me, denied it, and went on her way, walking aross the land notoriously asPeae Pilgrim. 115



It is this day of Penteost 1984 that Elohim have responded to Alpha and Omega, who havesaid, \Peae, go forth! Anoint these. They will not disappoint you, for they are lovers of peae andfreedom." Thus I have great joy in this hour, beloved ones, to pour of my Spirit into your temples,to sponsor you and through you all who will reeive me in my name, Elohim I AM THAT I AMPeae, Peae, Aloha! [Graduates reeive blessing℄My beloved, though you are well taught I must warn you of the fores of anti-Peae abroad inthe world who will ome to hallenge my ame in your heart by all manner of subterfuge, serpentinelogi, and subtlety. Beloved ones, shun them, for they ome to divide you, to ause division in yoursoul and heart and within your families and amongst those who are to be with you as you go throughlife.Remember the sign of Peae of the Prine of Peae. Raise the right hand and turn them bak!Remember the tube of light and the solar ring and the ring of peae established this day.Defend and uphold my ame! Start a revolution of peae that is true peae and not the layingdown of defenses and not diplomay with serpents! Start a revolution, start a revolution, start arevolution as a vortex of Light, as peae in your heart that will draw to you the souls of Light whoare the physial ounterparts of the army of Maitreya! See and prove how one ame an unite aworld, and three thrie-told!There is a desire for union. There is a desire for peae. Therefore, let it begin with thee. Go inthe peae of Elohim with all of our love and our hope and our strength and our oneness.My beloved, the saints have gathered and the spirits of the unborn denied and the souls of thosein embodiment who have yearned for this moment of the empowerment by Elohim one again of theyouth. Who is the youth? It is Sanat Kumara, the Eternal Youth - mighty image of the youth of theworld! He is redeemed by one, by three, by many hearts of love in the hildren of this Communityand many sweet hearts dotting the earth with stars of peae and peaefulness.Souls of Light gathering from many otaves rejoie to witness the true desent of the Holy Spiriton Penteost from the heart of Elohim. And many who are Christians and devout Jews and devoutMoslems and Hindus and Buddhists and others, having witnessed the power of Elohim and thetransmission from heaven to earth of light as a ame in the hand of Elohim, now ontain an innerstandard and an inner voie of onsiene whereby they might hoose with greater disriminationand seletivity the path of the One.All things whatsoever ye shall do in this life, know, graduates, that every other soul upon theplanet bears witness. Souls will rise by those who rise and fall by those who desend. Ye are notordinary hildren of God but already extraordinary sons of Light. By thy example written on theethers the youth of the world will know that there is a God and that he lives and his power is untothem as they will to reeive it by his law.Let all know that the sign of the oming of the prophet, of the Messenger, of the disiple, and ofthe holy innoents is a spark of hope that onveys a new God-determination to all people of Light.And they shall rally! They shall know! For none will stop the Word of the Great White Brotherhoodand Elohim in this age and of the Lord of the World and the living Christ and the Father-MotherGod in the person of Helios and Vesta!I have said it! It is so! For the rings of peae will guard the way of the Word of God in myMessenger, in my disiples, and in my little ones ooing the sounds of angels, speaking with theNature spirits. Truly, they enjoy the ommunion of saints and are blessed. May you be blessed thisday as the little hild.This ditation by Peae and Aloha was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet on Penteost, Sunday, June 10, 1984, 3:04-4:26 p.m. PDT, at Camelot, LosAngeles County, California. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the116



ditation, added by the Messenger under Peae and Aloha's diretion for larity in the written word.℄
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Chapter 15Beloved Arturus and Vitoria - April 9,1989 Vol. 32 No. 15 - Beloved Arturus and Vitoria - April 9, 1989The Chalie of ElohimVIIHail, O Light! Elohim of God, I AM ome in the Light of the seventh dispensation to a peoplewho have gathered in a mountain valley to be at peae with their God, to be free in their spirits and[in℄ their souls enlivened! And these are the lively stones that move themselves from their ots andare forward marhing to the Sun.Welome, Keepers of the Flame!Elohim of God embrae you, Keepers of the Flame of the Light of the Anient of Days! And theLight of Israel that is of all who are real is ome again. And thou art the keeper of the Light of Israelas the tribes of the earth no longer mourn but rejoie, for the Light is ome!Therefore I, too, say: Arise, shine! For the Light of thy Mighty I AM Presene is ome! [Congre-gation rises.℄ And a people unto God have made themselves ready for the outpouring of the vials,not of karma but of mery and forgiveness and [of℄ the Light of the Seventh Ray.My beloved, in the Sun of all suns in the Great Central Sun we salute thee! And the power ofArturus and Vitoria this day is implanted in this earth (as [it is implanted℄ in your very souls) asthe eletrodes of the Father-Mother God that the people who have walked in darkness might nowsee the Great Light of the hosts of the LORD appearing, of Sanat Kumara ome again, and aboveall [of℄ the Mighty I AM Presene resplendent as the power of the Godhead that does absolutelyguarantee to every lifestream of God the option for the grand return to In�nity.My beloved devotees of the Light of freedom, be seated now in this loud of �ery violet amewhih we have established in the etheri otave for the magnetization here of that power and portentof freedom - freedom that an restore hope to those here and there in the world who have lost hopeand who have a right to yearn for, yea, to demand [by Cosmi Law℄ of the Almighty a physial signthat that ame of freedom is ome and that their deliverane is nigh.Beause heaven and earth are one this day, beause people upon this planetary body have heededthe Word of their Mighty I AM Presene and have seen that Light, therefore we say, beloved, therean go forth now that purple lightning of the Seventh Ray to ontat those bowed down by theirkarma, bowed down by world karma and the Dark Cyle in Aries, whih has been the subjet of ouronsideration now these many weeks. Thus the forty weeks, thus the forty weeks.1 And know the1There were 40 weeks from September 26, 1983, to July 1, 1984, and from July 1, 1984, to April 6, 1985. There119



interpretation thereof, for thou hast worked and thou hast saved thy Light and thou hast hearkenedunto the Word.Thus, beloved ones, I ome in the joy of freedom's ame to tell you that the statement of yourphysial ommitment to the Great White Brotherhood and to the Teahings of the Asended Mastersand more that is to ome (for the aeleration now is needed on that foundation whih is laid) doesplae before us in this hour that opportunity granted from the Great Central Sun - that the ausalbodies of the saints asended anhored through the ausal bodies of the saints in embodiment andthe helas of the Asended Masters may indeed bear the balane of the Dark Cyle in Aries in thishour and ontinuing so long as that power of violet �re is spoken from your lips daily in the vitoryof the Godhead! [40-seond standing ovation℄And therefore, beloved, the very sinister fore itself, whih has determined to put every obstalein the fae of the Messenger and the helas one by one worldwide in these preeding hours andweeks, no longer shall have that veil of world karma and the Dark Cyle [as℄ an instrument to workdarkness in the earth. They will no longer be able to multiply the wikedness of the wiked and themomentum and the layers of karma that have been abuilding.And so you see, it is a window, a dispensation, an hour, and a moment in the glory of God whena people who fear his name, I AM, and who have the ompassion and the heart for their brothersand sisters worldwide might diret that violet �re into the very hearts of those who need it most anddeliver a planet! For you will no longer have to penetrate through that Dark Cyle in Aries, for itwill have been held in abeyane and balane by the ombined momentum of the ausal bodies of theGreat White Brotherhood - Masters and helas one by one in a mighty �gure-eight ow, as Above,so below.Do you see, then, preious hearts? It is a moment to inundate [i.e., qualify℄ light with the violetame! And so we have ome to deliver our mandate to elemental life and to you! (In the joy of thevitory of freedom's ame, won't you be seated.)You have heard the sripture read, written down by the one known as Isaiah, onerning therestoration of Israel after the period of darkness and gross darkness overing the land. Reognize�rst of all that past, present, and future are ourring at di�erent hours and timelines aording tothe onsiousness, the altitude, and the latitudinal and longitudinal positions of individuals, and alsothe planes of onsiousness in whih they dwell aording to the levels of their karma. Thus, thatwhih is present for the Keeper of the Flame, the aspiring one, the asending one may be future forothers; and for we who are asended, of ourse, it is past.Therefore understand the interpretation of prophey. There has been darkness and gross darknesswhih you have borne individually, many of you, as the dark night of your souls, moving through andbalaning your own personal karma.2 This now is a moment when you see Light, when you ome tothe learing, and when you �nd in the very physial establishment of this retreat the learing alsoof your onsiousness and your rising from the sea level, the levels of the astral plane. And there isa pereption, yea, an aÆrmation, yea, a glorying in the Light that you have not known sine youdesended from higher otaves and tainted your wings and found your wings ultimately lipped untilyou ould not y no matter how far and wide you might try!Beloved hearts of living ame, realize, then, though your personal karma may not be balaned,the weight you have borne of that portion of world karma - now held by the ausal body of yourselfand all as one - does permit you an opening for aeleration, for the diretion of light into heartsof people where hitherto you have not thought it possible, unto the people of Light who know theLight and worship the Great I AM.were 42 weeks and 3 days from July 1, 1984, to April 23, 1985, the date the Dark Cyle was to move from Aries toTaurus (see 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 72, p. 561 n. 3).2dark night of the soul. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, p. 632 n. 14.120



Therefore the gross darkness is past - is past for a dispensation and for ertain weeks and ertainyles in the formula of the seventy-two, whih is the power of the nine and your own power of thethreefold ame, three by three in the vitory of that Light. It also is the power of the seven and twoseret rays whih you must master. [Therefore,℄ be diligent in pursuing all tests and initiations of theinner self, the inner mind, and the soul and the spirit, ommuning with God and rising by the sared�re breath, by the threefold ame, by the Kundalini �re to new heights and depths of self-awarenessin God.For I tell you, the very momentum of the Dark Cyle itself pressing in has heretofore preventedyou from expanding and opening your arms and singing the hymns and anthems of the free andknowing that freedom and taking dominion and not suumbing to the lesser self and the foiblesthereof!Thus, beloved ones, while you have the Light, so work in the Work of the LORD and work in hisvineyard. For it is that moment when Lightbearers may rush in, when the Gentiles (meaning theforeigners, those who are not native to the knowledge of Sanat Kumara) may be drawn in, for theway is lear. It is as though the Red Sea were parted again and that moment of the orridor of lightwere upon you.So, beloved ones, I may tell you that as you take advantage of these hours and weeks, weeks inthe seventy-two, understand that that may reate a new, an original leaven, a momentum of freedomwhih will give to Saint Germain the balane for all of those endeavors for whih he has seuredgrants from the Karmi Board in the last four hundred years and for [his℄ having had to pay theprie for faithless, reprehensible mortals who stole his light, met their nemesis, turned the other way,and deided themselves to beome demigods.Beloved ones, that ulmination of your servie in the seventy-two weeks for planet earth an laybefore the Lords of Karma - through the violet ame, through your invoations - the paying of thelast farthing of all that has beome the debt of Saint Germain. And thus you see, if that is ful�lledby his helas in these years, Saint Germain will one again be permitted to go before not only theLords of Karma but the Great Central Sun for a brand-new dispensation of Light propelling theearth nearer and nearer to that golden age. And that [`emerald matrix'℄ is held in the heart of SaintGermain as the most preious jewel of his desiring and [it℄ inludes the desiring of his heart in theoneness of your own heart as you serve with him and [at℄ as his hands and feet.3For you see, Saint Germain dearly desires to avert atalysm and war and nulear war on earth.And he seeks the grant of the Central Sun that an implement that stopping and arresting fullyof that spiral of war through the judgment of the warlords, through the binding of those who havebeen with the earth for generations and hundreds of thousands of years attempting to ontrol thepopulations of the planet through war and destrution and bloodshed and taking the blood of theLightbearers to perpetuate their own nonexistent state.Beloved of the Light, you who have studied the deep things of God will understand the portentof this moment, and you who have not may rejoie to learn of the moment of Saint Germain oneagain oming loser and loser to the Lightbearers and freedom �ghters of the nations!O beloved hearts, I tell you, we the Elohim of God have shown our determination in these sevenweeks of the delivery of the Word. And this violet ame of the Seventh Ray is saturating the earth ofthe entire area as angels of the violet ame have enamped [in a℄ one-thousand-mile radius from thisenter point of this heart of the Messenger [in the Heart of the Inner Retreat℄ to prepare the land,to erase the anient reords of murder, bloodshed, greed, and all manner [of vibrations℄ of laggardevolutions who have lived here and who have used this land in the past �ve hundred thousand years3For bakground and a list of soures for further reading on Saint Germain's karmi debt and the balaning of it,announed January 1, 1986, by Gautama Buddha, see Saint Germain On Prophey, Book One, and 1988 PoW, vol.31 no. 73, p. 570 n. 5. 121



and beyond.It is to make one again the soil and the earth virgin that we ome. For if this area an beome amighty dis of violet ame, it an be a point on earth [that℄ glows as an amethyst jewel of light andbe seen from afar (the �rst glimmer of light emitted from a darkened star) and unto you [it an be℄the sared opportunity for the keeping of the ame of freedom.Suh a joyous age we live in, for this ame itself - whih is the requirement of our devotion, ourstriving, our overoming, our self-mastery of the seat-of-the-soul hakra - is truly so bene�ial tothose who serve it that, I tell you, to neglet so great a salvation should be the pity of at least twoand a half million years of planetary evolution.Thus we understand the law of geometry. We understand the squaring of the heart ame. Weunderstand the power of Christ in you. And we know that the quality of the Lightbearers - like thequality of the single diamond, that whih is perfet - is worth far more than ten thousand stoneswhih are not. Of ourse, then, if the diamond of your soul has a few aws, again you bene�t by theSeventh Ray dispensation.Have you not heard of the Wonderman of Europe, beloved Saint Germain, who attempted todraw [the rowned heads of Europe℄ into the very mystery of God through the alhemy of the �reof his hands [by℄ the 'healing' of their stones? Why, he would take [the gems℄ from those living ina super�ial age and return them to them perfeted and worth far more than the original, and theywould be in awe.4But just as [Jesus said to℄ those who ame to eat the bread and the �shes in his presene, \Seekthe living Word. Seek not the meat that passes away, but seek that whih is the eternal bread. IAM the Bread of Life whih ame down from heaven," so Saint Germain [also admonishes us not touse spiritual gifts for temporal gain.℄[For the Master℄ stands with a power of supernal alhemy in his heart to give to you the mul-tipliation of your light, your abundane, your love, your wisdom, your mery, and that substane[i.e., money℄ in your hands when you have thoroughly onsumed all reords of greed and sel�shnessand the desire to take from one or another or those in the world, thus thinking that you yourselvesmust multiply [what is God's supply℄ and take [that whih is not lawful for you to take℄ from othersthrough your busyness and take [it℄ inordinately. For the inordinate taking of the light [or the supplyof another℄ is that of whih we speak.We know that the laborer is worthy of his hire, but it is the exessive multipliation of pro�ts thatdoes steal the very light of the eonomy and of [a℄ free eonomy that ought to remain free but whihwill not remain free so long as the people who enjoy it do not uphold the osmi honor ame, donot realize \I AM my brother's keeper" and [do not℄ realize they have an obligation in that threefoldame to multiply the light and then share the blessing with all.Thus, true harity of the heart replaes the neessity for World Soialism or the ommune systemor World Communism. You see, it is always given as the orret alternative to a orrupt apitalistsystem - the orruption of the West of its morals, the degradation of life. Therefore pointing the�nger, they gain onverts. I say the West is to blame for the proliferation of Communism on thisplanet! And no one else is to blame, for these fallen ones should long ago have been stopped by thearmies of Joshua!Therefore I tell you, seek not the serets of the alhemist Saint Germain for private gain and pro�tunto yourselves, but realize that when you transend all of this and desire his gifts solely for thehealing of a planet, then you shall have those gifts and nothing an take them from you!In the power and the admonishment of the Holy Ghost, I tell you, blessed hearts: Give and givefreely! Multiply and let your heart overow with [the℄ water of Life and with the sared �re! And4Alhemy of the Wonderman of Europe. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 9, p. 82 n. 1.122



then you shall know what it is to be an example of the abundant Life, to restore an eonomy, to bethe jewel in the heart of Saint Germain that is an eletrode to multiply the �re and the reversing ofthe tide and the ame of freedom throughout the world!Why, there ought to be suh an inundation of mery, power, light, freedom, love, and peae fromthis Heart [of the Inner Retreat℄ that all upon earth an do naught else but leap to their feet andpraise the LORD their God and welome the hosts of freedom into their nations! And thus you see,from this very Heart there an go forth that spark - that spark of freedom. And not one but eah ofyou an be the bearer of the torh of the Goddess of Liberty that will light a world with violet ameand with golden illumination's ame from the heart of Helios. For if you think that I bring you thegood news of the Central Sun, wait until you hear the message of Helios! [27-seond applause℄Now I am bearing the violet ame as a pillar from the Central Sun into the very heart of theearth. And this pillar of violet ame is a power, a whirling ation of entripetal and entrifugal foresimultaneously - as the T'ai Chi of the Elohim of the Seventh Ray - turning every whih way in thegarden of God, the garden of Maitreya itself. And this power unto freedom is the power to restoreyour souls!Your soul hakra, midpoint between the solar plexus and base of the spine, is the seat of theSeventh Ray of freedom. Therefore I ome to heal your souls of sin and the sense of sin and themisuse of the sared �re as that Mother Light rises from the base of the spine, reahes the soul level,is prepared to asend, and then is orrupted in all manner of debauhery and self-indulgene andfrittering away time - time whih is the eternal ommodity of the Mother in Matter.I tell you, there must be the healing of the soul of the West, the soul of Ameria. For they do notrespond, they do not take the hallenge, they do not have a onerted, united plan in these Westernnations, but they only band together on the basis of greed and for eonomi purposes. They oughtto band together, I tell you, to say to the Soviets: \Thus far and no farther! You may not even keepwhat you have taken. Go bak into your lair! Go bak! You have no power. We do not fear yoursaber rattling. We do not fear your rokets. We do not fear your implements of war. You have nopower!"They do not say it, for they have not seen or used the power of the Seventh Ray in ombinationwith the white �re of the Mother. Therefore, visualize now the purity of the white gardenia and theintensity of purple �re and see the twain as that power rih in the Body and Blood of Christ forworld transmutation.See this moment, beloved hearts, as the hour for the God-determination of yourselves as ambas-sadors of the nations to not leave this onferene until you have drawn on paper what ought to be theorret deisions and alternatives of the heads of state of your governments with regard to standingagainst this world aner of World Communism.Do you not realize that if this nation were under Communist rule, you ould not gather, we ouldnot speak, and the release of the Great White Brotherhood ould not be physial? It ought to moveyou to realize that this is the goal from Mosow, from Cuba, and from the rebellious ones suh asKadda� who have other motives in mind with their terrorism!This is the goal - to snu� out the ame of freedom that speaks now through the Messenger, thatspeaks now through the disiples and will speak through every freedom �ghter on earth before youare done your work. For I know the delivery of that work, beloved ones, will be the transmissionof suh a fervor and suh a power of the Mother, as depited in [the �ere images of some of theHindu goddesses of℄ India - the veritable tigress that goes forth to wrestle with beasts and demonsand devils and goes into the very ore of hell to bind them lest one suh denizen of hell does trampleupon a single of the holy innoents.Understand, beloved hearts, that the spine has been lost in the West. And that spine omes fromthe absene of the onservation of the life-fore in the body temple - not alone the onservation but123



the raising of that life-fore, the ativation of the hakras, the reitation of devotions unto God.For when this takes plae, beloved hearts, believe me, walking unasended beings suh as yourselves(no better and perhaps even a little less exellent) beome living, moving, tangible eletrodes of theGreat Central Sun of their own Mighty I AM Presene!This is not suh a ompliated proedure. Why, it happens in the twinkling of an eye! It happensby the power of the Holy Ghost as quikly as you an see �t to let go of your grasping of materialthings and materialism, and I do not neessarily mean in a physial sense. But it is almost apossessiveness, as it were, of the things you love most or of the universe or [of a℄ ertain way of life -a linging for seurity, when all the world is in fear, to something that is no better than the trinketswhih the white man o�ered to the native Amerians. And thus for trinkets a nation is lost thenand now. They sold themselves, took the �rewater, beame deadent! And so this is the plot on theWest.You would �ght if they attempted to do here what they do in the Soviet Union! You would notstand for the physial on�nement. But you allow the spiritual slavery of your life! And you do notpereive that it is alulated, beloved hearts. It is true - astral bombardment, soures beyond thisworld, suh as spaeraft, all type of mind manipulation, and through drugs the altering of the genesand the psyhe to produe the attention turned in upon itself, upon the body, upon the release ofsensation and momentary pleasure of all kind. And I should mention eating itself as a preoupationto ease anxiety and to reate a moment of pleasure and afterward ten moments of agony and theshortening of the life span and the inability of the light to ow through the body temple, for it isluttered.Tensions are high on the earth and even Lightbearers �nd themselves responding and then as ameans of resolution and establishing peae [they℄ lower their vibration or squander their light. Whenyou inrease the Light of the Mother in your temple you will notie a ertain power within you thatyou will learn to master. It an easily be wrongly hanneled into old momentums of aggressiveness.Power is something you must learn to deal with, for unless there be power in some men's spines, somewomen's hearts, some hildren's souls, the West will go down. This is why the window is needed - aviolet ame dispensation.But where will you go, sattered hither and yon? You must organize yourselves. You must setforth this platform for the liberation of nations. You must determine what is the most dangerousenampment of the Communist fores and [what are the℄ nations [that are℄ about to topple and youmust diret your derees into the ause and ore of it. You must be organized and you must haveself-reliane and not put upon this sta� and Messenger this projet.You have good karma to earn for yourselves and your nations and [those of your karmi and ethni℄bakground. You have debts to repay, for all living upon this planet have in some form at one timeor another ontributed to the enslavement of its people. And a little taste of slavery in this life or apast life is the inoulation to give you the God-determination to throw it o� and to save others.Therefore, beloved ones, know this - that the strategies of the Communist fores an be seen intheir maneuvers this very day. The palm of your hand should surely show eah point on the globewhere you must daily diret that Light and hallenge this Darkness. I tell you, they have no power!- it is real.5 You have a threefold ame in your heart. You have the blessed light of the star ofAquarius.I was the one who showed the Messenger the noturnal vision of millions of Soviet troops withexpressionless faes and glassy-eyed - programmed robots. Beloved hearts, one suh as Joshua, onesuh as David, one suh as you in the power of your heart kneeling before your bed at night is allthat is required as a signal to the hosts of the LORD, as the authority to step in and bind that whihis not!5i.e., it is true 124



That whih is godless is not real; it exists on the belief of the West that it is real. The West hasnot only given gold and wheat and tehnology and serets, it [has given and ontinues to℄ give itsfaith to the Soviet armies. Your belief that they are powerful is the only power they have!Understand the logi and the strategy of war and peae. If this day this nation and all free nationswould reognize that they [the Soviet armies℄ literally exist on toothpiks, that they have no bakingof the Spirit, no ability to arry on in this world onquest, they would literally rumble. Thoseexpressionless faes would suddenly be �lled with the Holy Ghost. They would throw down theirguns, tear o� their uniforms!Can you imagine a revolution in the Soviet Union? Well, I send forth the all this day to the soulsof Mother Russia: You have the baking of Elohim all! You have the baking of freedom �ghtersworldwide! You do not need the baking of the powers that be in these nations that do not at,that always ompromise, that betray! No matter what they say, they betray - and this nation is noexeption.You do not need them, people of Mother Russia, for you have the Lightbearers of a planet. Youhave yourselves! You have your Mighty I AM Presene! God is with you! God is in your hearts!They may stop a hundred or a thousand or a million but they annot stop a hundred million.Realize that the people themselves an ondut this revolution if you will take upon you thehallenge I give you, whih is another - and that is to plan and exeute your spiritual revolutionwhih, beloved ones, is in fat the diagramming and the writing of the derees of the Word to begiven to the Mother that she might reite them and give them the moment and the Spirit of heroÆe.Thus, when you feed the Mother the spei� details and the orret writing of these derees andwhen on a worldwide basis there is onentration nation by nation, a weekend or a week at a timein the prayer vigils, you will see hange. And there must be aompanying this spiritual revolutionthe onerted attempt to deliver to those nations in question, to deliver to the Lightbearers therethe teahing and the knowledge of the siene of the spoken Word.And seond to the deree work of the spiritual revolution [for whih℄ I all, there is nothingmore important than the eduation of the Lightbearers from the youngest to the eldest, both in thepreepts of the Teahings of the Asended Masters and in the knowledge of the fundamentals, fromthe basis [given℄ to the two-year-olds to the aurate knowledge of world onditions [given℄ to thosein high shool.It was beloved Pallas Athena who stood and gave forth the ry of the Goddess of Truth forthe Coming Revolution in Higher Consiousness.6 Beloved ones, the day has ome. That ComingRevolution is now. Now is the aepted time for the Lightbearers of the earth and Keepers of theFlame! Now is the present!As the armies of the LORD move and as the hildren of Israel move, their movements ontainperhaps miles of humans assembling and moving together; and those at the head of the line are inthe future of those who are at the rear. Thus you understand [that℄ for those who read the magazine7that revolution is about to ome. For you, you are fully and totally engaged in it.Perhaps the single missing element that needs an adjustment in your onsiousness is the realiza-tion that there is far more baking of the Great White Brotherhood, far more power in this ativityand in your spoken derees today than there was ten years ago. If you ould know that �fteenminutes of derees, spei� and in the violet ame, [given daily℄ ould save a nation, ould give tofreedom �ghters that extraordinary strength to overome, ould loose the armaments and weapons6Coming Revolution in Higher Consiousness. Pallas Athena, June 30, 1976, \Ameria: Ye Shall Know the Truthand the Truth Shall Make You Free," on single audioassette B7650.7The Coming Revolution: The Magazine for Higher Consiousness, published by Summit University Press.125



needed by those �ghting - �ghting against this international aner with inadequate implements -you would give it I am ertain.Thus the doubt reeps in, the false belief that \my �fteen minutes of derees this morning willnot make a partile of di�erene on the world sene. It will not make a di�erene whether or not Ideree. Therefore I will tend to my business; it is more important."Beloved ones, with far less toil [than that whih you invest in your business℄ Saint Germain isready to multiply by his alhemy your abundane. For he, the grateful Master of Aquarius, is onlytoo ready to express his gratitude to you, beloved ones, with inreased assistane to make your lifeless burdensome and freer.When you prove you an use your time under burden and stress for the glory of God, God willexpand time and give you more time to do the same. But you must bring the widow's mite of timeand dynami deree to Saint Germain and then, [as you℄ establish your self-mastery, he will inreaseit. Strive for exellene in the virtue of nondesire of self-gain, nondesire of self-gain, and God willadd unto you all things.Therefore we desire a program of derees, dereeing for the implementation of the undoing of thatwhih has been taken by the Communists sine 1917, inluding Mother Russia, inluding the greatland of China. These Communists may not sit in the seat of authority and deide when they may belenient, when they may have a period of relaxation and more freedom and more private enterprise,as they do in China, handing out favors and taking them away just as easily. They are not theinstruments of the salvation of China.And I speak to the Chinese as well. You, too, must be liberated from your fasination withmaterial goods lest you also be enslaved by the next beast whih has already attaked your Westernbrothers and sisters. And your own leaders dangle before you these produts, these things, so thatyou will forget that the �ght for freedom is the �ght for the eternal liberty of your soul! Your soulsare destined to be free, people of China, and Kuan Yin does extend new dispensations.And I harge and I hallenge the president of this nation and the Congress of these United Statesnot to abandon Taiwan,8 for the Great White Brotherhood is about to use that jewel amethyst forthe regaining of freedom on the entire mainland. Do not forsake it! Do not indulge yourselves in theidea of giving more and more to the Communist beast!This is the greatest setbak that we have seen in years and years and ertainly of this administra-tion. I speak of the giveaway trip of the president to China.9 It is typial of the absene of spine inthose who must reate a mandate to their leaders. And if their leaders are spineless, let the freedom�ghters provide the will, the determination, and the power.The hour is late. The jaws of the beast open wide, about to devour the remainder of a planet.Let us now with the Great Divine Diretor ood Central and South Ameria with freedom's ame- and not that only but illumination, and again the power of the sared �re of the Mother �ere tostrip her hildren of all greed and slothfulness and laziness and abandonment of the lear, rystal-lear, purposes of our God taught there by Herules and Amazonia, Casimir Poseidon, the God andGoddess Meru in past golden ages.South Ameria is what it is today beause of the people's abandonment of the perfetion of thegolden-age ity of light and the golden-age Teahers and the Masters and that one-high ulture that8For information on the U.S. reognition of Red China and abandonment of Taiwan, see Mysteries of the HolyGrail, pp. 353-56 n. 1.9Reagan's visit to China. From April 26 to May 1, 1984, President Ronald Reagan visited the People's Republi ofChina, his �rst trip to a Communist ountry. The president, who previously had strongly opposed Chinese ommunism,alled this visit a \journey for peae" and emphasized ooperation between China and the United States. During thevisit he formalized three agreements to guarantee against double taxation of U.S. orporations in China, to providefor ultural exhanges, and to enable Amerian businesses to help build Chinese nulear reators.126



was there many, many thousands of years ago, far beyond reorded history. They took the Light andturned it to self-indulgene. Thus the poor, the disenfranhised as well as the rih are equally guiltyin abandoning the God Flame.World Communism will not save them by promising them eonomi equality, whih is not possible,or more material omforts or guaranteed jobs or guaranteed inome. The only salvation to the peopleof South Ameria is to leave o� from their substitute religions of psyhiism, of astral things andwithraft and voodoo, whih is rampant - psyhi ditatorship and psyhi ditations both. It istheir rejetion long ago of the true and the living Word that has held up the proliferation of thetranslation of all of the Masters' teahings into Spanish and Portuguese.Beloved ones, if you will diret your e�orts to the hallenging of those onditions - voodoo,withraft, blak magi, psyhi thralldom, materialism, and the rebellion against the original soureof Light - you will �nd that these people will also ome alive one again and will share that opportunityof the violet ame to take bak to themselves that measure of God-mastery and soul-mastery whihthey require in order to save their very ontinent.See all the onditions of onsiousness that have replaed the true onsiousness of the golden ageof peae where violene is no more. See the extremists of Right and Left, one no better than theother. See them as in their rigidity and their misuse of power they attempt to ontrol when the onlyreal ontrol that will ever work is the God-ontrol of the threefold ame - the mighty threefold ameof the heart.Let me dwell for a moment on this mighty threefold ame; for again, the pereption must beregained - the pereption that, beloved hearts, one threefold ame expanded and balaned holds thebalane for an entire ity or a nation.One preious hild, seemingly like every other hild, yet held in the arms of an El Salvadoranmother this day is the heart and the �re that holds the balane of freedom in that nation! And the�re in the eyes of that hild is notied only by the few. See how in the brutality of the extremistsmothers and hildren are not sared. And this one mother and hild so preious to us, for them Iask your prayers this day.Beloved ones, the babes who are the avatars and Christed ones need your prayers, need themin the tradition of the �rst Mother of the Flame, Clara Louise Kieninger, now the Asended LadyMaster.10 She also with many who have asended from these ranks gather here in suh rejoiing thatat the asended level tears are streaming from their eyes that they have not lived and served in vainbut that you are the redeemers of all they have lived for and worked for. May you also know thatall generations shall all you blessed11 if you do not neglet so great a salvation.12Likewise, [you, as℄ ambassadors from the world, [must℄ study, then, what nation by nation isbloking the Light as a dark loud over eah nation. Is it fear? Is it ondemnation? Is it the astraldarkness and the karma of the betrayal of the golden-age ity as in South Ameria?If you an list ten to thirty-�ve points that you know are the perpetual and habitual shortomingsof a soiety and work on these diligently and fast and pray and take to your heart a single nationor a setion of the earth, and [if℄ you as the individual hela stake your life for the freedom and10Clara Louise Kieninger was anointed by Saint Germain as the �rst Mother of the Flame when the Keepers of theFlame Fraternity was founded in 1961. For many years as an \I AM" student she had kept a daily vigil of prayerbeginning at �ve in the morning and ontinuing for two to four hours on behalf of the youth of the world, the inominghildren, their parents and teahers. She never missed this ritual with Mother Mary until she was alled Home onOtober 25, 1970, at the age of 87. Immediately following her transition in Berkeley, California, Clara Louise madeher asension from that ity, where a fous of her vitory remains as a sign of hope to all who aspire after eternal life.Her memoirs, edited and ompiled by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, are published in Ih Dien, Summit University Press.See glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. 433-34.11All generations shall all me blessed. Luke 1:48.12So great salvation. Heb. 2:3. 127



enlightenment of that area, I tell you, it will ome to pass. And ten thousand angels will gather inyour servie personally and they shall be violet ame angels of Kuan Yin, of Avalokitesvara, of theBuddha Maitreya and Gautama, of Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst, of our own retreat.And they shall multiply your all, they shall feed the hungry, they shall perform mirales. Forthe days of mirales are not far spent but are only beginning, for all of the reorded mirales of allsriptures of the world annot even equal that whih is about to ome to pass on earth through thetransition to Aquarius and through that building momentum of violet ame!You determined to ome here for ten days when alled. We are grateful that we may send a wordguarded through our Messenger and that you an feel the on�rmation in your heart and know thatwhen we say we need ten days of derees, it is so. And you have brought your ups not empty but�lled with Light, and we have used the Light and �lled your ups again. And we will intensify.And the ideal ondition for the spreading abroad of the Light of the Mother is indeed under thehierarhy of Caner in that hour of summer solstie and throughout that one-twelfth of the year ofthe sun's determination of the Godhead to intensify the Mother, for it is a water sign. And thus thewater of the violet ame overs the earth \as the waters over the sea,"13 and so shall the knowledgeof God and so shall the enlightenment of the illumination ray from the heart of Jophiel.The Great Divine Diretor has alled for the plan of the liberation of the nations. Saint Germainhas alled for it. You are the living plan. Sealed in your inward parts Saint Germain has written hislaw for the deliverane of a planet.It is the Mother Flame that gives you your organization, the Mother Flame that gives you theability to have the sense of order and dominion, to rise with the sun, to use the holiness of themorning hours for that servie to the world. You an do naught else but imitate that �rst Motherof the Flame when you realize how lear and lean the earth is swept by Uriel's angels preparing anew day and a new page to write on.Thus arise, arise with the dawn, for thy Light is ome! Let thy Light shine. Let it shine on landand sea and in hearts. Establish a telepathy of the heart, not of the mind. Establish the heart'sommunion with every other heart on earth.How is it possible? We shall make it possible. The power of Elohim, beloved ones, the powerof Elohim as a mighty swaddling garment on the earth, as a fore�eld of Light will onnet now asnever before at the soul level, at the violet ame level every single heart who is of the Light.Therefore understand the prophey of God unto Isaiah: All of the Gentile nations shall gatherand serve thee. What does it mean? God was speaking of Israel but he was speaking of those whoraise up the I AM Presene.14 They [i.e., the Gentile nations℄ will serve and worship the I AM THATI AM. They will ombine fores with this body of Lightbearers, and the return of the abundant Lifeshall be. It is the spiritual Sun behind the sun of this manifestation that they [will℄ serve, to whihthey [will℄ bend the knee.Therefore understand that in this hour and moment we, Arturus and Vitoria, extend suh amighty outpouring of forgiveness and mery as to reate a burning �re in this entire body temple.We say: Forgive, forgive, and forgive and let the rivers and the waters now be olored with the violetame, not turned to blood but turned to the wine of forgiveness! Let all ow of the heart be for theforgiving, not disriminately but as a ow of forgiveness indisriminately, for your Christ Self and IAM Presene will adjudiate the Law. It is essential that your posture be love in all diretions.The wine of forgiveness is prepared and I ask that the servers of Communion shall now serve this13The earth shall be full of the knowledge of the LORD. Isa. 11:9; Hab. 2:14.14Aording to the teahings of the Asended Masters the true Israelite (or Hebrew) is one who has raised up theLight of the I AM Presene and has set his ourse as a bearer of this Light to all peoples and nations. Hene he is a`Lightbearer'. 128



bread and wine whih we do onserate with the power and essene of the Alpha, the Omega of theElohim of the Seventh Ray.Be �lled with forgiveness! Forgive yourself and forgive others. I warn you, all who are present, thisdispensation of forgiveness is so great that should you go forth from the hearing and the partaking ofour Light this day and ontinue to hold resentment and hardness [of heart15℄ toward anyone, whetheryou think they deserve it or not, the LORD will not hold you guiltless and will asribe to you thefull [karmi℄ penalty for withholding forgiveness to all life.May it be so in the depth of your onsiousness. May there no longer linger any ranor for [the℄experienes of past deades. Forgive the Messenger if you think she has wronged you. It is thosewho have not forgiven her for the sins whih are their own who have left o� from her ompany.Beloved hearts, I ontat all upon earth who have ever had ontat with the Asended Masters inall ages. And this day angels of mery go, o�ering the up of [absolution℄ - absolute resolution, [the℄absolute putting into the ame of anything that has transpired. This up o�ered at inner levels willbe responded to by their souls.Will they drink of the elixir of the wine of forgiveness or will they rejet it? It is a matter forthe reord-keeping of the Keeper of the Srolls, who will write [down℄ their deision. For one againin this propitious moment of Aquarius the LORD God desires to draw to himself every angel thathas ever gone forth, every soul that has ever manifested that rebellion against his Word in whateverform it has ever appeared in all ages.Forgiveness is the key to the golden age. None will enter there if they withhold it; for forgivenessis the alhemy of salvation, transmutation, freedom, deliverane. As you mete, so it shall be metedunto you. As you forgive others, so you shall be forgiven. And above all, there is none in embodimentwho does not require generous portions of God's forgiveness daily.Thus, drink in this wine. And as you drink and as you ome to the servers, reite in your heart,\I forgive you," and name the names - all of them you an remember and those you annot by asweeping delaration, \I forgive any and every part of life who has ever wronged me! And I askGod from the depths of my soul to forgive me also from16 my misdeeds and transgressions." Thus,beloved ones, only with this shall your joy be full in this onferene and forever. Now partake as Isend to you my waves of Light. [Holy Communion is served.℄Go and sin no more. Thy sins be forgiven thee. This the eternal word of thy Christ requiresimplementation by thyself. Celebrate the ritual of forgiveness often, for the state of nonforgivenessof self and others does not allow you to go forth free in vitory to be the joyous one. If you self-oneive of yourself as sinner, then you will at out the part and ontinue in wrongful ways.Thus I say, heal and be healed of the sinful sense and the reord of sin, and go and sin no more!And use the mantra of the healing of sin as taught to you by Jesus. I speak of the judgment all;17for by alling forth the judgment, with Christ-disrimination, of the wrongful ways of oneself oranother, one plaes therefore [between oneself and all negative human karma℄ the power of Christ forthe binding and the exorism and the asting out of that [spei�℄ wrong [and all wrong in general℄,thus liberating the individual [and many℄ to be free from the enslavement of sin and sin-enslavingdemons and disarnates.The judgment all, therefore, is not a all of ondemnation but of liberation of all people. Thuswe judge the unreal and ast it out. It is no more and we are free to embrae.It is time to heal the eonomy. It is time to feel now how the earth has hanged as you have15Hardness of heart. Matt. 19:8; Mark 3:5; 6:52; 8:17; 10:5; 16:14; John 12:40.16beause of, on aount of, as a result of; i.e., forgive me for the karma I have inurred and for the burdens I haveplae upon all life by my transgressions17\The Judgment Call `They Shall Not Pass!"' deree 20.07; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 23, p. 202.129



entered this ritual, for osmi fores and angeli hosts have altered the planetary �eld aording tothe dispensation announed that the Dark Cyle in Aries should be borne by the ausal bodies ofsaints asended and unasended. Thus there is a new sense of freedom and a moment when muhan be saved whih was thought lost.Listen to those who predit the woes of the eonomy only for the purpose of healing it of any suhonoming woes. The term woe means \karma." \Woe to you!" means \Your karma shall desend.Your karma be upon you!" But this is the hour of the holding bak of karma by the power of themighty tent of the LORD. Thus the spiritual tent of a people stands between the earth and thatdesending Dark Cyle.So beloved, listen not to the alulators who alulate based upon the Dark Cyle, whih theyhave read. But understand that auses set in motion must also be transmuted and onsumed.18 Andelemental life stand ready this day to answer any all made by any devotee at this altar.Thus I all for the singing to the violet ame that elementals might gather and be liberated. I allfor the derees to the violet ame that you might now one again resume the saturation of your fourlower bodies for an inrease in balane and transmutation. For Lord Zadkiel and Holy Amethystdesire to speak to you this night, but now your auras are as a supersaturated solution of light andfreedom and mery.Thus, beloved ones, let us take these hours for rest and re-reation and perpetual violet amederees and songs, for we desire to ome again and seal the earth in the tremendous power of thisdispensation by the Seventh Ray. It is essential, and I say it again, that this violet ame be diretedinto the spei� ills of the eonomies of the nations and the mismanagement of the funds of thepeople by the bankers and those in ontrol of their nation's resoures - resoures as energy, resouresas money.As I maintain my fore�eld and we anhor our Eletroni Presene here, we desire the singingof the \Waltz of the Flame" to anhor in elemental life through you this tremendous vitory witha guarded ation of blue �re to ontrol the elementals lest they beome too apriious by a newfreedom hard won.With all of your heart's love, therefore, open the petals of your hakras and let the violet ame ofSeven Mighty Elohim ow through you to the planet as you sing in the three-quarter time of yourthreefold ame. [The \Waltz of the Flame," number 814,19 is sung.℄Hierarhs of elemental life, we summon thee! Four Cosmi Fores, Oromasis and Diana, Aries andThor, Neptune and Luara, Virgo and Pelleur, Mighty Surya and Cuzo, hold steady now the balaneof fores in the earth by the blue-ame power of Herules, by the yellow �re of Apollo, by the loveof Heros, by the Mother purity of the Astrea and the First Ray, by the Mother purity of Purity, bythe Light of Cosmos, by the seret rays of Helios, by the intensity of the very movement of Peae,by the Light of the All-Seeing Eye Cylopea, by the Seventh Ray!Thus let the �rst and the fourth and the sixth now, let the �ve of the seret rays, now let theation go forth! Let the power in the heart of the earth adjust to new planetary yles and let therebe the sealing against all disturbanes and atalysm.Elohim of the �re of God, Elohim of the Sun, Elohim of the seven and the two and the �ve! Lo, IAM! Lo, I AM! Lo, I AM! And now it is sealed! And now your hearts of �re shall kindle a new ageone again. As did happen in Lemuria, so it shall ome to pass again.18While it is important not to listen to the prognostiations of those who read the Dark Cyle without the gift of theHoly Spirit, whose Divine Interession and sared-�re transmutation may mitigate the karmi reading, it is neessaryto all forth the violet ame in abundant measure and with intense devotion to transmute the very returning karmawhih the prognostiators do read lest the thing feared most ome upon the people.19\Waltz of the Flame," sung to the melody of \Tales from the Vienna Woods" by Johann Strauss, Jr.; no. 18 onaudioassette Save the World with Violet Flame! by Saint Germain 1 released by Elizabeth Clare Prophet.130



Four Cosmi Fores, now plae the sign of the square. Now measure the base of the pyramid.Now establish the �rst step from the base, the seat-of-the-soul hakra. Now establish thou it!And let the Mystery Shool of Maitreya teah the mastery of the seat-of-the-soul hakra. Andlet it beome the areer of every son and daughter of God to manifest this mastery and to teahit unto all others, mastering the four quadrants and the karma and the evolutionary yles and theraising up of the Mother Light to give the ower of Arturus to all nations. For the power of theonstellation does release the power of the violet ame, and the adjustments in osmos remain andshall ontinue throughout this day and yle and onferene.Thus we shall aomplish that to whih we have set ourselves, for the eletrodes are in plae, OGod. And those who have responded are able and they are willing and they are meriful and theyare loving and they shall so be and guard the ame of Love forever and forever and forever.Lo, I AM. Lo, I AM. Lo, I AM Arturus and Vitoria, nevermore to be apart but ever loser tothe atom of the heart and the heart of every atom.In the name of the osmi ross of white �re, be sealed unto the total Vitory! Be therefore ontentwith nothing less than the omplete Vitory. And be satis�ed only when thou, O soul, shalt awakenin the likeness of thy own Christ Self.This ditation by Arturus and Vitoria was delivered by the Messenger of the Great WhiteBrotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Sunday, July 1, 1984, 1:47-3:30 p.m. MDT, during theten-day onferene The Flame of Freedom Speaks held in the Heart of the Inner Retreat at the RoyalTeton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Prior to the ditation the Messenger read Isaiah 60. [N.B.Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messengerunder Arturus and Vitoria's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notesPoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 16Beloved Pallas Athena - April 16, 1989Vol. 32 No. 16 - Beloved Pallas Athena - April 16, 1989An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ IlluminationIEver thereafter Truth does hime. And the soul provides the sounding board for the resonane ofthe hime of Truth to never end. Ever thereafter the enounter with the Holy Christ Self.As I did begin The Sared Fire in Winter spiral of ditations, so I begin in this hour. For you havealled me and I am ome to redouble my dispensations to the Lightbearers with speial gratitude tothose who have kept my ame in giving my deree thirty-three times daily for thirty-three days.1Blessed hearts, the roots of Truth intensify beneath the surfae of the land, and the soil does feelthat �re. Truth's blossoms ome, then, in summer with buds in springtime. Thus, not altogetherevident in the world just yet, the �re of Truth is a �re that an be heard, whose heat an be felt, forTruth is the ame of life.What is life but Truth drawn to her fullest ower? Thus seeds of Truth blossom as full trees oflife, and the Tree of Life is the tree of Truth.I ome with the emerald matrix that does ontain in this hour the message, the vitory, thedivine pattern and plan for eah one of you and your twin ame. Let it be, then, that there is astrengthening of the roots of oneness even though there may be apartness in manifestation. For whenthe roots of Truth are seure it is unfailing that the plant will grow and the owers will blossom.May you visualize your twin ames now as twin purple irises expanding from the same bulb root.So let it be, beloved, for all life is radled in the twin ames of the Holy Spirit that you are, omeforth from the Great Central Sun.I am therefore apparent in your midst, for with the Holy Spirit, the Maha Chohan, I lower intomanifestation the ame of Truth of Helios and Vesta. And we serve with the God and Goddess Meru.Therefore we rejoie also for the dynami derees of illumination to piere the densities of maya andillusion and self-ignorane and self-denial.I ome, beloved, representing the Karmi Board at this onferene. By the ation, by the fervor ofyour givingness so there does arue in this springtime to the Lightbearers of the world new portionsof dispensations of Truth. May you again be the multipliers of that Truth by the sared �re of theheart, of a blazing Holy Christ Flame that you now balane.1\Living Truth," deree 50.00, 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 1, pp. 9-10. This all for Christ Truth is so powerful, Isuggest that helas of the Two Witnesses ontinue this daily wath with Pallas Athena. But let it at least be givenbefore the Jesus' Wath at eah Wednesday's vigil. 133



Therefore, let the emerald green of Truth that I bear now beome the Chinese green where theyellow does inrease, denoting the new shoots that ome in this season, denoting that greater portionof illumination that shall saturate, saturate, and saturate the mind.I raise the matrix and the sword of Truth, even the emerald sword, and I am touhing the headarea and direting multi-light rays into the brain, into the mental body, into those fouses of density,into the overing over that has been plaed upon the mind. Therefore I look to the blossoming ofthe rown hakra, that thousand-petaled lotus, out of the stalk of Truth, out of the green stalk. Ilook to that golden sunower.O Helios and Vesta, I stand in the earth, as thou dost know and diret, to plae my EletroniPresene over all who love Truth, all who will not ompromise it, over all who do ompromise itwho quikly orret the error of the spoken Word - the exaggeration, the ompromise, even theprevariation of Truth. Thus, beloved, when Truth is more important to you than personality orreputation I an guarantee you that my legions of Truth will ome to you and that great graes ofthe Holy Spirit may arue thereby, inasmuh as I am the twin ame of the Maha Chohan.Blessed ones of the Light, know the ation of the sared �re! Know the Light and be aware thatthis dispensation of Truth is only as good as it is applied.Therefore if you will �nd room for me in the agenda of this onferene in the giving of the alls tomy name and ame, you will disover how legions of Truth will raise their swords with the legions ofJophiel and Christine to ut the Lightbearers of the earth free, to set free the hildren of the Light,and to so intensify Truth and Wisdom that even those who are not of the Light must bow to themajesty of her presene. I tell you, beloved, many problems in the earth today ould be resolved ifthe voie of Truth were heard and the voie of Wisdom.There is a momentum as never before sine the days of Atlantis of a downward sliding of ivilizationinto simpliity and dullness, absene of awareness, absene of knowledge, [absene of℄ the gift ofknowledge or the gift of wisdom until individuals have very little awareness outside of their ownsensations in the body and that whih they must think about in order to preserve their physialexistene. This does give to us great onern as we meet in Hilarion's retreat and in the retreat ofthe Maha Chohan, as we are a part of the Darjeeling Counil [meetings℄ and as the Karmi Board isin session.Blessed hearts, the absene of true illumination that omes from the Christ and the heart is sogreat in the earth that we �nd that a very high perentage of those who are in leadership in all �eldsoperate solely on an intelletual awareness, a training of the mental body, and even a entering inarnal-mindedness.When this does our and the ame of the heart does not beome the lever, the balane, themediator, that whih does indiate to the outer self and to the soul right and wrong, the real andthe unreal - when this does take plae, beloved, and these lifestreams [of heart-hakra development℄are no longer in the leadership, we see how easily deay, deadene set in and the very falling apartof ivilization beginning with the eonomy, the government, the eduational systems, and movingthrough all of life.The breakdown in soiety is seen. It is not merely ampli�ed in the media as you see the eveningnews, but it is atually happening by the orruption and the orrosion of the mind through drugs,altering a true sense of existene and self-awareness that does proeed out of the living ame of Truthof the Christ Mind.I tell you, beloved ones, the moving into the ities of this nation of the drug onspiray is suha plague upon the youth and those of all levels, the underprivileged, that it is a aner that if notstopped by the dynami derees of the Keepers of the Flame, will so ontinue as to be in itself amajor ause of the weakening of the very �ber and fabri of soiety until a takeover of this ountryis aomplished almost without resistane. 134



The takeover by the false hierarhies of drugs is rising at suh an alarming rate that we whoontemplate how to assist the nations, how to assist the Lightbearers in their midst must determinewhether we will plae our e�orts in the resolving of the problems of sikness (whih is the oÆe of theFifth Ray servants of God), of plague, of drugs, of rime, of murder or of rok musi or of abortion.All of these things I have named are a violation of the Fifth Ray. They do impede the preipitationof the Christ Mind and they are a deadly pall upon ivilization. They ome with suh subtlety bythe sinister fore and the false hierarhies, beloved, that indeed some are not even aware of it whenit goes on under their own roofs, in their own homes, among their own family members; or they willnot look or they will not admit it.This denial syndrome, beloved ones, is the very vibration of the subtlety of the fallen angels. Andthose fallen angels in the Garden of Eden were indeed false hierarhy impostors of legions of Jophiel'sbands. These serpents were the very misrepresentation of wisdom's ame. They ame on all of therays but they ame prinipally on this ame of the Seond Ray, beloved.And therefore legions of the First Ray and legions of the Fifth Ray do assemble for the defenseof the Lightbearers. For I tell you, beloved, when on the morrow you begin to hallenge with greatintensity by these yellow-ame derees2 the fores of Antihrist in the earth, you will see how theattak does ome from those who are the arhdeeivers, who are the Antihrist, who have pervertedthe Mind of God. And this is a type of battle [in whih℄ you have not [heretofore been℄ fully engaged.Let it be known that it is inreasingly important for you to all for the reinforement of the blue-lightning angels; and therefore the use of those blue-ame tapes is a neessary foundation. Fear not,then, to give these alls for blue lightning and blue-lightning angels and the blue-lightning mantrawith great intensity as you sandwih them between the alls for illumination.I tell you, the angels of God that serve on the Seond Ray at the ommand of the Buddha andat the ommand of the Christ do go forth and they do provide a tremendous judgment, for theyrepresent the Lord Christ even as do Arhangel Uriel and the angels of Arhangel Uriel.Let it be known, beloved, that when you make a head-on and diret onfrontation with thesefallen ones it is required that you observe stritly the rules of alhemy of always alling forth thetube of light, alling to Arhangel Mihael and Mighty Astrea, and seeing to it that beyond the tubeof light you do all forth the ylinder of blue ame.The entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood is engaged, does move toward that moment ofthis hallenge, beloved. For that whih is onquered and defeated in this hour does not, then, ometo assail you again in the hour of Armageddon. It is well, therefore, to pik the time and to hoosethe plae for the defeat of the enemy rather than to allow the enemy to hoose that time and thatplae of the onfrontation.Wise are they, therefore, who �rst build the momentum of �re within their hakras and thendetermine their preparedness and then do unite, as in this body worldwide of Keepers of the Flame,and determine to takle these onditions.Blessed hearts, these souls who are aught are souls of Light in eah and every area I have named.And souls who are being aborted, they also are souls of Light. Therefore when you defeat theadversary of the Mind of God in his own, you are defeating the very fore that does prevent thehildren and youth [from℄ oming to that full owering and reahing that point where they an alsoontain the visualization of the twin purple irises of twin ames and feel the strength of the unionat the very root and foundation of being when Truth is that Rok of Christ.2Throughout the Easter lass, onferees joined the Messenger in giving the newly released audioassette Lanto,Lord of the Seond Ray: Dynami Derees with Prayers and New Age Songs for Chelas of the Wisdom of God 1 withintense alls and invoations to the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood to bind the fores opposing CosmiChrist illumination in earth's evolutions; 94-min. assette, B89052.135



Blessed ones, I do have a aming sword and I wield it. And I am as determined as Astrea andArhangel Mihael to bind those deadly entities of the lie; and you have heard of the onept of the\people of the lie" as it has been written about in your books of the time.3Blessed ones, the lie in onsiousness must be rooted out, for that lie is a signi�ant4 of a forethat has planted there the seed of Serpent. For the original fallen angels are the liars, and therefore\let God be true and every man a liar"5 was spoken.Let it be understood that the lie of misrepresentation of self or of situation or of fat or ofirumstane - this, beloved, is a violation of your own Christhood, your own dignity, and your ownsoul. He who annot speak Truth before men therefore does prevent himself from speaking thatTruth before God.I adjure you, then, in this hour to see to it that only Truth does pass from your lips and thedefense of Truth itself. Let it be, then, for the just ause and for life and for the defense of life thatthe Truth that is spoken is also the omfort ame and that that omfort ame of the Holy Spiritdoes speak that omfort in the hour when the dark ones and the fallen ones assail and the little onesrequire to be wrapped in the swaddling garment of Mother Mary.I extend, therefore, my hands to diret healing urrents for the healing now of the psyhe that hasbeen programmed and trained to deny what is true and what is atual [and to defend℄ that [whih℄is not of the Light within the psyhe and within the psyhology of oneself, of loved ones, of familymembers, and of nations. Let the denial, therefore, be ast down and all devils of the denial. I sendforth healing rays for the healing of souls who have been so trained and so raised up as to be themouthpiee of exuses and defenses for those individuals who have not been of the Light.Let there be, then, the expos�e of Truth within and without, and see how the tremendous powerand strength of Truth within this movement will be as the Rok of Gibraltar, will be as the Pillarsof Herules, will be as the mighty pinions of all angels of the Seond Ray, and will be of the emeraldmatrix of all of us who serve the Fifth Ray for the rystallization of the God Flame where you are.Let there be, then, that great joy that does understand that it is the Truth that sets all free!I ome to you in the vitory of the God Flame. I ome to you in the understanding of holy Truth.I ome to you in the wisdom of healing. Let healing be understood as wholeness and let wholenessome forth from the purity of the heart.There is onern this night in the Darjeeling Counil and that onern, expressed by beloved ElMorya, is for the Lightbearers of the world and spei�ally for the Keepers of the Flame of thismovement. May you hear our all and may you aelerate in all things, putting �rst things �rst andbeing obedient to our preepts.The onern, beloved, does involve all Lightbearers and their position in the earth. Our onern,therefore, does also involve those who have an unrealisti onept of life, those who have not alledfor the prophey to be spoken in their own hearts, those who may fear and have doubt instead ofentering into the plae of Truth where they an take ation that is based on the foundation of theinner voie of their own Holy Christ Self.Where there is too muh optimism or too muh pessimism you an see that there is not a enteringin the holy plae of balane that is Truth, that is the sales of justie of beloved Portia, that is theame of the mery seat that does mete out the law of God. The enteredness, therefore - neitherextreme, neither to the right nor to the left but in the enter - this, beloved, must be thy portion.Then in a sense of Reality, in a sense of the atualities at hand you an move forward and youan enter into a spiral that does reet the spirals of returning karma on the planetary body that3See M. Sott Pek, People of the Lie: The Hope for Healing Human Evil (New York: Simon and Shuster, 1983).4signi�ant: noun, something that has or onveys signi�ane or meaning; a sign, symbol, token, indiation.5Let God be true. Rom. 3:4. 136



annot be altered, for these spirals are ditated from anient times and millennia ago. They are notalterable. What they ontain and what they deliver may be mitigated, may be transmuted. But,beloved, the spirals of returning karma are onoming. The preision is preise. The timetables arejust. And these very events make way for the New Age and the purging of the earth and the Lightitself.Thus herish the moment and endow it with your momentum for in�nity. Be prepared as SaintGermain has told you. And if you have any doubts about your own future, then let your novena beto the Lords of Karma with the 7.29 deree,6 [and℄ to myself for living Truth.I, therefore, Pallas Athena, raise my sword in this hour and I say, let the banner of Truth that youwield this night be the banner of Reality. And may your desiring be to withdraw all energy whihyou have invested in unreality of any kind - in sympatheti dreams of yesteryear, in unreal hoies,unreal goals, unrealisti ativities - beause it does not oinide with the dire need of the hour forthe soul to enter the heart of the Christ ame of living Truth.Let all energies be withdrawn from distrations. Let there be a one-pointedness to the goal ofunion with Christ, the asension, and preparedness to stand in the earth and still stand, as all ofthese things that must shortly ome to pass so pass by and into the ame and you remain standing,for you have seen the vision and have not reoiled from it and have not refused to see it.Let those who ount themselves helas of the Maha Chohan therefore be realists in the ame ofthe Holy Spirit, for the ame of the Holy Spirit does divest man of all that is not like God. Theame of the Holy Spirit quikly takes from you that whih is not. But, beloved, the omfort is thatthat ame does restore to you that whih is. And while you entertain that whih is not you do nothave the blessing, the joy, the seraphi awareness of these seraphim of God of what is real.When you know what is real and that I AM real and that the I AM THAT I AM is real whereyou are, you are ontent to ful�ll God's plan and you do so with joy and without self-pity, withoutgrumbling but with profound love. For he who is real in you is God.May I �nd you as I return, as I am direted by God and the Lords of Karma, always more real -more that God.I AM Pallas Athena, hampion of the ause of Truth. My sword will always take from you allerror, the lie, and unreality. Speak my name and I AM there - Pallas Athena, Goddess of Truth,servant of the Most High God in Helios and Vesta and my Beloved.This ditation by Pallas Athena was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet on Thursday, Marh 23, 1989, 12:20-12:46 a.m. MST, during the �ve-day onferene An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ Illumination held at the Royal TetonRanh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in theditation, added by the Messenger under Pallas Athena's diretion for larity in the written word.℄Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

6\Great Karmi Board," deree 7.29, in Prayers, Meditations, and Dynami Derees for the Coming Revolution inHigher Consiousness, Setion II; no. 15 on audioassette Save the World with Violet Flame! by Saint Germain 3.137
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Chapter 17Beloved Arhangel Zadkiel andMelhizedek - April 23, 1989Vol. 32 No. 17 - Beloved Arhangel Zadkiel and Melhizedek - April 23, 1989An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ IlluminationIIHail, legions of the Great Central Sun! I AM Zadkiel in the earth and in the heaven in the Matterand Spirit Cosmos.I AM in the very enter of the heart of the amethyst rystal. I AM that enter in the heart of theMessengers asended and unasended. And I touh now every blazing heart of every Keeper of theFlame who has kept my ame of the Seventh Ray, lo, these fourteen thousand years and more!I AM Zadkiel, Amethyst above me. And here at this altar this night, beloved, there does standbefore you the beloved, the most revered Asended Master Melhizedek, king of Salem and priest ofthe Most High God.1 Will you not welome him to your midst?[25-seond standing ovation℄Blessed ones, I assure you that it is a most holy oasion that the one who did visit Abraham,[a past life of℄ your own beloved El Morya, has hosen to ome and [has℄ reeived from the heart ofAlpha and Omega that divine approbation and that onsent. O beloved, in this hour prepare thyselffor the divine anointing.I ome, beloved, that you might know and understand that the LORD God, the Almighty One ofIsrael, the Holy One of God, has therefore dereed, Thus far and no farther! The �at of the LORDdoes go forth, and out of the mouth of God there does pour forth liquid sared �re to swallow upeven the ood that is ast after the Woman and her seed.2And therefore, beloved, there is in this night and in this hour a turning bak and a turning aroundof Darkness as the infamy that has been plotted again and again for enturies against the Messengersof God, the holy prophets, the Christed ones and their disiples. So, beloved, [inasmuh℄ as this hasbeen, the LORD God has delared, \Thus far and no farther!"Blessed ones, it is by the very gravity itself: those who are at the lowest level now must reeivebak upon themselves by the inexorable law of karma that whih they have sought to do and thatmeans whereby they have sought to prevail against the Lightbearers, whether by murder, whetherby deeit, whether by deeption.1Melhizedek. Gen. 14:18-20; Heb. 7:1-4.2Flood ast out after the Woman. Rev. 12:15, 16. 139



Come forth, O Christ! Come forth to desend into these temples!Let there be the understanding that we anoint for the �nishing of an age, for the onlusion,and for new beginnings. We anoint those who have prepared themselves and who have earnestlyprayed at inner levels sine it has been told to them that they might apply to beome a part of thispriesthood [of the Order of Melhizedek℄.3Beloved ones, your alls have reahed the altars of heaven. And there is truly a Light in the earthand it is a Light that does touh those who are highest on the Path in attainment of love, of wisdom,and [a℄ profound devotion to the will of God. Therefore, beloved, unto those who have is more addedthis night; and unto those who have not is taken away even that whih they have.4The LORD, [the beloved Mighty I AM Presene,℄ does smile upon you, blessed ones. Thereforeknow that the violet ame legions of Light are warriors of the Spirit who an meet any onditionof planet earth. We are reinforements, as you reall, nearest the physial otave beause the violetame is the most physial ame.Therefore we serve with Herules, who has the dispensation to be lose as the most physial Elohim,and with the ontingents of Arhangel Mihael, those of the God Star, with the very Presene ofSurya, with Omri-Tas, with 144,000 priests of the sared �re, with the priesthood of Melhizedek.And we serve, beloved, with all of the mighty Ruby Ray angels and the legions of Shiva and thegreat panoply of the LORD's hosts out of the East.Blessed ones, we therefore are apable of sending missiles of violet ame. And these are as spiritualrokets of ompressed violet �re - ompressed to suh an intensity, beloved, as [is℄ perhaps beyondyour understanding. And the ompression of this �re, beloved, within these rokets is able to dissolvethe very ause and ore of that whih is hurled against the Lightbearers, whether it be hate andhate reation, malevolene, withraft, the infamy of darkness, the projetions against the mind, theturning over of an entire ivilization into the worship and the ult of the fallen ones and the seed ofSatan, or nulear weapons themselves.Beloved ones, it does take a very serious ommitment and a disipline whereby in the hour of needa people, suh as ye, may invoke these missiles of violet �re, onentrate and ompressed, and havethat violet ame literally enter the physial otave to \dissolve those bombs, their ause and ore,"as you have dereed this night.5 Yet I tell you, with God all things are possible!Wherefore we have ome. For it is Melhizedek who has applied to me in the name of SaintGermain to train Keepers of the Flame who desire more and more eah day to keep that Flame,knowing there is neither salvation nor protetion nor defense to a planet and a people without therebe6 the passing through from the etheri otave through the mental belt, through the astral planeinto the physial, beloved, of that violet ame.I tell you, to make the di�erene in world prophey the violet ame must pass through from ourotaves into the physial through you and through your auras and hakras! And it is in this trainingin my retreat under Melhizedek, under myself and Holy Amethyst and the Lord Saint Germain thatyou may ome to understand this.I tell you simply, you must bear an equivaleny within yourself also of ompressed violet �re,3Priesthood of the Order of Melhizedek. Ps. 110:4; Heb. 5:5-10; 6:20; 7. On January 12, 1986, in a ditationdelivered at Deer Park Chapel at the Royal Teton Ranh, Zarathustra gave helas of the Asended Masters theopportunity of beoming members of the Order of Melhizedek. For a bibliography of Asended Master teahings onthis order, see 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 26, p. 216.4Whosoever hath, to him shall be given. Matt. 13:12; 25:29; Mark 4:25; Luke 8:18; 19:26.5See \Prevent Nulear War," deree 8.04; no. 14 on audioassette Lanto, Lord of the Seond Ray: Dynami Dereeswith Prayers and New Age Songs for Chelas of the Wisdom of God 1.6without: used in some dialets to mean exept, unless; formerly ommon in literary use, later onsidered olloquialor arhai, now hiey illiterate. Present usage would be \without there being" or \unless there be."140



intensifying in all of your beings and therefore aelerating these bodies as you are already pursuingthe balane of the osmi fores of Alpha and Omega to that end.Blessed hearts, this is our hope. It is a mighty hope indeed! It is not the impossible dream, forthose who have gone before you in prior ages at the predawn hours of golden ages have been able toahieve this. Therefore look up to the hills! Look up to the mountains of God whene ometh yourhelp!7 For from the heart of the I AM Presene indeed these things are possible.Thus I say to you, beloved, let it be known and understood that this preparation an ome toyou as you ontinue to keep that momentum of violet ame and as you demand [in the name of theMighty I AM Presene℄ the violet ame go spei�ally into the ause and ore of those onditionswhih have been projeted.Blessed hearts, a truth has never been more true - that Divine Interession must beome physialthrough the saints in embodiment, else, beloved, if there be not those in physial embodiment [toinvoke it℄, the Divine Interession may ome in the form of [the angeli hosts℄ merely esorting soulswho have taken their leave of their physial bodies for higher otaves. For they ould not ontainnor withstand the onditions in those forms [aused by℄ the hallenges of their time.And even in this hour, beloved, there is suh a momentum of hatred against the Light, of pollution,of disease, and of a breaking down of the physial bodies of mankind that you yourselves have alreadyome apart [from the world℄ and raised your vibrations to withstand muh that is direted againstyou.Beloved ones, you have sustained a Light within your temples to resist, for instane, the inroads ofthose aliens who ome in spaeraft and who projet their rays and also their attempts to ompromisethe path of the Lightbearers. Thus in your keeping of the Flame, thus in your intensifying andompressing the violet ame within your ells, you annot know what you have averted, mitigated,entirely turned bak, or transmuted.I an tell you, therefore, beloved, [that℄ for your vitories the fores of Darkness who yet are intheir day and in their power have determined to launh even greater momentums of Darkness [againstyou℄, even as Mara and the legions of hell did move against the Lord Gautama. You as a Communityare reeiving the initiations that were sent against the Lord of the World when he did asend intothe levels of samadhi and into the higher otaves of the ausal body of Light to reeive the teahingsfor an age. Thus, as this �re and temptation was hurled against him, so he had to rise again higherand higher in vibration.Thus I say to you, beloved, do not think that it is out of the ordinary that I should announe toyou that a greater and mounting momentum of the violet ame is needed. And yet this you mustbe able to arry on as you move and as you serve and as you are able in your heart and mind andhakras to visualize it, to repeat the mantras, and to let your sayings be \'yea, yea,' and 'nay, nay';for whatsoever else ometh of evil."8 It is the energy veil. Cease the hattering, for by it and toomuh talking, beloved, the entities one again gain aess to your physial temples.Thus, let those of you who understand the meaning of the saredness of the sared food and thesared bread of Life also realize it is time to onsider the healing power of the diet that is in yourhands and to reognize that this, too, will give you the physial strength, even as the Afghans andother warriors have had physial strength from grains and from the understanding of the oneness ofthose grains with the Alpha-Omega sphere of Light.Blessed hearts, thus understand that you have passed initiations and you therefore are given by theLORD God through my voie that whih is due you, whih is the announement that new initiationsand greater are upon you and that for your vitories you shall be able to pass the next [initiations℄,7\I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills." Ps. 121:1.8Let your ommuniation be Yea, yea; Nay, nay. Matt. 5:37.141



but only if you are aware that they are oming and only if you understand what is the equation.The equation is not Vitory [and thereby℄ the elimination of opposition, but [the reward for Vitoryis℄ another opportunity for another round of Vitory against greater opposition. And this you shouldrelish, beloved; for when you are in the Divine Whole you are zealous to move forward to bind allthat moves against that Whole. But when you are not in that Whole, beloved, and when you areonly partly in [the℄ manifestation of Alpha and Omega here below, you tend to draw your garmentsaround you to protet yourself from the next onoming hallenges of the fallen ones.Let not the winds, therefore, of Death and Hell in any way dismay you. For they go and passdiretly into the ame, espeially when that ame now beomes the onentrate and the ompressed[Seventh Ray℄ fore that has been from the beginning the means whereby the LORD God has enabledall of his angels to transend all otaves. It is also the means, beloved ones, to raise you out of thelower vibrations of the physial plane.Know you not that in this very ourt and in the very Chapel of Kuan Yin you are already raisedto a higher physial vibration than you were when you arrived here one or two days ago? Sometimesyou do not realize it and you let go of those deliate, spiritual, �ligree patterns of light that omearound you as angels assist you to weave that Deathless Solar Body, reinforing your weavings whileyou are here. And therefore, beause the angels are sent by us and are onerned that that body,that garment of light, be strengthened, so whenever you are in this fore�eld for an extended periodthey are busily working with you.Please understand the distrations of the mind, the distrations of the attention, the distrationof the glane and the eyes. Please understand the onentration in the hakras. Please understandthat there is a reason to go within to the spiritual being, and it is to attain to that �ery-ore enterof the Spirit even while in your devotions to the Divine Mother you may maintain the balane of theOmega fores.Blessed ones, there is a spiritual understanding to be gained by yourselves onerning the yin andyang of the spiritual �res themselves and of the Path. Therefore know that the soul is more thefeminine nature, but the �ery spirit here below does ontain the essene and the �re that you havedrawn forth of the I AM Presene.Thus the soul in the state of beoming is always the feminine beoming the bride of Christ, andyet the �ery spirit is that whih goes out from the I AM Presene. Thus we speak of the soul andthus we speak of the spirit, and we know and understand that of whih we speak.Beloved hearts, it is the great honor of Melhizedek, this high priest of God, therefore to bestowupon your Messenger a ertain mantle of that priesthood of that order. Beloved ones, it does ome,for it must ome for the protetion of Community and for the physial anhoring in the earth.Therefore, let the septer be raised.17.1 Beloved MelhizedekVol. 32 No. 17 - Beloved MelhizedekI, Melhizedek, do stand between heaven and earth at this altar, at the altar of Zadkiel's retreat,at the altar of the Central Sun. And I am pleased, beloved, that by this anointing of your Messengerthere might be a surease of those burdens that have pressed in upon her in reent weeks and monthsas the intensity of the fallen ones did mount, testing and testing again to determine whether theyould ause this one to in some way fail those tests leading to this blessing and mantle.And I an assure you, the pressures and the stress that they have plaed upon this lifestream havebeen exeeding and yet required. For the mantle now upon her is a mantle that therefore is able to142



turn bak, to withstand, and to fous in the physial otave those momentums of Light equal to andgreater than those fores that shall be arrayed against the members of this body worldwide who aremoving up the spiral of being.Therefore it is an aknowledgment of your own pyramid and your own spiral, beloved. For inorder for you to ontinue the upward spiraling of your beings, you must have one in embodimentwho ould so wear and bear for you that mantle of Light whereby your asent ould ontinue.Do you see, beloved? Unless the one who is before you go up the mountain, you yourselves ouldnot advane. The responsibility, then, upon that one is great. But in a sense it is no greater thanthe responsibility that is upon you. For you form the foundation whereby one may limb, and youare those who go before others who shall follow. It is indeed a pyramid of lives.Be omforted, then, beloved, that we ome to the plae where one again there may be peae inthis house - so long [as those℄ who are in and of this house may espouse the peae of the living Christ.This peae we give and leave with you as the peae of the Lord Jesus, as the peae of resurretion'same, as the peae of the ame of living Truth and violet �re that is our signet. This peae, beloved,is a power that is within. It is an understanding. It is oneness with all hosts of the LORD - nearer,my God, to thee.Therefore, the saints, O how the saints in the etheri otaves all robed in white have hoverednear as this Community has indeed risen to the oasion of standing tall for El Morya and for hismission! May the level to whih you have reahed this day be another springboard to that level thatis required for the Master you love to be unbenhed.May all, then, reeive through this heart and fount - as I, Melhizedek, plae my Presene overher - violet ame forgiveness. For you see, beloved, it is an hour and a day of elebration.And thus, through all seven hakras I pour the holy oil of violet �re, of forgiveness. And I sayto you and all members of this Community worldwide, all who desire to move forward now, all whotruly will serve the Light and bend the knee to the living Christ and the Word of God, all who seekthat forgiveness that is the forsaking of sin and are willing to be instruted of our Messenger or herrepresentatives - to you forgiveness is poured.This forgiveness, beloved, understand in terms of osmi law. It is a transmutation a�orded youby labors given. And where the labors have not been given, it is the setting aside of karma that youmight gauge the measure of your attainment truly by your brothers and sisters and measure up andearn the full transmutation of that karma.Blessed ones, by this and this Presene know that you may aept this night forgiveness, forgive-ness, forgiveness and seven-times-seventy forgiveness.9 The violet ame, beloved, is poured out toyou; for though there be Darkness in some worlds upon this planet, in the worlds of our Messengerand our helas there is Light.Thus there is ause for elebration. There is ause for singing unto the Vitory of God. For thelaiming of that Vitory, beloved, is surely the means to the next.Praise God that your hearts are an open door of Love! Praise God that the Messenger's heart isan open door to God above!May the love of this Community, my beloved, be so pure and so great, be of the Immensity, thatno foul thing or unlean spirit may enter. For I, Melhizedek, plae my Eletroni Presene at thisaltar and I will tend it. Let the fallen ones who dare enter or attak it deal with my ame and theOne whom I serve.I AM forever and forever Melhizedek! I AM king of Jerusalem, the Holy City of God! I AM priestof the Most High. Without father, without mother, or beginning or ending of days I AM THAT I9Forgive seventy times seven. Matt. 18:21, 22. 143



AM. For I have desended from the LORD God and I am not ready to return to the Central Sunwhene I ame until this work be �nished.In the name of Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst, in the name Saint Germain and the Lady Portia bywhih all of the Seventh Ray bow before the living God, in the name of Elohim Arturus and Vitoriaand Omri-Tas and numberless numbers whose names I reite before this throne and altar, I say toyou:The hour is at hand for the Vitory of the Light. Be vigilant. Keep the wath. Follow allinstrutions from the heart of El Morya, the Asended Master Lanello, and Saint Germain. Makeyour preparations seure. Love one another.Be vigilant! Be vigilant! Be vigilant!In the Light of God there is no failure. Enter the Light and be vitorious!In the ame of the Seventh Ray let us now proession one and all, as we take our leave of thisotave in sleep, to Zadkiel's retreat where you shall know what is the true majesty and avor of theelebration of all beings and servants of the Seventh Ray of God's holy freedom, God's holy ritual,God's holy transmutation, God's holy forgiveness and mery.Now angels attend you, and you may leap and shout into mery's ame of forgiveness upon you.[Congregation shouts praises and makes a joyful noise unto the LORD.℄These ditations by Arhangel Zadkiel and Melhizedek were delivered by the Messenger of theGreat White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Good Friday, Marh 24, 1989, 12:49-1:19 a.m.MST, during the �ve-day onferene An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ Illumination held atthe Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspokenyet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Arhangel Zadkiel and Melhizedek'sdiretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearlsof Wisdom.
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Chapter 18Beloved Astrea and Purity - April 30,1989 Vol. 32 No. 18 - Beloved Astrea and Purity - April 30, 1989An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ IlluminationIIIThe mountain of the LORD awaits the feet of the pilgrim beoming the hela, beoming the arhat.The mountain of the LORD bekons.Ye who have heard the Call, ye who have seen from afar the �re on the mountain know truly thedimensions of the mystery of the Christos. Therefore ye have ome out from among your members,separated yourselves from the valleys of delusions, the grasslands of karmi rumination. You haveentered a path of initiation.This gathering in the Northern Rokies is by far the key event of the hour, of the day, and of manyyles for planet earth. Thus, beloved, you have reated a halie that does beome the orrespondentof our Elohim Chalie in the Heart of the Inner Retreat.1 And in the enter of the Light you havealled forth you may visualize over this ourt, seated in meditation before you in adoration of theDivine Mother of eah one, the Lord Gautama Buddha.The Lord of the World does interede, beloved, in answer to your alls. For many are the wiseones who have been diligent and who have aomplished muh to provide that halie of a Grailvessel for Morya El.Therefore we are Elohim of the Fourth Ray. And the Fourth Ray is the very fulrum of life, yousee. Purity must ever be the keystone in the arh of being; and in the presene of purity there is noself-deeption or deeit toward another in the hiding of that dweller-on-the-threshold2 in the folds ofthe garment, even though the garment be white.Therefore, beloved, this [halie℄ that you have builded by the sared Word3 does beome the pointof the aring of the devotions of neophytes and adepts alike of the East. For out of the Himalayas inthe steps and stages of those who embody God, whether in the physial or etheri otaves, there isthe sign of the mantra, the sound of the mantra, and the ation of the irle and sword of blue ameof the Great Kali that I AM THAT I AM Astrea.Blessed hearts, as you gather we should so desire to see these gatherings week upon week upon1Chalie of Elohim. 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 8, p. 104 n. 18.2The dweller-on-the-threshold is a term used to designate the anti-self, the not-self, the syntheti self, the antithesisof the Real Self, the onglomerate of the self-reated ego. See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 21, p. 170 n. 6; no. 52, p. 422.3A dynami deree session was held prior to the ditation.145



week, for you have thrust into the earth a wedge of Cosmi-Christ-�re purity. And thus, beloved,you have sent many a demon howling this night who ould not stand to be in this plae [or℄ in youany longer, now bound by our legions and removed.Thus eah one is a thread of ontat to those who remain in the morass of their own fears, theirown anxieties and self-delusions. Those who mount the spiral and move toward the mountain of theLORD bear with them a portion of the ivilization they represent and [they℄ beome even the breadand the wine [unto those whose Christhood is yet to be℄.Now, ye who assimilate the Body of God of the Fourth Ray, know, then, that our angels ome,eah with that irle and sword of blue ame and the inux of purity. Thus you may ontinue inthis wise till the onlusion of this onferene and know that we, representing all of Elohim, desireto aomplish ertain measures of grae for all who are here. For we, too, take advantage of thedispensation of Melhizedek, Zadkiel, and Holy Amethyst.Thus, beloved, we desire and we shall plae before you, as you attend the Royal Teton Retreatthis night (apart from the body while in sleep) the history of yourself and your twin ame upon thisearth and other planetary bodies. You have seen it before, beloved, but you must see it in this hourthat you might understand the divine plan for you of Solar Logoi as eah half of the Divine Wholedoes pursue a alling whereby there is assured the balaning of that one's karma as well as a portionof the other's.Thus the marriage made in heaven does allow one or the other to bear that karma for the other,thereby failitating the balaning of the whole, the restoration to purity's white �re ore, the en-haning of the mission and, above all, that [irumstane whereby℄ through the embodied twin amethere might be a servie rendered that an arue to the vitory of both. It is most essential to yourown evolution and the planetary evolution therefore, as you have been told, that you always onsiderthat the twin ame may be at various levels and otaves of the physial, mental, or astral planes, inthe etheri retreats or as the Asended Master.Blessed hearts, understand that the Divine Whole is the T'ai Chi, and in the Alpha and Omegaof Being you are one. You are one another and there is only this divine unity - not an oppositionbut a divine unity - of osmi fores.Call, I say, upon our twin ames in this moment for that Light to desend out of your ausal bodies!Shake the Tree of Life, beloved, and reeive talents and attainments, for earth has never needed youmore! And I tell you, you have never needed more the path of initiation and of disipleship, negletingnot the �rst steps and moving toward that puri�ation of all hakras by the mantra of sared �re.Thus, beloved, we give to you this moment to o�er aloud your prayers in this wise that we mightalready respond. For our angels stand ready to deliver you, as midwives, to your I AM Preseneand Holy Christ Self, to plae in your hearts, in your hands, in your souls, and in your minds thosequalities needed to be on with4 this goal of the Path. [personal prayers o�ered℄It is desirable to raise up the Mother Light within the temple as the sared �re of the GoddessKundalini. You have so set and so established this fore�eld this night that it is a moment when nota few among you may experiene a great quikening. And thus, in order to ontinue this ditationwe ask you to take the series of mantras for the puri�ation of the hakras unto the Divine Motherfor the intensi�ation, the protetion, and the expansion of the Light therein.5Thus the sared �re raised up within you is the sword of Kali that you wield, is my own sword, isthe �re that does dispel all unlike itself, is the �re that does impel the oneness of the Mother withinyou [to be one℄ with the Buddha who is Lord of the World, with the inner Buddha of the heart. The4to get on with.5Send for your opy of \Bija Mantras for Chakra Meditation," inluding other Eastern and Western mantras andderees to the Buddha and the Divine Mother, in Mantras of the Asended Masters for the Initiation of the Chakras;90-min. audioassette B85137. 36-page booklet inluded with tape.146



demons annot linger when this pure �re is raised up. And when it is raised - and raised it must be- there begins to vibrate, in polarity with that �re, asension's ame at Luxor.Then I also ome with my sword, holding that blue-ame sword three inhes from the spine orat a greater distane, depending on the attainment and purity and leansing of the hakras of thelifestream and the four lower bodies. And I am able to wield a momentum of Light that may rosstime and spae for you, beloved, to lear the reords and the residue of past preoupations in lowerastral vibrations whereby you have aquired a buildup of astral substane and entities.How wonderful it is, then, when in true prayer and fasting you may �nd dislodged even from thephysial body those substanes that begin to burden the brain, the ells, and to ause prematureaging, graying, loss of memory, and the failing agility of both the mental body and the physial. Withthis there does also ome indulgene in self-onerns and self-pity and even the timidity whereby youknow that the yinness of self is not merely what one eats but what one hasn't disgorged oneself of- those aumulations of toxins that prevent the owering of the Eternal Youth and the presene ofSanat Kumara within the body temple.Many of you are veterans at fasting. Therefore I, Astrea, say to you that to pursue the fast inthe heart of Alpha and Omega by partaking of the holy, holy food - whih is the brown rie, [whihis in℄ itself in [the℄ polarity [and harmony of the yin and yang℄ - this, then, you may do. You mayfast on this rie for a day, eating as you will, hewing well. We like the number 108,6 for it is theompletion of the mantra; we like the mantra \I AM Alpha and Omega in the white �re ore ofBeing,"7 therefore [by prayer and fasting℄ eah and every ell reeiving the spring-leaning that isdue.One day, two days, three days, four or �ve, six or seven, eight or nine or ten - ten days, beloved,with only a small amount of banha tea and meditation upon God and breathing profoundly thefresh air and the sared �re breath with [yogi or other exerise℄. This indeed is a fasting and a self-emptying that has a spiritual/physial purpose. It is for the vitory of the soul, the sharpening ofthe mind and the intensity, intensifying, of the �re of the Spirit. See, then, what inurable onditionof psyhe or mind or body you may heal by suh a partiipation.8Understand, beloved, that this fasting is not omplete without profound prayer. But you have thesiene of mantra.6for the number of hews per mouthful. Sine rie is more aidi, the hewing balanes and predigests it with theyin saliva.7for healing in the mind and heart while hewing the rie, as an aÆrmation of healing and Divine Wholeness inthe four lower bodies.8The Yellow Emperor's Classi of Internal Mediine, the oldest-known book of Chinese mediine and the foundationof the marobioti diet based on the yin-yang priniple, desribes a ten-day rie gruel fast as the �rst remedy for disease.[3℄ 147



Let it be understood, then, that to self-empty does prepare oneself for the desent of the HolySpirit on Penteost.9 We, Elohim of the Fourth Ray, shall return and we hope to �nd some of youwho have been able to pursue some measure of this prayer and fasting that we might endow thephysial temple, atoms thereof, with the extraordinary Light, portion by portion, of Purity's ray.We are profoundly satis�ed by the devotions of our helas of the Fourth Ray in the giving of theall to Astrea, to Purity daily for many, many years. We are satis�ed with the momentum and theleansing. We ome to show you, then, how so great a momentum in the spiritual otave is due tobeome physial.Why not try it, beloved? As they have said, nothing ventured, nothing gained. Let it be welldone, for I say to you, there is a moment when the wellspring of life is available. So as there doesome forth in springtime new life and energy, we say to you, the life of the sared �re of the DivineMother is available to you.May you know the meaning of walking the fourteen stations of the ross with the Divine Womanand her seed. May you understand the Alpha and the Omega of the seven hakras. And may youknow that it is as Light spiritual beomes physial and mental that you pass through the SeondRay, through the Five Dhyani Buddhas into the seret-ray initiations.Hail, legions of Justinius! Hail, seraphim of God! We so onserate these helas of the will of Godto the rites of spring, the vernal equinox, and to their Vitory. Let it be that halies of resurretion'same be re-reated, for as Elohim have said, \We have reated! Can we not re-reate?"10We have reated! We shall reate again! And this is the re-reation of the entire being out of theDivine Image. Thus enhaning the path of twin ames, we ome.To begin this Monday next with this spiritual path may be the option and the hoie of some andnot of others. For whatever we bring to you, beloved, you may not set aside the goal-�tting and thegoal-setting of Morya El or Saint Germain; for day upon day upon day is the halie of the Word andWork of the LORD. Thus, may you prosper in righteousness, right ation, and you will �nd yourselfat the right hour and moment for this opportunity.Beloved, I AM the Eternal Mother Astrea, not merely a name on a page that you reite as amantra. I AM a very living Presene in your midst. I move among you to take from you burdensyou know not of, for you have allowed me.When you think of it, beloved, you spend almost more time with my all11 than you wouldonentrate in any other single deree on an ongoing basis. Thus purity is the sign of these overomersin these Northern Rokies and that Light of purity has shone beyond the worlds even as the stars ofthe heavens are shining in the earth this night.We take you, then, as I have said, to the Royal Teton Retreat, for we desire that you should desireto be very spei� in the pursuit of the divine plan. We desire, above all, that those things in whihyou exel, the merit you have earned, the grae you have won by servie and dynami deree shouldarue to your lifestream, as your Messenger has taught you, as the ame of God-Mastery.Shall it not be one again the elebration of the hour of the Messenger's birth in Aries in this yearto enter the initiations in the heart of the hierarhy of Pises? Thus this is the sign of the Cosmi9Rie fast in preparation for Penteost and other holy days. It is suggested that students of the Asended Mastersfast one day on brown rie, taking banha tea as neessary, before Penteost (elebrated this year on May 14). Severaldays before the sun-sign hange and the new moon eah month are auspiious times for prayer and fasting. The 10days before the solsties and equinoxes are the high marks for self-emptying in preparation for the in�lling, invigoratingLight released from the Great Central Sun on these four oasions. Also from six to two weeks prior to your birthdayand the week before the menstrual yle are good opportunities for spiritual and physial leansing and rebuilding fornew beginnings. And may all of our prayer and fasting be dediated to the Vitory of our dear El Morya.10Elohim reate and re-reate. 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 11, p. 98.11\Deree to Beloved Mighty Astrea," deree 10.14, 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 12, p.117 n. 3.148



Clok for this year for her, and all her helas will pass through that seond line of the Clok.12 Thusthe mastery of water is paramount and this mastery of the water sign is in the etheri quadrant; andLanello has alled for the puri�ation of the etheri bodies of all of the helas as a priority, somethingthat should be engaged in.13 Let it be your onentration for the next two days.Blessed ones, this ame of God-Mastery in this year, then, spei�ally in the water element, doesrelate to your own physial body. For is it not mostly water? Therefore the mastery of the body isthe mastery of water, whih is the mastery of energy-in-motion, or the emotions.These, then, an be mastered only by the binding of the dweller-on-the-threshold who has per-verted the �re element. Thus out from the subonsious and out from the dweller do proeedmouthings of anger, anxiety, arrogane, et etera, et etera. All of this, then, will ome to troublethe waters of the physial body as the body elemental herself or himself does take upon that life eventhe agitation wherever it is found.Beloved hearts, you who would enter this path of God/Christ Self-mastery in this year, know,then, that all the momentums of the absene of that mastery will ome upon you from your ownlifestream. But this is the year of the opening by Serapis Bey, by the Goddess of Light, the Queenof Light, and the Goddess of Purity of portals of purity! Assisted by Gabriel and Hope and SerapisBey and Elohim and many legions of seraphim who are also of the Fourth Ray, you an make greatprogress; for in the white Light of the Divine Mother is vitory. Let white be a olor that is yourseletion as all of the rays beome one.Blessed hearts, if you are not dealing with old momentums of the absene of self-disipline inthis year, you may easily deal with the widespread momentums of the planet where youth and agealike have indulged themselves, have gone after other gods who have made their temples vile, to beoupied by foul and unlean spirits whih you have banished from your temples and from this ourt.Thus you see, beloved, these who are of the night and of the astral plane, these disembodied spirits,are enraged when they annot onquer an entire evolution.The pillar of �re you have raised up in this night is itself an intense Power, Wisdom, and Love.Know how great is your oneness and the spirit of the Sangha of the Buddha that is here. Know,then, that you are indeed ready to take the blue-lightning mantra, to make the sign of the ross, andto send forth the Light for the onsuming of all that is unreal that would deprive all people of thisblessed earth from dediating their temples to be the temple of the living God.God is One. One in manifestation is the All. Let the All beome One and let the mighty fortresswho is our God be the fortress of Community.My Beloved Elohim Purity does speak to you now as I AM forever your Starry Mother. And mystar in this moment does shoot to the star Sirius as Purity shall remain and we shall establish thisaring of Sirius to earth. For God Surya has taken note of the e�ort of a band of helas of the willof God in the twentieth entury, as time is ounted in the spae of planet earth.18.1 Beloved PurityVol. 32 No. 18 - Beloved PurityPurity's ray, desend! Purity's ame, desend!Now my legions desend into the depths of earth and the astral plane and all over the physialplanet. And there is a binding and a dissolving of Darkness around the Lightbearers of the earth12Cosmi Clok. 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 8, p. 67 n. 5.13Puri�ation of etheri body. Lanello, 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 8, pp. 54-56, 57-59, 60-61, 63-64, 67.149



that they might emerge, as it were, from ooons of self-imposed ignorane and that whih has beenimposed upon them by the fallen angels.Legions of Purity, I ommand you in the name of the LORD God I AM THAT I AM Elohim!There is, then, a learing of ertain levels of the astral plane as earth is ompelled to give up thedead,14 who have never lived, who have weighted the planet that the living may not breathe the airof eternal Life. There is planetary learane, beloved.You have made gains. Be it known, I have said - and I AM Purity Elohim - you have made gains!Keep on keeping on and do not beome disheartened! You are making gains. You must simply keepon, one step after the other, until the portion assigned to you of your personal and planetary karmais omplete [i.e., is balaned℄!You are here, beloved. You have the Path and the Teahing. You have the One. You have theway. Know, then, that many steps and many miles must be trod, but you have made gains. Blessedhearts, this is the sign of vitory for the turning around of worlds - and those worlds are your own!Thus, do not waste the hours given to you, for one day you will ount this sojourn on planet earthas the most preious portion of time and spae ever allotted to you at this hour. For, beloved, this isthe hour when the asension is possible, when you are willing to dig in and to lean up that karmaand all that goes with it.I say to some of you who have rebelled against your own God Presene and the inner voie: Whatfolly. What folly! Do it not. I, Purity, stand before you. I hold the osmi mirror, for I AM Elohim,and I allow you to see on the inner how you have denied your Presene and still favored that dweller.I say to you: Turn and fae the Light. Change your posture! Change the way you think and dothings! Change your diet, hange your attitude, hange your stane and say yes to the living Godall the way Home!And I say, you who judge, then, this Messenger, judge not lest ye be judged.15 But if you have aonern, so state it.Blessed hearts, it is not good to bite the hand that feeds you. Thus know that the one who mustwrestle with those onditions of onsiousness that have taken you far a�eld from this enter [i.e.,this enter of ativity, this Inner Retreat, and this God-enteredness℄, the Messenger, does defendyour soul and your very life, and the life of your soul, against your own rebellion and your owndisassoiation from your God Presene, [and your℄ favoring, then, [of℄ your dweller.You, then, who have gathered from far16 yet have not always so respeted your own God Flame,ask yourselves why you have ome. Is it not beause you know on the inner that where the Body ofChrist is, there you must be?17Thus the Body of Christ is, and it is sealed in the heart of the mountain of God. It is sealed inthe heart of your own Holy Christ Self. And it annot be unsealed until the heat and the �re andthe fervor of your devotion does so burn in your hest that there may be given unto you that portionof the Body of Christ you have gathered - beause your souls know at inner levels that the hour isshort and that you must be in the holy mountain of the LORD where there is the redemption ofIsrael and Judah and all of the inarnations of your soul.Therefore, if you have ome and if you have made the trek of a thousand miles, will you not alsounderstand that there is an inner pilgrimage in the labyrinth of the eletroni belt; and it annot beignored, it annot be sealed as a manhole, it annot be allowed to stew. This, therefore, must be14The sea gave up the dead. Rev. 20:13.15Judge not, that ye be not judged. Matt. 7:1-5; Luke 6:37, 38.16to attend this onvoation17Wheresoever the body is . . .Matt. 24:28; Luke 17:37.150



opened and be unoiled.Happy are ye who delight in this task and in this law. Happy are ye who are kind to your hildren.Happy are ye who deny them not and are gentle in your are of them. For these little ones haveangels who tend them, who stand in the Presene of God,18 who stand in their defense. Happy areye who are for Christ in these little ones.Let not our hildren in the earth be rui�ed by those who know a teahing and yet do not wrestlewith the beast that would ondemn or deny one of these little ones.19 Be wise and loving parents,�rm in the Law.We are Elohim of the Fourth Ray. Out of our osmi oneption of Christ-purity we have oneivedand brought you forth with the Lords of Mind, the Lords of Form, the Lords of Individuality. Thus,beloved, we are one with the Lords of Creation.Know, then, that every single lifestream in osmos is our onern. Where we give so great a Light[in answer to your alls℄, where the Divine Mother is so alled forth [as in the Astrea deree 10.14and the bija mantras to the Feminine Deities℄ we must demand an equivaleny of self-disipline, amutuality of oneness and servie.Do you see, beloved, [that℄ the ongrueny of the triangle below and above must be? [Do younot see℄ that ommensurate with the Light of Elohim of Astrea and Purity whih you reeive theremust be a orresponding self-disipline, a tenderness, and a determination that you will keep thatame of purity and not allow any fore whatsoever to deeive you into parting with it by any kindof inharmony?Care for the hildren, beloved. Remember your own hildhood if you an, how the sars run deepwhen you have not been treated with kindness. So it is true of hildhood, whih passes quikly. Letthem know this springtime of joy with elemental life. Let them have their vitory and guard themwell from the hellish �ends that move about in the earth.We together this evening have given to you an understanding of our Presene as the love-�re ofpurity. When you omprehend purity as Love and Love as purity, you will not �nd it diÆult todivest yourself of those things whih render the heart or mind or soul impure.Our love as God Parents, then, is upon you. And as we speak, one again there does return tothis altar the Goddess of Light, the Queen of Light, and the Goddess of Purity. Truly the DivineMother's Presene is upon you. As she does hold every Christed one upon earth and other systemsof worlds in her arms, many angels of the Divine Mother in this hour and [in℄ this weekend takedown from the ross the Lightbearers rui�ed afresh and anew.Cirle and sword of Astrea from the God Star Sirius, ar the Light! I AM THAT I AM Elohim,WE ARE - One!Now the osillation of the Light of the God Star Sirius to this point of ontat does begin. And bythese blue-ame tapes so used, beloved, you have enabled this to be established. May the momentumontinue as the �nal two tapes are released and you are able to give your alls to Herules, Amazonia,Surya, Cylopea.20Thus, in Morya's name and for his vitory we minister to the helas of the will of God. Withoutthe will of God there is no purity. And the Divine Mother is loaked in a star-�re blue of sapphirehue.To the Light of Elohim above and below we bow. May resurretion's ame rystal21 in you the18Their angels do always behold the fae of my Father. Matt. 18:10.19Whoso shall o�end one of these little ones. Matt. 18:1-6; Mark 9:42; Luke 17:1, 2.20El Morya, Lord of the First Ray: Dynami Derees with Prayers and Ballads for Chelas of the Will of God 1-4audioassettes.21rystal, verb: to make into rystal, rystallize 151



design of the Chalie of Elohim that you might beome the living replia thereof.Let us now unveil by srolls for eah set of twin ames your divine plan in these twelve years andmore, and in the age of Aquarius.I seal you with angels [in order℄ that you may retire. To the heart of the Royal Teton we go.I release rays to hakras, to seret-ray points.This ditation by Astrea and Purity was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Friday night vigil on Saturday, Marh 25,1989, 12:16-1:17 a.m. MST, during the �ve-day onferene An Easter Convoation for Cosmi ChristIllumination held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Available on 71-min. audioas-sette K89018. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, addedby the Messenger under Astrea and Purity's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughoutthese notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 19Beloved Surya - May 7, 1989Vol. 32 No. 19 - Beloved Surya - May 7, 1989An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ IlluminationIVUnto the legions of the Great Central Sun I, Surya, delare: Hail to thee, O Lightbearers who havenot left your �rst estate! Hail to thee, legions of the First Ray and of the purity of the DivineMother!For I AM Surya (and Cuzo [is℄ with me) [and I℄ aÆrm the origin of the sons and daughters ofGod at the point of the God Star, Sirius. I aÆrm this fous of the Great Central Sun as a pointof origin for many who pass through earth's shoolroom at this hour. Thus I ome to reinfore theOrder of the Blue Rose of Sirius and I ome to remind all of your fealty to the Order of the FirstRay.And thus, I desire to enable you to understand how the beloved El Morya, Son of Sirius, devoteeof the will of God, is the Lord of the First Ray for a reason - that reason being, beloved, that hedoes tarry in the earth for the training in the path of helaship of those who are desended from thatGod Star and need the sharpening of the mind, the soul, the heart, and the desire body aordingto a path of devotion and servie, aording to a true ativity of the Gemini Mind of God that istruly founded in that will, that holy will, whih is the grid of Light of the divine plan.If you an visualize the omplex geometri form of earth itself, of a sphere, then understand thatit is [your℄ ongrueny with that [spherial℄ pattern that does raise you to the vibration of Sirius,that does beome the open door to the purity of Sirius and the open door to the return to that Homeof Light.This is our all to [you℄ then, who are beginning to remember that you are pilgrims passing through[earth's shoolroom℄ and that you have upon our star of Light homes of truly great magni�ene.You have left there and you have left great palaes and the golden age that is perpetual and theevolution with lifewaves who are in onstant ontat with their Teahers.Thus, there is not [upon Sirius℄ the oppression and the state of mind of searhing and looking, asit is upon earth, and not knowing the way or being God-taught in all of the various �elds of humanknowledge. These �elds, beloved, are developed to their fullest extent on the God Star.And we desire to welome you Home1 one you have paid your respets and spent your sojournon the planet Venus herself. And some of you, beloved, have your ties to Helios and Vesta in the1when you shall have ompleted your mission on earth, balaned your karma, and taken the initiation of theasension into the Light of the I AM THAT I AM 153



enter of this sun. And many who are the supporting arm of the Two Witnesses, these Messengers,2must [assist them in℄ ful�lling the oÆes of the God and Goddess Meru as the Manus of the sixthroot rae, to whih oÆes these Messengers are alled as the God and Goddess Meru one day moveon in the Hierarhy to take the oÆe of Helios and Vesta.3Thus [understand the purpose for℄ the laying of the foundation of the Christian mysteries, whihhas been the work of these two for two thousand years. And now it has beome your o�ering, yourdelight, and your desire, as you also have suh intense love for the Lord Christ, to see to it, then,that there is left in print, in reording everywhere upon earth the true path [in order℄ that whensouls [of the sixth root rae who are under the sixth dispensation through Jesus Christ℄ ome intotheir own, ome into the mastery of their minds and bodies and spirits by your example, beloved,as the Messenger has told you this afternoon, they will have the teahing and they will have that[self-knowledge of the Inner Christ℄ whereby they an overturn those who have led them in the falsepath for so many enturies.It is their own God-mastery that will enable them to do this. It is the polarity of the God Star,as Surya with Cuzo do manifest the God onsiousness of the Guru-Chela relationship and so theAlpha-to-Omega spiral.Beloved ones, when individuals do not have strength of mind and spirit and body, they are unableto see through, muh less to overturn, their overlords. Thus those who may attempt to do so maylose their lives unneessarily, as you have seen of one soul.4 And are there not tens of thousandsupon earth in this very hour who are standing for the ause of Freedom and of Truth and who arelosing their lives, beloved ones?This laying aside of the physial body is not neessary in so many ases. But the out-of-alignmentstate does in fat attrat individuals to their own tragedy and to their own demise and does ausetheir negative karma to beome a magnet within the temple, drawing to them the negative karma ofthe planet.Thus the positive reinforement, where there is a true balane of Alpha and Omega in the temple,does allow the pulsation of that perfet balane to go forth, reating physially a magnet, even asthe magnet of the God Star; and that magnet pulsating positive energy, beloved, an only draw untoitself more that is positive.And therefore you see, and learn this well, when you fous here below the balane in your physialatoms of that Alpha-Omega polarity, whih is indeed sienti� - and those of you who may not thinkit is sienti�, beloved, remember that there is a siene beyond this world - [you are proteted fromboth personal and planetary returning karma beause you are in a state of wholeness℄. And therefore2The Messengers Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet reeived the anointing by Saint Germain to oupythe oÆes of the Two Witnesses foretold in Dan. 12:5; Rev. 11:3-12. See brohure Keepers of the Flame: A Fraternityof Sons and Daughters of God Dediated to the Freedom and Enlightenment of Humanity.3In a ditation given by Casimir Poseidon through the Messenger Mark L. Prophet on September 12, 1965, atBeaon's Head, Virginia, the Master announed that the Messengers were being prepared to assume the oÆes of theGod and Goddess Meru. He said, \It has been proposed by ertain members of the Darjeeling Counil to o�er forservie in the oming time your own beloved Messenger and his onsort, Elizabeth, to be the guardians of our retreatat Lake Titiaa when the God and Goddess Meru shall have asended into higher dimensions of servie and ativity.And therefore, the God and Goddess Meru have o�ered, if your beloved Messenger and his onsort will aept, toovershadow them both throughout the entire balane of their embodiment and aording to their destiny so that theymay absorb illumination's ray and may be able to have a greater power than you even dream of in your philosophy ofomprehension of the divine Christed illumination ray."4Prior to Surya's ditation, the Messenger replayed a TV news report on a Florida resident who ourageouslygave his life for Truth. Lee Arthur Lawrene, a store owner in West Perrine, near Miami, led a �ght against loaldrug dealers by turning them into the polie and trying to onvine other residents to help keep them out of theneighborhood. There had been three unsuessful attempts on his life before he was killed in Marh by mahine gunoutside his store. Lawrene's father said of his son: \I'm proud of what he did. I'm really proud of him beause . . . hestood for the Truth." 154



those who take inspiration from the Asended Masters to bring forth their theories do not alwayshave the sienti� support. But then, beloved, you are Asended Master helas and you may go forthto establish the siene that is the very root and foundation of all religion whih we preah.Therefore, beloved, understand that when you have this balane in your lower self you are able toattrat your ausal body, you are able to attrat your Holy Christ Self, you are able to attrat thefullness of the God Star, you are able to attrat the Asended Masters [to yourself℄. Understand,then, how dangerous is the out-of-alignment state, how dangerous is this state when it beomes anational and an international ondition of onsiousness and a disease of the mind and of the psyhe.Thus, beloved ones, in the seven bodies of man realize just how powerful is the intensi�ation ofthe spirit when here below you determine to establish that fous of balane in all that you do, allthat you are, all that passes through your feelings and mind. And all of this does begin with whatyou eat and what you do not eat; [therefore you must℄ see to it that you do not take in the poisonsof this world, see to it that you bless your food and all for the Alpha-Omega polarity within it evenwhen it may not be the best that you would desire to have at the moment, espeially when traveling.How great was the understanding, then, of those souls who did not have the knowledge of thispath and diet, whose spirits were so balaned, were so holy, were so powerful that they did drawdown their I AM Presene and the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood even while theirbody temples were sik or while that sikness was their willingness to bear the negative karma ofthe planet, knowing that in bearing that karma they perhaps would ome to the plae of the loss oftheir [physial℄ lives.These are the saints in the earth whose �ery spirits were so intense that they ould all down theGreat Causal Body of themselves and their I AM Presene, hold the balane for the Churh andfor the world itself on this planet and yet, by willingly taking on the negative karma of earth, [theydid℄ not neessarily maintain that perfet balane that you have been direted to follow in your ownphysial diets and regimen.Thus it is well not to judge, for some of the greatest saints have had maladies. And if one wouldanalyze these maladies solely from the standpoint of whether or not that individual was enlightenedor had God-mastery, one would miss the entire point and meaning of the true path of sainthood[ -whih is the bearing of one another's karmi burden℄.But I tell you, beloved, wise ones who ome together to amp in the mountain of the LORD willsay, \Let us eah bear another rumb of world karma from the Master's table. Let us eah bear whatwe an already bear, [and then some,℄ and let us so pursue the spiritual and the physial and themental balane that even the bearing of this [extra℄ karma will not take us out of alignment."Thus, between the violet ame for transmutation and the perfet life-style, beloved, you an seethat you an bear greater [karmi℄ burdens for the LORD. And that is preisely what the saints didby their own holiness.Come ye, then, into alignment with the God Star. For this reason beloved Astrea and Purity haveestablished this ar between the God Star and the earth.5 I suggest that you take a moment whenour star is visible to you to fae that Central Sun and to give the mantra \I AM Alpha and Omega. . . I AM Alpha and Omega in the white �re ore of Being."Blessed ones, the mantra of the aÆrmation of ourselves where you are as \I AM THAT I AMGod Surya and Cuzo in my heart and soul and mind!" will enable us to anhor within you theseurrents. And believe me, beloved ones, there are urrents from the stars! There are rays that dodesend and those rays are vital in the development of the spirituality of souls and of their hakras.Thus know, as you do and as some are aware, that this is a binary star. And thus you see in therevolving of the lesser sun around the greater what is the devotion of Chela, the Chela Cuzo, to the5Ar between Sirius and the earth. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 18, pp. 197, 200.155



Guru Surya. May it also be with yourselves, for we desire to see the replia and the dupliate of thisGuru-Chela relationship manifest upon earth.El Morya, then, is the key and the fous and the fulrum, the very springboard to your reat-tainment of the God-mastery of the blue rose and the God-mastery that enables you to beome onewith the God Star. Begin, then, [your ourse of helaship℄ with [a review of℄ all of his writings andditations. Begin, then, with the teahings as well as the letures and sermons of the MessengerMark, who was his mouthpiee. Understand that Morya and his blue rose and his vibration of theGod Star, Sirius, does absolutely permeate this ativity.Anyone who should pass through these halls for any number of years and not reah the fullnessof beoming a andidate for the asension at Luxor and attaining that whih is neessary to returnto the God Star, I tell you, beloved, it is his own fault. For everything is here to reah and ahievethat goal, and the �nal missing link to the entire path is the orret diet for eah and every one ofyou.I assure you, then, beloved hearts, that all that the Messenger has told you is orret. And whenyou hear the word that does ome from other otaves and is spoken, you beome aountable therefor.And if there be any risk in plaing oneself in the audiene before the Messenger it is this - that whenyou have heard the word and you have heard the key and been given the diretion and you do notfollow it, you do make karma. So it was that Astrea and Purity have warned you of that very karma,whether of the ritiism of the Messenger or of the biting of the hand that feeds you.6Now then, beloved, we desire to see this aring inrease; and it shall inrease as you give yourderees on the First and the Fourth Rays and as you open up your hakras by Purity's ray, byself-puri�ation at every level of being.We ome beause the hour is physial. We ome beause, beloved, the Dark Cyle is approahingone again on April 23. And as these Dark Cyles turn, beloved, and as they turn in the years aheadyou will �nd that the desent of karma beomes more intense.And beause you have invoked so muh Light this day, you are given to understand that the DarkCyles that are appearing are a onlusion of ages of the return of karma; and this karma is beomingphysial. And therefore as you go from the Dark Cyle of April 23, 1989, to April 23, 1990 and 1991,you will be seeing a greater physial manifestation of that whih is now predominantly in the astralplane,7 although there be muh in the physial otave that is the returning karma of thousands ofyears.These enturies' delay, therefore, of the return of karma to mankind, as you know, has been inorder that mankind ould follow their shepherds, ould follow the Sons of God, ould have thatthreefold ame reignited [in order℄ to sit, eah and every one, under his own I AM Presene and HolyChrist Self. It is a pity, beloved, that they have not heeded.You must know, therefore, even as I witness to you in behalf of the Four and Twenty Elders, thatthere does ome a time when there is no turning bak of karma. It is not well, therefore, that youbank on the turning bak of this karma but rather that you bank on your own preparedness, yourown individual self-mastery, your own individual ertitude that you yourself will manifest the GodFlame and thus turn your own karma by transmutation into Light and be ready to be the instrument61989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 18, p. 198.7Karma of Dark Cyles beoming more physial. On April 23, 1989, the Dark Cyle moved to the eight o'lok lineof the Cosmi Clok under the hierarhy of Virgo (an earth sign that is in the astral quadrant, whih represents theemotional, or desire, body and whih also orresponds to the subonsious as well as the olletive unonsious of theplanet and its evolutions). On April 23, 1990, the Dark Cyle will move to the nine o'lok line (under the hierarhyof Libra) into the physial quadrant where it will remain for the next three years, whereupon it will enter the earth(physial) sign of Capriorn. However, this teahing does not fully reveal why the oils of the Dark Cyle of returningkarma will ontinue to tighten in the physial plane. This will be explained in future letures and writings. (For anexplanation of the Dark Cyle and how it is harted on the Cosmi Clok, see 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 72, p. 561 n. 3.)156



of the LORD God wherever you are needed in time of risis where others do not have the ability todeal with it.This is truly the wisdom of the hour. And therefore I aution you against being overly optimistior overly pessimisti but, being entered in God-Reality, to have the awareness that the bell does tollfor you individually and that �rst and foremost it is the responsibility of the Lightbearers to deal withtheir own karma. And without dealing with that karma, [whih some refuse to do, demanding thatanother bear it in their stead,℄ you have a weight upon you whereby we annot inrease illumination,we annot inrease God-mastery even if you beome the most perfet and adept student on themarobioti diet.For there are evil individuals, beloved, who have perfeted their bodies on that diet and they are byno means our instruments. There are blak magiians who follow suh diets. Thus [the instrument℄is only as good as the vessel and the vessel is only as good as the soul and the soul is only as goodas the spirit, the heart, and the mind.Reognize, then, that that preparedness will provide us the means for your own saving grae. Andone you understand that you annot save another until you save yourself, you will make it yourbusiness to save yourself in every level of being, to attain wholeness at every level of being, to attainbalane in all of your hakras, to get rid of, I say - as quikly as the all an be answered aordingto the will of God - the last vestiges of the dweller-on-the-threshold, and also to see your karma passinto the ame.Let us have students who are alive, alert, and awake - alive, alert, and awake in the onsiousnessof Gautama Buddha - and who do extend suh a strong ord of love to his heart that over that ord,beloved, you feel the impulsations of his mind and you reeive that whih is reorded there, thatwhih is his very thought proess, that whih is his oneness with the Mind of God. And thus youare realists in all that is happening around you.I say, beloved, we look to the goal of preparedness in this Community and when that preparednessis full you may return again to a life-style that is more moderate. And thus, having so establishedyour bastion of Light, you will be able to go on with the proess of union with God on the path ofdisipleship.I speak to you in this hour and I speak in an aelerated pae, for I am here anhoring the Lightof this ar. And at this moment the Elohim of the Fourth Ray are in the God Star. Understand thatwe are not limited and we an be at both plaes at one quite easily, for our God onsiousness andour aura does atually extend that distane and greater distanes.Beloved ones, nevertheless I am fousing an intensity of myself here as there is the intensity ofPurity and Astrea in the God Star. And this aring, I assure you, beloved, omes beause of e�ort,omes beause you have been willing to use the blue-ame assettes, beause of your adoration andonern for El Morya, beause you have raised up a ertain physial strength, beause you haveturned around - many of you 180 degrees in the past year - to stand and fae your God and yourMighty I AM Presene.I tell you, beloved, all over this earth there are people who are aware of the onoming Darknessand yet they have not beome aquainted with nor tied to this ativity of Light. I say, pray for them!Let our entire vigil this evening be dediated to those hearts of Light that they might make thatontat, that they might step into the Light, that they might prepare for oneness with their I AMPresene.The reinforement of the Body of God upon earth has never, I tell you, never been more importantthan [it is℄ in this moment; and therefore we are greatly heartened to see your attendane here, whihdoes manifest truly the greatest onvoation of Eastertide that has been held in this ativity.Blessed hearts, it is the �re on the mountain and it is a blue-white �re. And we are here to see to it157



that that blue-white �re is sustained and does remain! And we are here to ombine our energies withElohim in the Heart of the Inner Retreat and with the twin ausal bodies of the God and GoddessMeru.8May you know and understand, therefore, that this is a permanent fous. And you an do thefollowing: You an reinfore it, you an intensify it, you an magnify it, you an ause this umbilialord of Light to beome a giant funnel - a tunnel through whih many souls may rise and asend.Know, then, beloved, that all [that℄ you ontribute to these First and Fourth Rays [through yourmasterful exerise of the siene of the spoken Word℄ does make this possible.Blessed ones, I an tell you that it was not known, with the oming of Alpha,9 whether there ouldbe new dispensations that would desend to the Lightbearers of the planet in these past several years.But I tell you, beloved, it is by the faithfulness of our helas and the [losing℄ of the ranks of thosehelas and [our℄ awareness of other souls who are oming loser to the Light that this ould takeplae. This is no ordinary manifestation; it is an extraordinary manifestation, beloved.And thus you will know that if you desire to inrease these dispensations, you simply must ontinueto plae the priorities of Alpha and Omega before you. I am ertainly realisti though somewhatsaddened that those priorities will require you to be engaged prinipally in the Work of the LORD.And that Work of the LORD must ome �rst and you should not hide yourselves for that fat norshould you waste moments and periods of time when you ould be dereeing, [when℄ you ould begiving your devotions.Thus, be extremely disiplined, beloved ones. For when you engage in the Work of the LORD youare engaged in the Omega yle, and the God-mastery of the Omega yle is more diÆult than theAlpha. In this earth and in this world it is the balaning of the fores of the Yin [that is the hallengeof every hela℄; and there is an Alpha and [an℄ Omega, a positive and [a℄ negative polarity withinthe Yin as there is a positive and negative polarity within the Yang. But being that the Yin hasbeen perverted in karma and [in the℄ negative karma in the earth planes and the astral planes, thereis not a perfet polarity [within the Yin here below℄ as [there℄ was originally in Spirit in the GreatCentral Sun before the desent of the sared �re of the Kundalini. [And though it be unbalanedin the planes of karmi man (i.e., man-ifestation), this perfet polarity within the plus and minusspheres of osmi fores is still the order of the universes and the absolute God-Reality of Alpha andOmega in the Great Central Sun.℄And so, beloved, the Work of the LORD being the Work of the Divine Mother and her handsthrough you, you must take are - take are in all things and beware. Beware, I say! Beware, Isay! Beware, I say! of those who ome in your midst who may be jealous of your Light. Beware ofthose who may ome as plants to spy out your liberty!10 Beware, I say, in the name of the Goddessof Liberty and the Lords of Karma that you might preserve this dispensation and Teahing for alllifestreams to ome in the next two thousand years! And if [you do sueed in preserving it,℄ belovedones, you will see that foundation of the great religion of Almighty God beome the foundation of thefollowing yle beyond that [of the new age of Capriorn and the Great Divine Diretor's sponsorshipthereof℄.We must, beloved, one and for all establish in the minds [and℄ hearts of all those people [of allresidual root raes and points of origin℄ upon this planet that there is a Threefold Flame, an interiorLight, a Holy Christ Self and an I AM Presene, [and℄ that this is not blasphemy and that this doesnot disagree with any of the World Teahers we have sent forth from the heart of the God Star! [Thisteahing℄ is neither a denial of Jesus' mission nor [is it a denial℄ of his Christhood or his Sonship.8Causal bodies of the God and Goddess Meru over the Royal Teton Ranh. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 8, p. 104 n. 18.9The oming of Alpha. See \A Prolamation" by Alpha, delivered during Gautama Buddha's May 13, 1987 Wesakaddress; ditations by Alpha, July 5, 1987, and July 3, 1988 (1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 24, pp. 242-46; no. 38, pp.379-94; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 68, pp. 521-34).10False brethren who spy out our liberty. Gal. 2:4; Jude 12.158



And yet they have taken from the people this profound truth that the inner Light is indeed within[them℄ and that that Light is a leaven [that℄ an leaven the whole man.That foundation must be set. And let all of you see to it that this message of the Stump, that thisprophey of the 1990s does go forth and reah the many. Understand, beloved, that that seed mustbe planted. And when it is planted and when it is reeived [by souls℄, even if [those℄ souls must passon, for their time is ome, they are able to go into higher otaves [beause they know the Truth℄.They are able to study [in the etheri retreats of the Asended Masters℄. They are able to see thewrongs of world religion. And every orthodox religion today has this limitation beause it is fousedupon the worship outwardly of some historial or present �gure rather than inwardly - and in thetrue sense of the word inwardly - upon the Inner Buddha, the Inner Christ, the Inner Lord Krishna.Know, then, that the Divine Mother does attend all. Know, then, beloved ones, that this Rok ofChrist Truth must be had by all and held by all, that all may know the LORD, [that℄ all may knowthe name I AM THAT I AM Elohim, [that℄ all may know the full power of the Godhead to performthat perfet work.Understand, beloved, that I am weaving spirals around you now as my angels weave those spiralsaround you. And it is the white �re and [as they weave℄ it is like a thread and that thread is forminga oil - many, many, many layers of that oil around you - and it is establishing a fore�eld; and bythat fore�eld you may one day draw down the yles of your ausal body.It is by prayer and meditation, by attunement, by keeping your mind on the one God and beingwilling to simply shut o� that attention that goes hither and yon, that easeless hatter, that en-gagement of lower energies as you do not take the momentum and the opportunity to be one [withthe Christ of one℄ another [and℄ to exalt God, but rather to indulge in the lesser manifestations oflife.Blessed ones, it is a long road until one omes to the [full℄ realization of this [inner℄ God Flame.If the people know it and believe it, no longer will anyone upon earth, any of the fallen angels [oraliens℄ be able to onvine them that they must worship a esh-and-blood god outside of themselves.Thus, beloved, the people were too smart to worship the fallen angels. [Therefore the fallen angels℄raised up Jesus Christ as a esh-and-blood god11 and the people forgot the greatest message thathe brought. And therefore the Lord Jesus did ry out! For the people did not understand that theworship of the living Christ and the worship of him and the seeing of the Christ within him was theseeing of the Father that sent him, the seeing of the Guru who sent him, the seeing of the Light untothe ultimate soure[ - as well as the Light within themselves℄.12The people began to worship [Jesus℄ the human being even while he was yet [among them℄, andthus he did rebuke and rebuke and rebuke again [their idolatry℄. And this [worship of the humanJesus to the exlusion of the worship of the Light of the Inner Christ within themselves as well asin Jesus℄ is the lie that has taken every one of you out of the path of your Vitory for many, manyenturies.Thus we are determined, as you are determined, that the message shall not be lost and that manyshall ome unto the understanding of the interior Self, the interior Christ! They are not hollowed-out ones; they are not godless, ameless ones. They are the hildren of the Light and they mustwalk in the Light13 - as the Light, of the Light, bearing the Light! And the interior Light is thenuleus whereby this spiral [of white �re℄ that is being woven around you [by angels of Surya℄ is11Jesus worshiped as esh-and-blood god. See \The Romanization of Christ and Christianity," in Mark L. Prophetand Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, pp. 57-65; and \The Making of a Cult Leader," aDeember 11, 1988 sermon by Elizabeth Clare Prophet available on two 90-min. audioassettes, K88045-46.12\Jesus ried and said, He that believeth on me, believeth not on me, but on him that sent me. And he that seethme seeth him that sent me." John 12:44, 45.13Children of the Light must walk in the Light. Eph. 5:8; I Thess. 5:5; I John 1:7.159



being magnetized to your aura.Let the full power, then, of Surya and Cuzo be made known unto you this day! For we hold thebalane in the heart of the will of God of the true Guru-Chela relationship, whih you may entertainwith beloved El Morya and whih you may intensify if you desire to do so through the heart of theembodied and asended Messengers.Blessed ones, there is a path and it an be fully realized and attained to here. You need not beonerned, beloved ones, for the tests you reeive are diretly [by℄ the wavelength of the God Star.We must have full warriors of the Spirit! We must have adepts out of this experiment on planetearth!You volunteered, beloved hearts, and therefore we hold you to your promise and your vow. Youame to demonstrate this path. Now we demand that you outdo every other path, every other hela,every other form of worship or disipleship, not beause you are ompetitive but beause you havethe highest Truth, beause you know you have a Mighty I AM Presene, and beause your lives mustbe a testimony that this path does work and not a testimony of those who will tolerate entities ofgluttony, sugar, anger, ondemnation, resentment, and all the rest within their fore�elds.These [entities℄ ling to that rotting food within the body, that rotting substane and all of thedrugs and hemials that they have pumped into this generation. It is an outrage, beloved! And youare our beloved and we desire to see you emptied that we might �ll you with Light! Therefore do yourpart and you will see that far beyond those who give mere physial testimony of health improvements,you will give the testimony of the vitory of the Light and the vitory of the asension!How was it, then, that Jesus ould reeive these things[ - these attainments, these powers℄? Did henot fast forty days and nights in the wilderness to have the power and the strength and the intensityof the �re of the Spirit of God within him to fae the temptations of Satan? And yet he was theLord Christ.Did he fear Satan? Nay, but he had a realism about him. Neither overly optimisti, neither overlypessimisti, he did fae that Darkness and knew that behind Satan is the entire false hierarhy ofAntihrist and Death and Hell, and that by subtlety and wiles and the misuse of the Logos, of divinereason, this fallen one will ome in in the night [or℄ at any time and onvine you to engage inativities not of the Light, to believe the lie, to believe the ondemnation, to believe that a dear andsweet brother has somehow now turned into a vampire!Beloved ones, they will try everything to divide and saw you asunder. And therefore know thatthat �ery enteredness is neessary to fae the foe, to earn your stripes, and to reeive initiations.Expet to be initiated! In some ases, beloved, we have not initiated any further beause it beomesa serious karma-making situation for you as you reeive these initiations not with preparedness, notwith expetany, not with the welome to Maitreya, not with saying eah day, \Welome, Maitreya,into my life! Welome, and let me reeive this day's initiation, whatever it may be!" - and then toremember you have said this for the next twelve or �fteen hours.Beloved ones, it is so easy to forget that one has asked to be tested, and yet that is the veryessential of the test. Thus understand that we have eased to test for the failures of the previoustests. And therefore there omes a ertain stalemate, a ertain stulti�ation. Just as the physialbody an beome not vigorous, not funtioning properly, an beome stopped up, so an the astralbody, the mental body, the etheri body. And thus the soul does not move on.And yet by your devotions and your derees you do bring forth Light. But how muh more Lightyou ould bring forth I am here to tell you! And this is one of the most important messages thatwe who speak to you at this onferene bring from the Four and Twenty Elders - just how muhmore Light and God-mastery you ould be manifesting for your great and noble e�orts [alreadydemonstrated℄. 160



Beloved ones, there are hardly any groups of monks or religious upon this earth who put in thehours of prayer that you put in. Do you realize this, beloved? [\Yes."℄ Therefore, you see, the holyones of God are known in the mountain of God. It is you, beloved; and upon you many around theworld [do℄ lean who are bearing perseutions untold.Whether they have made vows in monasteries and holy orders or whether they are simply Light-bearers bringing forth hildren, maintaining their homes and families, they know at inner levels -these souls that are a part of the heart of God - that in the holy mountain of God there are holyones who send forth the �at and the all. And [the Lightbearers know that℄ by their strength andsomehow by their oneness with the Great White Brotherhood [they℄ are sustained and assisted. Theyknow this, beloved. They know it well.It is to thee that I speak. I AM Alpha and Omega in the white �re ore of Being. This spiralwoven is anhored in the etheri body, in the Holy Christ Self at the solar-plexus hakra. We darenot anhor it in the physial, beloved, for the eletroni belt still present, the dweller not entirelybroken and bound, the desires not wholly puri�ed.You have this [spiral℄, nevertheless, at the level of the Holy Christ Self. And you may know thatthe goal is to fasten this to the solar-plexus hakra14 whereby and wherefore all of your desiring, allof the momentum of your devotion to the will of God through Morya, Mihael, Herules, Amazoniabak to the God Star might be released to beome, by and by, the fous of the Central Sun Magnetof your own I AM Presene and ausal body that you might draw all men and women and hildrento the very Heart, to the very Mind of God.This is a goal-setting and a goal-�tting. I an tell you, beloved, that when all of your desiring isto that will, this will take plae. It is not impossible and you must not disount it for yourself andsay, \I will never ome to the plae where I am in ontrol of my emotional body or my desires or theentities that play upon my desires or my eletroni belt or my dweller."But I wish to assure you that the Four and Twenty Elders have examined your lifestreams andthey have seen how in the spae of twenty-four months you have made progress. And in many ofyou, by the inner balaning that is taking plae, there is a new peae, a new inner peae, an abilityto resist anger, to resist the devil, to resist irritation.And thus, where there is a path that is being won and souls in the proess we must set up themeans whereby when the one beomes vitorious the one may so manifest [the Vitory℄ and the onemay assist in magnetizing others. For there are sienti� priniples about this oil and how oneoil interats with another until the whole Mystial Body of God may radiate Christ-Peae throughplanet earth, through every lifestream, throughout the solar system and beyond simply beause thisportion of the self is under God-Control.Thus Jesus prophesied that those who would believe in him and in the universal Christ-Peae,out of their bellies [i.e., the solar-plexus hakra℄ would ow rivers of living water.15 Value, then, thepower of peae. Value the power of the solar plexus, whih is the polarity in the Omega of the Alphaof the throat hakra.Your desires as well as your frustrations as well as your angers are expressed through the throathakra, and they ome from that plae, [that same solar-plexus hakra misused and misquali�ed,℄where through imbalane in the body and mind there is the upsetting of the energies of the eletronibelt and the astral body; and thus you �nd yourself out of ontrol, not pleased with your performane.This is hanging. This is hanging! Aept forgiveness owing. Move on. You are gaining yourGod-mastery. Count the times you have won and let the failures be bound, let them be onsumedby the violet ame. Do not let failure deter you, but see to it that failure is a goad to the next14literally \the plae of the sun," the enter of the Prine of Peae, the enter of pure God desire15\He that believeth on me, as the sripture hath said, out of his belly shall ow rivers of living water." John 7:38.161



vitory and the next. Blessed ones, this God-Control and Vitory, this power of peae an ome toyou before your asension; and a ertain level of this God-mastery is the requirement.Therefore take the all of the Messenger and the Asended Masters that the year oming be ayear of [your℄ full God-mastery in the age of Pises. Let all of your vitories of these two thousandyears ome to bear upon your attainment of God-mastery [here and now℄ in these [physial℄ forms.And let all of the absene of that attainment be transmuted by the violet ame tapes - your use ofthem, beloved, your devoted use, whih does unite the entire body of this movement worldwide.Now then, beloved, when Jesus reeived \the all-power of heaven and earth,"16 he did reeive thatpower as attainment of a very high degree of universal Christhood in all of the seven hakras. Thisteahing regarding the [soul-testing on the Sixth Ray of the Pisean dispensation under Jesus Christ- whih involves the 2/8 axis on the Cosmi Clok, the line of the℄ solar plexus, [as well as that ofits ounterpart on the 5/11 axis, the line of the throat hakra℄ - is the example of [the initiations of℄one [hakra℄ whereby you an understand what would be the testing of the others. [And it is℄ thisone [hallenge of the God-mastery and the Christ-Peae℄ of [the soul through℄ the solar plexus [that℄is neessary to [your℄ reeiving \the all-power in heaven and earth" [whih Jesus did℄.The heaven and earth of your being are your hakras above and below the heart. The only timeyou have the all-power of these levels is when all of your hakras are free and sealed, entity free, freeof inordinate desire, free of leaks, tears,17 [and all℄ ompromises [of God-Harmony℄. The Light ofthe hakras must ow to the physial form. Let the physial form be ready. The Elohim Peae andAloha, Uriel and Aurora, the Lord Christ, the Seven Chohans attend you for this vitory.I seal you, then, in this moment of the osmi interhange as now I asend to the sun of the GodStar, Sirius, and Elohim of the Fourth Ray desend to this plae!In the time it has taken to speak these words I AM, beloved, in the God Star, Sirius, and I remain.And Elohim Purity and Astrea reestablish the polarity, the negative polarity, here on earth at thisplae in the mountain, the holy mountain of the LORD.This ditation by Surya was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Eliz-abeth Clare Prophet on Holy Saturday, Marh 25, 1989, 6:41-7:23 p.m. MST, during the �ve-dayonferene An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ Illumination held at the Royal Teton Ranh,Park County, Montana. Available with ditation of Heros and Amora on 90-min. audioassetteK89020. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added bythe Messenger under Surya's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoWis the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

16All power in heaven and in earth. Matt. 28:18.17rents, openings, rips 162



Chapter 20Beloved Heros and Amora - May 14, 1989Vol. 32 No. 20 - Beloved Heros and Amora - May 14, 1989An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ IlluminationVIn the heart of the Ruby Ray may you abide forever. In the enter of the rystal of the Ruby Raymay you realize who is the Inner Buddha, who is the Inner Christ, and who are you, O my soul.We the Elohim of the Third Ray ome, for you have alled. You have ome in time. You haveome also in spae. Best of all, beloved, you have ome in the true spirit of Divine Love and Love'sHoly Spirit.Thus do you know that the Maha Chohan and his many angels tend you more, for that GentlePresene may draw nigh to you beause you have drawn nigh to that Holy Spirit and beause youhave shunned other lesser spirits that have assayed to take over the mind or the soul, the psyhe.Blessed hearts, happy are ye when ye are vitorious by the sword of the Ruby Ray. When youwield it in giving this [judgment℄ all I promise you that the devils tremble1 and that there is alwaysa net gain on the planet. And inasmuh as there is a rising tide of the astral plane on the entireplanetary sphere,2 beloved, your e�ort to keep the ame of this judgment all (number 33.00)3 doeshave the reverse e�et, ausing that tide to be lowered somewhat and to be onsumed.Thus there is the gaining of opportunity through Divine Love and Love's intensity of the RubyRay for souls who otherwise would not arrive at the gate of their own individual Christ onsiousnessin this hour. Keep on keeping on, beloved ones.We rejoie that the invoations to Cosmi Christ illumination have gone forth, for we understandthat true Love is a divine understanding. True Love is illumined ation. True Love, of ourse, isfounded upon the righteousness of the will of God. Therefore you lear the way, as Jophiel andChristine do lear the way, for the legions of Light to ome forth.Now, then, as we have set our desire to be with you in the quadrants of the year, we are able toar the ray from the autumn to the spring equinox.4 We are able to ome, beloved, and the more forthe all and the steadfastness of your hearts, to bring to the planet a ertain sealing ation.1Devils tremble. James 2:19.2On Otober 10, 1988, Herules announed that the bottomless pit had been opened and as a result there was arising tide of the astral plane on the planet. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, pp. 622-24, 625-26.3Deree 33.00, \The LORD's Judgment by the Ruby Ray through Arhangel Chamuel and Charity," from aditation delivered July 7, 1985 (see 1985 PoW, 39, pp. 475-86).4Desire of Heros and Amora to return eah quadrant of the year. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 60, p. 470. Heros andAmora last ditated on Otober 11, 1988, during the Harvest lass (1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 81, pp. 635-42).163



You may visualize a sphere of ruby olor the thikness of eggshell surrounding the entire planetnow. Its e�et is in fat a hilling e�et against the astral plane sweeping so suddenly into thephysial.The astral onsiousness is attempting to pour through the worst programming in series televisionsine television has beome the popular mode of ommuniation in this ountry, ever more withraftand blak magi through rok musi. And we see how there has been a hallenge by some to removefrom television that whih ought not to be before the hildren of Ameria, those senes whih shouldnot be a part of their training. Therefore let the misuses of the body in man and woman and themisuse of dress not be modeled on television in these shows, beloved. Let there be the judgment, forthey also abort the purity of heart of these little ones.We ome, then, in this hour when in some areas of the earth the dawn does re-reate anew thestepping forth from the tomb of the Lord Christ Jesus and the meeting there of beloved Magda, thetwin ame. You an understand the profound rejoiing and the profound relief of these twin ames[in℄ the vitory of resurretion's ame over Death and Hell. But instead of a mission ending, beloved,it was a mission beginning.So it will be in the hour of your own resurretion. There are many beginnings and endings in life,but the resurretion itself does loose you and set you free to be that Christ to many, many souls.Blessed hearts, the initiation whereby you reeive the attainment of resurretion's ame is thedesent into hell.5 You have been told by the Messenger that there are thirty-three levels, desendingin vibration, of hell,6 just as there are thirty-three levels of initiation moving into the higher etheriotaves unto the asension.I unveil for you, then, a labyrinth of the layers of hell upon this earth, and as they proeeddownward it is almost as though you would travel through the ataombs. Those of you who havetraveled through the ataombs in Rome and have had to understand how the Christians ouldsurvive there must also know that these faithful ones (many of whom have been waiting in theetheri otave in the resurreted state until you should also ome to that plae [on the path of yoursoul's initiation in the resurretion ame℄)7 were [simultaneously℄ undergoing this initiation of thedesent into hell; yet some of them spent the remainder of their lifetimes [in the ataombs℄ in thoseonditions of darkness and old.Know, then, that this desent into hell by the Lord Jesus Christ was [a desent℄ into every one ofthe thirty-three levels; and he did preah the rebuke of the living ame of Truth unto all [who dweltin℄ them. Whatever the station or state of onsiousness [he found them in℄, the Lord did preah hismessage into the very teeth of their viiousness, into the very darkness and depths thereof.Blessed ones, one must go forth to ounter the lie of the Liar, to ounter the murder of theMurderer and all infamy that issues from these ardinal sins against the LORD God. In order todesend into these plaes, beloved, you must have ample experiene in life. But, you see, muh of theareas of the world, in fat a very high perentage, are ongruent in the physial otave with [variouslevels of℄ the astral plane.Thus you have experiened \hell on earth" in many situations and onditions of your life in thisembodiment and [in℄ previous inarnations. Some of you have experiened various levels of the astralplane (whih is a better word for these thirty-three levels) between embodiments, as you have beentold, not having gathered enough momentum to asend on the upward spiral of the path of initiation[to enter even the lowest levels of the etheri otaves℄. Some, therefore, who have arrived at the �rstlevel in the downward desent of the astral plane have missed very narrowly the �rst level asendingupward to etheri otaves of Light.5The initiation of the desent into hell. [4℄6Thirty-three levels of the astral plane. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 88, p. 700 n. 15.7Souls slain for the word of God. Rev. 6:9-11. 164



The line is drawn, beloved, it is drawn by the Lords of Karma and by the Holy Christ Self of eahone. For we would not have you [desend too low or asend too high in onsiousness either duringor between embodiments℄ without the full up of experiene, the full up of overoming, and the fullup of the Vitory.Thus, beloved, [in℄ your enounters with astral experienes - as you have been taken there whetherthrough drugs of many kinds, whether through rok musi, whether through individuals who were ofthe Darkness, whether through all types of violation of the laws of God and density itself, whetherthrough faing your own astral karma - you have [in most ases℄ been strengthened and that is theintent of these experienes.Thus one again I ome, when you have the opportunity to aept that portion of the resurretion[ame℄ that you are able to reeive, to remind you that you must not sense guilt or sorrow or a senseof lost opportunity or a sense of failure [through℄ episodes of this lifetime or the past that seem tobe revolving through the mind or the memory. Remember, eah and every one of these was for thelesson to be learned.The lesson to be gained, beloved, is to make the absolute and �nal God-determination to withdrawfrom the astral plane and all its allure - even those temptations that may provide pleasure, that mayprovide amusement, that might provide glory for the human ego or suess or wealth or rihes. All ofthese things did Satan o�er to the Lord Christ and all of these things he rejeted, for he understoodthat to aept any of them was to get hooked in the downward spiral that leads in \the ways ofdeath."8 And when the sripture and the teahings speak of the ways of death, beloved, it is thedownward spiraling stairase of the astral plane where many are entombed.But alas, beloved, there are some Lightbearers, and not a few, who are also aught in these levelsbetween embodiments and they are no longer able to extriate themselves even though they desireto be set free. It is muh more diÆult to experiene this [out of the body℄, beloved, than it isto experiene it in the physial otave. The onreteness, the physiality of the body itself, theavailability of plaes in the earth where great light is released, suh as this one, the opportunity tomove about, to balane karma, to deide at any moment to walk away from that Darkness is herewhen you are in embodiment. It is not there when you are in the astral plane [after the hange alleddeath℄.For one thing, beloved, at the onlusion of a lifetime you are assigned by the Lords of Karma tothe level of your ahievement, the level of your vibration, the [karmi℄ level that is deserving of youration or ination [in that lifetime and even previous lifetimes℄. Thus, one assigned to that level,if it is the astral plane, you must [on your own℄ augment, intensify, and build [up℄ the Light withinyour heart. [For℄ there in these [lowest℄ levels [of the astral plane℄ there are not gurus, there are notguides, there are not Lightbearers; and the angels ome [there℄ only in answer to the all of those inembodiment to resue [souls aught in the grips of the momentums of Death and Hell℄.Thus we observe [that℄ there are Lightbearers in these lower otaves [of the astral plane℄, even[those who are℄ tied as twin ames to those in this movement, and they are not able to get to theotaves of Light and will not be able to do so until the all is made for them.Thus, beloved ones, when you onsider the [initiation of the℄ desent into hell to preah the wordof the Everlasting Gospel, you may also see it as the ativity of the Messenger, who has gone forthto the major ities of this ountry and the world to deliver that message, oftentimes into the veryteeth of those who would physially attak and shout and hurl invetive and even have the intent tokill and destroy.This, then, is an example, and that example you must see as something that is an initiation thatyou, too, will ful�ll sometime and somewhere. If you are not able to preah the Word in an organizedfashion to the omfort of life, you surely may do so [in an unorganized fashion℄. And you surely may8The ways of death. Prov. 14:12; 16:25; Rom. 6:21-23.165



take the books that have been written and see that they are not only given to others but that as yougive them you [also℄ impart the Holy Spirit and the desire for others to imbibe that teahing.We ome, therefore, with the understanding that there must be a sealing and a sealing o� of theastral plane from the earth if some souls yet in embodiment are to lean esape9 that desent [intohell (unprepared to fae it, whether as the judgment or as the initiation)℄ when and if they shouldpass from the sreen of life in an untimely manner.We ome to you, beloved, so that you may pratie, as pratie makes perfet, speaking the Truthinto the lie and not being silent. You will meet many upon the road of life who are onvined, eitherby false teahers or their own egotism, of systems and dotrines that are simply not orret and notof the Light. It is not just that you should remain silent, for did not the Lord say on Palm Sunday,\If these should hold their peae, the very stones should ry out"?10And therefore there is a time to witness to the Truth and there is a time to rebuke the lie andto know that the Holy Spirit, of whih we are a part, is able to desend to deliver that one of theerror! But beause that one is loked in an error that does not allow the Logos or the living Wordto deliver reason, to deliver illumination, to deliver the ation of the sared �re, then, beloved, youmust understand that [in order℄ to free [that℄ one from his ignorane or his error that one must [begiven to℄ understand the step-by-step proess of the very logi of the Word and of the Teahing itself.It is the proverbial situation where the individual annot �nd his way out of a paper bag. Andmany people are beset by great burdens of error and absene of enlightenment whih to yourselvesmight appear to be simplisti [in logi and foundation℄ and you may not be able to understand howsomeone ould believe something that is so un[founded in the Great Law℄. But as long as they believeit they are the prisoner of it. And any form of error beomes the lie; and the lie, then, beomeswithin them the fore of Antihrist that does move against their individual Christhood.Thus you see, when the explanation is given - and the full explanation as it omes from theMessenger so often - an individual is liberated in all of the hakras and in all of the seven levelsof being. He is liberated to know the Truth; and that Truth does set him free from someone else'sonept, whether of religion, whether of politis, whether of defense, whether of what is oming uponthe earth, whether [of℄ why it is not good to have rok musi, [or℄ what is the [orret or inorret℄use of the sared �re - all of these many, many questions.I daresay, beloved, we would reommend a book that onsists of the questions that have beenasked the Messenger and the answers that have been given, put together topially. And I enlistanyone here who has the editorial skills and the typing skills to so do it. For, beloved, the world ishungry for answers and they have not the answers and the answers have gone forth.And I tell you, it is a wondrous ahievement - that teahing whih has gone forth from this altar tobe published abroad in the world. But then again, there is a ertain karmi aountability, a karmiresponsibility not only on the part of the Messengers but [on the part of℄ the entire Community tosee [to it℄ that more of the teahing that has gone forth [from the altar℄ is given to the world andthat that teahing whih seems advaned is stepped down to those who must reeive it at the earlieststeps, [even℄ as [infants℄ and toddlers ome into our nursery and begin to understand the alphabet.And that alphabet beomes a spiritual alphabet until [by and by℄ they have a spiritual under-standing; and by the time they are in the sixth grade they an truly ommune with the adepts,with the angels and with the Asended Masters, for they know the Law, beloved. And it is the verypurpose of our teahing and the very purpose of our lessons in reading that they should not onlyknow the alphabet of language but that they should know the alphabet of the language of the heart,whih is the language of the Ruby Ray.9Clean esaped from them who live in error. II Pet. 2:18.10If these should hold their peae. Luke 19:40. 166



Most blessed and beloved ones, let not your hearts be troubled, yet keep the vigil. It is the two-edged sword - to know in peae that divine justie will be done and yet to exert yourselves and toawaken yourselves and to sari�e yourselves that the all may be given [by you℄ in the hour that itis needed by one who is beset by fallen ones and devils [who would℄ tear that soul from the Light!Blessed hearts, I ommend you for your Community spirit, for it is the spirit of Divine Love!I ommend you for your onern! I ommend you for your understanding that thousands uponthousands of souls upon this planet if they knew of this ativity would be here!And therefore I ome with a mighty sword of the Ruby Ray to dispel the lie, beloved, to absolutelydispel the lie that there are not [very℄ many Lightbearers and [that℄ there are not very many whowill take this teahing, and therefore we have done all that we an! There are tens upon tens ofthousands! And some of these, beloved, have not ome beause they have heard the lie before theyhave heard the Truth and they have no one there to ounter that lie.And yet we have our angels; and the �ereness of these angels of the Ruby Ray, the �erenessof the angels of white �re as they represent the Body and Blood of Christ is unmathed in osmos.And they go after those fallen ones and they bind them all and they remove them from the planetentirely. And the devils themselves, they are ast into the lake of sared �re,11 beloved. And thosewho one had the threefold ame, they must stand trial before the Court of the Sared Fire.12Blessed ones, it is the time of spring. It is the time when the blood must be puri�ed. And thuswe ome with the Ruby Ray to o�er you our support in that attempt by yourselves [that you shallmake℄ at puri�ation of the temple [through prayer and fastings preparing thereby to℄ reeive theLord Christ and the Divine Mother. We ome, beloved, for the Ruby Ray must be anhored. Weome, beloved, for the Light of Chamuel and Charity must shine forth, for Chamuel and Charity dobring forth the Light of the Judgment.We ome in the time when The Summit Lighthouse itself in this year and at the end of this deademust live to ful�ll its �ery destiny. Thus, founded upon the rok of Divine Love with harity as itssignet, this ativity is intended to be that Divine Love in ation and in manifestation that shall drawevery Lightbearer in the world to his own Mighty I AM Presene, that tower of power upon theRok.So this is our goal, beloved. And it has never, never been the goal of any Asended Master or ofour Messengers to seek to attah the followers of this magni�ent teahing to our person but only toextend our mantle of attainment and that desent of Hierarhy given and those dispensations to holdup those who have suh a burden of karma, suh a disease in the psyhe, suh a momentum [in theastral plane℄ that they annot overome that we [therefore℄ extend our hand in Love, in Forgiveness,in Support - the hand of the Holy Ghost that does transfer that sared �re of the Holy Spirit. So ithas ever been that the higher does assist the lower, and the lesser, then, does take and reeive [fromthe greater℄ the gift that is extended.O beloved hearts, may all the world know the interession of angels! And may you go forth asangels, may you be omforted, may you be aelerated! This is my deliverane of the Ruby Ray.Elohim, beloved, are God in manifestation. Elohim itself is the plural noun of God.13 Thus weare fully God in manifestation in the Alpha, in the Omega. Wherever you stand in the Preseneof Elohim who are one - as Heros and Amora, as those of the seven rays whose names you haveunderstood [and been given℄ - know, then, that you are fully enveloped in the Presene of God. So itis true of the Arhangels and so it is true to a lesser extent, beloved, of the Asended Masters [andof their℄ apaity to hold the [fullness of the℄ Great God Consiousness.11Lake of �re. Rev. 19:20; 20:10-15; 21:8.12Court of the Sared Fire. Rev. 4.13Elohim. See glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. 398-400.167



Elohim are the Seven Spirits of God who did reate all physial universes in the beginning bythe Mind of God within us. Thus understand the dimensions of our being and onsiousness andunderstand that as you give the alls to us we are able to do muh for the holding bak of the spillingout in the earth of that [astral sewer of℄ Darkness. May muh of it be transmuted and bound.But I tell you, beloved, those who live in the astral plane who are in physial embodiment, thosewho have hosen the astral way and the downward path and the self-destrution path, they, beloved,will have to experiene the fruits of their hoies. And when the Fourth Horseman of the Apoalypsedoes fully ride in his time, that pale horse, they will know the meaning of the astral plane, they willknow the meaning of Death and Hell. And this law annot be turned bak!I pray you, ome apart from among them. Come apart from all taint of their vibration and energy.And use this time while you have it to be in the etheri otave while you are in physial embodiment.You may understand, therefore, why the Lord Christ did hoose this plae, [the Inner Retreat andthe entire Royal Teton Ranh℄. Do you not know and do you not think, as he spent those hours uponthe ross, that he did look to the future, to the mission, to his sari�e and Vitory - that his eyesdid san the future to two thousand years and know that you would ome to this mountain of theLORD, set aside in the great West, where the twelve tribes and the souls reinarnated would maketheir pilgrimage? All of this has ome to pass and all of this he did foreknow.Don't you understand, beloved ones, that this great gathering,14 then, is that you might while inphysial embodiment be in the etheri otave? Do you not notie and see that that etheri otaveand [that℄ etheri present is most evident around your Messenger?It is around yourselves when you are in your derees, when you are exalted in the LORD in thevery songs that you sing, when you are in the presene of the ditations - whih is why, by yourleave, I remain and tarry with you to speak to you, to sustain this vibration that you might feel itin an unending manner and know that it is in this temple of God, truly the temple of Elohim, thatyou shall abide forevermore when you ful�ll all requirements to realize the vitory of the Light inyour asension to the I AM THAT I AM.Beloved one of the living Flame, fear not, for perfet Love does ast out fear. And in this year wedesire to see the grand teahings of the deades that have ome forth through the Two Witnessesto be published in a more aelerated manner and to this task we have set our Messenger. We askfor helpers to apply to be a part of this sta� that these books and teahings might go forth and bereorded.Beloved ones, it is suh a key to the age! It is a key to Aquarius: Aquarius, the age of Divine Loveas Divine Love beomes the tributaries of [the℄ violet ame of freedom in both siene and religion.It is the age of the wedding of siene and religion, and by siene and religion shall all who are ofthe Light take dominion over the four lower bodies, the four elements, and the �fth.Understand the meaning, then, of the Vitory. Understanding [who and℄ what God is in yourheart, you an see what you an aomplish by the Ruby Ray.Thus this Ruby Ray fous is held before you. Personally I, Heros, with Amora stand before eahone for the sealing of the third eye. I ask you to fous your attention at the point of the brow at thatthird eye, visualizing the opening of that ori�e and the reeiving of a ray of ruby light. It shall begiven to you aording as you are able to reeive it. Allow nothing to move you, to disorient you, orto disturb you, beloved ones, for you know that the fores of hell would desire to unhinge the mindto bring you to the point of insanity. They have no power!I, Heros, seal you. Wath and pray. [40-seond pause℄It is done, beloved. You may know that you have drunk of the Blood of Christ, that it is infused14The gathering together of his elet. Matt. 24:31; Mark 13:27.168



into your bloodstream, sealed in your heart. May you follow a disiplined path in the physial otaveand thereby know the greatest reward and the greatest blessing.And now, beloved, the fullness of the Judgment of Chamuel and Charity delivered from the MostHigh God does desend upon those among the seed of the Wiked One upon earth whose time is�nished. With the tolling of the bell of this Eastertide, after hundreds of thousands and millions ofyears of moving against the Light, they have no longer opportunity, for they have turned all LightGod gave [them℄ to Darkness.Thus mighty legions of angels of the Ruby Ray, �ere legions of the Lord Shiva and all his hostsgo forth in the earth now, binding these individuals who surely do resist, who gnash their teeth15in anger. They and their demons and those who have supported them as astral hordes are taken.The harvest is great. We say, let the vauum be �lled by seraphim, angeli hosts and Christed onesand Keepers of the Flame who know that they must rise to the point of Christhood to displae theformer ativities of these blak magiians.Thus it is, as it were, a group trial of many, beloved. May you know that they have left their seedsand their tools in the systems they have set up, the systems of the Cain ivilization. These must beundone by the defenders of Truth in every area.May you appeal to God Surya to reeive the understanding of God-government in the earth andthe perfet way in all branhes of human knowledge and endeavor. May you leave this earth farbetter than you found it and leave just stewards in your plae to take over the Lord's work in theLord's vineyard.Thus, one again you have ome to know Elohim in the gentleness of the Presene and in the stillsmall voie. Know, then, that we shall depart to deliver the lightning and the thunder, and by thatrelease this planetary body shall know the alhemy of hange this night. We ount on you, beloved,to hold the balane for that hange.With a mighty sign of the ruby ross be sealed. You are the beloved of Christ as his bride, evenhis waiting bride, beloved, even as his Churh. So know that thou art worthy to be loved of all ofheaven.Enter into the worthiness of Love. Enter into the worthiness of Love's keeper.This ditation by Heros and Amora was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Saturday night vigil on Sunday, Marh26, 1989, 12:53-1:27 a.m. MST, during the �ve-day onferene An Easter Convoation for CosmiChrist Illumination held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Available with ditationof Surya on 90-min. audioassette K89020. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yetimpliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Heros and Amora's diretion for larity inthe written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

15Gnashing of teeth. Ps. 112:9, 10; Matt. 8:10-12; 13:41, 42, 49, 50; 22:11-14; 24:48-51; 25:30; Luke 13:23-28.169
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Chapter 21Beloved Jesus Christ - May 21, 1989Vol. 32 No. 21 - Beloved Jesus Christ - May 21, 1989An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ IlluminationVIPeae be unto you, my beloved. For my heart is with you this day, and my Spirit and my Presene.I AM Jesus the Christ. I ome in the fullness of resurretion's ame that I might transfer tothe aura of eah one, so arefully prepared [by yourselves℄ in these days, that momentum of theresurretion that an give all the atoms a spin, the osmi atoms a [osmi℄ spin so that you may winand win your Vitory in this life. May that spinning and that throwing o� [of humanly misquali�edsubstane of karma℄, beloved, reate evermore the onentration of the sared �re in eah sun enterthat does omprise the vast Body of God whih you are.May you bask in this ame for the duration of my message and be seated in the joy not only ofmy resurretion but of your own, beloved. For you are also resurreted this day and this is my Eastermessage! For the resurretion of your Real Self, of who you really are, an be the most transformingexperiene of your life.You have lived so long with the adoptive self, the adaptive self, the aommodating self, the not-self, and the dweller-on-the-threshold, that sometimes what you think is your very best self is but aonglomerate of all of these and a habit.1 But when the habit is onsumed by the living �res of Godand you step forth from that tomb and see who you are, blessed ones, you will never again argue indefense of that old posture, that old reason, that old ego.Now then, it is springtime. Step forth into newness of life! I have ounseled many of my disiplesin this Community to beome your Real Self and so I do it again. For it is a step-by-step, a day-by-day proess and sometimes it is neessary to take out the old photograph album and to see just howfar you have removed yourself from those other years and lesser spheres of manifestation.I impart to you, then, the love of our Oneness. For, beloved, I tell you, whether you have identi�edwith me or not in this life you have gravitated toward this ativity of servie to set the reord straight,to resolve to enter fully and �nally into the heart-to-heart relationship [with myself℄, preisely theone that I shared with John.Beloved hearts, know, then, that this Christ that I AM and that I delare - for I AM the Son ofGod - is your Christ, is your Sonship. [And℄ though [this Sonship℄ may be at times more evidentwhere I AM, whether when I was upon earth [two thousand years ago℄ or in the asended otaves [as1For Jesus and Kuthumi's disourses on Habit, see Corona Class Lessons, pp. 257-303; see also Elizabeth ClareProphet's letures on this series of lessons on 8-audioassette album On the Mother 1: Habit by Jesus and Kuthumi,A8260. 171



I AM℄ today, yet, beloved, this [Christ of my and your Sonship℄ is the Rok of your Divine Reality.Cling to it as though all the waves of the roaring seas of hell should beat against it and you shouldhold on to that rok for life! [Seeking and �nding the℄ true Reality of oneself is like mining the goldof the Divine Image until one omes to the golden image of the golden-age man and woman.I ome for restoration! I ome for re-storation, beloved! Let there be a new story! Let the sared�re onsume the old oil! Be done with it! Have done with it!Blessed heart, there is a new spiral and a new man and a new woman and it is the glory of theliving Christ within you. This joy I bring you, this understanding I tell you. For newness of life andresurretion is the only way to survive in a dead and dying world, is the only way to ome apart toinfuse new life into those who are the sik - the maimed, the halt, the blind. By the resurretioname and through prayer and fasting know that that Divine Reality an ome forth.The image divine of your Holy Christ Self is impressed upon every ell of your being. In somelifetimes and also for some in this one, one would sarely be able to ompare the outer self withthat inner image. The body elemental works hardest of all to outpiture that image against all odds.Have you thought that the body elemental works to outpiture a geneti ode? I tell you it is not so.The body elemental does behold this Divine Image and does seek to bring it forth into manifestation.Thus, may I have your ooperation, beloved? [\Yes!"℄ For I have work for you to do and itdoes begin with the feeding of my sheep.2 Thus [John's℄ last reorded enounter [of myself with mydisiples℄ illustrates the message: that [the℄ One has ome [and the fat℄ that [the℄ One has delivered[the Path and the Teahing℄ is not at all the vitory but that [the℄ some and then the many doretrae it arefully, almost as divine artists and artisans [would℄, to be ertain that the Path and theTeahing and the pro�le of [a personal disipleship unto℄ Christhood be not lost.\Feed my sheep." Was I not onerned with food? Indeed, the perfet balane of food. Was Inot onerned with the nourishment of souls? Indeed. The false pastors [of℄ this day have negletedboth - the spiritual meat as well as the physial. Thus they are heady and as though drunk and havenot an attunement by bodies held up as halies, by minds held up, by the soul raised up unto theliving Word to deliver that unto others.Thus a false pastor may only be false by the failure to bow to the Divine Will, to the DivinePriniple, to the Father-Mother God, to the oneness of Life. Thus those who meditate upon thelaw of God must ome to the internalization of that law, but only if in [their℄ desiring the desiringbe so great that all of [their℄ desiring is sent forth unto a osmos and the osmos must return theful�llment of that desiring to be God in manifestation!Will you not say it, beloved? I will be God in manifestation![Congregation aÆrms with Jesus:℄I will be God in manifestation! I will be God in manifestation!So help me, God![Congregation aÆrms with Jesus:℄So help me, God!Fear not, then, to ry out unto your God, to plead your own ase and ause and to say, \I amthus and suh and I am ashamed, O my Lord, that this is the meager o�ering I may bring to youwhen you have endowed me with all of thy glory and opportunity and ausal body, and my HolyChrist Self is so near! Therefore, O God, I desire no longer to ontinue in a path that does shameyou before men and before heaven. I will to be thyself in manifestation, O my Father-Mother God!"Blessed hearts, when you desire this as nothing else and set about [doing℄ it as the true work of2Feed my sheep. John 21:15-17. 172



the Lord, the building of the temple - the building of the temple in three days,3 blessed hearts! -it is the [realization of the℄ sared mystery [of being God's Self in manifestation℄. They annot teardown the temple of the living God or the living Christ.But [these are℄ three days in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, threedays by the Power, [Wisdom, and Love℄ of the Trinity and the threefold ame, three days as ylesof healing, resurretion, restoration - even the restoration of the Light in the sared enters [and℄ therestoration of the soul to the body. Blessed ones, this temple is the temple of the living God4 andyou an in three days [as three yles in the Lord's Body℄ so transform it by the observane of thelaws whih have been made known to you.May you be self-emptied that you might be �lled. Let all error of all orthodoxy, let all error of allplanetary systems ever foisted upon you be taken from you in this hour by the Great Central SunMagnet foused within my Sared Heart! May you be emptied that Light! Light! Light! Light! may�ll all of thy members, all of thy house. May it be so, for we would see the transformation of yourindividual worlds.And as the dispensations are to the Lightbearers and as it has been said throughout this onferene,let us see the example of the Lightbearer that another Lightbearer upon earth might reognize inyou, \That is what I must be. That is what I will to be! That is what I must be."Blessed ones, see, then, and remember when you have reognized a friend, or the Teaher or theMaster you may almost see ditating through the Messenger, remember how you knew in a moment,when you saw, that this was the Path for you. Some physial sign was there, some expression oflove, some �re of the eye, someone who also ould pereive your need.As never before men are surfeited in their karma. Their eyes are overed with sales. They annotreognize a Lightbearer from a member of a ult, glassy-eyed and hypnotized by autohypnosis andself-indulgene. They annot see the di�erene between [those in�red with℄ the Holy Spirit and thenonentity and the godless. This is the deay of mankind.But all who have the Spirit of the LORD upon this earth know that Spirit in eah and every onewho does have it. And it is true, beloved, there are no lines of separation. Aross the board on theplanetary home in every religion there are those who have the Holy Spirit and there are those whodo not. And those who do not have it have not been willing to sari�e to reeive it, for it doesrequire surrender unto the Spirit, servie unto the Spirit, selessness unto the Spirit, sari�e. TheRuby Ray ross is the key to enter in.Thus you will understand that true pastors of Christian hurhes have wondered as they remarkedand saw that your Messenger is �lled with the Holy Spirit; yet they ould not understand the teahing.And some onvined themselves against the evidene and did follow the way of ausing this Churhto be of Satan. But those who truly have the Holy Spirit, beloved, do not ry out and rail againsther.Preious hearts, my Body is One universally and the seed of Satan is also sattered in their midst.May you all for their binding, for these are always the ones who perpetuate the esh-and-blooddotrine that does not lead to everlasting Life but to the astral plane.May you know that progress is made, whether here or in etheri otaves, and that the souls ofLight who understand my person as their Lord and Master and Saviour are progressing in footstepsof disipleship. Many have ome to the plae, beloved, where they must have the teahing [that is℄set forth in the books of the Messengers whereby they [may learn℄ the [Christian℄ mysteries. Manyof them have been held bak in enturies past for want of this [self-knowledge in Christ. And℄ theirkarma did not allow it to be given to them exept through the dispensation [of the Two Witnesses℄.3\Destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it up." Matt. 26:61; 27:40; Mark 14:58; 15:29; John 2:19-22.4\Ye are the temple of the living God." I Cor. 3:16, 17; 6:19, 20; II Cor. 6:16.173



Others whose karma was lighter did reeive the mysteries, beame the saints, were ostraized intheir time, suh as Saint John of the Cross, Teresa of Avila, and many others. They were too holy forthe other brothers and sisters. Thus they su�ered at the hand of the members of their own orders,beloved, for their Light was too great. Yet their Light was the Light of the whole blessed Churh.May it be so of you that your Light does ignite the universal Body of God and quiken, quikenmany hearts to a vigil with me in this hour.For I ome to announe to you, beloved, that from this moment of this Easter 1989 until the endof the age, aording to a ertain timetable I have given to this Messenger, I am keeping the wathwith those of my own who are now in their turn in the Garden of Gethsemane and who must praythrough the night of returning karma:Father, if thou be willing, let this up pass from me!Nevertheless, not my will but thine be done!I will keep the wath. I will not fall asleep.5 I will be there. And my Father has given to me thisdispensation to be evermore lose6 to eah and every one of you.My loseness this day to the physial otave has profoundly moved the Messenger almost to thepoint of not being able to deliver this ditation. But I have strengthened her, for it is as the meetingof heaven and earth where she stands. And so long have my own waited for this embrae, beloved,for the hour and the moment when there should be no veils between us!Beloved hearts, the veils remain even when individuals pass on until they are able to aelerate theLight to some level. Thus those who move on aording to their Christian teahings are taught byholy angels and must reeive that training [in my teahings set forth by the Messengers℄ and learn toderee and to all forth the violet ame before they are able even to be in my presene. Understand,then, that being in or out of physial embodiment is not what is telling in whether or not you willmeet the Masters. What is telling, beloved, is the preparation.Thus, in my profound love for my own and [for℄ all who are my own and know it not (for thereare many of these who have been turned o� by the present forms of Christianity), out of onern forall of every religion and every rae and every nation who must emerge into their Christhood if theywould survive the judgments, the hastisements oming upon the earth and the returning karma - I,Jesus, have sought and been given this dispensation [to be loser to my disiples and loser to thephysial otave until the end of the age of Pises℄, beloved, beause I AM the heart and the life andthe heartbeat of the age of Pises. As I began in the physial otave, so I �nish as lose as the GreatLaw does allow.But I tell you something, beloved, as you give your \Wath With Me"7 and the new reordingthereof infused with a greater power of sound and mantra and heart investment, you will enable meto ome loser and loser in a vibratory ation to the physial where some who are devoted to memay be more aware of me than they ever have been. Thus never has there been a time when theWath has been more important.Beloved ones, I seek the healing, the healing of their minds and souls and hearts from the deepgrooves and the dyed fabri of onsiousness where orthodoxy has been almost as the reitation offairy tales time and again and over again until for sentimentality's sake alone and not for salvation'ssake they are unable to surrender those things that they have been given sine hildhood when seatedupon their father's knee. Therefore, beloved, understand that the surrendering of a lifetime of beliefin a teahing that is inomplete in some ases and erroneous in others is not easy.5The wath in the garden. Matt. 26:36-46; Mark 14:32-42; Luke 22:39-46.6loser than ever before; forever loser7\Wath With Me"Jesus' Vigil of the Hours is a worldwide servie of prayers, aÆrmations, and hymns whih in1964 Jesus alled upon Keepers of the Flame to give individually or in groups. The Wath is part of the healing serviegiven by Keepers of the Flame eah Wednesday evening. See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 83, p. 656 n. 20.174



Thus remember that the Wednesday evening servie is a healing servie. And I am aorded,therefore, the deferene of Lord Lanto and the Chohans that there might now be given the rereordingof the Jesus' Wath and a ninety-minute tape on the Fifth Ray of healing and siene and in theAll-Seeing Eye of God that those of you who desire to do so may omplete your servie of this Wathwith the alls for healing - the healing of the entire Body of God upon earth, all seed of Light,espeially the healing of [their minds and hearts of℄ false dotrine, the healing of their bodies fromall manner of impure substanes whereby they are truly, desperately, physially ill and suumb tothe maladies of the times and do pass on not having ful�lled even the best portion of their life'smission.This, then, will be our Wednesday agenda any time [you an observe it℄ in the twenty-four hours.And if you have a heart and a desire to see these souls who are our own one and for all after thesetwo thousand years ome into the fold of the Great Shepherd, so I say, may you delight in this ritual.Blessed ones, your responsibilities are great. And therefore I would not so muh ompel you as [Iwould℄ infuse you with my love and my ompassion and the very healing ame that I desire to seeyou reord so that you may be healed, so that you may take up the alling to be the strong ones whostand for the weak until they are able. As the Lord Maha Chohan, the great and holy one of God,[who wears the mantle of℄ the Holy Spirit, has said, \I AM keeping the Flame for you until you areable." And so Gautama Buddha has also said, \I AM keeping the Flame for you until you are able."Realize, then, beloved, that you are in that position this day. You an be Simon the Cyrenian.You an bear the ross of world karma with me and for me and for my own as you do eah and everytime you o�er alls to the violet ame.But, beloved, this is a wondrous bearing of the ross, for the ross you bear in that moment istransmuted and another is taken. It is as though you walk into the ourt8 with a great wooden rosson your bak. It is dissolved [by the violet ame℄. And as you go out another ross is plaed upon[you℄ until you return again. Is this not the wondrous, joyous opportunity to balane our karma onthe ross of the Ruby Ray in suh Divine Love, knowing that we do hold bak the yles [of personaland planetary karma that mark the end of the age of Pises and more℄ until all is in readiness?Rejoie, then, beloved, for all that must ome to pass is for the restoration of personal andplanetary balane. Therefore not to be resigned to it, not to resist it, not to beome depressed, andnot to beome overjoyed but to go into the very enter of the irle of white �re, into the very enterof the T'ai Chi at the point of equilibrium and to know that life annot progress until there is osmibalane.Let the balane of Alpha and Omega be within you that you might be in that eye and realize thatthis beautiful earth that God has made must be restored, �re, air, water and earth, in elemental life,in her evolutions. And all that has been plaed upon her as burden, all violations of osmi law, andthe individuals who have not forsaken their Darkness or their Evil - all these things must be broughtto adjudiation.By the Power, Wisdom, and Love of transmutation there is adjudiation. That is why the violetame is a ame of justie, for the violet ame brings balane even as it adjudiates that karma. Soit is a ame of mery unto all who espouse the servie of their God, and forgiveness omes againthrough the wine of the Holy Spirit and the Blood of Christ that ows in you. For you are mydisiples and as I did breathe upon [my disiples two thousand years ago℄ the breath of the HolySpirit, so I [do breathe upon you and I℄ say to you, \Whosoever sins ye remit, they are remitted[unto them℄; whosoever sins ye retain, they are retained."9Understand this, beloved ones. This is the power to forgive sin that is vested in the oÆe and8hapel9Whose soever sins ye remit. John 20:23. See Mysteries of the Holy Grail, pp. 235-40; Corona Class Lessons, p.162; 1982 PoW, vol. 25 no. 13, p. 137; 1983 PoW, vol. 26 no. 35, pp. 344-45; no. 38, p. 446.175



mantle of the Messenger. It is the Christ of the Messenger and it is my Christ with her.Unto you and in the heart of your Holy Christ Self is given Communion. Thus when you hooseto invoke the violet ame for the transmutation of personal and planetary karma, you are making ahoie and sending forth the divine deree for resolution, for restoration, for resurretion. [This isthe remitting of sin.℄ As you so send that ame, the LORD God shall respond and divine justieshall desend aording to the will of God.10And where you all forth, rather than mery or transmutation, divine justie in the form of thejudgment alls that I have given you,11 you are making a Christed, intelligent, disriminating deisionto all forth the judgment of a situation and of individuals who have been the open door for Darknessand the bringing of Darkness upon the planet. This, then, is the retaining of sin. And by osmilaw, by divine justie these individuals are required to stand and fae and onquer [their karma℄ andall forth their own sared �re and violet ame and bend the knee before the Holy One of God; [theyare required℄ to onfess the Christ, to be onverted [of the Holy Spirit℄, and to walk the Path [ofdisipleship in order℄ to ultimately reeive that forgiveness.Thus, when you bring that statement alling for divine justie to the Lords of Karma and theFour and Twenty Elders, that request and that all is also onsidered and aording to the will ofGod it is done.Therefore in either ase, I say, peae be unto you, beloved, and fear not! For when the all goesforth it is always and always answered and it is always answered by Divine Law. And the DivineLaw of Alpha and Omega in the white �re ore of Being is to bring absolute resolution to eahindividualization of the God Flame, eah individual in all otaves of Light.When, therefore, the Light that is in them is Darkness, how great is their Darkness!12 It ismeasured, beloved, therefore it is known. \How great is the Darkness" is a ertain karmi weight;and if they have taken 100 perent of the allotment of their lifestream and quali�ed it with theDarkness of Evil and of Absolute Evil, the only resolution is the utter passing through the sared�re of that Darkness, inluding the onsiousness that reated it.Blessed ones, this teahing on the seond death13 you have been taught; but have you thoughtabout the reality that some of the terrible diseases from whih people pass from the sreen of life onearth in this hour are a message to all people that the body may be onsumed by a malignany, by itsout-of-alignment state through a virus? [Have you thought℄, beloved, that [perhaps℄ these onditionsshow how that whih has been sown whih is now being reaped an onsume the body itself, thuspreparing those who look on and preparing those who pass on for the realization that whether inor out of embodiment it is the salvation of the soul, the Divine Wholeness of the soul, the mirrorreetion in the soul of the sun enter of the I AM Presene that is all important?To see divine resolution in your souls, beloved, is the reason I have journeyed to the Central Sunto request of the Father this dispensation [to be physially loser to my own℄! For if there be notresolution with the Father-Mother God, if there be not the balane of the Father-Mother God andthe sared ritual of the sared osmi fores within and without, then that soul will disintegrate, willome apart, just as the atoms of the body ome apart. So the lessons of life are taught for all to seewho do not have the vision.When I say I ome for restoration, I do ome for the restoration of souls. And I pray for them10In this ase the Great Law and the hierarhies of heaven will onsider the hela's request for spei� sin, or karma,to be remitted, or forgiven; in the following ase they will likewise onsider what level of judgment in the retaining ofsin, or karma, is just aording to the will of God. When the authority to remit or retain sin is given to the disiples,their adjudiation is always subjet to the will of God, even as it was in the ase of Moses and the prophets who attimes would interede for the people in the fae of the wrath of the LORD's judgment.11Judgment alls of Jesus, derees 20.06, 20.07, and 20.09.12How great is that Darkness. Matt. 6:23.13Seond death. Rev. 2:11; 20:6, 11-15; 21:8. 176



fervently, as you must pray, for some have aligned themselves with Evil, beloved, of suh a horrendousnature. And there has been in a reent hour an appeal to the Messenger to make alls on behalf ofsuh a soul.Therefore the Messenger did make these alls on behalf of one who has espoused the negativepath, the left-handed path for more than a thousand, two thousand years. And this one for whomshe did pray was alled by her to the Royal Teton Retreat; and this one was shown, in answer to theMessenger's all, on the osmi mirror14 what would take plae in her life in a deade, even the trialbefore the Court of the Sared Fire and the dissolution of her lifestream.And she did say that she would rather pass from the sreen of life than go through all of the workit would take to balane the karma, to retrae the steps of thousands of years of serving the nefariousfores. And therefore the Messenger did experiene what is truly upon many in this ivilization -a sense of futility, hopelessness, and a desire to not be, even the all-engul�ng suiide entity. Andthe Messenger did preah to that one as Jesus did preah to the spirits in the astral plane, in thelevels of hell itself, and did speak and did move that one to determine, therefore, to turn around andembrae the Homeward path.Beloved ones, this is a profound and moving reord that we see, for this lifestream was not onlydesirous of death but was also arrogant and belligerent and blasphemous. And therefore by the Love,by the Holy Spirit, by the intensity [of the sared �re of the Messenger's desire to help℄ this partiularlifestream, [she℄ was assigned to the Messenger that the Messenger might have the initiation and alsosee for herself that it is yet possible to turn around suh individuals who have served the dark powersfor long and even who have earned their way up the ehelons in the hierarhy of Darkness andtherefore do enjoy the power of Darkness.Thus, beloved, all of the love and the wisdom and the teahing of the Asended Masters ouldbe given to her in that moment. And [at℄ the onlusion of that partiular session before the osmimirror, the Messenger did all for that one to view on the osmi mirror the moment when that souland her beloved twin ame did emerge from the heart of God and enter in to the golden age andthe Garden of Eden, as paradise has been on so many planets. And in the moment of seeing that,beloved, all of her protestation and fear and anger did dissolve into tears.Therefore know, beloved, that every hour of the day and night there is the opportunity for thesaving of souls until there is the onlusion of the Pisean age and there must be the sealing of [thesentene of one's℄ karma beome physial.Time was running out for that lifestream. She knew it not. A deade left and yet she desiredself-annihilation rather than to take up the Path. And how did the Messenger onvine her to takeup the Path?[She℄ assured her that the Path is one of joy - [that℄ as long as it take the soul to pursue it, thatPath is the fullness of joy. It is the fullness of Light. It is the fullness of oneness with the Guru andwith one's twin ame. And therefore [she did℄ give testimony that through all the trials, through therui�xion, through what I passed through, beloved, on my way to Golgotha, there is the inner joyof the ful�llment of [the soul's℄ restoration and the balaning of yles!Thus, by the Holy Spirit and the grae of God the Messenger was able to onvine one that thoughit take a million miles or a million years, Life is worth it, Life is universal and triumphant, and youmust not surrender the soul ever, ever to Death and Hell.Preious hearts, I pray that none who have ever passed through our midst and reeived ourteahings should ever take the left-handed path. But I tell you that some who have passed our wayhave already been of the left-handed path and instead of surrendering it when they, too, reeivedsuh sermons and preahing from the Messenger, and through her from all of us, they have rejeted14Cosmi mirror. See The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, pp. 231-33; or Lords of the Seven Rays, Book Two, pp. 302-5.177



the Path, they have not reeived the Word, but they attempted to use the Light of the altar for thereinforement of their own left-handed ways. And so they had no alternative but to leave and tobetray and to turn against the Light, the Messenger and the Churh and the helas of the will ofGod. For not to do so, beloved, would be to admit that they are wrong and [it℄ would also be toallow this movement to grow and prosper.Thus they have had their power of Darkness.15 They have had their hour. They will ome tonaught, for their opportunity [to turn and serve the Light℄ has been [given to them℄ in the physialplane and they have rejeted it; [and therefore the Law is satis�ed that Divine Justie has been fullyaorded them in Love's opportunity16℄.Thus I speak to you out of the profound love of my being. I speak to you out of the herishmentof my heart. And I desire to ontinue this dissertation.I have alled you to be my disiples. I have alled you to go before me to be shepherds. I havealled you to be the Christ. I have alled you to hallenge the fallen ones who attak our youth. I amgrati�ed that you have heard the Call. I have also alled for ten thousand Keepers of the Flame.17Blessed hearts, it has been rewarding to see how the extra deree and the extra mile, the use ofour tape reordings to deree has had its bene�t in your world and has enabled any number of soulsto be ut free and to ome apart. I applaud the release of these tapes, but I tell you, for all of thee�ort, as with my own mission, unless you use them and use them regularly with a fervent heart,making your �ats eah and every day onerning the news, what you see in the media, what you seein the world - unless those alls be spei�ally direted as arrows into the situations bloking theillumination, the freedom, the ation of the Lightbearers, then they, too, will be as a garment setaside.I have alled you to slay the dweller-on-the-threshold. You have rallied and newness of life haspoured into you as all that the dweller would siphon from you is no longer allowed by your own freewill. So I have seen in some progress with speed but in others a progress too slow for the timetableof the age.Thus I tell you again, it was my disiples to whom I looked for the transfer of the mantle; but,as you know, to the end, to my disappearane in the loud [that reeived me out of their sight℄ yetthere was doubt.18 Let it be known, therefore, that doubt and fear is an enemy and it, too, must bebrought to the altar fervently for a Friday night servie. All doubt and fear is the doubt and fearof your own Christhood, its prorastination (whih is a quality of doubt), an oversense of time andspae, a failure to enter in to the now and to perform as needed.I AM loser than ever before, beloved, and in my loseness to you I AM delivering to you more ofmyself, more of my mantle. But it an only be when you have the Omega fore�eld to reeive theAlpha of my Spirit.Thus let the vibrations be raised. Let the �ery oil be set. Let those in the earth who knowme and know my vibration beome aware that it is not so often that I reeive the dispensation tospeak; for every ditation that I give must be answered by the response of the Lightbearers of theworld, whether or not they hear it [physially℄, to embody that Light. This is true of all of theAsended Masters. And so you see how the weight of world karma as it has been aelerating hasmeant that many people who formerly ould ontain some Light annot ontain it, and therefore youan understand why there have been fewer ditations.We rejoie to see, then, those who understand this o-measurement that must be maintained in15The power of darkness. Luke 22:53.16Portia, Goddess of Justie, is also known as the Goddess of Opportunity. See \Love's Opportunity," song 240; no.3 on audioassette Save the World with Violet Flame! by Saint Germain 2.17Jesus' alls. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 83, pp. 656 n. 20; 647-56.18The doubt of Jesus' disiples. Matt. 28:16, 17; Mark 16:9-14; Luke 24:36-48; John 20:24-29.178



the Guru-hela relationship and we look to you to know in oming days that more Light and moreLight will be needed as the Darkness does inrease until the �nal hours.Therefore, I, Jesus, raise my septer. It is a septer of judgment. Aording to your will andas you may ratify it using my judgment all, I will bind and remove from you this day any and allonditions that you desire to [have℄ ast into the living ame of the Ruby Ray.Blessed ones, reeive this and know that it is for your e�ort that I may do it and in so doingit seure your position in etheri otaves. For I, Jesus, desire to see you rid of what some all the\baggage." And when I say, \some," I speak of El Morya; for when El Morya has reviewed someof the appliations of those who would ome to serve at this retreat he has simply said, \No. Toomuh baggage." And what is the baggage? It is the eletroni belt substane. It is the dweller-on-the-threshold. It is karma.Is it beause the Master does not love? I tell you nay. It is beause having been benhed he is notallowed to take on that muh baggage as he would have been many years ago. Thus the standardsare higher when the sponsoring Master loses a dispensation and those who are here must ompensatefor it. Therefore if the Master annot bear the karma of those inoming, the Community must bearit; and the Master will not allow it, for their burden is already great with their physial work.Thus, apropos this work, I tell you, beloved, it is time to understand that the building projetsat this ranh are of ultimate importane to this Churh and to this Teahing and to you. It is timeto remember my all, \Leave your nets. Come. I will make you �shers of men."19Beloved, all that you leave when you ome to serve are the nets of human karma and humanonsiousness whih entangle you. But when you ome in that servie with a pure heart, you arenow a part of the legions of Light who use the great dragnet of the Lord to lear out the astral plane.And by embraing the Work [of the Lord℄ you do build the temple of God in three days.\Destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it up." Does it not bespeak the osmiinterhange that the temple that is weary, that is no longer desiring to retain the Darkness and thehuman reation is therefore emptied, and the greater temple that is the ity in heaven as the etheriblueprint does restore and reestablish by resurretion's ame the vessel here below?I ome, you might say, representing the Goddess Portia who bears the ame of opportunity. Myame of opportunity is at hand. May all of you who have lived through these two thousand years -and there is no exeption to that ategory - understand that these twelve years20 shall be, then, forthe onlusion of all spirals of Pises for your God-mastery and for the resolution of all else.I pray that you understand that if perhane it is not your lifetime or hour for the asension thatyou will reinarnate in a new age to bear the true ame of Saint Germain and of myself and toontinue the work of spreading abroad the message of a path of individual Christhood unto the IAM Presene.Now let my ditations of the past several years be studied. Let them be the very �rst topi ofSummit University and of the Pearl of Wisdom studies. And may you also reread my Call [in theditation℄ wherein a number of years ago I alled you to be �shers of men.21 May you know that itis the hour at spring equinox, whih is also the hour of my birth, to determine and to deide whereis the plae of your servie, where is the plae of your Christhood. They are one and the same. Youmust deide to be where you an realize that Christ and then serve with all your heart to attain it.May you read the handwriting on the wall of your personal karma and of planetary karma. Mayyou read the message and run with it, for I AM in the heart of the LORD thy God, the I AMPresene. I AM in the heart of your Holy Christ Self. I, Jesus, am in the heart of your threefold19Fishers of men. Matt. 4:19; Mark 1:17; Luke 5:10.20till Easter 2001.21Jesus' all to be �shers of men. 1984 PoW, vol. 27 no. 59, pp. 531-34.179



ame.Now in onlusion, let resurretion's ame spin the threefold ame of the heart, for the atomshave been saturated and the worlds are spinning! Now let my gift of the resurretion be reeived bymy own! For I am indeed Jesus and my resurretion two thousand years ago was never intended tobe left as a memorial or as a memorial servie. For I AM in the heart of every son and daughter ofGod who does keep the ame of Life! And I therefore bequeath to you from my Body and my Bloodthis resurretion �re that you might hear my voie and know that this is the voie of the Son of God,that you might hear and live!22Now let the blessed of my heart reeive Holy Communion.[Congregation reites the \I AM Thankful" and the \Benedition" from the Sared Ritual.℄In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I, Jesus, all forth the Light of Alpha and Omega to hargein the name of the Father, to harge in the name of the Son, to harge in the name of the Holy Ghostthis bread and this wine. Let eah one reeive his portion, O my Father, O my Mother! Let eahone reeive that whih is neessary for the ful�llment of the trans�guration, the resurretion, andthe asension in the Light.I, Jesus, have alled it forth. Let thy Presene, O God, desend through the holy dove that allmight know what is the Holy Spirit of the LORD ome again. Amen. [Communion is served.℄This ditation was delivered by the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Easter Sunday, Marh26, 1989, 3:13-4:08 p.m. MST at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Prior to theditation the Messenger read Gospel aounts of the events in Jesus' life from his interrogationbefore Caiaphas and the Sanhedrin and Pilate to his resurretion and ommissioning of the disiplesto go forth and teah all nations. Servie and ditation available on two 90-min. audioassettes,K89021-22. Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

22They that hear the voie of the Son of God shall live. John 5:24, 25.180



Chapter 22Beloved Arhangel Jophiel and Christine- May 28, 1989Vol. 32 No. 22 - Beloved Arhangel Jophiel and Christine - May 28, 1989An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ IlluminationVIIHail, O mighty ones from out the Great Central Sun! For we do stand, as Above, so below. Andin this hour we so hoose to anhor the ame of our great athedral of the Seond Ray of God'swisdom here upon the altar that is dediated not alone to the Holy Grail but to the ourt of Arthur,whih was in its time the Sangha of the Buddha, the Community of the Christ.Blessed hearts, you have provided the vessel and well indeed. For we have alled for it and wehave desired from the hour it was alled forth, even nine months ago, to bring this manifestation intoform.1 For, beloved, it was ordained by Alpha and Omega and that dispensation has been waitingin the wings.And yet, beloved, we are grati�ed. For the vessels have beome sturdy, they have beome forti�edby the will of God,2 and the fores of the night have ed. And the Lord Christ has ome to you andpled for the vitory of the God Flame, and you are prepared as never before to answer the all ofthose who have ditated at this onferene.Therefore, O beloved, you may now be seated in your own golden ame of illumination whihyou have invoked at this onferene! And I need not say be seated in my own. Is this not anaomplishment of delight, beloved? [\Yes!" 16-seond applause℄O how we have rejoied to see this hour and this yle ome, to see this illumination begin torakle, as it does in this hour, as the yellow lightning rissrossing the skies! I tell you, never hasthere been [the antiipation of℄ a desent of a Dark Cyle on an April 23 sine its beginning thatthere has been suh illumination pressing through. And wherever there is a weakness in the orridorsof darkness and planetary returning karma you do �nd, beloved, these angels of Gautama, Maitreya,and the World Teahers using now this tape and your voies.1Requests for illumination tape. At FREEDOM 1988 Kuthumi and Saint Germain spoke of the need for dereeand song tapes on the Seond (yellow) Ray of illumination to follow the building momentum of violet ame releasedthrough the use of the violet ame assettes. See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 59, p. 458; no. 72, pp. 553-54; 1989 PoW,vol. 32 no. 16, p. 182 n. 2.2Cassettes of derees and songs on the First Ray dediated to El Morya beame the priority on August 8, 1988,following El Morya's ditation announing no new dispensations for his helas or for his world servie from the Lordsof Karma. In short, he was 'benhed' until karma inurred by dispensations misappropriated or unappropriated byhelas and world servers might be balaned. 181



Blessed ones, let Wisdom prove the perfet work of illumination that an ome forth and byillumination, beloved, bring many into the fold of their own Christ-Self awareness. O thou Christ,my Christ, the Christ of Jesus! How touhing, how loving, how tender is the beloved of God whoomes and omes to minister to his own. And how you have been touhed this day.3Well, beloved, our angels are not only touhed but [they are also motivated, for℄ we do have aplan. And we have beome fed up as you have beome \fed up," as they say, \to the gills" - and inour ase \to the feathers"! [8-seond applause℄ For some of you yet swim in the astral plane whilewe are aloft in the air element.We, then, have beome fed up with the traÆking in souls and in bodies and in minds. And we aredetermined, with your e�ort, to send forth suh an expos�e of this International Capitalist/CommunistDrug Conspiray that it shall rak open the entire prophey of Saint Germain of the nulear �rststrike! Blessed hearts, we are determined through your alls - that you an make daily - that thereshould be an exposure of those who have betrayed the youth of Ameria, those in this very nation,those in the Soviet and Communist ountries!Blessed hearts, this travesty is against the Divine Mother and her seed.4 And therefore with youwe shall go after every form of drug, and not the drugs alone but we shall go after the form of drugthat is alohol, that is niotine, and that is sugar - that the youth might be restored to manifest thebeauty of seraphim and of angels, the beauty of all of our bands; that they might walk in bodies oflight with strength that is physial, that is mental; and that they an aomplish and transend theyles of Death and Hell.Blessed ones, ome what may upon this planetary body we the angels of Jophiel's band, we [withthe sons and daughters of Light℄ must move together. And we must determine that our ourse annotbe stopped in antiipation of tragedy, temptation, or any form of karma desending. But our workmust be to keep on keeping on; for it is the hour, as Jesus has told you, for the salvation of souls atthe end of the age of Pises.5Happy are ye who have answered the all to ome to Summit University in this hour, even againstall adversity. For you ome to keep the ame of golden illumination, of Christhood for all upon aplanet and �rstly for the Lightbearers! Blessed hearts, it is surely the greatest of number of souls, ofhearts who have attended Summit University in [a spring℄ quarter. Praise the Lord for the vitoryof this spring of 1989 and let it only multiply and ontinue and multiply again! [15-seond applause℄O how the ation of illumination's ame does multiply the ation of illumination's ame! Andthus this multipliation does beome a simultaneous fusion and �ssion, if one an imagine it. Andthis does beome a hain reation, beloved. Wisdom's �re is as none other and it an travel andspark the mind.But, beloved ones, let there be the alls for the removal of that density and let them be relentless!I ask you to invoke Jophiel's angels for their relentless quality of moving against the ignorane,the density, and the propensity toward mediority, slovenliness, and all that does detrat from therispness of the Christ qualities that belong and are the inheritane of the hildren of the Sun.We have stood in the Sun this day. We have absorbed the Light of the twin ames of Helios andVesta. We have ome bearing that Light that is dripping from our garments, only to aord nowopportunity to our angels to stand over you and in their Eletroni Presene to drenh you with thedroplets that are as a holy oil of golden illumination.3The ongregation was touhed by the ame and presene of Jesus in his Easter ditation and the baptism of 232souls, who ame to the altar following the Lord's ditation, reeiving his Light as they reeived from him through theMessenger the �rst of the seven saraments of the Churh.4The Woman and her seed. Rev. 12:17.5Opportunity for salvation of souls at the end of Pisean age. Jesus Christ, 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 21, pp. 231-33,235-36, 239. 182



Let Wisdom have her perfet work and let the mind be opened! We deree that you shall nowraise up your legs and feet to the next rung of the ladder, that you shall take a good step up, perhapseven skipping a step or two and oming into alignment with the path of the Buddha to give themantras of the Buddha, the songs of the Buddha.And let this be the next illumination tape, beloved. Let it be the one that does open the heartsof the people of the world to the Lord of the World and to Sanat Kumara, who has preeded him!Can you imagine that unless people are Buddhists upon this earth they do not understand or knowthe great blessings that ow daily from the mighty threefold ame of the heart of Lord GautamaBuddha?Now, beloved, there shall be suh an opening of the Heart of the Inner Retreat and suh aprotetion thereto, blest by the Lord Gautama! And we trust, beloved, that the building of the InnerRetreat shall be the building of the Western Shamballa on the western front and in the Rokies.Blessed hearts, this is a timeless, spaeless assignment. It shall ome to pass! And this land isordained by God, by Elohim, and by Arhangels all the way from the Grand Teton to the point ofEletri Peak.6 So is this land onserated to golden, Christed illumination's ame from the heartof Lanto and Confuius and the God and Goddess Meru. This is the plae where many shall gatherto realize the Inner Light.Let them hear me! Let them howl! Let them ovet! This land is the land that is ours from thebeginning unto the ending. This land is God's land for all of God's people.And therefore I harge you, beloved, in the name of the Seven Arhangels, let the morning dereesbe restored to the �ereness, the �re, and the faith of the Arhangel Mihael Rosary. For we shalldesend through it, we shall at through it, and we shall overturn all opposition to that vitory ofthe Seven Arhangels, who have been the great teahers of the root raes from the beginning.Thus, as they did asend and did desend at the Royal Teton, let it ome to pass that the MysteryShool here does exist in perpetuity to train andidates for the asension, for the Vitory, for thereunion of twin ames through the golden ame of illumination, and that not all, but the ame ofpreipitation anhored at the Grand Teton.Let it be, beloved, that this momentum begun here by the many onferenes already held shall bea spiral, even the �re of the I AM THAT I AM infolding itself! And it shall begin to pull upon thewhole world whereby the Lightbearers of the earth are magnetized beause of the very lodestone inthe earth, beause of the very waters under the earth, beause of the waters of the Yellowstone andthe �re of the mountains.Thus may people proession to the mountain of God, here to drink the up of the golden liquidof the elixir of Cosmi Christ illumination. Let it be, beloved, for against all odds and all karmiprojetions and all dire forebodings upon the planet today, we the legions of the Seond Ray do holdthat vision of the Buddhi enlightenment and of the desent of the bodhisattvas and of the asentof the disiples below, always meeting in the etheri otave.We are determined, beloved! And if you have heard of the power and faith of the angels of theFirst Ray and of Arhangel Mihael, we say to you, now hear of Wisdom's power! Now hear ofWisdom's determination! Now hear of Wisdom's disiples' self-disipline!Yes, self-disipline. Yes, self-disipline. Where is it? If you do not �nd it, I say, seek it! And if6The Grand Teton is a 13,770-ft. peak in the Teton Range in Wyoming; it is eighty miles as the eagle ies from theRoyal Teton Ranh. The physial/etheri Royal Teton Retreat, the prinipal retreat of the Great White Brotherhoodon the North Amerian ontinent, is ongruent with the mountain. Saint Germain and Lord Lanto with the AsendedMaster Confuius (hierarh of the Royal Teton Retreat) are urrently onduting their universities of the Spirit atthis retreat (see 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 18, p. 154 n. 6; note 7 below). Eletri Peak, loated in Yellowstone NationalPark in Montana, is the highest mountain in the Gallatin Range (10,992 ft.). Its peak is 2.1 miles as the eagle iesfrom the southern border of the Royal Teton Ranh. 183



you do not seek it, I say, you will be of all [people℄ most miserable; for he who does not seek shallnever �nd. But he who expets to be God-Vitorious and whose expetany registers in the CentralSun and the God Star, Sirius, that one will reeive a ash of golden illumination as lightning, as�ligree returning the urrent. Therefore know what is the will of those who serve for the universalenlightenment of all evolutions worlds without end.You have heard, then, of those who desire this land; and their premises are false, hene theironlusions are false. They have not understood the priniple of ustodianship, of the LORD'saretakers in the earth. They have not read of Noah, who was sent to tend the vineyard.Blessed ones, Keepers of the Flame are Keepers of the Flame of Life upon earth. And the humanspeies is no mere speies. But the earth is the LORD's and those who are assigned to oversee theLORD's vineyard are the sons and daughters of God. And these do give a path of disipleship untohis hildren and the hildren, therefore, must set an example for a humanity and a mankind evolvinghere.And these hildren must not go after and play their games and play their musi and play theirpipes and smoke them, but rather resist and set the example of the joy and the estasy of the sared�re and the unlimited possibilities of partaking onsiously in the universities of the Spirit in theretreats of the Lords of the Seven Rays7 simultaneously as you attend this outer retreat and universityof the Asended Masters.Beloved ones, now you \see through a glass darkly"8 and the glass is the mental body. You anpurify it! And I plae in the Messenger's body this night a strength you may all upon to pursuethis rie fast that is reommended.9 May you elebrate the Word and Work of Alpha and Omegawith eah and every grain. May you know that the holiness of God returns to you and that it is atrue and holy ommunion to partake in this ritual.For the ritual of this fast, whih you may begin at the hour of midnight now at hand, beloved,will separate you from the old self. It will reate that line of margin, that interval where there is aspae between the former self, the former things, and the former onsiousness and that whih youshall be. Thus you will not always \see through a glass darkly" but you shall one day see \fae tofae."For the neglet of the yellow setion of the derees with a fervor and a zeal (whih is somewhatbut not entirely understandable to us of the Seond Ray) there has aumulated this density [ofthe mental body℄ as you have not quite been able to trans-mute it with the violet ame and as theimpure substanes whih you have willfully or ignorantly taken in have, as the years have passed by,aumulated in the brain through the entral nervous system [and℄ through the bloodstream, lodgingin all of the organs themselves.I say, Be all Light! Be all Light, beloved! Be all Light!Thus, if you need strength, all upon it. But I also urge you to onsider that you deserve to have areprieve, espeially many who have served long and hard our ause, even from lifetime unto lifetime.You deserve an interval of rest, beloved. And this rest and self-re-reation is as no other vaationyou shall ever have had or taken.7On January 1, 1986, Gautama Buddha announed that he and the Lords of Karma had granted a petition of theLords of the Seven Rays to open universities of the Spirit - ourses of instrution being given by the Seven Chohans andthe Maha Chohan at their etheri retreats for tens of thousands of students who are pursuing the path of self-masteryon the seven rays. See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 37, p. 287 n. 5; no. 71, p. 544 n. 11, no. 55, hart, p. 438.8\For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then fae to fae: now I know in part; but then shall I know even asalso I am known." I Cor. 13:12. See Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Climb the Highest Mountain, 2ded., p. 474; The Lost Teahings of Jesus I, pp. 308-10; The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, p. 182; Mark L. Prophet on\The Mystery of the Great Mediator," in Mysteries of the Holy Grail, pp. 311-12; Djwal Kul, Intermediate Studies ofthe Human Aura, p. 29; Mother Mary, 1976 PoW, vol. 19 no. 31, pp. 153-54.9Rie fast. Astrea and Purity, 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 18, pp. 194-95, 216 n. 6.184



Let me explain, beloved, that the karma of inorret diet is umulative lifetime after lifetime;for the false appetites and bad eating habits aumulate in the desire body. The entities tag alongand you reinarnate not only with the same bad habits and false appetites but with bodies that arepatterned after those that you have left in the previous life. Be of good heer, then, and know thatit is not a small task at hand but that it is doable to attain that mastery in the esh.What a prime opportunity for Summit University students! How ye are among all, even betweenangels and helas, most blest to have twelve weeks to pursue this ourse of self-mastery. I shouldexpet to see you the most speial and quali�ed and those of the attainment of exellene, byomparison greater than all others who have gone before simply for the aumulation of teahinggiven, simply beause you have ome to that point in the spiral when you an laim the vitory ofall others who have gone before you.We long to see this university beome on a greater sale one whih branhes out into all areas, thatthe Masters in their retreats might indeed bring forth the advanes in all areas of knowledge. Andwhere there are those aomplished in �elds on earth who are eduated and have beome expertsand who are also helas, having the balaned threefold ame, the mind of the Buddha, in otherwords yogis and those of a new renaissane, then the Asended Masters may impart to them trueknowledge - true knowledge in siene, in musi, in tehnology, true knowledge in engineering and,where it is needed most, in the �eld of mediine itself.Beloved hearts, it is almost impossible to have a breakthrough in some of these �elds, so lokedin are they, as many of you know. And therefore you have, so to speak, resigned from their midstand gone on the outside and formed the New Age groups in all of these areas of learning. You areonsidered on the fringe by many, and even on the lunati fringe! But you are indeed arrying theseeds of Franis Baon10 unto the New Age.Blessed hearts, the full awareness of all of these things that we desire to impart must ome tothose who have established the inner balane, the inner spirituality, who live in harmony with Natureand a osmos, who have as goal the golden-age ivilization and the asension.That whih Saint Germain reeived as dispensations of siene whih was given to the sientistsof this nation and others who have migrated here, these have not been guarded. For the goal of lifein Ameria was lost. The vision was lost! Therefore, for money or for equalization, for the sheerinsanity of many, the edge in siene, in spae tehnology, and in defense has been handed over tothe enemy. And truly it is the enemy and the enemy East and West in this Capitalist/CommunistConspiray. Thus, beloved, in many areas there is no longer even equality.I annot even tell you what a great prie Saint Germain has had to pay for the loss of that whihame through his ausal body. For he did truly bear - as the Wonderman of Europe,11 as FranisBaon - to the hearts and minds of the people of Ameria all that was neessary to defend freedomin every nation, to eliminate war and disease, and to bring in the golden age of Aquarius.I make known to you that your beloved Saint Germain has been journeying to far-o� worlds,trusting in his helas to keep the violet ame. He ould not do this without his Keepers of the Flameon this planet relentlessly giving those violet ame derees, pulling down the great ausal bodies ofthe beings of Light through singing those songs.Blessed hearts, you are most beloved of the Master. Yet I tell you, this burden upon him is verygreat, as you an well imagine. It is often thought that man himself has invented, has disovered,has somehow pulled out of his own reativity all of the ideas that are at the foundation of what has10Franis Baon (1561-1626) was an embodiment of Saint Germain. See 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 3, p. 26 n. 4; SaintGermain On Prophey, Book One, pp. 20-27; Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Golden Age Prine: A Leture on FranisBaon, 2-audioassette album, 2 hr. 48 min., A83176.11Wonderman of Europe. See Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. vii-xxiv; Saint Germain On Prophey, Book One,pp. 29-38. 185



happened in the twentieth entury. If this were so, beloved, why were not these disoveries madeearlier? How is it that they all ame about at one? It is taken for granted but, beloved, it is thesponsorship of Saint Germain and Portia.Thus I an assure you that these dispensations will not ontinue until the Lightbearers have gainedthe mastery of their own lifestreams and their own worlds, until they understand how important itis to take ommand and not allow the power mongers and power brokers to take over soiety and toruin the best-laid plans of the Gods and the Arhangels and the sons of Light in the earth.It is not enough to be a spiritual person, to meditate, to ome apart from the world and entera monastery. One must take the sword of the Spirit as the Sared Word to leave asunder the realfrom the unreal at every hand and everywhere! Let it be done, beloved, for only thus will a goldenage of Aquarius ome about.Teah your hildren. Cherish them. For they will bear the ame that I deliver this day. Letthem move forward and arry your visions and your dreams. And be ertain that it is of these thatyou speak in their presene instead of arguing or desending into pettiness that is only instigated bydumb demons when you are so muh smarter.Blessed hearts, we expet to see an alhemy on this planet. And this is our desire, that the goodpeople shall wake up - wake up in the mind and heart of the Buddha and the Christ - and see theirresponsibilities to overturn all these things that are upon the planet!We desire this awakening prinipally to draw them to a path of individual Christhood, as it hasbeen said. We desire them to beome aware that they are also vitims and that those things [whih℄are wrong in the earth are no aident and that they do ome about by onspiraies that are based onthe fundamental neessity of those have-nots - yes, the sophistiated ones, the wealthy, the godless,the have-nots who have all the money and the power but have no Light, no Presene, no threefoldame. These have-nots desire to have the Light of the haves; and the haves are the ommon people,the poor who must be ared for, the homeless, the hildren, the middle lass - all those who are apart of the Body of God.Let it be known, beloved, that what you have they annot live without. Your lifestream andlife-fore is a daily transfusion that they must have. Know this, beloved, and reognize that to thisawakening, this divine awareness we would bring the people of earth one and for all, that they willno longer hand over their money nor be enslaved by the fallen angels who have embodied in theirmidst, but they will adopt Alpha's Agenda and see that the planet must be leaned up, the bodiesthat have been sown with impure substanes must be leaned up, the minds must be leaned up,souls must be leaned up.We who ome with illumination's golden ame, therefore, are glad and humble to arry our beggingbowls. Our bowls are empty, beloved. You may plae in them any burdens and momentums thatare the misuse of the Mind of God and the mental body and the Seond Ray in you. We only desirein return that you shall spread the good news of this Everlasting Gospel that Christ in you is thevitor over Death and Hell.May you live to see your joy, your work, and your word ful�ll the mandate of God that the earthis beome that golden sphere of Light held in the hands of Helios and Vesta, and her evolutions ofthe Light are asended and now move on to greater and greater levels of divine illumination.May you see fae to fae very soon. And may you have the gentle, omforting Presene of theMaha Chohan to assist you to transmute by the Holy Ghost that Darkness that up to the presenthas not allowed you to see.O angels of Light, form now your great formations over the entire planetary body, for we do beginthis night our resue mission unto the hildren of the Light! And every single soul in the earth whohas turned his heart to God shall reeive an inrement, a support, a ame of andle of illumination.186



We begin. We marh. Remember wherever you are, we are marhing eah time you make the �at:Jophiel and Christine, enter the fray!Bind and ast out those drug onspiraies, false hierarhies, and demons!Bind them now in the name of the Divine Mother!Cut free our hildren and youth and our people worldwide!Expose the Liar and the lie, the Murderer [and his murderous intent℄!Expose them all and bind them now and let them be brought to justie!Make the �at, beloved, and let it be intense. For never has there been suh an invasion of soietyout of the bowels of hell as there is this day of these viious entities of the drug onspiray.The angels of Jophiel and Christine are on their way! Can those of Lanto, Apollo and Luminabe far behind or those of Mighty Vitory? I tell you nay! For all of heaven is aame and alight thisnight with golden illumination's legions of Light marhing!Blessed hearts, we shall not stop until you stop giving the deree and the ommand. And I prayyou know that we will sueed; for we are suess oriented, we are vitory oriented! We have set ourmark and we will not stop until it is aomplished.Now, beloved, let us see this golden ame of illumination upon the rown and the brow. And letus see in you that same intensity that makes you instantaneous omrades with Vitory and all hostsof the LORD.In the name of Gautama Buddha and all Buddhas of all worlds, we, Jophiel and Christine, bowbefore this altar and we leave here speial angels who are known as tenders of the Flame. Theyremain with those others who also tend the Flame of the ark of the ovenant.Peae, beloved, for peae is the highest wisdom.This ditation by Arhangel Jophiel and Christine was delivered by the Messenger of the GreatWhite Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Easter Sunday, Marh 26, 1989, 11:50 p.m.-Marh27, 1989, 12:25 a.m. MST, during the �ve-day onferene An Easter Convoation for Cosmi ChristIllumination held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Available with ditation byMighty Vitory on 90-min. audioassette K89024. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspo-ken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Arhangel Jophiel and Christine'sdiretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearlsof Wisdom.
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Chapter 23Beloved Mighty Vitory - June 4, 1989Vol. 32 No. 23 - Beloved Mighty Vitory - June 4, 1989An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ IlluminationVIIIVitory is my name! And so I shall be wherever the son, the daughter of God does raise upthe ame of Vitory in the triumph over all that is the nonvitory spiral in the earth! [23-seondapplause℄Your God-vitory does impel my Presene and magnetize it, beloved, and so I rejoie. For this isa God-vitorious onferene! It is [a℄ God-vitorious manifestation of wisdom's ame. And you arethe God-vitorious ones! You are the shining sons bearing mirrors reeting light bak to Alpha andOmega and saying, \In the darkness of this dark star, here are ashes of those [who are℄ illuminedand loving and in the logi of the Buddha!"I AM Vitory. You all me Mighty Vitory. And I AM with my legions and my twin ame, andwe are determined to put in the heart of eah and every one of you that Vitory ame multiplyingthe threefold ame eah time you give that all to balane the threefold ame, to blaze that threefoldame.1Come forth, beloved ones, for I would show you the mystery of passing through the eye of theneedle. For when you understand the mystery then you shall truly pass through it. (Won't you beseated, beloved.)I desire you to know that this is an unsheduled appearane on my part whih ould only beapproved after the fat. [1-minute 39-seond standing ovation; ongregation gives the �at AlwaysVitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! . . . ℄So great a tumult does reah the ear of Helios and Vesta. And you do arve out a tunnel of lightwhereby the asending and desending angels may be in your midst, beloved. This is a great graethat you have o�ered unto heaven throughout this onferene and many weeks of devotion. Blessedhearts, the opening [from the etheri℄ to the physial otave has been made seure by you by thise�ort; and I trust you will know that as it is seured it must be proteted, defended, and re-reatedday upon day.Blessed hearts, do you remember how diÆult it was [as reently as℄ at the autumn onferene toeven reeive the ditations of Elohim? How an entire day's work had to be done only to hear fromthose who spoke?1\Balane the Threefold Flame in Me!" deree 20.03; no. 6 on audioassette Lanto, Lord of the Seond Ray:Dynami Derees with Prayers and New Age Songs for Chelas of the Wisdom of God 1.189



Blessed hearts, so you have gained this arving through the astral plane; and where the entireplanet experienes that rising of the astral plane2 the walls of the Inner Retreat do keep it out [fromthis onserated plae℄. And in the enter, therefore, there is reestablished a greater momentum -a momentum greater than ever before for this ontat. And thus, beloved, you give an entranewhereby the angels an desend.For you see, at that time, at that fall lass, it was diÆult for the legions of Light to penetratethrough suh intensity of the astral plane to reah you and to reah the Messenger. And so a verygreat burden did ome upon her and upon yourselves and this burden you will not understand untilmany years hene. Therefore see what a di�erene a momentum does make, and may God bless youthat you know the meaning of the words \Always Vitory." Therefore, be seated, sweet hearts.The rolling momentum of the vitorious ones on the planet does evoke the rumbling of the un-vitorious ones, and some an erupt in violene over the vitory of the saints. It has ever been thus,beloved, but in this hour it is more serious than ever as deisions made on all sides are �nal ones forlifestreams.For this is the meaning of the onlusion of many thousands of years of your inarnations uponearth, and we shall be releasing this teahing through forthoming publiations by the Messenger.So you will ome to understand, then, that the yli nature of events and the osmi yles are whatmake this year, these months and days, this oming deade so key in the life of every member of theplanetary evolution.Our Presene is to magnetize a sphere of Vitory - spheres of our twin ames. It is to plae thatmomentum, that momentum of buoyany, of joy and determination that is all a part of this goldenray that we serve. In the spheres of Vitory are the spheres of the Mind of God. In the spheres ofthe Mind of God are the Buddhas and the Divine Mother.Angels of Alpha and Omega bear greetings and a prolamation. It is a message to the faithfuland the true who serve with the one who is the Word of God:3To you who have been faithful, to you who have been true, we, your Father-Mother, extend a righthand of strength and a left hand to hold you, even in the hour of your God-vitorious overoming.We send new ontingenies of angels from the Central Sun to minister with and to those in theservie of the God and Goddess Meru who do arry our ame upon earth.These angels ome with a mission. It is to fully awaken your soul to the need for salvation, to theneed to withdraw from all worldliness and materialisti onsiousness, to master the elements andnot to be enslaved by them, to manifest abundane and yet to be nonattahed to the things of thisworld, to be just stewards of the kingdom of God upon earth and of all that is the inheritane of thesaints, to be tender and loving and yet to know the �ereness of the ame of the Ruby Ray and toknow how and when to wield it, to apply it.We send forth this prolamation as a statement of our aid to all who all upon us that for yourfaithfulness and the ame of Truth you bear we shall send to you overing herubim, prinipallyanhored in this Community. And the legions who are under these great beings may also serve youwhere you have ereted your individual altars. But the all must be made in answer to the all wesend, for there is a wide gulf aross the fae of the earth betwixt our realm and that of our hildren.Thus, we remind that we have established this plae as a plae apart for mutual reinforementand love and ation. Know it as the haven of Light. Guard and protet it. Resolve all di�erenes asthey arise. Do not allow any subtle disord between one another to linger. The prie is too heavy topay for you or for us.We therefore expet preparedness and diligene to that end. We expet a greater awareness of2Rising tide of the astral plane. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 20, p. 226 n. 2.3The hosen and faithful. Rev. 17:14. The Word of God. Rev. 19:11-16.190



spiritual preparedness and spiritual self-disipline. And we do expet, above all, the setting aside oflesser ativities whih are yet amongst some of you too strong in their momentum. Observing thegain for your stik-to-itiveness in these �ve days, you may surely omprehend how greater gain anbe won by a similitude of devotion.We, your God Parents, bless you through the Spirit of Mighty Vitory. Our Arhangels of therown hakra who are ready to rown you shall indeed rown you when you shall have endured tothe end4 of your human reation and karma and the very end of the dweller-on-the-threshold.We say, endure! With �re we send the word endure! Never give up but endure. Do not indulge!Do not indulge! Do not indulge the base elements of the human nature else you shall forfeit the prizeand be in a karma-making status. And some of you have allowed yourselves to slip into it.Be not proud in your station but humble before your God and you will not be blinded by pride orstubbornness or even the wiles of the attempted self-perpetuation of the arnal mind. The [Christmind and the arnal mind℄ annot oexist. [Therefore,℄ ast out [the arnal mind℄ with �re and youshall see how suddenly the Lord shall ome into your temple5 and how the ame shall ignite and theHoly Spirit shall beome your life, your joy, your love, your health.I draw the line, we draw the line round eah one and this plae. It is a plae you have provided,for the Law has delared that helas of the will of God in the earth must do this. You have done itin 1981. You have inreased your holdings aording to our diretion.Keep the Flame. All is for a purpose. But ere that purpose is ful�lled you must pass through theeye of the needle.How is it done? Blessed ones, we shorten the distane between question and answer by saying,one passes through the eye of the needle by riding the thread. Thus, beloved, one must onform tothe thread. One must plae oneself as the thread.Apply to Confuius, Lord Lanto. Apply to the Buddha. For it is time and we, your God Parents,tell you [that℄ you may begin to learn the rearrangement of atoms, ells, and eletrons for the purposeof the God-mastery in Matter. Thread the needle with strong thread, with all preparations. Make itlong enough and taut enough. Pass through one by one and emerge. It shall be as though you havegone between two worlds, and it is so.Approah the diÆult with ease. Approah that whih is easy with aution and onentration.Approah the impossible with the miraulous sense and the all and with the mind one with theMind of God, for only with God is the impossible possible.6As we have remarked on a number of oasions, remember that you are not sponsors of the GreatWhite Brotherhood but that you are sponsored by the Great White Brotherhood. A plae on earthin the land of Saint Germain and Jesus Christ, a plae of holiness and even some vastness in itselfhas been set aside for the Great White Brotherhood. This at by awakened Keepers of the Flamewho were awakened by Lanello has seured the dispensation of Divine Interession as it ould nothave been given without suh sari�e or suh vision.Know this, beloved. For in the hour of great need Ameria and the Lightbearers of the world willneed that Divine Interession as no other people have needed it. And you will know in that hourthat beause you have laid this foundation we by the Great Law may at.4\Blessed is the man that endureth temptation: for when he is tried, he shall reeive the rown of life, whih theLord hath promised to them that love him." James 1:12. See Rev. 2:10; 3:11; Mark L. Prophet, UnderstandingYourself, pp. 81-82 (poketbook ed.); Gautama Buddha, Quietly Comes the Buddha, pp. 85-86; Arhangel Mihael,1985 PoW, vol. 28 no. 10, pp. 110-11; Serapis Bey and Saint Germain, 1982 PoW, vol. 25 no. 36, pp. 343-44; no.38, pp. 373-74; Mother Mary, 1973 PoW, vol. 16 no. 30, pp. 128-29.5The Lord shall suddenly ome to his temple. Mal. 3:1.6\With God all things are possible." Matt. 19:26; Mark 10:27; Luke 18:27.191



Therefore it is our divine deree that this land shall be further puri�ed and solidi�ed in theLight, further aelerated in the etheri otave, even in Nature's atomi struture. Thus [being℄ sodediated, [may℄ you who have seen �t to found and establish it, defend it. And defend your rightof freedom of religion, freedom of speeh, freedom of the press, freedom to assemble, freedom to ownand maintain private property. Thus the rights of all future generations shall depend upon yourdetermination to defend here these [inalienable rights℄.This night every square foot of ground that is under this ownership shall be oupied by legionsfrom all bands and all otaves - disiples, angels, bodhisattvas. And they shall sit in meditation inommemoration of the Lord Gautama Buddha, who determined to sit under the Bo tree until heshould disover the ause of human su�ering.Thus ame forth the Four Noble Truths. Human su�ering, then, is aused by inordinate desire.The ure is the Eightfold Path. May you reognize this Eightfold Path through the seven hakrasand the seret hamber of the heart.7May you know that where eah one shall sit there shall be the onseration as holy ground andthe erasing of past reords of past eras, making this land even a greater magnet for those who muststudy here. These who have assembled for this purpose of this ritual shall also remain until theyhave asended into the ausal body of Gautama to reah that enlightenment that he did also reahin his seond period of meditation.These are your brothers and sisters, angeli omrades. These are your friends. These are thesaints who omprise the Great White Brotherhood. We, your God Parents, tell you that you areloser to them than ever before.Press on, then, to reah the mark of this high alling in the heart of Christ Jesus our Son,8 inthe heart of Gautama our Son, in the heart of the Seven Holy Kumaras, in the heart of the belovedMelhizedek, who does keep the ame of Alpha and Omega in the retreat of Lord Zadkiel.This doument is signed and sealed on this date earth time and at this hour9 that you mightreord it and know when this parhment was transferred to you.Our love is with you. Remember that you have raised yourselves to an extraordinary level of anexalted state in the etheri otave. The test will be to retain it both within this plae and whereveryou shall journey.Strive to do this, beloved. Strive to do this. And when you feel yourselves slipping, return to theditations of Only Mark.10 Return to the reent ditations and the deree tapes and all for thisvery same fore�eld that is here in this moment to be dupliated.Beloved, this is the ending of the reading of the parhment, truly a letter of love from the Father-Mother God.Thus I, Mighty Vitory, with my twin ame and legions of Light do pledge to you to assist youto keep the ame of Vitory! to keep the ame of Alpha and Omega! to keep open this stairway tothe stars, [for℄ the asending and the desending angels that will prepare you for your Vitory and[for℄ the ar from Sirius to earth and the return!This is the great gain of the Easter onferene 1989! May you by your own devoutness earn theopportunity to have suh another onferene. It is up to you, beloved, for this planetary body in this7Four Noble Truths and Eightfold Path. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, May 26, 1975, \The Eightfold Path and theMiddle Way of Enlightenment," audioassette B7537, on The Buddha and the Mother, 6-assette album A7532; 1988PoW, vol. 31 no. 63, p. 491; no. 64, pp. 494, 496 n. 3; 1983 PoW, vol. 26 no. 21, pp. 166-67.8Press toward the mark for the high alling of God. Phil. 3:14.91 a.m. MST10The Only Mark audioassette series ontains the ditations of the Asended Masters delivered through the Mes-senger Mark L. Prophet, beginning with the �nal ditation given through him on February 18, 1973, and ontinuingbak to 1958. Twenty-two albums have been published to date, eah ontaining four 90-min. assettes.192



hour is plaed on the same notie, whih noti�ation Lord Morya gave: Pay as you go.11You have abundantly plaed before yourselves \money in the bank." Thus, may God bless youand multiply this Light forever and forever and espeially on the morrow and the morrow. We shallsee, then, what your next step and hoie shall be, what your deision shall be, what new levels ofommitment you shall unfold.Heaven will always answer; Saint Germain does tenfold.Let the ame of Vitory blazing here tell the tale of Vitory, past, present, and future, projetedof your lifestream. As we reede into the Flame (and you yourselves also reede into it to regatherand to ontinue) we are here at the Royal Teton Retreat. Come to our Great Hall that your dereesmight go forth and the Seond Ray intensify.We seal this onferene in a golden shaft of Vitory proteted by all the Arhangels and legionsof Light.The Divine Mother ometh, the Mother of the World ometh, and Divine Love shall be the magnetto draw her own Home.This ditation by Mighty Vitory was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet following the ditation of Arhangel Jophiel and Christine at the onlusionof the Easter Sunday evening vigil on Monday, Marh 27, 1989, 12:35-1:05 a.m. MST, during the�ve-day onferene An Easter Convoation for Cosmi Christ Illumination held at the Royal TetonRanh, Park County, Montana. Available with ditation by Arhangel Jophiel and Christine on90-min. audioassette K89024. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in theditation, added by the Messenger under Mighty Vitory's diretion for larity in the written word.℄Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

11Pay as you go. 1988 PoW, vol 31 no. 77, p. 584; no. 78, p. 608; no. 80, p. 623.193
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Chapter 24Beloved Arhangel Raphael - June 11,1989 Vol. 32 No. 24 - Beloved Arhangel Raphael - June 11, 1989A Walk with RaphaelThe Sword Exalibur in the Hand of the World MotherI will walk with you as I walked with Tobias and the father of Tobias.1 I will walk with you asyou are the friend of God and I am the friend of God. For I AM Raphael and I ome in the name ofthe beloved Mary, the Mother of the God Flame within you.I ome in this new day of the ninth of April. I ome, beloved, for on this day your Messengerdid reeive even the ame and the signet as ring of the Mother of the Flame for all Keepers of theFlame,2 truly the mantle of the Mother of the World. Thus it is signi�ant that in the quadrantof the spring equinox the Light did desend for the inarnation of Christ the Lord, and so it omesforth for the oneption of the Divine Manhild within you.I ome, then, with the ommand of El Morya: \Beome who thou art! Beome what thou art."Just beyond this veil, just beyond this plae of limitation, karmi limitation, is the reality of the son,the daughter of God.O emerald matrix, O legions of Raphael and Mother Mary, ome forth now by the sword of Truthand by the jade matrix! Come forth! Clear the way. Clear the way by the Fifth Ray of the sieneof truth and healing for the desent of Christ in these temples!The hour in whih I ome, beloved, does signify also [the℄ turning of yles. Though we havespoken and Masters have spoken and the Light has gone forth to ahieve this end in the past, youmust understand that light-years ome between one ditation and the next as alulated by osmitime and spae. And thus, what is possible today was not possible yesterday; what was possibleyesterday is no longer possible today. Thus those in embodiment must learn to live with the timebelt, the belt of time, and the ubes of spae.1The Book of Tobit or Tobias (part of the Old Testament in Catholi sripture, Aporypha in Protestant sripture)relates the story of Tobit, a pious Jew in exile who is striken with blindness and healed with Arhangel Raphael'said. When Tobit sends his son Tobias on business to a distant ity, Arhangel Raphael, who appears as a young man,aompanies Tobias. Through the interession of the Arhangel, Tobias delivers his bride, Sarah, of a demon and healshis father's blindness (see Tob. 5; 6; 8:1-19; 11:1-15).2The mantle of the oÆe of the Mother of the Flame was transferred to the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet onApril 9, 1966. The Messenger reeived the septer and ring of the oÆe from Clara Louise Kieninger, who had beenanointed by Saint Germain as the �rst Mother of the Flame in 1961 when the Keepers of the Flame Fraternity wasfounded (see 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 15, p. 173 n. 9). Clara Louise Kieninger beame Regent Mother of the Flame,an oÆe whih she still holds as the Asended Lady Master Clara Louise.195



Understand the mysteries of the Christos. Understand the mysteries of preipitation. Behold,now is the aepted time for the inarnation of the Christ with you - not yesterday or tomorrow oreven the limited sense of today but the onserated moment! And when you lose the moment youhave lost the Eternal Now. Learn, then, of me and of the mathematis and siene of healing itselfand internalize the God Flame.We would see outpitured, then, the holiness of Truth. I said, the holiness of Truth! Wake up!We must see the outpituring of the holiness of Truth.Truth's legions are marhing. The legions of the Holy Spirit are marhing. And you have notiedhow the equilibrium of a Community may in fat ounder, teeter-totter when there does desend theopposition to the omfort ame that is the divine polarity of Truth.Beloved hearts, Truth in itself is a utting rystal; it is the sharper-than-the-two-edged sword.3 Itis unbearable unless it is in the sheath of omfort's ame!Can you, beloved, reeive the sword Exalibur to your heart? I tell you nay. But you an reeiveit when it is surrounded by the aura of omfort's ame. Have you not seen how the Messenger ofTruth has delivered to you a message of Truth that might be devastating to the soul and mind andheart but for the ompassion, but for the omfort, but for the hope and the faith and the haritythat does aompany the message?Hene we sponsor and ontinue to sponsor the oÆe of our Messenger wearing the mantle of theWorld Mother.4 May it be so, beloved, for I tell you, it is this mantle that has been moked. Andthough Jesus the Christ, the embodiment of all Truth, did preah East and West on the prinipleof woman as \the mother of the universe,"5 this very term has been applied to this Messenger somokingly that she herself has no longer prolaimed openly that mantle.And therefore some who have ome of late to this ativity have not even been aware of that datein 1966 when that oÆe was transferred through the Messenger Mark Prophet from Clara LouiseKieninger, the �rst Mother of the Flame. This oÆe must be held upon earth for the restoration ofthe Feminine Ray in onnetion with the retreat of the God and Goddess Meru at Lake Titiaa, inonnetion with the raising of the temples of Lemuria (as you will �nd in prior ditations6), and for3The word of God is sharper than any two-edged sword. Heb. 4:12; Rev. 1:16; 2:12.4The rown of the World Mother was plaed upon the Messenger by the Goddess of Liberty in the losing addressof the New Year's onlave in Mexio City, Mexio, on January 1, 1974. The oÆe of World Mother had traditionallybeen �lled by a di�erent Asended Lady Master eah year, but the Goddess of Liberty said, \It has been onsidered bythe Karmi Board and by the Hierarhy that to have one unasended lifestream wear the rown of the Divine Motherfor the year would be a great boon and a great dispensation to the planet earth. . . . And so, you see, by the ationof her heart and Christ onsiousness, by the ation of the great ausal body of her own I AM Presene, heaven ispressing nearer the sons and daughters of earth. And in the ation of her asended onsiousness and the asendedonsiousness of her twin ame, you an make appeals to the World Mother, to her Christ Self, and to her I AMPresene and feel the ow of that onsiousness of the one that has been alled the Beautiful Dreamer - dreamingthe dreams of God for mankind and for ages to ome, for ivilizations to be born." In a ditation given July 5, 1987,Omega said, \Know something of myself through your Messenger to whom we have given some time ago the mantleand oÆe of World Mother. I shall not tell you when, beloved, beause it is beyond this measuring" (1987 PoW, vol.30 no. 38, p. 389).5Jesus on the priniple of woman as \the mother of the universe." A Buddhist sripture that douments eventsin the life of Jesus (known as \Issa") during his sojourn in the East between the ages of 13 and 29 and his return toPalestine reords a sermon preahed by Jesus in whih he exhorted the Israelites to \respet woman, for she is themother of the universe, and all the truth of divine reation lies in her. She is the basis of all that is good and beautiful,as she is also the germ of life and death. On her depends the whole existene of man, for she is his natural and moralsupport. . . . " Three variant translations of this text, two of whih ontain Jesus' teahing on woman, are publishedin Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Years of Jesus, pp. 215-16, 274-75.6Restoration of the Feminine Ray. Surya and Cuzo, July 5, 1975, on the raising of the ame of Mu and the ultureof the Motherland, in The Great White Brotherhood in the Culture, History, and Religion of Ameria, pp. 167-68,170; the Seven Holy Kumaras, June 12, 1976, on the resurretion of the seven rays of the Mother on Mu, audioassetteB7658; Lady Master Venus, July 1, 1976, on the rise of the Feminine Ray in Ameria, audioassette B7651; SerapisBey, Deember 29, 1978, on the opening of the temple doors of Mu, audioassette B7909; Arhangel Gabriel, April196



the restoration of womankind to a role of dignity, leadership, intuition, and spiritual attunement forthe mothering of the hildren upon earth.Therefore, beloved, I AM Raphael and I shall be the �rst Arhangel to seize also this sword.Blessed hearts, know, then, that I, Raphael, ut you free from the burden of the false mother andthe false hierarhy that is the antithesis of the Feminine Ray. I wield this sword, beloved, for thesword in the hand of King Arthur as El Morya is truly the sword of the Divine Mother! It is thesword of the Mother of the World who does plae this in the hand of the one who must hold thekey to the inarnation of God, and that key within you is your I AM Presene and Holy Christ Self.And thus El Morya does rule within this Community and may you know it.Therefore I, Raphael, harge this sword with a living ame of Truth that Truth might be God-vitorious over error and [over℄ the moking of the oÆe of one, therefore [that Truth might be℄the defense [against℄ the mokery leveled against the oÆe of your own Holy Christ Self. Blessedones, if there is the denial of the mantle of the Mother upon one, that mantle shall be denied uponyourselves, your mothers, your wives, your daughters, your sisters.Who, then, shall defend the heart, even the Immaulate Heart of Mary? Who shall defend itif not those who seize as knight hampions the very sword of their Holy Christ Selves? Who shallhampion my beloved if I do not? This say unto yourself: \Who shall hampion my Holy Christ Selfif I do not? Who shall be the hampion of my soul's wedding to my own Christhood if I am not?Who shall put down the mokers of this initiation for all time to ome and those who follow afterme - if I do not?"Thus, beloved, I, Raphael, ome. And I may stand, therefore, my Eletroni Presene now overthis Messenger, and I may seize the sword whih you have plaed in her hand as all may use it as aphysial fous. So, beloved, to give suh an instrument is good, and then to give oneself as the sword- is it not the ross of white �re? Does it not ash bak to you the gleam of the Diamond Heart ofMary and of Morya?Thus, beloved, defend this Mother of the Flame. Defend the rising sared �re within you. Andlet this Community beome one of adepts and of exemplars to the nations. Let your names, faes,your example, and your disipleship be heard of the world around that all may ome to see and toknow and to understand what is the reason for being, the reason for devotion, the reason for the loveof the will of God that is a part of that energy of �re that keeps you enduring until you ful�ll thosethings that are given unto you.Legions of Truth, ome forth! I ommand you in the name of the Divine Mother Mary. Go forthnow, as never before, in this moment of the open door of opportunity to ut free the Lightbearersof the planet by Cosmi Christ Truth that does ome through the mind, that does ome throughthe intuition of the heart, that does ome through the soul, through the memory, and through thesaturation of this earth body with the golden ame of illumination twining and intertwining the blueray itself!Legions of Truth, seize your swords and teah these who would learn of you the wielding of thesword of Truth, how to defeat all enemies of Truth, how to divide the way between the Real andthe Unreal, how to divide error from that whih is the orret way and ation of righteousness itself.Thus does the Divine Mother wield the sword. Thus does Mother Mary wield the sword as she doesgo forth with me.Blessed ones, the so-alled Catholi view of Mother Mary is not the Asended Master reality andyou must ome to understand this. As beautiful and divine as the Blessed Mother is in this tradition,you an see in her a more universal and osmi manifestation that does represent so many faets of20, 1984, on the restoration of the priestesses of Lemuria, 1984 PoW, vol. 27 no. 30, pp. 235-36; Lady Master Venus,April 5, 1985, on the pro�le of the woman initiate, 1985 PoW, vol. 28 no. 21, pp. 271-74.197



the Universal Woman, even the Woman lothed with the Sun,7 even my Mary.Blessed hearts, therefore Mary does desend with me and with our legions even into the astralplane. And she does speak as a very stern mother, even as Kali herself, to rebuke those who arethere who have not listened to their teahers and who are the rebellious ones. Do you think theytreat her any better than she is treated in this world by those outside of the irle of Catholiism?In some ases, I tell you nay. But for the sake of the souls who are entrapped by the fallen ones shedoes preah, I do preah, and so do our legions.Do you understand, beloved? You preah the Truth when you see, or perhaps do not see, that asoul of Light is trapped by the sophists, by the fallen ones in their faulty reasoning and their misuseof the divine Logos in logi and debate. Thus, beloved, you preah to them, but it is the soul thatis in awe of their mehanized brilliane that you have ome to deliver. Thus it is well to know howto defeat these fallen ones by the sword of Truth.Therefore, let that sword proeed out of the mouth of the Two Witnesses8 and out of the mouthsof all who follow them witnessing unto the eternal Truth. For the divine oÆe of the Two Witnessesmust one day be passed to their helas and disiples, eah one wearing that mantle. And the mantleis worn by twin ames, beloved, witnessing unto Alpha and Omega and all of the teahing, for it isthe Law and the order of Hierarhy that all must move on in that ourse and dispensation.Therefore see well that the initiations of those Two Witnesses must be taken upon yourselves.And it is well to do so small inrement by small inrement daily as you all to be taken to our retreat,in addition to the retreats of the Chohans, [to℄ that retreat over F�atima, to understand what is thealling of the Two Witnesses.There are always two, beloved, and it does begin with you and your twin ame. But you may�nd yourselves as two disiples (whether [both℄ male or [both℄ female) together, whether as teamsof husband and wife, brother and sister, and so forth. For the Alpha, the Omega polarity must bekept.We ome, then, to witness. And we ome to [bear℄ witness [to℄ the manifestation of the divineprotetion of the witnesses of Truth, the Messengers of Truth, and all of those who have followedthe sword and the shield of Pallas Athena. And I say of this sword, beloved, in the hand of PallasAthena it shall be the sword of Pallas Athena and in the hand of El Morya it shall be Exaliburand in the hand of Mother Mary it shall be that sword of Kali. Thus know that we may wield thesharper-than-the-two-edged sword and that you yourselves may be that sword in manifestation.Let the protetion desend, ordained by Almighty God, upon this Community and all who retainthat inner alignment with the will of God. Remember, beloved, to enter in the heart of Christ daily,for in that entering do you reeive this protetion.The beloved Mother Mary does ome to give to you, then, the report of our reent exursion intothe planes of the astral. You must understand that this exursion does inlude the desent into levelsof the physial earth where you live, for the astral plane is a state of onsiousness and not merelya plae you go out of the body.Many people upon this planet, a far greater perentage than you realize, are in the astral plane andin embodiment. Far more than you realize are the undead, the living dead. Far more than you realize,beloved, are in a state of peril and imperil - imperil being de�ned as the violent misquali�ation ofthe light of the hakras whih does plae their souls in peril.There are souls being lost daily who are aught in the astral onsiousness, �xed, \hosed" to thetelevision set, whih does feed into them astral e�uvia and does take from them light. It is a two-wayhose, beloved; they reeive the astral plane and their attention does give and sustain the media by7Woman lothed with the Sun. Rev. 12:1.8Two Witnesses. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 19, p. 215 n. 1.198



what light or energy they have within their beings.The matter is so serious, beloved, that we have ome in this hour. For it does fall upon the mantleand oÆe of Mother of the Flame and Mother of the World and all who serve under that DivineMother, suh as ye, to make those interessory alls both on Friday night and on Wednesday. For theWednesday night servie is also a very intense ation of the Divine Mother. And you would do wellto pik up and aelerate your alls, for the emerald ray of Truth does indeed penetrate the astralplane and there is an exelleny in our troops and legions working with the blue-ray, the violet, andthe purple legions of Light.Understand, therefore, that our message and our report is this: that souls who began with athreefold ame are losing their threefold ames. They are reahing the point of [the℄ squandering of[the℄ light where that divine spark is either about to go out or has gone out already. Thus, beloved,your alls for interession must be for the saving of the souls who one walked toward the Light andtoward the Central Sun who have been beguiled.And, blessed hearts, if you an see the reality of your leadership, the best minds, the best eduatedbeing beguiled by the serpents that ome out of the East, out of the darkness of the misuse of themental body - these serpents, beloved, using on them all manner of psyhopolitis, psyhotronis,manipulation of brain waves - if you an see how the best of soiety have lost all allegiane andtethering to Truth, an you not understand also how those not eduated at all as to the deepermysteries or the realities of Life should also be lost? And these are lost in other ways.For there is a way to be lost for every lifestream, [\a way that seemeth right,"9 aording totheir own spiritual blindness,℄ for everyone who does exist in embodiment upon earth. And thatway, beloved, is suited to that person's inlination, that point of pride, that sense \I know what I'mdoing, I know who I am, and I have the intelligene to evaluate the fats and to make up my ownmind and to be my own person." All the while this turning around to Darkness is taking plae.And so, beloved, there an be prior to even physial alamities suh as those prophesied a fargreater holoaust than many ould even be aware of upon this planet. And that is the loss of tensof thousands, hundreds of thousands, and even millions of souls by this proess where they lose thelight, they lose the threefold ame, they lose the spirit and the energy of God within them, theybeome vegetablelike; and they then, beloved, are simply plugged in daily to the mass mahine ofthe mass onsiousness and the beasts of the astral plane of the false hierarhies of the InternationalCapitalist/Communist Conspiray.Therefore we ask as interessory prayer, whih will also assist El Morya in being unbenhed, forthe utting free of those souls who did one serve the Light, for the utting free of those who arein grave jeopardy who an be saved, who are well-meaning lifestreams but have never admitted thereality of Good and Evil nor desired to tether themselves to Absolute God-Good.This, then, is the dilemma of the age, beloved, for we desire to see a ertain harvest. And whenyou speak of sponsoring Masters, speak also of sponsoring angels and Arhangels! For we tell you,beloved, that if so many be lost, where are we who have sent forth our energy and our Light and ourdispensations from the Central Sun on their behalf? The more souls who are lost, the more, then,we must pay and the less we an then o�er future generations.Thus it puts in jeopardy the entire path of initiation. And that path of initiation, beloved, isthrough the heart of the Guru who is Mother. For it is the Divine Mother through whose heartyou ome; for it is the Divine Mother and her Light that has been violated by all in past ages. Therestoration to the Trinity is through that heart of the Universal Mother and that heart of the Motheris indeed blossoming in all of you.Our report, then, of our journey to the astral plane in the physial and the nonphysial world is9A way that seemeth right. Prov. 14:12; 16:25. 199



that onditions have gone far beyond what an be imagined and that something must be done andmust be done quikly. It will be easy, then, for you to insert a very simple phrase [in your alls andderees℄ that the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood go after those Lightbearers who mustnot be lost, those who one had a threefold ame, those souls who an be remagnetized by the GreatCentral Sun Magnet to the divine polarity of Alpha and Omega, those souls who an be reahedthrough some form of Truth, beloved ones, whatever that might be - even the arm of diet itself thatan begin to orret [their out-of-alignment state℄ and bring them into balane whereby their mindsare emptied of these drugs and [harmful hemial℄ substanes and an be �lled again with Light andthe knowledge of Truth.Thus it is the hallenge of the year for the Messenger, for the Community, and for all Lightbearersof the world. I know, beloved, that all of the derees that you are giving when direted to this endan be for the ful�llment of that purpose of the utting free of souls of Light by the legions of Truth.This, then, is the reason for our oming.And now you will see that our angels who ome to you are eah bearing an emerald stone. Youwill see the emerald stone in the right hand and the jade in the left. (And thus I have also rehargedthe Messenger's jade for that purpose.) You will understand, beloved, that this is the Alpha and theOmega, this is the Light that fouses healing as well as piering initiation.These angels ome to touh you on this oasion of our elebration of the vitory of these deadesin the lives of both Messengers. They ome to touh you, to raise you up, and to show you thatthe hallenges to Love in this Community must be mastered by the living ame of Truth [and℄ thatTruth must be in defense of Divine Love even as Comfort does ome in defense of Truth.And if you would arry a greater Light of the Brotherhood, you must be ready to bear it on eahand all of the rays, and you must reognize that initiations ome on a daily basis and they must bemet. For this Community must be tried by �re10 if it is to survive in the physial otave, and thattrial by �re must ome upon you. Let it be �rst and foremost the emerald �res that you might berealigned with Truth so that when the initiation does ome, beloved, you have already been purgedof those substanes [of misquali�ed energy℄ whih would ause you pain if you did enter the �re [whilestill℄ retaining them.Let the living ame of Truth prevail, for I, Raphael, have spoken! And one these angels havetouhed you - and for some the sensation will be as hot oals where there is transmutation neededand for some it will be as the oolness of the ool stone itself, for you have prepared the way - thenlet those angels go forth to those souls who an be saved, who an be reeived.Blessed hearts, they are not ready to be touhed but they may reeive omfort, omfort from theHoly Spirit, from Pallas Athena, from all of our bands and those of the Third Ray. Blessed ones,you are the ushion for them between that whih they need, that whih they annot reeive for theyhave lost the Light, that whih they must reeive.Understand, beloved, suh a dilemma - that our Light is too great for them to have. For if theywere to have it diretly from us, it should onsume them. Even if you were at this moment to standin the Great Central Sun, you also would have onsiderable diÆulty. Thus, you see, there must bea bridging of that gap; and your aura is that bridging, the aura of Divine Love.The aura of Divine Love is the signal of The Summit Lighthouse that does go forth and is a beaonof hope to these souls. It is a ray, it is an energy, it is a reality! And when they feel the reality ofliving Love, then and only then an they reognize the false loves of all these other things to whihthey have been addited and tied.Let your love so shine that they may see that love and know that we, the legions of Truth, haveome and are oming to the resue. And [let℄ those who have ursed the Divine Mother Mary, let10Trial by �re. I Cor. 3:13-15; I Pet. 1:6, 7; 4:12. 200



those who have ursed even this Mother of the Flame, let those who have ursed the oÆe of mybeloved Mary also have [i.e., experiene℄ the onsuming ation of the Ruby Ray and then be onvertedbak to the inner polarity with the Divine Mother whih they did violate long ago. And thus theirhatred is very great for that manifestation of the Mother wherever it is found.Blessed ones, you have been drawn to this ativity and to this Community here for the Retreatof the Divine Mother that is over this plae that does omplement the shrine of Shamballa of theBuddha.11 Know, then, how so great a love is upon you. Know, then, how so great a love is uponthe Messengers and all Lightbearers who will ome.Therefore, from the legions of Light, from the angeli hosts from [whose bands℄ your own Mes-sengers one desended in servie we say, one and all aross the heavens: A happy birthday to theMother on earth and a happy God-vitory to the Messenger in heaven! May you be swept up thisnight in their mantle of living Truth and know truly who does walk among you; for, beloved, youhave never been told.Thus, by the osmi ross of white �re and through the pereption gained by your devotion, youare blest in the light of lear seeing in this hour. May you retain it and remember that in the keynote\Whispering Hope"12 you may bring us to your side instantly. May hildren and adults alike herishboth the hymn and the orhestration of it and know that the power and the Presene of Raphael isinstantaneously in that manifestation, even as Mother Mary does ome in the \Ave Maria."13In the servie of the Light of your heart we are obediently the witnesses of Truth. [intonations,21 seonds℄So it is done, and the Light does now pass through the sword into the ground and the earth reeivesthe harge of Truth for realignment. And Elohim and Arhangels and hierarhs of the elements dostand guard; for, beloved, this inrement must not at this time ause atalysm or disturbanes inthe Nature kingdom, who have all to do to keep the balane for you in this hour. Pray for them andlove them, for they love you muh.Though we take our leave, from this hour forward we do not leave your side in this Community.For you have greater need of us, beloved, than you an realize in this hour. Play our songs. We shallbe there. Our love for you is in�nite, unspeakable herishment.This ditation was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth ClareProphet at the onlusion of the Saturday evening servie on Sunday, April 9, 1989, 12:27-1:05 a.m.MST, at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Ditation available on 90-min. audioas-sette K89029. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, addedby the Messenger under Arhangel Raphael's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughoutthese notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
11On Deember 15, 1985, Sanat Kumara announed \the opening of the door of the temple of the Divine Motherand her Inner Retreat" positioned above the entire Royal Teton Ranh (see 1986 PoW, vol. 29 no. 10, pp. 70-72).The Western Shamballa is Gautama Buddha's etheri/physial retreat in the West entered over the Heart of theInner Retreat at the Royal Teton Ranh. It is an extension of Shamballa, his retreat over the Gobi Desert (see 1981PoW, vol. 24 no. 20, pp. 226, 227; 1983 PoW, vol. 26 no. 14, pp. 110; no. 53, p. 639).12See \Beloved Raphael," song 292 in The Summit Lighthouse Book of Songs, sung to the melody of \WhisperingHope" by Alie Hawthorne.13See \Ave Maria," song 94, sung to the melody of \Ave Maria" by Franz Shubert.201
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Chapter 25Elizabeth Clare Prophet - June 18, 1989Vol. 32 No. 25 - Elizabeth Clare Prophet - June 18, 1989FREEDOM 1988Fourth of July AddressPart 1The Signing of the Delaration of Independene andGeorge Washington's VisionIn the name of Saint Germain, in the name of our heavenly Father and the Divine Mother, theliving Christ and the Holy Spirit, Amen.I begin by reading to you from Saint Germain's ditation given at Thanksgiving in Washington,D.C.Ho! It is the last time that I shall appear in this nation's apital unless and until those whoknow better do better - until those who have seen my alling and heard my word respond to it andpostpone not the day of our God's appearing.Lo, my Presene has ounted for ye all for millions of years in this earth and in higher otaves. Injoy and love and with what fond purpose I have sponsored this nation and this opportunity!Keepers of the Flame, by your leave I AM sent from the Great Central Sun to stand in the midstof this ity as a pillar of violet ame, my aura, then, sealing a destiny - a destiny far spent.For Ameria has abdiated her role as the nation of Christhood, the eternal Law of God, as thenation wherein The LORD Our Righteousness should raise up a standard, an ensign of the peopleand a two-edged sword.Thus, beloved, through your hearts and yours alone, the Lightbearers in all the earth - thosewho know me and may not know my name but have espoused the Cause of Freedom and of Peae -through them I shall ontinue to work.But I shall not be here, beloved, to deliver to you another statement of my word or my all unlessthe representatives of the people, from the highest oÆe in the land to the least, shall take theirstand for the defense of Freedom. . . .I tell you this, I AM a living pillar of violet ame!Wheresoever you shall raise up that violet ame by a onerted ation of a deree momentum,there I shall be, as it were, the genie of the lamp, the lamp of knowledge and transmutation, thelamp of trans�guration and the transubstantiation of the body and the blood of thyself, that theLord Christ might truly enter therein. Wheresoever a pillar of violet ame is raised up, beause it is203



the equivaleny of my Presene I shall be there. . . .Know then, O beloved, that footprint for footprint if Ameria and the earth shall long desire thePresene of Saint Germain with them, they must forge a �re, truly a violet ame �re where I mayplae my feet. It is indeed the last time, the last Opportunity, the last Freedom and Justie. Eitherthese ames be raised up by the Lightbearers of the world or you shall see the Darkness prophesiedby young and old alike, those who have seen, those who have known, and those who have read thereport of that whih the enemy does propose against this nation and against all people of freedomworldwide.1Following this ditation Saint Germain was seen leaving the ity, his hooded purple ape pulledlosely about him, striding toward the Roky Mountains. It is time, then, to ponder Saint Germain'sexit from our apital, what it means for us, for Ameria and for the world.It was a grand experiment whih he began in Independene Hall in 1776. We don't often thinkabout the ourage it took to sign the Delaration of Independene. Today it is a matter of fat that�fty-six delegates from the thirteen olonies put their pens to parhment and signed that doument.In retrospet it seems like the obvious thing for them to have done. But they were putting their liveson the line and they didn't know what the next day would bring.By signing the Delaration, all were guilty of high treason under British law. The penalty forhigh treason was to be hanged by the nek until unonsious, then ut down and revived, thendisemboweled and ut into quarters.2 The head and quarters were at the disposal of the rown.No wonder they wavered! No wonder they disussed bak and forth for days on end before signingthe doument that arried so grave a penalty. An old legend dramatizes the story of the one whogalvanized the delegates and gave them the ourage to sign that doument.But still there is doubt - and that pale-faed man, shrinking in one orner, squeaks out somethingabout axes, sa�olds, and a - gibbet!\Gibbet!" ehoes a �ere, bold voie, that startles men from their seats - and look yonder! A tallslender man rises, dressed - although it is summer time - in a dark robe. Look how his white handundulates as it is strethed slowly out, how that dark eye burns, while his words ring through thehall. (We do not know his name, let us therefore all his appeal)THE SPEECH OF THE UNKNOWN.\Gibbet? They may streth our neks on all the gibbets in the land - they may turn every rok intoa sa�old - every tree into a gallows, every home into a grave, and yet the words on that Parhmentan never die!\They may pour our blood on a thousand sa�olds, and yet from every drop that dyes the axe,or drips on the sawdust of the blok, a new martyr to Freedom will spring into birth!\The British King may blot out the Stars of God from His sky, but he annot blot out His wordswritten on the Parhment there! The works of God may perish - His Word, never!\These words will go forth to the world when our bones are dust. To the slave in the mines theywill speak - hope - to the mehani in his workshop - freedom - to the oward-kings these words willspeak, but not in tones of attery. No, no! They will speak like the aming syllables on Belshazzar'swall -THE DAYS OF YOUR PRIDE AND GLORY ARE NUMBERED!THE DAYS OF JUDGMENT AND REVOLUTION DRAW NEAR!\Yes, that Parhment will speak to the Kings in a language sad and terrible as the trump of the1Saint Germain, 1987 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 30 no. 81, pp. 611-12.2Enylopaedia Britannia, 11th ed., s.v. \treason." 204



Arhangel. You have trampled on mankind long enough. At last the voie of human woe has pieredthe ear of God, and alled His Judgment down! You have waded on to thrones over seas of blood -you have trampled on to power over the neks of millions - you have turned the poor man's sweatand blood into robes for your deliate forms, into rowns for your anointed brows. Now Kings - nowpurpled Hangmen of the world - for you ome the days of axes and gibbets and sa�olds - for youthe wrath of man - for you the lightnings of God! -\Look! How the light of your palaes on �re ashes up into the midnight sky!\Now Purpled Hangmen of the world - turn and beg for mery!\Where will you �nd it?\Not from God, for you have blasphemed His laws!\Not from the People, for you stand baptized in their blood!\Here you turn, and lo! a gibbet!\There - and a sa�old looks you in the fae.\All around you - death - and nowhere pity!\Now exeutioners of the human rae, kneel down, yes, kneel down upon the sawdust of thesa�old - lay your perfumed heads upon the blok - bless the axe as it falls - the axe that yousharpened for the poor man's nek!\Suh is the message of that Delaration to Man, to the Kings of the world! And shall we falternow? And shall we start bak appalled when our feet press the very threshold of Freedom? Do I seequailing faes around me, when our wives have been buthered - when the hearthstones of our landare red with the blood of little hildren?\What are these shrinking hearts and faltering voies here, when the very Dead of our battle�eldsarise, and all upon us to sign that Parhment, or be aursed forever?\Sign! if the next moment the gibbet's rope is round your nek! Sign! if the next moment thishall rings with the eho of the falling axe! Sign! By all your hopes in life or death, as husbands - asfathers - as men - sign your names to the Parhment or be aursed forever!\Sign - and not only for yourselves, but for all ages. For that Parhment will be the Text-book ofFreedom - the Bible of the Rights of Man forever!\Sign - for that delaration will go forth to Amerian hearts forever, and speak to those heartslike the voie of God! And its work will not be done, until throughout this wide Continent not asingle inh of ground owns the sway of a British King!\Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise! It is a truth, your own hearts witness it, Godprolaims it. - This Continent is the property of a free people, and their property alone. [17-seondapplause℄ God, I say, prolaims it!\Look at this strange history of a band of exiles and outasts, suddenly transformed into a people- look at this wonderful Exodus of the oppressed of the Old World into the New, where they ame,weak in arms but mighty in Godlike faith - nay, look at this history of your Bunker Hill - yourLexington - where a band of plain farmers moked and trampled down the panoply of British arms,and then tell me, if you an, that God has not given Ameria to the free?[12-seond applause℄\It is not given to our poor human intellet to limb the skies, to piere the ounils of theAlmighty One. But methinks I stand among the awful louds whih veil the brightness of Jehovah'sthrone. Methinks I see the Reording Angel - pale as an angel is pale, weeping as an angel an weep- ome trembling up to that Throne, and speak his dread message -205



\`Father! the old world is baptized in blood! Father, it is drenhed with the blood of millions,buthered in war, in perseution, in slow and grinding oppression! Father - look, with one glaneof Thine Eternal eye, look over Europe, Asia, Afria, and behold evermore, that terrible sight, mantrodden down beneath the oppressor's feet - nations lost in blood - Murder and Superstition walkinghand in hand over the graves of their vitims, and not a single voie to whisper, \Hope to Man!"'\He stands there, the Angel, his hands trembling with the blak reord of human guilt. But hark!The voie of Jehovah speaks out from the awful loud - `Let there be light again. Let there be aNew World. Tell my people - the poor - the trodden down millions, to go out from the Old World.Tell them to go out from wrong, oppression and blood - tell them to go out from this Old World -to build my altar in the New!'[11-seond applause℄\As God lives, my friends, I believe that to be his voie! Yes, were my soul trembling on the wingfor Eternity, were this hand freezing in death, were this voie hoking with the last struggle, I wouldstill, with the last impulse of that soul, with the last wave of that hand, with the last gasp of thatvoie, implore you to remember this truth - God has given Ameria to the free![13-seond applause℄\Yes, as I sank down into the gloomy shadows of the grave, with my last gasp, I would beg youto sign that Parhment, in the name of the God, who made the Saviour who redeemed you - in thename of the millions whose very breath is now hushed in intense expetation, as they look up to youfor the awful words - `You are free!"' [9-seond applause℄O many years have gone sine that hour - the Speaker, his brethren, all, have rumbled into dust,but it would require an angel's pen to piture the magi of that Speaker's look, the deep, terribleemphasis of his voie, the prophet-like bekoning of his hand, the magneti ame whih shootingfrom his eyes, soon �red every heart throughout the hall!The work was done. A wild murmur thrills through the hall. - Sign? Hah? There is no doubtnow. Look! How they rush forward - stout-hearted John Hanok has sarely time to sign his boldname, before the pen is grasped by another - another and another! Look how the names blaze on theParhment - Adams and Lee and Je�erson and Carroll, and now, Roger Sherman the Shoemaker.And here omes good old Stephen Hopkins - yes, trembling with palsy, he totters forward -quivering from head to foot, with his shaking hands he seizes the pen, he srathes his patriot-name.Then omes Benjamin Franklin the Printer. . . .And now the Parhment is signed; and now let word go forth to the People in the streets - to thehomes of Ameria - to the amp of Mister Washington, and the Palae of George the Idiot-King -let word go out to all the earth -And, old man in the steeple, now bare your arm, and grasp the Iron Tongue, and let the bellspeak out the great truth:FIFTY-SIX TRADERS, LAWYERS, FARMERS AND MECHANICS HAVE THIS DAY SHOOKTHE SCHACKLES OF THE WORLD![13-seond applause℄Hark! Hark to the toll of that Bell!Is there not a deep poetry in that sound, a poetry more sublime than Shakespeare or Milton?Is there not a musi in the sound, that reminds you of those awful tones whih broke from angel-lips, when news of the hild Jesus burst on the shepherds of Bethlehem?For that Bell now speaks out to the world, that -206



GOD HAS GIVEN THE AMERICAN CONTINENT TO THE FREE - THE TOILING MIL-LIONS OF THE HUMAN RACE - AS THE LAST ALTAR OF THE RIGHTS OF MAN ON THEGLOBE - THE HOME OF THE OPPRESSED, FOREVERMORE!3[10-seond applause℄Are we not bought with a prie?This reading is taken from the book Washington and His Generals: or, Legends of the Revolutionby George Lippard, published in 1847.In pledging their lives, fortunes and sared honors, the 56 signers of the Delaration risked muh.Twenty-two of them experiened one or all of the following: early death through wounds or hardshipssustained during the war, the loss of their families, their personal fortunes or destrution of theirhomes and livestok.Among the seven who died of hardships during the War was \Honest John" Hart, a farmer turnedlegislator. In the winter of 1776, he ed Prineton, New Jersey, before the British invaders. \Forweeks at a time he slept in a di�erent bed eah night, sometimes sleeping in aves," David C. Whitneywrites. \Hessian merenaries pillaged his farm and killed his livestok."4 When he returned home,he found that his wife had died and his thirteen hildren had taken refuge with neighbors. Hart diedin 1779.Others su�ered perseution for their beliefs. Perseution is believed to have ontributed to JohnMorton's early death. Morton was a Quaker and his friends turned against him for supporting armedstruggle. While Morton lay dying, he is said to have ried out, \Tell them that they will live to seethe hour when they shall aknowledge it to have been the most glorious servie that I ever renderedto my ountry."5 After his death in 1777, his wife and family were fored to ee the onoming British.Thomas Nelson, governor of Virginia, lost his home and fortune. Writes Whitney, \The story istold that, during the siege of Yorktown, Nelson observed that his own mansion in the town was theonly one that had not been struk by the Amerian artillery. Upon inquiring why, he was told thatthe annoneers had been asked to respet the governor's property, even though it was being usedas Cornwallis' headquarters. Nelson urged that it be �red upon at one, and had the pleasure ofseeing British oÆers ee from his house as it was struk by annonballs."6 Nelson gave substantialamounts of money to support the war e�ort and went deeply into debt by guaranteeing loans toseure supplies for the army. He died in poverty after paying o� his wartime debts.These men did not take lightly the doument that they signed.I'd like to give to you a quote from our beloved El Morya. He said last Otober in New York:Let all you who hear me speak for the �rst time remember to keep the ame and to sign thatdoument to be a Keeper of the Flame, even as the early Amerian patriots signed that doument inIndependene Hall. There omes a time when life and destiny neessitates the signing of one's nameto a ause. O people of Ameria, will you sign your name next to the signing of Saint Germain'sname by himself, our noble Knight Commander?[Audiene replies: \Yes!" 7-seond applause℄I tell you, beloved, this hour in the Darjeeling Counil hambers Saint Germain has stood andsigned his name one again to a doument that is for the saving of this nation under God, that thisnation might be the open door to that salvation of Mother Liberty to all nations. He has stood3George Lippard, Washington and His Generals: or, Legends of the Revolution (Philadelphia: G. B. Zieber andCo., 1847), pp. 394-97.4David C. Whitney, Founders of Freedom in Ameria (Chiago: J. G. Ferguson Publishing Company, 1964), p.109.5Ibid., p. 173.6Ibid., p. 175. 207



before us to give an impassioned speeh onerning the giving of his life one again if our Father willaept his o�ering. Saint Germain desires only to save this nation and this people as a bulwark ofdefense to all and enlightenment to all.Blessed hearts, I tell you, it is not the taking of a vow nor the mere signing of the name, but it isthe ativation of the resoures of one's ausal body in a marathon that must ontinue until safety iswon. Those hearts who would partiipate in this ause may go to Darjeeling this night. Our doorsare opened to any and all patriots of the world who will defend freedom and sign this doument withSaint Germain. Do not take the opportunity lightly, beloved, for this signing is the signing of one'slife, as he has signed for his life.7Saint Germain has given to us a vision of Ameria and so has the Arhangel Zadkiel. But twoenturies ago the Goddess of Liberty gave a vision to George Washington. We are all familiar with itbut it is well to allow the adenes of the mind to move aross these words, one again to rememberthat the testings of those who would beome bodhisattvas and Buddhas is of the Three Jewels.8And we see the three episodes in Ameria's history foretold in George Washington's vision as theopportunity to balane the karma of the misuse of the threefold ame and to restore the destiny andpath of our personal Christhood and Ameria's Christhood.This is the aounting, then, of George Washington's vision by Anthony Sherman as told to WesleyBradshaw as it was reprinted in the National Tribune.The last time I ever saw Anthony Sherman was on the fourth of July, 1859, in IndependeneSquare. He was then ninety-nine years old, and beoming very feeble. But though so old, hisdimming eyes rekindled as he gazed upon Independene Hall, whih he ame to visit one more.\Let us go into the hall," he said. \I want to tell you of an inident of Washington's life - onewhih no one alive knows of exept myself; and, if you live you will before long, see it veri�ed.\From the opening of the Revolution we experiened all phases of fortune, now good and nowill, one time vitorious and another onquered. The darkest period we had, I think, was whenWashington after several reverses, retreated to Valley Forge, where he resolved to pass the winter of1777.\Ah! I have often seen the tears oursing down our dear ommander's are-worn heeks, as hewould be onversing with a on�dential oÆer about the ondition of his poor soldiers. You havedoubtless heard the story of Washington's going into the thiket to pray. Well, it was not only true,but he used often to pray in seret for aid and omfort from God, the interposition of whose DivineProvidene brought us safely through the darkest days of tribulation.\One day, I remember it well, the hilly winds whistled through the leaess trees, though the skywas loudless and the sun shone brightly, he remained in his quarters nearly all the afternoon alone.When he ame out I notied that his fae was a shade paler than usual, and there seemed to besomething on his mind of more than ordinary importane.\Returning just after dusk, he dispathed an orderly to the quarters of the oÆer I mention whowas presently in attendane. After a preliminary onversation of about half an hour, Washington,gazing upon his ompanion with that strange look of dignity whih he alone ould ommand, saidto the latter:\`I do not know whether it is owing to the anxiety of my mind, or what, but this afternoon as Iwas sitting at this table engaged in preparing a dispath, something seemed to disturb me. Lookingup, I beheld standing opposite me a singularly beautiful female. So astonished was I, for I had givenstrit orders not to be disturbed that it was some moments before I found language to inquire intothe ause of her presene.7El Morya, 1987 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 30 no. 54, pp. 479-80.8See 1988 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 31 no. 57, p. 447 n. 9.208



\`A seond, a third, and even a fourth time did I repeat my question, but reeived no answerfrom my mysterious visitor exept a slight raising of her eyes. By this time I felt strange sensationsspreading through me. I would have risen but the riveted gaze of the being before me rendered volitionimpossible. I assayed one more to address her, but my tongue had beome useless. Even thoughtitself had beome paralyzed. A new inuene, mysterious, potent, irresistible, took possession of me.All I ould do was to gaze steadily, vaantly at my unknown visitant.\'Gradually the surrounding atmosphere seemed as though beoming �lled with sensations, andluminous. Everything about me seemed to rarify - the mysterious visitor herself beoming moreairy and yet more distint to my sight than before. I now began to feel as one dying, or rather toexperiene the sensations whih I have sometimes imagined aompany dissolution. I did not think,I did not reason, I did not move; all were alike impossible. I was only onsious of gazing �xedly,vaantly at my ompanion.\'Presently I heard a voie saying, \Son of the Republi, look and learn," while at the same timemy visitor extended her arm eastwardly. I now beheld a heavy white vapor at some distane risingfold upon fold. This gradually dissipated, and I looked upon a strange sene. Before me lay spreadout in one vast plain all the ountries of the world - Europe, Asia, Afria, Ameria. I saw rolling andtossing between Europe and Ameria the billows of the Atlanti, and between Asia and Ameria laythe Pai�.\"'Son of the Republi," said the same mysterious voie as before, \look and learn." At thatmoment I beheld a dark, shadowy being, like an angel, standing, or rather oating in mid-air, betweenEurope and Ameria. Dipping water out of the oean in the hollow of eah hand, he sprinkled someupon Ameria with his right hand, while with his left hand he ast some on Europe.\'Immediately a loud raised from these ountries, and joined in mid-oean. For a while it remainedstationary, and then moved slowly westward, until it enveloped Ameria in its murky folds. Sharpashes of lightning gleamed through it at intervals, and I heard the smothered groans and ries ofthe Amerian people. A seond time the angel dipped water from the oean, and sprinkled it outas before. The dark loud was then drawn bak to the oean, in whose heaving billows it sank fromview.\'A third time I heard the mysterious voie saying, \Son of the Republi, look and learn," I astmy eyes upon Ameria and beheld villages and towns and ities springing up one after another untilthe whole land from the Atlanti to the Pai� was dotted with them. Again, I heard the mysteriousvoie say, \Son of the Republi, the end of the entury ometh, look and learn."\'At this the dark shadowy angel turned his fae southward, and from Afria I saw an ill-omenedspetre approah our land. It itted slowly over every town and ity of the latter. The inhabitantspresently set themselves in battle array against eah other.\'As I ontinued looking I saw a bright angel, on whose brow rested a rown of light, on whih wastraed the word \Union," bearing the Amerian ag whih he plaed between the divided nation,and said, \Remember ye are brethren."\'Instantly, the inhabitants, asting from them their weapons beame friends one more, andunited around the National Standard.\'And again I heard the mysterious voie saying, \Son of the Republi, look and learn." At thisthe dark, shadowy angel plaed a trumpet to his mouth, and blew three distint blasts; and takingwater from the oean, he sprinkled it upon Europe, Asia and Afria.\'Then my eyes beheld a fearful sene: from eah of these ountries arose thik, blak louds thatwere soon joined into one. And throughout this mass there gleamed a dark red light by whih I sawhordes of armed men, who, moving with the loud, marhed by land and sailed by sea to Ameria,whih ountry was enveloped in the volume of loud.209



\'And I dimly saw these vast armies devastate the whole ountry and burn the villages, townsand ities that I beheld springing up. As my ears listened to the thundering of the annon, lashingof swords, and the shouts and ries of millions in mortal ombat, I heard again the mysterious voiesaying, \Son of the Republi, look and learn." When the voie had eased, the dark shadowy angelplaed his trumpet one more to his mouth, and blew a long and fearful blast.\'Instantly a light as of a thousand suns shone down from above me, and piered and broke intofragments the dark loud whih enveloped Ameria. At the same moment the angel upon whosehead still shone the word Union, and who bore our national ag in one hand and a sword in theother, desended from the heavens attended by legions of white spirits. These joined the inhabitantsof Ameria, who I pereived were well-nigh overome, but who immediately taking ourage again,losed up their broken ranks and renewed the battle.\'Again, amid the fearful noise of the onit, I heard the mysterious voie saying, \Son of theRepubli, look and learn." As the voie eased, the shadowy angel for the last time dipped waterfrom the oean and sprinkled it upon Ameria. Instantly the dark loud rolled bak, together withthe armies it had brought, leaving the inhabitants of the land vitorious.\'Then one more I beheld the villages, towns and ities springing up where I had seen thembefore, while the bright angel, planting the azure standard he had brought in the midst of them,ried with a loud voie: \While the stars remain, and the heavens send down dew upon the earth,so long shall the Union last." And taking from his brow the rown on whih blazoned the word\Union," he plaed it upon the Standard while the people, kneeling down, said, \Amen."\'The sene instantly began to fade and dissolve, and I at last saw nothing but the rising, urlingvapor I at �rst beheld. This also disappearing, I found myself one more gazing upon the mysteriousvisitor, who, in the same voie I had heard before, said, \Son of the Republi, what you have seen isthus interpreted:\"'Three great perils will ome upon the Republi. The most fearful is the third (The ommentupon his word `third' is: \The help against the THIRD peril omes in the shape of Divine Assistane.Apparently the Seond Advent) [that is the writer's interpretation who is telling this story℄ . . . passingwhih the whole world united shall not prevail against her. Let every hild of the Republi learn tolive for his God, his land and Union."\'With these words the vision vanished, and I started from my seat and felt that I had seen avision wherein had been shown to me the birth, progress, and destiny of the United States.'\Suh, my friends," onluded the venerable narrator, \were the words I heard from Washington'sown lips, and Ameria will do well to pro�t by them."9The interpretation of those three wars has always been the Revolution, the Civil War and a warthat ould be fought upon our soil in this entury.Last Thanksgiving Arhangel Zadkiel prophesied in Washington:Arhangel Zadkiel's Vision of AmeriaChildren of the Light, sons of Light in your midst, hear me! For I ast before you now a vision ofviolet ame, as over the land a sared �re does burn: all of Ameria overed by violet ame. Thisis the vision whereby you see what destiny Ameria an deliver unto the nations. It is a future ofhope, prosperity and light and an inner walk with God. This is the vision of Saint Germain. I amable to show it to you beause you have invoked a violet ame that does appear this night as thoughovering the map of �fty states and more.Beloved, this is a future that ould be. I pray it will not be a future that might have been. Thisis Option the First whereby you the Lightbearers, by Holy Amethyst' ray, determine that the all-9Published by Wesley Bradshaw, reprinted in the National Tribune, Deember 1880.210



onsuming �re of God shall be for transmutation and transformation in the earth body and element,in the sea and the waters, and in the air.Therefore, by violet ame transmute the seven vials of the seven last plagues that we have alreadypoured out in the earth! This is the sign of the oming of the new age, the age of Aquarius and ofSaint Germain. It is the sign of Keepers of the Flame who know that in this hour the essential lightmust ome forth through the Seventh Ray and the violet ame of that ray.Know, then, beloved, that to ease the agitation, to ease the nononentration of the mind, todraw bak to self the sattered energies of a sattered attention - this is the requirement.Lo, I AM Alpha and Omega in the white �re ore of Being! - thy being and the being of Godwhih thou art in higher dimensions.Know, then, beloved, that all who all themselves futurists, all who would be the avant-garde ofa new dispensation of eternal Light, these are ounted [as suh℄ by us only when they are devoteesof the living ame of osmi freedom, the violet �re.Noble ones of joy and ourage, noble ones of heart, of siene and of God, ye are alled to an hour.The hoosing of yourselves is not an exlusive hoosing, for eah evolution and rae and wave in itstime is alled to raise up the ensign of Light.Therefore a people of Light worldwide is alled to bring in the great golden age of Aquarius. This,beloved, an be aomplished in this hour only if millions rally to that living ame, to the pillar of�re in the midst of Israel, to the Holy City Foursquare established upon this ontinent.Know, then, that the hoie is yet in the realm of the possible for Lightbearers of all nations toraise up the all to Light, to summon Arhangel Mihael, to enjoin and to be enjoined by hosts ofLight that ome from osmi spheres for the delivery of a planet.Blessed hearts, this vision must be ful�lled by those in embodiment, you who have heard andseen and felt the Light and the ministration of angels in your midst. Know, then, beloved, that yourapaity to ontain Light is in�nite, even as you are the issue of the in�nite God! . . .I remind you of your anient alling to deliver souls and to deliver them unto the LORD Godwith their God Flame blazing upon their hearts' altars. I remind you, then, of the neessity for theresue of souls in this hour in the name of the Divine Mother, Mary, who does ome to nourish theChrist ame in ye all.I remind you that the sene of violet ame overing the land is one that an be aomplished byyou. And if it is not, beloved, then you will see Option the Seond.You will see oming to pass the third vision of George Washington: You will see a loud omingforth out of the East and out of the West and over the seas. You will see warfare and bloodshedupon this very ontinent and soil. You will see, beloved, ities of the nation overome and burdened,a people rising up by the all of Miah, the Angel of Unity, to be one and to turn bak the Adversary.And you will see as hope against hope the failing of those of Ameria to turn bak that nightmareof the Great War.You will see, then, that the only deliverane that an ome to a people so unprepared as this tofae a world war is Divine Intervention. And yet, beloved, though the angeli hosts desend, someamong you must be pillars of �re whereby to anhor that Divine Interession.Therefore, see and know, beloved, that what kind of vitory shall be your own is truly your hoieand hoosing in this hour. . . .May you �nd Union in the Light, determination and strength in the Vision. For surely it shallome to pass that one or the other shall be the history of this land aording to your hoosing.1010Arhangel Zadkiel, 1987 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 30 no. 77, pp. 591-95.211
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Chapter 26Elizabeth Clare Prophet - June 25, 1989Vol. 32 No. 26 - Elizabeth Clare Prophet - June 25, 1989FREEDOM 1988Fourth of July AddressPart 2The Cause of Religious Liberty and Defending Our First Amendment RightsThe signers of the Delaration of Independene knew they were �ghting for a priniple far moreimportant than their lives and property. They were �ghting for a ause, and the supreme ause ofhumanity. The ause was liberty. And to them liberty was a ame as it is to us, a threefold amethat burns in our hearts whose all we annot ignore. Religious liberty was one of the key reasonsthey had ome to Ameria. Their break with Europe was a break with hundreds of years of religiousperseution.On Otober 5, 1573, in Antwerp, Belgium, a woman named Maeyken Wens was arrested andtortured. As Paul D. Simmons wrote in an artile for Churh and State, \Her tongue was thensrewed to her upper palate so she ould not witness to her faith while she was hauled in a artto the plae where the sentene was arried out - death by �re. Her rime? . . . She prolaimed theGospel as she understood it from her personal reading of the New Testament. She was a vitim ofthe Inquisition. She was found guilty of heresy, impiety and disobediene to Mother Churh."1Has not Arhbishop Marel Lefebvre su�ered the same fate today, though not so physial?2 Doesnot Rome yet stand intolerant of the human spirit and the right to �nd out God and to worship himas one does so hoose? And have we not all given our lives at one time or another to keep the ameof religious liberty burning in Europe in these dark ages?The Pilgrims who landed at Plymouth in November 1620 had found it neessary to leave Englandin order to insure their survival as a hurh, as a ommunity, as one spirit. They had tried Holland,whih was said to be tolerant. But beause of problems assoiated with the eduation of their hildrenas well as eonomi fators, they set out for the New World.1Paul D. Simmons, \Religious Liberty: A Heritage At Stake," Churh & State, May 1986, p. 18.2Arhbishop Marel Lefebvre reated the �rst shism in the Roman Catholi Churh sine 1870 when he onseratedfour bishops on June 30, 1988, without papal authority. Pope John Paul II immediately exommuniated Lefebvreand the four new bishops. Lefebvre, an ultra-traditionalist, began breaking with the Roman Catholi Churh overmodernized hurh poliies of the Seond Vatian Counil (1962-65). His followers still pratie the Latin TridentineMass and have established traditional seminaries in Switzerland, Frane, West Germany, Argentina, Australia and theUnited States. Lefebvre, aged 82, onserated his four disiples to \ensure ontinuity of the hurh" after months ofreoniliation sponsored by Pope John Paul II seemed to break down. This story, broadast on NBC Nightly News,July 3, was shown to those attending FREEDOM 1988 on July 4.213



In the next enturies they were followed by Quakers, Huguenots and Waldenses, Shwenkfelders,Roman Catholis, and Anabaptists. They were leaving behind a long tradition of religious perseu-tion.In 1545 the Frenh king Franis I had ordered that all Waldenses (followers of the twelfth-enturyProtestant Peter Waldo) who were found guilty of heresy should be put to death. Waldo hadadvoated a simple life. He ame to the onlusion that the laws of Christ were not being stritlyfollowed. He sold his property, gave away the proeeds, and preahed among the poor. Waldensesbelieved that laymen and women should be allowed to preah. They held that the Bible should bethe rule of faith and that God was to be obeyed rather than man; hene they refused to obey thelergy.Frenh soldiers interpreted the king's order to mean mass extermination. They killed 3,000Waldenses, burned 22 villages and sent 700 men to the galleys,3 all to maintain ontrol over theminds and souls of the people.Similar perseutions were onduted throughout Europe during the Reformation. By the nextentury suh massares were a thing of the past but perseution of minority religious groups wasommonplae. Their members were jailed, thrown in stoks, and forbidden to eduate their hildren.The Swiss government formed a seret polie fore to hunt Anabaptists (whose modern desendantsinlude the Mennonites). As John A. Hostetler desribes it, their mission was \to spy, loate, andarrest Anabaptists for their nononformist beliefs." They on�sated the Anabaptists' property.\Some were imprisoned, others were sent to Italy as galley slaves. . . . Children of Anabaptist parentswere delared illegitimate beause their parents had not been married by a Reformed minister."4The Founding Fathers had good reason to make sure that when they seured our politial libertiesthey seured religious liberty as well. The First Amendment to the Constitution of the UnitedStates reads: \Congress shall make no law respeting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting thefree exerise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speeh, or of the press; or the right of the peoplepeaeably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievanes."The purpose of the guarantee of freedom of religion was twofold: �rst to prevent the establishmentof a tax-supported, and therefore state-ontrolled, religion and seond to allow everyone to worship asthey hose. It was based on the Virginia \At for Establishing Religious Freedom," adopted January16, 1786, and the Virginia \Delaration of Rights," adopted June 12, 1776.As summarized by Winfred E. Garrison, the \At for Establishing Religious Freedom" delaredthat \the state has no right to ompel the itizen to support with money the propagation evenof those religious opinions whih he believes, muh less those whih he disbelieves." This was arevolutionary idea. Not sine the Roman emperor Constantine o-opted Christianity in the fourthentury had the nations of Europe been free of taxation to support a state religion. And that's theway it should be!The freedom of religion portion of the Virginia \Delaration of Rights" states:XVI. That Religion, or the Duty whih we owe to our Creator, and the Manner of disharging it,an be direted only by Reason and Convition, not by Fore or Violene; and therefore, all Men areequally entitled to the free Exerise of Religion, aording to the Ditates of Consiene; and that itis the mutual Duty of all to pratie Christian Forbearane, Love and Charity, towards eah other.5This was the spirit behind the First Amendment. But today the intent of the Founding Fathers is3Will Durant, The Reformation: A History of European Civilization from Wylif to Calvin: 1300-1564 (New York:Simon and Shuster, 1957), pp. 505-6.4John A. Hostetler, Amish Soiety, 3d ed. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1963), p. 51.5Winfred E. Garrison in J. Milton Yinger, Religion, Soiety and the Individual: an Introdution to the Soiologyof Religion (Toronto, Ontario, Canada: The Mamillan Company, 1957), p. 434.214



being irumvented. Today there is a war on hurhes and there is a war on religion. And it's beingwaged by private groups, federal, state and loal governments, and by the ourts. This war a�etsyou and me and our Churh and our right to pratie our religion on our private property here atthe Royal Teton Ranh.A report by the Coalition for Religious Freedom found that \the last 15 years have seen morereligious freedom ases than any time sine the Amerian Revolution." It observed that \two hundredyears ago, the primary threat to religious liberty was the intolerane of other religions. . . . Today,however, the primary threats to religious liberty ome not from hurhes, but from the bureauratiseular state."6 They found that key areas in whih the attaks take plae are in tort liability7 andzoning.Today over 50,000 ministers and rabbis aross the ountry arry lergy malpratie insurane.More and more pastors are being held liable for spiritual ounsel they give. The Coalition forReligious Freedom reports that \there are now nearly 2,000 suits pending in state ourts againstreligious leaders of a variety of faiths."8 In 1986 and 1987 over $100 million was awarded by ourtsto plainti�s who sued for lerial malpratie.Zoning and land use planning are being used to ontrol religious pratie around the ountry.The Coalition ites the example of the Faith Bible Fellowship of Colorado Springs, Colorado. Themembers \held servies in their pastor's home while saving money to purhase a hurh building.Consequently, the pastor, Rev. Rihard Blanhe, was ited seven times, �ned $32,000 and orderedto perform eighty hours of ommunity servie by the ity for alleged zoning violations."9 He wouldhave gotten o� easier had he been a drug dealer.The ourts are inreasingly beoming a battle�eld where religious freedom is slaughtered. VirginiaPostrel reently doumented a few of the ases against religion in an editorial in the Wall StreetJournal:Religion is in trouble in Ameria - for reasons that have nothing to do with Jimmy Swaggart orJim and Tammy Bakker.While ivil libertarians vigilantly guarded the Maginot line separating hurh and state, the ourtshave swept aross the undefended territory of the free-exerise lause. The Supreme Court's deisionlast month to let the government build roads through national forest sared to two Indian tribes isbut the latest example of this disturbing trend. Over the past several years, the ourts have steadilyeroded religious freedom by repeatedly granting government oÆials ontrol over property entral toreligious life.Building a hurh is a time-honored expression of religious faith, a quintessential example of thefree exerise of religion. But it is not a onstitutionally proteted ativity, aording to a 1983 deisionby the Sixth Ciruit Court of Appeals. A ongregation of Jehovah's Witnesses had repeatedly - andunsuessfully - petitioned the Lakewood, Ohio, zoning board for permission to build a new hurh,or Kingdom Hall, on a lot it owned in a residential neighborhood. The ourt held that Lakewoodould legally zone religious buildings out of virtually all residential neighborhoods, leaving a mere10% of the ity open to new hurhes.The desire for a suitable building, the ourt said, was merely a matter of �nanes and aesthetis,not the ongregation's religious liberty: \There is no evidene that the onstrution of a KingdomHall is a ritual, a `fundamental tenet,' or a `ardinal priniple' of its faith. At most the Congregationan laim that its freedom to worship is tangentially related to worshiping in its own building."6Coalition for Religious Freedom, \The Crisis in Religious Freedom" (Washington, D.C., 1987), p. 1.7tort liability: being held liable in a ivil suit (other than breah of ontrat) for breah of a legal duty or rightdiretly ausing damage.8Ibid.9Ibid. 215



That same year, the Eleventh Ciruit Court of Appeals ruled that the ity of Miami Beah ouldbar Naftali Grosz, an elderly Hassidi rabbi, from onduting daily worship servies in his own garage.At issue was a ity zoning law that prohibits religious buildings, suh as hurhes and synagogues,in single-family residential areas. Rabbi Grosz's garage servies generally attrated 10 to 20 people.As unsettling as the Lakewood deision was, it at least involved a full-edged hurh, parkinglot and all. But, thanks to the Grosz ruling, homeowners an now �nd their living-room gatheringslumped in the same illegal ategory. By strething the zoning law to enompass servies for as few as10 people, the ourt made worship illegal where bridge lubs are not. It also gave zoning boards greatpower to harass and intimidate minority religions - espeially sine a single disgruntled neighbor anlaunh a zoning investigation. . . .In the wake of the Lakewood and Grosz deisions, Sott David Godshall noted in a 1984 ColumbiaLaw Review artile: \Absent a religion whose beliefs enter on the land itself, religious use of landmay, under this analysis, be de�ned as seular and denied protetion. The result, in other words, isa per se rule against appliation of free exerise analysis to hurh land use ontroversies."And now the Supreme Court has ruled that the First Amendment does not even protet Indianreligions whose beliefs do enter on the land itself. The ourt ould have ruled on narrower grounds -for example, the need to weigh ompeting uses for the same publily owned property. Instead, JustieSandra Day O'Connor issued broad statements about the meaning of the First Amendment's free-exerise lause, statements that dangerously extend the erosion of religious freedom. Free exerisehas beome, in the eyes of the ourts, a mere matter of dotrine and belief - not of true exerise, ofpratie.In her ruling, Justie O'Connor writes that the government may instigate logging and road-building projets that \ould have devastating e�ets on traditional Indian religious praties." But,she argues, \the a�eted individuals [would not℄ be oered by the Government's ations into violatingtheir religious beliefs; nor would the governmental ation penalize the exerise of religious rights bydenying religious adherents an equal share of the rights, bene�ts, and privileges enjoyed by otheritizens."To rule that wiping out religious praties - and the sared spae that makes them possible -does not oere people to violate their religious beliefs is perverse. It also betrays a watered-downChristian bias. For many of the world's religions, pratie is belief, or very nearly so. As JustieWilliam Brennan notes in his dissent, \For Native Amerians religion is not a disrete sphere ofativity separate from all others." Nor is it for observant Jews or Moslems or even many Christians.The Supreme Court's reent ruling shoked many ivil libertarians. It shouldn't have, for lowerourts had already made the drift lear.Those of us who are about ivil liberties, about the First Amendment's guarantees, must nowturn our attention to defending the free-exerise lause - before the only plae individuals an exerisefreedom of religion is within their own skulls.10Over the last 10 years various groups and government agenies have tried to exploit federal andloal laws and the ourts to urtail our religious freedom. Anti-ult groups, fundamentalist Christians,and some who just don't want to have us as neighbors have used every environmental issue asa tool to try to destroy us as a religion. These are people who generally don't really believe inenvironmentalism. Conversely, environmentalists have tried to use our unorthodox religious beliefsas an emotional appeal or fear tati to bolster their arguments that we should be restrited fromusing our land.It all started in California at our prior headquarters. We were loated on a beautiful property inthe Santa Monia Mountains, a 250-are ampus that had formerly been a Catholi seminary. Loal10Virginia I. Postrel, \Religious Rights: A Matter of Property," Wall Street Journal, 20 May 1988, p. 18.216



environmental groups, a few neighbors and an anti-ult group wanted to urtail our use of the landand buildings and prevent us from expanding our headquarters.Based on testimony from several environmentalists and one rusader against our Churh, the LosAngeles County Planning Commission gave us a bureaurati runaround on our appliation to builda small addition to our afeteria and turned it down. We might have been able to get approval ifwe had put a lot of time and money into appealing it. But their stall tatis e�etively prevented usfrom expanding the use of our land for the entire eight years we were there.Here we were with 250 ares, over 200 of it ompletely vaant. We were zoned as a ollege ampusand they wouldn't even let us build an addition to our afeteria! As a result, we were fored to eatin a temporary tent-afeteria open to the weather in winter and summer, year after year.The goal of the environmentalists was to enlist the aid of the state or federal government to buyup all the remaining land in the area. But the state refused to at. Then one day in 1979 we foundourselves in the middle of a new national park, the Santa Monia Mountains National RereationArea, a pork-barrel reation of Congress.About a year later we learned that federal oÆials had determined that our property should bethe new park headquarters, all without any prior notie to us. Our main hapel, the Chapel of theHoly Grail, was slated to beome a museum and the smaller Chapel of the Holy Family perhaps aurio shop.What followed was a protrated battle typial of the federal land-grabbing proess. First ame thesky-is-falling rhetori from ativist environmental groups, then threats of ondemnation, numerousappraisals, ridiulously low o�ers from the government, repeated e�orts to get the loal governmentto down-zone our property, and �nally totally false and slanderous statements about us, whihon several oasions expressed religious bigotry. These were o�ered gratuitously by National ParkServie oÆials, all in an e�ort to get us to leave our property and to sell out heap. (For example,they repeated the lie that has irulated for years that we had armed guards at our Camelot gate;in reality the gate was manned by an unarmed person in an information booth, often a woman, whowould diret people to where they should go for appointments or to make deliveries on the sprawlingampus.)In the end the Park Servie did not and ould not make good on its threats beause no moneywas available under the Reagan administration. [5-seond applause℄Sine we moved to Montana in 1981 and partiularly sine the sale and transfer of our Californiaheadquarters to Montana in 1986, we have been harassed and threatened by a loose oalition inludingthe National Park Servie, a few neighbors, and loal and national environmentalists. They haveused sare tatis, lies, and gross exaggerations to try to onvine the state and federal governmentsas well as wealthy national environmentalist supporters that we are a serious threat to the eologyof Yellowstone National Park.They are short on fats intentionally and their intent is lear: they want to prevent us from usingour land or onvine the federal government to buy us out and fore us to move. In the meantime,they are trying to stall us.Sine November 1986, ontroversy has entered around the Churh's proposed new headquarterssite at Spring Creek where we want to build a hapel and shool with housing, oÆes, and afeteriafor sta� and students. We have already purhased most of the buildings and some of them are onthe 50-are site.Constrution was begun and then halted in the fall of 1986 when environmental groups onvinedthe State Water Quality Bureau to prepare an Environmental Impat Statement, an EIS, beforemaking a �nal deision on our permit appliations for the water and sewer systems. While it meanta delay in starting onstrution on our new headquarters, we agreed to ooperate fully and to work217



to mitigate any possible impats to the environment.In this we are absolutely sinere - beause we are surely environmentalists ourselves. [10-seondapplause℄ Not only do we respet nature and the balane of nature and elemental life and the naturalhabitats that are found here, but to us our land is sared ground. And as suh we treat it as a holyplae. It doesn't take too muh sensitivity to notie just how beautifully this property is maintained.[10-seond applause℄In the meantime, our departments have been funtioning out of temporary quarters. The buildingswe have purhased have gone unused and the EIS has ost us tens of thousands of dollars in expertonsultant fees.Even before the EIS ame out, a group of loal ativists and environmentalists laid plans tohallenge it. Clearly, their onern is not with spei� threats to the environment but with the fatthat we are here at all. For them there's only one solution: We have to move.In a newsletter requesting donations for legal assistane, they laimed that we planned to put uphousing for 600 sta� plus several thousand university students, a total fabriation.11 This is ontraryto the plans, whih are a matter of publi reord. All the developments on the ranh will atuallyhouse 596 people, inluding students.12These loal environmentalists have worked hard to plant stories in the national media about oursupposed threat to the environment, also before the EIS ame out. An artile in Fly�shing magazineharged that we \imperil the �shery" on the Upper Yellowstone, and that \a major development -probably illegal - plus plans for a poultry proessing plant threaten to pollute the river. Side streamshave been ruthlessly hanneled, damaging spawning aess. . . . Join the �ght. Send your hek toUpper Yellowstone Defense Fund. Lawyers ost money."13 All of these are out-and-out lies.When the draft EIS did ome out in February of 1988 it was a omprehensive 152-page doumentthat studied every aspet of our possible impat, inluding water quality, air quality, wildlife, �sheries,historial and arhaeologial sites, geology, soils, vegetation, roads, utilities, ounty servies, loaltax base, shools, soial values, aesthetis, and Yellowstone geothermal resoures.The EIS found that the e�et of our ommunity would be minor and that these ould be dealtwith and the environment proteted through several mitigation measures, most of whih were alreadyinorporated into our plans. [9-seond applause℄As doumented by the EIS, the fat is that we haven't damaged the environment in the sevenyears we've been here. The study found that our ativities had not and would not disturb wildlifemigration patterns, the water quality of the Yellowstone, or the quantity or quality of �sh in MolHeron Creek and other streams. In fat, one of the only e�ets we may have is to displae smallnonmobile wildlife, that is, animals like �eld mie and gophers. In short, the EIS found that the skyis not falling. [8-seond applause℄You would have expeted that those engaged in fair play and the Amerian tradition would havesaid, \The deision has been made. The fats have been researhed. That's it." But that's not it.It's only the beginning. They have sounded their battle ry.And when about a month after the release of the EIS in draft form a publi hearing was heldin the nearby town of Gardiner to gather omments from interested people, I deided to go to thatmeeting and plae myself in the front row. So whatever those people had to say to me or about meor against me, they ould say it to my fae. [35-seond applause℄What unfolded that night was a well-oordinated but fatually vague assault on both the Churh11Julia Page, Upper Yellowstone Defense Fund letter, p. 1.12Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sienes, Draft Environmental Impat Statement: ChurhUniversal and Triumphant (February 1988), p. 117.13\Threat to the Yellowstone," Fly�shing, January-February 1988, p. 29.218



and the EIS by environmentalists and those who oppose the establishment of our religious ommunity.Comments emanated from an extreme environmentalist perspetive and were liberally laed withreligious slurs and even personal ausations.For example, one loal environmental group made the following statement through its spokeswoman:\The numbers of people being loated on hurh property are the sta� of a business that has beensuessful enough over the years to buy 33,000 ares in Park County. . . . The moneymaker is Eliz-abeth Clare Prophet and the selling of her words, and this is managed by that large sta� whosepresene is bringing the problems of urbanization to this fragile and eologially important land.. . . CUT is a business. It should be evaluated as a business and held responsible for the impats itwill ause."14The sheer hatred with whih this statement was direted at me, unbelievable as it was, wasonly to be exeeded by the next speaker. Referring to the setion in the EIS that explained thebakground of the Churh's move to Montana, she stated for the reord: \I also objet to the fat ofthe explanations of CUT's theology being inluded in an EIS. This is nothing more than propagandaand I don't are what they believe or who they worship. It is inappropriate and, in my opinion,serves as a diversionary tati to take interest away from what does matter. . . .\It is a total waste of the State's time to type in suh poignant senes as Elizabeth Clare Prophet'slate husband Mark telling her from his deathbed to take the Churh to Montana beause of thegrassroots-of-Ameria kind of people. . . . The intelligene of the residents of Park County has beeninsulted by the inlusion of suh soap opera senes in print."15This woman arried on about her absolute distaste for hearing anything about the Churh'sbakground, whih was inluded as a part of our history and how we happened to ome to Montana.She went on to laim that there are strong parallels between Rajneeshpuram and our Churh.This is an absurdity. If the speaker had ared to go into detail on Rajneesh, she would havebeen hard-pressed to �nd a omparison. Rajneesh was harged with 35 felony ounts and reeived a10-year suspended sentene after plea bargaining; neither Mark nor I nor any member of the Board ofDiretors of Churh Universal and Triumphant has ever been harged with or onvited of a riminalo�ense. Rajneesh amassed a 93-ar eet of Rolls-Royes and alled himself \the rih man's guru"; Idrive a 1987 Chevy Suburban. He alled God \the greatest lie invented by man"; we have a profounddevotion to God. He said, \I do not teah any belief"; we have a well-odi�ed belief system solidlybased on the Judeo-Christian tradition and we teah the mystial truths whih undergird the world'smajor religions.The Bhagwan advoated free sex; we do not. At Rajneeshpuram he purportedly ondoned violeneand drug usage; these are antithetial to our beliefs. Sine the late sixties Mark and I have beenhelping young people get o� drugs, alohol and tobao through a good diet, sienti� prayer andfasting, saunas, yoga, outdoor work with Mother Nature and a spiritual path - inluding expandingonsious awareness of God and ommunion with the heavenly host without the use of drugs.The Rajneeshees ran a diso nightlub; our hurh members don't drink, don't frequent disos andthey don't listen to rok musi. Rajneesh's ronies took over the ity ounil of Antelope, Oregon,by getting their own members eleted and voting out the town residents; we have been here almostseven years and have never had a member run for or be eleted to a seat in the loal government.And �nally, Bhagwan (it means \Lord" or exalted one") allowed his followers to worship him in thetradition of the false gurus of India. I teah my students to worship and pratie the Presene ofGod and I shun all attempts to elevate my person. Clearly, there is no omparison to be made.14\Transript of Hearing Before the Department of Health and Environmental Sienes of the State of Montana inthe Matter of the Draft Environmental Impat Statement - Churh Universal and Triumphant," Meeting at Gardiner,Montana, 21 Marh 1988 (Helena, Montana: State of Montana, 1988), pp. 103-4.15Ibid., pp. 97-98. 219



The only possible onnetion between our ommunities is that we purhased buildings from themwhen they went belly-up and Rajneesh ed the state and was subsequently deported. We were justtrying to make the best use of our members' money by taking advantage of a good deal. That nomore makes us Rajneeshees than our buying buildings from a mining ompany makes us miners.Referring to our summer onferenes in the Heart of the Inner Retreat, one environmentalistlaimed, \The impats of 2,500 people plae a great deal of stress on the animals whih an onlyinrease the odds against their survival."16We've lived happily with the wildlife that freely roam our ranh to the delight of our ommunityand members. I an tell you, they're not fened out and they're not fened in! [9-seond applause℄Another person who testi�ed used this emotional appeal: \With their yearly massive ommunalgathering eah Fourth of July, we have a lot of inux of di�erent people oming in that an bring indi�erent diseases from aross the whole United States. This is one of my great onerns is that weare leaving a lot of hildren here in the Gardiner area unproteted."17How about the millions of tourists that ome to Yellowstone Park and all traipse through Gardinerwith their diseases? [7-seond applause℄And now we hear from Bob Barbee, Superintendent of Yellowstone National Park - whose payrollis paid for by your and my taxes and everybody else's - who, in representing the government andthe people, ought to be impartial. (What kind of a boss is he when his employees tell us they an'teat at our restaurant, the Ranh Kithen, for fear of being �red? One park employee who was aregular ustomer said regretfully on her last visit, \You probably won't see me in here anymore. Ifthey knew that I was eating here, I'd probably lose my job.")Make no mistake about it, Bob Barbee has used his publi oÆe and high-pro�le position to jumpon the bandwagon and try to fore us out of the area. He released an oÆial statement whih readin part:\We do not want massive development threats on Yellowstone's border, and the people of theUnited States will not stand for it! . . .We strongly urge the Royal Teton Ranh to selet anotherportion of its extensive holdings for these subdivision ativities and then submit new plans to thestate of Montana for approval."18Of ourse, there are no suh \subdivisions" inluded in any of our plans here at the Royal TetonRanh South.But the intent is lear. He believes Yellowstone National Park ought to be able to ditate whatwe an and an't do on our own private property. That's the bottom line of it all. Whether it's thepark people, the environmentalists, or the neighbors, they think they have a right to tell us what todo with our property simply beause it happens to be next door to the park.In a later statement Barbee said he feels that moving our headquarters \is a reasonable andpratial solution at this time, before further development takes plae."1916Ibid., p. 60.17Ibid., p. 140.18Mike Males, \State Can't Fore CUT to Move Developments Away," Bozeman Daily Chronile, 23 Marh 1988, p.1. Churh Universal and Triumphant owns a number of properties in Park County: the 12,000-are Royal Teton RanhSouth on the west side of the Yellowstone River (formerly the Forbes Ranh) where Churh headquarters is loated(it shares �ve miles of border with Yellowstone National Park and is four miles north of Gardiner, the tourist town atthe north gate of the park); the Ranh Kithen restaurant at Corwin Springs, aross the river from the South Ranh;the 3,300-are OTO Ranh on the east side of the Yellowstone River just north of Corwin Springs; the Community ofGlastonbury, about 20 miles north of Corwin Springs, whih is subdivided into 20-are lots for purhase by Churhmembers; the 15,000-are Royal Teton Ranh North loated about 38 miles north of Corwin Springs and used primarilyfor agriulture; and the Livingston Railroad Yard, 50 miles from Corwin Springs in the town of Livingston where theChurh's publishing failities are loated.19Al Knauber, \Park Servie Blasts Study of CUT Developments," Livingston Enterprise, 9 May 1988, p. 1.220



It's taken us all these years sine 1981 to make this South Ranh a viable plae to serve andworship together. We have put in what is expedient and neessary for the daily funtions of life. Oursta� have beome experts at putting in septi systems and drainage �elds - and everything you'dtake for granted anywhere else. It may not look like there's too muh development here, whih, ofourse, there isn't in that sense of the word. But there is a tremendous amount of work that hasgone into this South Ranh - not to mention that we believe it's the \Plae Prepared of God."20A lot of work has been done right here in the Heart just so we ould put up a tent eah year toworship our God as did Moses and the hildren of Israel in their wilderness wanderings. Here weinvoke the Flame of the Ark of the Covenant and the overing herubim. Here we ommune with theLORD. Here we gather midst the loud of his Presene and hear the words he speaks to our hearts.We relaimed the land. We have organi farming. It's been a heroi e�ort by those serving hereand by those of you in the �eld who have supported us in doing it. And now we should just pak upour tents and quietly disappear to the North Ranh. This is amazing on the fae of it, that someonean think that he has the right to tell us what to do with our Churh.Bob Barbee has failed to ome up with one substantive example of how we have hurt the envi-ronment. His litany of onerns is pure onjeture about the possibility of what we may do in thefuture and what ould happen. Clearly he has a �xation on our Churh and is obsessed with theidea of getting us out of here one way or the other.In May he deided to diretly attak our religion. In his written omment on the draft EIS hebegan questioning whether our Churh \is atually a religion or an inome-produing business."He ited as examples the Ranh Kithen, Cinnabar General Store, the sale of land and homes atGlastonbury, publishing, annual onferenes and our truk farm. Therefore, he said, \it is abundantlylear that the Royal Teton Ranh is a large orporate onglomerate of money-making ativities."21That's absolutely ridiulous!A areful analysis of our ativities would reveal that the alleged business operations are eitherfuntions of the Churh's religious purposes, are inidental to the establishment of a religious om-munity, or are simply insigni�ant. Publishing and holding religious onferenes are time-honoredfuntions of hurhes. Produe from the truk farm is largely for the sustenane of our ommunity.We sell land and homes at the Community of Glastonbury as part of our goal of establishing areligious ommunity for Churh members who share a ommon life-style, beliefs, and praties.The Ranh Kithen and Cinnabar General Store ould be lassi�ed as businesses. However, theyare primarily for the onveniene of Churh members and the sta�. They sell natural foods andproduts whih Churh members prefer and whih are not available in the area. And in additionto serving our members, they provide an important and needed window into our ommunity for thegeneral publi.Churh Universal and Triumphant is reognized as a nonpro�t orporation in the State of Montanaand Bob Barbee is showing his ignorane and prejudie when he makes suh outlandish laims aboutus. To all an agriulturally based ommunity a \large orporate onglomerate" in the image of IBMand Exxon is ludirous. The truth is there are no real issues to objet to so those folks who simplydon't like us or our religion have to make them up.By questioning the motives of our religious ommunity, Barbee is threatening our freedom ofreligion. The very idea that he thinks he an tell us to move smaks of federal tyranny, the samekind of tyranny whih gave those delegates to the Continental Congress no other hoie but to signthat doument. [10-seond applause℄We own 15,300 ares in the Corwin Springs area. Our total planned and existing developments20Rev. 12:6, 14.21Knauber, \Park Servie Blasts Study," p. 1. 221



are 120 ares, less than 1 perent of our land. On the other hand, government statistis show thatover 2.6 million people and 892,000 vehiles visit the 2.2-million-are Yellowstone National Parkannually.22 There are failities, housing, ampgrounds and RV parks for up to 17,000 people at anyone time right in the park plus restaurants, gas stations, and stores.23 There are at least six \towns"inside the park. And now they are even planning several large additions, inluding 488 new lodgingunits at Canyon Village.24In the town of Gardiner, whih is on the park border just four miles from our ranh, threelarge motels totaling over 100 units and a new mobile-home park have gone up in the last threeyears alone!25 Has anyone demanded an environmental impat study? Is anyone onerned aboutenvironmental damage? Of ourse not! Clearly there is a double standard - one for the park andGardiner and the rest of the Paradise Valley and another for Churh Universal and Triumphant.By ontrast, in our ommunity we're talking about 600 permanent residents plus perhaps �ve tosix thousand visitors annually on a total of 15,000 ares on the Royal Teton Ranh South, less thanhalf the visitor-density of Yellowstone Park.26The hyporisy of our ritis should be obvious beause it's lear that if Yellowstone Park ansuessfully handle this kind of ativity and new development and still remain pristine and unspoiled,then so an we! [15-seond applause℄And here's further evidene of the park's hyporisy: It is doumented that the Gardiner ommunitysewage system next to the Yellowstone River is leaking and doesn't operate properly. Yet the park'snew laundry built just two years ago is dumping 40,000 gallons of sewage per day into the town'ssystem. The park hasn't stopped this operation to protet the environment.27 This isn't to mentioninidents that have regularly ourred inside the park. Just last month, for example, over 100,000gallons of raw sewage was spilled into the Yellowstone River.28Do you hear any outry? Meanwhile, our water and sewage systems are state of the art!The way Barbee and the environmentalists are talking we might as well be living in a Communistountry. Did you really think that you still lived in the land of the free? The tatis being usedagainst us are the same tatis used by the KGB - lies, distortions, and rumors. In other words,disinformation!These federal bureaurats at like they own our land and like they're above the laws of God andman.And if you want to know what Edward Franis has been doing a large perentage of the timesine we've moved here, he's been defending us against all of these lies - having to write metiulouslydetailed artiles, letters, statements, press releases, and he's onstantly being interviewed to orretthose lies. And when they are orreted and the orretions are printed, the same people ome bakand tell the same lies all over again! And what's more, they told their bag of lies at that Gardinermeeting, knowing full well what our responses had been and what the true fats were and that theywere easily veri�able.So you see, they not only perseute you and your religion, but they tie up your time and energy,your money and your private property to prevent you from ful�lling your mission. And it's absolutely22Travel Table, Yellowstone National Park; Cumulative Visitors by Entrane Station, January 1 -Deember 31, 1987.23Yellowstone Fat Sheet [Yellowstone National Park, YELL 176a, rev. 3/87℄.24Robert Ekey, \Park OÆials Plan to Replae Canyon Buildings," Billings Gazette, 16 Marh 1988, p. 10-C;Elizabeth Laden, \Park Wants $1.6 Million for Winter," Bozeman Daily Chronile, 11 February 1988.25Al Knauber, \Super 8 Motel Under Constrution in Gardiner," Livingston Enterprise, 3 April 1987, p. 1; AlKnauber, \New Motel Going Up in Gardiner," Livingston Enterprise, 9 Deember 1987.26Yellowstone National Park has about 1.2 visitors per are per year; we are proposing .4 visitors per are per year.27Al Knauber, \Gardiner Sewer Plant Repairs May Keep Waste Out of River," Livingston Enterprise, 31 August1987, p. 2; Tom Shands, \Park Laundry Constrution Begins in Gardiner," Livingston Enterprise, 2 May 1985, p. 1.28Terry Saks, \Sewage Leaked into Park River," Bozeman Daily Chronile, 28 June 1988, p. 1.222



riminal the way this orhestrated attak on our Community of the Holy Spirit is onsuming theenergy of our sta� and Keepers of the Flame throughout the �eld, not to mention the funds we havehad to raise to defend ourselves from these broadside attaks against our free exerise of our FirstAmendment rights as well as our private property rights.One loal ativist, talking about us on TV, said, \They feel that they have an absolute right todo anything they want to with their private land."29 That's absolutely not true! Nobody has the\absolute right to do anything they want to with their private land." Whatever we have done orintend to do we do out of onern for the environment, and the EIS has borne out that our ativitieshave not signi�antly impated the land, the wildlife or the natural resoures.As I told the �rst reporters that ame along at the end of and into 1987, \To us this land ishallowed ground. . . . There is no other plae like it in the whole nation. We are extremely arefulwith this land. You will not �nd a igarette butt on 30,000 ares, a beer an, or a srap of paper."30[9-seond applause℄ I personally have never found any litter on this property.We have de�nitely managed this land with more responsibility and more diligene than any federalageny would or ould have. [5-seond applause℄ (For instane, we have sprayed our forests withorgani biologial ompounds rather than toxi pestiides to protet the trees from pine beetle andsprue budworm infestations, while Yellowstone National Park allows thousands of ares of trees todie and then burn, on the theory that nature should be left alone and this is all part of the funtioningof the eosystem.)In referring to our private property, one government employee said, \Why should any speialinterest group be given preferene to degrade a unique natural area whih should be able to beenjoyed by all members of the Amerian publi?"31He's talking about your land and my land! And he's ausing us of degrading it, or being giventhe preferene to degrade it, by virtue of our private property rights. Why, we would never think ofdegrading this athedral of nature, muh less onsider it our preferene to do so!We seured this property as an international shrine of religious freedom. And we are pledged asits stewards to keep it beautiful and in balane as Mother Nature intended it to be - a haven forhumans and wildlife, sons and daughters of God and all of the elemental kingdom!It is a religious shrine and all people who would ome here for religious purposes are welome toenjoy it. All others are already free to enjoy Yellowstone National Park, whih, with its 2,221,766ares has never proven inadequate to meet the needs of Amerian and international visitors and toserve as a well-managed wildlife preserve. It is only the expansionist motives of the advoates of anew superpark that has resulted in the oveting of our land and the laims that it is needed by theanimals.One environmentalist suggested that restritions should be imposed on our summer onferenes.She asked why the EIS didn't stress \human management" more by moving our onferene site, bymaking us hold it at a di�erent time of year or by \on�ning the ativities of the onferees."32Can you believe that there are people in this ountry who atually think they should be able totell us how, when, and where to hold our religious onferene!The annual summer onferene in the Heart of the Inner Retreat was hosen as a partiular boneof ontention by those ommenting on the EIS. While the use of the onferene site is not even thesubjet of any pending appliations for permits or lienses from the state, it was inluded in the EIS29KULR Evening News, 7 June 1988.30Peter H. King, \'Guru Ma' Moves to Montana: Plans for Promised Land Worry Neighbors, Yellowstone OÆials,"Los Angeles Times, 25 January 1987, Valley edition, p. 23, ol. 1.31\Transript of Hearing," p. 134.32Ibid., pp. 60-61. 223



as a ollateral issue. Although the Draft EIS found no signi�ant impat, individuals at the publihearing spoke of alleged impats to wildlife, vegetation, and even publi health.When Elohim reated the earth in seven yles of reation and plaed upon it God's sons anddaughters, they blessed them and gave the ommand: \Be fruitful, and multiply and replenish theearth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the �sh of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, andover every living thing that moveth upon the earth."33 And when \there was not a man to till theground," the LORD God took Adam \and put him into the garden of Eden to dress it and to keepit."34 And after the ood God gave the same blessing and ommission to Noah and his sons, saying:Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth.And the fear of you and the dread of you shall be upon every beast of the earth, and upon everyfowl of the air, upon all that moveth upon the earth, and upon all the �shes of the sea; into yourhand are they delivered.Every moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you; even as the green herb have I given you allthings. . . .Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed: for in the image of God made heman.And you, be ye fruitful, and multiply; bring forth abundantly in the earth, and multiply therein.35It's an anient tradition to tend the land for God as God's aretakers. It all started way bak withNoah after the Flood. And he was God's aretaker. He was a husbandman. He planted a vineyardand dressed it. The Noahi Covenant brought the dispensation of human government. It was to bea government of man over man and Noah was God's �rst \overman." Hereafter man was responsibleto govern the world for God.After the Flood that responsibility rested upon the Lightbearers (the I AM Rae) but when theydisobeyed the laws of God and disregarded the warnings of his prophets and the dispensations ofhis ovenants, they were taken into Assyrian and Babylonian aptivity under the rulership of the\Gentiles." And to this day the hildren of the Light have been subjet to the rulers of this world.Yet by the Lord's interession through the grae of Jesus Christ and the freedom ame of SaintGermain, one again the Lightbearers have emerged from their long karma of the dark ages to knowa republian, representative form of government, a demoray \of the people, by the people, for thepeople; whose just powers are derived from the onsent of the governed."36The Constitution of the United States is a ovenant of the people with their Creator and withtheir representatives. It de�nes the limits of government and the rights of the governed. It is basedon the self-evident truths that all men are reated with equal opportunity and with the right tolife, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. It guarantees the four sared freedoms of religion, speeh,the press and assembly as well as the right to private property, so that even prior to God's �naljudgment of the Gentile powers of this world, sons and daughters of God an one again serve asGod's overmen and as his just stewards of the land, the resoures, and the law.I therefore believe that it is bene�ial for private individuals, groups, soieties, foundations andnonpro�t organizations to own land and use it for publi and private purposes, mindful that they arearetakers of God's natural resoures. I believe we have a divine duty as well as the divine right tobe just stewards of the land and the people's right to enjoy that land. Therefore we must preserve itas muh as possible in nature's purity for posterity. The only reason I an see to ever have federal or33Gen. 1:28.34Gen. 2:5, 15.35Gen. 9:1-3, 6, 7.36William Tyler Page, \The Amerian's Creed," quoted from the Gettysburg Address by Abraham Linoln and theDelaration of Independene. 224



state ownership of land is to preserve it for the people where the people annot or will not e�etivelydo so themselves. [7-seond applause℄We are here to aÆrm our right to religious freedom, our right to worship our God in this wildernessland, under this tent of the Lord so reminisent of the earliest stirrings for freedom in the hearts ofour anient forebears. For they kept the same ame of liberty and knew the same Divine Presenethat sparked and guided those signers of the Delaration of Independene. And it is that divinedoument that we must keep alive by signing it again today with our lives, our fortunes, and oursared honor. With our �ery spirits, our voies raised, and our bodies strong we shall defend in thename of our Saviour Jesus Christ our right to be doing what we are doing! [23-seond applause℄Keepers of the Flame, you paid for this land. You own this Royal Teton Ranh free and lear,every inh of it. [10-seond applause℄ And that money was hard earned and you made sari�ialgifts.You have a right to worship on this land wherever and whenever you please! [8-seond applause℄You have a right to assemble on this land wherever and whenever you please! [7-seond applause℄You have a right to speak freely what you think and what you believe on this land wherever andwhenever you please! And together we have a right to exerise our freedom of the press on this landwherever and whenever we please - and we do! [10-seond applause℄Mark and I learned a long time ago that freedom of the press doesn't mean that you are freeto publish in somebody else's newspaper. No, freedom of the press is the freedom to start yourown press, [6-seond applause℄ where you have editorial ontrol and an publish abroad in the landwhatsoever you wish. [5-seond applause℄Saint Germain ame to us and told us that in order to found and sustain this organization wehad to be able to publish our teahings ourselves, and it was he who urged us to purhase our �rstprinting press. Not only was it neessary in order to retain our freedom of religion, he told us, butit was expedient beause it was far too expensive to have our work printed out.And so, I was the one who learned �rsthand what it meant to exerise my freedom of the press -beause there were only two of us and I knew it wasn't going to be Mark Prophet who was going torun that press. So I guess you all know the story that I did run that �rst printing press that I hadset up in the living room of my apartment on the 10th oor of Arlington Towers in Virginia.And I learned to run that press and I ran it for a year or so until someone ame along and learnedto run it too. It was a great thrill for me to �nd out that I ould atually run a printing press.And it was an even greater thrill to see how in running that press, a single page that I would typeon a plate (whih in those days were made of paper) ould suddenly beome a thousand pages andhow you ould multiply the word of the Lord and publish those Pearls of Wisdom and Keepers ofthe Flame lessons. There was something very preious and profoundly meaningful in working by thehour at that Davidson o�set press and feeling the tremendous freedom, and power, of the press todeliver the teahings of the Asended Masters to the world.What we are here to determine this Fourth of July 1988, then, is whether we are ready, as ourFounding Fathers were ready, to do whatever it takes to defend our First Amendment rights and ourright to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness on our private property. Keepers of the Flame, areyou ready? [31-seond applause℄I onsider the powers that be who are moving against us to be the greatest threat we will everfae in the hallenge of our right to religious freedom and to own this private property and to dowith it what God intends us to do.Environmentalists have reently taken the press, one or more members of Congress, and eologyativists on airplane ights that buzzed our ranh. Despite the transpareny of their tatis, the225



park-environmentalist alliane appears to be making headway at the national level.The National Parks and Conservation Assoiation (NPCA) is a private lobbying organizationwhih is the hief advoay group for the National Park Servie. It reently published a nine-volumeNational Park System Plan: A Blueprint for Tomorrow, whih says that our national park heritageis being threatened and alls for legislation to expand the existing boundaries of the parks. Allof our Churh property in Corwin Springs is targeted by them for aquisition in their proposedpark boundary line hanges. In fat, we are the only property adjaent to Yellowstone Park that istargeted.The park's assistant superintendent, Ben Clary, said reently that \federal oÆials are onsideringsuing the ranh, if neessary, to protet the park."37A bill alled the Amerian Heritage Trust At introdued into Congress by Arizona Representa-tive Morris K. Udall would set up a seure, untouhable interest-earning trust fund of about $15billion whih would provide a guaranteed $1 billion of funding eah year for federal and state landaquisitions. This money would be available perpetually and Congress would have little oversight asto its use.Hene a private, independent ditatorship would be set up and given this funding to spend asthey see �t. And they ould buy any property they want to buy that they believe is neessary to theintegrity of the National Park Servie and federal publi lands.If the government an delay or prevent a group of people from building a hurh, that is religiousperseution. If our land an be bought out from under us against our will, that is religious perseution.Make no mistake, that is exatly what they have in mind.Whether or not those �ghting against us are doing it on religious or environmental grounds, thee�et is to deny freedom of religion. This is religious perseution. This is religious hatred and hatredof those who embody the Light. I've seen it. I've experiened it.And just beause they're not srewing our tongues to our palates or burning us at the stake doesn'tmean it's not. We're in a di�erent entury. The tatis are di�erent. But the intent and the resultsare the same, to \muzzle the mouth of the ox,"38 as the Bible says. And we're not doing anything tothis land but aring for it and tending it as ustodians for God and for anybody, and I say anybody,who wants to ome and worship here. [11-seond applause℄ The EIS, prepared by an unbiased stateageny, has demonstrated that very fat.As far as I'm onerned the government of the United States of Ameria, my beloved ountry, isthreatening to interfere with my right to religious freedom, my right to assemble, my right of freespeeh, my freedom of the press and my private property rights.What is going on in Park County, Montana, today is a part of the history of perseutions thatbrought our Fathers to the osmi neessity of making their Delaration of Independene. When oneis pushed to the wall and life itself has no meaning without the spiritual ame of liberty, one mustmake a delaration of independene and say, \I shall not be moved!" [26-seond applause℄Perseutions are not over and the battle that must be fought is for the ultimate liberty to expandand fully realize one's inner God-potential.There are a great many people on this planet who long ago determined that they had no desireto realize that God-potential. So muh enmity did they have with our Father-Mother God that theydenied their very own birthright and they allowed the ame that burned upon the altar of theirhearts to go out. They would rather be the self-extinguished ones than to bend the knee and onfessthe Universal Christ - and themselves a part of the very issue of God.37Casey Bukro, \Environmentalists, Set Wage Battle," Chiago Tribune, June 10, 1988, setion 1, p. 19.38Deut. 25:4; I Cor. 9:9; I Tim. 5:18. 226



Now these individuals roam the earth, \wandering stars," as Jude alled them quoting our Lord,\to whom is reserved the blakness of darkness for ever."39 And they wander about the earth seekingto devour those who yet keep the ame God gave them, who are winning the rown of eternal life.These keepers of the ame are working the works of the Lord and the mighty work of the ages:they aept the sared labor of their karma and they don't ask anyone else to earn their daily breadfor them. Work is their ethi and they embody the Word of God. They are the spiritual overomersand overseers. They are the true founders of ivilizations, religions, and even empires. On theirbaks the world is built. These hearts of ame, when reahing toward their Christhood, beome theultimate threat to these hollowed-out ones, these empty whited sepulhres.So what we see today is that the �re that burns in our breasts must be a united �re. It must beand beome a onagration that Saint Germain has alled \the �re on the mountain."40 [12-seondapplause℄ And there is a �re on Maitreya's mountain. It's the ame of freedom that we must keepalive and burning bright for all who ome after us who will also defend the ause of religious libertyon earth.We begin to understand that for more than any other reason we plant our feet on this land in thisInner Retreat and in this Community of Glastonbury to guard the last bastion of religious libertythat there is and will be in the United States of Ameria. [13-seond applause℄ Beause if we don'twin in this ause, who oming after us meeting the same threat an or shall overome?We are a New Age religion. We are not orthodox in the Jewish sense of the word, the Islami, theProtestant, the Catholi. But we draw from the eternal truths and mystial experienes of all theworld's religions, saints, and sages. We are a people who beause of our sponsorship by the AsendedMasters and our self-knowledge in God have forged this Community of the Holy Spirit.But what are we?We represent the peoples of all nations, the mehanis, the farmers, the teahers, those of theprofessions, the builders, the shopkeepers, the homemakers, all who share the Amerian dream. Wehave the dediation and the foresight to set aside some of our private interests for the greater goodof Community that we might hold dear a land suh as this that we an all \Home."\This land is my land" personally and olletively!We have done this and we know that beause we have done it people all over the world whoare rising with the rising star of Aquarius, beloved Saint Germain, an also do it. They an ometogether on their own properties to worship in their own way as they follow the Inner Voie anddisover, as we have disovered, what is important to them in their religious worship.The Royal Teton Ranh inludes our working farm and ranh ommunity ombined with ourinternational Churh headquarters, Summit University and Montessori International with our exten-sive publishing department where we produe all our own books, magazines, and weekly Pearls ofWisdom. It is our experiment in ommunity living, not as ommunalism or Communism but as themystery shool of the Lord Jesus Christ and the sangha of the Lord Buddha.Here we understand that by mutual reativity and reinforement we an have the best bene�ts forourselves and our families eduationally, spiritually, and in the pursuit of what is most important tous - a way of life in the servie of our Lord, the performane of his Work and the publishing of hisWord as we daily endeavor to put it into pratie together.If an o�-beat religion that has herished values, whose members are intelligent, responsible, notult members, not brainwashed but just plain everyday, ordinary Amerian people - just ommonfolk who share a ommon light - if we an do this, any other group of like-minded souls anywhere inthe world any time in the next two thousand years an do the same.39Jude 13.40See Saint Germain, 1988 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 31 no. 10, pp. 117-22.227



If we do not do it, if we do not take our ultimate stand for freedom today, I an assure you thatnone others oming after us will have the spiritual �re nor the example to ahieve it. That is themark we make in this day. And we must make it. [40-seond applause℄ Thank you.Sine this Amerian Heritage Trust At has ome to the fore and I have realized just how muhpower is about to be plaed in the hands of a private group with a hidden agenda - religious perseu-tion in the name of environmentalism - I have felt as never before the �re of liberty burning withinme.Being a part of this great nation, our heritage and the spirit of our Founding Fathers, I have ometo the plae where I realize that unless I an take my stand to preserve a free land for this religionand this people that God has given to me, nothing else will have meaning to me in this life.It beomes my all-onsuming ause, my reason for being. And to onsider that this that we havebuilt ould be lost to my hildren or grandhildren or to yours or to all the Lightbearers who willome after us is the absolute unthinkable.We must make this land seure today. We must do this. [21-seond applause℄An address by Elizabeth Clare Prophet delivered on Monday, July 4, 1988, at FREEDOM 1988in the Heart of the Inner Retreat at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana, updated forprint as this week's Pearl.
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Chapter 27Elizabeth Clare Prophet - July 2, 1989Vol. 32 No. 27 - Elizabeth Clare Prophet - July 2, 1989FREEDOM 1988Fourth of July AddressPart 3\Sign That Doument!". . . for the Spiritual and Physial Defense of AmeriaWill Ameria ful�ll Option the First or Option the Seond?In order for a ivilization to sustain itself - yea, to transend itself - it must be able to transmitits ideals and priniples to the next generation.We have seen how far Ameria has strayed from our Founding Fathers' blueprint for religiousfreedom. A primary reason her freedoms are being eroded one by one is that her people have losttheir spine, their bakbone, and their fervor for the spirit of Liberty. Why?A Five-Pronged Attak on Our YouthIn this entury we have seen a �ve-pronged attak on our youth whih has blunted the ability ofgenerations to defend freedom. This attak, supported by the media and the eduational system,omes through drugs, alohol, niotine, sugar, and rok musi.If urrent trends ontinue, the next generation may not even be apable of bearing the ame offreedom in Ameria. God forbid!In 1962 less than 1 perent of our 12-to 17-year-olds smoked pot; by 1982 nearly 30 perent did.1A 1987 study found that one in 25 high-shool seniors uses marijuana daily and half of them havetried it.2 Coaine use has doubled among high-shool seniors over the past 10 years.3 Today 15.2perent have tried the drug.4Drug abuse by pregnant mothers is a growing problem. A study of 36 U.S. hospitals found that\at least 11% of 155,000 pregnant women surveyed had exposed their unborn babies to illegal drugs,with oaine by far the most ommon." In 1988 20 perent of all babies born at Oakland's (inner1Robert L. DuPont, Jr., Getting Tough on Gateway Drugs (Washington, D.C.: Amerian Psyhiatri Press, In.,1984), p. 64.2The Amerian Counil for Drug Eduation, \Some Fats About Drug Use Among Shool Children," Washington,D.C., April 1988.3Vitor C. Strasburger, \Sex, Drugs, Rok 'n Roll: An Introdution," Pediatris, Otober 1985, p. 660.4Amerian Counil for Drug Eduation, \Fats About Drug Use."229



ity) Highland General Hospital were ontaminated with rak oaine.5Tobao is the largest single ause of premature death in the United States.6 Three hundred and�fty thousand Amerians a year die from tobao-related illnesses.7 Seventy perent of all teenagerstry igarettes and 20 perent end up as daily smokers.8Today nearly �ve million adolesents have drinking problems.9 One hundred thousand elementaryshool hildren get drunk at least one a week. One out of 10 12-to 13-year-olds urrently drinksaloholi beverages. And seven out of 10 high-shool seniors drink. As early as the fourth grade, oneout of three hildren reports pressure from lassmates to try \wine oolers."10 Alohol is the seondlargest ause after tobao of premature death in the United States. There are 100,000 alohol-relateddeaths eah year, 25 times more than from oaine, heroin, and other illegal drugs ombined.11Sugar is the largest single element in the Amerian diet - 20 perent. The average �ve-year-oldwill onsume 43 pounds in one year. The average yearly adult intake of sugar and other sweetenersis about 130 pounds.12And the average teenager spends from four to six hours a day being surfeited in rok musi.13Drugs, alohol, niotine, sugar, and rok musi - the �ve villains - are all self-destrutive in thatthey impede the development of the �ve spiritual senses of the soul; more-over, they have led theway to a vast inrease in the �nal at of self-destrutivity, suiide. In 1962, about 650 teenagerskilled themselves in the United States.14 Last year 10 times that number - �ve to seven thousandteenagers - killed themselves. A teenager attempts suiide every nine minutes. Every 90 minutes onesueeds.15The �ve-pronged attak on our youth has had a devastating impat on the moral and intelletualdevelopment of our hildren. By our failure to hallenge the �ve villains, we have also failed to meetthe twentieth-entury demands to eduate this generation to maintain a ontinuity of the Amerianway of life and to assume their future role in world leadership. Amerian publi shools have shownthemselves inapable of passing on our heritage to the next generation. Despite the fat that perapita federal spending for elementary and seondary eduation grew by 43 perent between 1982and 1988,16 pupils' performane has not improved.How an we expet to raise up leaders with the ourage to \sign that doument" when one-thirdof 17-year-old history students tested did not even know what that doument was? That's right. Anationwide 1986 survey of 17-year-olds, 80 perent of whom were enrolled in history lasses, foundthat 30 perent of them didn't know that the Delaration of Independene signaled the Amerian5John Langone, Time, \Crak Comes to the Nursery," 19 September 1988, p. 85.6\Tobao's Toll," Newsweek, 9 November 1987, p. 62.7Geo�rey Cowley, \Siene and the Cigarette," Newsweek, 11 April 1988, p. 66.8Strasburger, \Sex, Drugs, Rok 'n Roll," p. 660.9Edward W. Desmond, \Out in the Open," Time, 30 November 1987, p. 81.10Amerian Counil for Drug Eduation, \Fats About Drug Use."11Lewis J. Lord, \Coming to Grips with Aloholism," U.S. News & World Report, 30 November 1987, p. 57.12Joseph Carey, \A Study of Sugar Stirs Up a Sweet-and-Sour Reation," U.S. News & World Report, 19 January1987, p. 66.13Mary Finh Hoyt, \How Parents Can Stop Obsene Rok Songs," Good Housekeeping, November 1985, p. 122;see Sean C. Prophet, \Rok and Roll in Ameria, Part I: Heavy Metal: Abuse of God-Power," 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no.36, pp. 327-68. The three-part expos�e on \Rok and Roll in Ameria," delivered by Sean C. Prophet July 2, 1987, isavailable on audioassette. Part I, \Heavy Metal: Abuse of God-Power," on 2 audioassettes, A87069, 2 hrs. 24 mins.Part II, \Politial Rok: Abuse of God-Wisdom," on 60-min. audioassette B87071. Part III, \Tehno-Rok: Abuseof God-Love," on 90-min. audioassette B87072.14National Center for Health Statistis, Mortality, 1962, vol. 2 of Vital Statistis of the United States (U.S. Bureauof the Census, 1964), p. I-144.15Loren Coleman, Suiide Clusters (Boston: Faber and Faber, 1987), p. 1.16William J. Bennett, Amerian Eduation: Making It Work (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing OÆe,1988), p. 45. 230



olonists' break from England. Nearly half of them didn't know who said, \Give me liberty, or giveme death."17Do you want to know one of our biggest problems in eduation? It's that our shools don't requirehildren to master a basi body of knowledge in order to graduate. And it shows.Amerian 18-to 24-year-olds ranked last among the industrialized nations in geography awareness.Barbara Walters reported that \Amerian kids are at or near the bottom in an international surveymeasuring sienti� ahievement; ninth out of thirteen ountries in physis; eleventh out of thirteenountries in hemistry; and thirteenth, dead last, in biology."18 Amerian 13-year-olds also ame outlast among foreign students in mathematis.Poor training in elementary shools and high shools has a major impat on olleges where, saysChester Finn of Vanderbilt University, \all that most of [the students℄ are getting is the high-shooleduation they missed."19 Tough ollege ourses are reserved for the kids who managed to get a high-shool eduation and foreigners. Columnist Thomas Sowell reports that \most of the people whoreeive Ph.D.s in engineering in the United States are foreigners. More foreigners than Ameriansalso reeive Ph.D.s in mathematis." Why? Sowell says it's beause \so many Amerians don't wantto study this hard stu�."20If we want to have a generation who is even remotely apable of arrying on the tradition offreedom, we've got to do something now! And what we've got to do is get the government out ofeduation and let the shools and teahers that know how to teah hildren go for it! [13-seondapplause℄A Delaration of Independene for Our ShoolsAmeria, we are going to institute a vouher system in eduation. [7-seond applause℄ We asparents have the right to send our hildren to the best shool we an �nd whether it's publi or not.Why should private eduation be reserved for the wealthy?The government spends $4,300 a year per pupil to eduate our hildren.21 But is your hild getting$4,300 out of the system? What if you got a vouher from the government every year for that amountwhih you ould then apply to the shool of your hoie? [11-seond applause℄ That would be thefastest way not only to restore exellene but also to demoratize eduation.Whoever said that only the wealthy should be able to give their hildren a deent eduation?You wouldn't think an idea like this would �nd muh opposition, but the eduation establishmenthas dug in its heels and sreamed bloody murder. They say it will hurt the inner ity shools beausemost of the students will leave them. And the kids who are left will su�er beause their parentsaren't smart enough to take advantage of the new system.Well, we'll inform them, won't we? [Audiene response: \Yes!" 7-seond applause℄ Are we goingto let another generation be ruined by drug-infested shools beause of arguments like these? Maybethe worst of the publi shools should be losed down. Or be fored to ompete with the best ofpubli and private shools.How about survival of the �ttest? How about ompetition? How about exellene? [6-seondapplause℄They say a vouher system will hurt poor people beause the money they would get from thevouher wouldn't be enough to pay private shool tuition. That's sheer fabriation! Only the most17Diane Ravith and Chester E. Finn, Jr., What Do Our 17-Year-Olds Know? (New York, Harper & Row, 1987),pp. 3, 46, 54, 57.18ABC News, \Burning Questions: Ameria's Kids - Why They Flunk," 3 Otober 1988.19Ben Wattenberg, \Is Eduation as Bad as Ever?" U.S. News & World Report, 20 Marh 1989, p. 52.20Thomas Sowell, \Eduational Mush Trikling Up and Down," The Washington Times, 24 Marh 1989, p. F-4.21Bennett, Amerian Eduation, p. 45. 231



expensive private shools ost more than publi shools ost the government. There are plenty ofreasonably pried private shools.The National Eduation Assoiation (NEA) says that a vouher system will interfere with freedomof religion beause some people will take their vouhers to hurh-sponsored shools.22 They are soonerned that private religious shools will be getting federal money that they would deny thevouher system to everybody.How would it interfere with freedom of religion to allow parents to hoose the kind of shool andthe kind of eduation they want for their hildren?First of all, there seems to be an assumption (and one that I deem false) that federal monies goingto a hurh shool would be used to support the sponsoring hurh. Churh shools must meet thesame payroll and overhead as publi and private shools, therefore we would expet them to use thevouhers to run their shools, not their hurhes.But if the bellyahers want to be sure the hurhes don't rob Peter to pay Paul, they an havethe hurh shools' books audited to satisfy themselves that vouher money doesn't �nd its way intothe pastors' pokets. Churh shools are among the best in the nation and always have been; theyshould have the same fair treatment that private as well as publi shools would be getting underthe vouher system.The bottom line is parents should be free to hoose what kind of an eduation their hildren aregoing to have - wherever and under whomever they deide. And their ability to pay or not for privateshools must no longer be the basis of a lass soiety that separates the rih kids from the poor kidsfor the rest of their lives. And this is preisely what the opponents of the vouher system makethemselves a party to.Seondly, the First Amendment was designed to prevent the establishment of a state-sponsored,tax-supported religion (i.e., preferential treatment of any one religion), not to bias federal aid toprivate or parohial shools. But the NEA and those who oppose the vouher system with theirelitist attitude willfully misonstrue the First Amendment to mean that no federal money an go toany parohial shool, even if the shool is ful�lling a funtion the state desires (eduation) and evenif the money isn't administered in a manner that would favor the shools of one hurh over thoseof any other. By their willful ignoring of the Founding Fathers' intent, the opponents of the vouhersystem would deprive millions of hildren of a better eduation.And the name of the game of the power elite who have entered our shoolhouses is ontrol. Theyan't stand the idea of losing ontrol of our hildren, whom they have turned into guinea pigs fortheir deluded eduational experiments and drugs like Ritalin and Cylert23 that they foist upon themto keep them sedated.Why should we trust the publi shools with our hildren when they have turned out over 13.5million illiterates in the last 50 years?24 Why should we trust them? Why should we turn ourhildren over to them? - Only to have them sent bak to us labeled \eduationally handiapped" or\learning disabled" or \dyslexi" or having an \attention de�it disorder," \pereptual handiaps,"or \minimal brain dysfuntion."22Telephone interview, Bob Hilleman, National Eduational Assoiation Midwestern Regional OÆe, Minneapolis,26 May 1989.23Ritalin: the trademark for preparations of methylphenidate, a mild entral nervous system stimulant and antide-pressant. Ritalin is an amphetaminelike substane whih is ommonly presribed for hyperative hildren. Althoughamphetamines at as stimulants in adults, they alm hildren and inrease their attention span. However, Ritalinhas ome under inreasing �re for its side e�ets: nervousness, insomnia, skin rashes, drowsiness, pulse hanges, andweight loss. Cylert is another drug ommonly presribed for hyperative hildren.24In the United States an estimated 22 to 27 million adults are illiterate. A 1986 study by the U.S. Census Bureaufound that over 13.5 million of the English-speaking illiterates had had at least 6 to 8 years of Amerian shooling.232



These labels are a ruth for shools and teahers alike who have lost the art of onveying knowledgeand, more importantly, self-knowledge. Why, we an teah our hildren better ourselves. And that'sexatly why I founded Montessori International in Colorado Springs in 1970.A vouher system would fore the publi shools to raise their standards and to ompete in themarketplae. But what the power elite do to stay in ontrol one they take ontrol is to eliminatethe very ompetition that makes for exellene in all areas of life and prepares our hildren for thereal world. They an't beat the ompetition of the ommon people so they use government moneyand regulation to protet themselves from it. That's what monopolies do! [9-seond applause℄People of Ameria, it's time to delare our independene from government ontrol of our hildren'seduation. [5-seond applause℄ It's time to take the future into our own hands and vest it in our ownhildren. Our future is our hildren and it's time we were able to deide what they will learn andwho will teah them. [6-seond applause℄Today we have two hoies. We an enter a golden age or we an go down into a dark age worsethan any in reorded history. Doesn't what happens in these two alternative visions of Ameria'sfuture depend a lot on what our hildren learn about their heritage of freedom, not only in the UnitedStates but in the Judeo-Christian tradition and in all of the world movements for individual freedomand equal opportunity that have brought us to this unique point in history when we �nally have inhand our hard-won freedoms?Is not our hildren's eduation - how they're able to read and write and how they're able toorganize and analyze information and how they're able to think and reason reatively, logially, andindependently - going to determine whether they hoose to bring in a golden age or move in thedownward spiral of soialist, Communist state ontrol of our lives?It makes all the di�erene and it has everything to do with what Ameria's future will be! Ourhildren are beoming who they are from the moment they are born, from the moment they areoneived - from the earliest beginnings when we �rst speak to them in the womb and tell them whatlife is all about and the joy we will have together in working for the vitory of God's light on earth.[8-seond applause℄If we don't resue our youth from the �ve-pronged attak of the fallen angels and if we don'tstop aborting the Lightbearers who should be bringing in the New Age - 1.6 million souls a year inAmeria, 22 million sine Roe v. Wade - we're going to lose the greatest nation on earth and God'sdivine plan for us for a golden age of Aquarius.In order to suessfully hallenge the fores opposing our youth, we have to have the same ourageof the Founding Fathers who signed that doument. Keepers of the Flame, will you sign thatdoument? [\Yes!" 25-seond applause℄The Spiritual Mandate for Self-DefenseBut even if we solve all the problems a�iting our youth, we will not be ful�lling our or theirreason for being if we don't solve the single greatest problem we fae as a nation: our spiritual andphysial defense. And though they may have the �nest eduation in the world, the healthiest diets,the best of the world's ulture, art and musi, and the purest stream of onsiousness, our hildrenmay not have a future to defend.We an give our hildren all things, but if we do not begin at the beginning with a spiritual defenseand a physial defense, then all of our e�orts will have been in vain (at least in this round) and allelse we have given them will ount for naught - exept that by experiene the soul will have inreasedin wisdom and in the pratiality of self-mastery and in stature before God. This learning the soulmay take to other planes or planets in life's ontinuing journey, but the most important lesson of all- to put self-defense before all else - will have ome too little, too late for this generation.We have a dharma, a duty, to defend our platform of evolution and the integrity of our souls that233



we might ful�ll the alling of our nation to bear the torh of liberty on behalf of oppressed peoplesat home and abroad.The story of Krishna and Arjuna is well known to you as told in the Bhagavad-Gita, the 2,400-year-old Hindu text. As you know, Arjuna is of the warrior aste but he rejets his duty to go to war.It is the eve of the battle and his kinsmen are on both sides. He will have to kill his own relatives.He says, \Better I deem it, if my kinsmen strike, to fae them weaponless, and bare my breast toshaft and spear."25Arjuna would rather die than �ght.Krishna, a Hindu deity who �gures as Arjuna's teaher and harioteer, �rst teahes him aboutthe ontinuity of life and the indestrutibility of the soul. It is one of the greatest passages in all ofthe world's literature beause unless we have life as a premise and the ontinuity of life as a premise,we will not make the orret moral deisions in our lifetime. Our deisions are always made beausewe know that we live forever and that we live forever in God. And we want that aountability fromthe beginning unto the ending of our lives beause we are a ontinuity of onsiousness.And so, the great Cosmi Christ says to him:Never the spirit was born;The spirit shall ease to be never;Never was time it was not;End and Beginning are dreams!Birthless and deathless and hangelessremaineth the spirit forever;Death hath not touhed it at all,Dead though the house of it seems!"26Having so demonstrated the unreality of death and the all-inlusiveness of life, Krishna tells Arjunathat he must ful�ll his dharma. \Arise, thou Son of Kunti! brae thine arm for onit, . . . gird theeto the �ght, for so thou shalt not sin!"27The point is well taken by Paul, \For we wrestle not against esh and blood, but against prini-palities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wikednessin high plaes."28Dharma is our reason for being, the alling of the soul. The law of God says it is a sin to fail todefend one's dharma. Nations and individuals must ful�ll their reason for being in God. Amerianeeds to heed the ommand of Krishna and ful�ll her dharma. Ameria must realize that she willend war only when she understands the mandate of God to defend the priniple of freedom and allwho embody it.When Siddhartha Gautama sat in meditation beneath the Bo tree, Mara, the Evil One, onfrontedhim with temptations and he had to defend his right to be, and to be doing what he was doing; forhe had vowed to remain in his plae until he should attain enlightenment.First Mara said, \Why do you struggle? Hard is struggle, hard to struggle all the time."29 Heontinued his attak by parading voluptuous goddesses and daning girls before Gautama. Then heassailed him with hurrianes, torrential rains, aming roks, boiling mud, �ere soldiers, beasts, and�nally darkness. As a last resort, Mara hallenged his right to be doing what he was doing.25Sir Edwin Arnold, trans., The Song Celestial or Bhagavad-Gita (from the Mahabharata) (Los Angeles: Self-Realization Fellowship, 1977), p. 10.26Ibid., pp. 14-15.27Ibid., p. 18.28Eph. 6:12.29P. Lal, trans., The Dhammapada (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1967), pp. 10-11.234



Gautama tapped the earth with the bhumisparsa (earth-touhing) mudra,30 and the earth thun-dered her answer: \I bear you witness!" Whereupon Mara ed.The Amerian people must defend their right to ful�ll their dharma. The only way they an attainenlightenment, the only way they an attain Christhood, is if they have a plae prepared where thereis a guaranteed opportunity to be free to walk the spiritual path. Therefore, Ameria must defendher freedom. And to do that, she needs physial as well as spiritual defenses! [10-seond applause℄And let us not neglet the mental, emotional, and psyhologial defenses as well.Meeting the Challenges of HistoryHistory has shown that passivity will never overome evil. Pai�sm has seldom, if ever, ahievedpeae. Often the opposite results. It is this history and the sense of their destiny in its movingstream that our hildren must be taught at elementary levels in the shools of our hoie.Rome's destrution of Carthage in 146 B.C. is an important lesson for our time. It shows the resultof negotiating for peae without adequate military strength to bak it up. Carthage attempted tomeet the Roman threat with appeasement. Perhaps her leaders said, \We will seure a plae forourselves in history."Carthage was a prosperous ity in North Afria on the Mediterranean, between Libya and Algeria,near the site of modern Tunis. Carthage, one Rome's rival, had been defeated, disarmed, and foredto pay tribute to the empire. Despite this the ity had beome too prosperous for the tastes of theRomans.Cato, presiding over the Roman Senate, advoated its total destrution. He ended every speehhe gave in the Senate, on whatever subjet, with the words: \Besides, I think that Carthage mustbe destroyed."31The imperialists in the Senate agreed with him. They needed only a pretext to arry out theirplan. It ame as a result of an attempt by Carthage to defend herself against the repeated raids ofMasinissa, king of Numidia, modern Algeria.Carthage was bound by treaty to make no war without Rome's onsent. She sent ambassadors toRome to protest Masinissa's many invasions. The Romans told them that sine the Carthaginianshad ome from Phoeniia (whih orresponds to modern Lebanon) they were interlopers in Afriaand well-armed nations were not required to respet their rights. This was a sentene to slow deathby raids and invasion.In 151 B.C., Carthage delared war on Numidia in an e�ort to protet herself. Rome delaredwar on Carthage. Carthage, though wealthy, was unprepared for war with Rome. She had a smallarmy and navy and no merenaries or allies.Will Durant reords how Carthage's attempts at negotiation led to her utter annihilation:An embassy [from Carthage℄ hastened to Rome with authority to meet all demands. The Senatepromised that if Carthage would turn over to the Roman onsuls in Siily 300 hildren of the noblestfamilies as hostages, and would obey whatever orders the onsuls would give, the freedom andterritorial integrity of Carthage would be preserved. Seretly the Senate bade the onsuls arry outthe instrutions that they had already reeived.The Carthaginians gave up their hildren with forebodings and laments; the relatives rowded theshores in a despondent farewell; at the last moment the mothers tried by fore to prevent the shipsfrom sailing; and some swam out to sea to ath a last glimpse of their hildren.The onsuls sent the hostages to Rome, rossed to Utia [a neighbor of Carthage℄ with army30bhumisparsa (earth-touhing) mudra: the left hand upturned in the lap, right hand pointed downward touhingthe earth31Will Durant, Caesar and Christ (New York: Simon and Shuster, 1944), p. 105.235



and eet, summoned the Carthaginian ambassadors, and required of Carthage the surrender of herremaining ships, a great quantity of grain, and all her engines and weapons of war. When theseonditions had been ful�lled, the onsuls further demanded that the population of Carthage shouldretire to ten miles from the ity, whih was then to be burned to the ground.The ambassadors argued in vain that the destrution of a ity whih had surrendered hostagesand its arms without striking a blow was a treaherous atroity unknown to history. They o�eredtheir own lives as a viarious atonement; they ung themselves upon the ground and beat the earthwith their heads. The onsuls replied that the terms were those of the [Roman℄ Senate and ouldnot be hanged.When the people of Carthage heard what was demanded of them they lost their sanity. Parentsmad with grief tore limb from limb the leaders who had advised surrendering the hild hostages;others killed those who had ounseled the surrender of arms; some dragged the returning ambassadorsthrough the streets and stoned them; some killed whatever Italians ould be found in the ity; somestood in the empty arsenals and wept.The Carthaginian Senate delared war against Rome and alled all adults - men and women, slaveor free - to form a new army, and to forge anew the weapons of defense. Fury gave them resolution.Publi buildings were demolished to provide metal and timber; the statues of herished gods weremelted down to make swords, and the hair of the women was shorn to make ropes. In two monthsthe beleaguered ity produed 8,000 shields, 18,000 swords, 30,000 spears, 60,000 atapult missiles,and built in its inner harbor a eet of 120 ships.Three years the ity stood siege by land and sea. Again and again the onsuls led their armiesagainst the walls, but always they were repulsed; only Sipio Aemilianus, one of the military tribunes,proved resoureful and brave. Late in 147 [B.C.℄ the Roman Senate and Assembly made him onsuland ommander, and all men approved.Soon afterward Laelius sueeded in saling the walls. The Carthaginians, though weakened anddeimated by starvation, fought for their ity street by street, through six days of slaughter withoutquarter. Harassed by snipers, Sipio ordered all aptured streets to be �red and leveled to the ground.Hundreds of onealed Carthaginians perished in the onagration.At last the population, redued from 500,000 to 55,000, surrendered. Hasdrubal, their general,pleaded for his life, whih Sipio granted, but his wife, denouning his owardie, plunged with hersons into the ames. The survivors were sold as slaves, and the ity was turned over to the legionsfor pillage.Relutant to raze it, Sipio sent to Rome for �nal instrutions; the Senate replied that not onlyCarthage, but all suh of her dependenies as had stood by her were to be ompletely destroyed,that the soil should be plowed and sown with salt, and a formal urse laid upon any man who shouldattempt to build upon the site. For seventeen days the ity burned.32Rome wanted to teah the world a lesson. And she did.We need to study and understand the lessons of Carthage. Or else we shall ome to know thetruth of George Santayana's statement, \Those who annot remember the past are ondemned torepeat it."33Great ivilizations ome to an end when they ease to defend themselves against external hal-lenges. Our bodies ome to an end when we an no longer defend them against the external hallengesof disease, the last plagues and death. If you are vulnerable to an invading virus against whih youhave no defense, you may ease to oupy your body temple and lose this physial platform of your32Ibid., pp. 106-7.33George Santayana, Reason in Common Sense, vol. 1 of The Life of Reason, quoted in John Bartlett, FamiliarQuotations, 15th ed. (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1980), p. 703.236



soul's evolution.That's why you need to build a mind and a body that an withstand foreign invaders. That'swhy you need to all forth the light of your I AM Presene and raise up the sared �re - so that thepower of God in you will onsume the karmi ause and ore of your vulnerability to disease as wellas its manifestation.You need to put on the mind of God whih was in Christ Jesus - \who, being in the form of God,thought it not robbery to be equal with God. . . . "34 You need to put on \the whole armour of God,that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil": aggressive mental suggestion, sinisterfores of suiide, pai�ism, fear, self-doubt, depression, and death and the �ve assailants who wouldhave you sell your soul and give up your spiritual birthright for the paltry pleasures of the senses.35And in this our time we know that the Inner Light must be magni�ed by the LORD Our Righ-teousness to deet and onsume those invaders that seek to overtake our onsiousness, ell by ell.This is the law of integrity (i.e., the soul's inner integration with the Spirit Most Holy) whih is thefoundation of existene. Eah one of us must be able to defeat any and every type of invading forethat seeks to ross the line - the irle - of our integral selfhood, as Above, so below, in heaven andon earth.People establish ommunities and nation states beause as individuals they annot deal e�etivelywith the hallenges to their identity, and so they ahieve integrity as a group and a group karmipattern and mandala. And as the lesser units of our planetary evolution establish harmony withthemselves, so we will one day see one world, free and at peae in the golden age of Aquarius.But this will not ome about beause we lose our senses to the warring elements within theindividual and olletive psyhe. Until these are defeated within and without there is neither integritynor integration of opposing fations rying, \Peae, peae!" when there is no inner peae and thereforean be no outer peae.Failing to ahieve that peae, the Romans also failed the tests of history. Their \eternal ity" wasdestroyed by \barbarians," but not until the end would they believe that it ould happen to them.Like Amerians today, they thought their ivilization was immortal.When Baghdad fell to the Mongols in 1258 A.D., the subjets of the Arab Caliphate were shoked.The Ottoman Empire, the Assyrians, the Egyptians, the Hindus, the Chinese and others in theirturn were destroyed by barbarian invaders when they least expeted it. These peoples onsideredthemselves to be above the barbarians who onquered them. They, too, failed the tests of history.Historian Arnold Toynbee found that the ability of a nation to defend itself against externalhallenges depends on omparable spiritual development, or \etherialization" as he alls it.\Real progress is found to onsist in a proess de�ned as 'etherialization', an overoming of materialobstales whih releases the energies of the soiety to make responses to hallenges whih heneforthare internal rather than external, spiritual rather than material," he writes.36 Furthermore, he says,growth is dependent upon \perpetual exibility and spontaneity."37 In other words, as a ivilizationprogresses it will not be able to deal with external hallenges unless it also learns to deal withinreasing internal hallenges.\One of the perennial in�rmities of human beings is to asribe their own failure to fores that areentirely beyond their ontrol," says Toynbee. \The most that an alien enemy has ahieved has been34Phil. 2:5, 6.35Eph. 6:11.36Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study of History, abr. of vols. 7-10 by D. C. Somervell (New York: Oxford UniversityPress, 1957), p. 364.37Arnold J. Toynbee, A Study of History, abr. of vols. 1-6 by D. C. Somervell (New York: Oxford University Press,1947), p. 278. 237



to give an expiring suiide his oup de grâe."38 When the spirit and the soul of a nation are in astate of malaise, that nation annot defend its territorial or psyhologial integrity.Toynbee found that the harater of a nation's leadership is ruial to the survival of the ivi-lization. He says that if those who lead a ivilization, the \reative minority," lose their ability toreatively meet suessive hallenges and beome a \dominant minority," then the majority of thatsoiety will withdraw their allegiane from the leaders, and the ivilization itself will stop growingand enter a \time of troubles" leading to its ultimate ollapse.This is beause the spiritual �re is itself the great bonding of ommunity. It is the love of Godthat bonds the ells of the body and the body politi, that engenders in them the properties ofself-healing and enables them to replae themselves. This proess is the prime example of the law ofself-transendene that operates in mankind and soiety if and when there is a onsious ooperationwith this law.Eah and every day that we reite our prayers we should be transending yesterday's lesser statein the alhemy of the Holy Spirit that is engendered by religious ritual. We should beome a renewedreature in Christ, old things passing away, all things beoming new.39 We should be arrying moreof his Light, day by day, by our exerise of the sared siene of the Word. We should be girding upthe loins of our minds and in sobriety hoping to the end for grae through the revelation of JesusChrist present with us in our members.40However, there are several onditions of onsiousness whih impede the transforming Power,Wisdom and Love of God from operating within self and soiety. These must be squarely dealt withif one is to inherit eternal life:1) The lak of desire to serve and aÆnitize oneself with the Light and to beome the Light, andin its plae the desire for pleasure and the expending of the life-fore in pleasure's pursuits.2) The absene of the meriful heart and forgiveness. Unless people pray \forgive us our debts, as[i.e., in the same manner as℄ we forgive our debtors,"41 they will never self-transend their yesterdaysor anyone else's.3) The spirit of vengeane that arries over from lifetime to lifetime - seething resentment forpersonal injury that will never forgive or forget nor plae all matters in God's hands for divineretribution, but rather raves revenge against neighbor and neighboring states and will take it intime or eternity. Those who are of this state of mind do not partake of the ommunion up of thelaw of self-transendene, and they are not of Christ's universal Body and Blood.4) The absene of ompassion, tolerane and harity in the giving of oneself to any part of Life,whih is God.5) The failure to submit one's life to the Holy Will of God and to \seek ye �rst the kingdom ofGod and his righteousness"42 whereby all things neessary to the joyous ful�llment of one's reasonfor being are added by the Spirit of the LORD.The law of self-transendene must be experiened by peoples and nations if they are to surviveas a healthy, integrated unit of identity. When for the above reasons the integration spiral of theirolletive oneness no longer has the momentum to self-sustain, the nation loses its entripetal (orintegrating) fore, a disintegration spiral sets in, and its entrifugal fore (without the balane of theentripetal) will ultimately ause dissolution.Therefore, if the Light is not embraed by a people, and the Light that was one in them is turned38Ibid., pp. 247, 272.39II Cor. 5:17; Gal. 6:15.40I Pet. 1:13.41Matt. 6:12.42Matt. 6:33. 238



to Darkness, then that Darkness, self-willed and self-reated, beomes the irreversible ause ande�et of disintegration and death. These ensue beause only the Light at the nuleus of a body, ellor atom an hold together the omponents of life. And only those who love the Light and serve theLight an truly possess the Light.Today Ameria has arrived at that moment in history whih Toynbee speaks of, the momentwhen, for her own survival, she must transend herself. And her leaders must rise to the oasion.Throughout history, the reative minority who have had the extraordinary ourage to \sign thatdoument" have made all the di�erene.We all know about Leonidas and the 300 Spartans who held the pass at Thermopylae againstthe great army of Persians in the most heroi resistane in history. It was 480 B.C. The Spartanslost 300 men, the Persians 20,000. Although Leonidas fell in the battle, he proteted the Greekeet from being outanked by the Persians. And Greee lived to enter a brief but brilliant goldenage. Remember the heroism at Thermopylae. Remember the integrity of 300 men. Golden agesome beause peoples and soieties are self-sustained by their inner sense of wholeness. And by theirwholeness they are willing to stand against all odds for the priniples of absolute Freedom, Peae,Truth and Universal Enlightenment.In 1775 Patrik Henry uttered the words that are spelled out of freedom's ame that yet burns inour hearts today. With a realism not now heard in the land, he said, \There is no longer any roomfor hope. If we wish to be free . . . we must �ght! . . . Gentlemen may ry peae, peae - but there isno peae. The war has atually begun! The next gale that sweeps from the north will bring to ourears the lash of resounding arms! Our brethren are already in the �eld!"43Yes, our brethren, the Afghans. Yes, our brethren, the freedom �ghters throughout the world.They are being oppressed by their governments, some are being massared by the fores of Commu-nism or right-wing ditatorship, others are ondemned to death by disease, hunger, and starvationengineered by tyrants and the toilers Right and Left. Yes, it is our brethren who are already in the�eld.Therefore, \Why stand we here idle? What is it the gentlemen wish? What would they have?Is life so dear, or peae so sweet, as to be purhased at the prie of hains or slavery? Forbid it,Almighty God! I know not what ourse others may take; but as for me, give me liberty, or give medeath!"44 [33-seond applause℄Upon those words and that stand the Amerian Revolution was fought and won and upon thatplatform Amerians today have the freedom they enjoy to agree and to disagree.George Washington said, \We have, therefore, to resolve to onquer or die."45 Our hoies are nodi�erent yesterday, today, or forever. If we do not resolve to onquer here and now where it is givento us by Providene to take our stand, life and death will not be hoies - neither for ourselves norfor our posterity.Why We Must Provide for the Common DefenseThe Preamble to the Constitution delares that one of the prinipal reasons the people of theUnited States established their government was to \provide for the ommon defene." Seuring \theBlessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity" ame next on the list.We annot enjoy liberty and its blessings without establishing defense. And today, my fellowAmerians, we do not enjoy a ommon defense. We don't have a ommon ivil defense. We don't43Patrik Henry, speeh before the Virginia Convention of Delegates, 28 Marh 1775, quoted in Lewis Copeland andLawrene Lamm, eds., The World's Great Speehes, 3rd ed. (New York: Dover Publiations, 1942), pp. 233-34.44Ibid., p. 234.45George Washington, \Address to the Continental Army before the battle of Long Island," 27 August 1776, quotedin Bartlett, Familiar Quotations, p. 379. 239



have a ommon anti-ballisti missile system. We don't have a ommon defense of our military baseshere or abroad. We don't even have a ommon surfae-to-air missile defense to stop a single enemybomber from ying aross our borders and bombing our ities!What will you tell your hild or your hildren's hildren? What will you say when the SovietUnion launhes its surprise �rst-strike attak on the United States?What will we say in the last half hour that we might spend with our hildren? Will we say, \Thereis nothing we an do"? And when they ask, \Why?" will we tell them, \We didn't think it wasneessary to be prepared for war. We didn't demand that our leaders spend our tax dollars on thedefense of Ameria beause our leaders told us it would never happen. We didn't want to spend themoney to defend our nation, our souls, our liberty, and our birthright to ful�ll our reason for beingon earth in the twentieth entury. It simply wasn't our priority."How do you make a hild understand suh logi?Amerians have been told by experts that a Soviet �rst strike against our nation is impossiblebeause the Soviets would risk annihilation if they attaked us. But that is not the ase. The Sovietsare prepared to wage nulear war and to survive!Saint Germain warned us of this almost two years ago. On Thanksgiving 1986 he said, \You haveevery reason to believe, to be onerned, and to be prepared for a �rst strike by the Soviet Unionupon these United States." He said, \Even as I speak meetings unending take plae. The enemy isprepared to survive a nulear war - the United States is not."46\But how did it happen, Daddy, Mommy?" our hildren will ask us in those thirty minutes. \Whyan't we stop the missiles?" Indeed, why an't we? And sine Thanksgiving 1986 our leaders havemade it their business to reassure the Soviets that they an indeed survive a nulear war - not ourhildren, not Ameria, but the Soviets.If things ontinue as they have in the past year, we will have no answers for our hildren. Thefat is, Ameria, we are failing to meet the Soviet threat. Like all great ivilizations we have ometo the point at whih we must either transend ourselves or be destroyed.Somerset Maugham wrote, \If a nation values anything more than freedom, it will lose its freedom;and the irony of it is, that if it is omfort or money that it values more, it will lose that, too."47The nations of the West have not learned the lessons of history. They have hosen owardie andappeasement. And the prophey of the handwriting on the wall has ome to pass.Today the United States of Ameria is vulnerable to destrution. We have seen this prophesied bythe Asended Masters, by Nostradamus, by beloved Mother Mary at F�atima and at Medjugorje, byour reading of the signs of karma written in our astrology and by George Washington's third vision.How ould that third vision ome to pass? What ould bring about war and devastation on ourown soil? What ould prevent us from exerising our �rst option of bringing in a golden age ofAquarius?As we examine world onditions today, we see that our nation is indeed vulnerable to a Soviet�rst strike and to foreign invasion. The Soviets don't think like us. They believe it's possible to �ghta nulear war using relatively small weapons that destroy the enemy's weapons, and to win. Theybelieve they an surgially remove most of our weapons in a surprise �rst strike, leaving our itieslargely intat.4846Saint Germain On Prophey (Livingston, Mont.: Summit University Press, 1986), Book 4, p. 209; also publishedin 1986 PoW, vol. 29 no. 75, p. 648.47William Somerset Maugham, Stritly Personal, h. 31, quoted in Bartlett, Familiar Quotations, p. 751.48Rihard Pipes, \Why the Soviet Union Thinks It Could Fight and Win a Nulear War," Commentary, July 1977,pp. 30, 32-33. 240



You might not think that's sane. You might think no one would ever do anything like that. Well,what you think doesn't make any di�erene. It's what the Soviets think that makes all the di�erene.If we want to keep a nulear war from ever happening, we must keep the Soviets from ever pushingthe button. [11-seond applause℄Ameria spends $300 billion a year on defense. So how did we get into a position of zero defenseagainst nulear weapons? Well, I'll tell you, it wasn't easy. It's not for a lak of money or tehnology.We have no defense against nulear weapons today beause of the logi of Mutual Assured Destrution(MAD) that prevails in our defense ommunity.The nulear strategy of the United States is deterrene - \Let's avoid nulear war by making theonsequenes of an attak by either nation too great." We live under MAD whih says that neitherside will start a nulear war beause after a �rst strike both sides would retain the apaity to destroylarge segments of the other's population.49Aording to MAD, weapons that kill people are good, weapons that kill weapons are bad anddefenses whih stop nulear warheads are \destabilizing." That is, they are likely to ause war sinethe side that has them an attak without fear of being annihilated in retaliation. So defenses arenot inherently threatening but they have beome so in the ontext of our nulear strategy.For MAD to work, both sides must abide by it. But they haven't. The Soviets are building adefense for their ountry and people and the United States is not. Furthermore, based on MAD, inthe mid-sixties we unilaterally froze our fore of interontinental ballisti missiles (ICBMs) at 1,054,virtually dismantled our extensive and formidable air defense against enemy bombers, and prettymuh gave up on ivil defense.This giving up, this surrender to the enemy without a shot being �red, this national suiide haseverything to do with the �ve villains that have invaded the temple of the mind and the spirit of aone great nation. It has everything to do with drugs, alohol, niotine, sugar, and rok musi, allof whih drive the life-fore down the spine.These abuses of our bodies and our souls we passively su�er do not allow the sared �re of theDivine Mother to rise naturally from the base-of-the-spine hakra to meet the light of the UniversalChrist in the thousand-petaled lotus of the rown hakra. And so the spinelessness, the absene ofwill to be and to live and therefore to defend one's integral reason for being - one's integrity, orintegration in God - is at the root of the malaise of our time.Rok musi is the greatest single fator that brought about the hanging of the national on-siousness toward the psyhology of the nondefense of self and soiety. But it alone would have hadno power over the minds and souls of our people. Flanked by the demons of drugs - marijuana,hashish, oaine, rak, heroin, PCP - esorted by the multibillion dollar sugar, alohol and igaretteindustries, and guaranteed safe passage by the pharmaeutials drugging the nation to death, thefalse hierarhy of rok musi and its hellions has in three deades made Ameria the pushover andthe patsy for this onspiray of the Dark Fores against the Lightbearers of the world!Yes, rok musi was the pulling of the rip ord. It signaled the loss of national onsiene andnational virginity. Rok musi is the gateway to Death and Hell through whih the pied pipers,reinarnated fallen Atlanteans, have led our youth, our babies, the old and the middle-aged alike.Even the pastors in their pulpits have santioned Christian rok in the name of Jesus Christ. Shameon them!49During the Ford and Carter years, U.S. nulear strategy hanged so that we had the option of attaking hardtargets (military installations). But it was only a theoretial hange. In strategy, you must adjust your ends to yourmeans. Our fores, built aording to MAD, are strutured so that we an attak primarily soft targets (ities). Soas it now stands, we an attak Soviet ities but they an destroy our military targets. For the time being, whateverour delared strategy, we are stuk with what is essentially a retaliatory or seond-strike fore. MAD is still ouroperational strategy. 241



Before this attak on youth by the �ve poisons (the �ve oppositions to the �ve Dhyani Buddhaswho diret the inner development of the soul within us) we saw that Ameria defended herself \againstall enemies," never lost a war, sustained her leadership role among the nations and felt good aboutherself.But not any more. While we and our allies have surfeited in our indulgenes and preoupationswith self and psyhe, the Soviet Union has built an ICBM fore whih is powerful and aurateenough to destroy our military targets; and, as I said, they also began overtly building themselvesa defense system and talking us out of building our own.Not only have the Soviets been moving ever toward the goal of a nulear �rst strike against UnleSam, but they have also been quietly saturating the brains and bodies of our youth with drugs inorder to inrease their ash supply and weaken our national resolve.Enter Jan Sejna, former general major in the Czehoslovakian army and the highest-rankingmember of the Communist military apparatus ever to defet. He had a working relationship withNikita Khrushhev and was privy to the Soviets' strategy for global onquest. He was present ata meeting in 1962 when Khrushhev told key Eastern European leaders that the Soviet Union wasgoing to wage drug warfare against the United States. Khrushhev saw drug warfare as a form ofhemial warfare.50Khrushhev was impressed by the Chinese Communist tehniques. Starting in 1928, Mao hadused drugs against the Chinese and later against United States fores in Korea. Khrushhev told theEastern European leaders that with drugs they ould destroy the United States from within whilebringing in ash for Soviet espionage ativities.51 It is our weakness for drugs that is destroying us.And there is persuasive evidene that not only the Soviets but also the United States governmenthas been involved in drug traÆking.52 If we had the spine and the inner strength to resist thesedrugs, we would not be in the danger we are in today. But, Ameria, we have lost our equilibrium -the internal balane of the yin and yang fores of life.Our destrution by the enemy within was predited by Abraham Linoln 150 years ago:At what point shall we expet the approah of danger? By what means shall we fortify againstit? Shall we expet some transatlanti military giant to step the oean and rush us at a blow?Never! All the armies of Europe, Asia and Afria ombined with all the treasure of the earth (ourown exepted) in their military hest, with a Bonaparte for a ommander, ould not by fore take adrink from the Ohio, or make a trak on the Blue Ridge, in a trial of a thousand years.At what point then is the approah of danger to be expeted? I answer, if it ever reah us, itmust spring up among us. It annot ome from abroad. If destrution be our lot, we must ourselvesbe its author and �nisher. As a nation of freemen, we must live through all time or die by suiide.53Following the Khrushhev meeting, the Soviets organized the East-blo intelligene servies intoa vast network whih smuggled drugs into the United States.54 General Sejna was present in Praguewhen the Czehs, ating on behalf of the Soviets, made a deal with Raul Castro to integrate Cuba50Joseph D. Douglass, Jr. and Jan Sejna, \Drugs, Narotis, and National Seurity," Global A�airs, Fall 1987, p.67; Joseph D. Douglass, Jr. and Neil C. Livingstone, Ameria the Vulnerable (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books,1987), pp. 120-22.51Douglass and Livingstone, Ameria the Vulnerable, pp. 116, 117, 120-21; see also Joseph D. Douglass, Jr., \RedCoaine: A Chronile of Communist Drug TraÆking," review draft, 1988.52Alfred W. MCoy, The Politis of Heroin in Southeast Asia (New York: Harper and Row, 1973); Wayne Greenhaw,Flying High: Inside Big-Time Drug Smuggling (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1984).53Abraham Linoln, \The Perpetuation of Our Politial Institutions," address at the Young Men's Lyeum, Spring-�eld, Illinois, 27 January 1838, in 1833-1840: The Challenge of a Continent, vol. 6 of The Annals of Ameria (Chiago:Enylopaedia Britannia, 1976), p. 424.54Douglass and Livingstone, Ameria the Vulnerable, pp. 121-22.242



into the Soviet Union's drug-smuggling network.55 In 1968 the Soviets were selling drugs to U.S.serviemen in Europe through KINTEX, a Bulgarian orporation. Sine then, the Cuban and EastEuropean intelligene servies have smuggled huge quantities of heroin, oaine, marijuana, hashishand other drugs into the United States.56The United States government refuses to aknowledge that the Soviet Union has an oÆial poliyof drug smuggling to undermine and destroy the United States. Perhaps that's beause if theyadmitted the realpolitik of Soviet strategy and the drug war the Soviets are winning against theU.S. hands down, they would have to take a stand and engage in a spiritual and physial warfareto save the soul of a nation - something the U.S. has never had the nerve to do sine the Bolshevikrevolution, always rying \Peae, peae . . . " when there was and is and an be no peae with theSoviet system or leadership.This is the psyhology of nihilism that I all SAD - Self-Assured Destrution - that saturates thenon-souls and the non-strategy of our representatives in Congress.A new law passed by Congress on May 15, 1988, gets the U.S. military involved in stopping drugs.57But it's only a token e�ort whih will never be suessful until we hallenge the Soviet governmentdiretly and use enough military fore to stop them. No treaty should be signed with the SovietUnion until this International Capitalist/Communist Conspiray drug network is disbanded. [11-seond applause℄There is no way the Soviet Union ould have arried on this war against our youth sine the daysof Khrushhev without full ooperation of agents in the West. There is no way they ould havebeen arrying out this operation without our intelligene ommunity and our military establishmentbeing fully aware of it as a strategy. Therefore, I say it is an International Capitalist/CommunistConspiray of the power elite in every nation on earth moving against the Lightbearers of the worldwho are our sons and daughters.General Sejna also says the Soviets plan a �rst strike against the United States. And believe me,this man knows what he's talking about! I interviewed him on Summit University Forum and thisis what he said:Until 1963 everything was prepared for defense beause they thought they were not strong enoughfor o�ense. They were behind in nulear weapons and these things.Marshal Malinovsky, who was at that time minister of defense, visited Czehoslovakia and othersatellites. And he said, \Comrades, we have to hange our preparation. We have to hange our tatifrom defense to o�ense. For the next war, we have three possibilities. First, the NATO missiles willbe �rst in the air. Seond, our missiles and NATO's will meet in the air. And third, our missiles willbe �rst in the air. The �rst two possibilities are not aeptable for us."Sine then, ladies and gentlemen, everything was prepared for a surprise attak.5855Douglass and Sejna, \Drugs, Narotis, and National Seurity," p. 72.56Nathan M. Adams, \Drugs for Guns - The Bulgarian Connetion," Reader's Digest, November 1983, pp. 87-88;Douglass and Livingstone, Ameria the Vulnerable, pp. 121, 125-26; Douglass and Sejna, \Drugs, Narotis, andNational Seurity," pp. 75, 78-79, 82.57On May 15, 1988, in a provision attahed to the defense budget bill, the Senate voted to assign drug interditionas a duty for the nation's armed fores. The Pentagon is to work out plans for military drug enforement dutiesand Congress must provide funds to �nane the program. (Tim Carrington, \Senate Votes to Use the Military inWar on Drugs but Tatis Remain Formidable," Wall Street Journal, 16 May 1988.) The 1989 defense authorizationbill establishes the Defense Department as the \single lead ageny of the federal government for the detetion andmonitoring of aerial and maritime transit of illegal drugs." Funding for 1989 is $300 million, largely spent on militaryplanes, ships and surveillane equipment to detet inoming smugglers and to fund National Guard troops workingunder individual state ontrol. (Telephone interview with Je� Bangston, OÆe of the Deputy Assistant of the Seretaryof Defense for Drug Enforement, 13 June 1989.)58Gen. Jan Sejna and Dr. Joseph D. Douglass, Jr., \Inside Soviet Military Strategy," Summit University Forum,November 28, 1987. Full-length interview, 4-3/4 hrs., available on three videoassettes, GP88001, or three audioas-243



General Sejna says that after a Soviet nulear �rst strike on the United States, Western Europewould either surrender or be overrun by onventional, hemial, and biologial fores.59It's not hi to talk about a surprise attak in the era of glasnost. Military oÆials assure us it'snot possible. They say we would have adequate warning based on satellite detetion of inreasedtroop movements, mobile missile movements, and bombers being put on alert. Therefore they donot even onsider the possibility.The fat is, the United States and NATO assume they will reeive adequate warning of a Sovietattak allowing them time to prepare. NATO is ounting on at least several days of warning duringwhih they would disperse their fores, man their defense positions, and reeive reinforements fromthe United States. The United States believes it will have at least several hours' warning duringwhih bombers ould be loaded and alerted and submarines in port ould put to sea. This is follyfor four reasons:1) Surprise attak is an integral part of Soviet strategy.History shows that Soviet military strategy is haraterized by preemptive, surprise attaks, oftenin peaetime and often aompanied by deeption (suh as military exerises or ongoing negotiations)to disguise their ativities. They ahieved surprise in their invasions of Czehoslovakia, Hungary, andAfghanistan.Military strategist William R. Van Cleave has researhed surprise in Soviet strategy whih hedisusses in an artile, \Surprise Nulear Attak," published in an anthology entitled Soviet StrategiDeeption. In it he notes that \Soviet military literature indiates that the Soviets believe thatsurprise attak ould be the determinative event of a nulear war; that a surprise attak ouldstrategially disrupt and even forestall the enemy's use of nulear weapons; and that surprise attakis feasible."602) The United States has a history of being surprised beause it is unwilling to believe the warningsignals.The Japanese attak on Pearl Harbor at dawn, Deember 7, 1941, is a prime example of Ameria'sunwillingness to aept and at on data that indiates a surprise attak. The Japanese ahievedomplete surprise, athing the bulk of the U.S. Pai� Fleet in harbor.The story unfolds in At Dawn We Slept, a omprehensive study of Pearl Harbor by historianGordon W. Prange. The �rst set of data indiating a Japanese surprise attak was reeived by U.S.Intelligene in Washington, D.C., whih had broken the Japanese diplomati odes. The messagesthey interepted would have been of primary interest to Lt. Gen. Walter C. Short, the Army'sommanding general in Hawaii, and Adm. Husband E. Kimmel, ommander in hief of the U.S.Pai� Fleet. But they never reeived them. Explanations range from the Intelligene servies'desire to limit aess to the messages for fear the Japanese would disover they had raked theirodes to a belief by some oÆers that Short and Kimmel were already reeiving the messages.In any ase, a September 24 message from Tokyo to its Honolulu onsulate requesting preise lo-ations of ships in Pearl Harbor was deiphered by Army Intelligene but never reahed the Hawaiianommand.The OÆe of Naval Intelligene later reeived notie that the Japanese embassies and onsulateswere destroying their odes and iphers and burning on�dential douments. This was a sure sign ofwar. But when the information reahed Kimmel, it had been so diluted that he failed to grasp itssettes, A88016; also available on �ve 1-hr. able TV shows, parts 1-5, HL89001-HL89005.59Douglass and Livingstone, Ameria the Vulnerable, p. 44.60William R. Van Cleave, \Surprise Nulear Attak," in Brian D. Dailey and Patrik J. Parker, eds., Soviet StrategiDeeption (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1987), p. 455.244



signi�ane and later laimed he did not onsider it \of any vital importane."61Before 9 a.m. Washington time, Deember 7 (3:30 a.m. Hawaii time), U.S. Intelligene inter-epted a message from Japanese Foreign Minister Shigenori Togo to his Ambassador in Washington,Kihisaburo Nomura. It read, \Will the Ambassador please submit to the United States Government(if possible to the Seretary of State) our reply to the United States at 1:00 p.m. on the 7th, yourtime."62 That would be 7:30 a.m. Hawaii time. He was referring to a fourteen-part message replyingto Amerian diplomati proposals.The interept onvined Brigadier General Sherman Miles, assistant hief of sta� for Intelligene,\that war is very likely beause of the language used by the Japanese, and . . . something is going tohappen oinident with 1 o'lok Washington time."63 He and his sta� attempted to relay a warningto the Pai� ommanders but by the time he informed Gen. George C. Marshall (who had beenout horsebak riding) and Marshall wrote the warning message, it was 11:40 a.m. Washington time.The message had to be sent by Western Union sine atmospheri onditions interfered with radiotransmissions. The RCA oÆe in Honolulu reeived the message at 1:03 p.m. Washington time or7:33 a.m. Hawaii time. Sine it was not marked priority or urgent, a telegram boy on a motorylepiked it up and began his normal deliveries. The message reahed General Short at 2:58 p.m. Hawaiitime, nearly seven hours after the attak began.In spite of the messages they never reeived, the Hawaiian ommand was warned that some kindof Japanese attak on Amerian assets somewhere was imminent. On November 27, 1941, GeneralMarshall, hief of sta� of the U.S. Army, sent a message to them. It read in part:Negotiations with Japan appear to be terminated to all pratial purposes. . . . Hostile ationpossible at any moment. If hostilities annot, repeat annot be avoided the United States desiresthat Japan ommit the �rst overt at. . . . Prior to hostile Japanese ation you are direted toundertake suh reonnaissane and other measures as you deem neessary but these measures shouldbe arried out so as not, repeat not, to alarm ivil population or dislose intent.64Short later said that he reeived the impression \that the avoidane of war was paramount andthe greatest fear of the War Department was that some international inident might our in Hawaiiand be regarded by Japan as an overt at."65Consequently, when reports of Japanese eet movements o� of Indo-China ame in, Kimmel didnot order his ships to sea. Prange remarks, \the Army's 'war warning' message had spei�allydireted Short not to alarm the ivilian population. The sudden departure of the bulk of the Fleet ata weekend ould sarely fail to do so. The admiral therefore deided to keep his ships in harbor."66During the hours and minutes leading up to the attak, vital evidene was ignored and misinter-preted. A U.S. mine sweeper saw a Japanese submarine perisope in the waters o� Pearl Harbor at3:57 a.m. on Deember 7. It reported the sighting to a nearby destroyer, the Ward, whih searhedfor the sub on sonar. Sine it failed to pik up a ontat, the destroyer did not report the sightingand neither did the mine sweeper. \The evidene was slim enough," Prange writes, \and mistakensightings were far from rarities in Hawaiian waters."67 The mine sweeper, having �nished its duties,returned to Pearl Harbor. The undeteted submarine most likely followed the mine sweeper into theharbor after the protetive underwater net aross the harbor mouth was opened.61Gordon W. Prange, At Dawn We Slept: The Untold Story of Pearl Harbor (New York: MGraw-Hill BookCompany, 1981), p. 449.62Ibid., p. 486.63Ibid., p. 493.64Ibid., p. 402.65Ibid.66Ibid., p. 470.67Ibid., p. 485. 245



At about 6:40 a.m., the Ward destroyed a Japanese sub near the entrane to Pearl Harbor. TheWard reported the ation immediately but Kimmel was \not at all ertain that this was a realattak."68 His oÆers deided to \wait further developments."69At 7:02 a.m., Privates Joseph L. Lokard and George E. Elliott, manning the Opana Mobile RadarStation on Oahu, piked up an inredible message on their osillosope. \Lokard thought somethingmust be wrong with the set, but a quik hek proved otherwise," Prange reports. It was a eetof \probably more than 50" planes. Elliott reported the sighting but negleted to mention that itontained more than 50 planes. The oÆer reeiving the report deided it was an expeted ight of12 B-17 bombers ying in from the mainland and told Elliott and Lokard, \Well, don't worry aboutit."70 It was 7:20.At 7:55 a.m., the �rst Japanese bombs fell on Pearl Harbor. The attak ame in two waves. The�rst onsisted of 185 planes; the seond, whih ame at 8:50, onsisted of 167 planes. By 10:00 a.m.it was over. The Japanese planes returned to their airraft arriers whih soon headed northwest.Three battleships had been sunk, 15 other ships damaged, 164 planes destroyed and 128 damaged.Worst of all, 2,403 Amerians had been killed and 1,178 wounded.The U.S. was also surprised in Korea, despite ample warning. Harvey DeWeerd's study, quotedby Van Cleave in his artile on surprise attak, onludes:We were surprised twie in Korea in spite of multiple indiations of oming events and an abun-dane of intelligene data. . . . It was not the absene of intelligene whih led us into trouble, but ourunwillingness to draw unpleasant onlusions from it. We refused to believe what our intelligenetold us was in fat happening, beause it was at variane with the prevailing limate of opinion inWashington and Tokyo. We also refused to believe our intelligene beause it would have been veryinonvenient if we had; we would have had to do something about it.71A Soviet surprise attak would doubtless ontain as many ambiguities as or more than the Japaneseand Chinese attaks on Pearl Harbor and Korea. It doesn't take muh imagination to see Ameriandeision makers of the 1990s engaging in the same kind of wishful thinking as Amerian oÆers didat Pearl Harbor.In order for the United States to suessfully launh its ICBMs and bombers on warning of aSoviet attak, the president would need to reeive that warning, orretly interpret it, and at on itin less than 20 minutes.In reality, Van Cleave argues,the information available . . . would probably be partial and questionable. It ould well be obsuredin a fog of Soviet disinformation and deeption; it ould ome after a period of Soviet onditioningand politial deeption, and during ats of Soviet operational and tehnial deeption. . . .Warning is apt to be inherently ambiguous until too late. Signals indiating the possibility (per-haps even the fat) of a surprise nulear attak would be those most resisted by U.S. leadership. Therealization that an attak is imminent, or underway, would ome slowly and relutantly. The strongdisbelief in a surprise nulear attak makes it likely that warning signals of suh an attak wouldalso be disbelieved as long as possible. For NATO, all of these enumbranes would be multiplied.723) The Soviets have a big inentive to pull o� a surprise attak.U.S. nulear fores are based in suh a way that a surprise attak would be highly advantageous to68Ibid., p. 497.69Ibid.70Ibid., p. 501.71H. A. DeWeerd, \Strategi Surprise in the Korean War," Orbis, Fall 1962, pp. 451-52, ited in Van Cleave,\Surprise Nulear Attak," in Soviet Strategi Deeption, p. 453.72Van Cleave, \Surprise Nulear Attak," in Soviet Strategi Deeption, pp. 453-54.246



the Soviets. In 1987 Van Cleave did a study whih showed that in a surprise attak the Soviets oulddestroy 7,500 U.S. warheads and 3,140 equivalent megatons by athing U.S. ICBMs and bombers onthe ground and our submarines in port. In an attak following a period of generated alert, they ouldonly destroy 3,700 warheads and 1,250 equivalent megatons sine more of our submarines would beat sea and deision makers would be ready to launh our ICBMs and bombers.73 The inentive forsurprise is 3,800 warheads and 1,890 equivalent megatons.Conerning the argument that Soviet preparations would warn us of a surprise attak, Van Cleavesays, \The Soviets probably would forego attak preparations that might improve their militarystrength if those preparations would also deny them the element of surprise. At the very least, theSoviets should be expeted to oneal or obsure suh preparations by a ombination of politial andmilitary deeption."744) The United States is not prepared for a surprise attak.Our military leaders think that a surprise attak would be too ompliated for the Soviets. Areport by the Sowroft Commission, headed by Brent Sowroft [today President Bush's nationalseurity adviser℄, argued that a oordinated Soviet surprise attak on U.S. bombers and ICBMs wouldbe too diÆult due to timing problems. Former Seretary of Defense Harold Brown, a member ofthe Sowroft Commission, later said, \It is equally important to aknowledge, however, that theoordination of a suessful attak is not impossible, and that the 'rubbish heap of history' is �lledwith authorities who said something rekless ould not or would not be done."75Nevertheless, we do operate on the assumption that it annot be done. As Van Cleave reportedin an artile in Global A�airs:Throughout most of the strategi ballisti missile era, and ertainly after the Soviet strateginulear fores had grown, the adequay of U.S. strategi nulear fores was judged on the basis oftheir ability to survive a \well-exeuted surprise attak" and still aomplish all of their missions.Yet, as Soviet apabilities have improved to the point that a well-exeuted, highly disarming surpriseattak is feasible, the tendeny to disount its possibility has grown. . . . The assumptions that wewould reeive, reognize, and reat e�etively to strategi warning [a warning that an attak wasimminent℄, and be able to launh ICBMs as well as bombers on timely tatial warning [a warningthat an attak has begun℄, now dominate most evaluations of U.S. strategi nulear fores."76Sine Reagan's two-trillion-dollar defense buildup, many Amerians think we're in good shape.Unfortunately, nothing ould be farther from the truth. We spent a lot of money but we didn't spendit on what we really needed to solve our defense problems: (1) making our ICBMs mobile so theyould not be destroyed in their silos, (2) storing our bombers and submarines in hardened hangarsand berths, (3) improving early warning radar and ommand, ontrol, and ommuniations, and (4)defending our weapons with anti-ballisti missiles.John Collins, a noted defense expert with the Library of Congress who is quoted by liberals andonservatives, ommented on our state of nulear preparedness in a reent telephone interview: \Inmany respets we're no better o� than we were when we started [in 1979℄ and in some additionalrespets we're worse o� than we were when we started. And the reason is that the Soviets had hada modernization program going sine 1962; we began to think about turning trends around in thelast year of the Carter administration."Collins pointed out that while we have begun utting our defense budget, the Soviets haven't.Now you've got Gorbahev who's running rings around us with his glasnost and his perestroika73Ibid., pp. 459-61.74Ibid., p. 455.75Harold Brown, U.S. Department of Defense, Annual Report to Congress, FY-1980 (Washington, D.C.: GovernmentPrinting OÆe, 1979), p. 81; ited in Van Cleave, \Surprise Nulear Attak," in Soviet Strategi Deeption, p. 458.76William R. Van Cleave, \The U.S.-Soviet Military Balane and Arms Control," Global A�airs, Spring 1989, p. 8.247



and a lot of people saying that the old war is over and let's forget about it. But they haven't stoppedas far as I an determine. I haven't got any evidene that they've slowed down signi�antly theirprodution lines with regard to major equipment. Now, they may do that. They've got bureauratiproblems like we do. It takes time to shut fauets o�. But it hasn't happened yet.And so . . . we're not a hell of a lot better o� [today℄ in a lot of regards than we were before.77While tanks and ships and airraft arriers and troops are important, what will make the di�erenein the next war are nulear fores. If the Soviets ould get rid of our strategi fores or render themlargely ine�etive by a defense network, our onventional fores ould not stop them from invadingour ountry.As I have demonstrated, a surprise attak is far more likely than an attak preeded by a periodof esalation. Therefore, we have no right to gamble our lives and our hildren's lives on the slimhane that when the Soviets deide to attak, it will not be a surprise.Let's take a loser look at what ould happen in a �rst strike. I've updated it June 1989 to makesure you have the latest information.The Soviets think they an win a nulear war for three reasons. First: in a surprise �rst strikethey an destroy almost two-thirds of our warheads. Seond: they are rapidly ompleting a defensenetwork to stop the rest of our missiles from hitting them.78 Third: they already have ivil defensefor their leadership as well as for the majority of their urban population.79So how ould they destroy two-thirds of our warheads? Our strategi (i.e., long-range) nulearfores onsist of interontinental ballisti missiles (ICBMs), nulear-powered ballisti missile sub-marines (SSBNs), and bombers. They arry a total of 12,390 warheads.The situation is more omplex than eah of us having enough weapons to ininerate the otherseveral times over - the overkill argument. Sine most of our warheads are vulnerable to a surprise�rst strike beause of the way they are deployed, they aren't really a deterrent. In short, a weaponthat annot survive annot deter.There are 1,000 missiles arrying 2,450 warheads in our ICBM fore: 50 MX Peaekeepers arrying10 warheads eah, 450 Minuteman IIs arrying 1 warhead eah and 500 Minuteman IIIs arrying 3warheads eah. The Soviets ould destroy 90 perent of these missiles in a surprise �rst strike usingroughly 50 perent of their warheads.80 Assuming they were destroyed in equal proportions, about245 ICBM warheads on 100 missiles would survive.Our strategi bomber fore ontains 290 planes apable of arrying 4,436 warheads. There are193 B-52s and 97 B-1s. At any given time, about 30 perent are \on alert," meaning they areloaded and their pilots are on the military base where the bombers are stationed. Soviet warheadslaunhed from submarines o� our oasts ould reah most bomber bases in six to eight minutes. It isdebatable whether these 30 perent ould get o� the ground before they were destroyed, espeiallyif our ommand, ontrol, and ommuniations network were destroyed �rst. The other 70 perentertainly would be destroyed. Assuming that the bombers on alert did esape, after the �rst strikethe United States would have the apability of delivering 1,331 warheads via 87 bombers.Our 35 SSBNs arry 5,504 warheads. This inludes 9 new Ohio-lass submarines arrying Tridentmissiles and 26 Benjamin Franklin, James Madison, and Lafayette-lass subs - 12 arrying Tridentmissiles and 14 arrying Poseidon missiles. About 40 perent (or 14) of our SSBNs are in port at any77Telephone interview, John Collins, 7 June 1989.78U.S. Department of Defense, Soviet Military Power 1987 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing OÆe, 1987),pp. 47-50; Soviet Military Power 1988 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing OÆe, 1988), p. 56; see 1988 PoW,pp. 248-49 n. 5.79Leon Gour�e, Shelters in Soviet War Survival Strategy (Coral Gables, Fla.: University of Miami, Advaned Inter-national Studies Institute, 1978), p. vii; Soviet Military Power 1988, pp.59-62.80William C. Martel and Paul L. Savage, Strategi Nulear War (New York: Greenwood Press, 1986), pp. 83-110.248



given time. These ould be destroyed by a surprise attak sine it would take them several hours toput to sea. The Soviets, using attak subs and anti-submarine warfare tehniques, ould destroy atleast 2 to 4 additional submarines at sea.81 Approximately 5 Ohio and 13 Franklin, Madison, andLafayette SSBNs would be left. Assuming they were destroyed in equal proportions, 2,848 warheadswould survive.Therefore a total of 4,424 warheads would survive a �rst strike. That is a 64 perent redution- about two-thirds. In addition, aording to Van Cleave's study, a surprise attak would redueour total equivalent megatonnage (EMT) from 3,600 EMT to 460 EMT - that's 87 perent.82 Thisis beause most of the surviving warheads would be on Trident and Poseidon missiles based onsubmarines. These yield 100 kilotons and 40 kilotons respetively as opposed to 1 to 2 megatons onMinuteman II missiles.After suh an attak, what would our options be? The 87 surviving U.S. bombers would stillhave to outmaneuver the Soviet air defense. Defense experts William C. Martel and Paul L. Savageestimate that only 30 perent of the bombers that esape a Soviet �rst strike would be able todeliver their weapons to targets in the Soviet Union.83 Therefore 26 bombers would survive with theapability of delivering about 413 warheads. The weapons on the 18 surviving submarines wouldnot be useful to attak Soviet military targets suh as hardened ICBM silos. This is beause theyare smaller and less aurate than land-based ICBMs. They ould only be used against Soviet ities.Furthermore, an undetermined number of SLBM warheads ould be stopped by Soviet SA-X-12SAMs expeted to be widely deployed around the Soviet Union in the next few years.84What do all these �gures boil down to? Quite simply, following a �rst strike the president of theUnited States would have the hoie either of surrendering or of retaliating by destroying innoentSoviet ivilians and submitting to Soviet retaliation on U.S. ities. If he attaked Soviet ities, theSoviets would still have over 5,000 warheads in reserve with whih to annihilate undefended U.S.ities. The ountry would be worse o� if he retaliated than if he did nothing. If the presidentsurrendered, the Soviets ould invade and rule these United States. In addition, Soviet defenses maysoon be able to shoot down our missiles and a seond strike by the United States would be virtuallyworthless.Soviet DefensesBeause of the twisted nature of MAD and the reality of Soviet nulear strategy, the loser theSoviets get to ompleting their defenses, the loser they are to launhing their �rst strike. And thatmay not be too far in the future. The Pentagon onluded in its publiation Soviet Military Power1988 that the Soviets' strategi defense e�orts \suggest that the USSR may be preparing an ABMdefense of its national territory."85 This would onsist of anti-ballisti missiles, surfae-to-air missiles(SAMs) whih are apable of shooting down tatial ballisti and ruise missiles, and a vast radarsystem.The Soviets already have the world's only ABM system; it onsists of 100 nulear-tipped missilesthat an shoot down warheads before they reah Mosow. It is urrently being modernized and willbe fully operational by 1989.86 As I mentioned, the Soviets also have a huge ivil defense networkwhih they ould ount on to defend their leadership against any missiles that leak through theirdefense.87(U.S. itizens have no ivil defense. After a �rst strike suh as that desribed above, between 1081Martel and Savage, Strategi Nulear War, pp. 30-32, 105.82Van Cleave, \Surprise Nulear Attak," in Soviet Strategi Deeption, pp. 459, 461.83Martel and Savage, Strategi Nulear War, p. 35.84Soviet Military Power 1988, pp. 149-50.85Ibid., p. 56.86Soviet Military Power 1988, pp. 55, 65.87Ibid., pp. 59-62. 249



million and 40 million Amerians would die.88 But fallout shelters ould redue the death toll to 1million.89)The Soviet Union is moving ahead with its strategi defense system. On November 25, 1987,Mikhail Gorbahev admitted for the �rst time that \pratially, the Soviet Union is doing all thatthe United States is doing, and I guess we are engaged in researh, basi researh, whih relates tothese aspets whih are overed by the SDI of the United States."90But, as we know, they are doing far more than we are. The Soviets are spending $20 billion ayear on their strategi defense system91 while this year we are spending $3.9 billion on ours.Furthermore, it is now generally known that they are winning the rae for spae. But most peopledon't know that 90 perent of Soviet spae operations are for military purposes and that a numberof Soviet spae ahievements are neessary omponents to a spae-based defense.92Thomas Krebs, who worked as the Pentagon's expert on Soviet spae warfare apabilities, saysthat their immediate goal is to put up a spae-based missile defense system. And they are rapidlydeveloping the prerequisites. The new Soviet Energia roket is apable of arrying large numbers ofsatellites, a key omponent of a Star Wars system.93Not only do the Soviets have the world's only operational spae-based anti-satellite weapon, a-pable of destroying our early-warning and reonnaissane satellites in orbit, but they also have aground-based laser at Sary Shagan in south entral Russia that may be able to damage U.S. satel-lites.94 The Soviets have another laser weapons site at a base on a mountaintop in the remote Nurekregion of the Soviet Union near their border with Afghanistan.95The Soviet ground-based defense system is moving forward as well. On February 25, 1988, theWall Street Journal said in an editorial, \We hear that Air Fore Intelligene has oÆially onludedthe Soviets have rolled prodution lines to break out of the ABM treaty and deploy a nationwideanti-missile system, whih possibly ould be in plae by next year. That Maj. Gen. Shuyler Bissell,head of Air Fore Intelligene, briefed the CIA on this onlusion late last week."The Journal said the Air Fore based its �nding on two new piees of evidene:First, the Soviets are \internetting" their early-warning radars. . . . They have onduted \hand-o�exerises" in whih the large phased-array radars, like the ontroversial one at Krasnoyarsk, pik uptargets and alert the Flat Twin and Pawn Shop mobile radars that guide their [ABMs℄. This is thekey \battle management" funtion of an anti-missile system.Seond, the Soviets are mass produing the Flat Twin and Pawn Shop radars, though the ABM88Martel and Savage, Strategi Nulear War, pp. 106-7.89\A ounterfore attak [an attak on missile silos and bomber and submarine bases℄ would produe relatively littlediret blast damage to ivilians and to eonomi assets; the main damage would ome from radioative fallout. . . . Ifthe attak involves surfae bursts of many very large weapons, if weather onditions are unfavorable, and if no falloutshelters are reated beyond those that presently exist, U.S. deaths ould reah 20 million. . . . E�etive fallout sheltering. . . ould save many lives under favorable onditions, but even in the best imaginable ase more than a million woulddie . . . from a ounterfore attak." OÆe of Tehnology Assessment, The E�ets of Nulear War (Washington, D.C.:Government Printing OÆe, 1979), pp. 7-8.90\Gorbahev Interview: The Arms Agreement, Niaragua and Human Rights," New York Times, 1 Deember 1987,p. 6.91Soviet Military Power 1987, p. 45.92Ibid., p. 53. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, \The Rae for Spae," 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 7, pp. 63-87.93\Thomas H. Krebs on `Tsar Wars,"' Summit University Forum, June 30, 1987. Full-length interview, 2-1/2 hrs.,available on 2 videoassettes, GP87005 and two audioassettes, A87052. Also available in two 1-hr. able-TV shows forhome use: \A Speial Brie�ng on Soviet Spae Warfare Capabilities," HL87009, and \The Rae for Spae," HL87013.94Soviet Military Power 1987, p. 52; John D. Morroo, \Soviet Ground Lasers Threaten U.S. GeosynhronousSatellites," Aviation Week & Spae Tehnology, 2 November 1987, p. 27.95Craig Covault, \Soviet Strategi Laser Sites Imaged by Frenh-Spot Satellite," Aviation Week & Spae Tehnology,26 Otober 1987, pp. 26-27. 250



treaty limits them to two loations. Similarly, they are mass produing the SH-08, a relativelynew supersoni [anti-ballisti℄ missile that interepts warheads within the atmosphere, with 500 suhmissiles already produed and 3,000 ultimately projeted.96Government oÆials denied the Wall Street Journal story. Air Fore Seretary Edward Aldridgesaid the reports were \just at wrong," although he aknowledged that the Soviets had been workingon an ABM system for years. \They've got a massive program," he said. \But there's no evidenethat would support the allegation that they're prepared to break out of the ABM Treaty."97 Whetheror not the government is prepared to admit that the Soviets are breaking out, mass prodution ofABMs is a breakout.It is diÆult to determine if the Soviets are mass produing ABMs. A well-plaed soure in theintelligene ommunity says that if they were, the United States would know, but probably notimmediately. One piee of evidene, whih omes from another intelligene soure, is that they havereently doubled the oor spae at their plant at Gomel, whih produes ABM omponents. Sinethey already have the 100 ABMs that the treaty allows in plae around Mosow, the only reasonthey would need more oor spae is if they were going to start mass prodution.98Commenting on Seretary Aldridge's denial of a Soviet breakout, Frank J. Ga�ney, Jr., formerdeputy assistant seretary of defense for international seurity poliy, said that \it is ertainly theparty line here in Washington that at most there are some worrisome developments but it doesn'tamount to a breakout. But this is unfortunately a grey area and a lot of what we see and knowis going on is entirely onsistent with a breakout."99 In a later interview, Ga�ney said, \I haveonluded that they are atively breaking out based upon the evidene that's available to me."100On February 26 Arhangel Gabriel, ditating through me in Lisbon, Portugal, said:The movement is aelerated on the part of the Soviets to move against Europe and to take theUnited States as well by a �rst-strike attak. This is what is on the drawing board and this is theonly reason negotiations are ontinuing. . . .Blessed ones, the aeleration is at hand and El Morya has delared it and it has not hanged:Unless the United States hange her ourse and defend the peae of the world, you will see anenounter as early as twenty-four months from Otober last.101\Otober last" was preisely Otober 2, 1987, and twenty-four months equals Otober 2, 1989!That's the earliest you ould see an enounter between the superpowers.MAD depends upon both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. being undefended. Sine the Soviets aredefending their ountry and people and we are not defending ours, we are the ones who are vulnerable.So the question is, If they have a �rst-strike apability, do they have the intent?We know that the Soviets do not value the lives of their itizens. They've killed no less than 39.5million of them sine 1917.102 This was in order to onsolidate and maintain power. If the Sovietswould kill untold millions of souls of their ountrymen to get ontrol of the heart and lifeblood ofMother Russia, how many would they sari�e to get ontrol of Ameria and then the world?For the Soviet leadership (not the Russian people), a �rst strike against the United States, while96\Breakout," Wall Street Journal, 25 February 1988, p. 20.97Personal interview with Edward Aldridge, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 14 April 1988.98Telephone interview with journalist Peter Samuel, 3 May 1988. Samuel says the information ame from a well-plaed soure in the intelligene ommunity.99Telephone interview with Frank Ga�ney, 2 May 1988.100Telephone interview with Frank Ga�ney, 3 May 1988.101Arhangel Gabriel, 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 32, pp. 241-42.102R. J. Rummel, \Deadlier than War," IPA Review, August-Otober 1987, p. 25; The Sunday Times [London℄, 18April 1988 reports that the Soviets now admit that \during the Stalin era as many as 50 million people were killed orondemned to labor amps from whih they never emerged."251



highly dangerous, is undoubtably preferable to wathing their empire disintegrate when they are atthe pinnale of military power.And their empire ould very well disintegrate. Eonomi fores and internal unrest are driving theSoviets to war. Everybody agrees that the Soviet eonomy is a mess. Eonomi diÆulties amplifyinternal tensions in the Soviet empire. We see riots and demonstrations in the Ukraine, the Moslemstates, and Eastern Europe. Food shortages are worse than normal, even in Mosow.103 Historially,the Soviets attak nations in order to divert attention from internal problems and to draw o� wealthto bolster their eonomy.Today Western loans are keeping the Soviet eonomy aoat. The U.S. and Western banks lendthe U.S.S.R. and Eastern blo $1 billion dollars a month.104 It's outrageous! And, as I've disussedin my prophey and astrology letures, if the Western eonomies ollapse, the Soviets will have toeither fae disintegration or go to war.105The Real GorbahevAnd Mikhail Gorbahev, hailed as a reformer, hasn't hanged things and won't be able to unlesshe and the ruling elite plan to give up their power. He is a reature of the system, the same systemwhih murdered 10 to 15 million Russian peasants under Stalin's dekulakization programs alone106and under Brezhnev and Andropov murdered 1 to 2 million Afghans.107Gorbahev's power rests on the power of the Soviet state. If the state falls, he falls. And thestate an survive only through eonomi and politial entral ontrol, whih has been ahieved andmaintained through 70 years of bloodshed and repression. Glasnost and perestroika are an illusion.Let's have a look at the real Mikhail Gorbahev. It was he, the student at Mosow University,who eagerly took part in Stalin's anti-Semiti poliies. Aording to Vladimir Solovyov and ElenaKlepikova, Soviet journalists who defeted to the West, \At Komsomol and later at Party meetings,[Gorbahev℄ 'exposed' professors and students of Jewish origin and demanded their expulsion fromthe university. . . . Gorbahev also looked into the personnel �les of other students and professors ofnon-Jewish origin and exposed as 'enemies of the people' those who, from his point of view, werelaking in Stalinist orthodoxy."One of his lassmates realls, \He was really the plague of the law shool. We feared Misha likethe devil himself. When he walked by, everybody stopped talking."108 Gorbahev's lassmates reallthat at the funeral of Stalin he gave forth genuine sobs and was overome with grief.109103Russell Watson, \Craks in the Blo," Newsweek, 24 Otober 1988, pp. 30-32; \Keeping the Lid on Dissent,"Newsweek, 29 February 1988, p. 39; Gordon Mott, \Faing an Old Feud," Newsweek, 3 Otober 1988, p. 36;\Gorbahev Listens to the People and Gets an Earful," New York Times, 13 September 1988; ABC Evening News, 25May 1988.104Wisonsin's Congressman Toby Roth, quoted in Arthur Jones, \Russian Funding," Finanial World, 6 Otober1987, p. 8. Note that this billion dollars a month is \new loans." Roger W. Robinson, former senior diretor forInternational Eonomi A�airs at the National Seurity Counil (1982-85), says that untied loans to the Soviet-blo in1986 totaled $20 billion. The International Seurity Counil says that $100 billion in outstanding loans from the Westhave already arued to the Soviet blo as a whole. See Roger W. Robinson, Jr., \Eonomi And Finanial Burden-Sharing," Global A�airs, Summer 1988, pp. 127-136; International Seurity Counil, \An AÆrmative Strategy for theFree World," Global A�airs, Summer 1988, pp. 40-48.105Elizabeth Clare Prophet, February 13, 1988, \Saint Germain On Prophey from 1988 through the 1990s - theAstrology of World Karma," on 2 videoassettes, 3 hr. 50 min., GP88019, or 3 audioassettes, 3 hr. 51 min., A88024;Elizabeth Clare Prophet, May 21, 1989, \Prophey for the 1990s" on 3 videoassettes, 5 hr. 5 min., GP89029, or three90-min. audioassettes, A89079.106Robert Conquest, The Great Terror: Stalin's Purge of the Thirties, rev. ed. (New York: Collier Books, 1973), p.713; see also Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 23, pp. 173-204.107Jan Goodwin, Caught in the Cross�re (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1987), p. 21.108Vladimir Solovyov and Elena Klepikova, Behind the High Kremlin Walls (New York: Berkley Books, 1987; Dodd,Mead & Company, 1986), pp. 179-80.109Ibid., p. 181. 252



We must see Gorbahev as the produt of the Soviet system, not Gorbahev as he would like usto see him. Gorbahev has no human fae.On June 28, 1988, he announed a program for the redistribution of power in the Soviet Union.He proposed the reation of a new Congress of Deputies that would elet a president. The AssoiatedPress reported that \he alled for a ountry whih would be ruled by law and guarantee individualrights. He said farmers should beome the 'true masters' of their land."110Why shouldn't we believe him?Remember, Stalin killed 10 to 15 million Russian peasants in the 1930s for the very purpose ofgetting ontrol of the land. Given the nature of the Communist beast, he simply ould not allow thepeasants to ontrol food sine they would thereby ontrol an important setion of the eonomy andbe able to hallenge the power of the state.The Soviet state exists beause agriulture is olletivized. For Gorbahev to hange that, Russiawould no longer be Communist and the nomenklatura (the Soviet ruling lass) ould no longer enjoypower and privilege. For Russia to be ruled by law, the biggest riminals of all would have tobe arrested, the members of the party. [9-seond applause℄ Gorbahev annot reform the Sovieteonomy. He annot hange Soviet military goals.When the Soviet defense system is omplete it will mean they are more likely to launh a nulearattak against us sine they will be able to stop most of our retaliatory missiles. In ombinationwith their ountrywide ivil defense already in plae, it will give them a deisive advantage. Andwhen the Soviets invade Ameria, Gorbahev will not be smiling and nostalgially singing \MosowNights" on Amerian television.How an we expet a fate di�erent from that of the Afghans, who have been subjeted to a poliyof genoide? A fate di�erent from the Hungarian teenagers who were rushed by Soviet tanks asthey rolled through the streets of Budapest?Atroities have been ontinuing in Afghanistan throughout Gorbahev's rule. Italian journalistFausto Biloslavo was imprisoned in Afghanistan from November 1987 to May 1988 after being ap-tured by the Soviet-baked Afghan army and being turned over to the KGB for questioning. Duringthe period from Gorbahev and Reagan's Washington summit to their Mosow summit he was injail, and this is what he saw.He found prisoners who had been subjeted to eletri shoks under their tongues, armpits orgenitals. \I was surrounded by human wrekage," he wrote, \people with their baks smashed topiees, disloated jaws, twisted nasal septa, their bodies overed with sars of every desription andbearing the hallmarks of igarettes stubbed out against their skin."111November 1987 to May 1988! Stop and think of it. These atroities have been going on duringthe entire period of the Reagan-Gorbahev negotiations. This is what the Soviets have been doingin Afghanistan, and so muh muh more that is heinous and hellish; and the nations have turnedtheir heads and looked the other way.Mark you well, their karma shall be upon them for their neglet to be their brothers' keepers!This journalist met a 28-year-old Pakistani shepherd named Khudadad who had aidentallyrossed the border into Afghanistan and been aptured. Khudadad said, \I was taken to Kabul,where they started to beat me to a pulp to try and fore me to say that I was a Pakistani spy. TheAfghans showed me no mery and beat me pitilessly. One partiularly violent kik aused one ofmy testiles to explode, and I fainted."112 Khudadad eventually onfessed to being a spy and wassentened to 20 years in jail.110\Gorbahev's Vision," Billings Gazette, 29 June 1988, p. 1.111Fausto Biloslavo, \One Man's Sentene in an Afghan Hell," Insight, 4 July 1988, pp. 8, 12.112Ibid., pp. 15-16. 253



\I'm no longer a man," he said. \I an't even take a wife. Dogs live in hains and food is the onlything on their minds . . . and now I'm just like them. . . . I just know that I'll be punished after makingthese statements to you, but I'm not afraid beause I'm not worth a damn thing anymore."113I'm sure you realize that this is the e�et that the Communist system has upon all of its subjets,the sense of the worthlessness of the human soul. They are masterminds at breaking the will andthe spirit of men and nations. I say it's time for the United States to link arms ontrol agreementsto human rights reform in and out of the Soviet Union! [12-seond applause℄If Gorbahev is a reformer let him prove it with ations, not words. In the meantime, Ameria,let's get on with defending ourselves against the Soviets and make sure that Afghanistan's fate doesnot beome our own.Strategi Defense Now!Amerians don't even know the threat of Soviet defenses or the sorry state of our defense. A1982 poll showed that 65 perent of Amerians were not \aware that the U.S now has no meansof defending itself from inoming ballisti missiles." Eighty-six perent said \if the U.S. had theapability of hanging this situation by deploying an anti-ballisti missile defense," they would favorit.114Many Amerians think that Ronald Reagan's SDI program is taking are of our defense problem.In fat, it hasn't even put a dent in it. All Reagan did is to start a researh program.In his Marh 23, 1983 speeh whih launhed the initiative, he said, \I am direting a omprehen-sive and intensive e�ort to de�ne a long-term researh and development program to begin to ahieveour ultimate goal of eliminating the threat posed by strategi nulear missiles."115 Reagan is notplanning on deploying anything in his term of oÆe. And when the START treaty is made publiwe may �nd that any future president's right to deploy anything has been bargained away.Reagan's program has foused on long-term, high-tehnology systems to the detriment of thesystems that have already been invented and are ready to deploy. Work on strategi defense hadbeen going on in the United States for a long time before Reagan gave his speeh. Following are justa few of the systems we ould deploy starting immediately if we had a president with the ourage tosign the right doument.The most important thing to do right away is to defend our missile silos sine those are what theSoviets target. If we defend them, it would most likely disourage a �rst strike sine almost all ofour ICBMs would remain intat, ready to retaliate.The easiest to deploy is the GAU-8 Gatling-type 30-millimeter mahine gun already developed byGeneral Eletri. Aording to Gen. Daniel Graham of High Frontier, an organization promotingnear-term deployment of strategi defense, \the GAU-8 has been tested, with astonishing results,against a simulated Soviet reentry vehile." A reentry vehile is the part of an ICBM whih reentersthe atmosphere arrying the warhead. Graham ontinues, \If one slug from this gun hits a reentryvehile at any spot, it destroys it. A pair of these guns �ring at a reentry vehile provides an almostone-hundred perent assurane of destrution."116 This system ould defend our ICBM silos for aost of $10 billion.117That's a prie tag of forty buks a person to save Ameria!What's your self-worth, Ameria? Is there any prie you're willing to pay to save yourself?113Ibid. p. 16.114Keith B. Payne, Strategi Defense: \Star Wars" In Perspetive (Layham, Md.: Hamilton Press, 1986), pp. 234-35.115\Weekly Compilation of Presidential Douments," 28 Marh 1983, vol. 19, no. 12, p. 448.116Daniel O. Graham, \To Provide for the Common Defense": The Case for Spae Defense (Louisville, Ky.: FrankSimon Company, 1986), p. 55.117Ibid. 254



By starting out right now with GAU-8 guns, we would lower the degree of on�dene the Sovietshave in pulling o� a �rst strike. And that is signi�ant beause it would alter their pereptions.Any defense we put up ould mean the di�erene between war and peae and between freedom andslavery.After we quikly deployed the GAU-8 guns, we ould deploy more sophistiated ground-basedsystems that ould protet ICBM �elds, military bases, and even ities. HEDI, the High Endoatmo-spheri Defense Intereptor, is a non-nulear, heat-seeking missile whih interepts warheads afterthey reenter the atmosphere. It an be inorporated into a small, mobile defense for ities and mili-tary bases.118 ERIS, the Exoatmospheri Reentry Vehile Intereptor Subsystem, ould defend muhof North Ameria from a single site. The ost for ERIS is $32 billion and the ost for HEDI is $18billion.119At the same time, we ould begin deploying a spae-based defense. The most promising spae-based system is alled \Brilliant Pebbles." It would onsist of thousands of small, non-nulear missilesabout three feet long and weighing about �ve pounds whih would orbit the earth and spring intoation upon deteting the launh of an ICBM. They would home in on the ICBM and knok a holein it solely by kineti energy. The missile would disintegrate.120Another spae-based system that has been proposed is the Spae-Based Intereptor (SBI). It wouldonsist of a series of satellites ringing the globe whih arry \smart roks," rokets with a homingdevie and/or a gun whih �res a loud of pellets into the path of the ICBM.121 Brilliant Pebbles aresuperior to SBI in that they are heaper and eah \pebble" would be autonomous and not dependenton satellites for instrutions.The ost for Brilliant Pebbles? About $100,000 per \pebble" - and that inludes launh into orbit.A system of 100,000 pebbles in orbit would ost only about $10 billion.122The total system of GAU-8 mahine guns, ERIS, HEDI and Brilliant Pebbles would ost about $85billion - a pittane when you onsider that Amerians spend $100 billion a year buying \rereational"drugs!Going over the fats and �gures of our defense and what needs to be done and the logi of ourposture today, researhing and studying what we have and what we don't have and what the Sovietshave, what you are left with after you onsider all the angles is that you honestly wonder in yourheart how the Lord is going to divinely intervene to save us when we have nothing in hand throughwhih the heavenly host an anhor their protetion in a physial way.It goes along with \the Lord helps those who help themselves." Short of the miraulous orapoalypti event (whih we shouldn't ount on) in the fae of an onoming enemy as formidableas this, what real deterrene does Ameria have today that ould possibly be the instrument of thealhemy of Divine Intervention?I �nd it a gloomy a�air to try to answer that question, and beause I annot answer it, I an onlyast myself upon the Rok of Christ and enter more deeply and profoundly into the spiritual pathof the inner walk with God, into our dynami derees for the spiritual and physial defense of ournation whih must be kept up by all of us and ask you to join me in delivering a mandate to our118John Gardner et al., Missile Defense in the 1990s (Washington, D.C.: George C. Marshall Institute, 1987), pp.38-39.119Ibid., pp. 9, 10.120Speeh by Lowell L. Wood ondensed in \`Brilliant Pebbles' Missile Defense Conept Advoated by LivermoreSientist," Aviation Week & Spae Tehnology, 13 June 1988, p. 151.121Gardner, et al., Missile Defense in the 1990s, pp. 4, 18-19; personal interview with Allan Mense, 20 February,1987; personal interview with Thomas Krebs, 26 February 1987; Robert Jastrow, How To Make Nulear War Obsolete(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1983), pp. 34, 41, 102; OÆe of Tehnology Assessment, Strategi Defense(Prineton, N.J.: Prineton University Press, 1986), p. 269.122Wood, \`Brilliant Pebbles,"' p. 155. 255



representatives in Congress to put Ameria's defenses in plae. [14-seond applause℄Strategi Defense: The Current PitureThe answer we get from every inside soure we know of is always that nobody has any intentionof deploying any low-teh defenses anytime in the near future and ertainly not before Otober 2,1989. And few if any at all in Washington who are involved in defense sense any threat from theSoviet Union until well into the 1990s, almost to the end of the entury.Even those who are promoting suh solutions as High Frontier don't have the sense of urgenythat the Brotherhood has given to us. So what doors an you knok upon? Who an you mobilize?Who is left who will raise his voie and put his politial reputation or his job on the line by omingout for a strategi defense now? What eleted representative is going to risk his seat to stand fora omprehensive defense program and budget that the experts and the taxpayers don't think isneessary?People I know and people who are trying their very best to turn things around have ome up withthe onlusion that there aren't any more doors to knok on. You an keep on leturing and keep ongiving this message but who of the leadership is responding?All the more do we go to the altar of God to o�er our invoations for Divine Interession and toinvoke the Light that will enlighten our people and our leadership. You have to realize that this iswhy there isn't anything better to say about the progress that has been made in the last two yearsthan there was two years ago. In other words, the United States government hasn't moved forwardto implement a single plan or program that Saint Germain or our Summit University Forum guestshave put forward.123 In fat, we may have even retrogressed, if what I hear is true, in promising theSoviets not to deploy SDI as a part of the INF or START agreements.So it's very diÆult to speak about gains. And the gains, if there are any to be spoken about, Itrust will be spoken of by Saint Germain beause sine they are not apparent in a military sense,then they must be apparent at the level of the All-Seeing Eye of God to the Asended Masters andhopefully they will tell us so. But this is the vantage I have from where I sit in my analysis of theurrent defense posture of this nation. Exept for the vision of the hosts of the Lord, the outlookday by day is indeed disouraging.In his July 5 address in the Heart of the Inner Retreat last year, Alpha made a proposal to theCosmi Counil to lend himself to us and, \upon seeing the vitory of the deployment of the defenseof Freedom, to press on for other dispensations. Whether or not this is aomplished, together withthe turning bak and diminishing day by day of the power of World Communism, will determine thefuture of planet earth. There is no question about it."124Well, freedom isn't any more defended today and it is ertainly less defended than it was whenAlpha made that statement one year ago. So where are we and what an we do?This year, Keepers of the Flame have rallied around strategi defense, starting grass-roots groupsaround the ountry. But the fat is that we are still in the same position today that we were in ayear ago, only it appears to have worsened.Strategi defense is, my friends, to put it bluntly, dead in the water. If any systems are put up,they will most likely be too little too late. The string of failures in our spae program from 1985 to1987 as well as the lak of a heavy-duty booster has aused a 10-year delay in the putting up of a123See Summit University Forums: \Gen. Daniel O. Graham and Dr. Dmitry Mikheyev on Strategi Defense: ToDeploy or Not to Deploy," Summit University Forum, July 4, 1987. Full-length interview, 3 hrs., available on 2videoassettes GP87014, and 2 audioassettes, A87056. Also available in three 1-hr. able TV shows for home use:\A Three-Layered Defense - Will It Work?" HL87004; \Ameria's Future in Spae." HL87005: \A Sienti� or aPolitial Question?" HL87006. Two 1/2-hr. able TV shows: \A Three-Layered Defense - Will It Work?" parts I andII, HL87007, HL87008. See also Thomas H. Krebs on \Tsar Wars" (note 92 above).124Alpha, 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 38, p. 385. 256



spae-based strategi defense. That's right. Ten years' delay.125And we strongly suspet that this string of failures was sabotage.126 The Soviets are at war withthe United States of Ameria and sabotage is another aspet of their strategy that our governmentappears to be ignoring. At least, if they suspet it, they're not telling us!We need to examine this situation in greater detail. We need to know the fats in order to giveour daily derees - even when we would rather not be dereeing but we know that we absolutelymust. If we are going to say, \Give me liberty, or give me death!" then when all else fails - when ourountrymen have failed to heed the Inner Voie and our all to arms year after year - know that theame of liberty an be sustained only by our dynami derees. [13-seond applause℄So what's happened to strategi defense sine we gathered in the Heart a year ago on the Fourthof July to hear Gen. Danny Graham and Dr. Dmitry Mikheyev speak?Well, the budget for SDI has been ut and testing for HEDI and other near-term systems hasbeen saled bak.127 The Pentagon's Defense Aquisition Board plaed a restrition on the StrategiDefense Initiative Organization whih said that they ould develop low-teh systems suh as ABMsonly if they ontinued to develop high-teh systems suh as partile beam weapons at the samerate.128 This has had the e�et of utting in half the amount of money available for near-termsystems.There is one glimmer of hope in the strategi defense piture. Sine last year, the media anddefense experts have begun fousing on near-term deployment of systems like ERIS and HEDI whihare based on existing tehnology.On January 19, 1988, Senator Sam Nunn said that the United States should onsider deploymentof an Aidental Launh Protetion System (ALPS) to ounter aidental or unauthorized missilelaunhes.129 The system he proposed would probably defend Washington, D.C., with 100 ERISmissiles and neessary radar. It ould be in plae by 1992 or 1993. Nunn said that the system wouldbe tailored to abide by the 1972 ABM Treaty with the Soviet Union.130Sam Nunn has been an outspoken opponent of strategi defense and his proposal is an about-fae.But in reality, it may ause the deployment of a far smaller system than we need and ause otherpromising systems to be delayed far into the future. Even to defend against an aidental launhwould require muh more than the single 100-missile site Nunn supports.A study by MDonnell Douglas found that \suessfully defending against an unauthorized mul-timissile attak" by a renegade Soviet sub aptain, for example, would require \the U.S. to onstrut�ve additional ABM sites."131 This would violate the treaty.125Personal interview with Maj. Gen. Tom Brandt, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 14 April 1988; see also John H.Cushman, Jr., \Shortage to Hurt SDI, Study Says," New York Times, 12 June 1988, p. 11: \The �rst deploymentof `Star Wars' antimissile defenses in spae annot our before 1998 at the earliest beause of a lak of heavy-dutyrokets to put weapons into orbit, a Congressional sta� study published today says."126See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 7, pp. 76-80; see also Summit University Forums: Grahamand Mikheyev (note 122 above); \Professor Antony C. Sutton on the Capitalist/Communist Conspiray," July 1, 1987.Full-length interview on two videoassettes, 2 hrs., V87009 and 2 audioassettes, 2-1/2 hrs., A87054. Also availablein one-hr. able TV show for home use: \We Have Built Ourselves an Enemy," HL88004.127Theresa M. Foley, \Budget Jeopardizes SDI Timetable; Researh E�orts Saled Bak," Aviation Week & SpaeTehnology, 9 November 1987, pp. 25-26.128Gordon Smith, address at the Spae Symposium, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 14 April 1988.129\Nunn Urges Sensible Defense Initiative," Military Spae, 1 February 1988, p. 5; Mihael R. Gordon, \NunnSeeks Shield for Missiles Fired in Error," New York Times, 20 January 1988, p. 1.130Sam Nunn, \Arms Control in the Last Year of the Reagan Administration," Congressional Reord, 100th Cong.,2d sess., 3 February 1988; Warren Strobel, \Limited SDI, Just for Area, Being Weighed by Pentagon," WashingtonTimes, 10 June 1988, p. A-1; \Nunn Urges Sensible Defense Initiative," p. 5.131Paul Mann, \Industry Studies Di�er Over Coverage Provided by Aidental Launh Shield," Aviation Week &Spae Tehnology, 4 April 1988, p. 41. 257



ALPS ould defend our ommand, ontrol, and ommuniations headquarters in Washington,D.C., from Soviet submarine-launhed ballisti missiles and ruise missiles and thus inrease stability.But it would not be enough.If someone wanted to hannel the forward momentum for strategi defense into a permanentbakwater, he might go about it in the same way as Sam Nunn did. He has reated a strategidefense system that politiians an support whih ould insure that we never have the defense wereally need.Apart from Nunn's proposal, the prospets for early deployment of a defense are dim. PresidentReagan's START talks and uts in the defense budget are two big reasons why. Although Reaganontinues to give lip servie to SDI, he has learly bought the Soviet line.He said on Marh 14, 1988, that the United States will \ontinue to researh SDI, to develop andtest it. And, as it beomes ready, we will deploy it."132 He knows very well that we have systemsready or nearly ready to deploy. General Graham met with him on April 12 and told him that \allwe're waiting for is a deision to deploy."Furthermore, both the United States and Soviet versions of the START agreement ontain pro-visions for abiding by the ABM Treaty. The Soviets want both sides to ommit not to withdrawfrom the ABM Treaty for 10 years; the U.S. proposal is for an unspei�ed period of time to benegotiated.133 Agreeing to abide by the ABM Treaty when the Soviets have torn it to shreds istantamount to treason! And that's just what our president is ommitting - treason - by his refusalto break that ABM Treaty with the Soviets who have broken that treaty again and again.134 ThusPresident Reagan has bound the nation, hene the world, to a Soviet takeover.And we an't look to either Mihael Dukakis or George Bush to defend Ameria either. \We don'twant Star Wars, we don't need Star Wars. It's a fraud, a fantasy," said Mihael Dukakis.135 Viepresident George Bush has so far endorsed only more researh with possible deployment well intothe future.136If the \radial anti-Communist" Ronald Reagan has done nothing for strategi defense in eightyears, we an't expet muh more from his establishment, big-business vie president.If the politiians had more guts, they ould galvanize the ountry to support defense. Seven outof 10 Amerians favor ontinuing researh and development on SDI and 58 perent think we shoulddeploy it one it has been developed. This is not a Right and Left issue. Sixty-seven perent ofRepublians, 53 perent of Demorats support deployment.137 But none of the presidential andidateshas the ourage to sign the right doument right now!Lak of support by our leadership lass has frozen strategi defense. There are plenty of politiianswho support ontinuing researh but almost none who want to even think about deploying anythingbefore 1993. Nineteen ninety-three? It's too late! It's absolutely too late.Last year I said that the United States ould have a three-layer defense system, omposed of ERIS,HEDI, and a spae-based kineti-kill vehile that would be 93 perent e�etive against a full-saleICBM attak in plae by 1994 and that it would ost $121 billion.138 But this was only if Reagangave the go-ahead to deploy last year. And we all know he didn't.132U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Ageny, \Strategi Defense Initiative: A Chronology: 1983-1988," IssuesBrief, entry for 14 Marh 1987.133Ibid., entries for 15 April 1987 and 15 January 1987.134See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, May 31, 1987, \Saint Germain On the Defense of Freedom: 'The Rise and Fall ofMAD,"' 77-minute videoassette HP87052 or 72-minute audioassette B87039.135Mihael Dukakis, speeh before the Atlanti Counil, Washington, D.C., 14 June 1988.136\Reagan's SDI Legay," Wall Street Journal, 20 June 1988, p. 14.137\CPD: A Sample of Support for National Defense," Sea Power, February 1988, p. 31. The poll was sponsored bythe Committee on the Present Danger.138Gardiner et al., Missile Defense in the 1990s, pp. 4-6, 8, 33.258



Budget uts mandated by Seretary of Defense Carlui fored the anellation of ertain strategidefense tests and the saling bak of others.139 On June 2 members of the Pentagon's DefenseAquisition Board \informed SDI Diretor Lt. Gen. James Abrahamson that a major retrenhmentand downsoping of SDI programs was neessary in light of overall Defense budget problems."140 Infat, the Strategi Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO) now says that they will not even be readyfor a deision to begin deploying until 1993.141 And by that time, my friends, the Soviet ground-baseddefense system will most likely be fully operational.At what position of full operation in defense, et etera, et etera, will it beome advantageous forthe Soviets to blakmail the West? They have just about everything they need right now. They justneed to be sure. They just need to fasten it down. They just need to play their ards right.The third layer of our strategi defense, onsisting of either Brilliant Pebbles or the Spae-BasedIntereptor program has been pushed even farther into the future sine our spae program does nothave enough lift apaity to put thousands of satellites in spae. The Pentagon's urrent answerto the problem is the Advaned Launh System (ALS). ALS is a heavy-lift booster being disussedwhih will not be operational until 1998.142It's too late! Ameria - you're too late!We ould build a heavy-lift booster now if we wanted to. The disontinued Saturn 5 would workjust �ne. But the Pentagon wants to reate a whole new system.If urrent trends ontinue, we an say good-bye to a spae-based defense system. Last yearCongress issued a diretive to the SDIO whih prohibited funds for either full-sale engineeringdevelopment or deployment of kineti kill vehiles.143While the Soviets build their ABM system, the START talks have probably killed SDI. As AviationWeek & Spae Tehnology reported, \Future SDIO priorities are expeted to fous on sensors and [anABM℄ treaty-ompliant ground-based intereptor system. . . . Changing priorities are driven in partby a desire to shape SDI into a program the Soviet Union will aept, thereby oneivably allowinga Strategi Arms Redution Treaty to be ompleted in the near future."144Who's Afraid of INF?What is this sared ow, this START treaty for whih President Reagan is sari�ing our onlyhope to defend our land and our liberty?To understand the beast (the genetially engineered beast of the International Capitalist/CommunistConspiray), we have to onsider Reagan's other arms ontrol ahievement, the INF Treaty rati�edby our Senate on May 27. Not only is the treaty oneptually and strategially awed, but it hasmore holes in it than a �shnet. And it would be a bad idea even if it were leakproof.The INF agreement is being presented as a step towards a safer world. But it gives the Sovietsan unequal advantage and thus is likely to trigger a Soviet invasion of Europe and with it a globalwar. The Soviets are giving up 650 SS-20 missiles, as well as 1,121 other intermediate-range missiles,mostly old and obsolete. The United States is removing 380 brand-new Pershing IIs, 309 ground-139Foley, \Budget Jeopardizes SDI Timetable," p. 25.140Theresa M. Foley, \SDI Priority Shifts Threaten Spae-Based Intereptor," Aviation Week & Spae Tehnology,13 June 1988, p. 16.141Theresa M. Foley, \Slowdown in SDI Growth Delays Deployment Deision," Aviation Week & Spae Tehnology,22 February 1988, p. 16.142\Shortage to Hurt SDI, Study Says," New York Times, 12 June 1988, p. 11; Foley, \SDI Priority Shifts ThreatenSpae-Based Intereptor," p. 16.143Paul Mann, \Congress Resists Early SDI Deployment with Push for Long-term Tehnology," Aviation Week &Spae Tehnology, 11 January 1988, p. 21.144Foley, \SDI Priority Shifts Threaten Spae-Based Intereptor," p. 16.259



launhed ruise missiles (GLCMs) and 170 older Pershing IAs.145The Reagan administration laims that sine an entire lass of nulear weapons has been elimi-nated, the hane of nulear war has been redued. That's just like saying that if we eliminate allthe .22-aliber ries in the world, less people will get shot.The Soviets still have 553 bombers devoted to Europe. And they have 1,400 ICBMs and nearly1,000 SLBMs whih an hit Hamburg as easily as New York.146Furthermore, in giving up the SS-20 the Soviets were only giving up an outdated missile theyouldn't use sine its warheads were so large that fallout would drift bak onto Soviet territory ifthey launhed a strike on Europe.147But the missiles we are removing threaten military targets in the Soviet Union. They were theonly weapons we possessed that ould take out Soviet ommand enters in 10 to 12 minutes. Theydiretly threatened Soviet territory. And that's why the Soviets were so anxious to get rid of them.148They were no threat to the Soviet population. It was their ommand enters, their military targetsthat ould be knoked out. These missiles have deterred the Soviets from rossing Europe in a landwar ever sine they've been in plae.The Pershings IIs and IAs and the GLCMs were all that prevented the Soviet onventional foresfrom onentrating along the border to invade Europe. The Warsaw Pat outnumbers NATO threeto one in tanks and artillery and they an take Europe in a matter of days or weeks. Ratherthan spend the money to math the Soviet armies, sine 1945 NATO has hosen to rely on nulearweapons. Therefore, one U.S. intermediate-range nulear fores are removed, there will be nothingto deter a Soviet invasion of Europe. My onlusion is that the INF Treaty will make Europe safefor onventional war - and for the Soviets that war is also a hemial/biologial war.The Pershing IIs aomplished a mission that would take hundreds of billions of dollars to replae.And neither the United States nor our allies are willing to spend the money to math Soviet armieswith onventional weapons, whih are far more expensive than nulear weapons.The retired Frenh general Pierre Gallois said that no amount of spending an math the 200Soviet divisions faing Europe: \If we eliminate nulear weapons [in Europe℄, as Reagan wants,we will be ontributing to elevating the Soviet Union to the rank of the world's strongest militarypower."149 Everyone admits that Amerian troops in Europe are only a trip wire and that they ouldnot hold the Soviets bak. And so George Shultz and Ronald Reagan have deided that they arewilling to have our 326,000 �ghting men and women in Europe slaughtered by onventional weaponson the altar of arms ontrol.However distasteful the idea of nulear war may be, there is nothing romanti about onventionalwar. World War II killed 41 to 49 million people.150The INF Treaty does nothing about the hemial and biologial (C/B) weapons that the Sovietsare prepared to use in Europe. Why didn't our negotiators demand that these be destroyed? By1963 the Soviets had onluded that these weapons are the best means to seize Western Europesine nulear weapons would destroy the prize. The Soviets have made extensive preparations forhemial warfare. There are 45,000 to 60,000 hemial troops in the Soviet ground fores. They have145James T. Hakett, \The INF Treaty," Military Engineer, Marh-April 1988, p. 95.146John M. Collins, U.S.-Soviet Military Balane: 1980-1985 (Washington, D.C.: Pergamon-Brassey's InternationalDefense Publishers, 1985), p. 268; Soviet Military Power 1988, pp. 66-67.147Interview with Gen. Pierre Gallois in John Train, \Purpose of the Pershings," Wall Street Journal, 13 April 1987,p. 26.148\General Gallois: Europe Has Reahed a Perilous Crossroads," Defense Eletronis, June 1988, pp. 19-20; Train,\Purpose of the Pershings"; Hakett, \The INF Treaty," p. 97.149\General Gallois," p. 20.150R. Ernest Dupuy and Trevor N. Dupuy, The Enylopedia of Military History (New York: Harper & Row, 1986),p. 1198. 260



aknowledged that they have up to 50,000 tons of poisonous substanes whih the Pentagon alls\the world's largest known hemial warfare agent stokpile."151The United States has pratially no o�ensive C/B apability and little defensive apability.President Nixon nixed U.S. C/B warfare programs in the early 1970s in the interest of d�etente,152and our reently begun modernization program doesn't even begin to address the problem.All in all, the INF Treaty will leave the Soviets with a deisive advantage in onventional, hemial,biologial, and nulear fores even if they don't heat on the agreement. There are any number ofways they ould heat but they don't even have to sine we left a number of questions unresolved.First of all, no Amerian has ever even seen a Soviet SS-20. We've only seen a Soviet-suppliedphotograph.153 How an we really tell if they're heating? We an't even trust their estimate ofhow many SS-20 missiles they have. They told us they had 650. This was higher than the lowestU.S. estimate but lower than the State Department's May 1987 estimate of 840, the January 1988Defense Intelligene Ageny estimate of 1,200 and the 2,250 that intelligene experts have privatelyestimated.154There is virtually no way we an tell if they violate the treaty beause the SS-25, supposedly along-range missile, was not banned under the treaty and looks virtually idential to the SS-20.155Shultz and ompany did not fore this issue with the Soviets. They let it slide by. But the Sovietsmade sure that we agreed to give up our onventionally armed ground-launhed ruise missiles sinethey appear idential to nulear ruise missiles.Congress, the military, and the Reagan administration aknowledged that the Soviets were likelyto heat on the INF Treaty. Air Fore hief of sta� Gen. Larry Welh spoke for the majority whenhe said that even though the Soviets would heat, he didn't believe they ould ahieve a militarilysigni�ant advantage by heating.156I mean, so now you know they heat and you let them heat! And Larry Welh has welhed onhis responsibility to the Amerian people to stand guard for our ommon defense.Our leaders seem to have an attitude that we are invulnerable and an a�ord a little Sovietheating. Roberta Wohlstetter points out that in soiologial terms\I am in no danger whatsoever" is an example of a self-annihilating proposition. Aordingto soiologist Robert Merton, \this mehanism, pituresquely termed the `suiidal prophey' bythe nineteenth entury logiian John Venn, involves beliefs whih prevent ful�llment of the veryirumstane whih would otherwise ome to pass. Examples of this are plentiful and familiar.Con�dent that they will win a game or a war or a herished prize, groups beome omplaent, theiromplaeny leads to lethargy, and lethargy to eventual defeat."157If Ameria ontinues to believe she is invulnerable, she will go the way of the Romans, the Hindus,and the Chinese.The INF Treaty's on-site inspetion provisions are supposed to prevent Soviet heating. But, asdefense expert Frank Ga�ney points out, these involve the \right to visit only those plaes whereSoviet heating is unlikely."158 Ga�ney notes that the Soviets ould easily ontinue to deploy SS-20s151Soviet Military Power 1988, p. 78.152Douglass and Livingstone, Ameria the Vulnerable, pp. 52-53.153Telephone interview, Joseph D. Douglass, Jr., 8 June 1989.154The AEI Working Group on the INF, \A Further Review of the INF Treaty: Seven Critial Issues," AEI OasionalPapers (Washington, D.C.: Amerian Enterprise Institute for Publi Poliy Researh, 1988), p. 39.155Hakett, \The INF Treaty," p. 96.156\AF Chief Expets Soviets to Cheat on Treaty," Defense Daily, 8 February 1988, p. 199.157Roberta Wohlstetter, \The Pleasures of Self-Deeption," Washington Quarterly, Autumn 1979, p. 61.158Frank J. Ga�ney, Jr., \The INF Treaty and Its Shadows Over the START Negotiations," Strategi Review, Spring1988, p. 37. 261



in the same manner as they deployed the SS-16s whih were outlawed under SALT II. They deployedthem in garages or other hidden shelters. If these were out of the range of the areas in whih U.S.inspetion teams are permitted to go, the SS-20s ould remain hidden inde�nitely.159 In fat, we didnot disover the SS-16 until several years after it was deployed.Another problem with the INF Treaty is that the provisions for inspetion are skewed in favor of theRussians. The Soviet faility at Votkinsk where U.S. teams will be stationed does not even produeSS-20s. They are produed elsewhere and shipped to Votkinsk for �nal assembly. Nevertheless, theUnited States faility at Magna, Utah, where the Soviets an inspet, is urrently used to atuallyprodue ballisti missiles.Sine the Pershing IIs and SS-20s are assembled di�erently, di�erent inspetion proedures applyfor the two missiles. The SS-20 is assembled in a plant while the Pershing exits the plant in stagesand is assembled on site. Therefore, the U.S. an only inspet objets as large as a ompleted SS-20missile, 63.4 feet, while the Soviets an inspet anything leaving the U.S. plant that is larger than12.1 feet.160 Thus the treaty gives the Soviets ample opportunity to inspet valuable U.S. tehnology.A �nal, fatal aw in this ridiulous treaty is that it allows ontinued prodution of the modern,mobile SS-25. National seurity expert James Hakett asks, \Why ban SS-20s when Mosow isbuilding SS-25s that an strike the same targets? The small mobile missiles overed by this agreementan be hidden or amouaged and not be seen by satellites."161The entire United States Senate ated like the blind men and the elephant when they rati�ed theINF Treaty. Eah saw in it exatly what they wanted to see and ignored everything else. And withtheir eyes wide open these blind leaders of the blind are leading us into an extremely vulnerableposition.The treaty provides that all of the INF weapons are to be destroyed within three years after thetreaty enters into fore,162 whih happened on June 1. But I don't believe the United States will waitthat long to remove them from operational apability. To show our good faith, we will most likelyremove them from operational status immediately. As soon as they are gone it is only a matter oftime before the Soviets invade Europe.What makes Reagan and the Senate think that a piee of paper will solve our problems with theSoviets? Not only have the Soviets broken every arms ontrol agreement that they have ever signedwith us, but they have also had a peae agreement with nearly every ountry they have ever invaded.They had peae treaties with the Georgian Republi, whih they absorbed in 1921; the Ukraine,whih they absorbed in 1922. They had peae treaties with Czehoslovakia. Then they fored themto ede territory and to set up a abinet of men loyal to Mosow. Finally, in 1968, they invadedCzehoslovakia. They had nonaggression pats with Lithuania, Estonia, and Latvia, whih theyinvaded and absorbed in the 1940s; with Poland, whih they redued to a puppet state at the end ofWorld War II; with Finland, whih they overran in 1940 but whih managed to remain independent.They had a nonaggression pat with Afghanistan whih they invaded in 1979 and have brutallyoupied ever sine.There's something psyhologially wrong with the West. Wathing this happen year in, year out,we see that every sueeding nation has fallen for it. And now the government of the United Statesof Ameria has fallen for it.The next agreement in line is START, the Strategi Arms Redution Talks. A 50 perent aross-the-board ut in nulear weapons. Sounds like a good deal, doesn't it? But beause of the way U.S.fores are strutured, it is far more dangerous for the United States than it is for the U.S.S.R. Even159Ibid., p. 39.160AEI Working Group, \Review of the INF Treaty," pp. 49, 51-52.161Hakett, \The INF Treaty," p. 97.162Ibid., p. 94. 262



if the treaty doesn't have loopholes and is properly negotiated, it will still be a bad deal.The U.S. land-based missile fore onsists of 1,000 ICBMs. After START, the Soviets will have3,210 warheads on 699 land-based ICBMs163 with whih to attak our muh-redued ICBM fore of500 missiles.START will have an even worse e�et on our submarine and bomber fores. It uts them in halfbut does nothing about the Soviet defensive fores designed to defeat them. START will ut theAmerian fore of ballisti missile submarines (SSBNs) from 37 to about 18. Only 10 or 11 will beat sea at any one time. But the Soviets will still have 270 attak submarines with whih to destroythe SSBN fore.START will ut the Amerian bomber fore of 290 planes in half but will do nothing about 2,000dediated strategi defense intereptor airraft, 7,000 strategi air defense radars, and 9,000 SovietSAMs deployed to stop them.164 Furthermore, the Soviet ivil defense system and ABM system willinstantaneously beome twie as e�etive beause they will need to defend against only half as manyU.S. weapons.START is a bad idea from start to �nish. It will make a Soviet �rst strike more likely. And ifReagan or a future president signs it, he will be signing the nation's death warrant.I an only turn bak to the heart of Saint Germain and invite you to ponder his words. These arefrom his February 27, 1988 ditation.Therefore, beloved, know that that intent is on the drawing boards in Mosow and in the Kremlinand has ever been. It is not new. And therefore, I tell you, glasnost is a propaganda sham! I tellyou, the prine out of the Soviet Union is a sham and a liar and a betrayer of the people!And I say this diretly to the heart of Mikhail Gorbahev:\You may fool the people but you have not fooled the asended hosts of Light and you have notfooled the hearts of the Lightbearers in the earth! And you, Ronald Reagan, are a sham and betrayerof my sponsorship and you also shall know your karma for this betrayal of Europe and the Europeanstates!\And everyone who has gone after these liars, in the United States Senate and in the nation-statesof Europe, know that I, Saint Germain, do stand and my angels with me and you shall not pass andyou shall know the judgment of your karma and you shall know it all too late, too late therefore!And you shall have aused, therefore, the downfall of nations, and in so doing you shall have inurreda karma so vast as to be pratially impossible to balane in aeons of the future.\Therefore I sound the warning and I sound it with Arhangel Gabriel! And I announe to youfallen ones, though you may think you are the instruments of the karma of the people, let it be knownthat if you so beome those instruments, the sword of Damoles shall be upon your own heads andyour vitory shall be short-lived and your triumphs and your elebrations shall be exposed as thevery onagration of hell surrounds you!"165On February 13, 1988, Saint Germain said:One does not rest one's ase on a hope that enough souls of Light on a planet will deliver themandate of the violet ame that an be reeived by the Karmi Board to turn the tide of worldhistory. There is more than violet ame involved, beloved. There is free will.And there are many in positions of power this day who have amassed power and wealth andarmaments and tehnology whose free will is ommitted to world destrution. I should not trust myfate to their hands, nor should you. Therefore, the wise will remove themselves to that point in time163Collins, U.S.-Soviet Military Balane, p. 174.164Soviet Military Power 1988, pp. 102-3.165Saint Germain, 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 37, p. 285. 263



and spae whih they disover by meditation and unerring guidane of my angels is the orret plaefor them to be.Do not onsider, then, that you who have not attained to the levels of an Asended Master mayturn the world around merely by the raising of the right hand. If it were so, beloved, we should longago have done this through you. What you ultimately an do and must do, in all of the promises youhave heard, is to invoke that violet ame and to ontinue to invoke it and use Arhangel Mihael'sRosary for Armageddon.For muh will hange, muh will be set aside. Entire kingdoms may ome to their judgment. Yetyou must be found out of the way. For this very proess to our, world hemialization is in order!. . .Blessed hearts, I trust that I make myself lear. The preparedness at a personal and nationallevel has never been more paramount. Your preparedness in your life an be omplete in a matterof months. When you are fully prepared and determined to survive physially in the earth, omewhat may in all of these preditions and those you have heard elsewhere, you are then a free agent ofSaint Germain and you may give your life and heart to this very ause of stopping those onditionsin their traks before they are outpitured, therefore rendering your preparations only a safety valve,a seurity net, a lifeboat, if you will.166On November 29, 1987, Saint Germain stood in Washington, D.C., and said,When all the world has gone mad or asleep around you, beloved, you do not despair, you omeinto the awareness, truly the diret apprehension of your Godhood. You kindle a sun in a dyingworld! That is your mission! You kindle a sun and you adore Helios and Vesta, Alpha and Omega,the one true God manifest in all the beauty and glory of His Light emanations! You beome a sun!You are the sun, and you will let no Darkness defeat it, put it out or ast a shadow.167Thank you. [1-minute 10-seond applause℄It's always a privilege to address you. And it is profoundly omforting to me and I know it is tothe Asended Masters to have suh a wonderful group of souls suh as you who desire to hear andponder in your hearts this message of Saint Germain as he has stumped Ameria and the nations inthe past year. But most omforting of all is the reality that you are not only hearers but doers ofthe Word and the Work of the LORD. Therefore I know you will heed the prophey and the warningand at in time, in spae to Be Prepared!God bless you!An address by Elizabeth Clare Prophet delivered on Monday, July 4, 1988, at FREEDOM 1988 inthe Heart of the Inner Retreat at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana, updated for printas this week's Pearl. Note: Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 28Elizabeth Clare Prophet - July 9, 1989Vol. 32 No. 28 - Elizabeth Clare Prophet - July 9, 1989The Messenger Stumps New York1The Message of the Inner BuddhaOn the Road to the Inner BuddhaWesak Leture May 20, 1989Good afternoon, everyone! I am very happy to see you here in New York, the ity of the Goddessof Liberty and the Temple of the Sun. While we're waiting for everyone to ome in, let us meditateupon the Lord of the World, Gautama Buddha, who will quiken in us our soul's awareness of theInner Buddha.From this moment on throughout our leture on the message of the Inner Buddha until the Wesakaddress of our brother and friend of light, Lord Gautama, we are in meditation to establish ourblessed attunement (at-one-ment, hene atonement) with the Buddhi light. I reommend that youplae your feet at on the oor and hold your spines eret as the altar of God, your hands uppedresting on your knees, thumbs touhing lightly the index �nger.Mantras for the Celebration of the Buddha and the MotherIn order to greet the Buddha who resides in the seret hamber of the heart, whose hakra isthe thousand-petaled lotus of the rown, we desire to raise the sared �re of the Divine Mother (theKundalini) from the base hakra of the Mother to the rown hakra of the Buddha.And so it is the Divine Mother within us, and our souls' oneness with the Divine Mother inadoration of the Buddha, that auses the light to rise from the base. The Mother is in love withBuddha. The Buddha is in love with Mother. And the Lord Buddha (Yang) draws our Mother tothat rown. And our Mother (Yin) is rising to greet her Lord. This is the plus/minus polarity ofAlpha and Omega that we would experiene in our body temple.This is the purpose of our giving these Buddhist mantras. It is an exerise in the siene of thespoken Word - that Word who in the beginning was with Brahman: without whom \was not anythingmade that was made."1I would ask you to enter your attention in your heart and to realize that it is the ame of yourheart that allows you to partiipate in the ritual of the union of the Father-Mother God in yourhakras. One the Mother reahes the rown hakra she, esorted by her Lord, desends to the serethamber of the heart where they give birth to the Inner Buddha.1John 1:1-3; for Hindu parallel, see 1988 PoW, Book II, vol. 31 no. 65, p. 501 n. 8.265



And so let us begin with the sounding of the Om. Turn to page 14, numbers 52 and 53 in thebooklet that has been passed out to you, Mantras of the Asended Masters for the Initiation of theChakras.2OmOm Mani Padme HumOm! The jewel in the lotus, Hum! or Hail to the jewel in the lotus!Om Ah Hum Vajra Guru Padma Siddhi HumOm Ah Hum! Vajra Guru,3 who arose from a lotus[Padma Sambhava℄, please grant me the ordinary and supreme aomplishments, Hum!Om Amarani Jivantiye Svaha4Om! May immortal life be vouhsafed! So be it!Gate Gate Paragate Parasamgate Bodhi SvahaGone, gone, gone beyond, gone wholly beyond -Enlightenment, hail! (or Awakening ful�lled!)Om Wagi Shori MumOm! Lord of Speeh, Mum! or Hail to the Lord of Speeh! Mum!Tatyata Om Muni5 Muni Maha Muni Shakyamuniye SvahaHail to the sage, the great sage, the sage of the Shakya lan [Gautama Buddha℄! or Honor to him,the Enlightened One!Om Mani Padme Hum HriOm! The jewel in the lotus, Hum! Hri! or Hail to the jewel in the lotus! Hri!Om Ah Ra Pa Tsa Na Dhih[Manjushri's mantra for developing wisdom℄Om Tare Tuttare Ture SvahaHail to Tara! or Hail to the liberator from samsara, the liberator from the eight fears, the liberatorfrom disease!Om Vajrasattva HumOm! Vajrasattva, Hum![Vajrasattva is a Buddha whose name means \diamond being," \the indestrutible-minded one,"or \one whose essene is as lightning"℄Seven Chakras and the Rainbow Rays of GodI wish you all a happy, happy Wesak in the sounding of the Om! On the over of your mantrabooklet you see the \hakra man." This is a representation of yourself, a runner in the rae of lifepressing, as Paul said, \toward the mark for the prize of the high alling of God in Christ Jesus,"6 the2Mantras of the Asended Masters for the Initiation of the Chakras. Five 90-min. audioassettes of dynamiderees and songs, inluding Hindu and Buddhist mantras, performed by 800 voies, full musial aompaniment,B85135-B85139, and 36-page booklet3a Vajra Guru is a being who has fully mastered the path of Vajrayana, a shool of Buddhism prevalent in Tibet.4Svaha is a Sanskrit exlamation used at the end of mantras to onvey the meaning \I o�er it to you!" \So be it!"\Hail!" or \Amen!"5Muni is a Sanskrit word meaning sage, saint, aseti, onqueror of the enemy within6Phil. 3:14. 266



Master himself being the forerunner of the Inner Buddha whom eah disiple an know and realize.The olors of the seven hakras as depited on the body of the runner indiate whih hakras arethe ori�e, or sending and reeiving enter, for eah of the seven rainbow rays of God.Various shools of thought in the New Age as well as in the past entury have presribed theirolors for the hakras. People ask me why our olors di�er from some of these. My answer is thatthose we show are the olors released from the Asended Masters to their Messengers as they shouldappear in the puri�ed etheri body, the highest vibrating of the four lower bodies and the naturalenvelope of the soul. I believe that some lairvoyants who have put forth their version of the olorshave read the ondition of the hakras in the astral, untransmuted, i.e., unpuri�ed, state of thehuman onsiousness, hene the disrepany.This hart of the hakra man shows the olor (frequeny) of the light whih eah of the hakrasshould be emitting when it is puri�ed and balaned in the plus and minus fators, the yang and theyin of the whirling T'ai Chi. The olors orrelate to the seven rays of the ausal body, whih you seeillustrated on the sreen as seven olor bands, spheres within spheres surrounding the I AM Presene(the upper �gure in the Chart of Your Divine Self).The olors of the hakras reveal whih of the rays from the ausal body is intended to be releasedthrough eah hakra; ideally the hakra should vibrate on the same wavelength as the orrespondingsphere of the ausal body, \as Above, so below." Therefore these are the seven rays, the sevenspheres, and the seven hakras that we will be meditating and dereeing upon today. As part of ourompassionate servie to all life, this is the means whereby we pursue the goal of self-realization inthe Buddhi onsiousness in our souls and minds and hearts.WesakRaising Our Consiousness to Greet the Lord of the WorldToday is the wondrous day when Buddhists the world over gather for the elebration of theBuddha's birth, his enlightenment, and his parinirvana. It ours at the full moon during the monthof the Indian lunar alendar alled Vesak, or Wesak. Sine the Indian alendar is based on lunaryles, the full moon day of Wesak an be in April or May of the Western alendar.Buddhists elebrate Wesak, the most important festival in the Buddhist world, by meditating onthe life and teahings of Lord Gautama, reiting sriptures, fasting, distributing food and moneyto the monks and the poor, and proessioning around Buddhist temples and holy plaes. Mostimportantly, the day serves as a reminder that like the Compassionate One, they, too, must attainenlightenment.Aording to esoteri tradition, on Wesak a huge ompany of pilgrims and disiples gathers ina valley in the Himalayas to meditate, attune with, and reeive the benedition of Lord Gautama.Some say that the Buddha is seen physially by ertain adepts and devotees as he brings his blessingsto the earth.As we are not able to journey in our bodies to that valley and sine we annot all reeive his wordsdiretly, I am sent as the Messenger of the Asended Masters - he being one of the Asended Masters- to deliver his ditation to you. So we will hear Lord Gautama's Wesak address delivered today.Whether it is simultaneous or not is of no onsequene sine that message is reorded in his ausalbody and an be reeived as a diret transmission, through his Eletroni Presene overshadowingus, at the onlusion of our meditation.Our goal this afternoon is to raise our onsiousness, to inrease the light within our body templeso that we may rise, as though our souls would rise to greet him in the air.And so for this purpose we devote ourselves to the learing of the hakras and the raising up ofthe sared �re on the spinal altar followed by an overview of the life and teahings of the Buddha.267



Throughout this weekend we shall build upon the sared ritual already begun in these Buddhistmantras by giving Eastern mantras of the unasended masters of the Himalayas along with dynamiderees for Western devotees given to us by the Asended Masters. Tonight we shall take up thespiritual path of twin ames as the Great Divine Diretor unfolds the divine plan for the Aquarianage; and tomorrow we shall hear Saint Germain's prophey for the 1990s.The Great White BrotherhoodBoth unasended masters and Asended Masters together with their helas (disiples) make upthe Great White Brotherhood under whose sponsorship I serve. The term \white" refers not to rae,but to the white light that surrounds these saints in heaven and on earth, who are the Mystial Bodyof God. They are the \great multitude" witnessed by John the Revelator,whih no man ould number, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, [who℄ stoodbefore the throne, and before the Lamb, lothed with white robes, and palms in their hands; andried [i.e., dereed℄ with a loud voie, saying, Salvation to our God whih sitteth upon the throne,and unto the Lamb. . . .These are they whih ame out of great tribulation, and have washed their robes, and made themwhite in the blood of the Lamb.7These are the saints robed in white who have asended to the throne of God, whih is the goalof life for all who have desended from God. We who gather here for this Wesak elebration arethose who, by the path of disipleship following in the footsteps of Buddha and Christ, are strivingto aelerate the light in our body temple that we, too, might be among the asending ones whoshall one day enter in to the Holy of holies and be reeived of the LORD through the ritual of theasension.Arhangel MihaelGuardian of Our Spiritual ExerisesI would like to speak to you of the beloved Arhangel Mihael as we begin at the beginning ofthe ritual of our soul's asent to the throne of Buddha today, for he always stands guard duringour spiritual exerises. Whether you are aÆliated with Judaism, Christianity or Islam you will �ndmentioned in your religious tradition the �gure of this Arhangel who is the great protetor of God'speople.Arhangel Mihael is the Prine of the Arhangels, the �rst among equals unto whom all otherArhangels and their legions defer. He has been given the title Defender of the Faith and is knownas the hampion of the Woman and her seed and the leader of the LORD's hosts in the battle ofArmageddon. He stands as the protetor of the Buddhi and Christi onsiousness in all hildrenof God. His name means \Who is as God?"This deliverer sent to us by the LORD has �gured as the greatest and most revered of angels inJewish, Christian, and Islami sripture. In the Old Testament he is desribed as the guardian ofIsrael. He appeared to Joshua as he prepared to lead the Israelites into battle at Jeriho, revealinghimself as Captain of the Host of the LORD. The Book of Daniel prophesies his interession on behalfof God's people during a oming \time of trouble, suh as never was sine there was a nation," whenhe will stand \for the hildren of thy people" who shall be delivered by his interession.8In Jewish mystial literature and legend Arhangel Mihael is identi�ed as the \angel of theLORD" who appeared to Moses in a ame in the bush that burned with the sared �re of God butwas not onsumed. He is the angel who wrestled with Jaob, guided Israel through the wilderness,destroyed the army of Sennaherib, and saved the three Hebrew boys from Nebuhadnezzar's �eryfurnae.7Rev. 7:9, 10, 14.8Dan. 12:1. 268



The Book of Enoh desribes him as \one of the holy angels, who, presiding over human virtue,ommands the nations." In The War of the Sons of Light and the Sons of Darkness, one of theDead Sea Srolls, Mihael is the \mighty, ministering angel" through whom God promises to \sendperpetual help" to the sons of Light.As \Saint Mihael," he is venerated by Catholis as patron and protetor of the Churh. Inthe early Christian ommunity he was revered for the miraulous ures wrought by his interession.The beloved Arhangel was also among the three heavenly visitors who revealed to Joan of Ar hermission to deliver Frane.Revelation 12 tells of the Arhangel's key role as the defender of the Woman lothed with the sunand her Universal Manhild; with his angels he asts \the dragon and his angels" out of heaven intothe earth. And in Revelation 16 he is the �rst of the seven angels to \pour out the vials of the wrathof God upon the earth," marking the desending woes, the seven last plagues, of mankind's karmareturning to their doorstep their misuses of God's light.Called Mika'il in Muslim lore, he is the angel of nature, providing both food and knowledge toman. In Zoroastrianism a parallel has also been drawn between Arhangel Mihael and Vohu Manah,who is one of the Amesha Spentas, osmi beings whose role orresponds to that of the Arhangels.It is taught that in a �nal onit with the fores of darkness, Vohu Manah will defeat the adversary.Arhangel Mihael holds the oÆe in the hierarhy of the Great White Brotherhood of Arhangelof the First Ray. He embodies God's onsiousness of faith, protetion, perfetion, and the will ofGod. From his retreat on the etheri plane at Ban� in Alberta, Canada, midst the splendors of theCanadian Rokies at Lake Louise, he goes forth with his legions of blue-lightning angels to protetthe hildren of the Light and preserve freedom on earth.With his hosts Arhangel Mihael desends into the pits of Death and Hell to bind the adversariesof the Divine Manhild, the Christ onsiousness, in God's hildren, remanding them to the Court ofthe Sared Fire for their �nal judgment before the twenty-four elders. He sweeps through the astralplane, binding demons and disarnates that prey upon unsuspeting souls, rendering inomparableassistane to those beset by dark fores.The name of his feminine omplement is Faith. His musial keynote, apturing the frequenies ofhis Eletroni Presene, is \The Navy Hymn," \Eternal Father, Strong to Save." The keynote of hisretreat is \The Soldiers' Chorus" from Faust by Charles Gounod.The Seven Arhangels as Our Initiators on the Seven RaysThe Seven Arhangels serve the LORD by embodying his Consiousness and Presene on eahof the seven rays. They serve the sons and daughters of God by initiating them in the steps ofself-mastery they must gain by embodying the qualities of the seven rays in their seven hakras.The First Ray is the ray of God's Power and the sixteen-petaled throat hakra is the power enterin man. Through the gift of speeh, God's hildren exerise the power and the authority of thespoken Word by means of this hakra; they inrease in faith and in the perfeting of the Word andWork of the LORD by a self-sari�ing devotion to the will of God. The olor of this ray and hakrais a brilliant sapphire blue. Arhangel Mihael, as the Arhangel of the First Ray, initiates us in theuses of power in the throat hakra.The Seond Ray is the ray of God's Wisdom and the thousand-petaled rown hakra is the wisdomenter in man. Through the gift of intelligene God's hildren exerise the illumination of the Mindof Christ and attain the enlightenment of the Buddha. The olor of this ray is the brilliant yellow ofthe yellow diamond. Arhangel Jophiel, as the Arhangel of the Seond Ray, initiates us in the usesof wisdom in the rown hakra.The Third Ray is the ray of God's Love and the twelve-petaled heart hakra is the love enter inman. Through the gift of harity God's hildren express the ompassion of the Sared Heart of Jesus269



and Gautama and perfet Love's alling on earth. The olor of this ray ranges from a deliate petalpink or rose-olored beryl to the purging �res of the ruby. Arhangel Chamuel, as the Arhangel ofthe Third Ray, initiates us in the uses of love in the heart hakra.The Fourth Ray is the ray of God's Purity and the four-petaled base-of-the-spine hakra is theenter of the sared �re of purity in man. Through the Divine Mother's gift of this life-fore God'shildren beome o-reators with the Trinity and purify their souls and hakras for reunion with theEternal Light. The olor of this ray is the dazzling white light of the Father-Mother God, whih isbest foused in the diamond. Arhangel Gabriel, as the Arhangel of the Fourth Ray, initiates us inthe uses of the sared �re in the base-of-the-spine hakra.The Fifth Ray is the ray of God's Divine Wholeness, and the All-Seeing Eye of God is the meansof its preipitation from Spirit to Matter through the ninety-six-petaled third-eye hakra in man.Through the gift of Truth and the soundings of the Word, God's hildren apply priniples of harmonyin hords of musi and in alhemial formulas of the healing arts for the restoration of that DivineWholeness, as Above so below; they also pursue the omplete siene of the Mother and the all-inlusive religion of the Father as they work the works of God on earth. The olor of this ray isemerald green. Arhangel Raphael, as the Arhangel of the Fifth Ray, initiates us in the uses ofsiene and religion, musi and the healing arts in the third-eye hakra.The Sixth Ray is the ray of God's Peae and the ten-petaled solar-plexus hakra is the enter ofpeae, and the power of peae, in man. Through the gift of God's desire for peae God's hildrenengage in ministration and servie to all life. The olor of this ray is alexandrite purple and topazsun gold with eks of ruby rystal. Arhangel Uriel, as the Arhangel of the Sixth Ray, initiatesus in the uses of peae, the mastery of the emotions, and ompassion to all life in the solar-plexushakra.The Seventh Ray is the ray of God's Freedom through the Justie and Mery of the law andthe six-petaled seat-of-the-soul hakra is the enter of soul-liberation in man through the ritual andalhemy of the violet ame. Through the gift of freedom God's hildren are alled to exerise free willwith Christ-disrimination for righteous judgment and ation in the Word and Work of the LORDon the path of personal Christhood. The olor of this ray is amethyst violet. Arhangel Zadkiel, asthe Arhangel of the Seventh Ray, initiates us in the uses of freedom and the justie and mery ofthe law in the seat-of-the-soul hakra.The Path of the Soul in the Age of AquariusThe Seventh Ray, whih omes to the fore in and rules the two-thousand-year age of Aquarius nowbeginning, a�ords the soul the freedom to hange the human ondition by the ritual and alhemy ofthe violet ame.The seat-of-the-soul hakra is atually the seat of the soul's residene in the body. Positionedbelow the heart between the solar-plexus and the base-of-the-spine hakras, it is the plae of thesoul's self-knowledge in the Real Self and the not-self. Here is self-onsious awareness of the integralsoul-personality having partial integration in God and partial integration with the not-self. Bothonditions are the result of hoies the soul has made over many lifetimes.Those of you who have studied the martial arts know that the seat-of-the-soul hakra is the body'spoint of equilibrium; it is the enter of hi, inner energy or life-fore essential to the maintenane oflife. It is taught that from this enter of gravity, or life enter, hi is distributed to the rest of thebody. This is true insofar as the physial energy is onerned, for in soul-awareness the psyhe doesfreely fous and irulate this energy. However, the heart is the ultimate enter and distributionpoint of the sared �re that desends from the I AM Presene (the Father) over the rystal ord andasends from the base-of-the-spine hakra of the Mother.From within the seat-of-the-soul hakra, the enter of equilibrium, the soul knows with an innerintuitive knowing what the outer mind annot or will not ome to grips with, what the emotions270



blok for fear of the enounter with the karmi realities at hand. The soul knows what is oming uponthe earth. The soul knows the past, present and future. The soul knows all things independently ofour mental indotrination and our emotional programming in this life. Unfortunately, the onsiousmind's ontat with the soul whih it has at birth dereases with the development of the mental andemotional bodies; however, onsistent daily appliation of the violet ame transmutes the barriersbetween the onsious and subonsious, the outer awareness of the mind and the inner awarenessof the soul.The goal of the soul in this embodiment is to rise from its seat in the Seventh Ray hakra to thelevel of the solar plexus; here she must deal with her momentums of desire and learn the ontrol ofthe emotions and the emotional body while dealing with past karmi reords. With Mother Mary asher example she must put the moon and her astrology beneath her feet. The path of initiation underone or more of the Asended Masters wherein she invokes the violet ame to transmute past reordsand alls to Arhangel Mihael as her protetor is the highest, the safest, and the most expedientroad (yoga) leading to reunion with God.Having passed the required tests at the station of the solar plexus, the soul may proeed toher shooling in the heart hakra. Here the lessons to be learned are mery and ompassion; heretransmutation of hardness of heart and of what the Buddha alls the unmeriful heart must beaomplished with signs and good works following in servie to life. When she is ready the soulmay reeive the testing of the Inner Buddha and the Inner Christ in the Eighth Ray hakra, theantehamber of the twelve-petaled heart hakra, where the threefold ame burns on the altar andthe Inner Buddha is Guru and the Inner Christ is High Priest.Only when the soul has passed her initiations again and again in the stations of the hakras fromthe base of the spine to the heart may she proeed to true self-mastery in the throat, third eye, andrown. The hakras below the heart are surrounded by the \eletroni belt," the repository of ourkarma of all previous lifetimes. And the soul is entered in the reords of that karma, to a largedegree a produt of it, having been a party to the making of it.And so the age of Aquarius opens the long-awaited age of opportunity for the soul to attainliberation from her karma and the onsequent wheel of rebirth. The means of her liberation is thesared �re, spei�ally the Seventh Ray aspet of the Holy Spirit, whih is the violet ame.The violet ame is the key to the transmutation of imbalane in the soul, the hakras, andthe four lower bodies. By its penetrating ation the soul may ontat the subonsious repositoryof the reords and karma of past lives as well as the ore antithesis of the Real Self lodged inthe unonsious. The transmutation of these reords and negative karma is essential to the soul'sliberation; it is aomplished through the ageny of the violet ame when it is invoked from Godthrough dynami derees aording to the siene of the spoken Word.Finally, when transmutation is omplete the violet ame restores the balane of yang and yinfores, the polarity of Alpha (the masuline, or plus, fator of the Deity) and Omega (the feminine, orminus, fator of the Deity) throughout one's entire onsiousness, being, and world. This ahievementis the prelude to the asension and the goal toward whih Saint Germain's Keepers of the Flame arestriving daily.Good and Bad Karma, Our Burden of Light and DarknessBad karma is the out-of-alignment state that Gautama Buddha alled dukkha (su�ering). Jesusalled it sin. Good karma is alignment with the Word and Work of the LORD, your I AM Presene.Good karma is made by sending forth light vibes, good energy, good deeds, thoughts, and feelingsthrough eah of the seven hakras. You make good karma on the Seond Ray of Cosmi Christillumination and Buddhi enlightenment, for instane, by a sienti� exerise of wisdom throughthe rown hakra, by a disriminating and ompassionate appliation of intelligene and the nativegenius of your Christ mind toward the upliftment of humanity.271



So you, as a bearer of God's Light,9 or \Lightbearer," have no doubt made some good karma onall of the seven rays as you have released God's light with a positive harge through your hakras.And this light multiplied by the Universal Christ beomes your good karma that is then stored inthe onentri spheres of light of your ausal body, whih ontain all of your good words and worksof all lifetimes that you have ever sent forth into the universe by the seven rays through the sevenhakras.When you send out the purity of those rays - the pure love of the heart; the pure will of God inthe spoken word; pure seeing, beholding the good in everyone; the pure desiring of the divine planfor all life as Gautama taught us to live the Middle Way on the Eightfold Path; the pure appliationof the priniples of freedom; the pure use of the sared �re and the mind of God as we are o-reatorswith God day by day - you are allowing God's onsiousness to pass through you.As pratie makes perfet, you beome day by day that whih you have made yourself the instru-ment of. This is literally how we put on the garment of God's onsiousness.10 And these sendingsof our souls are the stu� of purity that our ausal body is made of: all just and good and righteousauses we have set in motion whih ontinue to pour out upon all life all blessings from our I AMPresene forever.Your ausal body is your momentum. It is your attainment. It is your personality in God. It isyour Inner Buddha. It is your Inner Christ. What's upstairs in our ausal body is what we havegoing for us; it's all the good we've sent on ahead. It's like \money" in the osmi bank, or \treasurein heaven" as Jesus put it.11 It's our divine astrology. And it has no negative aspets beause allthose asteroids of our misreations are in orbit in the eletroni belt; and that's what makes up thereords of negative karma stored in the subonsious.So, what prevents us from going right up into the plane of the ausal body and the I AM Presene,just as Moses went up Mount Horeb to meet his God? What puts the lead weights in our shoes andties us to the onrete of planet earth with all of the burdens of the age?You know it: it's the bad karma we've made. It's our misuses of God's energy, suh as fear anddoubt, anger and aggression, a sense of human injustie and the desire for revenge; these poisons areprime deterrents to our soul's union with the Inner Buddha. And our God has said it: Our everyperversion of the sared �re on the seven rays, whereby we misuse the orresponding hakras, keepsour souls earthbound and having to reembody.Beause God's energy is neither reated nor destroyed! When it omes to us over the rystal ordfrom our I AM Presene, we qualify it positively or negatively in our thinking and feeling worldsthrough one or more hakras, and then that energy, harged with our plus or minus, irles the planetand returns to our doorstep having gathered more of its kind. For like attrats like.Yes, by this law of the irle, whih is the law of karma, God's light/energy/onsiousness thatwe freely reeive and freely give returns to us at the levels of those hakras whih have been theinstruments of our reations, produing the same balane or imbalane we sent out. So what ev-erybody sees in the mirror, inluding yourself, is the produt of his own freewill uses or misuses ofGod's energy.9When Light is apitalized it refers to the onsiousness of God or his Christ; when lowerased, light refers to theradiane, aura or energy �eld whih results from that onsiousness when it is self-realized in the sons and daughtersof God and the heavenly hosts. The one is Cause the other is e�et. As the sunbeam is to the Sun so is the light tothe Light. A Lightbearer bears the Christ onsiousness as he internalizes the Word of God. A Lightbearer is onewho daily assimilates and beomes the mystial Body and Blood of Christ; his aura is �lled with the light that isthe by-produt of his state of Light, state of Being, state of Mind and state of Consiousness - his Self-Awareness inGod and in his Christ. And that God Self-Awareness we all God onsiousness, and that Christ Self-Awareness weall Christ onsiousness. And \that was the true Light," John says, \whih lighteth [ignites the divine spark, thethreefold ame of the heart, in℄ every [Son of℄ man[-ifestation℄ that ometh into the world" (John 1:9).10See Cosmi Consiousness: One Man's Searh for God by Lanello.11Matt. 6:19-21; 19:21; Mark 10:21; Luke 12:33, 34; 18:22.272



Sine the I AM Presene is the supreme antidote for all of our self-delusions (all of our anti-Buddhas), let's go to the roots of our understanding of our God. Let's go to the mountain where the\I AM" Presene is just as familiar to Lord Buddha and to Christ Jesus as it was to the pharaohIkhnaton, who worshipped the Sun Presene as the one God and set the stage for the Jewish traditionof monotheism.12The I AM Presene Revealed to MosesYou will remember that Moseskept the ok of Jethro his father in law, the priest of Midian: and he led the ok to the baksideof the desert, and ame to the mountain of God, even to Horeb.And the angel of the LORD [it was Arhangel Mihael who was the angel of the LORD's Presene℄appeared unto him in a ame of �re out of the midst of a bush: and he looked, and, behold, thebush burned with �re, and the bush was not onsumed.And Moses said, I will now turn aside, and see this great sight, why the bush is not burnt.And when the LORD saw that he turned aside to see, God alled unto him out of the midst ofthe bush, and said, Moses, Moses. And he said, Here am I.And he said, Draw not nigh hither: put o� thy shoes from o� thy feet, for the plae whereon thoustandest is holy ground.Moreover he said, I am the God of thy father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaa, and theGod of Jaob. And Moses hid his fae; for he was afraid to look upon God.And the LORD said, delivering his message to Moses through Arhangel Mihael:I have surely seen the a�ition of my people whih are in Egypt, and have heard their ry byreason of their taskmasters; for I know their sorrows;And I am ome down to deliver them out of the hand of the Egyptians, and to bring them up outof that land unto a good land and a large, unto a land owing with milk and honey; unto the plaeof the Canaanites, and the Hittites, and the Amorites, and the Perizzites, and the Hivites, and theJebusites.Now therefore, behold, the ry of the hildren of Israel is ome unto me: and I have also seen theoppression wherewith the Egyptians oppress them.Come now therefore, and I will send thee unto Pharaoh, that thou mayest bring forth my peoplethe hildren of Israel out of Egypt.And Moses said unto God, Who am I, that I should go unto Pharaoh, and that I should bringforth the hildren of Israel out of Egypt?And he said, Certainly I will be with thee; and this shall be a token unto thee, that I have sentthee: When thou hast brought forth the people out of Egypt, ye shall serve God upon this mountain.12Ikhnaton set stage for Jewish monotheism. Some have theorized that the monotheism of the Hebrews was foundedupon the Egyptian pharaoh Ikhnaton's worship of the one sun god, Aton, whih he established in the fourteenth enturyb.. In about a.d. 80 the Jewish historian Josephus quoted Manetho, an Egyptian historian, as stating that Moses wasa priest of the Egyptian ity of Heliopolis who beame the leader of a group of heretis (i.e., the Hebrews). Aordingto Hebrew tradition, Moses was raised in Egypt and is said to have been eduated \in all the wisdom of the Egyptians"at Heliopolis (the biblial ity of On). Summarizing this theory, Robert Silverberg writes in his book Akhnaten: TheRebel Pharaoh: \Sine Heliopolis was the enter of the solar ult of Re, out of whih Atenism developed, the wisdomMoses would have learned there ould well have been the monotheisti solar worship that theologians of Heliopolishad pondered sine the days of the Old Kingdom." Others argue that the dates of Moses and Ikhnaton are not at allertain and that the Exodus of the Hebrews may have ourred a entury before Ikhnaton. In 1939 Sigmund Freudpublished Moses and Monotheism, in whih he laimed that Moses was a native Egyptian and disiple of Ikhnatonwho taught the religion of Aton to the Israelites. 273



And Moses said unto God, Behold, when I ome unto the hildren of Israel, and shall say untothem, The God of your fathers hath sent me unto you; and they shall say to me, What is his name?what shall I say unto them?And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto the hildrenof Israel, \I AM hath sent me unto you."And God said moreover unto Moses, Thus shalt thou say unto the hildren of Israel, \The LORDGod of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaa, and the God of Jaob, hath sent meunto you: this is my name for ever, and this is my memorial unto all generations."13Now let us look again at the Chart of Your Divine Self as we invoke the protetion of the I AMTHAT I AM who revealed himself to Moses. This name of the LORD, in the Hebrew the YOD HEVAU HE, belongs to you and me. And let us not forget that God gave it to us through his prophetMoses by the message of the burning bush sent through his emissary Arhangel Mihael:This is my name forever, and this is my memorial [the memory of myself whih I seal in your heart- my Divine Image (a photograph of myself for you to love and herish), my Eletroni Presene, areplia of myself with you℄ unto all generations. I AM is not only the name of your Inner God. I AMis your Inner God. And when you all upon that name and that God, your Mighty I AM Presenewill answer you without fail.Let us meditate on the I AM THAT I AM, or the \I AM" Presene, as we say. Always seeit pulsating in the enter of the `loud' of sared �re and the rainbow spheres. That's how Johndesribed the Presene:And I saw another mighty angel [of the LORD℄ ome down from heaven, lothed with a loud:and a rainbow was upon his head, and his fae was as it were the sun, and his feet as pillars of �re:And he had in his hand a little book open: and he set his right foot upon the sea, and his leftfoot on the earth,And ried with a loud voie, as when a lion roareth: and when he had ried, seven thunders[Elohim℄ uttered their voies.14When you give the deree \I AM Presene, Thou Art Master" (on page 12 of the mantra booklet),you are delaring that there is one God and only one God. Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God isone LORD!15Whether revealed in Lord Gautama or in Lord Jesus or in yourself, there is but one God; yet heis individualized - personi�ed - a billion times a billion and more in the divine spark he has plaedin eah and every one of his hildren. But one times one times the One always equals the One. Wedo not worship many gods, but we bow to the Light of the one God in one another, in the angels, inthe Asended Masters and in the great Lights of history who have illumined the path before us.Your visualization for this mantra, then, is to see the mantle, the garment, the robe, the aura, ifyou will, of the living Presene of the I AM THAT I AM drop around you. See it enfold you in theshimmering white light of the Godhead. See your self, i.e., your soul, weaving the garment of God'sPresene. See yourself wrapped in it. And know and aÆrm it deep in your heart. For the heart iswhere you make ontat with your beloved I AM Presene through the threefold ame, the divinespark, whih God has plaed in your heart hakra. (To be preise, the threefold ame is atuallysealed in the antehamber of the heart; this is the seret hamber of the heart known as the EighthRay hakra).When you say, \I AM Presene, Thou art Master!" you are aÆrming that your God Presene is13Exod. 3:1-15.14Rev. 10:1-3.15Deut. 6:4; Mark 12:29. 274



the Master of your life. You are aÆrming that there is, there an be no other master of your life andthat you will allow no one to supplant the authority of the one God as the Master of your life.Your beloved I AM Presene is your Master. You will not allow the arnal mind to be yourmaster. You will not allow your bad habits or your lusts to be your master. \I AM Presene, Thouart Master!" And when you deree this for your life beause you love the LORD your God with allyour heart, and with all your soul, and with all your might,16 that LORD who is your Mighty I AMPresene desends into your temple and strengthens you in your freewill eletion to be your God ination.This is a most miraulous mantra that you an give every day of your life. It is simple andpowerful and diret. It goes right to the soure. It is by this de�nition a First Ray mantra, no frills,just instantaneous ation now. We're going to give it nine times for the full release of the power ofthe three-times-three. Together:I AM Presene, Thou art Master,I AM Presene, lear the way!Let thy Light and all thy PowerTake possession here this hour!Charge with Vitory's mastery,Blaze blue lightning, blaze thy substane!Into this thy form desend,That Perfetion and its GloryShall blaze forth and earth transend! (given 9x)You see on the Chart a tube of light that desends from the heart of your I AM Presene enveloping�rst the middle and then the lower �gure in the Chart. The middle �gure is the Holy Christ Self,the Mediator between God, the Mighty I AM Presene, and the soul of man represented in the lower�gure. The Inner Buddha and Inner Christ in their respetive roles of Guru and High Priest bothserve in the oÆe of Divine Mediator. This ylinder of white light is the protetion you all forthdaily, putting on \the whole armor of God," as Paul said, \that ye may be able to stand against thewiles of the devil."17 Let us stand, as we always do when we invoke our tube of light, in honor ofour I AM Presene.See the dazzling white light of your Presene, brighter than the sun shining on new-fallen snow,oalesing to form your tube of light. It extends three feet or more in a radius from your hearthakra, surrounding you in the absolute God-protetion of your Mighty I AM Presene. Together:Beloved I AM Presene bright,Round me seal your tube of lightFrom Asended Master ameCalled forth now in God's own name.Let it keep my temple freeFrom all disord sent to me.I AM alling forth violet �reTo blaze and transmute all desire,Keeping on in Freedom's nameTill I AM one with the violet ame. (given 3x)16Deut. 6:5; Matt. 22:37; Mark 12:30; Luke 10:27.17Eph. 6:11. 275



(Thank you, please be seated.)Saint Germain Sponsors You in the Raising of the KundaliniNow that we've spoken about the light of the Father desending, let's talk about the light of theMother asending.When the pratie of raising the Kundalini is entered into prematurely, the rising sared �re willativate the aumulation of negative karma with its ause, e�et, reord, and memory. And that iswhy it is not unommon for people to have a bad experiene when they meditate or when they tryto fore the Kundalini to rise in order to attain adeptship without having �rst pursued soul-masteryand the transmutation of layers of disord.Saint Germain has said he would sponsor us in our raising of this Mother Flame gradually, as wetake our initiations step by step. His requirement is that we give daily the \Heart, Head and Hand,"violet ame, and protetion derees (found on pages 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, and 13 of your mantra booklet)and espeially before we give the bija mantras for the raising of the sared �re (numbers 14, 62, 63,and 64 found on pages 4 and 17). Saint Germain also requires those who would be true helas ofthe Asended Masters and reeive his sponsorship on the spiritual path to refrain from rok musi,drugs, alohol, and tobao.The taking of halluinogeni drugs, suh as LSD and PCP, also opens the mind and the hakrasto past reords and other planes. Coaine, rak, and heroin as well as marijuana have similarmind-altering and hakra-rending e�ets.Though some people have felt that they have ontated the spiritual path through LSD or otheragents, there is the danger that in taking any of the above you are dealing with unknowns, inlud-ing bad trips into the astral plane and the violent opening of the hakras. Jesus desribed thisphenomenon when he said, \The kingdom of heaven su�ereth violene and the violent take it byfore."18 The tearing of the astral/etheri sheath around the hakras by the taking of drugs or thepratie of blak magi may also reate holes in the auri garment, or auri �eld, whih an takedeades or lifetimes to mend.So when we have the tehniques of the Brotherhood East and West in the siene of meditationand the spoken Word and an Asended Master to sponsor our souls until we gain our own Buddhi orChrist-mastery, we don't need anything else (like hemials or magi or mind-ontrol or autohypnosis)to assist us in getting to God. All we need is our Mighty I AM Presene and Holy Christ Self, thesared �re and all God-given spiritual endowments already sealed in our ausal body.Invoke the Seven Arhangels to Seal Your ChakrasAs part of our spiritual exerises, it is our ustom to invoke the Seven Arhangels for the protetionand sealing of our seven hakras; for we seek to raise and intensify the vibration of the light withinour beings and thereby make ontat with the Inner Buddha in order that we may beome one withLord Gautama Buddha.Lord Gautama's auri �eld (or eletromagneti �eld, as some would say) is pure Love, pureWisdom, pure Power. He is the purity of the seven rays and the �ve seret rays inarnate. HisPresene and beautiful ausal body enompasses the entire earth body and beyond. To approahhim is to approah the throne of God. And beause we are not fools who rush in where angels fear totread,19 we as true disiples of the God Flame �rst put on a mantle of light's protetion that we maydraw nigh to him in purity. We would dress ourselves. We would reate a fore�eld of light and loveapart from the world; we would go within and enter some dimension of his Buddhi onsiousnessthat we might experiene this ditation in our hearts.To that end I will o�er an invoation to the Seven Arhangels to seal our seven hakras in the18Matt. 11:12.19\Fools rush in where angels fear to tread." Alexander Pope, An Essay on Critiism, pt. 3, line 66.276



light of the seven rays. An invoation is a prayer of petition for help or support. Taken from theLatin in- + voare, it means \to all." An invoation is a all to God. And the byword of the GreatWhite Brotherhood to their students is: The Call Compels the Answer.When you all to God or any one of his emissaries amongst the heavenly hosts for divine inter-ession, the answer to that all is forthoming immediately right where you are. But the answer isalways in aordane with God's will and God's law. Therefore we are taught to ask that our allsbe adjusted aording to his will and law sine it is not always given to us to know preisely whatthese are when applied to a given situation.Conerning prayer that seems to go unanswered, James said: \Ye ask, and reeive not, beauseye ask amiss, that ye may onsume it upon your lusts," or as it is translated in the Jerusalem Bible,\When you do pray and don't get it [what you pray for℄, it is beause you have not prayed properly,you have prayed for something to indulge your own desires."20The Arhangels and hosts of the LORD, by osmi law in obediene to God, are ompelled toanswer the alls of his hildren when the all and the answer are in keeping with God's will and law.So, having submitted your desires unto God's desire, you an be sure that your all on earth ompelsheaven's answer.But just remember, it will be God's answer and not yours. It takes humility and the surrender ofour pride to aept the will of God and to be willing to live under the hastening rod of the law. AsJames also wrote: \God resisteth the proud, but giveth grae unto the humble. Submit yourselvestherefore to God. Resist the devil [i.e., the dweller-on-the-threshold as well as the fallen angels℄, andhe will ee from you. Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you. . . . Humble yourselves in thesight of the Lord, and he shall lift you up."21All of the derees in your mantra booklet were ditated by the Asended Masters to their Mes-sengers so that their helas ould invoke the help and support of the LORD God of hosts under theaegis of his will and law and be blessed on the path of the seven rays. Try them! Prove them! Seefor yourself!The Eletroni Presene by the Law of the OneThe Arhangels, in fat all asended beings, an and do reate a replia of themselves, whih isalled the Eletroni Presene. This replia is really themselves repeated again and again whereverthey are invoked by the hildren of the Light.This is an example of the Law of the One whereby God also multiplies, or individualizes, himselfas the I AM THAT I AM, plaing his \I AM" Presene over every one of his sons and daughters.Yet there is but one God, even as there is but one Arhangel Mihael. Therefore the words of Jesusare illumined unto us by the Holy Spirit.As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness [as Moses raised up the sared �re of the DivineMother, i.e., the 'serpent �re' of the Kundalini, in the wilderness of the unfruitful human onsious-ness℄, even so must the Son of man [the Son who is the manifestation of the Mighty \I AM" Presene℄be lifted up [in every son and daughter of God℄: that whosoever believeth in him should not perish,but have eternal life.For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever [whosesoeversoul℄ believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.22The only begotten Son of God is the Universal Christ, whih God has individualized for eahone of us. This means that God has personi�ed his Christ (who is the Light-emanation of himself)in the person of your beloved Holy Christ Self. Foreseen and prophesied by Jeremiah, who alled20James 4:3.21James 4:6-8, 10.22John 3:14-16. 277



him THE LORD OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS,23 this Holy One of God we see and aknowledge as theInner Buddha, synonymous with the Inner Christ, though eah is distint when suppliated in theperformane of their speial oÆes of Guru and High Priest.You see, God so loved us that he has plaed the Divine Image, or Eletroni Presene, of theFather (the I AM Presene) and the Son (the Holy Christ Self) with eah of us to overshadow usthroughout the long dark night of our soul's separation from him as we pass through and e�etivelybalane the karmi ondition of our earthly existene.Thus, in answer to my all or yours given any time of the day or night to the Mighty I AMPresene, to the Holy Christ Self and to the Seven Arhangels, their Eletroni Presene, the repliaof their great Godly manifestation, will be plaed over you for the sealing of the hakra orrespondingto their ray. All that is required of you in order for you to reeive this blessing is to live aording toGod's laws \with malie toward none, with harity for all,"24 and to give love and devotion to thesegreat beings of Light.The Seven Arhangels are so anient as to be as anient as the Anient of Days. They were presentat the moment of our birth in the Great Central Sun when our twin ames were reated out of the�ery ovoid of God. And that is a long, long time ago. Evermore they have been our keepers. Whenwe all to them, believe me, they answer. (Please turn to page 12 and stand for our singing \To theSeven Arhangels.")Beloved Mighty I AM Presene, beloved Inner Buddha and Inner Christ of eah and every onegathered here, I all forth the light of Almighty God with us - the Emmanuel. I all forth the greatrystal ord within. And I all for eah one to now be set beneath the Bo tree - beneath his ownvine (Holy Christ Self) and �g tree (I AM Presene).25O God, we would open our temples to thee, these bodies whih are the temple of the livingGod.26 We all in the name I AM THAT I AM, in the name Sanat Kumara, Gautama Buddha, LordMaitreya, Jesus Christ, to the Seven Arhangels.In the name of the Lightbearers gathered here, all Lightbearers of the world and all who keep theame of Life, ome forth, Seven Mighty Arhangels: Mihael! Jophiel! Chamuel! Gabriel! Raphael!Uriel! Zadkiel! Come with your divine omplements, the Seven Virgins, Faith, Hope, Charity, MotherMary, Christine, Aurora, Amethyst. Seal the seven hakras now in the protetion of God's holy light.And let the violet ame ow through our hakras that we might experiene, in this our ommunionwith the One, individual and world transmutation for the vitory of planet earth and her evolutions.Make us, O God, this day eletrodes of the Cosmi Christ onsiousness in this ity of the Goddessof Liberty, the third-eye hakra of the nation. Make us eletrodes for the anhoring of the livingPresene of the Lord of the World Gautama Buddha and of our own Inner Buddha. We thank thee,O Lord, even as we know that thou hearest our every all. And we say in the name of the Father,the Son, the Holy Spirit, and the Divine Mother, it is done!Mihael, Mihael, MihaelPrine of the ArhangelsFrom the grateful hearts of allDo songs of praise arise.For thy heavenly preseneAll on earth adore theeGod from the Sun23Jer. 23:6; 33:15, 16.24Abraham Linoln, Seond Inaugural Address, Marh 4, 1865.25I Kings 4:25; Mi. 4:4; Zeh. 3:10.26I Cor. 3:16, 17; 6:19; II Cor. 6:16. 278



In all the name implies.Mihael, Mihael, MihaelMay the guardian angelsFrom thy heavenly legionsStand forth to set all free.Purify, illumineManifest the gloryOf light's perfetionThat eah one may be.Jophiel and ChamuelGabriel and RaphaelUriel and ZadkielAnd mighty hosts of light.Cherubim and seraphimFrom the realms of gloryRend now the veilThat dims our human sight.Blessed Seven ArhangelsFor illuminationWe invoke thy preseneIn hymns of praise to thee.Keep us onseratedTo God's plan ful�llingIn purityThy ministers to be.(Please be seated.)You Send God Devotion, He Sends You LightHymns and mantras are a means of sending devotion to God and his angels and saints. Truedevotion is a tangible urrent of Divine Love sent from your heart to God's heart. Your hearthakra, through the divine spark anhored there, is the foundation of your meditation and the fountof Power, Wisdom and Love whereby you diret your devotion, gratitude and praise to the heavenlyhosts. Thus you reate a ord of love whih ties you not only to God but to eah one through whoseEletroni Presene you would pray to God, whether it be Mother Mary or Kuan Yin, Lord Krishnaor Jesus or Gautama or Confuius or Lao-tzu.Your meditations upon God, the In�nite One, atually reate this rystal ord of light. Thus youopen the way for God to send you on the return urrent a magnanimous reinforement and multipli-ation of the light you �rst sent to him. Thus the Son of man-ifestation proposes through reativeommunion and God disposes aording to the quality and quali�ation of his Son's ommuniation.And thereby your hakras beome �lled with light and balaned. For you provide the Omega whihthen magnetizes the Alpha.The light that God gives us must be proteted. We therefore seek the protetion for God's lightthat he sends to us in answer to our all and in response to our Alleluias and Aums and Amens. Andso we invoke that protetion daily by means of the two derees, 43 and 44, on page 12 and deree 47on page 13 of the mantra booklet.See Arhangel Mihael Guarding You and Cutting You Free279



The �rst one is a prayer to Arhangel Mihael and the guardian angels. It is alled \TravelingProtetion." When you give this deree with a heart �lled with gratitude to God's anointed protetorof his people for answering your every all, you visualize Arhangel Mihael guarding you in everydiretion, as the deree says.See him as he is depited in the artist's rendering shown in the slide on the sreen: enarmoredwith the invinible light of God oalesed as �ery yellow diamonds and blue sapphires. He alwayswields his sword of blue ame and he and his legions of blue lightning will ut you free from allburdens of this world, all additions and binding habits.Whatever you desire to be delivered of - if you really want to be free - pray fervently daily toArhangel Mihael and he will deliver you from the tempter and the toiler. If you want to quitsmoking or drinking or overeating, if you want to get drugs and rok musi out of your head andyour bones and your body, if you want to master time and spae and get your life in order so youan serve God better, just make the all to Arhangel Mihael.Visualize the magni�ent bejeweled sword of blue ame utting around you now, ashing blueame into the ause and ore of all demons and disarnates who would invade your temple, yourfamily or your household to enslave its members. See this beautiful, powerful, majesti Arhangelstanding before, behind, to the left, to the right, beneath, above, and in the enter of your formaompanied by limitless numbers of omforting angels of the First Ray proteting you, esortingyou wherever you go.This mantra is for your protetion as you move about the planet and even when you engage insoul travel (out of the body during sleep), transending the otaves as you journey to the etheriretreats of the Great White Brotherhood. You give it in the ar. You give it in the subway. Yougive it wherever you are in the air, on the sea, walking or running through the park. In fat, youtake the assettes that go with this mantra booklet and you play them on your headsets in airportsor while doing your yoga or aerobi exerises.We have reorded this deree with marhing drums in 4/4 time. So let's give it now with gusto.Lord Mihael before, Lord Mihael behind,Lord Mihael to the right, Lord Mihael to the left,Lord Mihael above, Lord Mihael below,Lord Mihael, Lord Mihael wherever I go!I AM his Love proteting here!I AM his Love proteting here!I AM his Love proteting here! (given 3x)As we have taught, simultaneous with your exerise of the spoken Word you always meditate onyour beloved I AM Presene in loving adoration. Visualize the answer to your all desending viamighty light rays from the heart of God. Beause the spoken Word is the power of reation youmust see taking plae before your eyes, as though projeted on a sreen in vivid olor and detail, theworded images you are thoughtfully verbalizing. And remember, it's hands upped resting on theknees, index �nger touhing the thumb, legs unrossed, feet at on the oor, and spines eret - thisis the orret posture you assume when you deree.When God (Elohim) reated heaven and earth the �at went forth: \Let there be light: and therewas light."27 This is the ommand to light spoken by the Creator. And this ommand his sons anddaughters on�rm on earth, as in heaven.27Gen. 1:3. 280



The spoken Word is the key. When you speak with the authority of your Father-Mother God,always in the name of the \I AM" Presene, your meditation and your visualization (harged withpure feelings and steady onentration) beome physial through your spoken deree. And this isthe God-intended goal for your life. You are alled the Son of man beause it is your destiny to beon earth a o-reator with Elohim. By the exerise of free will in aordane with his laws it is God'sdivine plan that you should draw down into the physial plane (i.e., to preipitate) all of the lightand higher onsiousness of heaven that you reeive from God in meditation.The proess of sealing the light in the physial atoms of the physial body and the planet an beaomplished only by the deree of the Word, the spoken Word, spoken with the authority of the IAM name. And it is through the sixteen-petaled throat hakra that the words you pronoune areempowered by your God Presene to preipitate the unformed into that whih is form.This is why mantras have been intoned in the East by the siene of sound for thousands ofyears. The mantra beomes the halie that holds the sared �re of God in the physial plane for theblessing of all life. The spoken prayer, deree, or mantra, the invoation or I AM aÆrmation shouldalways be given at the opening and the losing of your daily meditation or yoga.I hope these footsteps of Truth I have arved out for you on the road to the Inner Buddha willbeome your own footprints in the sands of time, that others following after you may also travel theroad that leads through the heart of the Inner Buddha to the I AM THAT I AM.[to be ontinued℄A workshop onduted by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare Propheton Wesak, Saturday, May 20, 1989, at the Whole Health Expo at the New York Sheraton CentreHotel, updated for print as this week's Pearl. Leture and Wesak address by Gautama Buddha whihfollowed are available on 3 audioassettes, 3 hr. 36 min., A89073, or 2 videoassettes, 3 hr. 39 min.,GP89018. Audio and video inlude supplemental teahing from the Messenger's stump letures onKuthumi's \I AM Light" deree and on Padma Sambhava's Golden Mantra, with instrution on themeaning of and mudra (hand position) that orresponds to eah syllable, and musial meditationson the Buddha and the Mother with nature senes of the Inner Retreat.
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Chapter 29Beloved Gautama Buddha - July 16, 1989Vol. 32 No. 29 - Beloved Gautama Buddha - July 16, 1989The Messenger Stumps New York2The Message of the Inner BuddhaLove Is the Liberating Power of AquariusWesak Address May 20, 1989Hail, O Light! I AM desended in my Dharmakaya into this plae even as I hold ounsel simul-taneously with my bhikkhus and devotees not only in the heart of the Himalayas but in every plaeupon earth where the individual does adore the God within.Thus I ome, thus I minister, and I AM the Lord of the World.Therefore, out of ompassion in this hour I speak to my own and to all people who are itizens ofplanet earth. It is an hour, beloved, when love and greater love as ompassion and Divine Love I wouldbestow to melt within you fear, doubt, ignorane, the louding of the mind, and the nonawarenessof the signs of the times.Love, therefore, omes, for love is the wisdom of the heart. And in this peae, in the peae of myPresene, I enfold you that you might know, beloved, the eternity of Life that is in your own ausalbody, that you might rise to dwell within that body of Light and that you might understand [that℄past, present, future ollapse as time and spae ollapse as you enter into the Presene of God withyou.Blessed ones, in this Presene you are delivered from the burdens of hoping for a better life in thefuture or remembering nostalgially the past. In this Presene, beloved, you are. You are Love, youare Wisdom, you are endowed with Power. And you know who is your Real Self. You know who isthe not-self. And you resolve to onquer that self and to be with me a mighty onqueror over sin,disease, and death.No matter what does transpire in the earth, I, Gautama, am with you. I am in the very heart ofhearts of those who love God and his will, who meditate upon his law day and night.1Whatever your religion or aÆliation, it matters not. But it matters, beloved, if you enter intofanatiism, into ondemnation of life and beome bound by the letter [of the Law℄ without the spirit.2Thus, love is the liberating power of Aquarius.1In His law doth he meditate day and night. Josh. 1:8; Ps. 1:2.2The letter killeth but the spirit giveth life. Rom. 2:29; 7:6; II Cor. 3:6.283



I all you Home. I all you home to my Shamballa of the East and of the West. I all you hometo the light of the universal yin and yang. I all you home, beloved, to inner balane; for you shallnot �nd it in the outer world or the outer self. You are weary of both. Therefore ome unto me, allye who labor and struggle with karma and I will give you the rest of the bliss of the hidden man ofthe heart that I AM THAT I AM.From my heart is a �ligree thread of Light [that goes out℄ to every individual upon this planet.And over that thread of ontat ows life and a nourishing of the divine spark, establishing onenessthrough my heart with the entire hierarhy of the Great White Brotherhood. For as the mantle ofLord of the World is upon me, so through my heart do you ontat Cosmi Beings, Elohim, theenter of the Great Central Sun until ye are able to do so through the development of your own hearthakra and the balane of the threefold ame therein of Power, Wisdom, and Love.I AM THAT I AM therefore the Inner Buddha within you, the rystal Buddha of the olor rays. Iensone myself now in eah and every one of your hakras that therein there might be the spinningof the Tao.And therefore let my Son Lao-tzu3 appear one again on earth. For, Lao-tzu, the earth has needof thee.Wilt thou, O my son, go forth one again lothed in esh and form, born of the Divine Mother,to arry one again the message of the eternal Tao?Wilt thou, my son, ome to the West where thou shalt be blest by the love of the bhikkhusgathered in the northern Rokies at the plae of the Western Shamballa?Wilt thou ome? For I have alled thee to unveil again the Middle Way and [to℄ bring all thebhikkhus not yet asended into the path of golden, shining illumination's ame [in order that theymay℄ enter Aquarius fully lothed with the violet ame loak of self-transformation.Wilt thou, O Lao-tzu?Beloved, it is indeed a question that I ask whose answer must be pondered not by my son alonebut by the Hierarhy of Light. For those hanges oming upon the earth, and severe hanges, must beonsidered not [only℄ by yourselves but by the Hierarhy of Light. And therefore many souls of Lightwho ould aelerate their path by a �nal inarnation are waiting in the wings in the etheri otavesto desend into form lest in so desending they should not survive the turmoil and the turbulene ofthe �nal deade of the entury, of the millennium, and of many thousands of years of yles.Twenty-�ve thousand eight hundred years I have awaited thy oming, beloved! And you also haveawaited your oming into this very embodiment when the doors should open [whereby you should℄enter the gates of the inner temple by the twelve gates of the twelve signs of the hierarhy of thezodia.Thus, understand the twelve gates as twelve paths of initiation. You have lived in many dark agesenslaved not alone to self, but for the karma of self-enslavement you have endured enslavement bythe tyrants of this world and mokery and perseutions and maimings and death.So that whih many have experiened even in this entury on this planet some of you haveesaped, some of you have not. For you were there in the Holoaust. You were there in prior wars.You have been there East and West. Aye, the sword of the fallen ones has fallen upon you in your3Lao-tzu: 6th entury b.. Chinese sage and mysti, traditionally aepted as the founder of Taoism and authorof the Tao-te Ching, one of the most sared sriptures of Taoism. The Tao-te Ching is said to be the most frequentlytranslated work next to the Bible and Taoism was a major inuene in Chinese thought until the Communist revolution.Lao-tzu is believed to have one met and spoken with Confuius. In Chinese, Tao means literally Way; it also denotesTeahing. In Taoism the term takes on a metaphysial meaning as the Absolute, the ine�able Reality, the FirstPriniple and soure of all being to whih all things ultimately return. The goal of Taoists is to beome one with theTao. 284



vulnerability, and that vulnerability being the failure to heed the law of God and the Inner Voie inpast inarnations.Many among you, almost all who are here this day, and many Lightbearers of the world did pleadbefore the Four and Twenty Elders and the Lords of Karma to enter this life to walk the straightand narrow path of the Buddhi vitory, the Christi light. Yet, beloved, those who should be yourteahers have not upheld the true alling within to present the Truth no matter what the ost. Andthus indotrinated one again as hildren, you have set forth on your quest as I did as Siddharthato disover the answers to life and to the profound meaning and ause of human su�ering that sooutrages the sensitive soul.You who feel and know world pain as well as the bliss of nirvana, you who are sensitive to elementallife and to all who su�er as well as to all who triumph, you, then, do have the makings of Buddhahood.I ome to say this Wesak 1989, the hour is long past. Do not postpone the day, for the hour is omeand now is when thy Teahers are lose at hand. And you shall know your Teahers4 as you areknown of them.Reeive, then, the Asended Masters. Reeive their teahings, beloved. For it is a moment when,as none other in these 25,800 years, you an aelerate and enter by the �ery oil the innermostpresene of the Inner Buddha and thy Holy Christ Self.As the yles are opened and the portals to the ity, let all take the siene of the spoken Word;for it does neessitate a giant leap, when the hour is so short, to ome under the wings of the holyangels and the I AM Presene. [And the siene of the spoken Word is the means to that leap.℄O blessed and most holy God, God Flame within, as Above, so below, let thy oneness be delared.O in thy in�nite mery, thou bodhisattva Kuan Yin, ome with thy mantle of Mother Flame meryand violet �re! Plae it upon eah one of these and all of this world who are the devotees of Love.A �ligree mantle of Light as light as a feather does fall upon you - mery's mantle, an insulationyou may wear with any other mantle, an insulation from the burdens and the harshness of life onthis planet.Many upon earth in this hour are hopeless. Thus our attention goes to those who would raise upfreedom in China5 - China long ago betrayed by the powers that be in this very nation, betrayed,then, to World Communism when freedom was her destiny.6 Blessed hearts, the powers that be inChina today do not intend to allow this youth to triumph and to win. Thus I plae my omfortame upon them in memory of the Anient of Days and the endowment of that ivilization with theame of illumination long, long ago.May your mantras and derees be for the binding of tyrants everywhere that the Buddha mightemerge. These tyrants, beloved, are not of the seed of the Sons of God but they are fallen angelsand betrayers of the Inner Buddha and the Inner Christ. And they strike and strike again and againwherever souls unite to delare the fundamental priniple of the path of the Buddha and the Christ,whih is freedom. And [these souls of Light united℄, they themselves do ring the bell of the Aquarianage and they say, \Thus far and no farther!" Yet, though the power of Hierarhy be with them, thepower of this world is not in their hands.Will you not, then, invoke the Arhangels and all hosts of Karttikeya,7 Sanat Kumara, for the4Thine eyes shall see thy teahers. Isa. 30:20, 21.5Demonstrations for freedom in China. [5℄6Betrayal of China. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, \The Abdiation of Ameria's Destiny," Part 2, 1988 PoW, vol.31 no. 23, pp. 181-85; Arhangel Gabriel, Mysteries of the Holy Grail, pp. 353-56, 357-61.7Sanat Kumara is revered in Hindu tradition as Karttikeya, the god of war, ommander-in-hief of the army of thegods. He is often depited holding a spear and riding on a peaok and is sometimes shown with twelve arms holdingweapons. Legends vary regarding his origin. Aording to one aount, he is the �rstborn son of Shiva and Parvati;in another, he was fostered by the six visible stars of the Pleiades and thus is depited with six heads.285



deliverane of youth and those of all ages in every nation to overome tyranny and bigotry andenslavement in every form? Unless freedom triumph, beloved, the Aquarian age annot be and shallnot be an age of the God of Gold, a golden age of enlightenment.Freedom is always hard won, as is true illumination. Therefore the Buddhas and the bodhisattvashave raised up the kindling �re of the rown; and we bring our rown hakras as we walk, almostphysial, through the earth this day, those Buddhas in heaven and all of their disiples. And the �reof our rown hakras is as the �re of a andle and we make ourselves �ery andles walking, walkingthrough the earth.I bid you, then, take the tape of derees on the Seond Ray of illumination that we have alledfor and that is now manifest8 and [I also bid you,℄ as a messenger of the Eightfold Path and of theInner Buddha and of the Holy Christ Self, vow to arry that ame of wisdom, of illumination (whihis [of℄ wise dominion and of illumined ation). Messengers are ye all of the Middle Way, tetheringnot to the right or to the left of the world's various isms but knowing that Truth is above them all.I AM in thy heart, beloved. Fear not. Fear not, for I AM with thee. I AM thy Father, thy Brother,thy Son. I AM thy Husband. I AM the Lover of thy soul. I AM so very lose to my own. Do notextend distane between your self and mine but speak to me eah day as a friend you entertain andwho entertains you along the way. For thus the Lord of the World is not elevated above his subjetsbut is the servant of all.9I keep the Flame of Shamballa until you have the mastery to go there out of the body, to ommunein higher otaves, to arrive at the retreats of the Asended Masters. I keep for you the threefoldame of the heart until it does expand.Yet those of you who follow the Asended Masters and those of you who have just learned of theirpresene so near, I say, do not be fooled by the very proess of the reasoning mind that does say, \Iam a hela of the Asended Masters. I am seure." Thus you will make the mistake of an anientdisiple and not attain to the inner mind.It is true, beloved. Not an Asended Master or the Inner Buddha or the Holy Christ Self or theI AM Presene an attain this vitory for you! It is not possible. This is the message of the hour,to work out your own nirvana, your own salvation, with that fear and trembling before the law ofGod, before the signs of the times, before your karma - understanding that it will take all of yourlife and your loving, all of your determination and your willing to aÆrm, in the siene of the spokenWord, mantras of the East and the dynami derees that Saint Germain has introdued to the West.All of the Hierarhy of Light does sponsor this and it is the swift and sudden desent of your I AMPresene! It is the shortest distane between two points.Thus, with all of thy disiplines and all of thy getting of the knowledge of the Path, do not exludethe daily reitation of the mantra and the giving of the devotion. [This ritual℄ does weave the lightby the power of your spoken Word and your hakras and thereby [you do℄ establish strong ordsof light from your hakras whih bind you to the in�nite and lear the pathway through the astraldebris to the higher otaves whene you desended with your twin ame!Be not afraid to give your life to the Vitory, for thereby you shall have everlasting Life. Do notfear to fae the future or what is oming upon the earth, but take heed to be in preparedness, aswe have told you. For when you are in the physial body you are subjet to physial onditions.Therefore, if you go out in subzero weather, you may take old or pneumonia unless you are one ofthe few yogis in the high Himalayas who may sit [naked℄ in the ie and snow untouhed.Remember, you are subjet to the fores of this world, to the hemistry, to the poisons, to thediseases, to all of the threatening woes and that whih is delivered as karma of the earth through the8Illumination tape. 1989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 22, p. 250 n. 1.9Servant of all. Matt. 20:25-28; 23:11; Mark 9:35; 10:42-45.286



Four Horsemen of the Apoalypse. Understand this, beloved, and do not onfuse by your metaphysisthe absolute God-Reality of your Higher Self with the mutable lower self as so many in the past havedone in their [self-℄idolatry. And therefore they have not met the hallenges of the times beause theyhave refused to bend the knee to aknowledge the laws that govern the time-and-spae manifestation,the Nirmanakaya.To be master over time and spae means that you must obey the laws governing the health andsurvivability of the body and the mind and the psyhe within this otave. To be an instrument anda rystal halie for the higher Light you must take are of this lesser vehile.The hallenges [being℄ faed by this planet, the hallenges that you will fae, beloved, require asteeling of the mind and [of℄ one's inner resoures, then, a preparation for the return of that karma[whih is℄ beoming more and more physial.You have thought that that karma desends perhaps from a entury or two thousand years. ButI, Gautama, tell you that it desends from 25,800 years of ontinuous inarnations by yourself. Thatwhih has not been balaned by you in that period is the [karmi℄ baggage you bear for these ylingsof the earth in the preession of the equinoxes.Thus you see, if the righteous be sarely saved, where shall the sinner and the ungodly appear?10It is the noble Son Saint Germain who has given his ausal body and his life that you might have inyour hands this day the gift of the violet ame. By alling forth that violet ame daily, you, then,may transmute that karma residual that has been the aumulation of this yle of osmi historyof your soul's evolution.The more karma you balane and do so quikly by this dynami dereeing to the violet ame, themore you will help the planet and the more you will derease your vulnerability to that returningpersonal and planetary karma whih shall aelerate in the twelve years hene from this hour, fromEaster past, and from the auspiious date of April 23, 1989, as April 23, 1969, was the ommenementof the return of mankind's karma.11 These yles, beloved, do intensify and it is beause the Lightdoes intensify.If you, therefore, by spiritual exerise, by the use of the spoken Word and the Work of the LORD,will inrease the Light in your [body℄ temple and literally enter the ruby �re for the exorism ofthose invaders of your temple who are not of the Light, you will �nd that the Light within you willhold the balane for many upon earth who may be swept away by the tide of personal and planetarykarma. This is the life of the bodhisattva - to bear the burden of the many as well as [of℄ oneself, totransmute the lesser self while bearing the ross, the ross of the meeting of the way of the Tao inthe very heart of life.I ounsel you, then, as you shall see me now and as you shall see me when you draw your last breathin this life, that you spend all the remaining hours allotted to you, aside from the responsibilities oflivelihood and family, in the giving and o�ering of praise to God and [in℄ the invoation of his Lightthat you might be a Light to the nations.That you might learn the lesson of overoming as taught in the story of the \Spade Sage" - thatwhen you do onquer self [and℄ the desire and greed [for℄ an unneessary livelihood in plae of thePath, that onquering of self is the internalization of the Word, the eternal Logos that I AM THATI AM[ - is my prayer. This internalization of the Word is℄ the internalization of the Buddha wherebyyou are known as the Buddha, [it is℄ the internalization of the Christ whereby you are known as theChrist.And this vitory over self is the fusion of the permeable self, the soul, with the permanent Self whois the Lord of Life. And in that oneness, beloved, there does ome upon you the Spirit of God, the10If the righteous sarely be saved. I Pet. 4:17-19.11Dark Cyles of the return of mankind's karma. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 19, pp. 205-6, 215 n. 6.287



Holy Spirit. And thereafter the one and the thousands will know that beause you have onqueredself they also may onquer self and enter in [to the Holy of Holies of their own God Presene℄.Therefore, when the pull of the esh and of this world and the lower desire body would takeyou apart from the Middle Way, I say remember [the℄ many lifetimes you have spent in a state ofnonresistane to the lower self. Let it be a turnaround in this hour of Wesak, for my ausal body isupon you and with you to strengthen you! It is an hour when you an appropriate my mantle andmove on.And therefore, inasmuh as you have ample experiene of allowing the pulls of this world to takeyou from your First Love - your very First Love, who is your I AM Presene and your beloved twiname - why not experiment and see where the determination to go up, up, up in the desire of thyspirit to soar sunward and enter the I AM THAT I AM [will take you℄? Let eah day be that deisionreinfored until the momentum is the momentum of Herules, of Amazonia, of Elohim, of CosmiBeings!May you hith your wagon to the star of that I AM Presene and move on. For, beloved, everyaÆrmation of the \I AM THAT I AM the Buddha in the way, I AM THAT I AM the Christ in theway" is the building of momentum. And you �nd that the momentum beomes the Holy Spirit inyour sails and in your wings, and you are propelled by your prior good works and by that momentumof your very ausal body.This is the easy way, but the way of the toilers is the hard way of Death and Hell and self-annihilation. It is far more diÆult, beloved, to hoose the path of annihilation than it is to hoosethe path of Light. Yet in this world it has beome reversed. I say, it is not so.Therefore on this day of Wesak I ome. It is with a message of enouragement to all who mourn,and they mourn beause of their aeptane of their inomplete awareness of self. They mournbeause they are in a state of ignorane.Let there be Light! Let the Light of the Buddha now expand from within your heart until you feela physial heat melting the ignorane, the avarie, the unmeriful heart, and all those things thatblok the ow of Divine Love from you! In the fullness of this meditation I bestow upon you a haloof Light, eah one. My angels guard you [together℄ with the angels of the Seven Arhangels.There is a �re in the mountain of God. May you meditate upon that �re, beome it, enter themountain, and transend all stages of nonexistene until you beome in God the self-existent one.Think upon this. Your I AM Presene is the self-existent one, the full God Presene. When oneday in the highest otaves you shall have realized the allness of God as Above, so below, you shallknow the meaning also from Christhood to Buddhahood to Godhood. This is your destiny, beloved.Let none, no thing, no fore, no subtle deeption, no reature great or small take from you that FirstLove, your daily devotions, and all that you must aomplish to beome as we are.We are your elder brothers and sisters on the Path. To you who have ome from near and far,I, Gautama, shall be present with you to answer your unanswered questions, to tell you that whihannot be spoken in a publi plae, to lead you and to guide you. Therefore fast and pray that youmight hear my word and know that whih is your assignment that will bring about the hour of yourVitory.Until that hour, then, you are overshadowed by the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood.It is yours to appropriate our Power, Wisdom, and Love, to all it forth, to apply it, to diret it forthe healing of soiety and self.All the world is thy patient, beloved, for there is none saved unless the whole is saved. O mybhikkhus, save thyself that thou mayest save a billion souls and more! For the Light is equal to it!The Light shall perform it! The Light shall do it! The Light is thy God-Reality.288



[Congregation intones the mantras with Gautama Buddha:℄Om Om OmOm Mani Padme Hum Om Mani Padme HumOm Mani Padme HumThis ditation by Gautama Buddha was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Wesak, Saturday, May 20, 1989, 5:19-5:58 p.m. EDT, at theWhole Health Expo at the New York Sheraton Centre Hotel. Prior to the ditation the Messengeronduted a workshop on \The Message of the Inner Buddha." [N.B. Braketed material denoteswords unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Gautama Buddha'sdiretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearlsof Wisdom.
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Chapter 30Elizabeth Clare Prophet - July 23, 1989Vol. 32 No. 30 - Elizabeth Clare Prophet - July 23, 1989The Messenger Stumps New York3The Message of the Inner Buddha\Some Will Understand"Wesak Leture May 20, 1989ShamballaRetreat of the Lord of the WorldShamballa is the anient home of Sanat Kumara and Gautama Buddha. It was originally built forSanat Kumara, hierarh of Venus, who long ago ame to Earth in her darkest hour when all light hadgone out in her evolutions, for there was not a single individual on the planet who gave adoration tothe God Presene or the Inner Buddha.1Sanat Kumara, aompanied by a band of 144,000 souls of Light, volunteered to keep the ameof Life on behalf of Earth's people. This they vowed to do until the hildren of God, who had beenturned away from their �rst love by fallen angels, would respond to the love of God and turn oneagain to serve their Mighty I AM Presene.Four hundred who formed the avant-garde went before Sanat Kumara to build on an island inthe Gobi Sea (where the Gobi Desert now is2) the magni�ent retreat that was to beome for alltime the legendary Shamballa. This retreat, one physial, was withdrawn to the etheri otave, orheaven-world, in subsequent dark ages.Gautama Buddha was the �rst initiate to serve under Sanat Kumara, hene the one hosen to1For the full story of Sanat Kumara's oming to Earth and his teahings on the Path of the Ruby Ray, see SanatKumara On the Path of the Ruby Ray: The Opening of the Seventh Seal. This newly released hardbound Volume Iof the 1979 Pearls of Wisdom ontains the landmark 36-part series ditated to the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophetby Sanat Kumara, with invaluable teahing on: the siene of the soul's aeleration unto God through the initiationson the Path of the Ruby Ray - sari�e, surrender, selessness, and servie; the mysteries written in Ezekiel andRevelation, suh as the Son of Man, the indwelling Christ, the Everlasting Gospel, the marriage of the Lamb and theLamb's wife, the Woman and her seed, the Two Witnesses, and the great tribulation; the seven initiations of the saintswho follow the Lamb (Guru); and the LORD's Ritual of Exorism. The Pearls also inlude the white-�re/blue-�resun meditation for the union of twin ames, detailed harts and diagrams depiting the initiations of the Path of theRuby Ray on the Cosmi Clok, a 7-page index of sripture and 25-page subjet index. Dust jaket: front over,artist's portrait of Sanat Kumara; bak over, photo portrait of the Messenger. Volume I inludes a portrait of SanatKumara, Viar of Christ photograph of the Messenger with shepherd's rook, and olor Chart of Your Divine Self.2The Gobi Desert, loated in entral Asia, extends aross southeast Mongolia and north entral China.291



sueed him in the oÆe of Lord of the World. On January 1, 1956, Sanat Kumara plaed his mantleon Lord Gautama, whereupon the Chela par exellene of the Great Guru also beame the hierarhof Shamballa. Sanat Kumara, retaining the title of Regent Lord of the World, returned to Venus andto his twin ame, Lady Master Venus, who had kept the home �res burning during his long exile.There he ontinued his servie with the Great White Brotherhood and the advaned evolutions ofhis home star on behalf of planet Earth.In a ditation delivered on May 25, 1975, Lady Master Venus announed that as Sanat Kumarahad kept the ame for Earth, now she had ome to \tarry for a time on Terra" to \dediate anewthe �res of the Mother." She said, \I release a �ery momentum of onsiousness to arrest all spiralsthat would take from humanity the fullness of their divinity. . . . See how mankind respond to theame of the Mother as they responded to the light of Sanat Kumara."On New Year's Eve 1976 Gautama Buddha prophesied the future transfer of the fore�eld of hisretreat to Ameria. He said Ameria \is indeed the plae where all shall return to the ause and oreof [the℄ Dharma ([i.e.,℄ the Teahing) and the Sangha. For here we will transfer Shamballa, here wewill transfer that City of Light one day. [But for℄ now it will be the implementation of a seondaryfore�eld, the Omega aspet of Shamballa, as the Alpha aspet remains positioned where it is."On July 4, 1977, Sanat Kumara said thatthe Cosmi Counil and the Lords of Karma have granted and dereed that I might be allowed totarry on Earth, in Earth, for ertain yles of manifestation for the absolute return of freedom intothe hearts of the Lightbearers of Earth. . . .I plae my body as a living altar in the midst of the people Israel,3 and in that body temple isthe original blueprint, the [soul℄ design for every son and daughter of God and the hildren of Godwho have ome forth. For it is the desire of the Cosmi Virgin that none of her hildren should belost, none of her sons and daughters.And thus I join the Lady Master Venus, who has been tarrying with you these many months; andwe together, fousing our twin ames in the Holy City, will stand for the triumph of that Communityof the Holy Spirit that must be manifest as the key to the release of Light4 in this age.In a ditation given July 4, 1978, Sanat Kumara told us he was manifesting that night in thephysial spetrum \and I am anhoring in this very earth plane the full weight and momentum ofmy oÆe as the Anient of Days,5 suh as I have not done sine our oming to the Plae Preparedat Shamballa."In 1981 Gautama established his Western Shamballa over \the Heart" of what his devotees allthe \Inner Retreat." On April 18, he said, \From Shamballa I ar a light. I would establish theground of the Anient of Days. . . . In this hour I ontemplate - note it well - the aring of the ameof Shamballa to the Inner Retreat as the Western abode of the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas6 andthe Bodhisattvas-to-be who are the devotees of the Mother light."So the 'yang' presene of Gautama Buddha remains at that point of Shamballa in the East in the3The term Israel applies to the olletive body of the bearers of the Christi seed and Christ onsiousness who havedesended from Sanat Kumara and not exlusively to the Jewish people. The Asended Masters teah that those whoare of the I AM THAT I AM have embodied in all raes, kindreds, and nations. The term Israelite means, esoterially,\he who Is Real in the Mighty I AM Presene." In Hebrew, Israel means \he will rule as God" or \prevailing withGod."4the God onsiousness of the I AM Presene and the Christ onsiousness of the Holy Christ Self5This appellation, \Anient of Days," is the title of Sanat Kumara, with whom the prophet Daniel was wellaquainted (Dan. 7:9, 13, 22).6Bodhisattva, literally a \being of bodhi, or enlightenment," \a being destined for enlightenment," or \one whoseenergy and power is direted toward enlightenment": one who is destined to beome a Buddha but has foregone thebliss of nirvana with a vow to attempt to save every Lightbearer on earth. In the Mahayana shool of Buddhism,beoming a Bodhisattva is the goal of the Path. 292



etheri otave over the Gobi Desert and his 'yin' presene is in the West in the etheri otave overthe Gallatin Range in the Northern Rokies foused at the Heart of the Inner Retreat.Our summer onferenes are held here in this beautiful island valley on the 33,000-are RoyalTeton Ranh in southwestern Montana. This is the \Plae Prepared"7 for the return of the ame ofShamballa in the Aquarian age, truly the \Plae of Great Enounters" where helas return to \theHeart" of their Great Guru, Sanat Kumara. This is that plae whih the disiples of the Lord of theWorld have seured through this ativity of the Great White Brotherhood that I represent.Bordering on Yellowstone Park, this athedral of nature is the physial oordinate of the Westernetheri retreat of the Lord of the World. Here we ontemplate the mysteries of the Inner Buddhaand the Inner Christ and lend our threefold ames to anhor in this hemisphere the fore�eld ofShamballa.The kingdom of Shamballa plays a entral role in Tibetan Buddhism. Author Edwin Bernbaumwrites that the sared texts of the Tibetans speak of Shamballa asa mystial kingdom hidden behind snow peaks somewhere north of Tibet. There a line of en-lightened kings is supposed to be guarding the most seret teahings of Buddhism for a time whenall truth in the world outside is lost in war and the lust for power and wealth. Then, aording toprophey, a future King of Shambhala will ome out with a great army to destroy the fores of eviland bring in a golden age. Under his enlightened rule, the world will beome, at last, a plae ofpeae and plenty, �lled with the rihes of wisdom and ompassion.The texts add that a long and mystial journey aross a wilderness of deserts and mountainsleads to Shambhala. Whoever manages to reah this distant santuary, having overome numeroushardships and obstales along the way, will �nd there a seret teahing that will enable him to mastertime and liberate himself from its bondage. The texts warn, however, that only those who are alledand have the neessary spiritual preparation will be able to get to Shambhala; others will �nd onlyblinding storms and empty mountains - or even death. . . .In addition to desribing the kingdom in great detail, Tibetan texts give a mythial history ofShambhala that begins with the historial Buddha, Siddhartha Gautama. . . . Aording to thesetexts, just before the Buddha passed away he taught the Kalahakra Tantra to Suhandra, the �rstimportant king of Shambhala. Suhandra, who had ome to India for this instrution, took theteahing bak to his kingdom north of the Himalayas and wrote it down. A line of six kings issupposed to have sueeded him, followed by a seond line that will total twenty-�ve, preserving andteahing the Kalahakra in Shambhala. Eah king is said to live for a hundred years and to be theinarnation of a partiular bodhisattva found in the Tibetan pantheon. Aording to prophey, theseond line of kings, known as kulikas, will ulminate in Rudra Chakrin, the Wrathful One with theWheel, who will ome out of Shambhala to defeat the fores of evil. . . .Tibetans believe Shambhala still exists today as an earthly paradise from whih will issue thegolden age of the future. The Dalai Lama, the exiled ruler of Tibet, feels that the kingdom has amaterial existene in this world, but that one must reah an advaned level of spiritual attainmentto �nd or reognize it. Other Tibetans see reent events, in partiular the destrution of muh ofBuddhism in Tibet and elsewhere in Asia, as indiations that the future king of Shambhala will soonome out of his hidden santuary to defeat the fores of materialism and establish a golden age ofspirituality. . . .An old story tells of a young man who sets o� in searh of the mythial kingdom. After rossingmany mountains, he omes to the ave of an old hermit, who asks where he is going. \To �ndShambhala," the young man replies. \Ah! Well then, you need not travel far," the hermit says.\The kingdom of Shambhala is in your heart." As the story suggests, for many Tibetans Shambhalalies hidden as a state of mind that must be awakened so that the kingdom an be found in the world7Rev. 12:6. 293



outside.8Maitreya's Mystery ShoolAt the same time that Gautama Buddha beame Lord of the World and hierarh of Shamballa,promotions in hierarhy ame to Lord Maitreya, who assumed Gautama's position of Cosmi Christand Planetary Buddha, and to the Masters Jesus and Kuthumi, who jointly �lled the vaany in theoÆe of World Teaher left by Maitreya.Coming for the ful�llment of the eternal ame of Shamballa on May 31, 1984, Jesus announed ina ditation delivered in the Heart of the Inner Retreat that his Guru, Lord Maitreya, was dediatingthis Heart of the Inner Retreat and this entire property as the Mystery Shool of Maitreya in thisage. . . .I would tell you of our great joy and of the meaning of the seuring of this plae for the MysteryShool. You realize that the Mystery Shool of Maitreya was alled the Garden of Eden. All of theAsended Masters' endeavors and the shools of the Himalayas of the enturies have been to the endthat this might our from the etheri otave unto the physial - that the Mystery Shool mightone again reeive the souls of Light who have gone forth therefrom, who are now ready to return,to submit, to bend the knee before the Cosmi Christ - my own blessed Father, Guru, Teaher, andFriend.Beloved hearts, the realization of this God-goal and the willingness of Maitreya to aept thisativity and Messenger and students in sared trust to keep the ame of the Mystery Shool doestherefore gain for planet Earth and her evolutions a dispensation from the hierarhies of the CentralSun. For, you see, when there is about to beome physial through dispensation of the Cosmi Christthe renewal of the open door whereby souls - as students of Light who apprentie themselves to theCosmi Christ - may ome and go from the planes of earth to the planes of heaven and bak again,this is the open door of the oming of the golden age. This is the open door of the pathway of Eastand West, of the Bodhisattvas and the disiples.This being so, the planetary body, therefore, has gained a new status midst all of the planetarybodies, midst all of the evolutionary homes. For one again it may be said that Maitreya is physiallypresent, not as it was in the �rst Eden but by the extension of ourselves in form through the Messengerand the Keepers of the Flame. And as you have been told, this mighty phenomenon of the ages doespreede the stepping through the veil of the Asended Masters - seeing fae to fae their studentsand their students beholding them.The Retreat of the Divine Mother over the Royal Teton RanhOn Deember 15, 1985, Sanat Kumara announed the opening of the door of the Temple of theDivine Mother in her retreat in the etheri otave over the entire area of the Royal Teton Ranh.Rejoiing in the unveiling of this vast enter of Light above that \Plae Prepared," the Regent Lordof the World said:The Mother has waited long for the oming of the Buddha out of the heart of Shamballa. Shehas waited long for your oming. And she does hold the balane of anient ivilizations that haveourred, both on Lemuria and Atlantis and those long forgotten upon this ontinent as well as inother areas of the earth.This great and vast temple of Light, beloved, has been prepared over aeons. It is the plae of thegathering of the ulture of all nations and peoples. It is the plae of the drawing together of manylifewaves. Therefore minister to them, understand them, feed them the teahings of the path of theirown [soul's℄ resolution, their own [soul's℄ alling, and their own [soul's℄ tradition.In the heart of Lady Venus, who keeps the ame of Mother Earth with you, the ame of the Divine8Edwin Bernbaum, The Way to Shambhala (Garden City, N.Y.: Anhor Press/Doubleday, 1980), pp. 4-5; EdwinBernbaum, \The Hidden Kingdom of Shambhala," Natural History 92, no. 4 (April 1983): 55-56, 59, 62.294



Mother of Love does abide. Thus Venus, initiator with the Holy Kumaras of [your souls on℄ the Pathof the Ruby Ray, does position herself in this hour in the [etheri℄ Retreat of the Divine Mother overthis Ranh, aring her heart's love to the retreats of the earth, to the Goddess of Liberty, and toevery soul who must journey there.Gautama BuddhaKeeper of the Threefold Flame in the Hearts of Earth's EvolutionsSpeaking of the great servie Lord Gautama renders to all life in his oÆe as Lord of the World,Maitreya said on January 1, 1986:The Lord of the World does sustain the threefold ame in the evolutions of Earth by a �ligreelight extending from his heart. This, then, is the bypassing of the individual's karma whereby thereis so muh blakness around the heart that the spiritual arteries or the rystal ord have been uto�.The omparison of this is seen when the arteries in the physial body beome so logged withdebris that the area of the ow of blood beomes greatly diminished until it beomes a point ofinsuÆieny and the heart an no longer sustain life. This is omparable to what has happened onthe astral plane.So Sanat Kumara ame to Earth to keep the ame of Life. And so does Gautama Buddha keepthis threefold ame at Shamballa and [he℄ is a part of every living heart. Therefore, as the disipleapproahes the path he understands that its goal is to ome to the plae where the threefold ame isdeveloped enough here below [within his own heart℄ that indeed, with or without the �ligree threadfrom the heart of Gautama Buddha, he is able to sustain life and soul and onsiousness and theinitiati path.Beloved ones, this step in itself is an aomplishment whih few upon this planet have attained to.You have no idea how you would feel or be or behave if Gautama Buddha withdrew [from you℄ thatsupport of the �ligree thread and the momentum of his own heartbeat and threefold ame. Mostpeople, espeially the youth, do not take into onsideration what is [the soure of℄ the life that theyexperiene in exuberane and joy.Of this gift, Gautama himself had said on Deember 31, 1983:I am very observant. I observe [you℄ by the ontat of my ame through the thread-ontat [Imaintain℄ to the threefold ame of your heart - sustaining it [as I do℄ until you pass from the seat-of-the-soul hakra to the very heart of hearts [the seret hamber of the heart℄ and you yourself areable by attainment to sustain that ame [and its℄ burning in this otave.Did anyone here ever reall himself igniting his own threefold ame at birth? Has anyone hereever remembered tending [its℄ �re or keeping it burning? Beloved hearts, reognize that ats of loveand valor and honor and selessness surely ontribute to this ame. But a higher power and a highersoure does keep that ame until you yourself are one with that higher power - your own Christ Self.Therefore all reeive the boost of my heart ame and impetus. And as that light passes throughme from the Godhead, I, therefore, pereive many things [about you and your everyday life℄ that youmight think beyond mention or notie of a Lord of the World who must be, indeed, very busy.Well, indeed, I am! But I am never too busy to notie the elements of the Path presented byparents and in families and ommunities and in the shoolrooms of life everywhere. For I make it mybusiness to see to it that some element of the path of initiation, moving toward the heart of Jesusand Maitreya, is a part of the life of every growing hild.On Marh 31, 1988, Sanat Kumara said:I have ome to you, beloved, beause you have need of me; and I quiken your memory, for youmay reall that when we did leave our home star, Venus, I did make that promise to all who would295



keep my ame: \I will ome when you need me even though you know not that you have need ofme."Referring to the Retreat of the Divine Mother, where Lady Venus keeps the ame of Mother Earthand from whih she ars her ame of love to the etheri retreats of the Great White Brotherhoodthroughout the world, Sanat Kumara ontinued:I stand therefore at the gate of the ity, this City Foursquare, beloved, and I shall plae and retainmy Eletroni Presene here for the alignment and realignment of yourselves with my Son GautamaBuddha, with my Son Maitreya, with [my Sons℄ Jesus and Kuthumi. . . .May you have the vision, then, of so many Lightbearers and souls who yet require the quikening;and may you know that as you are quikened through our Holy Communion, so in you there is aheart of �re that an be a signal, mountain to mountain, aross the hains of the ranges of the earthuntil all on earth who one knew me as Sanat Kumara shall know that again the �re is kindled andthat I am in my retreat. For this is the Western Shamballa, oordinate of the plae one prepared forme and all of us. Thus, out of the East and unto the West we ful�ll the whole alling of our oming.When you sit in meditation in the Heart of the Inner Retreat, you �nd yourself transported intothe otaves of Light. By your soul's attunement with the Inner Buddha you ontat Lord Gautamaand then Sanat Kumara and you an sense, or even see, if your spiritual sight is opened, the starrybodies of the Bodhisattvas in what Buddhists all the Tushita heaven, or what the Asended Mastersall the etheri otave. You join them as they meditate in a diamond formation around the EletroniPresene of the Lord of the World, who is seated on his sapphire-blue lotus throne in the WesternShamballa.Yesterday I left the Inner Retreat to desend six thousand feet to New York. I ame from a springblizzard in the mountains near Eletri Peak that whitened everything in sight. The magni�enttrees and the landsape were overed with a moist snow linging to every branh and twig untilI thought I was in a fairyland of Nature's kingdom. The blue sky, the piering rays of the dawnenlivening Mol Heron Creek and revealing a billion sparkling rystals everywhere - it was at one asend-o� for the New York stump9 and the sending of my soul into realms of Light forgotten.And so from this white �re ore of the Western Shamballa I bring you the Divine Mother's devotionto the Buddha; I bring you the radiation of this land of light and whiteness that spills over into thephysial Plae Prepared. For it is truly the plae that has been prepared for thousands of years forthis hour's ulmination of the many yles of our souls' evolution. The Plae Prepared is the pointof the soul's enounter with Shamballa by way of Maitreya's Mystery Shool - by way of the Heartof the Lord of the World.I am grateful for your presene here so that together we may provide the halie to reeive theWesak ditation of Gautama Buddha. Some of you have journeyed aross Ameria and from Europejust to be here for this oasion. I am heartened by your dediation to our preious Gautama and Iknow that you have responded diretly to his heart's all.In addition, I am espeially happy to be with you so that I an orret the age-old misoneptionsonerning the Inner Buddha and the Inner Christ, whih we �nd in both the East and the West.Suh misapprehensions of the Law of the One that have divided those of every faith must be takenup by us. We must know, for our God desires us to know, who is Buddha, who is Christ, who arewe, and what is the power of the divine spark of onsiousness that God gave us to ignite our ownGod potential.The Temptation of Gautama:9stump (verb): to travel over a region making politial speehes or supporting a ause. To go on the stump, totake the stump: to go about the ountry or before the publi as a politial speaker or an advoate of a ause. In earlyusage, one of the meanings of the noun stump was the stump of a large felled tree used as a stand or platform for aspeaker; hene, a plae or an oasion of politial oratory.296



To Be or Not to Be the BuddhaFor those who have never been told the old, old story of Gautama and his supreme love forhumanity, and for those who do not remember their souls' anient love for the preious Buddha, letme tell you of both.Our Lord was born Siddhartha Gautama in northern India around 563 b.. on the day of the fullmoon in the month of Wesak. He was the son of the head of the Shakya lan and a member of theKshatriya, or warrior and ruler, aste.On the �fth day following his birth 108 Brahmins were invited to a name-giving eremony at thepalae. The king summoned eight of the most learned among them to read the hild's destiny byinterpreting his bodily marks and physial harateristis. Seven agreed that if he remained at home,he would beome a universal king, unifying India, but that if he left, he would beome a Buddha andremove the veil of ignorane from the world. The eighth Brahmin delared that he would de�nitelybeome a Buddha, renouning the world after seeing four signs - an old man, a diseased man, a deadman, and a holy man.The hild was named Siddhartha, whih means \One Whose Aim Is Ful�lled." One whose aim isful�lled! Let us also laim it by the power of the I AM name. Let us know that we will ful�ll our�ery destiny in this life in the name of our own Inner Buddha and Inner Christ. Let us say together:I AM the One whose aim is ful�lled![Audiene aÆrms with the Messenger:℄I AM the One whose aim is ful�lled!I AM the One whose aim is ful�lled!I AM the One whose aim is ful�lled!When you say, \I AM," the �rst person of the verb to be, you are saying the name of God. It isin one sense the Western equivalent of the Eastern Om. By the name of God you give power to youraÆrmation and it is ful�lled aording to the law of God. And so if you say, \I am sik, I am unhappy,I am in want," and all those negatives people heap upon their heads as ashes of self-mourning, youwill also ful�ll that deree beause you are the arbiter of your destiny. You have free will and youan o-reate with God, using his name, I AM, to qualify his light/energy/onsiousness for good orfor ill.And so the king, onerned about the Brahmins' preditions and the possibility of losing hisheir, did all he ould to shelter his son from any ontat with pain, su�ering, sikness and death.He surrounded him with every oneivable luxury, inluding thousands of daning girls and threepalaes. At sixteen Siddhartha married and ontinued his prinely existene, but despite his father'se�orts he was restless and dissatis�ed.He ame to the turning point in his life when he was twenty-nine. On four journeys he saw thefour signs: a derepit old man leaning on a sta�, a pitiful man raked with disease lying on theground, a orpse, and �nally a yellow-robed monk with shaved head and a begging bowl.Moved with ompassion by the �rst three sights, Siddhartha realized for the �rst time in hislife that earthly existene was subjet to old age, disease, and death. The fourth sight signaled tohim the possibility of an alternative to suumbing to the human ondition. Inspired by one man'srenuniation, one man's holiness, Siddhartha was determined to disover the ause and the ure forhuman su�ering.After he returned from his fourth journey, he left his wife and newborn son in the night to takeup the path of a wandering aseti. He exited the world he knew to enter a world he knew not. TheBuddha-to-be went in searh of the most learned Hindu sages of the day and soon mastered all theyhad to teah him. His soul yet unful�lled, he set o� on his own. He settled in a wooded grove near297



the village of Uruvela and with a group of �ve asetis pratied severe austerities for almost sixyears.During this period of intense striving, Mara, the Evil One, approahed the Bodhisattva, tryingto �nd a way to dissuade him from pursuing the road to Buddhahood. As Gautama beame moreand more lean and haggard from his sari�ial life, Mara taunted him with the words: \Why do youstruggle? Hard is struggle, hard to struggle all the time."10 This is the story of their enounter asreorded in the Lalitavistara Sutra:O monks, during the six years that the Bodhisattva pratied austerities, the demon Papiyanfollowed behind him step by step, seeking an opportunity to harm him. But he found no opportunitywhatsoever and went away disouraged and disontent.Conerning this it is said:There in the pleasant forests and woods, among thikets lush with vines, to the east of Uruvilvawhere the Nairanjana river ows, Namui [Mara℄ approahes the one who applies himself to renun-iation, striving zealously for perfetion, �rm in his valor.Namui approahes, speaking sweetly: \Sakya son, arise! What need have you to weary yourself?Life is most valuable for the living; in living, you will pratie the Dharma. The living an at in suha way that their deeds do not bring sorrow. You are weak, disolored, defeated; death approahes -death whih has a thousand parts while life has only one.\Great merit omes from giving alms and making �re o�erings when one an. What an you doby renuniation? Sorrowful is the path to renuniation, diÆult the submission of the mind." . . .The Bodhisattva replies to Mara: \Papiyan, ally of those gone mad, you have ome out of self-interest alone. You have not the slightest onern for my merit. O Mara, whoever is truly interestedin virtue would speak like this:\'I do not think of immortality, for life assuredly has death as its end. Yet I will not turn bakfor I am pratiing brahmaarya.' . . .\ . . . I abide with purpose, e�ort, and ontemplation, and beause I dwell like this, I have obtainedhigher pereptions and feelings. I have no onern for my body or life. See the pureness of my rigor!Firm in my purpose and e�ort, I have wisdom as well. In this whole world I see no one who ouldmove me from my endeavor!\Death whih steals the vital breath is better than a miserable life in the town. Death in ombatis better than the life of the vanquished. Though he takes no pride in the vitory, only the hero anonquer an army. The timid do not sueed.\Soon, Mara, I will overome you. . . .\ . . .My wisdom will destroy your army, as water destroys the unbaked vessel of lay. I will atwith understanding, for my mind is established in mindfulness, and I have meditated well on wisdom.But your mind is set on wikedness; so what an you aomplish?"At these words, Mara Papiyan, onfused, humiliated, and full of resentment, at one disappearedfrom that very plae.11The Temptation of the Chela:To Attain or Not to Attain God-Self MasteryAnd of ourse the person of the Evil One will ome to tempt you when you deide to displae theunreal self with the Real Self. Hasn't he ome already? Maybe you didn't reognize him. Maybe10P. Lal, trans., The Dhammapada (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1967), p. 11.11Gwendolyn Bays, trans., The Voie of the Buddha: The Beauty of Compassion (Lalitavistara Sutra) (Berkeley,Calif.: Dharma Publishing, 1983), 2:399-400, 401, 402. 298



you thought you heard yourself saying to yourself, \Why should I struggle? God did not intend meto struggle." Well, that's not you talking to yourself, that's the devil talking to you. Those are thewords the fallen angels whisper in your ear. They say, \Take the broad way, the easy street. Noneed to struggle. Life should be a bowl of herries - and if it isn't, then there's something wrongwith your religion or your guru."But the mighty work of the ages is to attain self-mastery, and God-Self mastery, day by day, rightwhile one is bearing and balaning one's karma. To be suessful at it you have to beome a areerson or daughter of God. To stand, fae, and onquer self and karma takes all of your strength andwill and mind. It takes omplete onentration. It takes self-disipline. It takes an unselfed love forGod that grows and grows with eah trial and testing of our souls.For only Love an win the prize. Beause to be your Real Self in this world means you aregoing to have to go against the tide of your past karma and the entire momentum of your humanonsiousness and reation. What's more, you'll be hallenged by the whole world and its momentumof the human onsiousness and reation. Beause you're no longer going downstream with the peopletrends, you're going upstream with the God trends!And therefore the Tempter omes to tempt you to usurp the authority of the LORD God in theMystery Shool. This LORD God appears in the person of Lord Maitreya, the Great Initiator of themembers of the Sangha12 of the Buddha. In wily words of serpent logi, the false guru, that fallenangel, that arhdeeiver of souls, omes to you with his proposition. And he will not leave you aloneuntil you banish him by the authority of your Inner Buddha and your Inner Christ - in the name IAM THAT I AM.As the Genesis dialogue between Serpent and Eve went, this is what he'll say to your soul:\Ye shall not surely die if you eat of the forbidden fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good andevil [if you unlawfully take the fruit of initiation into the Sared Mysteries before you have earnedthe grae to reeive them by the hand of Maitreya℄, for God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof,then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.13\No need to struggle; you an be fully enlightened without (apart from) the Guru and without(apart from) the path of initiation and without (outside of the irle of) the Sangha of the Buddhaand without (in ignorane of) the Dharma (the Teahing, based on the fundamental priniple To Beone's Real Self) whih the Guru (the LORD God) keeps promising to initiate you in but never does."In the Genesis myth the woman took the bait. She represents the soul, who is the feminineounterpart of one's self, desended from the masuline Spirit of the I AM THAT I AM.Through serpent's logi she saw \that the tree was good for food, . . . pleasant to the eyes and. . . to be desired to make one wise." Therefore, she took the fruit and ate it, and she gave it to herhusband and he ate it with her. And their eyes were opened.14If you allow him, the false guru will initiate you, the soul who is hela, into the duality - thetwo-eyed vision - of relativity; he will ome in the night to steal your soul away from the true Guru.And one you lose your soul's virginity in the trap of the slipping, sliding sale of relative good andevil, you'll never get out of the dark dungeon of duality exept by the Right Hand of God extendedto you through the living Guru.But if you endure the temptation to give your light and allegiane to this falsity of falsehood, thetrue representative of the LORD God will greet you at the dawn of soul (solar) illumination. Youwill be ready for the true Guru and he will appear!Maitreya is the One Sent. Yes, he who is known as the Great Initiator will spare you the long12Sangha: the Community; the ongregation of monks, nuns, and lay devotees; the Buddha's spiritual family.13Gen. 3:4, 5.14Gen. 3:6, 7. 299



dark night of your soul's spiritual blindness in the labyrinth of your karmi reations in duality.For you see, O beloved and noble hela of the will of God, there are but two alternatives outsideof Eden: toiling in one's karma by the sweat of the brow under the false gurus (the seed of Satan)and the taskmasters of the world, or entering the path of servie to all life through the Guru-helarelationship under the aegis of the Great White Brotherhood. All must hoose, and all do hoose;though the outer mind seems to know it not, the soul knows and the soul is making hoies day byday.And so, if you hoose to be the servant of the LORD God and to be restored to the MysteryShool of Eden through the One who is also herished as the Great Interessor, this Lord Maitreya(his name means \the Loving or Friendly One") will ome and he will initiate you into the mysteriesof the Inner Buddha through the All-Seeing Eye of God. He will restore your soul to the immaulateoneption of your original Oneness in God; he will raise up the Light of your twin ames made inthe Divine Image of Elohim. The real Guru will open the third-eye hakra whereby you shall havethe single-eyed disrimination of the Christed one,15 knowing the Real from the Unreal.The Soul's Preparation to Meet the TempterIf one is to follow in the footsteps of Gautama and Jesus, one must be prepared for the visit ofthe Tempter: prepared with knowledge, knowing oneself as the hela, knowing the Guru, and able toreognize the earmarks of the anti-hela and the anti-Guru. One must know and tend the ame ofthe Three Jewels: the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha. One must have ready answers for theTempter's testing of the soul. And one must understand that God allows this testing that we mightdemonstrate our love for him and him alone.This love, this herishment that our souls bear for our God who is Guru, is the osmi forethat makes us one in the I AM THAT I AM. This Love, whih is truly our God with us, is theunbeatable fore that swallows up the serpent's tail (and all of his tall tales!) and all that is anti-God, anti-Buddha, anti-Christ - all that would assail the souls of God's hildren worlds withoutend.And so it is the prayer of the World Mother that you may pass every test, by Love!Above all, one must greet the Tempter with the threefold ame of the Holy Trinity blazing brightlyon the heart's altar. One must embody adoration to God, together with the wisdom of his law. Onemust bear the powerful sword of the Sared Word and wield it to defeat the Tempter's blak magias he attempts to weave about the soul a magneti spell of spiritual blindness through self-love. Inantiipation of this enounter with the fallen angels the soul must prepare and be prepared by therepresentative of the Cosmi Christ as if for �nal exams at Maitreya's Mystery Shool.O hela of the will of God, beware! For when he omes the Tempter will seek to ath you o�guard.Appealing to your residual spiritual pride, he will say: \If thou be the Son of God [if thou would bethe Bodhisattva℄, ommand these stones be made bread. [Use your powers as you will to demonstrateyour ontrol of matter in de�ane of the LORD God and his path of initiation℄."Appealing to your residual self-idolatry, the Tempter will say, \If thou be the Son of God [ifthou would be the Bodhisattva℄, ast thyself down: for it is written, He shall give his angels hargeonerning thee: and in their hands they shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy footagainst a stone. [Go ahead, ast yourself down in de�ane of the heavenly hosts, ompelling them tosave you from your follies entered into in violation of God's laws; go ahead, show yourself mightierthan the Law of the LORD!℄"Appealing to your residual lust for power, the Tempter will take you up into an exeeding high15The word Christ is derived from the Greek Christos, meaning \anointed"; thus the Christed one is the \Anointedone." 300



mountain and show you all the kingdoms of this world and their glory. Then he will o�er you theworld for the prie of your soul, saying, \All these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down andworship me. [If you will abdiate your Sonship, forgo your joint-heirship with the Lord Christ byturning over to me your divine spark, and let the sared �re of the Mother fall down, I will giveyou not only the kingdoms of this world but all wealth and all power to sedue souls to do yourbidding.℄"16\Will you be ready, beloved, when the Tempter omes?" your Jesus implores. \Will you rememberall things whatsoever I have taught you and the example I have given you? Will you speak to Satanthe words that I spoke to him in the wilderness and thereby vindiate the soul of Eve and your own?"I, your Messenger, also beseeh you: from out the threefold ame that bears you witness beforeyour God, will you not tell the Tempter the three answers to the three temptations that our SweetSaviour, who lived and died for us, told him -\It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proeedeth out of themouth of God!\It is written again, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God!\Get thee behind me, Satan! for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and himonly shalt thou serve."17Before Jesus was led up of the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of the devil, he had fastedforty days and forty nights. This was his period of aseti preparation muh like Gautama's six yearsof austerities. When the Tempter ame he taunted Jesus: \Go ahead and eat, turn the stones tobread! Eat!"Like Gautama, Jesus was hungry. Yet in the fae of so great an initiation, nor Gautama nor hewould be moved. Their desire was for the Word of God, and by this Word they would live. Eahinitiate would break his fast when he would. In the fae of so great a Mission both hose to meetthe Tempter and dismiss him before seeking restoration of soul and body to ful�ll their life's alling.Thus remember well, O helas of the will of God, neither Master would sell his birthright for amess of pottage.18 Nor should you. They would eat when they were ready to eat. And so shouldyou.The objet, O soul of Light, is to pass one's initiations. Thou who art the disiple on the pathof personal Christhood (Bodhisattvahood) must know that your initiations will surely ome beauseyou are the beloved of God. And they won't be easy, for our God is not an indulgent God and heknows the measure of the stature of the Buddha, the Christ within us. He alls us to that statureand we must rise to the oasion.In the very teeth of testing and trial, when mind and memory faileth, you must know that theenounter with Serpent and his seed is the hardest thing you are ever going to have to deal with inthis or any lifetime. You must, then, see before you, beloved, only the vitory, only the prize, onlythe Guru.Therefore, to be prepared to meet thy God and thy Tempter, it is well to engage in spiritualexerises and self-denial. It is well to know the meaning of sari�e, to be well versed not only inthe sriptures East and West but in the proess of soul surrender to God's will. One must be ableto slay the sel�sh self when it is the need of the hour and to serve the needs of Community with anall-onsuming love when that is the need.This is the best means I know to resolve one's personal psyhology; and the resolution of the soul16Matt. 4:3, 6, 9.17Matt. 4:4, 7, 10.18Gen. 25:29-34. 301



personality in relationship to all others is a prerequisite to being a andidate for Christhood (Bod-hisattvahood) and therefore to reeiving the temptations of the Tempter whih, when suessfullyendured, are followed by the initiations of the representative of the Cosmi Christ, Lord Maitreya.One the Tempter had met his math and more in the persons of our Lords Gautama the Buddhaand Jesus the Christ, he ed; and these Pure Sons taught their disiples the Middle Way of leadinga full and balaned spiritual yet very pratial life while meeting the responsibilities of the Dharma.The all of the Dharma is the duty to be one's highest self in ation and to deliver the path ofthe Guru-hela relationship by teahing and example, that others might follow in one's footsteps tobeome the Son of God, to beome the Bodhisattva.The Final Temptation before EnlightenmentBy the end of his six years of self-denial Gautama had beome so weak as a onsequene of hisbodily morti�ations that he fainted and was believed to be dead. After reovering he realizedthe futility of exessive and prolonged asetiism and abandoned his austerities to seek a path ofenlightenment apart from all others, whereupon his �ve ompanions deserted him.Gautama explains to his disiples in the Lalitavistara Sutra why he had ome to this onlusion:Then, monks, it ourred to the Bodhisattva: \There are sramanas [asetis℄ and brahmins whoin times past, present, or future, harm themselves by tormenting their bodies, ausing great miseryand pain. The tortures and great su�erings they experiene are not good.. . . "Though their ations and attainments are muh greater than the highest teahings of ordinarymen, they do not bring the highest wisdom into view; they are not on the route to Enlightenment.This is not the path that will bring about the disappearane of future births, old age, and death. . . .. . . "On a path where one beomes exhausted and weak, one annot manifest omplete Enlight-enment. And if, moreover, I approahed Bodhimanda, [i.e.,℄ the Seat of Wisdom, with strength ofknowledge and wisdom, but with a weakened body, I ould not devote my last existene to ompas-sion. And truly suh is not the path of Enlightenment. Therefore, only after taking nourishmentand regaining strength in my body will I approah Bodhimanda."19Aording to tradition, Gautama remained alone in Uruvela, aepting food from the villagers andregaining his health. One day as he sat beneath a banyan tree to meditate, a woman named Sujata,who had promised to make a speial food o�ering to the deity of the tree if she bore a son, presentedthe rih rie milk she had prepared to Gautama. Following this strengthening meal he bathed andseated himself beneath a �g tree, vowing not to move until he had attained enlightenment.Gautama was sitting beneath his own Mighty I AM Presene, his own Inner Buddha, and hisown Holy Christ Self, his own Inner Christ. He would not be moved from that meditation, thatommunion, that oneness until he should �nally disover the ause and the ure for human su�ering.The tree beame known as the Bo tree, an abbreviation for bodhi, or enlightenment, and the plaewas named the Immovable Spot.While Gautama sat in meditation Mara again onfronted him with temptations. The Evil Onesent his three voluptuous daughters to sedue Gautama. His armies assailed the Bodhisattva withhurrianes, a ood, aming roks, boiling mud, a storm of deadly weapons, hideous hordes of demons,and total darkness.This is the opposition of the sinister fore to every onstrutive projet in your life, every goodthat you would do for self or soiety - your eduation, your profession, your marriage, your hildren,your immortal destiny, and yes, your enlightenment! This is the fore of the anti-Buddha and theanti-Christ that is a part of the olletive unonsious of the rae. And it must be exorised fromwithin by the hela himself in the name of his God Presene, I AM THAT I AM.19Bays, The Voie of the Buddha, 2:402, 403. 302



You have to wake up to the fat that there is a warfare of the spirit going on! Paul knew it.That's why he told us to be strong in the Lord and in the power of his might, and to put on thewhole armor of God's onsiousness. There is opposition to your ful�llment of your divine plan andit's direted by fallen angels who will attempt to use negative personal and planetary karma againstyou.Paul was referring to these fallen angels when he said, \For it is not against human enemies thatwe have to struggle, but against the Sovereignties and the Powers who originate the darkness in thisworld, the spiritual army of [the Evil One℄."20 These betrayers of your soul and your alling in Godare in physial embodiment as well as on the astral plane. And so your soul must stand strong withinthe ame of the Inner Buddha and the Inner Christ, else you may ave in to the arnally-mindedmomentums of the fallen angels in our midst. And you won't even realize it until it's too late!Who is telling you today that the byword of the overomers is \Fight the good �ght and win!"21as Paul said and did? Who is telling you that you, like Paul, if you would be a spiritual overomer,must also \die daily"22 to the not-self and be daily reborn to the Real Self?Not too many preahers I know. That's why I'm telling you that you have to �ght the good �ghtand win not only against your own negative karma and momentums but also against the negativekarma and the anient reords of all of the evolutions of earth who have left their markings in timeand spae. Beause if you don't, those momentums and reords will pull you down and you won'tbe ready when the Tempter omes. In fat, you may not even reognize him for who and what heis; and he may sueed in seduing your soul with his subtlety.Of the false helas Jesus said, \Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye willdo." And of the false guru Jesus said, \He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in thetruth, beause there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is aliar, and the father of it."23None of Mara's assaults or temptations moved the Bodhisattva beoming the Buddha. Nor wasthe Christed one �ve enturies later to be moved by Satan and his seed inarnate who pursued theSon of man throughout his life from birth to death to the resurretion and the asension.As a last resort the audaious Mara hallenged Gautama's right to be doing what he was doing.The shameless one demanded that the Blessed One get up from his seat, laiming it as his own!And that is what the not-self of you, the antithesis of the Real Self, will do to you. He will say,\How ome you're doing what you're doing? You have no right to be doing that. Who do you thinkyou are, anyway? You have no right to sit under your own vine and �g tree! You have no right toenthrone the Buddha and the Christ in your heart. That's my plae."The tyrant ego, that fore of the anti-Buddha, known as the dweller-on-the-threshold, wants tobe king of the mountain. He wants to reign over you! But the pride of the fallen ones goeth beforetheir self-destrution and their haughty spirit signals their downfall.24To prove that his merit was greater than Gautama's, Mara alled his retinue to witness, and allat one his hosts of demons shouted in one mighty roar, \I am his witness!"Remember, just as there is the anti-Guru who will hallenge your right to be the hela of theliving Guru, so there are the anti-helas who will shout and roar against you, denouning your Guruand hampioning their anti-Guru.And so, like your preious Gautama, like your sweet Jesus, you, a soul of Light who desended20Eph. 6:12, Jerusalem Bible.21I Tim. 6:12; II Tim. 4:7.22I Cor. 15:31.23John 8:44.24Prov. 16:18. 303



from the throne of grae and will one day asend bak to it, have to defend your right to be doingwhat you are doing when you know it's right and all the world tells you it's wrong. You, the hela ofthe will of God, have to defend your right to laim your I AM Presene alone as the Master of yourlife and to dislaim the pseudopowers of all false gurus and their false helas who ome along and tellyou you've been \brainwashed" on the spiritual path and so now you've got to be \deprogrammed"so you an be \normal" again!So what an you do? Why, you an do exatly what Siddhartha did. He used the bhumisparsa,or earth-touhing, mudra. He tapped the earth, and the earth thundered her answer, \I bear youwitness!" - whereupon Mara ed.In this statement, whih was the witness of the God of the earth25 (who at that time, remember,was the Great Guru, Sanat Kumara), Siddhartha won the assurane that forevermore the powers ofLight of heaven and earth would defend the right of the Son of God to sit under his own Bo treeuntil he should attain enlightenment.And so will it be for you that in the name of the Son of God, in the name of the Buddha, and inthe name of the I AM THAT I AM, all the hosts of Darkness shall ee before the powers of Light ofheaven and earth when you aÆrm your right to be who you are in God and to be doing what youare doing in his Presene. So to laim that right you really do have to know who you are and whatyou are doing.Therefore, self-assured in self-knowledge, say to the powers of Darkness and to the prines (fallenangels) of this world, to the false gurus and the self-duped deprogrammers:\I AM a Son of God. I AM working out the problem of Being, as Above, so below, seated undermy own vine and �g tree. And I shall not be moved until I AM fully lothed in my God-Reality andin the right-mindfulness of my Inner Buddha and in the right-onentration of my Inner Christ, sohelp me, Lord Gautama! so help me, Lord Jesus!"Siddhartha spent the rest of the night in deep meditation, i.e., samadhi, moving through suessivestages of spiritual estasy and �nally attaining his enlightenment, or awakening. This took plae onthe night of the full moon in the month of May about the year 528 b.., a very short time ago, onlytwenty-�ve hundred years.Think of it, some or all of you here this afternoon may have been in embodiment when Gautamaattained enlightenment. You may have even heard him preah a sermon in the forty-�ve-year ministrythat enompassed his mission, during whih he established Buddhism as a major world religion. Yes,you may have been a part of the founding ame of the Buddha and your soul may have breathed inthe very essene of his spirit that ignited a world.The Final Temptation before the MissionGautama returned from his �rst meditation with the Four Noble Truths in hand. After that heasended into nirvana for forty-nine days (some aounts say seven days) in the power of the sevenhakras times the seven bodies of man. He was in the bliss and the enlightenment of his I AMPresene and ausal body.After forty-nine days of this foused attention on the Law of the One, the Buddha turned hisattention one again to the world to whih he would give the gift of his enlightenment. But beforehe ould even preah his �rst sermon, our Lord found Mara waiting to onfound him with one lasttemptation. And this is the temptation that eah of us must be ready for in the hour of the Mission.The Tempter said: \How an your experiene be translated into words? Return to nirvana. Donot try to deliver your message to the world, for no one will omprehend it. Remain in bliss."The fallen angels know that souls of Light are safe in the realms of bliss. It is of no neessity to25Rev. 11:4. 304



the hildren of the Light and ertainly no threat to the fallen angels for us to deliver the messageof enlightenment to those who are God-vitorious in heaven. Here on earth, where souls have lostthe way, the fallen angels are most threatened by the Sons of God and their delivery of the Message;for here, until hallenged fae to fae by the Inner Buddha and the Inner Christ, they remain inpositions of power from whih they enslave the minds, the souls and the bodies of millions.Here in this world, before the prines of this world and before the hildren of the Light who havebeen trapped by their lies, we must deliver the Message. We must ome down from the mountainof our meditation upon the LORD, the I AM THAT I AM. We must ome out of the aves of theHimalayas. We must depart from Shamballa for yet a little while.And we must go into the streets of the ities to set free the aptives of the maya, i.e., the glamour,the illusion, and the karma, of the not-self that has engulfed the souls who are the seed of Christ.Here we must deliver the Message we have self-realized in samadhi, in nirvana. For the only Messagewe an deliver is the Message we have beome.Gautama Buddha was not about to be swayed by the speious reasoning of Mara. He was notabout to be onvined by the liar or his lie. Some versions of this story relate that Brahma himselfpleaded with the Buddha:Alas! the world must perish, should the Holy One, the Tathagata,26 deide not to teah theDharma.Be meriful to those that struggle; have ompassion upon the su�erers. . . .There are some beings that are almost free from the dust of worldliness. If they hear not thedotrine preahed, they will be lost. But if they hear it, they will believe and be saved.27Filled with ompassion, Gautama replied to the Evil One, \There will be some who will under-stand."Some will understand. A thousand may deny the Message but one will understand. And that onewill beome the Buddha. In that rejoie, beloved. Rejoie with the Lord of the World! Rejoie withthe Inner Buddha thou art beoming!Gautama then journeyed to Benares and delivered his �rst sermon to his �ve former ompanions.He revealed to the �ve mendiants the key disoveries of his quest - the Four Noble Truths and theNoble Eightfold Path, or the Middle Way - and aepted them as the �rst members of his Sangha.Our Lord turned bak the Tempter by faith in the One who had anointed him to be the Buddha,by faith in the Teahing he was sent to teah, and by faith in the Mission to save the souls of Lightlost in samsara. By faith he said, \There will be some who will understand." By faith he preahedthe Message for forty-�ve years. By faith the glory of the Guru has �lled the earth. And the propheyis ful�lled in us as in him: \For the earth shall be �lled with knowledge of the glory of the LORD,as the waters over the sea."28Author Huston Smith writes in his Religions of Man:Nearly half a entury followed during whih Buddha trudged the dusty paths of India until hishair was white, step in�rm, and body naught but a burst drum, preahing the ego-shattering, life-redeeming elixir of his message. He founded an order of monks, hallenged the deadness of Brahminsoiety, and aepted in return the resentment, queries, and bewilderment his words provoked. His26Tathagata: a title for Gautama Buddha used by his followers and by Gautama when he is speaking of himself.Literally translated as \thus ome one" or \thus gone one," the word is variously taken to mean a perfetly enlightenedone; one who has ome and gone as other Buddhas, teahing the same truths and following the same path; or one whohas attained \suhness" (tathata) or beome one with the Dharmakaya, hene he neither omes from anywhere norgoes anywhere.27Paul Carus, The Gospel of Buddha (La Salle, Ill.: Open Court Publishing Company, 1894), p. 44.28Isa. 11:9; Hab. 2:14. 305



daily routine was staggering. In addition to training monks, orreting breahes of disipline, andgenerally direting the a�airs of the Order, he maintained an interminable shedule of publi preah-ing and private ounseling, advising the perplexed, enouraging the faithful, and omforting thedistressed.29At the age of eighty Gautama beame seriously ill and almost died; but he revived himself,believing it was not right to die without preparing his disiples. By sheer determination he reoveredand instruted his ousin and lose disiple, Ananda. For three more months he traveled throughseveral villages, stopping at the home of Cunda, the goldsmith, one of his devoted followers.Aording to tradition Cunda unknowingly served Gautama a meal that ontained poisoned mush-rooms. Gautama beame violently ill. Conerned that Cunda might feel responsible for his death,the Compassionate One asked Ananda to tell Cunda that of all the meals he had eaten, only twostood out as speial blessings - one was the meal served to him before his enlightenment and theother was the food from Cunda, whih opened the gates to his transition. Gautama passed duringthe full moon of May, about 483 b..And so today on this full moon in 1989 we elebrate Wesak, whih ommemorates the birth,enlightenment, and parinirvana30 of Gautama Buddha some twenty-�ve hundred years ago.Gautama's First SermonThe Four Noble Truths and the Noble Eightfold PathBy way of elebrating, let us take up the �rst sermon of Gautama following his enlightenment.This sermon is alled \Setting in Motion the Wheel of the Law" or \Turning the Wheel of Truth"and it was delivered at the Deer Park at Isipatana (now Sarnath) near Benares. In it he explainedthat by avoiding the extremes of self-indulgene and self-morti�ation one gains knowledge of theMiddle Path, or the Middle Way. Gautama preahed to the �ve bhikkhus31 that the Tathagata doesnot seek salvation in austerities, but neither does he for that reason indulge in worldly pleasures, norlive in abundane. The Tathagata has found the middle path.There are two extremes, O bhikkhus, whih the man who has given up the world ought not tofollow - the habitual pratie, on the one hand, of self-indulgene whih is unworthy, vain and �t onlyfor the worldly-minded - and the habitual pratie, on the other hand, of self-morti�ation, whih ispainful, useless and unpro�table.Neither abstinene from �sh or esh, nor going naked, nor shaving the head, nor wearing mattedhair, nor dressing in a rough garment, nor overing oneself with dirt, nor sari�ing to Agni willleanse a man who is not free from delusions.32When you are free from your delusions you may or may not hoose to engage in those praties.They are helpful but symboli. And if they are mere overing and we are still full of dead men'sbones,33 then they avail nothing and only onvine us we are getting somewhere when we are not.As pertains to diet, however, thus far on my road to the Inner Buddha I have found the UniquePriniple of the Yin and the Yang, whih is the foundation of the marobioti diet, to be a soundand pratial guide to balaning the daily regimen. And the marobioti diet I �nd to be the losestapproximation that an be made by Westerners to the diet of the Eastern adepts. If we would attainthe adeptship of the Christ and the Buddha, we should also imitate their eating habits. For then29Huston Smith, The Religions of Man (New York: Harper and Row, 1958), p. 85.30parinirvana: omplete or �nal nirvana experiened after mortal death by one who has realized nirvana in hislifetime and will not be reborn on earth; the asension.31bhikkhu [Pali, from Sanskrit bhiksu℄: beggar, religious mendiant, Buddhist monk, one who has renouned theworldly life and joined the monasti ommunity (Sangha).32Carus, The Gospel of Buddha, p. 49.33Matt. 23:27. 306



we'll be made of the same stu� they're made of.I would say that in the East we have a tendeny toward greater self-morti�ation and in the Westwe have a tendeny toward greater self-indulgene. We do need the Middle Way. Gautama taughtthat this Middle Way leads to six onditions of onsiousness. They are insight, wisdom, almness,higher knowledge, enlightenment, and nirvana.Gautama proeeded to teah his disiples the Four Noble Truths: First, that life is dukkha 'su�er-ing'. Seond, that the ause of this su�ering is tanha 'desire' or 'raving'. Third, that su�ering willease when the raving that auses it is forsaken and overome. This state of liberation through theessation of su�ering leads to nirvana, whih means literally extintion or blowing out - the blowingout of the not-self. The Fourth Noble Truth is that the way to this liberation is through living theNoble Eightfold Path, or the Middle Path.To elaborate further on the Four Noble Truths, dukkha is a Pali word translated as su�ering, pain,sorrow, disontent, imperfetion, sin, or evil; it is an out-of-alignment state. Huston Smith explainsthat the word dukkha'smore onstrutive overtones suggest themselves when we disover that it is used in Pali to referto an axle whih is o�-enter with respet to its wheel, also to a bone whih has slipped out of itssoket. In both ases the piture is lear. To get the exat meaning of the First Noble Truth, weshould read it as follows: Life in the ondition it has got itself into is disloated. Something has gonewrong. It has slipped out of joint.34Tanha, the desire or raving that auses su�ering, is a Pali word that is also translated as \thirst."Wanting something that we do not have makes us su�er. But Gautama does not denoune all formsof desire in his Seond Noble Truth. Tanha must be understood as raving in the sense of inordinateor wrong desire, self-entered desire, sel�shness. It is \the drive for private ful�llment"35 or \ravingfor �nite existene, pleasure, and suess."36Eminent Buddhist author Christmas Humphreys provides a valuable understanding of this termin the ontext of Gautama's revelation of the Four Noble Truths:Tanha means in the �rst plae the raving whih supplies the binding fore to hold men on theWheel of Rebirth. . . . For the passional element of this desire, the word kama is generally used, andin this latter sense desire is assoiated with temptation, as is shown by a Chinese version of thisseond Noble Truth, whih is \the assembling of temptation."In brief, desire means those inlinations whih tend to ontinue or inrease separateness, theseparate existene of the subjet of desire; in fat, all forms of sel�shness, the essene of whih isdesire for self at the expense, if neessary, of all other forms of life. Life being one, all that tends toseparate one aspet from another must needs ause su�ering to the unit whih even unonsiouslyworks against the Law. Man's duty to his brothers is to understand them as extensions, other aspetsof himself, as being fellow faets of the same Reality.It is, therefore, not desire itself whih is the ause of su�ering, but \wrong" beause \personal"desire. [Edmond Holmes writes:℄ \It is the desire for what belongs to the unreal self that generatessu�ering, for it is impermanent, hangeable, perishable, and that, in the objet of desire, ausesdisappointment, disillusionment, and other forms of su�ering to him who desires. Desire in itself isnot evil. It is desire to aÆrm the lower self, to live in it, ling to it, identify oneself with it, insteadof with the Universal Self, that is evil."37The Noble Eightfold Path, or Middle Way, orresponds to the seven rays and the seven hakras34Smith, The Religions of Man, p. 99.35Ibid., p. 102.36Joseph M. Kitagawa, Religions of the East, enl. ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1968), p. 159.37Christmas Humphreys, Buddhism (Harmondsworth, Great Britain: Penguin Books, 1951), pp. 91-92.307



and to the Eighth Ray hakra, the seret hamber of the heart.The �rst preept of the Noble Eightfold Path is Right Understanding, or Right Knowledge. Thisorresponds to the First Ray of God's Will, the Power of God and the throat hakra. When wein faith devote ourselves to the path of God's will, we learn the right understanding and the rightknowledge of his laws.The �rst preept is a neessary foundation to the seond, Right Thought or Aspiration. Cor-responding to the Seond Ray of God's Wisdom and the rown hakra, the seond preept is wonthrough the mastery of the �rst. The initiations of Wisdom an only be passed through RightThought and Aspiration as these are founded on the powerful rok of Buddhi and Christi under-standing and self-knowledge in God's will.The third preept is Right Speeh; it orresponds to the Third Ray of God's Love and the hearthakra. Out of the heart are the issues of life.38 And out of love we must master Right Speeh, foronly love an be the instrument of Right Speeh.The fourth preept is Right Ation, or Right Behavior; it orresponds to the Fourth Ray ofGod's Purity and the base-of-the-spine hakra. We must translate purity of motive into right ation,submitting ourselves also to the Great Law.The �fth preept is Right Livelihood; it orresponds to the Fifth Ray of God's Truth and thethird-eye hakra. Right Livelihood is founded upon the appliation through siene and religion ofthe seven other preepts. Right Livelihood is right only when we are entered in Truth. Your RightLivelihood omes from your pure vision and your pure seeing of who you are and what is your soul'sdestiny in this life.The sixth preept is Right E�ort; it orresponds to the Sixth Ray of God's Ministration and Servieand the solar-plexus hakra. Right E�ort always involves servie to one another, ministration to life,aring for one another. When you are motivated by are for life your e�ort will always be right.The seventh preept is Right Mindfulness; it orresponds to the Seventh Ray of God's Freedomand the seat-of-the-soul hakra. The Seventh Ray is a ray of transmutation through the violet ame,of justie and mery in Churh and State. It is a ray of freedom and ritual in religion as well as insiene; and it has appliation in every other �eld of learning and endeavor. When freedom is yourgoal and motive, when your free will is wed to God's will, when you give to others their freedomunder the law, you are in right mindfulness beause free will is the foundation of the Eightfold Path.Only the free mind an be rightfully mindful of God's Mind.Finally, the eighth preept of the Eightfold Path is Right Conentration, or Right Absorption; itorresponds to the Eighth Ray of integration, symbolized in the �gure eight and the eight-petaledhakra, the seret hamber of the heart. We attain Right Conentration on the Inner Buddha, RightAbsorption of and by the Inner Buddha, and Right Integration with the Inner Buddha throughbalaning and expanding the threefold ame anhored in the seret hamber of the heart.[to be ontinued℄A workshop onduted by the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Wesak, Saturday, May 20,1989, at the Whole Health Expo at the New York Sheraton Centre Hotel. Leture updated for printas this week's Pearl.
38Prov. 4:23. 308



Chapter 31The Beloved Great Divine Diretor - July30, 1989Vol. 32 No. 31 - The Beloved Great Divine Diretor - July 30, 1989The Messenger Stumps New York4The Divine Plan for the Aquarian AgePlanet Earth Hangs in the BalaneA Dispensation for the Sponsorship of Twin FlamesCall Forth a Cloud of Violet Flame from Gautama BuddhaIn the hour of the twelve o'lok line I appear, and I enter through the pathway of the third eye.As you see me, as you behold me in my form with the blue belt and the light of yellow diamond,know, then, beloved, that I enter your world at your bidding and in answer to your all.I ome in the name of Gautama Buddha and the Lords of Karma. I ome for my Sons SaintGermain and El Morya. I bow before the Light within you, though that Light be a glimmer. ForI know that if you reeive the Universal Christ and aept the breath of the Holy Spirit breathedupon you now, so the ame of the heart shall be fanned.Keep that ame blazing in the earth, for it is the sustainment of worlds ye know not of!Planet earth truly hangs in the balane, beloved. And the thread holds not a ontat with light,for mankind have one again abdiated that light of the heart [as they did before the oming of SanatKumara℄.1 The thread holds Damoles' sword.Thus the one who sat at the banquet with the king who had plaed above him that sword hangingby a thread did not eat with equanimity that night. And yet, though the world have hanging aboveits head the sword of its own karma that ould desend at any time, they indeed eat and [drink℄ andmake merry and are given in marriage2 [in℄ what they pereive to be peae but it is the unawakenedstate. Thus they ry, \Peae, peae," and there is no peae3 that is real.Keep the ame, then. For your ame and your heart attuned with your I AM Presene, whose�re you yourself fan daily in the name of the Maha Chohan, the representative of the Holy Spirit,does ount for hundreds and thousands and millions, depending on the size of that ame.1See Sanat Kumara On the Path of the Ruby Ray: The Opening of the Seventh Seal, 1979 Pearls of Wisdom.2Luke 17:27.3Jer. 6:14; 8:11; Ezek. 13:10, 16. 309



Some go within to truly meditate upon the Divine Mother and make ontat [with the ame℄ whilegiving these mantras.4 Others merely look around the room while they are mouthing the words. Weannot attain for you the magnitude of the �ve seret rays of the Dhyani Buddhas. We an give youthe lute but you must play it. We give you the [deree℄ tapes but you must endow them with theliving Presene of your God Flame. You must enter in.And your experiene eah and every time you give these mantras ought to be the physial sensationof the light rising. You ought to feel it at the medulla at the base of the brain. You ought to feelthat light and hold it there and know that it is given to you that you yourselves might anhor thelight in the third-eye hakra and thereby see for yourselves what is the divine plan for the age ofAquarius.In this hour I ome to tell you, beloved, the story of the ages. Aquarius is an age and a yle thatexists somewhere, for the yles of all galaxies and planetary homes are not the same. The Aquarianage is a state of onsiousness. Those who have internalized the osmi freedom and the CosmiChrist onsiousness of the Seventh Ray are in the age of Aquarius. As it is written: Though I makemy bed in hell, thou art there. Though I dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea, behold, thou artthere.5Where the physial body is it matters not. Where the soul is in the onsiousness of absorption ofthe violet light and ray and �re, where there is the balaning of karma, [that is what matters℄. So Itell you that [that℄ one [who℄ does exist in the higher bodies6 - in etheri otaves of Light whih spanthe galaxies, in golden-age ities of Light where all of the elements of Aquarius are in full progress,[suh℄ as siene, God-government, osmi musi, a path of eduation and aeleration for [theiritizens℄ and all that you an imagine of a golden age - [I tell you, that one is in the Aquarian age℄.Thus the question is whether that etheri plane of ities of Light shall beome physial. Wherethere is no vessel waiting, where there is no o�ering of self to be the halie, [to be℄ the ontainer ofthis [Aquarian℄ age, how, then, an it be lowered into manifestation? There are some plaes uponearth, whether in the Himalayas or at our Western Shamballa at the Inner Retreat, where elementsof that Seventh Ray and age are indeed in manifestation. And it is as the individual lifestream is.Therefore, beloved, I invite you to journey with me and with Omri-Tas, the ruler of the violetplanet, this night. As you plae your body to rest upon your bed, make the all to the ArhangelMihael [and℄ to my legions to arry your soul in your etheri vessel and garment to our heart, toour retreat.7 For [on the sreen℄ we would show you [visuals of℄ the age of Aquarius in progress onthe violet planet. And as it has been desribed to you, [you will see how℄ the violet ame diretedfrom all of the hakras of the people into every area of life does eliminate drudgery - does eliminatewoe and want and pain and sikness.Here the evolutions move swiftly in servie, move swiftly in invoation. They are beome theviolet ame. They are self-emptied and �lled. Even the hue of their skin has the aura and the lightof the pink-violet [olor℄. Blessed ones, the people are fair-haired and there is the violet eye as well asthe blue. These souls have transended all levels of rae or rae onsiousness. Their bodies reetnot rae but the Light [i.e., the Christ onsiousness℄ that they have embodied.The priesthood of the Seventh Ray of Melhizedek8 does serve here. And there are many, manyaltars throughout the planetary home where angels and devotees keep the [violet℄ ame [of the Seventh4Prior to the ditation, the audiene gave \Bija Mantras to the Feminine Deities" and \Bija Mantras for ChakraMeditation," nos. 14, 62-64 in Mantras of the Asended Masters for the Initiation of the Chakras, pp. 4, 17; onaudioassettes B85135, B85137.5Ps. 139:8-10.6in the etheri body and the bodies of the Holy Christ Self and the Mighty I AM Presene7the Great Divine Diretor maintains an etheri retreat, the Rakozy mansion, over Transylvania and the Cave ofLight in India.8See 1989 PoW, p. 190 n. 3. 310



Ray℄. There are shoolrooms and universities of higher learning where the students study the ourseof history of many [planetary℄ lifewaves and [of℄ the plaes where they have been [embodied℄ on earthand other planetary homes. They are in the mode of servie [to all life℄ and they know and realizewhat they have as a momentum [through their meditations, divine derees and musi℄ of the violetame.Therefore there are sreens in their university halls [before whih℄ several thousand may gatherin universities throughout the [violet℄ planet [to observe the progress of other evolutions℄, and theyfous on areas of the osmos on planetary spheres where the evolutions have not reahed the level [ofthe assimilation of the Seventh Ray℄ that they have reahed. And they may look upon these sreensand see events taking plae simultaneously [in various systems of worlds℄ and then they [are shownin the℄ akashi reords what are the karmi onditions and the long history of the interhange ofthe yin and yang [fores℄ and [their℄ perversion and therefore [understand what is the ause of℄ thedilemma of those lifewaves and their [present℄ absene of God-mastery.Thus, having so studied the long ourse of the history of a world in a ertain area [of the galaxy℄and the key players that return again and again to reinarnate on the stage of life, they then drawup their lists in orderly fashion. And where the Great Law will allow [it℄, aording to the will ofGod, they will diret their momentum of violet ame [both℄ from their ausal body [and℄ from theirouter manifestation [as well as from℄ violet ame reservoirs where liquid violet ame is stored that itmight be used where there is an emergeny need even on the violet planet but prinipally on otherplanets and systems of worlds.Therefore, beloved, you might know that in this hour the evolutions of [the violet℄ planet are veryintent in observing the upsurge of freedom in China.9 And they are onerned lest one again martiallaw, as has already been delared, [shall result in℄ the utting o� of ommuniations with the outsideworld, the suppression, and �nally the putting out of this ame [of freedom, whih, as you know, isan expression of the violet ame of the Seventh Ray℄.Therefore they appeal to you to take the violet ame assettes that have been made10 and to give afull assette daily for that violet ame to be ampli�ed in hearts [the world over℄ who demonstrate forfreedom. For though they demonstrate for freedom they do need an alignment, an [inner℄ alignment[of the soul,℄ with the Seventh Ray and with the First [Ray℄, that they might enter into the willof God and seek that freedom not alone for eonomi or soialisti purposes, not alone for politialreasons, beloved, but that they might sari�e unto the LORD God. As Moses delared and as Godspake through him, \Let my people go, that they might sari�e unto me!"11Thus was the ry of God through Moses. And therefore, to esape the bondage of Egypt and yetto retain its eshpots, to go out into the desert and to dane to the golden alf and to be immersedin a materialisti ivilization, this is not the true way of freedom and will not lead to freedom butbondage one again. And therefore revolutions for freedom do fail when they do not have at theirroot the spiritual reasons, the desire �rst and foremost of the First Amendment itself, the right ofreligious freedom. For this ause did pilgrims ome to Ameria.Ameria is founded upon the desire of those who ame [here℄ to worship their God as they saw �tand as the Spirit would give them utterane.12 So, beloved, the very foundations of Ameria, wherereligious freedom and the pursuit of religion is herished, endure to the present. Let it long endure!And let bigotry and fanatiism and the ontrol of the fallen ones in Churh as well as [in℄ State bebanished, and let [these poisons℄ be banished by your alls.Thus, beloved, for the vitory of the light to sueed in China there must be a turning of her9See 1989 PoW, p. 417 n. 5.10See Save the World with Violet Flame! by Saint Germain 1-4. 1989 PoW, p. 26 n. 1.11Exod. 5:1; 7:16; 8:1, 20, 29; 9:1, 13; 10:3, 25.12Ats 2:4. 311



people to the blessed Kuan Yin, Kuan Shih Yin, who is indeed their sponsor, who is indeed the onewho holds the Mother Flame [on behalf of this people℄. And it is prinipally the Mother Flame thatis missing [in China today℄. And therefore, let us all for them to be ut free to know and desireGod and truly [to know and desire℄ that Divine Mother.Blessed hearts, some evolutions must go through muh pain and su�ering to arrive at the singledesire to be free to know their God and to sari�e and surrender unto that God and that God alone.Therefore not for the mere relaxation of World Communism and soialism is there a suÆieny oflight to truly win a revolution. Merely to have greater eonomi bene�ts [and℄ the relaxation [of thehard line℄, suh as glasnost appears to be but is not, this is not suÆient reason to demonstrate,beloved. And therefore our evolutions [of the violet planet℄ are onerned lest in desiring not the fullup of the path of initiation but only to pursue the intelletual and materialisti path these studentswill ome short of ful�lling that high mark [of soul-liberation℄, that shooting of the arrow of the[soul's℄ desire for freedom into the very heart of the ausal body and into the very Presene of God.Thus anhoring one's desire in the highest, one is reeived and raised up by the highest. And,beloved ones, when it is spiritual freedom that is sought all these things are added unto suh anevolution.13 Abundane and freedom and the free-enterprise system have ome to Ameria beauseof the founding stone that was laid to give [to℄ all that one element, religious freedom.Beloved, beause they have known the want of material things, this beomes the desire of thosewho have ome under soialist and Communist ditatorships, not only upon earth [but also upon℄other planetary homes. Wherever these ditatorships have ome and have overed those planetaryhomes, the light has been withdrawn [from the people℄ and there has been nothing left [of the planet℄but a shell.You see this on various planets in your own solar system. They have had the option of entering into an Aquarian-age onsiousness but instead the people beame lax. They refused to defend theirfreedom or [to℄ see the handwriting upon the wall. They took for granted what had been hard wonand given to them by the interession of the asended hosts.Thus, when the ultimate hallenge was upon them they were asleep, surfeited in the bene�ts offreedom; and they departed from the appreiation of the spiritual path into the mundane and thematerialisti [expressions of freedom℄. This is true in many solar systems aross the galaxies [inwhih℄ there are dead and dying worlds where no longer human life is; for, the [ame of the godly℄use of free will having gone out, there is no longer the foundation [there℄ or the living Presene fora path of disipleship or initiation.As I look upon the Son Gautama and reall his response to the question \Who are you?"14 andhis answer, \I am awake," so I would say, beloved, truly his answer was \I am free." Who was evermore free in that age or hour than the one, Shakyamuni? O beloved, this one, this Tathagata, thisLord Gautama, did delare his independene from heredit[ary obligations℄, from the throne, fromthe rown, from wealth, from rihes; did delare his independene from the religions of the time,from asetiism; did rejet all and pursue the individual path of enlightenment through his own IAM Presene.Thus one again freedom was born upon earth in the heart of this Son. And it is through theame of freedom of the age of Aquarius that he did banish ignorane and did win the plae of sittingin the seat of Sanat Kumara in this entury. For the Lord of the World of this planet is a CosmiMaster of the Seventh Ray and age and violet ame; and therefore it is �tting that he should embodythat mantle and oÆe of Lord of the World as this earth is passing, or not passing, initiations toenter that age.Blessed hearts, you know not what you have in the person of Lord Gautama, for this Master alone13Matt. 6:33; Luke 12: 31.14Some versions of this teahing say the question asked was \What are you?"312



stands between mankind and the debale of her onoming karma. I submit to you in this hour ofWesak that you pledge your hearts to the Lord of the World to amplify and blend your ausal bodiesof violet ame with his own, that Saint Germain might have in you, multiplying your fores withGautama, a hampion and [that℄ a sphere of light, of violet ame, might grow between the ausalbody of Gautama and your own attainment here below, [and℄ that [that ausal body℄ should beginas a loud the size of a man's hand15 and should grow and grow and grow that the earth might beontained within this �ery loud of violet ame.Will you not take the ritual of the loud given to you by Saint Germain in your IntermediateStudies in Alhemy and take the tape of this and o�er the ritual of the loud16 and all forth a loudof violet ame from the ausal bodies of every member of the Great White Brotherhood in heavenand on earth? This, beloved, this will give pause to the Lords of Karma and the Four and TwentyElders and ause there to be a mitigation of those propheies that have been released through ourMessenger.And where there is not a full turning bak of karma predited there may be a mitigation, and ifnot for mankind, surely, I say, surely [there will be℄ for those Lightbearers who have read the signs ofthe times, who have seen what the future portends and have kept the ame. The Lord does rewardevery man and woman and hild aording to his word and his work,17 [aording℄ to his honor, tohis servie, and to his love toward every part of life.Blessed hearts, no matter what does happen to mankind or this planet, you, by your alignmentwith God and your o�ering of these violet ame derees to save a world, will have stored in yourausal body and in your hakras suh a mighty momentum of violet ame that your vitory in theLight shall be assured.Thus, wherever we are in osmos we live to serve the Light and the evolutions of whih we are apart; and we live to o�er that invoation and mantra to inrease the rings of our ausal body andour hakras, even as the trees in the forest add the ring eah year. So, beloved, this twofold reasonfor being does always result [in℄ that whih you send forth returning to you in toto multiplied tenthousand times ten thousand. As you sow light you shall reap light.18 As you are [in the℄ Light [i.e.,Christ onsiousness℄ you shall �nd yourself in the Light of a golden age somewhere beyond time andspae.Let us hope that by your e�ort, that whih is above, whih is alled the kingdom of heaven, whihis indeed the golden age of Aquarius in etheri otaves, may be on earth as it is in heaven. This willome only if those on earth embody it. And so you see, all preditions and propheies of a golden ageome down [to℄ and rest upon the free will of those who see and know and understand [the exerise ofthe siene of the spoken Word as an e�etive means to the realization of that golden age on earth℄.If you hoose to embody that age and you make those sari�es whereby many are onvertedthrough the Holy Spirit by your example, you may see that age manifest of19 a glory and [of℄ anopportunity, of a siene beyond all imagination, of the alhemy and of the development of the mindpotential and the heart potential suh as [has℄ not been seen in this world sine prior golden agesthat are beyond history's memory in this hour.Yet they did exist, beloved. And earth was one in this pristine state and her lifewaves had notdesended to suh levels of [mental, physial, and spiritual℄ density where you are today. Thus theywere in a semiphysial level that was almost entirely in the etheri otave and yet very onrete,[and℄ the earth herself was endued with light.15I Kings 18:44.16See 1989 PoW, p. 103 n. 1.17Rev. 22:12.18Gal. 6:7-9.19having 313



But alas, it has been many thousands of years and the pollution of maya, of e�uvia, of karma isfar greater than even the hemial pollution of the earth in this hour, whih I tell you is [itself℄ anabomination of desolation standing in the holy plae of Mother Nature where it ought not.20O the altar of Nature, of the �re, the air, the water, and the earth and the Nature spirits! Thisdeseration, beloved, equals or exeeds man's inhumanity to man. Is it any wonder that the Lords ofKarma are onerned for the ontinuity of life as it is known on earth today? For suh a travesty domankind ommit daily against their God, against one another, and against the angels and elementalswho serve them tirelessly.Beloved hearts, there is no question that the Lightbearers of this earth of this entury who havemade it their mission in life to keep the violet ame blazing, to o�er derees, sometimes hours a day,have held open the door to Aquarius and the Aquarian golden age for the entire planetary home.Many of these lifestreams have passed on and are not in embodiment. Therefore we look to you andto the new generation of Lightbearers who will reeive the torh [of freedom℄ from the Goddess ofLiberty and run as runners in a marathon. For it is a rae, beloved, it is a rae against time and theaelerating yles and spirals [of both Light and Darkness℄.Therefore, I o�er to you in this hour the love of my heart to sponsor the oneness of yourself withyour twin ame. May you reeive that oneness on ondition that you give one of our violet ametapes in its full length daily. Blessed ones, this is ninety minutes. It is without a doubt a sari�e. Iwould suggest that your �rst mark of sari�e be the elimination of the wathing of ninety minutes oftelevision or engaging in other pointless entertainment and diversions, inluding human hatter andendless ommentary that is empty and has naught to do with the risis at hand and should be nopart of Lightbearers who are aware of that Damoles' sword [of earth's karma hanging by a thread℄.Thus, beloved, you must understand that to sponsor you and your twin ame in many ases[requires℄ a sari�e on my part. For I, then, do not have that momentum of my ausal body togive to other auses. Yet so important to the vitory of planet earth is the reunion of twin amesthat I gladly make that sari�e for whih you may gladly ompensate with [the giving of℄ thisninety-minute tape.As you master the �rst and aelerate beyond the neessity of dereeing at its speed, you may goto the seond and the third and the fourth. Do not be impatient, beloved ones, for the aelerationof the speed has taken years of pratie for some. Therefore deree at your own pae and know thatthe bene�t is ultimately to yourself, for you will be transmuting the karma that stands between twinames and also assisting me in balaning that karma whih I take on from you.Therefore we beome one and there does result from this mutual servie a bond, a love, a trust.And you will know me more and more eah day as you give these tapes in my ame and in myPresene. You will ome to reognize me and my vibration. You will know when I enter your roomor your hapels and santuaries. Therefore the tie that binds you to my heart, beloved, will also bethe tie that gives more of our love and light to Saint Germain, who has so laid his life on the altarof Ameria and the world for the vitory of earth's evolutions.Blessed ones, my angels ome before you now. If you will reeive them, they do touh you withthe ruby fous. Thus the rystal of the Ruby Ray, the ame of the Ruby Ray does ontat yourheart. It is very intense and powerful, and therefore the touh is quik and then released as a dropof the Ruby Ray does begin the alhemy of aelerating the physial heart and the heart hakra inhealth and wholeness.May the twelve petals thereof beome as shining stars and golden-pink diamonds. May the heartbeome strong and sure, beloved. May it beome even the Rok of Christ. May it beome a soureand a fountain for Life. May you always have love for those who need it.20Dan. 9:27; 11:31; 12:11; Matt. 24:15. 314



And may you take note when you do not have the strength or the desire to love that you retreatfor an hour and see that your physial body is properly nourished [and℄ in balane, that you have theneessary rest, and that you reognize [that℄ when you are not able to give [love℄, it is time to retreateven to the very bow of the ship. It is time to go beneath and be reharged even though the stormrage about you. For when you emerge, having ahieved that osmi attunement and oneness withthe Universal Christ, you will be able to say as Jesus said before the frightened disiples, \Peae, bestill!"21 Peae, be still and know that the I AM THAT I AM within me and within you is able tostill and alm the storm.All who would give do need the reharge in the white �re ore of being. Neglet this not, beloved.For to \spend and be spent," as the apostle Paul said,22 you must be in�lled again. To give of yourbest to the Master in the hearts of his own upon earth, take are of yourself. Take are, beloved.Be prepared. And be prepared to survive all that may transpire upon earth. For when you emergeon the other side of the onoming yles of darkness you will �nd a new opportunity and a new day.It is to that new day that we look, beloved, as the last hope and opportunity to bring in the greatgolden age.Thus you see, if you do not heed the warning and prepare, how will you �nd yourself in physialembodiment when we need you most? Surely we need you now, beloved. But we also need you aliveand well on planet earth in the year 2001, 2002 for new beginnings, beloved, new beginnings.From this Hope and this Faith and in this Charity we seal you in the Ruby Ray of God's holylove. May you beome the Mystial Body of the Christ and the Buddha on earth, even as the saintsrobed in white are that Body in heaven.23Call, then, to me and I will answer. Simple therefore is the response to your questions \How mayI ontat my twin ame? How may I know my divine plan?" Simple is the answer. Call to me andI will interede for you, for this is the dispensation of the Lords of Karma and the Four and TwentyElders in this hour.It is important to at upon dispensations when they are given. For they are given, beloved, foronly a ertain time and times and half a time,24 and then for various reasons of osmi law they maybe withdrawn. I give to you, then, the open door of my heart and I ome to you, beloved, in love.O world, we behold thee in light and in the golden age of Aquarius! May you respond to theMother Flame whereby and wherewith we enfold you.In the living heart of the Om let us together seal this servie and this release.[Audiene joins the Great Divine Diretor in sounding mantras:℄OmOm Vairohana Om[Om Akshobhya Om℄Om Ratnasambhava OmOm Amitabha OmOm Amoghasiddhi OmOm Om OmThis ditation was delivered at the onlusion of the Saturday evening servie and meditation21Mark 4:35-40.22II Cor. 12:15.23Rev. 3:4, 5; 6:9-11; 7:9, 13, 14; 19:8, 14.24Dan. 12:7; Rev. 12:14. 315



on Sun., May 21, 1989, 12:22-1:00 a.m. EDT, at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York City. Servieand ditation available on 3 audiotapes, 4 hr., A89076 or 2 videoassettes, 4 hr., GP89024. [N.B.Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messengerunder the Great Divine Diretor's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notesPoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 32Beloved Saint Germain - August 6, 1989Vol. 32 No. 32 - Beloved Saint Germain - August 6, 1989The Messenger Stumps New York5Prophey for the 1990sMy Vision for the Vitory of AquariusLadies and gentlemen, keepers of the ame of Life on earth, I, Saint Germain, ome to this itywelomed by you and your hearts' love for the ame of Liberty. And I am grateful to be the hampionof your soul's vitory in the age.I am grateful for your presene providing the halie for my oming and for the oming of myMessenger. I am grateful to those who keep the violet ame blazing in this ity and whose hearts bydevotion's �re keep the hannels open to the etheri otave and the Temple of the Sun.1Thus I may return again and I may deliver my message to you who are born to be Aquarian starsand bearers of the water of Life to all people, you in whom the anient memory is rekindled as youhear segments of the story of a osmi history revisited again and again. So the [tossing and the℄tumbling and the oming up again of the same faes and the same karma, the same agenda, the sameretribution - this does plae you at a vantage of beholding hundreds of thousands of years in[to℄ thepast and into the future.Now you see yourself against the bakdrop of events osmi, yles old and very old yet new, andagainst the bakdrop of the raing of the fallen ones and the Lightbearers in this entury to meettheir respetive destinies; and somehow you look at yourself and in moments you feel [yourself the℄vitim of [the℄ destiny of a entury and a deade and you wonder and say to me, \Why am I here onearth in this time, Saint Germain? And what an I do before suh seemingly insurmountable odds?"Blessed ones, as you know, the solutions to suh equations are never easy. And perhaps we havewell said all that we may say upon the subjet of alternatives. Yet, beloved, there is a destiny that ishigher than [the℄ destiny [that is℄ prediated upon the karma and the works of evildoers and mankind.There is a destiny that you pereive when you poke your head above the louds of human reationand that destiny is the destiny of the soul of a people in Aquarius and of your own soul. Apart from allthat surrounds you, there is that inner life and inner walk with God and there is that determination,above all, to attain [that℄ reunion [with your Mighty I AM Presene℄ in this life [whih℄ is the vitoryof the asension.I adjure you: never lose sight of the goal! For if you desire to help this planet and not to desert1Temple of the Sun. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 7, p. 51 n. 4.317



her in her hour of trouble, then remember, the Light [that℄ you arry prior to the asension and afterit is the means of e�eting a great alhemy, a world hemialization whereby the resurretion of thesaints does take plae, not as some of our Christian brothers and sisters view it but a resurretionas a resurgene of Light in the [physial℄ temple where[by℄ you walk the earth in physial bodies, yetbearing the ame of the resurretion, a spiral of mother-of-pearl radiane whereby the rainbow raysof God are emitted from you.The resurretion of the soul, then, is her restoration to the heart of the Inner Light, the InnerChrist, the Inner Buddha. The resurretion, then, is a goal to be realized not after death but beforeit. And it is the absorption of that Light of restoration whereby the Lord did say, \Behold, I makeall things new."2Aquarius is the entrane into a vast osmos and this osmos itself is a lean white page. Entraneinto this osmos requires prior initiation, for you must disover yourself and be that integratedpersonality in God. Thus you enter, as you would enter a temple of Light, an etheri ity, thisosmos alled Aquarius. To enter there, beloved, may surely be aomplished by you as you keep theame [of God℄ on earth and go there, one you have passed your initiations, out of the body duringthe sleep of night.Beloved ones, ome what may, be pioneers of the Spirit and know that as you poke your headsthrough the louds you reate an opening that others will �nd and follow. Every one of us has leftour footprints in the ethers, in akasha, and on the sands of time. These footprints are �rm andyou also have found them, whether my own or [those of℄ another elder brother or sister asended.Therefore you have pursued the higher wavelength and the higher vibration.Sensing yourself surrounded by a ompany of heavenly hosts, you have had the ourage to standapart and not be swayed by the downward momentums of ivilization. You have ared not so muhfor reputation but you have ared to espouse a ame of truth and honor. Therefore you have integrity.It is the sign of those who pursue the quest in all ages. That integrity, beloved, beomes the verymeans of integration, a ame of honor produing integrity, produing integration in the Light and inthe Real Self and in the I AM THAT I AM.You have passed through ivilizations of great planetary hanges and of wars. And many of youhave survived these, not desending into the astral plane but journeying on to etheri otaves untila more opportune time should be a�orded you to reembody. You have been as a thread - a threadthreading the eye of the needle of osmi purpose on earth, pulling in and out, in and out, omingbak and forth until you have arrived at the present hour.Blessed hearts, you are worth the ultimate prie that we should pay for your soul's vitory to beChristed ones on earth indeed! Therefore not from the survivalist's standpoint as the word is usedtoday but in the sense of [your℄ being a pillar of �re in the earth and a light to the nations have wepointed toward the protetion of your physial presene and life on planet earth wherever you live,wherever you ome from. In the equation of life on this planet there must be those who, alreadyapart [from℄ and above the rowd, \the madding rowd,"3 beloved, have stood apart and will remainand thus be there when all around them there are those in haos and unable to ope.Thus, beloved, physial survival is as important as spiritual survival. We have no need of saintsin the etheri otave, although you are most welome. We have need for our representatives to beon earth lest the outome of suh a senario as world war should �nd the fallen ones ensoned initadels of power.Beloved hearts, they e�et war and upheaval to pro�t from hange. Wherever there is hangeamong nations they move people and resoures, armies and armaments to support their new oalition2Rev. 21:5.3\Far from the madding rowd's ignoble strife," Thomas Gray, Elegy Written in a Country Churhyard, st. 19(1750); Far from the Madding Crowd, a novel by Thomas Hardy (1874).318



of power bases. You have wathed them do this over and over and over again ad nauseam and youare fed up with being spetators to their sport. You above all people would desire to [expose℄ them,to overturn them, and to seize from them that whih they have seized from mankind.Blessed ones, the signs of the times are of Neptunian delusion as seeing through the water or seeingthrough a glass darkly.4 It is a time when things seem better than what they are, when illusion isrampant, and wishful thinking and the putting of one's head into the sand of sel�shness and self-love,not wanting to see the handwriting on the wall. This has been harateristi of the leadership of thisnation sine before the turn of the entury.Blessed hearts, you are grieved beyond words to see the infamy and the betrayal of the Lightand [of℄ the ause of God and the Brotherhood on earth. Would you not, then, stand and fae andonquer and determine that, above all, you shall be in your physial strength and health and in yourright plae in that point of ontat with Light and therefore ready to survive to see that day whenthe Lightbearers will one again have the opportunity to make of earth a golden-age ivilization?A great leansing and purging an ome upon the earth in these years. And some of you willsee the positive side of judgment as being the means to that purge and to that leansing. Whenthe judgment does ome, beloved, as it is already in proess, many of these fallen ones will not beallowed to embody again upon earth. They will not return.Some of them who have already been taken to the judgment have ried out in their �nal ursingsagainst the Lightbearers and mankind as they were seized by the Arhangels to be taken to the Courtof the Sared Fire.5 They have said, \You will never live to enjoy the earth, for the earth will bedestroyed." Thus, beloved, they have desired as their last breath before what is known as the seonddeath6 to know that if they will no longer enjoy planet earth, then the Lightbearers will not enjoy iteither.I pray that this shall �re in you suh a determination by the sense of [the℄ gall of these fallenones and by the sense of Cosmi Justie that you will determine that, yes, earth shall survive, youshall survive, and you will be in plae when we need those of Light to teah the little ones who omeinto embodiment what is the di�erene between those who serve the Light and those who serve theDarkness.Understand this, beloved, that they have plotted the destrution of the planet and yet their timeis up. If you an endure beyond their time, then your time will ome also. For superseding the hourand the power of Darkness,7 omes an era of Light for the Lightbearers.Where shall the Lightbearer appear if there be not parents to bring forth these souls, to replenishthe earth, to be fruitful, and to multiply? Thus, beloved, for all that you have served and given toearth's evolutions, for all the sari�es, and [for℄ the injury that has fallen upon you at the hand ofthe arhdeeivers, would you not enjoy a life or two or the opportunity to give life to others in thisage to enjoy the fruits of a vitory that truly an be won no matter what the onsequenes of thedeisions of the leaders East and West?You see, this is the moment of vitory and the moment of God-mastery: when you an see andhear all that has been laid before you today,8 [what℄ with the ultimate powers of this world amassed41989 PoW, vol. 31 no. 22, p. 250 n. 8.5Court of the Sared Fire desribed in Revelation. Rev. 4; 5; 6:1, 16; 7:9-12; 11:16-19; 14:1-3; 19:1-6; 20:11-15;22:1, 3. See The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, pp. 173, 376, 378-79.6Seond death. Rev. 2:11; 20:6, 11-15; 21:8; The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, pp. 75, 117-19, 258, 387.7Luke 22:53.8The leture \Prophey for the 1990s" given by the Messenger prior to the ditation ontains propheies neverbefore revealed that were delivered espeially for the oasion, to be published in forthoming Pearls. Leture alsogives a new perspetive on the Four Horsemen, what ould happen in the next 12 years on a personal and globallevel, why we are vulnerable, and the astrology of the superpowers with an inisive analysis of glasnost - from Leninto Gorbahev. Leture and ditation are available on 3 audioassettes, 41/2 hr., A89079, or 3 videos, 5 hr., GP89029.319



for world destrution and the ultimate karma perhane desending, when all of this does not deteryou and you determine to pass through the eye of the needle and through a tunnel of darkness andto hold before you [the vision of℄ that light at the end of the tunnel[ - it is indeed the moment ofvitory and the moment of God-mastery℄!Do you see, beloved, [that℄ it is the perspetive of your osmi history and all that you haveendured in past ages when you have not had the dispensations of the Asended Masters that makesyou �ghters in the spirit, in the heart, in the soul of being? And this against the bakdrop of yourountrymen and those of many nations who have beome passive and pai�sts and are ready to rollover before the threats of the fallen ones!Blessed ones, they allow their fear to overtake them. And they are no longer willing to �ght, asArjuna was not willing to �ght until the Lord Krishna gave to him the vision of the dharma, theduty to ful�ll one's reason for being.9Will you allow it to be taken from you? Will you allow it to be snathed from you at the hour ofvitory after a million years of dealing with these onditions? I tell you, nay! You will not, not if Iknow you as the Lightbearers and Keepers of the Flame of Liberty upon earth! [18-seond applause℄You will not roll over and say die, onvining yourself that you will go on in another otave andit matters not whether you have a physial body or not. Blessed hearts, I say [as℄ with Babaji, if itdoes not matter, then keep that physial body10 and use it that the earth might see a greater vitorythan has ever ome about on this planet and many systems of worlds in the fae of suh odds!I remind you that one with God is a majority of Life and Light and Love to an entire evolution.But it does take work to maintain that onsiousness and that presene. And it takes the mostpratial nature of the Mother Flame, pratial in providing those things for oneself whereby oneshall endure, whether through radioative fallout or seasons where rops will not grow or of risingtides of oeans and rivers or of the splitting apart of the seams of the earth where elemental life isin turmoil. All of these things you must onsider, for you must not be aught o� guard.And so in that preparedness you are strengthened in your spirit and the enemy is put on thedefensive and dares not strike. For he knows already that this is not a physial warfare, physialthough it may seem or be, but it is a warfare of the Spirit!11And those who are the vitors are those who an desend into the depths of hell - whether for thepreahing to those aught there12 or for the binding of the evil spirits with the Arhangels - thosewho an asend to the heavens and be one in the Universal Christ. Mobility, movement, momentum,beloved, therefore pratiality in the details of life, life that presents a hallenge no matter what theotave[ - that is the key to vitory℄!Do you think it is just as easy to survive out of the body or easier? I tell you, nay. [When youare out of the body℄ you are more the vitims of your subonsious and unonsious fores thanyou are now. The grounding in the physial [otave℄ is like none other, and here you have thegreatest opportunity to balane karma and arue new rings of light to the aura. Every day andevery hour you an unite with Maitreya, the Cosmi Christ, who is an Asended Master and is notin embodiment at this time, beloved, ontrary to what some may say.139Vision of the dharma given to Arjuna by Krishna. The Bhagavad-Gita, haps. 1-2; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 27,pp. 324-25.10Babaji on keeping the physial body. Paramahansa Yogananda, Autobiography of a Yogi (Los Angeles: Self-Realization Fellowship, 1946), paperbak ed., pp. 352-53.11Eph. 6:10-13.12Desent into hell. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 20, pp. 218-19, 220-21, 258 n. 5.13Benjamin Creme, British author, artist, and self-prolaimed representative of Maitreya, announed in May 1982that Maitreya had entered the modern world on July 19, 1977, and was living in the Pakistani ommunity in southeastLondon. Aording to Creme, Maitreya would identify himself in an international television broadast in whih hewould ommuniate telepathially with all people on earth in their own language. In 1988 Maitreya is said to have320



Lord Maitreya is the representative of the Cosmi Christ and with him serve Jesus and Kuthumi asWorld Teahers. Eah and every hour that you have life and breath you an beome more integratedwith that Christ and take the Buddhi initiations and follow the path of the Bodhisattva. While youhave breath in the physial otave immense strides an be made and the perentages of karma [you℄balane are tiking o� daily.Thus you will �nd, beloved, that if you are not able to ful�ll the balaning of 51 perent of yourkarma at the onlusion of this life,14 you will be hard-pressed to �nd an opening to reembody upona safe and sane world in a pure environment and to be able to ful�ll the karma with the evolutionsof this planet who must return [to the physial otave℄ regardless of whether earth may provide thatnatural purity that is intended.Do you see, beloved, the mere proess of being born is so omplexi�ed by the tendeny towardabortion, by the so many souls who desire to enter the portals of birth as opposed to that whihearth an bear, [that for many the odds are against a safe reentry℄. As you bear Light, then, you donot add to the karmi weight [of the planet℄ and thus you may reeive a sponsorship of an AsendedMaster. You may [re℄enter this plane as a hela, already in the bonds of an Asended Master'sovershadowing.You see, therefore, [that℄ what [good karma℄ you sow in this life, even if you arrive at the gate [ofthe soul's transition, alled death,℄ before having ompleted your mission, puts the wind in your sailsfor that moment of reinarnation when you an be a world o-server in this earth even if you do notendure and pass over to the otaves of Light [in the ritual of the asension℄ at the onlusion of thislife. Blessed ones, opportunity opens wider and wider to those who take these preious moments ofthe sands falling in the hourglass to devote themselves to God's Light and the internalization of hisWord.May you understand that the fundamentals of the Path must be known by you. For the waythat has not been walked, that is untried, is diÆult and full of surprises, as you must deal with theslaying of the not-self, the anti-Buddha, the anti-Christ that dwells at the level of the unonsiousand has been alled by some in the last entury that dweller-on-the-threshold.15When you enounter those onditions of the unleashing of what is in your own subonsious andunonsious, beloved, it is then that you need a physial teaher, [it is then that℄ you need a strong tieto the asended hosts and the angels. This is why you build your momentum daily in your dynamiderees and do not slaken. And this is why we have provided at Maitreya's Mystery Shool thatourse and teahing whereby you an foreknow the plots and ploys of the arnal mind both withinand on a planetary sale, where it has amalgamated into the fores of what I have rightly alled theInternational Capitalist/Communist Conspiray.16By the authority of your I AM Presene I, Saint Germain, deree for eah and every one of youyour God-vitory in the Light! I deree it, beloved, and I aÆrm it! And I tell you, the love of myheart and the shaft of light oming from me to you is suh that if you will but play your part andmake the Call, you shall have that vitory. It is not enough that I deree it. You shall deree it also.But I tell you, it does give you a mighty momentum and a movement toward that vitory to havean Asended Master deree that for you. And it does give you that moment of my oÆe as Hierarhof the Aquarian Age. For you see, I deree it for you in this age and in this osmos that is alledAquarius.begun to appear publily, speaking on world problems and his mission; he reportedly appeared at a hurh in Kenya,addressed worshipers in Swahili, and performed healings. The Great White Brotherhood and Lord Maitreya denouneall suh laims of the false hierarhy and the false-hierarhy impostors of the Cosmi Christ.14Balaning 51 perent of karma as requirement for the asension. The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, p. 566 n. 56.15Dweller-on-the-threshold. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 18, p. 200 n. 2; glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp.395-96.16International Capitalist/Communist Conspiray. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 27, p. 380 n. 125.321



Know, then, beloved, that it is not diÆult for the Lords of Karma to assign the servants of Lightto lighter worlds and planetary spheres where you an enter and take up your ourse. But, belovedones, this too presents to all of us the ourse and path of least resistane! Yes, we an promiseto take you to another sphere of Light if all should fail upon planet earth. And what? Desert intime of failure a planet and an evolution that we have almost but not quite brought to their ownGod-realization! Small omfort, beloved. I know that my own would rather reengage in the fray.And if you would do so after the fat, then why not do it today? This is my appeal to you, beloved.[18-seond applause℄My vision of the age of Aquarius is one of endurane, those enduring the soul-testing and the pathof initiation, reeiving the rown of Life17 and everlasting Life yet walking the earth as adepts andmasters, able to present a path hard-won to all other evolutions who must �nish their ourse on thisplanetary sphere where they have made their karma.My vision of this age is that you will lay a foundation when it is possible to lay that foundationand that you, by the gathering of your knowledge and your professional experiene from all walks oflife, will be ready to lay that upon the altar of God and see how the New Age may start and have anew hane, no longer in�ltrated in every �eld by the betrayers of the people.I envision an age when life in its wholeness an truly be lived, for the pratitioners in health maydeliver what God designed to be the answer to all physial burdens and problems. This has beenbloked for so very long, beloved, by an establishment of materia media that I tell you, if you wereto [be able to℄ determine the ourse of life upon earth, you yourself would say that the only way thereis to deal with it is to break it and to break its stronghold and break its matrix that does furtherdisease rather than heal it.Do you understand, beloved, that this is true in many areas, whether in the eonomies of nationsor in their governments? The stronghold of the [seed of the℄ Wiked [One℄ and the stranglehold theyhave an only be broken by Divine Interession and the Lord God of hosts [himself℄.Do you understand that it is an at of mery to allow these things to ome to pass so that therean be the puri�ation of an earth body? Do you understand that when things have gone this far inpast ages the only solution that the hierarhies of Light ould bring to a planetary system was thebreaking of the mold? And [that℄ this has ourred through atalysm?In past ages, beloved, the time of ful�llment had not yet ome. But at the end of this 25,800-year yle you see that the hour of the judgment is ome.18 And those who have had hundreds ofthousands of years to qualify the Light of God with that God-Good have reahed the extent of theiropportunity, and beause they have quali�ed it with Darkness they shall stand no more in the landof the living. But they, their onsiousness, and their misquali�ed energy must pass through thesared �re.And thus is written upon their �le by the Keeper of the Srolls \Finis." And it is the end and thetermination of the opportunity for that lifestream to move forward, to have any hane whatsoeverof reating misquali�ed energy or one again turning the hildren of Light aside from their divinedevotion.And so you see, beloved, where ages have ome and gone and where you have returned only to�nd the same onditions again [and again℄, this will not be true at the end of this age. Aquariusis a new age not only in the sense of [the beginning of℄ a 2,000-year period but in the sense of [thebeginning of℄ another 25,800-year period. It is indeed a new osmi yle and a new beginning. Andthis is why we desire to see you [be there to℄ enjoy the fruits of your labors and the momentum ofyour vitory, to be there and to launh a new era.17Crown of Life. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 23, p. 257 n. 4.18Hour of the judgment. Jude 6; Rev. 11:18; 14:7; 15:4; 16:5-7; 17:1; 18:8, 10; 19:2, 11; 20:4, 12-15. See 1988 PoW,vol. 31 no. 62, p. 492 n. 3; 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 6, p. 97 n. 10.322



My vision is of you walking in the Light, walking in the full-orbed Presene of your ausal body andyour Christ Self. As one by one by one those on earth and at inner levels who have taken my ourseof training [in℄ the violet ame and of balaning karma will regroup and reembody in one universalpath of vitory, we an see the seeds of hope that my beloved Guru, the Great Divine Diretor, mightrelease to this planet the seventh root rae and those souls of Light; and that my dispensations forAmeria in founding this government to guarantee the rights of the individual might also bear fruit;and that the mission of Ameria, seemingly lost in this hour, will return; and that you yourselveswill have the opportunity to plae the apstone on the pyramid that is the sign and the symbol ofthe raising up �rst of the 144,000 Lightbearers of the earth who ame with Sanat Kumara that theymight [then℄ be the shepherds and the open door to all other lifewaves and evolutions.I remind you that you were with me in the golden-age ivilization that was where the SaharaDesert now is more than �fty thousand years ago. I remind you that you have known this era ofpeae and abundane and light. And I remind you that one before you have been in a ivilizationwhereby the entrane of the prine of Darkness has aused the undoing of that ivilization and thesevering of the tie of the Asended Masters with those unasended ones.19I remind you that it is beause of the folly of the enjoyment of suh golden ages - even as Ameriahas had, as it were, a golden age of tehnology and siene and an abundane of material things bymy sponsorship[ - to the exlusion of the worship of the LORD God and the love of his laws thattheir downfall and disobediene ame about℄. It is [at℄ the point and the moment when a peopleturn their attention from their I AM Presene beause they are beguiled by materialism, whih wasgiven to them only that they might be free from drudgery to master their own fate, [that they loseboth the Presene and the material bene�ts of that Presene℄.It is at that moment that they fall prey to the visiting prines, to those who ome from therealms of Darkness. It is then [that℄ they beome passive and are not willing to defend that freedom,that Light, and that golden age that they have ahieved. It is then, beloved, that [the℄ yles [ofopportunity℄ are broken and the proess of earning that freedom must begin all over again.I tell you, beloved, you must live to teah your hildren and your hildren's hildren and newsouls who will embody what are the plots and ploys of the fallen ones and how they did set aside thegreatest nation upon earth and ause her to ome to ruin, how they did take over the major nationsof the earth with their philosophies of ommunalism and the worship of the gods of the state andthe gods of the hurhes.Beloved hearts, some must pass on to new souls what an ome upon them at the hour of theirattainment of mastery when they, too, must hoose to embody the Light and not take the left-handedpath. They must know the wiles of every serpent fore and onsiousness, beloved, else all that youwill have passed through will have been in vain.Living midst and amongst those who are the arhdeeivers ome again in every �eld of humanendeavor and knowledge, you should be the most astute of all people for having su�ered at theirhand with suh a long-su�ering that I say to you, you should not longer endure it.Thus, beloved, teahers are required that these evolutions may asend and not likewise lose theirsouls and beome astaways20 for want of some who an relight and rekindle the fervor of the heartthat has gone out in them, as Mother Mary's report through Raphael [was℄ given to you on the ninthof April. This report, beloved, shows that in the astral plane and on earth souls are in jeopardy oflosing their souls and are losing their souls due to the fat that they have not seen the Darkness [forwhat it is℄ and [therefore℄ their Light is being siphoned from them [by the dark ones℄.2119Prine of Darkness who took over golden-age ivilization. Saint Germain On Prophey, Book One, pp. 3-7, 41,42-43; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 32, p. 249 n. 6.20I Cor. 9:27.21Loss of souls in astral plane and on earth. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 24, pp. 263-65.323



Thus you have reeived a plea from the heart of Mother Mary and Raphael to all for [the savingof℄ these souls. Thus I make my plea also. They will lose the way not only [by the treahery of thedark ones and the false gurus℄ in this hour and in this day and age but they will lose the way if theshepherds are not in physial embodiment to assist them.Beloved ones, as far as Divine Interession is onerned, that may ome through the Call wherethere is the physial vessel we an use. And I mean not alone the individual but his surroundings,his environment, and that whih he does prepare. And so, beloved, to be in the right situationand the safe situation is what is before you. This is why 2,000 years ago Jesus did prophesy toMartha the establishment of the Inner Retreat and that Plae Prepared that is found today nearYellowstone Park.22 That is why, beloved, moving to the mountains and oming apart from thoseareas of vulnerability does inrease survivability; and yet we have not said or dereed that all shoulddo so.But, blessed ones, it is important that a home of Light and a plae for the preservation of theTeahings and the Path be sustained. For this in itself does allow the Great White Brotherhoodmore opportunity for dispensations from the Great Central Sun to assist those who sustain it.May you onsider all things and know that your life and lifestream is of ultimate value and ofultimate worth to the LORD God but espeially to those souls who have not suÆient Light or Lifein their lifestreams to save themselves. May you have ompassion upon those who are not even whereyou are on the Path, who are the sweet, preious hearts, who are the very hildren of God who standto lose the most in this warfare of the rivalries of the fallen ones. For if they have a war, belovedones, it is their war of rivalry of who shall amass territory and wealth and nations and who amongstthem shall ontrol one again the people of a planet.My vision is for the vitory, beloved. And my vision for you is that you will �nd [in℄ the ingenuityof your souls [the means℄ to mitigate the e�ets of their onspiray and to raise up the green shootof new life on earth. Let the green shoot be the sign of Aquarius and let the emerald ray and theemerald matrix seal the third eye amongst you.I AM Saint Germain. And you will not know until all is said and done on planet earth just howmuh you have ounted for the Light and for the Vitory. I send you forth, for you alone an passyour tests. You alone must �gure out and alulate how you will ahieve your vitory, given theequation of an age.Be it known that I am with you. And when your aura is harged and superharged with the violetame, you will easily hear my words of guidane spei�ally for you individually and you will knowthe footsteps of my angels at your side. Heaven is prepared to give to you all of the assistane thatthe Great Law will allow; yet heaven does promise you [that℄ it will never take from you your ownhallenge to ahieve your own vitory.Let the an-do spirit and the spirit of ingenuity remain in this rae and people. For I stand in thewings, beloved, having played my role on the stage of life; and I am the prompter. And I stand tosee what your performane will be. That performane will tell what is the vision and the vitory ofAquarius.As I bow before the Light within you, so there is strengthened the tie of our hearts and its renewalin some who have not seen or known me for hundreds of years sine our last servie together.Beloved, I reeive you now at this altar to [give you℄ the transfer of Light through my heart fromyour own I AM Presene and the Central Sun that you might be sealed as the servants of God intheir foreheads.2322Jesus' prophey to Martha of the Plae Prepared. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 42, p. 340 note.23Following the ditation, those attending passed before the altar to reeive Saint Germain's transfer of light tothe third-eye hakra by the \emerald matrix" as the Messenger touhed their brow with a large laboratory \grown"Chatham emerald rystal. This is the \sealing of the servants of God in their foreheads" prophesied in Rev. 7:1-8.324



I bring you greetings from my beloved Portia, who sends the ord of Divine Justie whereby youmight be the instruments of that justie and her ame in the earth.In the joy of a vitory that is to the strong I salute you.In the name of Cosmi Freedom I AM Saint Germain!This ditation by Saint Germain was delivered on Sunday, May 21, 1989, 6:55-7:38 p.m. EDT, atthe Whole Health Expo at the New York Sheraton Centre Hotel. [N.B. Braketed material denoteswords unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Saint Germain's diretionfor larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls ofWisdom.
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Chapter 33Beloved El Morya - August 13, 1989Vol. 32 No. 33 - Beloved El Morya - August 13, 1989\I Am Unbenhed!"Lux Fiat!At King Arthur's Court on the Oasion of the Thirty-FirstAnniversary of the Founding of The Summit LighthouseMy beloved helas, I am unbenhed![47-seond standing ovation with joyous shouts by the helas followed by:℄[Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!℄[alamations with 42-seond applause followed by:℄[Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory!Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! AlwaysVitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory!Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! AlwaysVitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory! Always Vitory!Always Vitory!℄By the grae of the Divine Mother Mary, by the mery of the Divine Mother Kuan Yin, by theirinteression and by the extraordinary devotion of you, my helas and my Messengers, I AM indeedunbenhed! [24-seond applause℄And now I pray for my extraordinary helas to also be unbenhed! [11-seond applause℄O it is the eleventh hour, beloved. And so, ere this day onlude I address \Chelas Mine"1 and Iome in the vitory of the sared seven who did ditate their founding words on August 7, 1958, inthe ity of Philadelphia.2O beloved, when you hear them you shall indeed herish those words and ome to understand thatthe founding ame of The Summit Lighthouse, may it never be extinguished, is the ame of Divine11958 PoW, vol.1 no.1.2The seven Asended Masters who ditated through the Messenger Mark L. Prophet on August 7, 1958, in Philadel-phia upon the founding of The Summit Lighthouse were Arhangel Mihael, Elohim Peae, Saint Germain, the MahaChohan, El Morya, Gautama Buddha and Godfre; on 90-min. audioassette K89040.327



Love. And in this hour, beloved, and in these twelve months3 you have shown that utter love anddevotion and you have ome into an inner alignment with the will of God and my Diamond Heart.Though this has been for your Messenger the longest year of many enturies, I tell you, for me Idid live it seond by long seond and did not yet learn, beloved, the quality of patiene [to forbear℄to be up and doing with my own. Now that I am, you may give to me twelve labors of Herules andmore4 even as I give the same to you.O beloved, now the fun and the work begins! [19-seond applause℄So let me enumerate my auses, beloved, for they are just and meriful and graious unto ourGod. Won't you be seated in my presene and in this ovoid of light as though you were with me inmy Darjeeling palae. Yes, beloved, I do live in luxury. [10-seond applause℄Lux �at! Let there be light and let there be abundant light! Though the stable will keep herebelow, yet the palae awaits eah and every noble, royal son and daughter of God. And for the truelight and the �at of the light, beloved, no one ought to wait. For that light is here and now, andthere is nowhere else to be.So herishment is the ame we hold dear. Surely we have ome to understand a greater love, ifthere ould be, and a greater need. And so many things have passed by the way. When the one thingthat one loves most may be taken from one, is it not so, beloved, that all else pales into insigni�aneand the preiousness [�rst℄ of life itself and seondly of servie beomes the all-onsuming passion?How neat5 are the priorities arranged when one's self must omplete one's penane as [a℄ helaon the road to the Inner Buddha and when the Guru's hands [are℄ tied, unable to undo himself butdependent only upon his helas to interede.Beloved ones, is it not a humbling experiene for us all?[\Yes."℄So, beloved, we must approah a diÆult and nigh impossible future. But we must trust withHerules that no thing in heaven or earth, beneath the sea or in the depths of Hades may defeatthose who are aligned with the will of God - [those who have℄ that set of the mind and of the sail,that positioning of the tongue and that presene, beloved.So you must keep on�dene and faith and determination and not allow doubt or fear or deathor dying to be entertained. For to entertain them is to be them and [therefore℄ for those momentsto deprive some one Asended Master or some hela of that very momentum of that positivity, thatpositiveness, beloved ones, that is the key to vitory.Let us then herish the dispensation as though we had our last thousand or ten thousand dollarsto spend. Let us spend this energy of this year wisely on the things that ount most in life for theultimate vitory. May this experiene, then, trim you and ause you to trim all around you, yourhouseholds and all that is in them, remembering that you have not only a palae of light in Darjeelingbut a home of great light and a palae apiee, and sometimes more, on the God Star, Sirius.We an wait if heaven an wait, for we would rather be about our Father's vitory - is it not so?- our Father's vitory on earth. And I laim you as my hildren, my helas, my sons and daughters.Let us have the vitory on earth of the will of God and not lose the opportunity for Aquarius to havea golden age!In Saint Germain's name I say it and I laim you for that vitory, the golden age of Aquarius!3On August 8, 1988, El Morya announed that he was \benhed," i.e., that there would be no new dispensationsfor his helas or for his world servie from the Lords of Karma until karma inurred by dispensations misappropriatedor unappropriated by helas and world servers might be suÆiently balaned.4Prior to the ditation the Messenger delivered a leture on \The Twelve Labors of Herules."5neat, adverb (earliest reorded use, 1579): without admixture or dilution, straight.328



[20-seond applause℄Now let us see, beloved, [that℄ the order of the day is to seure this Churh Universal and Tri-umphant, of whih I also say, Lux �at! In the name Jesus Christ the gates of hell shall not prevailagainst this my Churh and your Churh!6 [18-seond applause℄They have little time to prevail; therefore they try all the harder, yet to no avail. For the LORDour God is mighty in our midst and he is in our midst tonight, the Holy One of God, the abidingPresene of this altar.Behold the Witness of our God, beloved! [11-seond applause℄The Modreds ome out from their holes and hiding. They have their day and they must play theirpart. Thus, let the Word go forth! Let the Light desend! Let the Work attest! that those who dealignobly with my own, those who are the ignoble ([and℄ let them also know [it℄), as they so at, sothey do shorten their own lifestream and their own rystal ord. And therefore they need not begiven the rope, for they take it; and they do take that rope of opportunity and instead of limbingthat rope to the heart of God they hang themselves by their words and their works.7 Therefore letthem have their say, for the Lord's deree will not fail: By their words they shall be justi�ed. Bytheir words they shall be ondemned.8Thus, beloved, until suh entities are exposed, until they take their stand, there does not omethe desent of karma nor the judgment. And unless this be done, beloved, [the℄ worldwide expansion[of℄ this Community of the Holy Spirit annot and does not take plae. Therefore let the betrayersperform their works of infamy. Therefore let us be exorised of them by the Holy Spirit.And let us turn our attention to the following: There are at least one million potential helas ofthe will of God in this world [who are℄ ready to enter in. Yet they are held bak, beloved, by thevery burden of [the karma of℄ the world. These potential helas are those who are just like you andan be polished up and shined up and leared and puri�ed and made white, just as you have been.Thus understand [that℄ you are reahing the momentum in the binding of your own dwellers-on-the-threshold whereby there soon shall be broken down barriers of hate and hate reation andall false reporting and untruths spoken. When the inner �ery ore of this movement reahes thatresendo, as you have been moving toward it and have ahieved my glorious freedom this day, youwill then know that blessed expansion that God has dereed. But it is indeed a rae between Lightand Darkness.Therefore I bring to your attention how many are held bak by drugs and must be prayed for;others, beloved, by rok musi and even Satanism and the misguided entering in to the pratiesor the worship of Satan or of psyhiism or of withraft or blak magi. Beloved ones, the realitybetween Absolute Light and Absolute Dark[ness℄ is that moment of the razor's edge. And therefore,ome to understand that this Churh is meant in this hour and in this day for one million other soulswho ould enter in if they were ut free.Thus my �rst labor [that℄ I give to you is to ry to the Father-Mother God for them, as you havealled for me, that they might be ut free and drawn in before it is too late. This is my prayer andthis is the key whereby Saint Germain shall have the assurane that after that whih takes plae[\apr�es la guerre"℄, there will be those who may rise to bring in that great golden age of Aquariusthat will mean so great a manifestation to this system of worlds, this galaxy, and all of osmos.To have earth as a planet where that golden age does appear, beloved, an turn the tide for manysystems of worlds beause, as you have been told, there are representatives in embodiment [on earth℄today from all of those systems of worlds who will be a�eted. Therefore the [good℄ karma for so6Matt. 16:18.7Rev. 20:12, 13; 22:12.8Matt. 12:36, 37. 329



great a vitory is vast. And the burden of suh a potential defeat is the unthinkable. Yet we whomeet in ounil must deal with that possibility and the possibility of that eventuality.Therefore ome to understand, beloved, that as you plae your attention upon those who are infar more serious plights of karma and psyhology than yourselves, as you lose yourselves in makingthe alls day after day for their freedom, you shall disover a wholeness oming into yourself. Forthe selessness of this servie does reate the vauum and the Holy One of God, the I AM THAT IAM, the Holy Christ Self does desend into your temple.Is it not, then, a most worthy experiene to pray for brothers and sisters who are a part of thismandala, to re-reate, therefore, the fore�eld, the magnet, for the ompletion of 144,000 who arethe nuleus and then to add the remaining million who an ome in?This is our goal, beloved, and you have a twofold priority. And remember this, it is the altar ofGod, the Alpha, and the preparation for physial survival, the Omega. These two ativities of yourlife demand all of your love and all of your attention; and all else in between, beloved, must surelybe only those ativities that lead to those two goals.Therefore I would say, to aomplish this goal some of you, and [only℄ those who [are℄ will[ing℄ andthose who are able, must be here �ve nights a week. Beloved, to take Friday, Saturday, and Sunday[and℄ to take Tuesday and Wednesday, thereby leaving Monday and Thursday for other eveningobligations, to be able to be in this santuary, not neessarily for long hours but some portion ofthose �ve nights, will give us the anhor point.And as you assemble here, the works that an be done in invoation are tremendous, as you haveseen. And the Lords of Karma have looked upon the great outpouring of heaven in answer to yourall. They have looked upon the Call and the mighty interessory prayers and �ats ontinuing onthe part of the Messenger, reinfored by yourselves, and they also, who look upon all the karma ofthe [earthly℄ evolution, have derived new hope by your demonstration, beloved.Therefore I ome to give you a sense of o-measurement regarding how so great a worth as yourpresene and your voie has truly been the ulmination where[by℄ I, even I myself not expeting it,ould be unbenhed by this hour. Truly, O beloved, it is the tremendous gift of yourselves and theresponse of Hierarhy and yourselves ut free in so many ways from that personal dweller! You havebeome a halie, strengthened, living, and rystal, far beyond that whih was present only one yearago. [17-seond applause℄Now then, value, value what you have reated out of yourself and do not let that halie fall intodisuse; for we have put many on the run.But, beloved, in addition many others have been aroused. You think they are aroused by thisand that ourrene, by this and that reporting. Blessed ones, this is something that is a side e�et.They are aroused, beloved, by the Light! Lux �at! They are indeed aroused by the Light, beloved.And that Light presses in and it does reate a pressure. And if they are not about to bend the kneeand onfess that Light as the Universal Christos, then they must take their stand against it and doso swiftly. For they shall be devoured by the Light unless they bend the knee to that Light.Now, beloved, you have the situation whereby many who are not ready for hoies absolute ofGood and Evil nevertheless have been polarized by their own inner fears and doubts, their ownreords of injustie, polarized therefore against you when they ought to have been polarized andmagnetized to you.We, then, know that those who have had their allegiane to Darkness for aeons will not hange.We do not endeavor to onvert them, for we know that our God has delined that they be onverted.9They, therefore, reeive the Holy Ghost and the judgment of the Holy Ghost; for they are the violators9Isa. 6:9, 10; Matt. 13:15; Mark 4:11, 12; John 12:39, 40; Ats 28:27.330



of the loven tongues of �re10 in their bodies, in their minds, in their souls, and in their hearts.Therefore, set them aside but ontinue to make alls that they be bound and held inative anddealt with by the legions of blue ame under Arhangel Mihael. It is neessary, beloved, for theydo unbind themselves and of neessity must be bound again and again. Yet in every day that theywork the works of Darkness, their lifestream, the very quotient of energy desending from the MostHigh God, is diminished by perentages. And this is the judgment that an be enated and that isenated in answer to your all, inrement by inrement of 1 perent or of 10 perent, and so forth.Beloved, it is those in whom there burns a threefold ame and yet who have not nourished it bydevotion and adoration [who℄ are easily swept aside by the remaining magnetism of the fallen onesand their unning in their lying. Therefore let those in whom there burns the spark divine reeiveyour attention, beginning with those who have the greatest Light on planet earth and those whohave the greatest potential to be helas of the will of God.Deree for them and measure upon measure expand that deree to inlude greater numbers ofthose who, if they knew better, if they understood, if they were delivered of the burdens of the lies ofthe fallen ones, would begin to understand and to study the great teahings of the Asended Mastersand the Lost Teahings of Jesus returned now and published and so available.Beloved ones, with that whih has been established, now ontinuing thirty-one years, with thatwhih has been and is now, it would be no more e�ort for the struture of this organization and itssta� to minister to the millions than it is to minister to those who [already℄ reeive this teahing.One the books are written and published they an be multiplied many times over, as you see.Therefore the organization is in position and has truly ful�lled that founding ame of DivineLove. It is as though this day were the founding all over again, and instead of seven there be seventhousand and seventy times seven thousand. Thus the numbers multiply, beloved, and we seek theritial mass of Light whereby the Great Central Sun Magnet ating through you is able to deliverto that world of Lightbearers all that you hold dear in your hearts.Therefore dispel the doom-and-gloom onsiousness whereby you believe that you are an isolatedgroup of individuals uniquely apable of understanding this path! I tell you, had not the Christianhurhes totally rejeted the true path of individual Christhood these two thousand years, I wouldnot be speaking to you about one million potential helas, I would be speaking to you about all ofChristendom! For I tell you, beloved, had that Light been apparent and that path been walked,their advanement would be suh and their understanding of the Tempter and temptation, that theywould have ome so lose to the hem of Christ's garment as to reognize it instantly the momentthey would �nd one of the preious books published by the Messengers and yourselves.Therefore, know, beloved, that we are aelerating the progress of all souls who are in the etheritemples in this hour. We give them ourses that intensify [their self-awareness in Christ℄ and weprepare them to take embodiment fully armed with all the teahings that the Messengers teah bothat inner levels and in their books. And do you know, beloved, we use those very books beause theontent is so aeptable to those who have reently ome out of this ivilization.Now, beloved, as you an well imagine, we look to an earth that an reeive these souls whom weare preparing. Our plans are vast for the inarnation of these ones who, if left alone by the fallenones and [left℄ unobstruted in their own soul's awareness by a false hierarhy and an orthodoxythat is dead and long dead, they will enter. They will laim the Christ ame! They will laim theirMighty I AM Presene! And you might �nd yourselves even as their leaders, hastening to ath upto your followers, as one among you was wont to say one �ne day.Blessed ones, remember, remember the Call. Remember the all of the anient ones and you whoin your own lifetimes have held the sta� of the Great White Brotherhood even in this entury. And10Ats 2:1-4. 331



rejoie that we have drawn to this Community some of the best spiritual Lights of the enturies.There are others we must gather.Beloved, one thing is ertain, I must remain unbenhed![16-seond applause℄Therefore I am ready for the labors of Herules. Are you now ready, beloved? [\Yes!"℄Would we not have our reah exeed our grasp? Would we not, beloved, do more? For, afterall, one we seure our plae, not one of us that does breathe the breath of the Holy Spirit thisnight would desire to see the ause for whih we have fought for so long lost beause the gods aredetermined to have their last war, their turf war to see who gets the earth for the next two thousandyears.So the rivalry of these serpents is something beyond belief. And they are so blinded in their lustfor power and their lust for territory and their lust for the ontrol of your souls that they have missedthe point. They will have their last hurrah and their last war and neither will have the earth fortheir vitory! [14-seond applause℄The keepers of the ame of life and liberty and mery and justie and the age of Aquarius, theyshall have the earth. For they are the LORD's, and the earth is the LORD's and the fullness thereof.11Therefore, wath. Wath and be wathful, but with joyous heart, determination, and the absoluteforeknowledge of the vitory, [know℄ that it is God and his servant-sons and daughters who shalllaim and have the earth for the future generations who deserve it, who are ready, who are heeringyou on from inner levels and would give anything to be in embodiment at your side in this hour,beloved.O how they would join you if they ould! [15-seond applause℄Alpha's priorities remain the same.12 They are the same, beloved. And therefore let us makethem our own. Let us all for the utting free of the Lightbearers. Let us not be satis�ed to belimited by the false hierarhies in Churh and State to this size or this numbering. Let us know thaton the morrow we shall overturn all that opposes this Light from reahing every heart of Light uponthis planet in his own language, in his own plae.Let it be done, I say! And let us be willing to pay this prie, for only if we pay this prie anearth endure in the ourse of the asending spiral that our God has dereed for this planetary home.[12-seond applause℄Then let us not rest. Let us not at any time lay down our sword. Let us remember that this is thehour of supreme vigilane and diligene. This is the eternal prie that must be paid by those whoare in embodiment. For if you are not alert to the wiles of the fallen ones and their investigationsand their subtleties and their mahinations and all manner of e�ort to deeive and trap you in yourwords and in your ats, then I tell you, be assured that you must beome aware of it as K-17 is awareof it, as Lanello is aware of it, as the Darjeeling Counil is aware of it.Blessed ones, you should not so easily trust the stranger. You should not so easily rest upon thebelief in the milk of human kindness. You must be understanding of that whih every saint of Godhas faed at that hour when that Light was to expand to the level of the Christ or the Buddha. [For℄that is the [exat℄ moment when you must reognize that the Light itself has enemies. And whenyou embody that Light you beome the target, for they must target the person who is the bearer ofthe Light.1311Ps. 24:1; I Cor. 10:26, 28.121987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 38, pp. 379-94; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 68, pp. 521-34.13For the Light that shines in the Darkness an neither be omprehended nor targeted by the darkness of the humanonsiousness. Therefore the Word was made esh and dwelt among us and we beheld his glory; and likewise did thefallen ones and they loved not the Light or the Lightbearer, but they loved the Darkness and the dark ones beause332



Make no mistake about it, beloved. Those powers that be in Churh and State as well as theri�ra� that are supported by them do want this organization destroyed, this Messenger stopped, thisland taken from you, and the Churh Universal and Triumphant to be quikly past history. Blessedones, they are determined. Make no mistake about it.And that is why my gratitude is profound that I am up and doing and in your midst. Andtherefore it is important to give me the authority to at in your name. And therefore be detailed inyour letters that you write to me and burn immediately, in those prayers that you o�er in the sileneof your heart, knowing well that wherever you may be there may be a listening devie of someoneeven spying out your liberty14 to pray to your God at this altar.Well, let them hear if they would listen. For I, El Morya, have also walked in their midst. And I tellyou that their hauteur and their pride does go before their downfall and their own self-destrution.15Yet they see it not and they are blinded by their own lust for power. I tell you, beloved, they willlaugh to think that I may speak through this Messenger, that I am an Asended Master. But I tellyou, he who laughs last laughs best, and our Lord shall hold them in derision!16 [16-seond applause℄To Know, to Dare, to Do, and to Be Silent. [This is the motto of the initiates of the Great WhiteBrotherhood.℄ Remember it. It will serve you well. For the trap is laid and you must see to it thatyou do not spring that trap by being o� guard.Remember, beloved, to tend the altar of the heart. Remember to stay in alignment [with yourbeloved Holy Christ Self℄ and shun the folly of rebellion and disobediene [to God's laws℄. For [whenyou lose touh,℄ you immediately plae yourself in alignment with those who seek to destroy [the soul℄,whereas you are the builders and [you are℄ one with the builders [of eternity℄. Any out-of-alignmentstate [of mind℄ or disord [in the feeling world℄, beloved, any of it at all, [even that whih may resultin \illegal" ats, however well-intended or self-justi�ed,℄ demands a frightful prie that must be paidby someone. I trust you will not reate any more [karmi℄ debts for me that I will have to pay foryou and that you will not reate any more [karmi℄ debts for yourselves that you will have to spendtime paying [o�℄.I trust you have therefore learned [some lessons℄ from the labors of Herules and from the lifetimesof Herules. And I trust you will understand that the reason your beloved Mighty Herules is so loseto the physial otave [is℄ that there ame a time in earth's history when evil was so rampant andspaeraft and aliens, and indeed there were giants in the earth and there were gods,17 that Heruleshimself did volunteer to take embodiment to deal with those Wathers, to deal with their reationhalf-animal, half-human. And therefore he did desend in another era. And he did go forth all of hisdays and all of his hours to hallenge those fallen ones.And therefore, heart and mind and soul and spirit one-pointed, Herules did save the day forplanet earth at one point in an era past. And he did save the earth for you, beloved, to be here againin this time. And now he is grateful that you have hosen to all forth his Eletroni Presene andto walk the earth not only as Morya's helas, as Mihael's helas but also as the helas of Herulesand Amazonia.Blessed ones, the myths you hear are indeed myths, stories told many times over and embellished.But at the seed of it and the heart of it there is truth and there is the realization that one so great abeing of Light ould atually reeive the dispensation of Almighty God to embody and then beomeso involved in dealing with Evil inarnate as to reate karma, [as℄ to also be trapped by that barrageof human reation/Nephilim reation and all manner of manipulation of the sared siene as to havetheir deeds were evil (John 1:5, 14; 3:19).14Gal. 2:4; Jude 12.15Prov. 16:18.16Ps. 2:4.17Gen. 6:4; Num. 13:32, 33; I Enoh 7-16; 68:1-20, 39-41; 105:16; Book of the Serets of Enoh (II Enoh) 18:1-4;Book of Jubilees 5:1-3; 7:21-23; Testament of Reuben 2:18, 19.333



to reinarnate thrie in order to expiate the karma inurred for literally rolling in the mud of earthwith these fallen ones.Here you an understand the sari�e of one so beloved. Here you an understand a heart whowould not stand by and see the infamy of these fallen ones on planet earth and did forego the otavesof perfetion and light and God-dominion. And therefore you see [that by the planetary limate ofgross darkness and delusion℄ even suh a one an beome detoured and make karma.Therefore, do not hide yourselves [for your mistakes℄ but learn from [his sari�es and his vitoriesas well as from his mistakes℄ and also know that for an Asended Master or a being of osmos tovolunteer to take physial embodiment is indeed a alulated risk. And many have found themselvesin this very prediament, beloved ones, and have had to ome home the long, hard road of karmayoga until the oming of Saint Germain and Portia and the dawn of the Aquarian age and the[dispensation of the℄ violet ame.And therefore I tell you, [Herules'℄ wrestling with physial monsters now beomes [for you℄ theexorism [by the Ruby Ray of the Holy Ghost℄ of their astral ounterparts. And although it be veryhard [spiritual℄ work and [a℄ ertain [physial, emotional and mental℄ stress and strain, beloved, whenyou have that vitory you know peae at a new level of vitory [and you know℄ a new level of peae.And eah time you have the vitory that sared �re of the Kundalini is rising [and℄ you experienea new heaven; and gradually [your souls℄ are meshing with the etheri otave so that the transitionalled death [when it omes upon you in the natural order of things℄ will be nothing at all, for youwill already have been living in that otave for deades [while yet in the℄ physial body.Know the Path, beloved, and know that the hour will ome when you need \money in the bank,"[i.e.,℄ momentum [of Light℄ in the ausal body [and℄ momentum of [Light's℄ vitory. For at thatmoment of hallenge and initiation you will require all of your past experiene [as an initiate of thesared �re, all of℄ your deftness in wielding the sared sword of the Word. You will require all of thatmomentum to slay the foe that omes with the delared intent to destroy you. And these agentshave delared their intent to destroy you. That is their purpose. Therefore, will you allow it? [\No!"℄Then see to it.The greatest danger you have is in inorretly and improperly assessing the shemes of these fallenones [and℄ the intensity of their intent. They will stop at nothing to ahieve their end.Therefore there does ome a time in the path of the hela when the vitory will be to the onewho is determined that he is undefeatable in God. He will not even admit the possibility of failureor defeat of any kind. That one-pointedness you will gain from all of those of the First Ray but notmore [from any one℄ than that whih you will gain from Herules himself. That momentum [held inthe heart of Herules℄, beloved, allowed many fallen [angels℄ to be taken and bound so that life ouldbe resumed and so the foundations ould be laid that �nally in these enturies the United States ofAmeria ould be established.Yet I tell you, beloved, the seeds of these giants and fallen ones have ome to that moment whenthey do appear for one last parade on the stage of life [as prophesied by our father Enoh℄ to befaed by Arhangel Mihael and his legions. Let us know, beloved, as I have said, [and℄ let us say itagain, that when I speak and when the Messengers speak they listen simultaneously. Therefore getused to the idea that you are not in the privay of your God exept when you retire to the serethamber of the heart to the living presene of the Buddha, who is Guru, and to the Christ, who isHigh Priest.Do not be moved or agitated. Do not be distressed or burdened. Guard the physial body. Guardthe balane of the mind and the emotions. Center yourself in the will of God. Put on the wholearmor of Arhangel Mihael daily, [that is, give℄ the whole tape of Arhangel Mihael18 daily. And18Derees and Songs to Arhangel Mihael released by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 90-min. audioassette B89092, with2 booklets of words. 334



move forward.Claim your vitories and have them. Be ompassionate toward all who are aught in the gray areaof indeision for lak of their own momentum, as I have said. But be �ere in invoking the judgmentupon those who have sworn enmity against the Woman and her seed,19 Sanat Kumara and his own.Be �ere, beloved, for out of the �ereness of the white �re and the wrath of the Great Kali and theirle and sword of Astrea, so all things shall ome to pass in divine order.Count your moments now as sands desending in the hourglass moment by moment. Use your timewell, for the timing is upon us. The timing is upon us. The timing is upon us, beloved. Thereforeheed the word and the diretion of the Messenger when it is given and in your best e�ort ful�ll it.It is not good to lose the hours when you are alled to prayer for a osmi purpose. It is not goodto disregard the words from the altar and it is dangerous not to have the armor of your Pearls ofWisdom with you throughout the day that you might herish the morsels and the words that aregiven.I have direted that this leaven be plaed in the Pearls of Wisdom. Will you let them go unreadand therefore fail to eat your daily bread and not have the leaven of the Christ Mind raising you upeven as you toil and labor for the vitory?I trust not, beloved. I trust you will understand that when I went before Alpha and Omega forthe founding of The Summit Lighthouse, the keystone in the arh of this ativity [was to℄ be thePearls of Wisdom. And I did promise Alpha and Omega that they would go forth week upon weekwithout interruption so that the Lightbearers of the world might have the true Communion of theUniversal Body and Blood of Christ.Beloved ones, I an guarantee their delivery but I annot guarantee your assimilation of thatWord. Neglet not the spoken Word [that is transribed and printed in our Pearls of Wisdom℄, forit will teah you. It will keep you in alignment [with the Word who is your Mighty I AM Presene℄.It will prepare you for the testings of the day and it is indeed the labor of love of our Messengers asAbove, so below, who work jointly on preparing this very speial feast of Light for you.Blessed ones, it is so essential that you drink all of it, the �re of our spirit, and that you eat ofthat bread and rejoie. For in this ativity, in the name of Jesus Christ I AM the bread of Life whihame down from heaven20 and I break this bread of Life of the will of God for many.Therefore, beloved, as I am ome down to you in this hour, may we set the standard of a ertainlevel of religious devotion and pratie and working the works of him that sent us,21 even SanatKumara. And let us ount it a privilege to transmit this Light [and℄ to be the magnet, to be theeletrode here for the drawing in, I tell you, of the one million helas of the will of God.It is possible, even as it was time for the one million fallen ones who are the sponsors (or were thesponsors, I should say) of Modred and his seed to be taken to the Court of the Sared Fire. Now lettheir plaes be �lled, I say, by one million helas in embodiment beause you reognize that you inyour heart are the magnet for their oming. It must be so, beloved.We have no alternative but the will of God.O the will of God, beloved! O the spanning aross the otaves of the devotion of your hearts! It isbeautiful to behold, [as are℄ the inense of your prayer and the beautiful angel devas of Zarathustrawho rejoie to dane with angels and to reate above your heads letters of living �re as you releasethe �re of your hearts and have done so with suh great fervor in my name.If you ould see how lose the saints of heaven are to earth when you are in your assembly, notonly would you weep but you would see, as runners in the rae, that that goal of vitory is in sight.19Rev. 12:1-6, 12-17.20John 6:26-58.21John 4:34; 5:19, 36; 9:4; 10:25, 37, 38; 14:10, 11. 335



And you would desire to pump harder and get to that �nish beause you [will℄ know [that℄ yourvitory in the rae will ount not alone for a million but for many millions to ome.Blessed ones, with my newfound freedom - and I take it with great are and aution as to whatI must do and make �rst things �rst - I take my leave of you. For this hour begins a new day ofosmi freedom for me and for you. Let us be up and doing!Meet me here Otober 2, 1989.22 I shall speak to you. In the interim, aomplish that whih mustbe aomplished.Therefore I send you. I truly send you for the vitory of Almighty God in this radle, our holyChurh, [for℄ in that radle is the Universal Manhild.In the name of the Father, in the name of the Son, in the name of the Holy Spirit, in the name ofthe Divine Mother, I, Morya, say to you that I shall not leave in this hour until we kneel and praytogether in our gratitude for our Oneness, for our Love, for our Vitory. I touh eah one and I kissthe brow, for I am also here to initiate you. [Congregation kneels with the Messenger.℄Our Father who has aorded us new opportunity by the heart of the Divine Mother, by the heartsof helas of the will of God, we bow in gratitude for this opportunity to be together and to see onthe horizon the ame of earth's vitory. We ome, our Father, to fan that ame by thy breath of theHoly Spirit whih thou hast plaed within us.I all forth from the heart of the Father seraphim of God, beings of �re and salamanders for theprotetion absolute of the physial bodies, the emotional, mental, and etheri bodies and the soulsand hakras of my helas here and everywhere upon earth. I all for that protetion, Father, andthou knowest it is needed. Therefore, let thy holy angels tend them.And let the Liar and the Murderer be exposed and apprehended. And [let℄ all those of evil andmalintent be redued aording to their hatred of the Christ within these our own.I, Morya, do bow with the knights and ladies of the ame at this Camelot ome again. And I doaution them to keep the �re of the altar burning and not stray from this plae where the Vitorymust be fought and won.Therefore, I, El Morya, pledge myself to my own [and℄ to the hierarhy of the Great WhiteBrotherhood to bring about those neessary implementations of hange, of building, of alhemy, oftransmutation, of re�nement of hearts and souls and physial protetion to our own everywhere.I seal my prayer in the heart of Mary, in the heart of Kuan Yin. In thy name, O Father, Mother,we are one. And I, your Son and servant, Morya, am eternally grateful to thee and my own, worldswithout end.In the name of Christ, our Lord Jesus, Amen.[The Messenger stands and faes the audiene.℄And I do seal now my own, sending the ray of the ruby fous to the third eye and rown of eahone. May you see and know all that is at hand and may the wisdom of God ower [in you℄ that you[may℄ have to give of the netar of the Buddha to all who will ome.My beloved: I love you, I have always loved you, and I always shall. Pax vobisum.This ditation by El Morya was delivered by the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Tuesday,August 8, 1989, 11:47 p.m.-August 9, 1989, 12:48 a.m. MDT, at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County,Montana, upon the oasion of the thirty-�rst anniversary of the founding of The Summit Lighthouseby the Asended Master El Morya through the Messenger Mark L. Prophet. Ditation and preedingservie available on two 90-min. audioassettes, K89038-39; two videos, 3 hr., GP89040. [N.B.Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger221987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 54, pp. 473-82. 336



under El Morya's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is theabbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 34Beloved Zarathustra - August 20, 1989Vol. 32 No. 34 - Beloved Zarathustra - August 20, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilIFiere Chelaship in the Fourth Ray:We Are RealistsFiery Lotus Blossoms Desending to Consume Pokets of DarknessHo, Legions of Light! I AM Zarathustra! I ommand you in the name Melhizedek, desend intothis holy plae santi�ed by holy ones of God, as Above, so below.I mark the sign of the ross of white �re in the air and seraphim of God instantly form this ross.It is a bond and a bridge twixt otaves of Light and earth. Now may you know, O beloved herebelow, how you are the beloved of God.It is the Four and Twenty Elders1 who have sent me unto you. Therefore I am grateful one againto be in physial manifestation through the Messenger for the duration of my delivery of the wordof the Elders unto you.Blessed hearts of Light, for all who have kept the vigil of the Friday night servie in the livingame of Serapis Bey and have kept that ame I say, to you belongs the glory and the honor of Godwithin you whereby you have opened the door to our desent this night. And thus for this reasonyou ould reeive two from amongst the hierarhies of the Fourth Ray of sared �re.2Thus, beloved, when we take the umulative momentum of all voies raised throughout the earthduring this Asension Servie, we see that this momentum is a sound foundation whih has goneforth and [been℄ multiplied by the legions of Light truly to lear the astral bodies of the Lightbearersof the world and to make some dent in the astral body of the planet.Blessed hearts, it is sienti�. And mirales are the mathematis whereby the Solar Logoi, whenthe �ery students below reah a ritial mass of that momentum, may enter in to multiply a thousandtimes ten thousandfold the e�orts of Keepers of the Flame.I reveal the alhemy to you that you might understand that it need not neessarily be the Messengerwho does all you. Let Keepers of the Flame of their own spontaneity determine, then, that they1Four and Twenty Elders. Rev. 4:4, 10; 5:5, 6, 8, 11, 14; 7:11, 13; 11:16; 14:3; 19:4.2This refers to the fat that two beings of the Fourth Ray, Zarathustra and Arhangel Gabriel, were sheduled toditate at the Friday evening Asension Servie. 339



shall give as �re for �re again and again these Friday nights so that there an be evermore sared-�reames desending.Beloved ones, by your allegiane to this Light, by your determination, you have aomplished muhfor El Morya and for the hierarhy of Light. Thus the Four and Twenty Elders have determined thatthe most bene�ial blessing to earth might be the release of sared �re as intense ame, white aslotus-white, desending in various plaes on the earth to utterly onsume pokets of darkness on theastral plane and the physial.Blessed ones, I shall not tell you how many ames will desend this night for your input at theseservies. But I will tell you that if you ould see them all at one, you would see them as �ery lotusblossoms, even as �ery magnolia, in an endless �eld, so numerous are these ames. Thus, during myditation seraphim of God and legions of Zarathustra shall release them, and there shall be suh a�ery burning out of these pokets of density as to allow them to beome a vauum and you to �llthem again and again [with Light by your exerise of the siene of the spoken Word℄ as the days ofthis vigil unfold.Thus you see, beloved, we antiipate in many plaes more than an ordinary blessing to earthfor the vitory of souls of Lightbearers and for a ertain onsuming of planetary karma and themomentums triggered by the astrology that has been shown to you. This, then, is the telling ofwhat some and the few, by way of perentages of earth's population, an aomplish by onertede�ort. But more than [the℄ e�ort and more than the deree, beloved, it is the profound desiring ofyour souls to ome up higher, the true imploring, the waging of the good �ght, and the winning overmany lesser onditions [that is laudable℄.When we look upon the good that has been brought forth, we may bless and heal and give gloryto God and to his holiness in manifestation in man and in woman. We hoose, therefore, in thishour to amplify this good that you might behold that Light of your ausal bodies that does inreaseand has inreased proportionately to your input; and the olletive body of this Community has alsoinreased [(may you behold it)℄, thus adding to the Mystial Body of God a purity, a larity that isappreiated by all others who have not yet entered this path yet whose eyes and souls and hearts arepure enough to reognize that purity and to desire it also, to be washed lean by it.O holy waterfall of light and tumbling sared �re of the Fourth Ray, let them know the showeringof this light! For they have prepared their four lower bodies. Let all in this ompany worldwidewho have prepared know the shower of Purity's �re of the Fourth Ray in this moment. Thus do youreeive that whih is ool and omforting and [neessary and earned and℄ not another drop.Thus, be blessed, for there does ome an hour of the reward that those who have earned thereward, those who have passed their tests onluding eah year at summer solstie, might know thatfor e�ort [expended℄ the inrease is always meted out by the Great Law. Thus it is neessary [tolabor and℄ to wait and to know that the reward will surely ome. And if it ome not yet, thereforeontinue; for God would shake the bower of his tree when the full fruit is ripened, that you mightgather and plae in your ausal body the full harvest of a yle of good works.Thus I see also barren �g trees, those yet among this movement who have nor leaf nor fruit toshow for this round of e�ort sine August 8, 1988. Therefore [we see℄ by stark ontrast, as in asurrealisti painting, the barren tree next to the tree so laden with fruit that its boughs are bent.Therefore the ontrast is shown, beloved, that those who are barren might look upon those who arefull and reognize, \There I may be also, for I too am worthy and I shall ount myself worthy tobring forth suh a beauteous, bountiful harvest in the next round."Thus, beloved, those who have the great harvest may plant an orhard and reap many trees'worth; for they too may multiply the Eletroni Presene of their being. Thus there is no end to thebounty of God's goodness when upon the Tree of Life the ripened fruit of heaven does ome to themoment when its sweetness an be born and does beome the elixir, even the wine of the Blood of340



Christ and [the substane℄ of his Body.I AM Zarathustra. One day I did pledge my legions in the defense of the Mother as she wentforth to stand before the ourts of this world.3 Blessed ones, if you would stand before heavenlyourts and be exonerated in all things, fear not, then, to stand before the ourts of this world. Letthem mete out their injustie! Let all be said and more. Let Death and Hell have their day. For so,beloved, there is nothing more that an be said of thee in heaven.Thus run to greet, run to greet the marts of injustie and let thy sared �re and my legions gobefore thee. Be willing to settle all aounts here below; for the vitory and the joy and the glorymust therefore be known, [if not in the here and now, then in the hereafter℄.There is one among you who has balaned 49 perent of her karma. This one [was℄ not known toyou [as having balaned 49 perent of her karma℄ before my statement in this hour. This one, then,is a ripened fruit, yet wanting the full measure. Thus, beloved, as the yles turn and the hoursreah the point when the up of life is full, know then that when the Lord does ome to drink of thyup prepared, the full measure must be found [and not be wanting℄.Thus for a vestige of indulgene this one, though a devotee of long-standing, has not �lled the upfully - [for℄ indulgene of the mental body, the astral, the physial, the etheri. I say this, beloved,for I reah this soul that she may know that that vitory must be hers and she must not allow it tobe taken from her. Therefore let there be the searhing of the soul by one and all that none maymiss the opportunity for the Life everlasting [through the neglet of meeting the �nal requirementsto attain the soul's asension in the Light at the onlusion of this embodiment℄.Know, therefore, that the Law does not play favorites and the Law must be ful�lled. Better toful�ll it a thousand times over than to fall short of that mark.4 Therefore let all searh the heart,for self-indulgene blinds and binds one to the former rounds, [wherein one is℄ self-satis�ed that onehas given one's all in the servie of the Light.Blessed hearts, on the path of the asension one an always disover that there are new layers [ofthe human onsiousness℄ to be onsumed even as [there are℄ new veils of the bridal garment [to℄desend upon the soul. The weaving of the Deathless Solar Body is in �ligree as layer upon layer theBody inreases. Thus one annot be overdressed for one's asension day, for one shall see that theinrements of Light of that Body merely inrease and intensify and multiply the plae of the soul inthe otaves etheri.Thirty-three levels, beloved. These levels may be asended by a vast spiral [stairase℄, so vast asto streth into the heavens. And although the grade of the spiral seem not so steep, eah measuredstep, as though [taken to the℄ beat of the great drummer, seems heavy and sometimes so heavy [that℄one annot take another step, signifying the [weight of the karmi℄ lead in one's boots and that onehas not transmuted enough [of the \atomi weight" of human density℄ to asend another spiral toanother plane.It is [thus℄ impossible to mount this spiral [without engaging in the alhemy of violet ametransmutation℄. Weight for weight lifestreams are held bak by that whih they arry and it isnot always karma, beloved, but [the negative℄ momentums themselves [whih are ausative in therepetitive karma-making yles℄.Thus, it is with great rejoiing that the Messenger should ome to this altar to make invoationthis night for one Keeper of the Flame passed on, a devotee of ripened age and servie and love tothe Brotherhood, to �nd this one already in etheri otaves needing no resue from the astral plane.And we are also grati�ed to open the door of the retreat of John the Beloved5 [so that you may℄ see3Zarathustra's presene with the Messenger. 1985 PoW, vol. 28 no. 17, p. 221.4Let thy up be full and running over! Let grae and mery abound!5The etheri retreat of John the Beloved is loated over Arizona.341



studying there with great diligene a beloved one who has served this ause and taken [his℄ leave ofthis world in the past year.6Therefore, beloved, everyone is on a step of life. Whatever step you are on be sure that you arenot out of step, for there is a right rhythm and a movement that will arry you beyond where youare even if you may be in lower levels. Thus to �nd the oil of the will of God, even if [one's karmilot requires that℄ one must desend into hell [for a season℄, is to know that one's asent will be bythe great interession of the Lord. And none an interdit [the Lord's interession on behalf of thatsoul whose allegiane is to the will of God℄, not all of Death or Hell. Thus you may also rise, and[take up thy bed of karma and℄ walk7 out of the astral plane even while you are in embodiment.And some of you have been trapped by the toilers and tormented [beause you℄ suumb[ed℄ tovarious temptations and [then℄ felt the profound grief of [the℄ loss of light [gleaned in℄ yesteryears of[your℄ presene in our midst. Blessed ones, no one an ease the pain for the loss of light [through℄squandering it in one way or another; for it is painful and it is real, and the garment [of the DeathlessSolar Body℄ is redued and setbaks [to the soul℄ are many times lengthy into the deades.Therefore, beloved, when one has lost [ground in℄ moments of indisretion and indeision, onemust [re℄assess one's self [and one's faltering footsteps℄ and beome the supreme realist in life. I antell you that we who serve on the Fourth Ray are realists, for we deal with the reality of �re itself.Thus some who have allowed themselves to spend that �re and [to℄ be stripped [of the auri sheath℄have known the possibility of entering [into℄ outer darkness.8But, beloved, no matter what has transpired, while there is life and breath it is well to return, torestore, to be restored, to invoke [the Light (of the Christ onsiousness)℄ one again, and to guardagainst those who would penetrate the aura to steal the new light, as the new blossoms in springtimebegin one again to ower in the �elds of onsiousness.Let us then assess why some have not gone beyond these levels of temptation and have lost thatsared �re. It is, beloved, beause you have not rekoned with momentums, anient momentums, andthe hannels [arved℄ deep within the subonsious. It is beause you have not as realists rekonedwith those tears in the [etheri℄ garment. Thus when you �ll again the same vessel with light andit is not sealed and proteted, the same [entities℄ or others will ome again to take the light and,[entering by that very rent,℄ ause you to ompromise.Know, then, beloved, that unless there be hange by �re and sared �re and violet transmutingame, you may repeat the proess again and again as in previous lifetimes. You do not desire torepeat these yles and yet you repeat them. Thus, let there be the mending of the garment. Letthere be suh a �ere holding on to Arhangel Mihael and his legions and his all that no matterwhat the ondition of that outer self or the soul that has sinned, there will always be the protetionwhile there is the rebuilding within, while there is the entering in to the heart of the legions ofZarathustra.We ome beause some groan in travail to give birth to their own Christhood9 and [then℄ fall bakin disouragement, for they seem not to be able to get beyond a ertain momentum. Needless tosay, in your realism understand that there is of neessity, for the very fat that this ondition exists,a division in the members and the desire that is not 100 perent ommitted to the Lord GautamaBuddha. The desiring, then, [that℄ is the key, not merely to be whole, not merely to get beyonda ertain level and point of initiation failed many times over: [but the key is℄ the desire, the deepdesire to be one with [thy℄ God [Presene℄ with no [psyhologial℄ impediments, no intrusions.This deep desiring of the soul allows the soul to let go of all fetters, all burdens, all momentums6Ivar A. Johnson.7Rise, take up thy bed, and walk. Matt. 9:2-7; Mark 2:3-12; Luke 5:18-25; John 5:2-9.8Outer darkness. Matt. 8:11, 12; 22:8-14; 25:30.9Travail in birth until Christ be formed in you. Gal. 4:19.342



less than the Christ. You may even beome under the tutelage of Kuthumi those who understandprofoundly the psyhology of self.10 Aye, to know oneself [and to desire to know oneself℄ is the greatgift and to desire [onsiously or subonsiously℄ not to know oneself is the avoidane of the Pathand the Guru. It is the avoidane, beloved, of God himself; for thyself is God, even if in a degenerateform.Those who do not wish to punture the skin of life and begin to wrestle [with that whih isbeneath℄ but rather would take the light and maintain a ertain equilibrium [at surfae levels℄ knownot what they do. I say you know not what you do [when you fail to take advantage of℄ so greatan opportunity as having the [one who stands at the℄ nexus of the �gure eight in embodiment, theMessenger, as the go-between between worlds of Reality and Unreality.So the Messenger assists you at that nexus as you yourself beome the hampion of the higherworld. And little by little, and little by little is the way, beloved, for there must be a strengtheningin eah new little step taken and �rmly and held.So, beloved, the realist desires not to leap forward and run with all his might only to drop andthen drop bak [beause℄ he annot keep what he has gained of the light that he has alled forth.There are others who in spiritual pride o�er to take on a world and o�er their ausal bodies for many.These fall into dire temptation and are overome by hordes of night. Yet you have been warned notto make suh o�ers. SuÆient unto the day is your own karma.11 And reognize that the Law doesat aording to your word.12Thus you must remember the path of �re, agni, the [yogi℄ path of �re, beloved. We ome, legionsof Zarathustra. I ome. For in this [your℄ desiring to ross over to a higher level of being it is thereinforement of �re that you require.Now as I am speaking, these ame-owers �ery white are desending gently without sound totheir points upon the globe in the astral plane, in the physial earth. And when they reah thatpoint of the desiring of God there is a bursting and [an℄ intensity, a veritable inner onagration: Sodarkness is onsumed. It is as though this were to happen within yourself.What, then, should be the need?To �ll, to �ll, to �ll the vauum.Therefore I ask in the name of the Twenty-Four Elders, who have sent me, that in your buildingwith the building bloks of the blue ray and the violet ame, you all for the �lling in of the vaanies13that they may not be �lled by other Darkness. I know you will do it. Thus we have ome with this[dispensation of �ery lotus blossoms desending℄ on this night.In your realism, beloved, take little steps and let them be won as vitories kept, guarded. Guardyour vitory! And do not be those who beome giddy in their vitories and then lose them.Guard the vitory again and again.Know, then, that the �re of the altars of heaven given unto you is a holy gift. Long have youwaited for that gift. Do not lose it as some have done who have gone forth from this altar only toreeive the bitterness and the ashes in the realization that that �re would not be given again in suhmeasure for long, long time.10See the following lassis by the Asended Master Kuthumi: Corona Class Lessons . . . for those who would teahmen the Way; Prayer and Meditation; and Understanding Yourself: Opening the Door to the Superonsious Mind,A Study in the Psyhology of the Soul by the Masters of the Far East.11Don't bite o� more than you an hew. \SuÆient unto the day is the evil thereof" (Matt. 6:34).12If you ask to bear others' karma that you are ill-equipped to bear and you do not submit your all to the wisdomof the Law and the Lords of Karma, then what you have alled for may ome upon you with serious onsequenes.13Pokets emptied on the astral and physial plane when the ame-owers onsume the density and darkness mustbe �lled with Light so that Darkness may not rush in. 343



Now you may stand and make a wide halie of your being. [The Messenger raises up her armsforming the shape of a wide halie.℄ So to embrae heaven, so to be a mighty halie, to thisI, Zarathustra, dediate eah Keeper of the Flame on earth and in heaven who has merited theopportunity. And to all others I say, let works and words of merit abound in you that for a fruitfuland bountiful harvest you might also beome the wide halie, that many may drink from this greatbowl of Life.Carefully bring the halie to your heart now as your hands ome together and you seal in yourheart the design of this halie reminisent of the halie of Paul the Venetian reated for the MahaChohan.14 [The Messenger brings her palms together in front of her heart.℄ Now then, that patternsealed in you, you may physially repeat the ritual to expand the halie at any hour and therefore[raise℄ your [arms broadly in a bowl shape and then take your℄ hands to your heart and feel thedesent of Light [from your Holy Christ Self one again �lling the heart hakra and the halie ofbeing you have formed℄.We have asked for and reeived the promise of the Messenger to release the tape of songs andderees to Arhangel Mihael.15 This is the answer of the Four and Twenty Elders to all who haveexperiened profound hagrin in the realization that through their ats they have betrayed the MasterEl Morya.Those, then, who sinerely desire to strengthen themselves to [take℄ again [and℄ pass the verysame tests whih they failed must keep this assette and use it and use it and use it, beloved, forthe Arhangel Mihael will give you his protetion. And you must know as supreme realists that ifyou have failed in the past, there is no reason you should believe that you will sueed in the futureunless radial hange omes about.While in the proess of hange, then, by the alhemy of God and all methods known to you, letArhangel Mihael beome your great Guru of the I AM THAT I AM. Truly he is the angel of theLORD and he will protet you as long as you walk a true path of helaship with no nonsense and noompromise.Thus, with his ame around you, [as you℄ abound in his Love, your trust, your doing of the will ofGod, and your faith will bring you to the plae where by the reinforement of his Presene you willpass every test and vitory will always be yours! It takes �ere determination and �ere helaship toattain this end.Spoil not the hild of self! Do not spare the rod. For the rod of the Almighty is upon you to assistyou, to orret you, to align you, to hasten you, to love you, to heal you, to make you wise in thewonderment and the awe of the Almighty One, who even in this hour does yet send legions of Light,emissaries of God, and the delivery of the spoken Word for your bene�ene.In the beauty of the lily of the �re desending, Christ an be born. May you beome �ere helas,beloved. Thus I leave with you many of my legions in your midst that you might get the feelingtransferred to you by �re of the �ereness of those who serve in the ame of the Fourth Ray.I AM Zarathustra! I asend into the ame! Purusha!16This ditation by Zarathustra was delivered by the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet at the14Chalie reated by Paul the Venetian. Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Lords of the Seven Rays:Mirror of Consiousness, Book One, pp. 144-47.15Derees and Songs to Arhangel Mihael released by Elizabeth Clare Prophet. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 33, p. 486n. 16.16Purusha [p-roo-shuh or pu-roosh℄: Sanskrit, literally man; soul or spirit, the animating priniple in man, the Spiritas passive as distint from the Prakriti, or reative fore. Parousia [pah-roo-zee-uh, puh-roo-see-uh, puh-roosh-ee-uh,puh-roosh-uh, or par-oo-see-uh℄: Greek, literally presene, being near, oming; advent or return, Seond Coming ofChrist. It is possible that the Sanskrit and Greek words onverge in the Divine Word to exemplify the Seond Comingof Christ as the raising up of the Divine Priniple in the heart of every individual.344



onlusion of the Friday evening Asension Servie on Saturday, July 1, 1989, 12:04-12:41 a.m.MDT, during Free El Morya! A Fourth of July Prayer Vigil held at the Royal Teton Ranh, ParkCounty, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation,added by the Messenger under Zarathustra's diretion for larity in the written word.℄
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Chapter 35Beloved Arhangel Gabriel - August 27,1989 Vol. 32 No. 35 - Beloved Arhangel Gabriel - August 27, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilIIA Glory of the LORD midst the Darkness in the EarthThe Opportunity for the Widening of the Crystal CordHail, Legions of the Central Sun! Welome to this plae! I, Gabriel, with Hope have summonedyou in the name of God! Behold the Keepers of the Flame who reeive you now! [15-seond applause℄Thus spake Zarathustra!1 And thus I speak. We ome as loven tongues of �re. And truly ourGod has delivered [his Word℄; for the God in some who have awakened as the lilies of the �eld in theearth has also responded.Therefore, beloved of the Light, fear not, for the Seven Arhangels go before you, behind you, tothe right, to the left, above, beneath, and in the enter of your form. I speak to you of your mantraand I tell you, heneforth when you give that deree the Eletroni Presene of the Seven Arhangelsshall be upon you and not alone [that of℄ Arhangel Mihael. Therefore hasten to give it with menow. [Congregation reites with Arhangel Gabriel:℄Lord Mihael before! Lord Mihael behind!Lord Mihael to the right! Lord Mihael to the left!Lord Mihael above! Lord Mihael below!Lord Mihael, Lord Mihael wherever I go!I AM his Love proteting here!I AM his Love proteting here!I AM his Love proteting here!Thus, beloved, [in your so giving the mantra with me℄ the matrix is set. Eah one of you does,then, have that replia of the Eletroni Presene of the Seven Arhangels now; and eah time yougive it, beloved, it shall be reinfored. May you walk the earth, then, seven hakras sealed; for the all1Thus Spake Zarathustra (1883-1892) is a work by the German philosopher Friedrih Nietzshe in whih the authoruses the �gure of the Persian prophet Zarathustra to put forth his ideas of the Superman, or Overman, and his rejetionof Christianity; also the title of a symphoni poem omposed in 1896 by Rihard Strauss.347



has long gone forth through the heart of the Messenger for the helas of the will of God. Thereforethe Law an no longer hold bak or withhold the answer. It is done! It is sealed! May you use thisdispensation and abide well under the shadow of the Almighty always.2Now, beloved, I have somewhat to speak to you.There is a glory of the LORD midst the darkness in the earth. Let the glory abound! Let itprevail! And let the glory be translated into an awakening and a ommuniation to those heartswho know the fats of the hour, who an truly expose the nefarious deeds of this InternationalCapitalist/Communist Conspiray that is about to swallow up the earth.Thus, beloved, you have seen how the Lords of Karma by diretion from on high have allowed thatkarma to desend in Tiananmen Square3 that all might see and be awakened and begin [to understandwhat is that feeling of℄ uneasiness [they experiene℄ just below the threshold of awareness that indeedWorld Communism may turn around and betray even the very budding of freedom.Blessed hearts, this was a karmi ondition of those involved and there ould be no interession.This was an anient sene replayed and all the players in their parts, thousands of them now, didome. Yet, though they did demonstrate for freedom and even raise up the statue of the Goddess ofLiberty, they did not bend the knee to the great God of Freedom nor to the Guru-hela relationship.They wanted greater freedom within the system itself. And that system is a lay pot that must bebroken, that annot be endowed with freedom, that annot bear the spirit of a living �re.This is the lesson that must ome to all who demonstrate for freedom but demand it on theirterms and within the ontext of a World Communism that does snu� out the very freedom of theGuru-hela relationship. This is the lesson learned at the soul level by some, but others are de�ant.They demand freedom without the prie of allegiane to the ame of liberty of Almighty God. Thusthey beome slaves of their taskmasters one again.And when the roles are reversed in another lifetime will the demonstrators in their seats of powerdeal more justly with those who perseuted them in this hour? It remains to be seen, beloved; for theins and outs of these inarnations of these ones have followed a long history of mutual enslavement.There must be the breaking of the yle and Kuan Yin is ready. She has been ready long enturies,yet the response to Mery is wanting.Where is the mery of God? In their turn the leadership ould have espoused it and bent the kneebefore the Divine Mother of Mery, but they would not. Thus they are judged. It does require greatopportunity to undo many reords of the unmeriful heart. Thus, those who have failed to raise upthe Light in a people do require suh an opportunity. Even the fallen angels, suh as those of suhdarkness [as the Chinese leadership today℄, in taking a stand for the liberation of all of the people ofChina ould have reversed the ourse of their own [self-℄annihilation, trial [before the Court of theSared Fire℄, and seond death. Yet they would not.But do the people of this world reognize in them Absolute Evil? Will they see [for what they are℄ats perpetrated by the fallen ones? Will they wrestle with that Darkness in their own unonsiousbefore it is too late? Will they go after the fore of anti-God that has slain the bright Lights of Lhasafor these long deades?Blessed hearts, the world must awake to the insanity of Evil. Yet it desires not to see and [thepeople℄ beome the very defenders of one suh as a Gorbahev. How there are those in the Westwho defend all of his ats and deeds! They will not see. Yet the blind are led by viious leaders ofthe blind, and these leaders are out to onvine the people of the West that all is well and movingtoward the euphoria of their version of a golden age. But this they do beause they themselves have2Abide under the shadow of the Almighty. Ps. 91:1.3Massare in Tiananmen Square. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 29, pp. 417-18 n. 5.348



but a short time4 before their own �nal judgment. Therefore they join the ranks of those preahingglasnost and uttering praises for new freedoms whih are but a sham.Blessed hearts, they go to the Court of the Sared Fire soon, and they are determined that theearth shall not be left to [be℄ enjoy[ed℄ by the Lightbearers who remain. Thus, so many, so manybeat the drum for Mosow.Blessed hearts, you who see must give of your preious hours of this Saint Germain's day that youmight expose this onspiray at inner levels, at the level of the soul of the people. It is high on ouragenda that we might build [positive momentums℄ upon the ations of the sared �re gaining evennow as there is onagration by onagration of these ame-owers5 ontinuing around the world.Therefore, there is a great rak in the subonsious. There is a malaise. The world annotignore what it has seen with its very own eyes. And this was the only dispensation that we ouldaquire for this event, that the media ould bring suh infamy to every home; and every individualwathing the hideousness of hell in Tiananmen Square and elsewhere ould then fae it, ome togrips with it, or go bak to the sleepful preoupations of life. Those who will fae it and not forgetare the ones, therefore, that retain the opening into the psyhe [for the full truth of the InternationalCapitalist/Communist Conspiray to be made known to them℄.Therefore, this day let Cylopea and the Elohim of God be the byword [in your alls and derees℄,for time is so very, very short. Let all of Ameria and the West beome profoundly uneasy [by thediret seeing of what has taken plae in Tiananmen Square℄; [for℄ by your alls [for the fousing ofGod's All-Seeing Eye on these events℄ we may go forth to expose even greater hideousness and infamyin the Soviet Union itself. I ask you in God's holy name [I AM THAT I AM℄ to demand [before theGreat Law and the Bar of Cosmi Justie℄ for all you are worth and are, ever have been, or evershall be, by the full momentum of your ausal body, the exposure of the lie of World Communism,of Gorbahev, and this entire publi relations propaganda that goes forth!Blessed ones, your only hope and ours is to awaken the people from their dream and their defenseof Evil [based on their℄ fear to hallenge it and fae it. They fear to fae what you have determinedto fae every Friday night: [that olletive unonsious of the rae,℄ that dweller-on-the-thresholdof self, soiety, ivilization, and a planet. Thus, beloved, in faing it you have seen how feroious apaper tiger an be just before its demise.I, Arhangel Gabriel, say to you that the ourage you have shown in takling these fores hasheartened the hearts of the Arhangels. Therefore, we seek to broaden the sope and the numbersof those who will join you. Thus the e�orts of this evening must also be ontinued; for there areLightbearers to be resued out of the astral plane and there is more that an be aomplished [throughthe deree work of your prayer vigil so℄ that the All-Seeing Eye of God might penetrate and expose[deeper layers of malaise in the psyhe of the planetary lifewave℄.As hideous as [the℄ events of Beijing have been, they are also but the tip of the ieberg. Your allshave brought great truth into the headlines of the world. More an be done. And there is a sparkof hope as Hope stands with me, as beloved Godfre and Lotus6 have asked and reeived permissionto stand on this platform throughout this onferene, reinforing the mission of the Messengers ofall ages, keeping open the door to that preious ontat. May you be blessed by their presene andmay there be therefore the uniting of many Lightbearers of the world by the violet ame.The dispensation of all ditations and releases of Light through the I AM Ativity does nowdesend to be foused in the etheri otave over this property to multiply those [dispensations andditations℄ of this ativity and to draw many souls of Light to the Path. It is our desire to see Keepers4The devil hath but a short time. Rev. 12:12.5Flame-owers onsuming pokets of darkness. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 34, pp. 488, 493.6The Asended Masters Godfre and Lotus were embodied as Guy and Edna Ballard, Saint Germain's Messengersthrough whom he founded the I AM Ativity in the early 1930s.349



of the Flame inrease the apaity to hold Light. Therefore we, the beings of the Fourth Ray, havebeen summoned and we attend you. Even so are Godfre and Lotus of the Fourth Ray and of thatpath of the asension.May you know that it is the white �re of seraphim and our legions that an assist you. May youknow that as eah one inreases his God-determination to hold the Light, these dispensations anone again be ativated and beome physial through you! Where there is the Will and the Wisdomand the Love there is the Way, the Middle Way of the Buddha.Therefore, heaven waits eah day as you would wait [for℄ the tallies and sores of your sports.Eah eventide we ount what has been the input on a daily basis of the alls of our helas to seewhat we might return, multiply, and give bak [to you℄. For those dispensations that have [beenforth℄om[ing℄ in this entury no longer ome so easily to us.Therefore, beloved, we are God-determined; and we are determined to bring you our determinationthis night to see that no other ause or goal is more important than your inreasing of [your℄ apaityto hold Light in your hakras and beings.May the LORD [the Mighty I AM Presene℄ be with you!May the LORD [the Mighty I AM Presene℄ help you!May the LORD [the Mighty I AM Presene℄ be your assistane!We are angels of the LORD, seven. And our annuniation to you is [given℄ that you might inreaseand grow in the stature of the Christ and be in the earth a �ery fous [of that Universal Christ, whihJesus embodied℄. For where the millions are wanting [in their℄ giv[ing of℄ the violet ame - [Father,forgive them, for they know not what they do not do℄ - so we must turn to those who do [faithfullygive their violet ame derees℄ and say, let the magnitude of your aura, your ausal body and yourChrist Presene inrease and be upon you as [it was℄ of old upon the great patriarhs whose very lifespans were inreased by that ever-widening rystal ord.I tell you, then, beloved, beause you have antiipated the inoming golden age, have taken on thepart of being the preursors of that age, [invoking the violet ame to balane the world karma of theprevious age,℄ there does ome on an individual basis to those who ful�ll all things the opportunity tohave the widening of the rystal ord. This means greater Life, Light, Power, and life span, greaterenergy to do what one sets before oneself to aomplish [to the glory of God℄.We do not know if any will reeive this initiation, but until this hour it has not even been available.Thus, beloved, perhaps one in a entury may earn it or perhaps the many. But this one thing I maytell you: You have the tools. Thanks to the four Messengers who stand before you in this hour,7 youhave the Teahing, you have the keys, you have all that you need to sueed and to inrease yourTree of Life8 and the poteny of your lifestream in the earth while in embodiment. Though moreteahing may be given, what is here is suÆient.Let those who truly understand the meaning of the saving of a planet and a solar system, let thosewho understand what one individual an aomplish, reeive the �re of the Holy Spirit's onversionas I, Gabriel, stand before you to announe to you that you an aomplish all things in God ifyou will sinerely desire and ahieve hange and not allow yourselves to remain in any rut of humanonsiousness or self-opinion.Blessed ones, I AM Gabriel whih stand in the Presene of God.9 I stand in the Presene of theI AM THAT I AM of eah one. I AM the blazing Sun of your Mighty I AM Presene even as I AMthe Messenger of that LORD, your God. Angels of the Fourth Ray bear this light of the Sun, as I7Godfre, Lotus, and Lanello asended, and the Mother in embodiment.8Tree of Life, ausal body. Gen. 2:9; 3:22, 24; Rev. 2:7; 22:2, 14. See Arhangel Gabriel, Mysteries of the HolyGrail, pp. 202, 236, 380 n. 3; glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, p. 456.9Gabriel, that stand in the presene of God. Luke 1:19.350



am alled the angel of the Sun.Know, then, that when I speak as I have spoken in this hour, every word that I have given hasthe power many times over of the living Presene of Almighty God. Contemplate the power of SevenArhangels to deliver you and this earth and [to℄ shorten the distane between yourself and yourGod by our willing interession.It is the damnable identi�ation with the human onsiousness that allows you to remain in suhlimited self-esteem year in, year out. Break the mold, beloved, for a world does need saving and notin the psyhoti sense of the disturbed mind but in the profound awareness of the humble spirit:\God in me is the vitor ful�lling the All."May you set your sights on the deliverane of a world, a world reeling and yet a world [whih℄,while it reeks of the stenh of darkness, gives o� the perfume of the saints and of baby's breath andof preious lives whih, if allowed to live and ful�ll their reason for being, truly are saviours in themidst. Rise to this alling, beloved, for the moments pass easily through the hands as sand.While Hope is with you and the great himing is heard,10 let us go forth. For it is true and trulysaid that in the twinkling of an eye the last trump shall sound and Death and Hell shall be swallowedup in [the vitory of℄ everlasting Life.11 Thus, the eyes of Gabriel and Hope are upon you, and oureyes also twinkle.Therefore in a moment of God-realization, by the lens of the All-Seeing Eye of God, of Cylopea,you may know the transformation whereby the sared �re in you rising, [the Mother Flame, whihis alled the Kundalini,℄ may dissolve [the arhetypes of℄ Death and Hell [that may oupy theunonsious12℄! And you may yet know the desent of your God into your temple and lay that uponthe altar of a world whereby you in the name of your Lord Sanat Kumara may truly be saviours oneand all!Make the alling sure.13 Set your sight on this eletion and let us not hear of owardness orspinelessness or any other indulgene anymore. The prize is waiting to be pluked, fruit from theTree of Life and a planet that God has truly plaed in your hands. Yes, I tell you, God has plaedearth in your hands. May you run with the ball and win.I AM Gabriel. I do not leave you anymore, for I am too determined! Yet one in eah twenty-four-hour yle I shall return to the Central Sun as is my alling. Remember, then, in those hours, whihshall be di�erent for eah one of you, [that℄ that is when you must be the presene of the LORD [theMighty I AM Presene℄ in the earth! For there must be an absene that you might be the more thatyou have reeived.Keep the ame, beloved. For the hour of the proving, the testing, and a temptation to be dealtwith will ome when I am absent in the Central Sun. And when I return to walk again in the gardenof God on earth I shall look to see and to know that you have kept the ame of the whole-I-fore�eldof the Alpha-to-Omega. Wholeness is the sign of those who keep the ame of the Fourth Ray.10On May 30, 1987, Saint Germain said: \The hime of an anient bell now sounds. One of my angels alled byPortia does begin this himing. It will sound in the ear of every true son and daughter of Liberty as though he orshe does hear a liberty bell that long ago rang on other spheres. This himing, beloved, shall ontinue as the innerCall. And if it stop its himing, beloved, Cosmos shall know that I, Saint Germain, have no longer opportunity toresue the Lightbearer. Therefore, beloved, let the giving of the violet ame on behalf of those who respond and hearbe ontinuous as a vigil unto the seventh age. So long as there are those who respond, even a single heart reitingmy violet ame mantra in eah twenty-four-hour yle, Opportunity's door shall remain open and the hime shall beheard" (1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 29, pp. 291-92).11Death is swallowed up in vitory. I Cor. 15:52, 54.12The term \subonsious" is de�ned as the mental ativities just below the threshold of onsiousness whih an beeasily brought to onsiousness; the aspet of the mind that is an entity or a part of the mental apparatus overlapping,equivalent to, or distint from the unonsious. [6℄13Make your alling and eletion sure. II Pet. 1:10. 351



Do it! You shall be glad forever that you did.This ditation by Arhangel Gabriel was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brother-hood Elizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Friday evening Asension Servie on Saturday,July 1, 1989, 12:54-1:22 a.m. MDT, during Free El Morya! A Fourth of July Prayer Vigil held atthe Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Available with the ditation of Zarathustra, whihimmediately preeded it, on 90-min. audioassette B89093. [N.B. Braketed material denotes wordsunspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Arhangel Gabriel's dire-tion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls ofWisdom.
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Chapter 36Arhangel Jophiel and Arheia Hope -September 3, 1989Vol. 32 No. 36 - Arhangel Jophiel and Arheia Hope - September 3, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilIIIIs Anything Too Hard for the LORD?\I Say No!"Bypass the Carnal Mind and Pursue the Imitation of ChristPiere the Veil of Ignorane by the Cirle of Illumination's Fire!O perversity of the arnal mind! I bypass all of it and go diretly to the soul. I speak to thesoul and I say to you, arise this day in the Sun of being and take dominion under the shadow of theAlmighty, of the Arhangel! Take dominion over that lesser self and be no longer enslaved by thearnality of the mind of fallen ones.I AM Jophiel! I AM Hope!1 I AM ome!Lo! Legions of Light, we say, Hail! Hail! to the Sun and to those who do serve that [Seond℄ Ray[of the Sun℄ and reeive me now.O Lightbearers of the Sun in the heart of the earth, Lightbearers of the Son of God and SanatKumara, I am in your midst; for the golden ame of illumination you have invoked has risen as apillar, as a pillar of ame as slim as a penil beam, nevertheless a pillar reahing the heart of Heliosand Vesta.Therefore what wonders the helas of El Morya do perform. And let them know that the light isrolling through the earth and rippling through the unonsious, and therefore there is an awakeningnot only of Christ but of Antihrist. I say, beware!And thus the Seven Arhangels draw nigh, for you have need of us. For you are as babes, andtherefore the babes in Christ must be suored by those of us who are sent by God for the deliveraneof souls.1Hope is the Arheia of the Fourth Ray and twin ame of Arhangel Gabriel. Beause of the profound need forhope on the planetary body, she ame with Arhangel Jophiel for this ditation while Arhangel Gabriel and ArhangelJophiel's twin ame, the Arheia Christine, held the balane in higher otaves.353



Awake, then! For the soul must also bypass that arnality of the mind2 of the fallen ones. Thesoul must reah for the Mind of Christ of Jesus,3 of that Universal One, who is even the mightyTeaher of his Presene desended into your temple!I AM Jophiel! And therefore I speak the name of God that I AM, that I AM Jophiel. For, beloved,those serpents who did turn aside from my bands, who did walk in the garden to turn away the twinames from the true Christ illumination,4 they do tremble when I walk the earth; for I ome for theirbinding and they know it. And I may have it yet in time, beloved, if suh as you will ontinue, andontinue to understand what �ery eÆay you an manifest when you are diligent in invoking theArhangels!Blessed ones, of all of the hierarhies of the great osmos, I will tell you, we ome with a great�ereness. We preede the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas who desend to aid you. We go before allSons of God, the Asended Masters. We ome, beloved. And beause we behold the infamy of thesefallen ones in their abortion of every part and phase of life, [the Life that is God,℄ therefore I say, weare the deliverers and we are most �ere in the hour when they would betray the seed of the Womanagain and again and ause some of the preious little ones to be lost.O you who have squandered your Light, take heed in this hour and regather it! For the gatheringof the osmi fores is nigh, and even the great gathering of the elet5 of God, it is nigh, beloved.Therefore ome forth for the great and notable day of the Lord.6 Come forth, then, for the Day ofVengeane of our God.7 For the judgment of Light does desend!I AM the angel of the divine gnosis for that illumination that was given to you by the heart ofMaitreya through the Lord Jesus and his brother Kuthumi and all World Teahers [who have everome to teah the hildren of earth℄. Truly it is the gnosis, [that℄ self-knowledge [in℄ the Mind ofGod and that knowledge of the arhdeeivers.O beloved, let them be taken by the Lord's mighty dragnet as my angels go forth with the angelsof Mihael, of Chamuel, of Gabriel, of Raphael, of Uriel, of Zadkiel, and all of the hosts of the[Arhangels of the℄ Five [Seret Rays℄. So they go forth. And we are in the earth for the binding ofthese fallen ones, and we would hear you therefore invoke that Judgment Call [of Jesus Christ℄ andall of those judgment alls [found in your deree books℄ for the remainder of this day, that we mightbind and bind again [those reprobate angels℄. For truly it is ome, the harvest of the tares and theharvest of the wheat.8May the good wheat therefore separate out and may the reapers ome, for again and again we havealled. And this hour of onentration does give you the opportunity to establish suh a foundationof protetion, beloved ones, that many fallen ones an be taken with no harm to the Lightbearersremaining. It is a atalysmi event in the earth, beloved. And therefore fear not if there be rumblingsin the earth this day; for it is not the end of the world but it is the end of some fallen ones. Andtherefore you may look forward to a period of preparation unto other tests that will ome later.In this hour, beloved, we are sent by God and given that authority, even as the AuthoritativeTeahing9 is also given, for the taking of fallen ones to mitigate even the Day of Vengeane of ourGod when it does fully expend itself.2Carnal mind. Rom. 8:6, 7.3Let this mind be in you whih was also in Christ Jesus. Phil. 2:5.4Fallen angels of the Seond Ray in the garden of Eden. 1979 PoW, pp. 309, 316-17.5Gather his elet from the four winds. Matt. 24:30, 31; Mark 13:26, 27.6Great and notable day of the Lord. Joel 2:28-32; Ats 2:16-21.7Day of Vengeane of our God. Isa. 34:8; 61:2; 63:4; Jer. 46:10.8The tares among the wheat. Matt. 13:24-30, 36-43; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The LostTeahings of Jesus II, pp. 319, 323-24, 479.9In her leture prior to the ditation (see note above), the Messenger read Authoritative Teahing, a Gnosti textdisovered at Nag Hammadi that reounts the soul's divine origin, how her adversaries try to entie her away fromthe Path, and her ultimate overoming through knowledge and the mediine of the Word.354



Therefore, beloved, see what you an do to assist the angels in this hour. For I am the Angelof Illumination and I have no patiene or tolerane with those who have denied that Cosmi Christillumination in all halls of learning and institutions of eduation everywhere. And I say, I shallgo after those fallen ones who give their lies to the students of the world onerning dialetialmaterialism, onerning the plots and ploys of the International Capitalist/Communist Conspiray!I will stand this day, for my Eletroni Presene is unlimited! And therefore I will stand whereevery teaher, professor, or anyone who does engage in hild are does stand and I will reah thehearts of the Lightbearers. And the seed of the wiked will know I have passed through, for theywill know the diminishing of the power of the word to repeat the lie many thousands of times over.Blessed ones, with their lies these fallen ones of my bands did sink Lemuria and Atlantis and [theyhave brought℄ this earth even in this hour to the very brink of self-destrution.Therefore I am eager! And I am present! And I say, Hail to thee, Alpha and Omega! For I oupynot only the physial body of thy Messenger, O God, but the physial bodies of all helas of ElMorya that they might raise up that �re of illumination and no longer be tradued [by serpents℄ todo those things whih will ause the loss of standing of that great and noble one Morya El.10I AM Jophiel! And I stand in the midst of the ongregation! I AM Jophiel. I stand in the midst ofevery ongregation in the world and I bring the judgment to the hurhes and to the religions of theworld who are headed by the seed of Satan. Let Satan be judged. And let the true understandingof the founders of these religions be made plain by the messengers who are the mighty Arhangelsspeaking through those in embodiment who know the Truth, who are freed by the Truth, [and℄ who[beause they℄ are [therefore℄ free shall go forth to free others!Blessed hearts, in every seond is a million years. Seond by seond you have opportunity to savethat whih is lost! You are not limited! I am not limited! I will stand before every Lightbearer inthe earth this day! There is no prorastination! There is no time and spae! There is no delay!All an reeive that enlightenment if you will realize suh a osmi expansion of in�nitude whereyou are, beloved hearts, that you will ome and see and know that as you reite the �at of the will ofGod, the wisdom of God, the Ruby Ray judgment, and the �re of Astrea, the power of the All-SeeingEye of God, the needle ray going forth, even the rystal ation of the Fifth Ray, as you will sendforth the mighty [light of℄ Peae and Aloha and the living sword of Truth and the violet ame, therewill be a osmi burst of [osmi℄ onsiousness throughout this planetary body!I say it! It shall be done if you will but expand that onsiousness and hold that halie high andgive us a mighty �nish to this day, this day that is the LORD's day, the day when the rown hakraan be tingled, when the brain an be exorised and washed lean by golden illumination's ame.For you have set suh a powerful foundation in the giving of your alls and rosaries to ArhangelMihael - why, all the hosts of the LORD ome in answer when you all that one, for they obey him!And as he has been given the authority to at by so many voies this day, thus saith the LORD,there is a desent of light and the legions and hosts of the LORD through the quadrants of Matterto that physial plane to whih you have builded therefore this mighty funnel of light of all the sevenrays of the Seven Arhangels, so help you God! For God has helped you this day and you have helpedhim! And so it is done and I speak it. [13-seond standing ovation℄You have piered the veil of world depression! You have piered the veil of world pessimism! Andyou have reated a mighty opening. Would to God you would see this and know this and not bebowed down by the onditions of the world and reognize that when you an ome together for asingle day or a single forty-eight hours in suh tremendous intensity of Power, Wisdom, and Love,you an ahieve suh great good. Is there anything that is too hard for the LORD?11 I say no![16-seond applause℄10Benhing of El Morya. 1988 PoW, pp. 581-82, 583-84, 585, 586; 1989 PoW, pp. 473, 486 n. 3.11Is anything too hard for the LORD? Gen. 18:14; Jer. 32:17, 27.355



The joy of the LORD be with you this day, the mighty joy of the Seond Ray and the FirstRay and the Third, of all rays of Almighty God. For we are joyous legions of Light! And thereis no greater joy than the joy of the Ruby Ray angels who go forth to bind even the demons anddisarnates. Let us see the entire plains outside of this very ourt and this Inner Retreat be �lledwith suh a ompany of hosts of the LORD, of the angels of the Seven Arhangels who shall trulyamp themselves here and remain so long as you an sustain suh a mighty learing ation.Beloved ones, there is no need to desend into the gloom and doom of the fallen ones who aregoing to the seond death; for you are going to your asension in the Light! I say it, beloved! Youought to be the most joyous people of the whole world![24-seond applause with joyous alamations℄Let the heaviness be gone then! Let it be thrown o�! Let the sons of God leap for joy! Let themleap into the air and let them set aside this miasma of world karma. You are not of it and the violetame an onsume it.And do you know what you an ahieve in �ve minutes, ten minutes, an hour? Beloved hearts, youmust bring to your alls suh a sense of our Presene overshadowing you! Why, the Seven Arhangelsin antiipation of this very vigil have taken their turn to leave the earth to go to the Great CentralSun and to be so saturated with Light12 as to bring to you this great momentum and message ofAlpha and Omega and the mighty Twenty-Four Elders.Beloved hearts of Light, the shafts of light do desend upon you. And within that shaft of lightthat is your tube of light there are the angels of Light who are mending your garments, who aresealing up the holes, who are assisting you to weave your Deathless Solar Body.How an you go out of the way of the LORD and his will? How an you for a moment onsiderto enter13 in to the hollows of disord, of darkness, of disease?Be washed lean. Be washed lean! Be washed lean and reeive the Holy Communion served toyou by Arhangels this day.Beloved ones, you are a mighty people wherever you are, for your Mighty I AM Presene is withyou. No longer tarry, then, in that arnal-mindedness! You must bypass it! Let us bind it while youasend to the heart of your Christ Self. We desire to see that Christ Self desend into your temple.We would prepare your temples.Help us! Help us! Help us! O hildren of the Sun.Help us, sons and daughters of God!Help us, O ye world teahers!Help us, those of you who run with the message of the LORD!Help us to help you prepare your temple for the desent of the Lord Christ into it.We need that Christ in the physial [otave℄, beloved. And in this moment feel that Holy ChristSelf pressing in [upon℄ you. Beloved ones, that pressing in [of Light℄ will bring out the Darkness [ofthe dweller-on-the-threshold and the unonsious℄. Be ready for it! This is the day to all to Astreato banish from you, then, those demons [of the not-self℄ and those ativations of old reords.Blessed hearts, there must be a steeling of the mind, a steeling of the mind that there be nodisord while this proess takes plae. Why, it is a osmi surgery! We so desire to aelerate you,12of the God Consiousness13In modern English the gerund form would follow onsider rather than the in�nitive (i.e., \onsider entering into" rather than \onsider to enter in to"), but the in�nitive form is found in arhai usage. For example, \Let themonsider to get loose; or they will �nd a worse state behinde," H. Lawrene, 1646; \The said Committee do onsider tomake a distintion of Popish Reusants from other Dissenters from the Churh of England," Marvell, 1677-78 (OxfordEnglish Ditionary). 356



but the law of God does not allow it as you must abide by the law of your karma when your karmais that [freewill℄ manifestation of wrong desire and that entertaining of those demons that you preferto my angels.Can you imagine that [there ould be℄ left in this world a Keeper of the Flame [who℄ does yetprefer some of his household entities and demons to my angels? Well, I tell you, alas, it is still true,beloved. And this is the moment when you an exhange them! This is the hour of the hanging ofthe guard! Let your demons ee! For our angels would enter your temple and your household andbe with your hildren and all of you.Blessed hearts, it is worth giving up the entire ball of wax of the human onsiousness to havethose mighty angels with you, angels of Jophiel, to restore the memory of God, the Mind of God,the teahing of God, the walk of God, the servie of God and to bring to your mind eah and everyday that there be some out there who have not this teahing or this path.And therefore you must all for them! Call for them!I, Jophiel, through you now all in this very physial body for the absolute utting free by thehosts of the LORD of every Lightbearer upon earth! And I demand the binding of every fore thathas kept you from embodying the Light, from retaining the Light, from holding the Light, fromexpanding the Light! And I say, let all barriers to the expansion of this teahing be bound, inludingthose individuals who having heard me this day will not give up their human onsiousness.Therefore, beloved, be forewarned. For when an angel does step forth from the heart of the GreatCentral Sun and speak to you in this manner, you must know that you may no longer live as man!14For you have seen the LORD God fae to fae in the Presene of a mighty Arhangel and thereforeyou must live as God!And I say it, for it is the last time.15 It is the last time I shall speak to you unless you shall sohange, unless you shall so bind that ignorant animal magnetism, that aggressive mental suggestionand take ontrol of your minds! Take ontrol of your minds, I say, by the Universal Mind of Godwith you!Elohim Apollo and Lumina, Mighty Vitory, ome forth! Lord Lanto and Confuius! I, Jophiel,Angel of the LORD, summon you now. Wash them lean! Wash them lean! Wash them lean!For it is their hour and they are the hosen. And they are the ones of Light and they have ome.Therefore it is their hour to be blessed and to reeive; for opportunity is an open door. And it isnot only ajar, beloved, it is wide open into the retreats of the Seond Ray. Take it not and you shallwait long, long millennia for that opportunity.Do not think, beloved, that we thus speak often through a Messenger upon earth [or℄ that wesend suh Messengers often to this planet. The osmi dispensation of Pises is before you. And myditation in this hour is the speaking to those Christed ones or those who ought to be. You havehad 2,000 years and 24,000 and 25,000 and 26,000 years to ome to the point of Christ-mastery.Now is the hour! Take it! Claim it! Delare it! Else see how you will no longer have assistane.You will not have the angels of my band, for the LORD God will not permit it. Do not prorastinate!It is the evil of the anti-Word of the Seond Ray to postpone the intelligene of the Mind of Godand to allow that arnal mind to yet hold you its prisoner.Well, beloved, I pause that heaven might hear your voie to hallenge the last vestiges of yourown human onsiousness. Be it done. [personal alls shouted for three minutes℄The Keeper of the Srolls has [duly℄ noted [your alls℄ and many angels have been required towrite down your �ats. Let them ontinue this day, for you will see what Divine Interession will14There shall no man see me and live. Exod. 33:20; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The LostTeahings of Jesus II, pp. 121-22.15The last time. I John 2:18. 1987 PoW, pp. 14, 181, 215, 284, 611-18.357



ome. Then elebrate the desent of the Lord Christ into your temple; for you must replae that[human karma℄ whih has been removed with the in�lling Light of Father, of Son, of Holy Spirit.Let the Guru, let the Christ, let the Comforter and the Teaher be within your temple.O angels of Purity, angels of Astrea, Gabriel and Hope, angels of the sared �re, now with needleand thread of the Fourth Ray ome! Come, then, and let the sewing aelerate that in this proessthere might be the strengthening, the strengthening of the �ner bodies, the strengthening of theenvelope of the soul. (O beloved, you may be seated if you wish.)I would tell you, then, that as ages and dispensations ome and opportunity opens a door, suhas the age of Aquarius, of Divine Opportunity, of freedom through justie and mery, whih requiresabsolute resolution of all past karma (and this is why you �nd that karma of so many millennia duein this hour, 25,800 years [of karma falling due℄, beloved), so it must be resolved else those who enterthe age of Aquarius who have not the wedding garment16 will �nd themselves tossed and tumbledand turned with no inner equilibrium to fae suh a light as the Seventh Ray.So great and so powerful is that light, beloved, that it is the priesthood of Melhizedek and thelegions of Zadkiel who keep that power, who keep that light. And it does require a priesthood tomaintain it. Therefore Omri-Tas and 144,000 priests of the sared �re guard the power of the violetame, guard its living presene and its light. It is the ultimate liberation of the soul and it is alsothe judgment of the fallen ones.Therefore be prepared to enter this age, I say. And understand that when it is fully in plaethe door shall have shut to the Pisean dispensation! This is why I speak to you with suh fervorand intensity. For this is the age [dediated to the soul's attainment℄ of God-mastery and, lo, these2,000 years have been the opportunity. You may [therefore℄ mark the yle of the onlusion [of thisdispensation℄, onluding the year of Pises17 that is upon the Messenger, April 8, 1990.18Therefore know that in this month and in this year you must disover the keys to that Christ-mastery and lay suh a hold upon that inner God-mastery of your Holy Christ Self that you trulyshall beome onsious of that Holy Christ Self walking, thinking, feeling, and speaking through you.Now listen to the lesson of the Arhangel of the Seond Ray, beloved, and of the Mother angelbeloved Hope. The teahing is this, beloved. When you hear yourself saying things that you knowyour Holy Christ Self would not say, then you know that that Holy Christ Self has asended farabove you and annot enter in. When you say things with a tone of voie [of℄ ondesension, withritiism, with burden or depression, sarasm or the vibration of gossip, then you will know yourHoly Christ Self annot enter; for it is the law of God.Therefore pursue the path of the imitation of Christ.19 Speak as you know or believe Christ wouldspeak, with love but �rmness, sternness where required, mery when it is due, soft-spoken whenneeded, in the intensity of the sared �re when you would awake a soul who will not be awakened.Blessed ones, speak as Christ would speak and Christ will speak through you. This is [also℄ theMother-teahing of the Seond-Ray Arheia.Think as Christ would think and Christ will think through you and the Mind of God will beomeongruent with the physial vessel. And there shall be no separation, as things equal to the samethings are equal to eah other - one Christ, one Lord, one manifestation within your temple!16Wedding garment, Deathless Solar Body. Matt. 22:1-14. 1989 PoW, pp. 106, 117 n. 2, 187; 1988 PoW, pp.42-43; 1986 PoW, pp. 257-58, 540; 1985 PoW, p. 438; 1984 PoW, pp. 394-95; 1982 PoW, pp. 144, 333; 1979 PoW,pp. 139-40, 305-6, 312.17Aording to the yles of the natal hart of the Messenger as harted on Mother Mary's Cosmi Clok, this year,the Messenger's �ftieth, ommening April 8, 1989, she walks with Jesus on the two o'lok line of Pises.18Jesus' dispensation to be loser to his disiples until the end of the age of Pises. 1989 PoW, pp. 231-32.19The Imitation of Christ is a lassi Christian work traditionally attributed to the �fteenth-entury Augustinianmonk Thomas �a Kempis. 358



When you think thoughts impure, unkind, ritial, intolerant, blessed hearts, the Mind of Christ isnot in you. The arnal mind of a fallen angel has entered! An arhon20 has trapped you! Remember,beloved, it is not worth it. [For when you entertain fallen angels℄ you sari�e being a world teaherin the esh and the very messenger of your own Christ Self to many.When you have feelings that are not the feelings of the ompassionate Christ, then you knowChrist is not in you. Hasten, hasten to your altar! Call, then. AÆrm. Replae. Pratie sweetthoughts, sweet feelings, sweet words and soon they will ome naturally. Demonstrate them to yourhildren, to one another, and others will speak as you speak; for all humans are imitators.You speak alike if you are from the same setion of the world. You even think alike. You mayeven walk alike. You may even like the same musi. Humans are mimis, beloved. And therefore,understanding the plastiity of the mind and the ability for hange by the violet ame and the powerof thought and the word and the love expressed to onvert [the soul to her God Presene℄, know this,that you may onvert many to the higher way of God Harmony.Finally, beloved, perform deeds that you know Christ would perform and shun those whih Christwould not engage in. As you make your songs to the Holy Christ Self and Flame [to be℄ the songs ofyour heart, the threefold ame will grow! And do you know what will happen? What will happen,beloved, is a greater sensitivity to life whereby you are one with the heart of the Goddess of Libertyand understand the burdens of many and why they are burdened. You will have ompassion to helpthem but most of all you will have strength.And when you lak the strength to help a brother, for you have not helped yourself or strengthenedyourself [in the LORD your Mighty I AM Presene℄, you will not do it, beloved. It does take strengthto stand by another until through you he may see the Divine Image of his own Christ Self in whihhe was made. It takes strength and ourage for you yourself to stik with your own self until youbeome that image. And some of you have given up on yourselves; [you℄ have no more patiene.Blessed ones, God has patiene but he needs a vessel. But be not overly patient, for then you willallow some to go into self-indulgene as if there would be another day of opportunity. Inasmuh asone day the day of opportunity will be gone, it is best to plan on the morrow as that day and doeverything that you an squeeze in every day of your life to magnify, magnify, magnify the LORD,the I AM THAT I AM! Is this not what we the Arhangels have done on our rays for thousands uponthousands of years until we will no longer speak our age? [\Yes."℄ Beloved hearts, be the Christ andwath the world peel from itself the snakeskin of the serpentine lie.Lord Jesus has ome to you with the all of onversion and disipleship to be Christed ones andshepherds, messengers and world teahers.21 Now you will understand why the door of Pises shallbe losed. And you must be lothed upon in that hour with enough of that Christhood of your ausalbody, enough of a grid of Light, that for you it will not lose; for you have opened it into otavesof Light and your God-mastery shall ontinue under the anopy of Aquarius. Those who have not asuÆieny of their Christ-mastery, beloved, will toil to �nd it and reeive it.Therefore we ome, and heneforth we tarry and we intensify.May you solemnly know my words and hear them. May you keep them. And may you reognizethat self-mastery is not you in a straitjaket. It is not you in some piety looking down upon others.It is not a sti�ness nor is it the false sense of humor of the lown whose mask overs the inner deathspiral. It is the laughter of angels. It is God holding the fallen ones in derision. It is those of thevitorious sense who do not take for granted their vitories but guard them well!God-mastery an be yours if you do not take yourselves too seriously but rather onsider the20arhon [Greek, from arho, meaning to be �rst (in politial rank or power), reign or rule over℄: ruler, hief,magistrate, lord, prine, authority. In Christian Gnosti writings, arhons are the powers that rule the world andattempt to prevent the soul from returning to her divine soure.21Jesus' alls. 1988 PoW, p. 656 n. 20. 359



seriousness of the world situation and of souls who are naked, who have no garment and no protetion.O beloved, they must be lothed, for they are not ready for the initiations of the ross. They havebeen stripped of their garments but they are not ready to be stripped! They need you.In this hour the irle of �re of illumination as the orona of the sun, as the �re that appears inthe elipse, does beome that �ery edge, a irle of intense yellow �re around the earth.Piere! piere! piere! the veil, I say. And now let the irle of �re be multiplied.Legions of Jophiel, piere ignorane! Let Christ be made plain and, yes, let Antihrist be exposedthat the world see these fallen ones for what they are! Let them no longer hide. Angels of Jophiel'sbands, stand at the side of the Lightbearers that they might be quikened in eah twenty-four hourswith the piering light of the orona of the sun of Helios and Vesta. For these have reahed that sunby the Call.Thus gratitude does desend, even as it asends from your hearts, for the vitory of Lord Lanto'sassette for world ation.22 And by your use of it I am ome. And by your inreased use of it youwould also see Elohim of the Seond Ray desend. So you have won a prize, but be not satis�ed withit but only measure what an be given again and again for the greater prize. For there is no end tothe great Buddhas of Light and Cosmi Christs who ould also desend to earth.I AM Jophiel! And I AM Hope. We ome to pronoune the judgment, and the judgment throughthe Christed ones, of all betrayers of the Light of the rown hakra, all who have taken the left-handed path, all fallen angels who have tradued the hildren of the Light. This is our mission inthis hour. And in this pulsing sared �re, we are giving to you, beloved, an extraordinary portion ofyellow �re from the altars of our retreat.I, Jophiel, with Hope personally plae around the soul of every Lightbearer a sheath of this �eryyellow, golden shining, brilliant-as-the-sun substane of yellow light of the Seond Ray. Eah soul,then, is sealed in a sun. It is a protetive element, proteting the mind and the thought, the feelingand the deed, onneting you with Helios and Vesta. It is the homing. It is the quikening, sunbeams�ltering through the window awakening the soul from the sleep of the ages.Out of the Light I am ome! Into the Light I shall withdraw, but not before I have served to youa physial Holy Communion. I harge the bread and the wine now with light from heavenly altars.The Body and Blood of the Universal Christ is now o�ered to you, beloved, for assimilation. Asyou take this in as physial substane, you will have the means to absorb the light already released.It is the sarament of the Body and Blood of our Lord that makes one his Mystial Body in earthand in heaven forever and forever.By the power of the Euharist, by the power of the wine, let the fallen ones be judged, Antihristbe bound, and the Lightbearer raised up!Prayer of the Violet FlameO LORD God, I have said it in thy name I AM THAT I AM. And I have ful�lled the purposewhereto thou hast sent me unto these thine own. We seal them in Alpha and Omega! May thyWord, O God, transmitted through us to these wise ones be suÆient23 unto their God-mastery andthy glory within them.So, LORD God, I kneel before this altar that thou hast made physial in this universe as theeletrode for the altar in the Temple Beautiful in the New Jerusalem. Thus, all of my legions do22Lanto, Lord of the Seond Ray: Dynami Derees with Prayers and New Age Songs for Chelas of the Wisdom ofGod 1 audioassette. 1989 PoW, p. 182 n. 2.23A word to the wise is suÆient. Latin proverb, \Verbum sapienti satis est," ommonly abbreviated by the Romans\Verbum sap"; traed bak to Terentius, \Ditum sapienti sat est" (Phormio, 3.3.8., . 160 b..). \A word to the wiseis enough, and many words won't �ll a bushel," Benjamin Franklin (Poor Rihard's Almana, prefae, 1758); \A wordto the wise is enough," Miguel de Cervantes (Don Quixote, pt. 2, bk. 4, hap. 30, 1615).360



kneel in this hour. [Messenger and ongregation kneel.℄O LORD God, while I have therefore this physial ontat I o�er this prayer at this altar tendedby holy angels:May the violet ame beome the up of omfort in every home. Let it replae alohol. Let itreplae sugar and niotine. Let it replae all drugs, all things plaed in the bodies of the hildren ofthe Mother as they seek to drink from the fount of her heart ame but annot �nd her.Let the violet ame be the up, the elixir, the healing toni! Let the violet ame be spread abroadin the land. For by the entering through the violet ame they shall be leansed to be quikened insoul and in mind and in heart by our legions and for the vitory.I, Jophiel, pray with my ohorts that the violet ame may heal, forgive, onsume, transmutekarma, that the violet ame might go before all Arhangels for the softening of hardness of heart!For transmutation of the brittleness and pride of the intellet shall melt the enasements of the arnalmind that enslave the soul.Let the violet ame go to the little hild, the newborn! Let it seal the hild in the womb! Let theviolet ame be inreased, O God!I, Jophiel, pray in the earth through these [souls in these℄ physial bodies! Therefore may I havethe dispensation, O God, of being, aording to the physial laws in this hour, the instrument of theCall that does ompel the answer, even by my rank and standing in the osmi hierarhy?I all, then, to all in embodiment who have the gift of the violet ame and know it to let yourgifts to all whom you meet be the violet ame assettes.24 As you teah them and tarry with them,sing your songs with them, sing your lullabies, and tenderly heal their wounds and their fears andtheir sorrows and their doubts.O you who are helas of El Morya, I all for thy gift to him of violet ame preparing the way,transmuting wrong desire, that the hildren of the One might �nally desire only the One and nolonger be in a ondition of duality!This is my prayer, O God in the heavens, O angels above, O sons of Light below, and hildren ofthe One! Let the violet ame be disseminated throughout the world for the judgment of the wikedand their exposure and the absolute God freedom of the souls everywhere.I, Jophiel, therefore ontat the seed within the soul and I pour therein the ommunion up ofviolet ame, the bread, truly the Body of the Seventh-Ray Masters. For Saint Germain, for Morya,for Sons of Light suh as these, I, Jophiel, shall tarry with the earth so long as some give allegianeto their great God Flame.[Messenger rises.℄Angels, rise to attention now. Sons of God, stand in the dignity of your God Flame and reeivemy Holy Communion from Alpha and Omega whene I have ome. [Congregation rises.℄ For to thatSun I shall asend in this hour momentarily. Thus establishing the stith of light, having sewn fromthe Sun through this heart, I take the thread and needle bak to the Sun for the irle of light.[intonations, 19 seonds℄You have heard the Word. Forget it not. Forget me not. My name is Jophiel. My name is Hope.I know thy name and the new name that no man knoweth.25 I know the serets of thy heart.And in Love I arry you to the fount of being.[Holy Communion is served.℄24Save the World with Violet Flame! by Saint Germain 1, 2, 3 and 4 audioassettes. 1989 PoW, p. 26 n. 1.25A new name whih no man knoweth. Rev. 2:17. 361



This ditation by Arhangel Jophiel and Arheia Hope was delivered by the Messenger of theGreat White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Sunday, July 2, 1989, 3:54-4:44 p.m. MDT,during Free El Morya! A Fourth of July Prayer Vigil held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County,Montana. Arhangel Jophiel and Arheia Hope's ditation is one of the most �ery releases evergiven through the Messenger. In order to experiene the intensity and light of the original delivery,you are enouraged to hear the ditation. The Asended Masters teah that eah time the audioor video reording of a ditation is played, the light of the Master's original ditation is rereleased.Send for your opy of Arhangel Jophiel and Arheia Hope's ditation on audioassette (B89107),with song to Jophiel and musial meditation. If you desire to partiipate in the entire servie, theditation with preeding leture given by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, \Teahings of the Mother: SoulsWho Have Forgotten Why They Are Here," is available on two 90-min. audioassettes, B89094-95.Leture inludes teahings from Gnosti texts, the Bible, the Book of Enoh, and the AsendedMasters on awakening the souls of Lightbearers to their divine origin and mission and how the fallenangels attempt to prevent the soul from making her asent bak to God. [N.B. Braketed materialdenotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under ArhangelJophiel and Arheia Hope's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoWis the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 37Beloved Lord Maitreya - September 10,1989 Vol. 32 No. 37 - Beloved Lord Maitreya - September 10, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilIVThe Kneading of the DoughThe Living Guru as the Fountain of the Water of LifeThe Leap of FaithTrust the Message of Metteyya and Simply Follow ItHo! Come to the fountain of the water of Life.1Rise, O water of Life! Even so, desend.Thou art sared �re.And this sared �re of thy Father and thy Mother, O soul,Shall indeed onsume all lesser desireIn the divine embrae of Alpha and Omega in the rown [hakra℄,Thene desending to the heart [hakra℄ -O the heart of the devotee!I, Metteyya,2 ome to minister unto the hearts of those who would be perfeted in Love. Thereforewe perform a surgery this night for the removal of the tumor of fear.3 Let it be ut out by needle raysthat onsume and ut, ut and onsume. Fear is the absene of well-being, the absene of on�denein thy Father and thy Mother.Seek not the earthly union. Seek, then, true Father and Mother of Light in whom there is no[variableness, neither℄ shadow of turning.4 Thus, beloved, all disappointments in the human idea1Water of Life. Isa. 55:1; Jer. 2:13; 17:13; John 4:14; 7:37, 38; Rev. 7:17; 21:6; 22:1.2Metteyya is the Pali form of the Sanskrit Maitreya. Pali is the sared language of the Theravada Buddhistanon. Maitreya means \the Loving or Friendly One," derived from maitri, meaning friendliness, love, kindness, orbenevolene.3Perfet love asteth out fear. I John 4:18.4Father of lights. James 1:17. 363



of \parent" drop as you reognize that the Father and the Mother of thy life have been with theealways. Alpha and Omega are not separate; and they through Helios and Vesta, and Helios andVesta through God and Goddess Meru, have been with thee always and always on the walk, the walktoward the fountain of the water of Life.Nearness of thy God, nearness of thy God - if you fear it, as some do fear [the℄ living Guru, then,beloved, you know there is unresolved error, sin, karma. There is inner shame. You fear to meet theLORD God, who will walk and talk with you in the garden of the Mystery Shool.O Adam, O Eve, where art thou? Where art thou? you who have desended from immortality tomortality.5Resolve, then. Let resolution ome. Let it ome by the opening to the Father-Mother God.The fear is in thyself, not in the Divine Parents. And though we express gratitude to the humanrepresentatives, we must plae our trust beyond the veil [in℄ Alpha and Omega. Thus they have used,[wherever℄ possible, human parents [to represent them to their hildren on earth℄. Do not expet[human parents℄ to be gods and therefore set up idols, ast down idols, hate idols, fear idols.Blessed ones, the fear to stand in the presene of the Guru or the Father-Mother God, the fearof Love as omfort or hastening is the idolatrous sense. Cast it out! You will not bene�t from ourpresene if you do not make your inner peae and [your℄ outer peae with the Divine Parents.Let the soul, then, be at peae. Let the soul know that peae omes from the surrender ofinordinate desire6 that auses the individual to sin, [i.e.,℄ to ross the line of the Law for something[that is℄ desired more than the ful�llment of the Law itself.Therefore there are those upon earth who have not understood this teahing nor [do they℄ pauseto examine the profound psyhology of it. Though they be Lightbearers they are yet walking withtheir baks to the Sun, away from the Sun. They annot fae the Sun of Helios and Vesta nor theSon of God! For they yet retain in their garments that shism born of wrong desire and [that℄ wrongdesire, [whih,℄ of ourse, [is℄ born of ignorane.Thus there is a futility in rebellion against the Law, beloved. And you must understand thattoo muh of this mortal stu� within the subonsious disquali�es the individual from the path ofhelaship even under the beloved El Morya, who has ertainly stuk out his nek and strethedthat nek to the limits on behalf of those who did not have suÆient inner wholeness to be able tosustain a relationship in honor to this great one [El Morya℄, who has ome to save his own and SanatKumara's [helas℄.Therefore it is true and learn the lesson well: the individual must have enough balane withinhimself, within his psyhe to hold friendship with the Guru, not to fear the Guru! And therefore, fearhaving been ast out, doubt will also disappear. But out of doubt, beloved, [whih is℄ the [willful℄withholding of trust [in the Guru℄, there does ome hatred of the Guru. You may have overed itover many times and sugaroated it again, but yet it remains [in both the subonsious and theunonsious7℄.Resolution is required in this hour; and if it does require you to pen a letter to the Messenger toopen wide the garment and reveal these things, then do so. For, beloved, Truth is the deliverer andin this Truth there is a purging [of the soul in the �res of forgiveness℄.You must understand that she (who walks in me and I in her [i.e., the Messenger℄) understandswith profound ompassion the division in the members [of one's psyhe as well as℄ the mantle of Guru[as℄ the foal point for the hatred of the dweller[-on-the-threshold℄.8 Yes, there is a polarization but5LORD God alling unto Adam in the garden. Gen. 3:9.6Gautama's teahing on inordinate desire. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 30, pp. 447-48.7Subonsious and unonsious. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 35, p. 502 n. 12.8Dweller-on-the-threshold. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 18, p. 200 n. 2; glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp.364



it is so that you might hoose (even by the appearane of the one sent to you as Messenger) betweenyour own Messenger - who is Christ the Lord, the Holy One of God within you - and [its antithesispersoni�ed in℄ the dweller. Thus there is indeed a polarization; and the personages, the players ofAbsolute Reality and Unreality within thy life, beome self-evident [on the road to the Inner Buddha℄.Thus spake Maitreya. Thus spake every avatar and world teaher from the beginning. Let themirrorlike wisdom mirror bak to you the preise image of what is.9 Then you an deide if whatis is [or is℄ not to your liking. And [if it is not, you an℄ replae it with what is - [not with thatwhih exists but℄ for the moment but [with that℄ whih does exist in higher spheres. [Yes, you anreplae what ought not to be and never should have been with℄ what ought to be and [you an �llthe vaany of what you have not beome with℄ what you an beome.The will to be God - the will to be God is a �re infolding itself veritably. And though you knownot what this desire shall bring to you, so [it shall be revealed to you℄ one you take the �rst stepand say:My LORD and my God, my own beloved I AM Presene, my very own beloved I AM Presene,my Lord Sanat Kumara:I take the step. I will to be my God in manifestation. So initiate me, Beloved [Guru℄.Blessed ones, it is an unknown path until you walk it but it is not an unknown God,10 for Godwho is in his heaven is also in your heart and you know him heart to heart. But if the heart behardened,11 where then is the inner knowing? If it be hardened, beloved, then God may, yes, beunknown. Thus, you may take a step bakward and another and tarry for the softening of the heartby love, by mery, by diligene [in pratiing the preepts of the Law that you might one againapproah your God by the inner knowing of the heart℄.So the path of the disiplined ones does begin. [And℄ all of [your℄ beoming by the hearts of theDhyani Buddhas must be by the meriful heart. By [the meriful heart of℄ Kuan Yin [whih youmake your own℄, enter in. By the ame of Mery the door is opened, and there [shall℄ be many doorsthat open and then shut behind thee as hamber upon hamber you enter, in sueeding yles, theinitiations of the [Five℄ Dhyani Buddhas.Blessed hearts, you have heard this teahing of the �ve poisons.12 Did you not take note [asyou listened℄ how in times past the levels of these poisons within the system of the mind and theemotional body were greater than they are now? Could you not look bak upon your life and see howthe path of the Buddha taught to you by Saint Germain and Jesus and the Messengers has broughtyou to a ertain level of ontrol over these poisons and their manifestations?395-96.9Mirrorlike wisdom is the wisdom of the Dhyani Buddha Akshobhya. In Tibetan Buddhism it is taught that thiswisdom peaefully and unritially reets all things in their true nature.10Unknown God. Ats 17:22, 23.11Hardness of Heart. II Chron. 36:11-13; Ps. 95:7-11; Mark 3:1-5; 6:52; 8:17; 16:14; John 12:40; Heb. 3:7-15; 4:7.12Prior to the ditation the Messenger delivered a leture on the \Teahings of the Buddha: The Five DhyaniBuddhas and the Five Poisons." She reviewed the Tibetan Buddhist teahing that there are \�ve poisons" that areof ultimate danger to the soul's spiritual progress and that the wisdoms of the Five Dhyani Buddhas ounterat, orprovide the antidote for, eah poison. The wisdom of Dhyani Buddha Vairohana, who is positioned on the 7:30 lineof the Cosmi Clok, is the all-pervading wisdom of the Dharmadhatu, or the wisdom born of the Dharmakaya, whihounterats the poison of ignorane. The wisdom of Akshobhya, who is positioned on the 8:30 line, is mirrorlike wisdom,whih dispels anger and hatred. The wisdom of Ratnasambhava, who is positioned on the 9:30 line, is the wisdom ofequality, whih onquers pride. The wisdom of Amitabha, who is positioned on the 10:30 line, is disriminating wisdom,whih overomes ravings, greed, and passions. The wisdom of Amoghasiddhi, who is positioned on the 11:30 line, isall-aomplishing wisdom, or the wisdom of perfeted ation, whih onsumes envy and jealousy. For an introdutionto and further teahings on the Five Dhyani Buddhas, see Elizabeth Clare Prophet, July 3, 1988, \Darshan, Teahingsand Ditations with Paul the Venetian and the Maha Chohan," on 90-min. audioassette B88104; 1988 PoW, vol. 31no. 63, pp. 489, 490; no. 70, pp. 539, 540; no. 72, p. 556; no. 84, pp. 657-58.365



Yes, I ome with a rod, and with my rod I measure eah one.13 Now I see the progress, for it isprogress that I measure. My eye is on the \doughnut" and I ount the inrements of inrease.Blessed ones, the inrease of the threefold ame may be impereptible to the eye but that inreaseshows new rings of holy auri �eld of white light, until veiled in veils upon veils of white light of theMother the true God-identity is shielded from the prying eye of the world. Yes, beloved, the inreaseof the Light of the heart inreases the onentri rings of the Buddha.Blessed ones, begin at the beginning. The beginning is the white �re ore of being and the WhiteFire Body14 of thee and thy twin ame in the beginning [with God in the Great Central Sun℄. If youfear the white light, how shall you enter the etheri otave? Thus, wear the white garment physiallynow and then to remind oneself that the beginning is the beginning.And when you hoose to follow in the footsteps of Serapis Bey and the legions of the Fourth Rayyou shall know the ame of Hope, for you shall have returned to the point of origin and the midpointin the yle of the seven rays. There, then, on the point of the three o'lok line of your CosmiClok15 you will be God-entered in the heart of Helios and Vesta, entered tightly as a oiled springin the very heart of God-Control.And all things that shall go forth from that sun enter shall proeed beause you [shall℄ havewound the swaddling garment [of the Fourth Ray℄ around yourself. For one having so establishedthe spirals and spheres of the �ve seret rays, beloved, you then entertain \Buddhas unawares"16 andthey ome trailing Bodhisattvas [in their glory℄17 who hold their trains and adorn them with owers.Therefore take unto thyself the seret-ray spheres. The requirement: peae. Peae, be still, Owinds of desire!18 Peae, be still. Peae, be still! Peae must abound, for the very trembling and thequivering [that takes plae in℄ the establishment [around the heart hakra℄ of the onentri spheres[of the �ve seret rays of the Five Dhyani Buddhas℄, transluent, pastel, �ery olors of light, mustbe in the stillness of wisdom's mirror and mirrorlike wisdom, stillness in the heart.It is [also℄ neessary for the sine wave to bring one to the enter [of the heart, the enter of \be-ness"℄ as the babe [is entered in its be-ness℄ in the womb. Thus, to attain the dominion of a Matterosmos one must �rst reoil bak into the �re of Spirit and know the yangness of onentrated selfand selfhood.One this is mastered, beloved, then you see [that when you℄ release the full-blown manifestationof self as expansiveness oupying spae, you will have the mastery of the yin manifestation; foryou shall have already onentrated the geometry of the rystal of self and you will not lose itin [the℄ expansion [proess℄. And therefore no longer shall the yin manifestation be a yle of13Measuring rod. Ezek. 40:3, 5; 42:15-19; Hab. 3:6; Zeh. 2:1, 2; Rev. 11:1; 21:15.14White Fire Body. Eah set of twin ames is reated out of the same White Fire Body by the Father-MotherGod, Elohim, in the heart of the Great Central Sun. Within this single �ery ovoid, whih is God, twin ames evolvetheir God-Identity by yling through the onentri spheres of the Causal Body, whih surrounds the White FireBody. The White Fire Body divides into two idential spheres, eah onsisting of the I AM Presene surrounded bythe Causal Body. One of these twin spheres is harged with the masuline polarity and the other with the femininepolarity of the Divine Whole, yet eah Divine Monad ontains within itself the plus/minus polarity of the T'ai Chi andis androgynous. The I AM Presene of eah one then sends forth the soul of the twin ame. For the purposes of theinarnation and evolution of twin ames, the two souls are in polarity to eah other, one representing the masulineand the other the feminine half of the Divine Whole. These souls reated by Elohim in the beginning, and joinedtogether again in the ending, go out into the Matter universes to take inarnation for the purpose of ful�lling thedivine plan of their twin ames. As divine ounterparts who are reated from the same White Fire Body, twin amesshare a unique eletroni blueprint whih none other will ever have; likewise their osmi destiny is unique and nonean ful�ll it in their plae.15The seven rays are harted onseutively on the Cosmi Clok from the 12:00 to the 6:00 lines.16Some have entertained angels unawares. Heb. 13:2.17\But trailing louds of glory do we ome from God, who is our home." William Wordsworth, \Ode: Intimationsof Immortality from Reolletions of Early Childhood," stanza 5.18Peae, be still. Ps. 46:10; Mark 4:35-41. 366



disintegration/deomposition, disintegration and death; for, you see, then it shall be the Omega thatis already saturated point by point by the Alpha. [Then you shall be God-entered on the 3/9 axisof God-Self Control and God-Self Realization, that oiled spring in the heart of Helios and Vesta andMighty Vitory, who are the hierarhs on these lines.℄It is in the imperfet human ondition that the yin quikly beomes the out-of-ontrol state. Itis [likewise℄ in the imperfet [human℄ ondition that the yang annot express the fullness of joy. Butin the osmos of the absolute manifestation of the miraulous T'ai Chi, behold Alpha and Omega!Behold the White Fire Bodies of twin ames! Behold the perfet balane of osmi fores! And uponthis polarity there is the weaving of the warp and woof of these seret-ray spheres.Blessed is he that shall establish the habitation of the Buddha in these spheres where I AM THATI AM, where there is the God-enter and the white �re ore of being entered in the twelve petalsof the heart hakra. Be it here! Be it now! Be it in the foreverness of God. Be everywhere. But bethe point of Light in God-Control, [in God-Reality,℄ in balane.O thou spiritual being, I AM Metteyya. This Light is disturbing and bestirring. So it does bringto the surfae [of onsious awareness℄ the [subonsious℄ elements of fear. Fear not, little ok;it is the Buddha's good pleasure to give you the kingdoms19 of the Mind of wisdom. They, [thesekingdoms of God's onsiousness,℄ are gifts but you annot reeive them all. For the polarity ofreeptivity, [the Alpha-Omega magnet self-ontained,℄ is not yet, but it is beoming.See, then, and wath and observe the self behold, [the self℄ behold as you then must fae the auraof Gautama, Sanat Kumara as though you annot esape, you annot digress. [There must be℄ nodiversion, no taking away of the attention. For I am here in the full lineage of the Buddhas to thepoint of Sanat Kumara and beyond.I present, therefore, the person of the Guru whom you left o� [serving℄ long ago in this or thatsene of Atlantis or Lemuria. [For the duration of the ditation℄ you are loked in to the spiral of mybeing, beloved. For I would have you fae the moment when [you,℄ as hildren, [found that℄ somethingdid not please you in that person of the Guru [whom℄ you were with, [when℄ you allowed something[the Guru said or did℄ to give you an exuse for turning to another diretion [and to another, lesswhole, for diretion℄.Blessed ones, when this ditation is onluded you may go your way freely. But for the momentsthat you give me your attention, as your Father [who does stand in the plae of Guru℄ I require youto look and look now; for the one sreen of Darjeeling20 beomes many, a sreen for eah one. Thesene [of your leaving o� from the Mystery Shool or from the living Guru℄ is replayed to your mindthrough the third eye and at inner levels.The soul must review, the soul must review, the soul must review and know, no longer [to remain℄in ignorane, what is [that whih is℄ the original ause of all su�ering that has ensued by yourdeparture from that interloking relationship of the �gure-eight ow between the true Guru and thetrue hela, not the false guru and not the false hela but the Divine Reality of Alpha and Omega[that an be known℄ in these material spheres [through the Guru-hela relationship℄.You see, beloved, you have heard of the sin of ignorane and you have seen the oneption ofthat great wisdom of the Dharmakaya,21 and you have desired that [that℄ wisdom [might℄ onsumethe ignorane. [Yet,℄ if you would [ontinue to℄ be ignorant [of℄ or [to℄ ignore your own [karmi℄handwriting on the wall of anient times [that now falls due℄, I say, be [ye℄ far from me! You are not19Your Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom. Luke 12:32.20The sreen at Darjeeling. [7℄21The Dharmakaya is the Body of Truth or Law; the immutable `essene-being' of all Buddhas; absolute Reality.In the Teahings of the Asended Masters, the Dharmakaya orresponds to the Causal Body and I AM Presene. InTibetan Buddhism it is taught that the wisdom of the Dharmakaya dispels ignorane and reveals the highest reality(see note 12). 367



even andidates for Maitreya's Mystery Shool. But I reeive you [for the duration of this ditation℄on your terms and you have ome to hear and listen.Therefore I speak the truth that is most essential. Therefore listen well: All su�ering has omefrom wrong desire and wrong desire arises when one says, \I an no longer entertain the intensity ofthis God-man, this Guru, that is before me. I must esape. I an no longer sustain myself in thatpresene."Beloved ones, if [at the hour of your desertion of the Path℄ you had known the teahing of myLord Gautama, even the morsels you heard this evening, if it had been at the forefront of the mindand if you had been admonished by angels of Buddhi realms to resist that smoky-olored vibrationof hell and to aept the white light,22 your ourse may have taken another turning.You must remember that at that moment [of momentous deision℄ you do have reourse, that youare not under the pressure that you think you are under. But the very fore of Death and Hell itselfdoes [toil to℄ onvine you that you are under suh pressure that you annot sustain another momentin proximity to the living �re [of the living Guru℄. Sine it has happened to you again and again inyour state of ignorane and sine in your state of ignorane you did not desire enlightenment, then,you see, it is almost as a serpent swallowing his tail, [and his thrie-told tales of ignorane,℄ roundand round and round again.And so I ome. I ome beause you have alled. The all ompels the answer! But the answer isnot ompelled to meet the will of the aller. Thus it is God's will that answers [the all℄ and youhave free will to reeive or not to reeive [that answer℄.Therefore look, beloved. Some have been truly spoiled by their parents' human [onsiousness℄ inmany lifetimes. Some have spoiled others in many lifetimes. And it is another serpent swallowingits tail as ause produes e�et and e�et [produes℄ auses again.This indulgene of self (thanks not to well-meaning parents but [to℄ parents [who are℄ simplyignorant and to your own [ignorant℄ parenting of your own soul), this, beloved, is ignorane begettingignorane. And therefore there is no o-measurement with the true path of disipleship [that ought tobe derived from the parent-hild relationship℄; and therefore you are either too easy upon yourselvesor too hard upon yourselves. Both are states of idolatry.First, one has to understand that as the Guru is the God-man, so the hela is the God-manifestation.If you do not desire to be God in manifestation, you will onsider that you are not equal to the task[of being the living hela of the living Guru℄ and [you will℄ have a very good exuse beause [\ofourse"℄ you are [\only"℄ human and [so you will℄ go your way after your human gods, beginningwith yourself.\I an do all things through Christ, whih strengtheneth me.23\All things are possible to me in God.\I believe, yea, my Lord, my Guru Sanat Kumara:\Help [thou℄ mine unbelief!"2422Saving light of the Dhyani Buddhas. In her leture delivered before this ditation the Messenger read from theBuddhist sripture alled the Bardo Thodol, or Tibetan Book of the Dead, whih explains the saving power of the FiveDhyani Buddhas. In Tibetan Buddhist pratie, passages from this sripture are read over a number of onseutivedays to those nearing death or to those who have passed on. Eah day the soul is instruted that in the after-deathstate she will enounter and will have to hoose between the radiant light of eah of the Dhyani Buddhas and the dulllight representing one of the lower realms. The soul is admonished not to fear the Dhyani Buddhas but to put herfaith in them and to resist the pull of the dull lights. Depending on the mastery over the �ve poisons whih that soulhas attained while in embodiment, she will be attrated to a greater or lesser degree to the saving light of the DhyaniBuddhas.23I an do all things through Christ. Phil. 4:13.24Help thou mine unbelief. Mark 9:23, 24. 368



I, Maitreya, am the answer to this prayer, beloved. I have ome to help your unbelief. I ome tostrip you [of that self-doubt whih begets the fear of the Guru℄. Be stripped, then, of this idolatry ofself, this indulgene [that we see℄ in Western ivilization, whih is [your self-℄ignorane [of both thehela and the Guru℄.\Children should not be required to do what they do not wish to do." So say the indulgent ones.Well, of ourse, they must be required. And when the hild respets the parent and the wisdom ofthe parent, it is the beginning of the path of the Guru-hela relationship whereby that hild will [oneday℄ aept the true and living Guru; and wise parents will gladly surrender their human attahments[to \their" hild, who is truly God's hild,℄ that the soul might move on.Children in the West are not being raised up to be helas of El Morya! And, alas, it is also truewithin this Community. And when they are spoiled, you do not see [the℄ light in their eyes, [whihis always a visible sign of the soul's ontat with the Inner Christ, and℄ you do not see the Christdesending in[to their temples℄. And they will whine and weep and omplain, and it is truly beausethey are not being given the disiplined path of Love for whih their souls yearn.And soon they are tyrants. And soon and far too late you will understand that you have allowedthe dweller[-on-the-threshold℄ to enter that body instead of the Christ! For in your idolatry of yourselfyou have plaed idolatry upon the hild and delared him a god or a king or a prine or a geniusbefore he has had the opportunity to be the hild and to know [that℄ the path of [joint-℄heirship25[with the living Christ℄ must be won.The [arry-over of the℄ God-mastery of the individual [lifetime to lifetime℄ is not automati; andtherefore those who are the teahers and parents of [both℄ themselves and others must understandthat not the whipping of the mortal but the loving, the omforting, and the hastening of the soul[is the key that unloks the God-manifestation in eah sueeding inarnation of the soul℄.How an you do this if you do not have wisdom? The wisdom of the Five Dhyani Buddhas isneessary. If you annot even pereive [muh less℄ desire the wisdom you have not, so saturated areyou with the �ve poisons, I say, trust the message of Metteyya! Trust my message, beloved, andsimply follow it.You do not know the whys and wherefores of how to teah yourself to read. You follow teahers.You are obedient. You do your homework and you graduate to the next lass. So let it be in thespiritual shool. This is not a do-it-yourself shool, beloved. It is a plae where we who know thejagged roks, the dangerous preipies and what lies ahead lead; and you must follow if you wouldmake even small progress in this life. [Yet,℄ you an make great progress, but you must begin at thebeginning.Purity of heart is the white �re ore of being. Instead of beating yourself, open up. Let Goddesend into your temple and see what God an do! Then you will know the sense of limitlessfreedom within the geometry of a selfhood whose light and energy is governed by the dispensations[handed down℄ and [the℄ ovenants [made by℄ God with the evolutions of this planetary home.You are not giants in stature nor are you dwarfs (that is, by the relativity of your own self-omparison). Do not be a dwarf on the Path; do not be a giant, I say. Be my friend and then youwill �nd that I am your friend and we an get rid of [that℄ fear [of the Guru whih℄ begets [self-doubtand self-℄ignorane.Ignorane is a state of ultimate insult to the Buddha, the Inner Buddha of the heart. When youshun self-knowledge you are as the animals. When you shun self-purpose and enlightenment youhave no part with the symphony of the osmos [or with℄ the ongoing movement of this ommunityof osmos. It is a sangha of the spheres.And we move on! And the timetables turn. And we have hosen to tarry to saturate the earth25Joint-heirs with Christ. Rom. 8:14-17; Gal. 3:26-29; 4:4-7.369



with our wisdom bodies, our auri light, the white �re and the yellow brought to you by Jophiel andHope.26Thus, in balane you have reeived the white �re of the white �re ore of being through Hope inpolarity with Gabriel. And you have reeived the inner irle of yellow �re from Jophiel in polaritywith Christine. Thus these four have ome to you that you might begin at the beginning. Thus thewhite �re and the yellow seal, or sandwih, as you say, even the �ve seret rays.27We have therefore plaed upon planet earth the entire eletromagneti �eld of the Sangha of theBuddhas and the Bodhisattvas. We will see, then, who does rise in vibration to be able to beomepart of this vast nuleus of light. And when the yles turn, one and all, as a great osmi ityof Light, shall move on and move on, leaving behind those who lak the ourage, lak the ourage,[I say,℄ to fae the One, even the Holy One of God and the Nameless One who is [positioned at℄the white �re ore of this Community of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and [helas who are℄ halies ofMother Flame.There is an integral orrespondene in this hour. Those who sense our presene seek knowledge ofAbsolute Good, seek knowledge of Absolute Evil, seek knowledge of a osmi history28 and whenethey have ome, how that journey unfolded, and how they shall return. There is nothing moreimportant in the mind and the heart of those reahing for this sun enter of this Community thanto �nd the answers to these questions and to �nd the questions satisfatorily answered.Beause of the yearning of hearts suh as these, God has sustained his Messengers from entury toentury to provide the sign and the way out when eah one would ome to that moment of ripening,that plae in an embodiment when the mind and the heart are poised to be pluked by the LORDGod as sweet fruit to be devoured that the [lesser℄ one might be assimilated by the Greater and theGreater bring forth again that [lesser℄ one [now fashioned℄ in the higher image.Would you be fruit on the table of the Guru? Would you be assimilated as the Alpha, the Omega?Do you fear to be assimilated by God and to ome forth again, now impressed in thy atoms with thedivine pattern of wisdom? You do not fear to take in God, to assimilate his Body and his Blood.God does not fear loss to enter in and be assimilated by you; God is still God. Do not fear. Do notfear to be assimilated by the living Guru. Thou shalt emerge, fae radiant, soul the mirror of theIn�nite One.Drink me while I am drinking thee. Drink me while I am drinking thee! Understand the meaningof surrender. Many annot follow my word. Thus many left Jesus when I gave my word throughhim: \Exept ye eat the esh of the Son of man and drink his blood, ye have no Life in you."29 SoI say today, unless you beome even the esh, even the blood that is assimilated by the Great God,who is Guru, you shall have no Life in you.Therefore, let the line of the skin separating you from total oneness be rede�ned. You an moveinto the spiritual sense of self to be assimilated, only to be poured bak into the form that has beentranslated by alhemy, alhemized and therefore ready one again to reeive thyself now endued withGod. Is this not the kneading of the dough? Is this not the remaking again and again of the breadfor the Lord's table?You see, beloved, those who fear assimilation by the Guru, by the Buddha, by the Dharma, bythe Sangha, they have not the sense of God-identity already within. They do not understand that261989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 36, pp. 503-16.27The \white �re and the yellow" refer to the �rst two outer onentri spheres of Light and Consiousness thatompose the Causal Body surrounding the I AM Presene. Maitreya is explaining that there are �ve seret-ray spheresin an inner dimension that are sandwihed between the white sphere (whih is in the enter of the Causal Body) andthe yellow sphere.28See \The Conspiray against the Children of the Light" and \The Lost Teahings of Jesus on Planetary History"in Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, hap. 9, pp. 31-39.29Exept ye eat the esh of the Son of man . . . John 6:53.370



[in℄ being God they an never again lose their Godhood. Those, then, who are without God (havenot the threefold ame or have it not suÆiently developed) are the very ones who need to release[themselves from their egoentriity that they might℄ be assimilated by God. Thus it requires faithand the leap of faith, you see; for only by faith an one ahieve understanding.30Therefore ome the World Teahers to teah the Path with ertainty so that those who annotsense it, feel its vibration, [or℄ breathe in the sared �re breath [of their God℄ will yet make that leapof faith and [by℄ the passage [of the soul through℄ the saraments of God enter in before they [maybe able to℄ pereive or understand the neessity to enter in.Understanding, beloved, as a ame of wisdom, is the onlusion of faith. It annot ome untilyou are a pillar of faith, [until you℄ enter in to a relationship of trust. Therefore, I say, by free willpik your Guru, any Asended Master, and stik to that one like glue and trust that one and donot attempt to be your own messenger, your own teaher, your own dotor, lawyer, or Indian hief.Blessed ones, you annot.And therefore, those who are not permitted to be here are those who insist on entertaining their\voies." And [their℄ \seurity" is that they, then, [thinking themselves \self-possessed" when inatuality they are \demon possessed," have the℄ \guarantee" through those demons [of℄ their ownindependene from the real and living Guru even as they go forth to ponti�ate and delare whatwondrous messages they have reeived. And [then they℄ justify by all manner of on�rmation ofsurrounding events and feelings and visions that they are now messengers of the Guru, when theyhave truly not even begun [on the Path℄, for they have not expelled the demons and the disarnatesnor alled [upon℄ the violet ame to heal the holes in the aura nor mastered the sared �re.And, beloved ones, the sared �re [unontrolled℄ in the lower hakras will play triks upon younight and day, giving you fantasies and illusions of all kinds of imaginations of interhanges withheavenly beings when these are either �gments [of the imagination℄ or the entertaining not of angelsor Buddhas but of disarnates.There is, then, among many, due to ignorane and self-ignorane, I say, an inated sense of selfthat is a spiritual pride that overtakes one on the Path. And pride is like building a tower higherand higher with no foundations. One day it will ome tumbling down in a mighty rash and thatone, then, [so possessed of his spiritual or intelletual pride, rather than self-possessed of his God,℄ isonsidered [to be℄ a psyhologial mis�t not able to maintain [a standing℄ in soiety and surely notable to maintain [a℄ true relationship in balane with one's Christ Self. Hene that one is not able tobe aepted [as a hela℄ by any Guru in heaven or earth. It requires, beloved, a ertain self-masteryeven to be onsidered as a living hela of an Asended Master.The [fat that physial℄ balane has been taken from you in this ivilization by wrong diet hasbeen made lear [to you℄ by myself, beause for want of that disipline I have had to rejet many. Isimply annot hold on to one who annot hold on to light. Thus I have told you \no sugar"31 andI have meant it. But you must be balaned in taking in that balane of food that will give to youneither extreme [of the yin or yang℄.We have presented the diet of the Eastern adepts32 - whih you must perfet for yourselves; it is30i.e., omprehension: the grasping of the nature of thy God within thyself; the ability to inlude, take in, thy Godas an integral part of one's irle of identity and all that's in it31Lord Maitreya's admonishment not to eat sugar. Lord Maitreya, 1986 PoW, vol. 29 no. 19, pp. 160, 164 n. 1;no. 23, pp. 215-16. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet on sugar: November 25, 1988, \Maitreya's Chelas Should Not EatSugar!" on two 90-min. audioassettes K88040-41.32Diet of the Eastern adepts. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 30, p. 447; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 34, p. 260 n. 5. SeeElizabeth Clare Prophet's letures, January 3 and 4, 1988, \Human Behavior Related to the Health of the PhysialOrgans" and \Health Bene�ts of Marobioti Foods." Letures on 3 audioassettes, 3 hr. 36 min., A88010. Leturesdelivered by Herman Aihara, leading authority on marobiotis, during a seminar on the marobioti diet at SummitUniversity are also available on audioassette: \Stages of Sikness" Part 1 inludes stages 1, 2, and 3 - fatigue, pain,infetion, and how to treat them, on 2 assettes, 3 hr., A89040; Part 2 inludes stages 4 and 5 - organ disorder and371



not all written down. It [in℄ itself is not perfeted. But do not neglet to experiment with somethingthat has so muh validity and that does work. You will soon disover what does not work for you.Our teahings have been designed to bring you to the plae where you ould hold that balane[of the Christ Presene℄ in the emotions as well as in the imagination. You know when the bodyis weak how the mind does wander into pokets of negativity [and℄ ondemnation toward [self or℄others. This, beloved, shows that in the body you are not the master in Christ of [the body℄ or ofthe mind.Thus, when you ahieve that ertain level of your own [physial and emotional℄ balane, you willtruly know when you are able to be the true friend of your hosen Asended Master. Friendship isloyalty. It is faith. It is trust. It is all qualities of the blue ray [suh℄ as El Morya has expressed inyour regard, upholding you as his friends when, I must say, you did betray him even to his very fae.These things ought not to have been! And you are paying a pretty penny in his absene. Thus theLaw will teah one way or another the great need for balane, the need for gratitude, the need forappreiation, and the need to hold up one's own end of the bargain. And that is what a Guru-helarelationship is, beloved. For you it is a bargain! And it only beomes a bargain for the Masterwhen you return to him suh servie and light whereby [beause of your onstany, dependability,trustworthiness, and honor℄ he an inrease his servie to the planet and to others.Thus I say, if the Masters have been willing to take a hane on you, even though there is thepossibility to fail and there is the possibility to vitory, I say, will you not take a hane on Maitreya,on the teahing given and, above all, on yourself, beloved?Prove [to℄ yourself that God is where you are. You have searhed for this teahing all of your lives.You have found it! The key to the kingdom is given to you in the Om and the I AM THAT I AM.Is it too simple for thee and therefore do you forget [that℄ suh power [is℄ in the I AM name?Blessed ones, be weary of knowledge that is not applied and God-Self realized. This is thebeginning of wisdom. What you know you must beome, else you will lose that knowledge and haveto go [on℄ long journeys aross the miles of osmos to �nd it again. In this age, with the omingof my person, all shall know the stripping [from their person℄ of ill-gotten gains. All shall retain- for neither heaven [nor℄ earth an pry from that one - true attainment, true light, true God-Selfawareness.Cherish the sweet savor of the vitory and pursue it as you would follow the aroma of your mother'sapple pie all the way home.Now, beloved, I release you and your soul from the inner riveting of the attention on the momentof the leaving o� from the Mystery Shool or the living Guru. Now by your free will you may hooseto delve or not to delve, to study or not to study, to piere the veil of ignorane or not, to enter awalk of illumination or not.May God be with you and onvey to you at some level the urgeny of the hour. Change is theorder of the day. Change is required of every one of you. May you disover the hanges most urgentto your soul's vitory and make them. I, Maitreya, bow to the emergent Light within you.This ditation by Lord Maitreya was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Monday evening servie on Tuesday, July 4, 1989,during Free El Morya! A Fourth of July Prayer Vigil held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County,ell sikness, 2 assettes, 2 hr. 28 min., A89046; Part 3 inludes stages 6 and 7 - psyhologial and spiritual sikness,2 assettes, 2 hr. 36 min., A89050. \Why Is Cooking Important?" on 2 assettes, 2 hr. 25 min., A89044. See also\Controlling Allergies and Candida," by Pat Thorsley, on 2 assettes, 2 hr. 51 min., A89042.372



Montana. It is available with the ditation of Serapis Bey, whih immediately followed, on 90-min.audioassette B89097. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation,added by the Messenger under Lord Maitreya's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughoutthese notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 38Beloved Serapis Bey - September 17,1989 Vol. 32 No. 38 - Beloved Serapis Bey - September 17, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilVSharper Than the Two-edged SwordRelease of the Fourteen-Month Cyle in the Third Seret RayKeep the Flame of the Path of the Asension for All upon EarthFear Not to Be Assimilated by the Great GuruSharper than the two-edged sword are the legions of Serapis Bey!1I ome to you from the heart of Luxor in this hour and I bear the sword of the Divine Mother,the sword that has been plaed in the hand of every true Bodhisattva who has entered the path ofthe asension.Behold [the℄ seraphim of God, eah one [of whom℄ does hold this sword at thy side! Behold thydefenders, O sons and daughters of Luxor, [and℄ I so name you! For I AM Serapis.Hear, hear the marh of asension's ame. Hear the resounding of your vitory's keynote!The Light2 released to you of summer solstie is diretly proportionate to the Light you are ableto reeive by initiation from the white �re ore of your own Mighty I AM Presene.Blessed is he that standeth in the Light and reeiveth the Light and does move on!Cyles have turned. Progress is made. Yet steps have been skipped. Simultaneously you must goforward and yet bring up the rear. May you learn this balaning at, beloved.I ome. And I ome in the joy of your friend and mine, Lord Maitreya. I ome, then, for by theosmi timetables it is the hour for the release of the third fourteen-month yle of the seret rays.3It is midpoint, on the nine o'lok line, in polarity with the Fourth Ray on the three o'lok line.41Two-edged sword. Ps. 149:6; Prov. 5:4; Heb. 4:12; Rev. 1:16; 2:12.2Light apitalized here refers to God's onsiousness3The 14-month yle of Serapis Bey in the Third Seret Ray. [8℄4The seven rays and the initiations of the Lords of the Seven Rays are harted onseutively on the Alpha yle ofthe Cosmi Clok on the 12/6 (First Ray), 1/7 (Seond Ray), 2/8 (Third Ray), 3/9 (Fourth Ray), 4/10 (Fifth Ray),5/11 (Sixth Ray), and 6/12 (Seventh Ray) axes. Padma Sambhava, the sponsoring Buddha of Guru Ma, a title and375



Therefore, beloved, know the white-�re/blue-�re Buddha! Know the Vajra, know the Vajra5 ofthis line. White diamond/blue diamond equals yellow diamond, Cosmi Christ illumination! Letthose shooled in the Gemini Mind of Serapis, of Morya, and of Morya/Serapis understand that inthis fourteenmonth you an reah a great integration and a sealing and a meshing of the onlusionof Pises, the beginning of Aquarius and maintain the unbroken link to all ages. For those who haveBuddhahood may be in the sphere of any age and any yle simultaneously. But those on the trakof time and spae, they walk through these yles; and doors must open and [doors must℄ lose, forthey annot ontain the two at one.All things are sealed in the Causal Body of Light. Therefore let the Great Central Sun Magnet ofthe white �re [and the℄ legions of [the℄ Fourth Ray of all of osmos [and℄ of Alpha and Omega nowome forth for the multiplying of the ation of strength of the Third Seret Ray, for the ation ofintegration with God that it does provide, and for its very speial integration with the Fourth Ray.Thus the ribbon is unfolded. And thus you will understand that the initiation of this yle onthis day of the Delaration of Independene of your Founding Fathers, beloved, does signify to whatpurpose this seret ray is ome. It is your delaration and separating out from the not-self, thedweller[-on-the-threshold℄, the fallen ones; [it is℄ your delaration of integration with the Great God.Maitreya has given to you the Teahing and the Mother has presented the Path. With these two youshould enter this yle with a ertain ame of God-mastery and develop it day by day.Let these fourteen months be a forget-me-not to my heart that you might not let a day pass thatyou are not onsious of where you are in those yles, approximately thirty degrees per month,beloved. Therefore let the yle be announed eah day at the beginning of eah deree session thatall might remember what is the station of the ross, who is the Dhyani Buddha, what is the path,what is the poison to be overome, what is the antidote, [i.e.,℄ what will onsume it. Thus I adjureyou to pursue all �ve points sienti�ally, for these �ve points represented in the hands all ometogether in the womb of reation for the re-reation of the self after the image and likeness of theBuddha.I, Serapis Bey, ome to you by dispensation of the Four and Twenty Elders. And I am trulygrateful that you have not forgot to keep the ame of the path of the asension for all upon earth.Now I hallenge you: keep the ame of the asension by the �ve wisdoms and by the banishment ofthe �ve poisons! Thus may your example of the asension be an example of a path of enlightenment.Even so, ome quikly into the joy of the golden sun of illumination.In the white light of the Mother I reede that you might know that both the Mother and thewhite light and all of the Great White Brotherhood are inaessible to you until you are willing topass through those seret-ray spheres to the white �re ore of being. And this does require, beloved,enough faith to allow oneself to be assimilated by the Great God before the permaneny of theoÆe held by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, is positioned to initiate the helas of the Divine Mother on the 6:30/12:30 axisfor the transition between the outer seven rays and the inner �ve seret rays. The �ve seret rays and the initiationsof the Five Dhyani Buddhas are mastered on the Omega yle of the Cosmi Clok on the half-hour positions of the7:30/1:30 (First Seret Ray), 8:30/2:30 (Seond Seret Ray), 9:30/3:30 (Third Seret Ray), 10:30/4:30 (Fourth SeretRay), and 11:30/5:30 (Fifth Seret Ray) axes.Eah hour on the Cosmi Clok has an Alpha Thrust and an Omega Return. The �rst half-hour of the hour is theAlpha (plus, or yang) half of the hour; the seond half of the hour is the Omega (minus, or yin) half of the hour. Theinitiations of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are on the Alpha Thrust and the initiations of the Buddha andthe Mother are on the Omega Return. Through these initiations the soul goes forth from the Great Central Sun atthe Alpha Thrust and gains experiene in the Matter universes. On the Omega Return the soul reenters the CausalBody and returns through the ritual of the asension to the heart of God in the Great Central Sun.The entire urrent 14-month yle of Serapis Bey in the Third Seret Ray (midpoint of the �ve seret rays) is hartedon the Omega yle, the half hour, of the 9:00 line (i.e., 9:30), whih is in polarity with the Omega yle of the FourthRay on the 3:00 line (i.e., 3:30).5Vajra is a Sanskrit word rendered as thunderbolt or diamond; adamantine; that whih is hard, impenetrable; thatwhih destroys but is itself indestrutible. [9℄ 376



asension does seal thy identity.Thus may you know why your El Morya has espoused the First Ray and sought after you to giveyour [soul's℄ surrender and allegiane to that will of God. For when you love the will of God yourfaith grows as magni�ent �ery blue-ame owers. By faith, beloved, and faith alone will you faethe Guru, enter in. And the Cirle of the One will be drawn around you, and there will be the sealingof the urtain as within the Holy of Holies you, as the bride of the Universal Christ, reeive yourLord and reeive those initiations unto the assimilation of God [by the soul℄ and [the assimilation℄by God [of the soul℄.I AM Serapis. With profound love of the Ruby Ray I seal your ourse now, whih by your hoiean be a hoie and a path of ultimate vitory in the Ruby Ray and in the Third Seret Ray. I markthe sign of the ruby ross and I seal you now in the heart of the Guru you hoose, if you so hoose.This ditation by Serapis Bey was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet following Lord Maitreya's ditation at the onlusion of the Monday eveningservie on Tuesday, July 4, 1989, during Free El Morya! A Fourth of July Prayer Vigil held at theRoyal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Available with the ditation of Lord Maitreya on 90-min. audioassette B89097. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in theditation, added by the Messenger under Serapis Bey's diretion for larity in the written word.℄Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 39Beloved Saint Germain - September 24,1989 Vol. 32 No. 39 - Beloved Saint Germain - September 24, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilVIThe Sword of Divine Justie Desends upon AmeriaLet the Lightbearer Be Prepared!The Causal Body of One Cosmi Being Appears over the Community as the Guardian Watherand the Presene of the BuddhaLo, it is done!And I have ome, Keepers of the Flame!And with me my beloved Portia graes this platform this day. [36-seond standing ovation℄Most blessed, it is good to be Home. [15-seond applause℄And so I would speak to you in this hour, even a propitious hour in the history of earth.Therefore I invite you to be seated.The Sword of Divine Justie desends upon Ameria.Thus behold my Portia holding the sales. There is a weighing of a nation, beloved, and in theweighing of these Libra sales there shall be the dividing of the way. And the sword of Justie in thishour does reate a division. And the all to unity annot be answered until the division does ome,until there do fall to the right and to the left those who defend the Truth, those who espouse the Lie,those who embrae Life, and those who have hosen the ourse of Death to their own destrutionand would take the nations with them.Therefore the LORD God has spoken. It is a nation divided, and the division is between the Lightand the Darkness. And there is no meeting ground but there is a polarization. Therefore, beloved,by those in the midst who take the part of the not-self, [the syntheti self in opposition to the RealSelf,℄ there is a further weakening of the soul fabri of this Ameria, the one beautiful.Therefore, we seek to rebuild and to build from the foundation even the new ity, even the newnation under God. Who, therefore, may ompose a body of Light in the name of the Goddess ofLiberty that an reeive one again the initiations of the Great God that have been given to thisnation from the beginning? Who indeed, beloved?379



There is a hoie to be made in this hour and all shall give aounting. And there is an angel ofreord from the Keeper of the Srolls who does stand before everyone who is alled itizen, everyonewho does oupy this land whether legally or illegally, aording to its laws.Blessed hearts, the angel of reord shall reord the hoies for the defense of the Manhild, theChrist of eah and every one, for the defense of Woman and her seed, for the defense of light andright ation, for the defense of the true Spirit of prophey in the land, and [for the℄ defense of thosewho ome in the name of the Lord and who ome not only in the name of the Lord but who aretruly of that Lord Sanat Kumara.The earth must give answer, beloved, and no longer may the gray ones live o� of the aÆrmationof Truth by the Lightbearers. So far has the axis, the karmi axis, of earth's evolutions tipped thatthere must be the separating out so that we may ount heads, so that we may see if there be suÆientnumbers for the forming of a new nuleus for the holding of that balane.Blessed ones, the ost to the planetary body for the rejetion of our Messengers in this enturyis great indeed. And though these hearts [who rejet them℄ be sinere, I tell you, there must besomething [that is not right℄ in every lifestream who does perseute and go after to tear down theprophets and their prophey and [who℄ therefore [do℄ deprive so great a nation, and so great adispensation, of the teahings of the I AM Presene and the I AM Law of Life.This has been our entury of opportunity, beloved, and that opportunity is fast drawing to a lose.Therefore, by the media and by the press and by those jealous [of the bearers of our message℄ inevery religion of the world, there has ome the ondemnation one again of the true teahing. Thus,beloved, the Truth must be made known and it is being made known. And the line has been drawnand it has been drawn in the Supreme Court deision.1Therefore, beloved, let those who delare themselves to have the right to take the life of the unbornknow [their responsibility to Life℄ in this hour, for I, Saint Germain, speak to their very souls! I donot send an emissary. I plae my Eletroni Presene diretly before them; and their souls hear andthey know at inner levels that if they do defend that right to abortion, to kill the unborn hild,so it shall be their judgment! And this seed of the Wiked [One℄ will bear the onsequenes, andthose misguided by them shall have opportunity to know the Truth that shall make them free2 if youindeed will bring them that Truth!So, those who would burn the midnight oil - my preious helas, my preious Messenger - andwho will release those teahings, I will give you my strength. I will give you my right arm thatyou may sueed to deliver even the last and the �nal word on this issue and on all other issuesfaing the nations! For upon the deision not to defend this nation spiritually, physially, militarily,or eonomially, I say, there does desend the karma upon eah and every lifestream who thereforedoes take sides with the betrayer of the greatest dispensation of freedom the world has known sineanient days of Atlantis!Blessed hearts, suh a freedom and suh a osmi freedom, why, I tell you, you have not even seenor heard the fullness of what this dispensation of Ameria ould have been, might have been! Andnow this nation is bowed down by the karma of her overlords. And therefore let the hildren of theLight rise up with the sons and daughters of Enoh and the desendants of Light of Sanat Kumara1In a deision announed July 3, 1989, the day before Saint Germain's ditation, the United States Supreme Courtgave states new authority to limit abortions. The ourt's ruling in the ase of Webster v. Reprodutive HealthServies upheld Missouri statutes delaring that life begins at oneption, banning the use of state failities to performabortions, barring state employees from performing abortions, and requiring dotors to test whether or not a fetusat least 20 weeks old ould survive outside the womb. The deision lears the way for other states to enat similarlegislation but does not overturn the 1973 Roe v. Wade Supreme Court ruling that established a woman's right to anabortion. In the past 10 years about 1.5 million abortions per year have been performed in the United States, or anaverage of 4,100 per day.2The Truth shall make you free. John 8:32. 380



to ry unto the Lord3 for the redress of infamy and injustie upon the part of the fallen ones andthat whih they have brought upon this planetary home!Blessed hearts, the travesty against heaven itself does even exeed the travesty against earth.Therefore, know that the hour is ome indeed for the dividing of the way. And you shall see theturning, you shall see the bitterness, you shall see the gall and therefore know that the bitterness ofkarma and of their evil words and their evil deeds must be upon them!And you have been warned, beloved, that when the Day of Vengeane of our God4 should ome,then [you should℄ know, know that you must also go to the hills.5 Then you must also rememberthat those who are not of the Light shall ry to the mountains, \Fall on us, fall on us!"6 for theyseek to esape their karma, and none shall esape7 their karma.I, Saint Germain, say to you, the Law is fed up! The Law has said, \Enough, enough!" beloved.Therefore may you so take the sign and be forewarned that the karma does aelerate. And thisFourth of July does indeed mark a turning point in the nation. Mark it well and heed all priormessages we have given to you.Thus, beloved, in the aeleration of Light and the aeleration of Darkness where the hoie mustbe made by all, inluding eah and every one of you, to hoose this day whom you will serve, theredoes ome about the separating out of those who will �nally say, \We will serve the LORD our Godin this house and in this plae and him only shall we serve!8 We shall no longer go out after thefallen ones, after the Canaanites, after the seed of the alien. We shall ommit ourselves to the livingGod."So this [separating out℄ does ome, beloved. So, then, the remnant does gather.9 So, then, thenuleus is formed. And so, then, we will have our remnant of those who have seen, who have seenthe bitterness of those who will not leave [o�℄ their wikedness, who will not leave [o�℄ their ult ofDeath, [and℄ who have never left o� their rebellion against Almighty God! They shall stand apart.And the Lightbearers shall know and see what is that darkness and gross darkness10 that overs theland beause of these ones and shall look upon them individually and know that they must no longerbe allowed to partake of the ommunion up.Therefore let them go hene from Ameria, from the planetary body; for the angels ome, beloved.And as the Lightbearers regroup, as they reognize one another, as the veils [of karma℄ are takenfrom their eyes, we do retain hope, blessed hope, that there shall be the embraing of the true pathof the Bodhisattva, the path of the anointed ones,11 and that the full glory of the Asended MasterTeahings shall ome, and [that℄ they shall be embodied [that℄ one again in the future they maypropagate upon earth and this dispensation not be lost. For we desire to see the ontinuity of thedispensation for Ameria the free and the beautiful and the noble and the holy.We desire, then, that the remnant that does take up the Banner of Cosmi Freedom shall thereforekeep that ame and not drop the torh; [for℄ thereby we may still gain a redemption for all of theinvestment of our Light in the founding of this nation and bringing it to this plae. Do you see,beloved? The twig that is snapped annot be mended, but if it but bend it may be restored. Know,then, that we would see the ontinuity [of this dispensation of the Asended Master Teahings℄3Cries of souls reah heaven. I Enoh 9.4Day of Vengeane of our God. Isa. 34:8; 61:2; 63:4; Jer. 46:10.5Flee into the mountains. Matt. 24:15, 16.6\Fall on us." Hos. 10:8; Luke 23:27-30; Rev. 6:12-17.7None shall esape. Jer. 11:11; 42:17; 50:29; I Thess. 5:2, 3.8Choose you this day whom ye will serve. Josh. 24:14-25; I Sam. 7:3, 4.9Remnant. Isa. 10:20-22; 11:11, 12; Jer. 23:3, 4; Mi. 2:12; Zeh. 8:6-8; Rom. 9:27; 11:5.10Darkness shall over the earth, and gross darkness the people. Isa. 60:2.11those disiples anointed of the Christ Light and Presene who pursue the path of personal Christhood, whose goalis the inarnation of the Word, i.e., the embodiment of their Holy Christ Self381



moving into the age of Aquarius even though the turmoil must ome for the removal of this seed whohas de�led the Christed ones and their bodies.Know this, then, beloved, that there is a green shoot that lives and it lives beause this plaeremains the Plae Prepared. It lives beause all over the world, even this day, for the �rst time soulsare oming in ontat with this path, beause eah day new hope is born in the hearts of the oneand the many and they would ome to the fount and drink. And they are entering the path of theviolet ame. And they will to all it forth and they will to aept the Teahing.Therefore let the path of the Buddha remain. Therefore let the path of the Christ remain. Andknow, beloved, that the sign of this day is the sign of the desending sword of Justie. And it is anavenging sword, for the LORD God does avenge himself this day of the deeds of the fallen ones.I have been to far-o� worlds. My return, therefore, does bring me into this onfrontation and thisbattle unto the Vitory. I am grateful, therefore, to be Home and to join you in the defense of thisour land, your land and my land, and the Goddess of Liberty's land![32-seond standing ovation℄Keepers of the Flame, by your seuring of this land, you have bought and paid with a prie even adispensation for the Great White Brotherhood. I annot even tell you how muh it means to SanatKumara and the Four and Twenty Elders, when they must judge judiiously what is [to be℄ theoutome of the Path on earth, what it means to have a land onserated by those who are sinerehelas and do have the diret tie through the Messenger and their I AM Presene to the Lord SanatKumara.This land, beloved, is a land of the hope of the world and the future glory whih an ome. Andit is the plae hosen. It is the perfet plae! It is the plae destined! And it is high time that theworld and all in it aepted that fat! [19-seond applause℄There is a vote of on�dene that does desend from the Lords of the Seven Rays, from the legionsof the Seond Ray. Many are gathering. They are walking aross the highways. They are walkingaross the land and the sea. And they are making their pilgrimage from the Himalayas, from highin the Andes, and [from with℄in the interior of the earth [to this plae℄.They ome, beloved. For the devotees of earth who are a part of the Great White Brotherhoodome to this altar before the Banner of the \I AM" Rae to give tribute and thanksgiving to youwho [are℄ in physial embodiment, you who midst all of the oppressions and depressions of the worldand the karma you bear have seen and had the vision to seure this plae and to take your stand forit. Beloved, my heart is extending to you in my name, in the name of Portia and [to℄ all of thesesuh a profound gratitude that shall not end in all eternity, I assure you. [15-seond applause℄I pray the prayer of the Lord Christ, Father, that not one of these little ones should be lost.12My desire in giving unto you manyfold what you have provided me with as renewed opportunityis the seuring of your safety in all otaves, the seuring of your path, assistane to you with yourkarma as well as urrent problems that you might be bound in sared �re and Seventh Ray robesof white and purple and violet - that you, beloved, might know ontinuity of Being forever until theday when the glorious asension in the Light does overtake you as the ame itself does run after youand envelop you and buoy you up, even as Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are holding you in this hourfor the ompletion of the tasks at hand whih I have assigned to you.I, Saint Germain, have ome to ommit my love to you, to give you assistane. Please, beloved,obey the Great Cosmi Law and the law of your Mighty I AM Presene. Please be diligent inapplying the teahings of the Dhyani Buddhas13 and all that has been given to you so that I may be12None of them is lost. John 17:12; 18:9.13Teahings of the Dhyani Buddhas. Elizabeth Clare Prophet, July 3, 1989, \Teahings of the Buddha: The FiveDhyani Buddhas and the Five Poisons," on 90-min. audioassette B89096. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 37, p. 530 n. 12;382



allowed by the Great Law to interede! All dispensations have a irumsription, beloved ones; andtherefore how and when and if I may help you depends on your opening your heart to me and yourunderstanding that indeed the Law of Love must be ful�lled. And when it is in you, beloved, I tellyou we are one.I do this, beloved, for a twofold purpose, for I desire to see our beloved El Morya return to thoseuntrammeled heights of God-freedom to interede in your lives. You have noted well his absene asyou yourself have had to deal with onditions that should have been and would have been lighter informer years.Blessed ones, that you may know how muh your Morya has loved you I ome this day and I sayto you, I have loved him, as you have loved him, for aeons upon aeons. May our love be great enough,then, to see him move with that God-freedom that the Four and Twenty Elders may aord him.Blessed hearts, this ontinuing prayer vigil, and may it go on this night as long as you an lasthere, has given muh to the Master of the First Ray and of your heart's love. Indeed, beloved, itis a great impetus toward his vitory. May you keep on keeping on and understand just how manysouls the Master has assisted in all the world, even beyond this ativity, how muh he has given; andtherefore the prie to be paid [for his unbenhing on behalf of those who do not pay as they go℄ isgreat.Sine not all of these [whom the Master Morya has assisted℄ know how to make the all or give thederee, you [an℄ understand just how preious is the sared �re of your heart to him and thereforeto me in this hour. [For℄ we together do sponsor this Community. And I, having ome from afar,am determined to remain now as the days grow shorter with less light and greater darkness. I haveome to be in the midst of my own, and Portia [has℄ also [ome℄. And we will tarry for weeks withinthis Community and in this ranh, for we must draw the Lightbearers Home. For we must help, wemust strengthen, we must see the tasks through to the �nish.Now then, beloved, my report to you from the Darjeeling Counil is straightforward and simple.As Morya announed in New York, the plans of the Soviet Union have not hanged:Whereas the Soviet Union has not halted its ongoing plan for a nulear �rst strike, the Lightbearersof the world would do well to heed our earlier warnings and prepare. For the hour is fast approahingwhen nothing will be able to turn bak that �rst strike.14The agenda of the sinister fore, if anything, does aelerate [but℄ not alone for their judgment; [theagenda of the fores of Light does aelerate simultaneously℄ for the great inrease of Lightbearerson the earth through this teahing spreading abroad.We do not allow them to jump their timetables, for we shall lengthen the days for the elet andwe shall shorten the days for the elet!15 Therefore do not take time for granted. Morya has said itis so. As of Otober 2, all things are in ux.16 Therefore you must know who you are and where youno.38, p. 537 n. 3.14On May 21, 1989, during her leture \Prophey for the 1990s" delivered at the Whole Health Expo in New YorkCity, the Messenger delivered the message sent from El Morya and the Darjeeling Counil to all Keepers of the Flame.15Days lengthened for the elet. On Otober 4, 1987, Saint Germain said, \The days shall not be shortened for theelet. I say, they shall be lengthened! Let eah twenty-four-hour yle for the elet of God now beome the forty-eightand more" (1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 55, p. 484). Days shortened for the elet. Matt. 24:22; Mark 13:20; Pistis Sophia,bk. 1, hap. 27, in G. R. S. Mead, Pistis Sophia: A Gnosti Gospel (Blauvelt, N.Y.: Spiritual Siene Library, 1984),p. 31; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Climb the Highest Mountain, 2d ed., p. 178; Elizabeth ClareProphet, 1983 PoW, vol. 26 no. 38, pp. 447-48; 1979 PoW, vol. 22 no. 43, p. 289; 1968 PoW, vol. 11 no. 2, p. 6.16In a ditation entitled \24 Months" given Otober 2, 1987, El Morya said: \Some must sound the warning andinur thereby the unpopularity of their times. I, for one, have never shirked from my responsibility to speak truthnor to warn the people of Israel. Therefore hear me, beloved: Ere twenty-four months have passed, be it known toyou that this nation must have the apaity to turn bak any and all missiles, warheads inoming whether by intentor by aident. Where there is no defense you invite the bear into your own haven. . . . Ere twenty-four months pass,beloved, there shall be a rekoning and a onfrontation unless something is done" (1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 54, pp. 474,383



are and set those priorities.As I am Home, so I all my hildren Home. I AM Saint Germain. I have appeared to you inthe hour of your desent into your mother's womb. I have appeared to you and you have knownmy fae, you have known my name. I have alled you! I have drawn you! And I am not about toallow you to surfeit in the momentums of this world that you have taken upon yourselves sine thatmoment of your going forth [from the otaves of Light to denser spheres℄. I have blessed you for thisinarnation. I have blessed you for your asension if you will work for it and earn it.I am determined not to allow you to hide from yourself, to disguise from yourself your self-indulgene, your inattentiveness to the spiritual path even while you perform exemplary servie.That spiritual path is an inner path [for the one who℄ does not seal o� from his awareness the not-self, or the dweller[-on-the-threshold℄, but is willing to open the manhole and look down into its uglyfae daily and to know that one has not �nished the rae, one is not seure till that one be bound.Let your voies be heard in heaven and on earth but be wise and be prudent. And may youprotet the integrity and the seurity of this Community and not be foolhardy in your disussionsor your expressions, beloved.I AM the Guard with Arhangel Mihael and Morya and all hosts of the Great White Brotherhood.We gather, as Sanat Kumara has said and others, for you have need of us.17 You have need of us,beloved.All world eventualities put aside, all possibilities of atalysm or war set aside, know this, beloved,that it is the hour of the darkness of the desent of individual karma and none is exempt from it.May you pedal and keep pedaling, beloved, that you keep ahead of that desending karma in yourworld. Pedal the violet ame. Pedal the blue ray and the alls to Arhangel Mihael and developstrength in limb and lung and mind and �ery heart.As darkness overs the land and earth enters the period of the dark night of the soul, think notthat the Light will ome; for there shall ome yet after this the Dark Night of the Spirit18 when Godis elipsed and those here below must go on the Light they have internalized. And if those righteousbe sarely saved, where shall the sinner and the ungodly appear?19 Where, beloved, shall there bethose ones who have no Light?20 They shall groan and grumble in the dark. They shall not knowthe Light21 of the Daystar from on high.22Therefore, let the Lightbearer be prepared. Therefore, let there ome to the earth in this hourhope in the hearts of the devotees, hope in the hearts of those who hoose Life and have alreadyhosen everlasting Life and who have the ourage to pay the prie: life itself, Life lived, and thebinding of the Death onsiousness.Blessed ones, I am ashamed of the leaders of this nation and those of the entire West. I hang myhead in shame and I move away from them, for they have no reeptive heart to my own. Have youseen them bak away in owardie and fail to hallenge the heads of China?23 Have you seen thembe more interested in their business? Can you imagine a world where all peoples do not rise up tohallenge suh infamy of hell inarnate?But they wath on television and somehow television makes it real and unreal. They an turn it480).17\You have need of me." 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 44, pp. 353-60; no. 63, p. 489; no. 66, p. 506; 1989 PoW, vol. 32no. 7, p. 51; no. 24, , 267.18dark night of the soul and Dark Night of the Spirit. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, p. 632 n. 14.19If the righteous sarely be saved. I Pet. 4:17-19.20no independent Christhood21God onsiousness22Daystar. II Pet. 1:19; Rev. 2:28; 22:16.23Uprisings and massare in China. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 29, pp. 417-18 n. 5.384



o�, walk away, and let the hardness of heart return that was dispelled for a moment in every hearton earth by a drop of mery from Kuan Yin [that the Goddess of Mery gave℄ as her experiment infreedom [in order for everyone℄ to see whether the drop of mery ould melt the hearts of those whoare on the treadmill of the pleasure ult East and West. It is over now. It is a memory and soon willbe forgot. And those heads of state have not had to pay the prie; [for the world ounils have notrequired it of them℄.Is it not odd, beloved, that on a planet as sophistiated, eduated, experiened, [and as℄ knowl-edgeable in history [as this one is℄ there is no [ready℄ formula, through a world body suh as theUN or of nations banding together, to ontrol the abuse of life - that the people of earth and theLightbearers themselves have not risen to the top, kept their honor [and℄ integrity, [and℄ resistedthe money beast and every manner of blakmail of the serpent fore [in order℄ to be there to defendfreedom-�ghters in every nation?Is it not odd ad nauseam that there is not even a lear understanding of who are the Good andwho are the Bad and what are the priniples of God that ought to be espoused and that hildren nolonger know Right from Wrong but only their self-entered egos?Do you not see why the angels weep? Do you not see, beloved, why the LORD God must take verystrong ation in this hour? You have beome austomed to these onditions in the sense that youare well aware of them. But, beloved, they are frightening! They are frightening to the evolutionsof Venus and those of other planetary systems who are in advaned states, either in golden ages ornearing them. For they know what the olletive ations of the people of the planet must bring uponthem for their neglet of the defense of Light, Freedom, Truth, the unborn, and every single oneembodied here.When I am Home here at the ranh I walk, beloved. It is therapeuti to walk as one ponders theimponderable, as one attempts to ome to grips with fores, as one deals with the same fores whomoved against me when I, as the Wonderman of Europe, attempted to prevent a far less holoaust.24Those in this world who ontrol the means of ommuniation, the marts of exhange of money,government and eduation and entertainment, these hold the minds of the people and their psyhein their grips. And we must stand by and observe and defend the law of free will and the law thatthose in embodiment are those who determine the fate of themselves and their planet.To wath this, beloved, one ould beome depressed even in the higher otaves. But hope burns[eternal℄ in our hearts beause of you, beause of the staunh and true Lightbearers, beause of thetrue patriots aross the earth.And then again we see how the fallen ones have pursued their divide-and-onquer tatis and [have℄even separated you from your brethren and have �lled them also with the lies of the Serpent regardingthis Community so that you stand alone when you should be reinfored by ten thousand-times-tenthousand who are your kinsmen of many, many lifetimes and other worlds.We stand �rm, beloved. And there are Cosmi Beings, there are Asended Masters, there aresome above who have not used up their up of dispensations! These wise ones have allowed us touse up ours as they retained theirs, knowing that they, then, ould ome in at this eleventh hour ando�er themselves. Therefore, mete for mete may you greet them with Light that they might multiplyyour Light to an even greater release.This is our hope, beloved, �ery hearts here below and Cosmi Beings who respond to the all ofmy beloved Portia! For they have known her long as she has been in the great otaves of Light andbeyond in the Great Silene, the plae of peae known as nirvana. And my beloved Portia has alledfor Cosmi Justie from Cosmi Beings [on behalf of℄ the evolutions of Light on earth: and, beloved,24Wonderman of Europe. Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. xv-xxiv; Saint Germain On Prophey, Book One, pp.32-38. 385



that Cosmi Justie is on its way! [56-seond standing ovation℄Never has there been a ame more needed in the earth at any hour than this ame of CosmiJustie [made manifest in℄ beings of osmi attainment who have gained that attainment through thatSeventh Ray justie! Is not Divine Justie the answer to all this human injustie and the injustieof the fallen angels on planet earth? Is it not so, beloved, that this is the ame we must have andwe must keep in this hour? [\Yes!" 15-seond applause℄As predited by El Morya, the Supreme Court of the state of California has denied25 to reviewthe ase of this Churh and this Messenger involving Gregory Mull. Therefore, beloved, it remainsto appeal [it℄ to the Supreme Court of the United States. And I tell you already [that℄ there is [a℄very small perentage [of a hane℄ that this ase will be heard.26Thus you realize that that need for Cosmi Justie falls very lose to Home. And all that hasbeen said and done against this property and this people, it must be onsumed by Cosmi Justieembodied by Keepers of the Flame who will seize the Sword of Divine Justie that has desended thisday and know that in your esh you must see the God of Justie and you yourselves must arry outthat Divine Justie by divine deree and by just ation aording to The LORD Our Righteousness.27Cosmi ounils are deliberating this day, the Lords of Karma, the Four and Twenty Elders. Andthese Cosmi Beings who desire to invest in the Lightbearers of the earth are oming loser to thissphere that they may also join these ounils, and therefore these deliberations will ontinue.When, therefore, the hour omes for the approval of suh [a℄ dispensation [of the transfer of someportion of the ame of Cosmi Justie to worthy individuals℄ there will be a reading by the Keeperof the Srolls of all lifestreams on the entire planet beginning with those who stand for liberty inAmeria, those who stand for the I AM THAT I AM worldwide, and then all others. And aordingto the distillations of souls who an as one form that halie [for the ame of Cosmi Justie℄, wewill see what the Great Law shall deree for Cosmi Justie to go hand in hand in this yle [withCosmi Mery℄ and therefore give the just reward to the saints, to the prophets, to the Lightbearersand also give the just judgments to those who have long esaped in their manipulation of the people,long esaped their karma.28The report of these deliberations shall be delivered by your own beloved Mediatrix Mother Maryon the �fteenth of August, her asension day. That hour, beloved, you will know what heaven is ableto do and what it is not.These deliberations and this o�ering, beloved, will also have something to do with the deisionregarding your beloved El Morya. I ounsel you, then: may you know that from this hour to thathour what you give is being weighed and onsidered. May you make your voie and your vote ount.And may you who have been hary in your derees be more liberal in your givingness. Let your voiebe heard! Exerise the voie as the voie of your I AM Presene, for truly your I AM Presene doesspeak through you when you deree.Diretly above you, beloved, high beyond the atmosphere of earth there is a white rystal spherewith mother-of-pearl, resembling an opal but it is not an opal. That sphere is the Causal Body25deny, arhai: deline26Cases aepted by the United States Supreme Court for review. Every year four thousand to �ve thousand partiespetition the United States Supreme Court for review of their ases. Out of these, approximately 150 are aepted.Half of these are petitions by the United States government; thus, the Supreme Court hears only about 75 ases ayear as a result of petitions by private parties. Therefore the odds are about 60 to 1 of an individual ase being heardby the Supreme Court. However, attorney Eri Lieberman, who is representing Churh Universal and Triumphant inthis matter, believes that our hanes are far higher than that beause of the strength of our ase.27The Messenger teahes that the Old Testament term \The LORD Our Righteousness" used by Jeremiah is aprophey of the Holy Christ Self, whose overshadowing of every hild of God was foreseen and foretold by the prophetJeremiah (Jer. 23:5, 6; 33:15, 16)28The seventh trumpet judgment. Rev. 11:15-19. 386



of one Cosmi Being. This one has taken his plae over this Community as the guardian watherand presene of the Buddha. This one keeps the ame during this period of deliberation of osmiounils. This [one℄, beloved, is a very preious heart of Light. The sweetness of this Cosmi Beingis known aross the galaxies. This individualization of Almighty God, this one has the appellationof \God" for having so internalized the Great God Flame.And now this one does amplify already in this hour (in answer to Portia's all) the ame of LivingJustie. Meditate in your heart upon this sphere of Light, for this one is establishing a diret tieto eah one of you. It is a thread of ontat, and it is a thread of ontat to the osmi level ofattainment of this one. It is indeed a great grae, beloved. Some of you have never had suh aontat sine you have desended into this plane of physiality. Cherish it as the rarest of gifts thathas ever ome to you by the dispensations of the Great White Brotherhood save the knowledge ofthe Path itself whih has led you to this moment of reeptivity.The ompassion of this being, beloved, the identi�ation with the burdens of the people of Lightof earth and all peoples is profound. Blessed ones, know that it is a sari�e when a Cosmi Beingdoes tie himself to lower evolutions. This one omes in ompassion for Sanat Kumara, for Gautama,for all of us who have labored in these �elds of earth.Blessed ones, it is truly of great solae to my heart and does redeem29 to me in some measurewhat I have given forth these two hundred years and more [while℄ for many enturies I have beenpreparing the souls who have ome to Ameria. Hope truly is the white ame-ower, the lily, therose, the lily of the valley. Beautiful are the white owers that remind us of Mary and the kingdomof heaven and of Christ and of the little ones entrusted to our are.I am at peae, beloved, beause you know the way. My peae is disturbed when you do not followthe way ye know.30O God, give unto them learer vision, perseverane, and above all greater love. For by that greaterlove they may be the halie of thyself in this one [who is℄ of osmos.May the ompassionate heart of Kuan Yin expand in you as the open door to humanity, tothe Dhyani Buddhas, to Gautama, and to all asended hosts. May you all for Divine Justie foryourselves and your households and may you remember to all for the mery of the Law through themantras of Kuan Yin31 to temper that justie when karmi law derees upon you a severe testing.Know this, beloved, that we may not, any of us, stand between you and all of your karma. Youmust deal with it. This is the Path. Walk it with ourage. Make all things right. Settle the soresof the ledger of your aounts.I raise my hands. As beloved Portia has alled for Divine Justie, I, Saint Germain, who havegone to the heart of the Central Sun and the altar therein, plae in the earth in this hour my ownavenging sword of Alpha. Therefore let judgment ome in as full [a℄ measure as the Law will allowit unto the seed of the Wiked [One℄ who would reate war and desolation and even themselves bethe instruments of the Four Horsemen.32I, Saint Germain, will be present eah Saturday night at your servies. I shall plae myself hereand at the altars and santuaries of every Keeper of the Flame. I shall multiply with an extraordinary29redeem, obsolete rare: to repay30The way ye know. John 14:4-6.31Kuan Yin's Crystal Rosary: Devotions to the Divine Mother East and West released by Elizabeth Clare Prophetis a New Age ritual of hymns, prayers and Chinese mantras that invoke the meriful presene of Kuan Yin, theBodhisattva of Compassion; 3-audioassette album A88084, 4 hr. 40 min., plus 40-page booklet. See 1988 PoW, vol.31 no. 46, p. 373 n. 13; no. 61, p. 480 n. 7; no. 79, p. 634 n. 4.32The Four Horsemen. Rev. 6:1-8. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet's letures: May 21, 1989, \Prophey for the 1990s"(1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 32, p. 472 n. 8); Otober 31, 1987, \Halloween Prophey 1987," 4-1/2 hr., on 2 videoassettes,GP87063, or 3 audioassettes, A87079. 387



momentum of my Causal Body your alls. Let the ame of freedom that goes forth go forth, beloved.Let some begin and ome early at �ve while others who ome later remain that there might be aontinuity of a vigil on Saturday night and we may see how muh may be thrust bak upon these fallenones, and therefore the Lightbearers and at least this stronghold of the Great White Brotherhoodbe spared.In all that you do I AM with you. And I bow to the ame of Divine Justie, Freedom, and Meryin your hearts.I do not bid you adieu, for I AM here! And I remain Saint Germain unto the vitory of yourasension in the Light![63-seond standing ovation. Congregation gives the �ats:℄[Hail, Saint Germain! Hail, Saint Germain! Hail, Saint Germain! Hail, Saint Germain! Hail, SaintGermain! Hail, Saint Germain!Hail, Portia! Hail, Portia! Hail, Portia! Hail, Portia!℄[The Messenger gives the �at Hail, Morya El!℄[Congregation aÆrms with the Messenger 33 times:℄[Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El! Hail, Morya El!℄This ditation by Saint Germain was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet on Tuesday, July 4, 1989, during Free El Morya! A Fourth of July PrayerVigil held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Prior to the ditation the Messengerdelivered part 1 of her Fourth of July address, \The Attak on the Sangha of the Buddha Eastand West." She disussed some of the major hallenges that have faed and are urrently faingthe Community sponsored by the Great White Brotherhood at the Royal Teton Ranh. Amongthe topis addressed were the Yellowstone National Park �res that raged during the summer of1988; environmental issues, inluding the Environmental Impat Statement issued by the MontanaDepartment of Health and Environmental Sienes on proposed developments on the Royal TetonRanh; and the ampaign to mount support for the federal aquisition of the ranh as a bu�er forthe protetion of Yellowstone Park. Leture available on 2 audioassettes, 2 hr. 49 min., B89098-99.Saint Germain's ditation is available with the ditation of El Morya, whih immediately followed,on 90-min. audioassette B89100. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliitin the ditation, added by the Messenger under Saint Germain's diretion for larity in the writtenword.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 40Beloved El Morya - Otober 1, 1989Vol. 32 No. 40 - Beloved El Morya - Otober 1, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilVIIMy Gratitude to My ChelasI Bow to Your Love of the Will of God and to Your Love for MeWe Look to the Full Cup and the FinishHail, helas of the will of God!I am here to speak to you this day! [31-seond applause with joyous shouts℄I ome to this altar to bow before my beloved brother Saint Germain. I ome to express mygratitude to you and to tell you, beloved, that in your servie and devotion you have ahieved forme 35 perent of the neessary 100 perent needed for me to be unbenhed.1 For this I am grateful.[17-seond applause℄If you ould see and know at inner levels, as I shall show you when next you ome to Darjeeling,you would understand that this is a great and unexpeted aomplishment; for you have surely givengreat devotion to the alls in my behalf. And therefore understand that we deal with so great a massof karma that this quantity itself is a most noble gift whih I may attribute, then, to your own loveof the will of God and your love for me, to whih I bow.Beloved ones, know, then, that I myself did not know that by this date my students ould a-omplish so muh. And therefore, beloved, we look to the full up and the �nish. For I so long tohelp you and I am so grateful to Saint Germain, to many of the asended hosts, the angels of Light,the Arhangels, and now the great Cosmi Beings who ome for that reinforement while you and Itogether may take are of this un�nished business.Beloved ones, it is a great step in the right diretion to know that Lightbearers will intensify thelight to push for legislation to bring stringent ontrols upon the abortion of the newborn. O I amgrateful that you will sponsor them with derees and with information, beloved.There are so many turns in the road that give to me hope and promise, and the only damper inthe situation is the udgel of time itself. Time, therefore, is no longer on our side. We must reate1A month after this ditation was given, on August 8, 1989, El Morya announed that he was unbenhed; see 1989PoW, vol. 32 no. 33, pp. 473-86, 486 n. 3. The August 8 ditation was printed immediately and therefore interruptedthe sequene of the Fourth of July prayer vigil ditations, whih themselves antiipated the unbenhing of El Morya.389



out of time more ups of opportunity. We must know how to make time work for us and to masterthe siene of spae. Therefore, beloved, as we see good oming we know that that good, being [the℄good karma of us all, may arue to that goal where[by℄ I may interede one again.Therefore, in the ame of Darjeeling and in ounsel with its members I withdraw in this moment,having so expressed to you my great God-gratitude. I bow to the diamond of your heart, for someof you have truly reated a diamond in the heart sine that Christmas day when you learned of thegift of the Messengers and the Diamond Heart.2Therefore the Diamond Heart of Mary and of Morya be with you and seal you and multiply inyou the glorious will of God, whih brings true reward, true happiness, true liberation, even to theGuru. [37-seond applause℄This ditation by El Morya was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet following Saint Germain's ditation on Tuesday, July 4, 1989, during FreeEl Morya! A Fourth of July Prayer Vigil held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana.Available with the ditation of Saint Germain on 90-min. audioassette B89100. [N.B. Braketedmaterial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under ElMorya's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.

2The Order of the Diamond Heart. See 1987 PoW, vol. 30 nos. 83 and 84, pp. 629-46.390



Chapter 41The Beloved Goddess of Liberty -Otober 8, 1989Vol. 32 No. 41 - The Beloved Goddess of Liberty - Otober 8, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilVIIIThe Mystery of the Threefold FlameThe Glorious Golden Image of the BuddhaFourth of July Address\Choose Life, Not Death!"O Sons and Daughters of Liberty, I do ome. For I also have walked these miles even as SaintGermain did quit the ity of Washington and wrapping his loak about him did walk to the InnerRetreat.1 It is a walk that I love, beloved. And so as I stride the miles of Ameria bearing my torhI also survey the hearts [of the people℄ and the senes of life and elementals in distress and angelswho yet weep.Therefore, beloved, I am here this evening, for it is my Home also. And in the osmi onsiousnessof Liberty, I plae the magnet of my Presene here in polarity with \the Sweet One," the CosmiBeing above.2 May Liberty on this altar therefore draw down that ame of Cosmi Justie. Andmay Justie and Liberty be graed by Mery and the Compassionate Heart, even the ImmaulateHeart of Mary.Let the Universal Mother Omega shower the light of this elebration of the oneption of the UnitedStates of Ameria and let that light be the oming near of the Divine Mother and the pressing in.For those who love the Mother shall reeive the netar of her light of the rown hakra; and thosewho despise the Mother and her seed,3 upon them shall the judgment of the Mother press in.Thus it is a solemn hour, beloved, and so I would speak to you. May you be seated in the heartof the Cosmi Threefold Flame of Liberty.Can any of you forget in all eternity the �gure of the white goddess, [the℄ \Goddess of Demoray,"1Saint Germain leaves Washington, D.C. Saint Germain, 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 81, pp. 611-12.2A Cosmi Being appears over the Community as the guardian wather and presene of the Buddha. Saint Germain,1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 39, pp. 549-50.3The Woman and her seed. Rev. 12:1-6, 13-17. 391



in Tiananmen Square, how it stood as the hope of the world for hange?4 And the hope of the world,beloved, was for the restoration of the ame of the Divine Mother from Lemuria. These anientpeoples also remember Mu. They also remember the bygone days when the Divine Mother movedamong her hildren on earth. Can anyone ever forget in all eternity [the moment℄ when that statuewas mowed down by tanks and thus the [whole world beheld the℄ rushing, the disintegration ofsomething that had stood for a new freedom?In their hearts and souls, beloved, they also know me and they also know Kuan Yin and otherswho bear the Mother Flame.Blessed hearts, terrorists who have even the makings of nulear warheads and surely the malintentagainst what they see as the hideous satani Ameria have already looked [through their \gun sights"℄and plaed their \ross hairs" on my statue in New York Harbor.Will you understand, beloved, that the Flame of Liberty and the Mother of Liberty are undersiege by the hordes of hell in this hour? I tell you this as I ask you to defend my ame. The ameof my torh is the ame of Cosmi Christ Illumination.Beloved, I uphold the torh of the Cosmi Christ, Maitreya, and of the Lord of the World, GautamaBuddha. This is the \new land!"5 This is the land of the Buddhas and you are Bodhisattvasinternalizing the Mother Flame that you, too, might beome Buddha, the Inner Buddha whih youalready are.Liberty's ame, therefore, expanded in the earth, plaed here as a Cosmi Threefold Flame bydispensation a year ago6 is hated by the fallen ones. And its inrease, beloved, does enrage them. Itdoes enrage them to the point of insanity. Their profanity knows no bounds and their deserationreahes the very depths of hell.Thus, beloved, I ome for a plea that you might see the Order of the Golden Lily,7 whih you haveelebrated in full fore Friday upon Friday in your sessions so dediated to the purity of God withinyou, [as the means to assist many souls in transition, not the least of whih your own℄. Remember,the Order of the Golden Lily is the order of the threefold ame that has beome asension's white�re [in those who guard and keep that ame in balane in their hearts℄.Let the threefold ame ommand your attention eah Friday night from now on. Pursue thebalaning of the ame in your heart, beloved. [Call to your Holy Christ Self to superimpose itsperfetly balaned threefold ame over your heart.℄ For I ome and I would ome eah Friday toinitiate you through the threefold ame; but you must have the ame balaned, beloved, [if you4Goddess of Demoray in Tiananmen Square. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 29, pp. 417-18 n. 5. The Statue of Libertyin New York Harbor was the inspiration for the 30-foot statue of the \Goddess of Demoray" reated by the Chinesestudents who demonstrated for freedom in China during April and May of 1989. Although the statue was originallyalled the \Goddess of Liberty" in Chinese, it beame popularly known in China and subsequently in the West as the\Goddess of Demoray" beause it represented the Chinese people's aspiration for politial reform and demoray.5This ould also be a referene to the Pure Land. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 62, p. 488 n. 1.6Cosmi Threefold Flame of Liberty implanted by the Goddess of Liberty. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 62, pp. 481-88.7In a ditation given in Washington, D.C., July 7, 1963, the Goddess of Liberty plaed the \symbol [of that whihis℄ known as the Order of the Golden Lily" over the heart of those who would help her \lift the torh" on behalf ofmankind both in and out of embodiment. Those initiated into the Order of the Golden Lily have the opportunityand responsibility to invoke the interession of the hosts of the Lord for the illumination and the utting free of soulsof Light trapped on the astral plane, espeially those passing through the transition alled death, that they might besafely esorted by angels to the otaves of Light and the retreats of the Great White Brotherhood. Keepers of theFlame gather eah Friday night for the Asension Servie to ful�ll this ommitment. In her ditation the Goddess ofLiberty said: \I urge everyone who wears this golden lily upon their heart to reognize that they have my power. Andif you will in onsiousness all unto me and to your own Mighty I AM Presene and Holy Christ Self and reognizethat you are one who lifts the lamp of Light in order to be a wayshower to mankind, both [those who are℄ herebelow and those [who are℄ in the psyhi and astral realms, you will realize that you are working with the Angels ofDeliverane and with Arhangel Mihael." 392



would reeive my initiations℄.8Therefore work on that balane with your derees but also in your life. Notie what is wantingin the qualities of these three divine attributes and see that you �ll them in and work on them andnotie where you may lak will or strength or faith or the power and protetion of God. Let it be�lled in. Notie where wisdom is wanting and true illumination is not pursued so that the doorwhereby the Dhyani Buddhas might enter yet remains losed by the sin of ignorane.Notie, beloved, when you ould have been more loving or kind, given more of yourself, extendedomfort, helpfulness, and [a℄ true upholding of the �re of the Ruby Ray to bring into alignment theself-indulgent ones, the self-deeived ones, the self-blinded ones. Be willing to stand for your brotherand to stand for love and to not let that one go aside into self-indulgene and lose the day for Morya.Blessed ones, you need not be lairvoyant to know whih plume needs raising up. Always theshortest one, beloved, raise up the shortest one. For the law of the threefold ame is that the othertwo must desend to the lowest ommon denominator, for the threefold ame desires above all elsebalane. Thus you will lose what you gain if it is out of step [with the most pressing need of thehour, whih is balane,℄ and if you do not [therefore℄ raise [up℄ the lowest level of self [to the highestlevel of self℄.Often, beloved, individuals simply annot muster the will, the determination, or the strengthto self-orret in those areas where they have little in [soul℄ development. And therefore, insteadof going after that whih is wanting they ontinue to build upon those areas where they do havestrengths, and thus they beome more and more out of balane and it is not true building. For thereis no true illumination unless it is ensoned and braed by the �re to do God's holy will and by thelove, the miraulous love of Christ.Therefore you see the brittleness of the arnal mind and the human intellet whih is not based onprofound illumination, for there is no love and no love of the will of God to brae it. And so it goes,beloved, without wisdom and true faith there an be no Divine Love, but a paltry sentimentality, ahumanism without a divinity.Divinity when in the halie of the human may ower. But, beloved, one must have that blessed-ness and that kindness that does are for the human envelope that it might surrender itself untothe halie of the soul, the heart, and the Christ to be able to ontain even the divinity of the IAM Presene. Take people where you �nd them and take them a little bit farther along by love, byillumination, and by suh an example as Morya gives you of his profound devotion to God's holywill.God's holy will is like a treasure that a hild seeks, and in �nding it [he℄ is �lled with joy andhildlike revelry. Beloved hearts, there is a moment when you have prayed for the will of God and thewill of God does manifest in your life, and it is so perfet and so wonderful. And all the things thatyou have hoped for, whih you thought were beyond even the reognition of God's will for you, doome to pass. It is like �nding a treasure and it is worth waiting for and dereeing for and searhingfor, even as your El Morya has been worth all of [the℄ many lifetimes of [your℄ seeking.I know you desire not to lose him and therefore I am ome, ome to you with a Mother's love formy Son El Morya and all of my Sons of heaven. I ome to you, beloved, for I know that you toowould rise in this stature of being the Asended Master friend of Light. Well, I say, be the helafriend of Light and inorporate your own self-mastery step by step.Beloved, the Liberty that is alled [forth℄ whereby the aptives are set free is [the℄ Liberty [thatis℄ there [where℄ Christ is.9 Where there is the Mother Flame of Liberty the Christ is born, and8The threefold ame. Saint Germain, A Trilogy on the Threefold Flame of Life, Book 3 in Saint Germain OnAlhemy, pp. 267-345; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Siene of the Spoken Word, pp. 126-31,134, 138, inludes olor illustrations for visualization.9The liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free. Rom. 8:2; II Cor. 3:17; Gal. 5:1, 13.393



where the Christ is born is Antihrist. And the fores of abortion in Ameria this day do embodythe viiousness of Antihrist. And in the sophistiation and the [seeming℄ almness of their faes thatdo belie the inner torment and the momentums of Darkness, there is the simple statement that isthe greatest lie of all. It is the [supposed℄ right of a woman to own her body and her right to privayat the expense of the life that is God.Blessed hearts, this is the philosophy of serpents taken on in some ases by hildren of the Light,who ought to know better. First of all, beloved ones, you do not own your body. It is on loan toyou by Elohim as a garment for your soul. You did not reate your body, therefore how an you ownit? You have a \landlord" who has allowed you to rent spae in this body that he has reated, thehouse and the temple you oupy; and one day you shall vaate it.And so, beloved, it is for the very reason of [your℄ being that these fallen ones have denied theLaw of Life. Your reason for being, [that of℄ you and your beloved twin ame, is to be o-reatorswith Elohim with full God-responsibility for your reation. All that you do and think and feel andsay is your reation. But the greatest opportunity of all, beloved, [that is yours by reason of yourbeingness in God,℄ is to bring forth life and to give life to another in the form of that body templereated by Elohim in onjuntion with the body elemental, the Maha Chohan, Mother Mary, andangels of form, angels of mind, angels of individuality, who serve under the great Lords [of Form, ofMind and of Individuality℄.Therefore understand, beloved, that your primary and original reason for being is to be o-reatorsof life [with that Life who is God℄. And for this purpose the Divine Mother has endowed you withthe sared �re, and it is indeed sared. And out of that sared �re the material omponents, eventhe seed and the egg, are endowed with a God onsiousness, else, beloved, this would be the merereprodution of a speies or of mehanization man [on a parallel with℄ the animals, who do not ensoulGod in their reation.But the sons and daughters of God have gone forth, beloved, to be o-reators and therefore thisgift to reate must be held as the gift of God to be honored, to be respeted. It is therefore thesupreme responsibility of man and woman to onserate their bodies to give Elohim the opportunityto reate a new temple for a soul with a mission and a destiny. For the sons and daughters of God,life therefore is holy and may be lived by them in the Holy of Holies.These fallen ones and the [embodied℄ serpents, beloved, who have been judged by God and feelthe urse of their own evil upon them (who [for their open warfare against God and his Christ℄ havelost their threefold ame) - who do not love their o�spring but only live to use what light they angarner from others to onsume it on their lusts10 - have every reason to demand abortion and tohave it on demand. For you see, they are not for that life whih is their own and there is a hatred,a very hatred [of God and his o�spring℄ that is sown into the reation that they bring forth for theirown ego adornment. Knowing, then, that they are ut o� from the Light,11 they know that theiro�spring do not have Light. And therefore they view abortion as [\their right"℄ simply [beause forthem it is℄ the termination of the beginning of the reation of a body that has neither soul nor divinespark.Go not after them. Do not imitate them. Do not follow their philosophy. They have not submittedto Almighty God but have hallenged even Elohim. They will not plae themselves as responsibleo-reators under Elohim to bring forth the Christed one; for having denied the Christ, the Christ isdenied to them.12 And if perhane they may have the karma to bring forth a Lightbearer, blessedhearts, they are sure to abort that one lest they may give to that one the ulmination of theirdeveloped geneti system and the developed arnal mind and the [sometimes superior evolution ofthe℄ brain itself.10That ye may onsume it upon your lusts. James 4:3.11the potential for individual Christhood through endowment with the divine spark12Whosoever shall deny me. Matt. 10:32, 33; Luke 12:8, 9; II Tim. 2:12.394



We see, then, the fallen angels who have reated a godless mehanization man; and they desire toontrol the propagation of this mehanization man. In fat they onsider that mehanization manhas gotten out of hand on this planetary body and [that℄ they have been eduated by Lightbearers.They have [gotten℄ mixed in with the hildren of the Light and they themselves have taken up adevotion to the one true God. And they themselves, [this roboti reation,℄ in some ases have earneda threefold ame, whih their reators no longer have aess to. Thus [their soulless parents℄ beomeenraged [as they lose ontrol of their o�spring whose devotion to the God Flame now supersedestheir human or Nephilim loyalties℄.The peoples of the world have multiplied to the plae where they may overturn their overlordsand their false reators. Therefore these [Nephilim overlords and false reators, i.e., the embodiedfallen angels,℄ are the leaders in the abortion movement worldwide, abortion to limit the [numbersof℄ hildren [of the Light℄ upon earth disguised as abortion for \population ontrol." Using abortion,then, as a means of birth ontrol is absolutely unaeptable to Elohim for the sons and daughters ofGod.You will always �nd that the philosophies and the arguments of the fallen ones are given to onvinethose whom they think are the ignorant masses [to do their bidding℄, even the godless mehanizationman. And so many times their serpent lies are taken up by hildren of God, who should know better.And they are taken up, beloved, beause of inordinate desire, beause of [willful℄ ignorane, beauseof greed and avarie, beause of ego and pride and lust.Thus all of the poisons of the Dhyani Buddhas,13 when they are present in the hildren of theLight and are not rooted out, blind them to the serpentine, treaherous lies of these fallen ones thatare designed not only to limit their own mehanization man, whom they fear will rise up in anger andoverthrow them, but [also℄ to limit the produtivity [of the hildren of the Light℄ and the overingof the earth with the Lightbearers.Therefore, beloved, those who would remain free from vulnerability to the fallen ones must swiftlypursue the mysteries and the initiations of the Dhyani Buddhas. You an wath yourself, beloved,through your own Holy Christ Self, through the inner eye of the soul, who knows everything, throughthe All-Seeing Eye of [God foused in℄ the third-eye hakra. And you may observe and you may allto your Holy Christ Self and to the Inner Buddha to show you where those poisons are present andhow you an root them out and replae them with the glorious image of the golden Buddha!Wherever you see orruption in the self or another replae it with the glorious image of the goldenBuddha and see that Buddha smiling bak at you out of that person, out of the [hakras, the℄ selfor [the℄ onsiousness. Whatever you see that is imperfet in another or yourself, beloved, [wheneveryou℄ see [it, see℄ the golden Buddha blazing, see the golden Buddha blazing, and there you will havethe response of the Buddha. And you will see the transformation and you will see the Buddha stepout of that one to initiate you, to embrae you, to plae upon your head the rown of everlastingLife!Behold Maitreya where'er you walk. Behold Maitreya in the most unexpeted bodies, houses,temples, persons. Behold, Maitreya ometh and he ometh with ten thousand of his saints, as SanatKumara does ome with ten thousand of his saints,14 as well as Gautama, as well as Jesus.Thus, my beloved, we ome to the mystery of the threefold ame. It is a halie rare. Whenexpanded and in balane you will hold more Light15 and that swiftly. And as the threefold ameexpands you will desire greater physial adeptship and therefore you will beome more sensitive [inevery way℄, more sensitive to the body and its ondition. And you will rejoie to pursue the alhemy,13The Five Dhyani Buddhas and the �ve poisons. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 37, p. 530 n. 12; no. 39, p. 552 n. 12.14The Lord ometh with ten thousands of his saints. Deut. 33:2; Jude 14; I Enoh 2, in Elizabeth Clare Prophet,Forbidden Mysteries of Enoh: The Untold Story of Men and Angels, p. 90; Arhangel Uriel, 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no.9, p. 113.15more of the Christ onsiousness 395



and it is a very exat alhemy, of seleting those substanes for your own healing.Physiians, one and all, heal thyself! The Buddha is the Great Physiian that does heal thee.Beome the Buddha. Enter the Buddha. Let the Buddha enter thy heart. Heal thyself.I ommend you in your desire for fasting. And so it is true, let it be balaned. Thus on Friday,beloved, let it be an hour when in your fasting you expel from the reesses of the body those entitiesthat are anhored in pokets of toxiity, aidity, and the aidi ondition. When those onditionsare gone, beloved, you do not have the physial hemistry to hold on to entities. This is why it is soneessary to understand the purging of toxins by �re, by water, by the Blood of Christ, by the holybread, by Communion.O the living heart of Gautama! Now see how many Cosmi Beings pass by this plae. Now see,beloved, the great are of the Divine Mother of all.I ask you to help me, beloved, to preserve the Flame of Liberty from the assault of the fores ofDeath. Did not Moses envision this hour when he preahed his last sermon to you, to the hildrenof Israel, to the leaders? Choose Life, not Death.16 Is this not the presription that should bring allbak to their sanity?Blessed ones, it will never bring the seed of the wiked to sanity; for the original sin, whih istheir original sin of rebellion against God, is insanity. And from the moment of that rebellion theindividual remains insane until the hour omes of the forsaking of the rebellion, the bending of theknee, the alling upon the law of forgiveness, and the invoking of the violet ame whereby by theHoly Spirit one is washed lean from one's insanity.Therefore the rulers of this world, the fallen angels one and all, are insane. You have seen it, youhave known it - insanity in Tiananmen Square, insanity on the part of the leadership of the SovietUnion and the United States. Wherever you see the Nephilim gods you see the insanity that omesfrom the original pride that begets the original rebellion.Thus, beloved, they shall not be onverted by the ommand of Moses to hoose Life, not Death.They have sworn enmity forever unto their own �nality, their own seond death.17 And it is this [lawof free will and the ultimate onsequenes of its exerise by eah lifestream℄ that many �ne spiritualbeings upon planet earth have not seen or will not see. And therefore their initiation on the path ofBuddhi enlightenment must ome to a halt until they are willing to deal with the fore of AbsoluteEvil [and its e�ets℄ embodied in the fallen angels and in the not-self of their own reation, alledthe dweller-on-the-threshold.Sine that dweller, beloved, knows that he will be onsumed the moment you balane and expandto a ertain height your threefold ame, that dweller has a vested interest in seeing to it that youare kept out of balane, that you are engaging in ativities that do not serve to balane the threefoldame but detrat from it. To snu� out this Christ ame, this Buddhi ame, is the very intent andreason for being of the dweller-on-the-threshold.Some of you have made astounding strides in the shrinking of [the dweller in℄ this shrinking-dwellersyndrome. Blessed ones, arry on. Carry on! For you see, you are moments away, in many ases,from your vitory. And Vitory's star six-pointed, [signaling℄ two threefold ames, [that whih isabove and that whih is below,℄ beloved - Vitory's star is that divine spark within you. Vitory'same is the threefold ame. Is it not Morya's and Saint Germain's ame? Is it not the ame that isprodued [by our God, whih produes℄ the in�nite variety of individuality and the individualizationof the God Flame?O my beloved, let us defend the divine spark of Liberty. Let us defend that presene in the earth.16Choose life, that both thou and thy seed may live. Deut. 30:19.17Seond death. Rev. 2:11; 20:6, 11-15; 21:8; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahings ofJesus II, pp. 75, 117-19, 258, 387. 396



For what you have seen in Tiananmen Square, the destrution of my image, is what the fores of hellintend to bring about on this planet when they wreak war and destrution upon the earth, if indeedthe karmi yles ome to that and are not �rst devoured by the violet ame.That is the intent, beloved. And I ask you to see to it that by your alls the Flame of MotherLiberty does not perish from the earth! For I am profoundly onerned that should my presene inthe earth be denied and should there be the ooperation by the ignorant masses with the fallen onesto remove liberty in the name of restoring order or restoring an eonomy that has been broken, inthe name of taking ontrol of a soiety in haos - if liberty is set aside and freedom [suspended℄ forthe [\emergeny"℄ ontrol by a world totalitarian government, it may ome to pass, beloved, thatmy dispensation to remain in this earth be terminated.Blessed hearts, as you know your self-worth in God in keeping the ame that you bear, so I alsoknow that my Bodhisattva vow to remain with this evolution has great osmi worth to all evolutionsof the planet as I assist Lord Gautama by initiating with the threefold ame of my heart all who areborn here [in Ameria℄ or who ome here. Thus we together reinfore that ame on behalf of SaintGermain, whose eur-de-lis is the ever-owering threefold ame of the Divine Mother.Blessed hearts, these fores of tyranny have a profound hatred for the Mother in every form, [for℄every Asended Lady Master bearing the virtue that she bears. And therefore in order to kill theMother they kill her o�spring. For the killing of the o�spring, beloved, is the killing of the Mother.And that whih dies within the Mother is the Christ ame aborning in the womb, whih is the templewithin the temple of woman.I enlist all of you, then, as sons and daughters of Liberty, to reverse the tide of the fores of anti-Liberty on this planet with Saint Germain on Saturday night. Let them everywhere be hallenged.And let the abuses of Liberty, as the abuses of the Four Sared Freedoms,18 be hallenged. Learn tosee and know and analyze what is the fore of anti-Liberty at every hand. You have seen it. And[this my \all to arms"℄ is my summation of the Messenger's delivery this day onerning the attakon the Sangha of the Buddha in the West.19And so the same is true, beloved; for these monks and devotees of Buddha in the East have arrieda very strong heart ame and heart tie [to me℄. It is indeed the Flame of Liberty that these insaneones of China have sought to destroy in killing the body. But they ould not kill the soul. Theyould not kill the attainment! They ould not kill the divine spark! They ould only prevent it frommanifesting in the physial body on earth. Thus you see now 1.2 million lifestreams from Tibet20[sans orps℄ looking for a home in the haven of the Buddha.How muh need there is, beloved, not only for the Community of the Holy Spirit but for theperfeting of the Community that one day it might be dupliated nation by nation as the Aquariandispensations ome forth. And if they do ome forth, beloved, it shall be by your hand and ingenuity,your all and your balaned threefold ame.Blessed ones, when you do balane the threefold ame you walk with Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.You walk with those who ome as emissaries of the Sweet One, whose sphere is above you. Youentertain angels of sweetness and light. For the presene of the Buddha and that sweetness and thatpeae is always the sign of a [balaned℄ threefold ame, whih of neessity must oupy a body that18The Four Sared Freedoms are freedom of religion, freedom of speeh, freedom of the press, and freedom toassemble, as listed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United States of Ameria. President FranklinDelano Roosevelt in his annual message to Congress on January 6, 1941, enumerated what beame known as the \FourFreedoms": freedom of speeh and expression, freedom of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear.19The attak on the Sangha of the Buddha in the West. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 39, p. 551 note.20Sine the Communist Chinese invasion of Tibet in 1950, 1.2 million Tibetans have been killed or starved to deathby the Chinese. See letures by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, January 4, 1988, \The Abdiation of Ameria's Destiny,"Part 2, 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 23, pp. 185-88; July 5, 1989, \The Attak on the Sangha of the Buddha," on two90-min. audioassettes, B89102-3; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 6, pp. 58, 59, 62 n. 5, 94 n. 7.397



is balaned, body, mind and soul and heart, spirit. Balane in all things is the key to your aeptaneon the path of disipleship unto Christ, the Bodhisattva unto Buddhahood.I trust, beloved, as you know me in the person of the Amazonian of stature and light that mypresene bears, that you will also remember me as the Divine Mother near, near as the turning ofthe threefold ame of your heart. And that ame, beloved, does begin to turn and then to spin onlywhen it is balaned.Now in this hour I seal you one again in the Cosmi Threefold Flame of Liberty.That liberty shall not perish from the earth I, the Goddess of Liberty, pledge my torh to thevitory of this Sangha of the Buddha! So it is done. And it an only be done for your own o�eringgiven, beloved, for this is the Law. To it I bow and it I obey.This ditation by the Goddess of Liberty was delivered by the Messenger of the Great WhiteBrotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Tuesday evening servie on Wednesday,July 5, 1989, during Free El Morya! A Fourth of July Prayer Vigil held at the Royal Teton Ranh,Park County, Montana. Available on 90-min. audioassette B89101. [N.B. Braketed materialdenotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under the Goddess ofLiberty's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 42Beloved Astrea and Purity - Otober 15,1989 Vol. 32 No. 42 - Beloved Astrea and Purity - Otober 15, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilIXA Harvest of PurityCosmi Christ Purity: Keystone in the Arh of the Seven RaysWe Come for the Freeing of El Morya and His ChelasHo! Let the waters of Light desend! Let the �re of Light desend! Let the earth of Light desend,and let the air of Light desend! For I AM Astrea, I AM Purity. In the four quadrants of the earth,in the four planes of being we press in and down and around and we do bind hordes of darkness inanswer to your all, Keepers of the Flame of Life on planet earth! [34-seond standing ovation℄Remember this, every day is a harvest of purity. We are the keystone in the arh of the seven rays.Upon the keystone of Cosmi Christ purity the arh of every door of the Great White Brotherhooddoes hang.Therefore know that Purity and Purity's legions, Astrea and Astrea's legions do bind eah night,in proportion to the alls to Astrea1 given by our ok throughout this planet, the day's refuse fromthe hordes of the astral plane. So we do take and multiply the e�ort made. And when we are throughwe go forth for the harvest of the Lightbearers who may be taken up a noth in etheri otaves oraelerated on the Path in embodiment. Therefore measure for measure as the o�ering of the all toAstrea does go, we are able to lear the way for the next day's harvest.Harvest upon harvest, beloved, is what does keep the prayer wheel of this earth spinning. As yougive this earth her nightly spin, her daily spin, her hourly spin with the all to Astrea so we do giveyou your daily spin. And the mighty �gure-eight ow betwixt our hearts, whih has already resultedin the ar from the God Star, Sirius, to this altar [established℄ by ourselves with Surya and Cuzo,2does open the way for the Light-hannels, for the Lightbearers to enter therein, and truly for thebinding of those whose hour is ome.What, then, if there be some demons whose hour is ome and yet the all does not go forth for1\Deree to Beloved Mighty Astrea," deree 10.14; no. 9 on audioassette El Morya, Lord of the First Ray:Dynami Derees with Prayers and Ballads for Chelas of the Will of God 2.2Ar between Sirius and the earth. 1989 PoW, pp. 197, 200, 204, 205, 207-8, 214.399



them to be bound? I tell you, beloved, in that ase there does ensue the logging of the pores of theearth. And that is preisely the ondition of the planet in this hour. There is a overing of masslanded areas with the tarry substane of [human karma resulting in℄ the logging of the pores of theearth for want of devotees of Elohim of the Fourth Ray! Yet you who are our devotees, beloved, youhave apprentied yourselves to this ray and otave and you are being taken on by Elohim; for yourhelaship under our sponsorship does draw nigh.Therefore omprehend, O beloved, that it is neessary to see that a million slain Tibetans3 are utfree to move into higher etheri otaves to reeive the Teahings of the Asended Masters and the As-ended Master Gautama Buddha, to reeive that enlightenment to bring forward [the understandingof℄ their dispensations from the hour of Padma Sambhava [to the present℄.4And therefore understand why it is Padma Sambhava who has plaed the mantle upon yourMessenger.5 It is indeed for the uniting of East and West and the bringing forward of those of theEast who have not had [taught to them℄ the dispensation of Saint Germain and the violet ame northe Call [in the form of the dynami deree℄ nor the omprehension of the fallen angels nor the meansand the key for their binding and their judgment.And therefore you have done well this night, beloved, to let the sword of Divine Justie desendand to make the all. You have pulled the rip ord. Now you must follow through, for there is noneso treaherous as the dragon of Chinese Communism, as you have seen but a portion of what these[Communists℄ are apable of who have ome out of the very depths of hell to inarnate in this landof Sanat Kumara, of Jophiel and Christine, of Lanto and Lao-tzu and Confuius and Kuan Yin.O beloved hearts of Light, let there be a bursting of the �reworks and let there be the pieringof that substane! And let devotees who have heard and seen and who annot forget, annot forgetthe su�ering of this people, let them be roused, then, to a onsious God-awareness of the apaityof Elohim of the Fourth Ray joined [by℄ and enjoining Gabriel and Hope and Justinius and billionsof seraphim - indeed [let them be roused to a onsious God-awareness of℄ the power of the legionsof the Fourth Ray under Serapis Bey, that great osmi hierarh who has taken the lordship of theFourth Ray.Blessed ones, you have an army of Light! Light! Light Purity! in this Fourth Ray o�ering.Therefore take that impetus, take that sponsorship and know that by our legions this earth an be3A million Tibetans slain. See 1989 PoW, p. 572 n. 18.4from the hour of Padma Sambhava's mission to earth. Padma Sambhava (a.d. 8th entury) is revered as thefounder of Tibetan Buddhism. His name means \lotus born" and he is alled Guru Rinpohe, or \the Preious Guru."Although muh of his life and work is obsured in legend, Padma Sambhava was known to be a teaher at the greatmonasti university in Nalanda, India. He was famous for his mystial powers and mastery of the oult sienes. In746-47, by invitation of King Thi-Srong-Detsan, he traveled to Tibet, where he helped to establish Buddhism in thatountry by overoming the fores of the traditional Bon religion. He exorised the demons that were opposing thebuilding of the �rst Buddhist monastery in Tibet, Samye Monastery. He oversaw its ompletion in about 749 andthere established the �rst ommunity of Tibetan Buddhist lamas. Under the diretion of Padma Sambhava the monkstranslated many Buddhist texts into Tibetan, thus enabling Buddhism to spread throughout the ountry. Aording toTibetan tradition, Padma Sambhava onealed sriptures ontaining esoteri teahings that were disovered by hosendisiples in later enturies. The Preious Guru is believed to have made propheies onerning the future of Tibet thatare seeing their ful�llment in this day, inluding the Chinese Communist invasion, the slaying of the Tibetan people,the destrution of monasteries, and the deseration of sared sriptures.5Padma Sambhava bestows the mantle of Guru upon the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet. In his ditationgiven July 2, 1977, Padma Sambhava announed: \I make known to you the dispensation of God, the Great Guru,and of all Gurus who serve to represent him, that although for many a month and many a year the Mother of theFlame has resisted the appellation `Guru,' we shall not permit it any longer. For the mantle must be upon thefeminine inarnation and, beause there are many hanges taking plae in the fore�eld of earth, we must have, then,the aknowledgment of the open door of Guru through a Mother. . . . In the transfer of initiation, and very severeinitiation of the Gurus that has been given to her, there has been made possible a more than ordinary inarnation ofthe Asended Masters through your Messenger. It gives me, then, good joy as I am privileged to make known to youthat the Asended Masters ome as a living witness to prolaim in this hour that the Guru-hela relationship an nowbe sustained in this otave through the ame of heart of Mother."400



puri�ed. And puri�ation and the quality of purity, purity in wisdom is needed in this hour.Behold Godfre, behold Lanello, behold Lotus,6 and behold the God Merury, Messengers all. Andthe Messengers must have the attainment of the Fourth Ray, beloved, to stand for Cosmi Christpurity in the Dharma and in the Sangha and in the wearing of the mantle of the Guru.Therefore let white! white! white! be your meditation. And let your auras be magni�ed by thewhite light of the Buddhas, all of the Five Dhyanis and all of the nine in embodiment,7 O blessedones. Let the Light8 of these ones be upon you. And may you expand and expand and expand theauri emanation of the Western Shamballa!9 Why, the aura of Lord Gautama intensi�ed throughyou, beloved, an truly be the devouring sared �re for the Vitory, for the Vitory, for the Vitoryof the God Flame on planet earth!Therefore, in the love of the irle and sword of Astrea we greet you, our ohorts of Light in theWestern Shamballa![9-seond standing ovation℄Therefore, we ome to the Free El Morya! prayer vigil to free El Morya! That is why we are here,b+eloved! [34-seond standing ovation℄ And in order to free El Morya we must �rst free his helasof the will of God. Well, you thought you were free, but of ourse you have understood [that℄ if yourGuru is not free, then how an you truly be free, beloved? And therefore, to relaim the ame offreedom is your earnest goal and desire.Beloved ones, freedom must ome from illumination. It must ome from the wisdom of theBuddhas. For if you knew better, you would do better. Is it not so, beloved? [\Yes!"℄Therefore knowledge is a preious thing. And knowledge begets illumination. And illumination isillumined ation and must be, else it is not illumination at all. But, beloved, to reah for that goldenrown of illumination that is that wise dominion [of the Higher Self over the lower self℄, even thewisdom that is the [attainment of℄ God-mastery of those gone on [before you to Asended Masterotaves of Light℄ - this is the point of attainment that is needed.Therefore, let us review the �rst steps. Many have wondered and therefore I tell you the answer[to your question℄: What is the key burden that does hold bak El Morya and ause [him℄ to retainthat remaining 65 perent burden that he does bear for his helas?10 And how an you best onsumeit? What is the wise hess move, beloved, onsidering time and spae and the limitation of both aswell as of funds and of light and even [of℄ life span? Beloved, indeed the hoies must be seletive,disriminatory, and they must make their mark and make it swiftly.Therefore, El Morya does tell me to tell you in this hour that [the karmi burden he bears℄ isindeed the inattention of the helas to the ontent of the ditations from 1958 unto the presentand the absene of implementation, appliation and God-realization of the great teahing and thepromises and the light that has ome forth.Beloved, do not take for granted the spoken Word given from on high, for it is the living breadof Life whih does ome down from heaven. It is the Cosmi-Christ Body of the entire Spirit of theGreat White Brotherhood that does pour out upon you.And therefore, let there be assimilation. Let there be not only eye ontat with the written wordand ear ontat with the spoken word but let there be attention to both. Let there be the taking in,not as though you would stand under a shower and the water should ow over you, but [the taking6The Asended Masters Godfre and Lotus asked for and reeived the dispensation to stand on the platform beforethe altar in King Arthur's Court throughout the Free El Morya! prayer vigil. 1989 PoW, pp. 498, 501 n. 6.7The nine Buddhas in embodiment. 1988 PoW, p. 447 n. 5.8Buddhi onsiousness9The Western Shamballa. 1989 PoW, pp. 421-22.10The unbenhing of El Morya. 1989 PoW, pp. 552, 553 n. 1.401



in through℄ that attention by onentration and by the proper ondition of mind and disipline ofmind [whih℄ beomes assimilation, absorption.Absorption unto assimilation, beloved, this is the key.We would that you would say (beause it is true) with your Lord and Saviour, \I AM the breadof Life whih ame down from heaven."11 Do you not desire to be that bread of Life whih amedown from heaven with your Lord and Master Jesus? Blessed hearts, do you not desire to be theBody [of Christ℄ that may be broken for the many?12 And eah time you break the Body, the Bodyis made whole again and therefore you may o�er yourself [again and again℄ as the bread of Life uponthe altar of God on earth as it is in heaven.Thus may you understand that to love the sripture of the Aquarian age, to love the onlusionof the age of Pises, to walk hands upped to heart in herishment of eah spoken word, one's �rstdesire being to be that living Word, this is the means of Morya's redemption.For did he not go before the Lords of Karma when Saint Germain himself had no further dispen-sation?13 And did he not give his all and more to sponsor a new ativity, seeing with eyes wide openwhat the students under Saint Germain (some of them) had done with that dispensation, thereforeknowing, given human nature, that [suh a ompromise℄ ould ome again and be repeated?Blessed ones, it is upon his sponsorship and that grant and dispensation, whih did ome down inseven rays from the Causal Body of the Godhead in [Philadelphia and simultaneously in℄ Washington,D.C., on August 7, 1958,14 that every single ditation given thereafter and every Pearl of Wisdomand every leture and teahing gone forth through these Messengers has ome. And so, beloved,you see [that℄ suh a tremendous dispensation requires a reompense, requires therefore the givingagain and tenfold [to the sponsoring Master℄ by a reeptive body of Lightbearers of the world. And,therefore, we ome to tell you how to bring this about.If the light of these ditations be raised up as absorption, assimilation, illumined ation and loveexpanding through you, then it shall be true of you as it is true of your Saviour, you shall draw allpeople of Light unto you.15 You shall onvey the up of Light of your heart and they shall reeiveto eat and to drink of this ommunion up. And they, then, shall have the transfer of that whihyou have oalesed in your aura as the aura of the Buddha Gautama, Maitreya, of the Christ Jesus,Kuthumi and, lo, of the original sponsoring Guru of the Great White Brotherhood of this planetaryhome and all who serve here, our beloved Sanat Kumara.Now, beloved, this, then, must be the desiring; [therefore℄ know that you may walk in the footstepsand the mantle of Lanello as you listen to his ditations, and I mean truly listen and take your notesto support your memory that memory might be the goad to ation at the right time and plae. Theforgetfulness of the logged human memory body and mind, beloved, does e�etively result in theneglet and the nonassimilation of these ditations. Thus, one must review [the ditations℄ as onedoes read the Psalms again and again and does never tire of the words that beome ommitted tomemory and written in the inward parts.16 This, then, you see, is the redeeming, the redeeming ofthe Lord Morya El.Therefore we have ome to free his helas of the bondage of ignorane, ignorane and [the℄ ignoringof the Law, of the Word and of the Path. Beome the living Word as never before, beloved.11The bread of Life. John 6:26-58.12\My body, whih is broken for you." Matt. 26:26; Mark 14:22; Luke 22:19; I Cor. 10:16, 17; 11:23, 24; Mark L.Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, pp. 239, 250, 350, 352.13El Morya's sponsorship of The Summit Lighthouse. Saint Germain, 1977 PoW, pp. 209-10.14The seven Asended Masters who ditated August 7, 1958. 1989 PoW, p. 486 n. 2.15And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto me. John 12:32.16I will put my law in their inward parts. Jer. 31:33; Heb. 10:16; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet,The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, p. 69. 402



Now I assign to the leaders of this Community worldwide, to the ministers, to the elders, [and℄ tothose who may have no title but have the quali�ations [the℄ organization [of℄ a study help [to teah℄study habits [that will verily℄ draw the helas into the Diamond Heart [of Mary and Morya until℄thread by thread [their own Diamond Heart is℄ woven of the living Word that has been ditated.So, then, beloved, the dispensation for our oming is [given℄ not alone [as a reward℄ for your givingof devotion and derees, but it is [given℄ beause we have sought this dispensation [to speak to you℄that we might add our word of instrution to you who would be instruted in the understandingof so great a love given, so great a love reeived [by the Asended Masters and their helas duringthis prayer vigil℄ that is now the great sphere of love in your ourt that you must beome and thatyou must then hurl again and again. For these love spheres oming to earth, beloved, must surelybreak down the barriers in those who are your brothers and sisters, [those who are℄ so lose to youin vibration yet [are℄ not entering in for the [karmi℄ density you yet retain by not having eliminatedthe density by [its℄ displaement [through Light invoked and a Christ-Self onsiousness won℄.You see, the Word of the ditation is power. It is the release of the First Ray. It does desendwith the power of the Guru of heaven, Almighty God himself. Thus walk in imitation of that Godand reognize that that �re desends to displae, therefore, that whih ought never to have been, thehuman reation itself.When you listen to the Word and ponder it, beloved, and assimilate it by the mind, the mind isleansed. The mental body beomes the vessel of Christ and you grow more and more faile in itsassimilation.And the Word beomes the Work! The Word beomes the Work! The Word beomes the Work!And therefore in that Work you embody the Holy Ghost. And the Holy Ghost is the fore of thebuilding of the Sangha and [of℄ the rebuilding of the Sangha, the building of the Churh and therebuilding of the Churh.Let it be done, O beloved! For there is no building without the love, even the love of Elohim,even the love of Heros and Amora, who are pleased, then, to displae me on this altar now that theymight add their word of support. For they, too, ome for the freeing of El Morya and his helas![20-seond standing ovation℄This ditation by Astrea and Purity was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brother-hood Elizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Wednesday evening servie on Thursday, July6, 1989, during Free El Morya! A Fourth of July Prayer Vigil held at the Royal Teton Ranh, ParkCounty, Montana. Prior to the ditation the Messenger delivered the leture \The Attak on theSangha of the Buddha," in whih she reviewed the history of Buddhism in Tibet and its inuene onthe nation, the Communist Chinese invasion and oupation of Tibet, and the systemati destrutionof Tibetan ulture and religion by the Communists sine the oupation to the present. Leture ontwo 90-min. audioassettes, B89102-3, $13.00 (add $.95 for postage). Astrea and Purity's ditationis available with the ditation of Heros and Amora, whih immediately followed, on 78-min. audio-assette B89104, $6.50 (add $.55 for postage). [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yetimpliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Astrea and Purity's diretion for larity inthe written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 43Beloved Heros and Amora - Otober 22,1989 Vol. 32 No. 43 - Beloved Heros and Amora - Otober 22, 1989Free El Morya!A Fourth of July Prayer VigilXThe Chalie of Your HeartTo Cath the Drops of the Ruby Ray, Blood of ChristWithout the Shedding of Blood There Is No Remission of Sin\Work While Ye Have the Light!"Most blessed ones, we in the love ame of God intensify now the Ruby Ray within you. Thereforebe still and know that Elohim is God1 where you are in the fullness of [our℄ twin ames of DivineLove. Be still now, beloved, and reeive our love o�ering to you and your beloved Morya.I shall answer the mind and minds of those who say, \Why are we here at this hour of the night?"Blessed ones, I will tell you. I will tell you two very good reasons.One, it is in the night that we ome for the binding of the fallen ones who love the darknessbeause their deeds are evil.2 [And two,℄ on eah and every line of the Clok, [whatever the time,℄when you gather, when you pray, it is on that line [and at that hour lifetime after lifetime of℄ yourentire human history that we may enter and lear the [karmi℄ reords of misdeeds [ommitted℄ atthose hours.We are reahing, therefore, for the unonsious; [we go to℄ the very depths of the polarization ofthe not-self against the absolute manifestation of Almighty God. Therefore we, Elohim of the ThirdRay, ome, beloved, and we ome for the exorism of those levels of the dweller-on-the-threshold thatmust be bound in this very moment.Therefore tens of thousands of legions of the Ruby Ray ome with their falhions and they omewith seraphim and legions of Astrea. And they go to, now, the very unonsious of the Lightbearersof the entire planet for the binding of those onditions that they have outgrown and yet againstwhih they yet groan. For they annot quite extriate themselves from the fore of anti-God thatlurks within their garments and within their members. Yet they see through it, yet they know it [is1Be still, and know that I am God. Ps. 46:10.2Men loved darkness beause their deeds were evil. John 3:19.405



there℄; and yet they still ry as a woman in travail to give birth to their own Christhood.3 Thereforethese legions of the Ruby Ray and the Buddha of the Ruby Ray ome forth knowing your desire tobe greater instruments and widened halies for Elohim.The [third℄ reason for [our gathering in℄ this hour, beloved, is for the great growing of darknessand gross darkness in the earth. And at this hour there is a stillness of the mind and the emotions[of the people abiding℄ in these several time belts. And therefore in these hours as we are together,the ontat [of your souls with us℄ reeting osmi realms of Light is lear, as lear as the starlightor aurora borealis that you see in summertime.Thus, beloved, as many �nd these hours reative and undisrupted by human vibration, so we alsoare required to expend less light of our ausal bodies to reah you and to reah the Messenger thanin those hours when even the airwaves themselves are bombarding [the ethers and your four lowerbodies℄ with all manner of programming of radio and television and all manner of misuse of sound,of musi, of the word and the mind.Thus, the babble of voies is eliminated and we an desend to your hearts that are raised noweven as angels of Chamuel and Charity ome. And there is, beloved, a pink rystal quartz halieand that halie is being plaed as the halie of your heart.These angels bring this halie to you, beloved, that you might ath the drops of Ruby Ray notalone from ourselves but as the Blood of Christ, drop by drop. For the piering of the Christ andChristed ones is ome again by the infamy of the fallen ones upon earth. The hearts of asendedbeings and saints in etheri otaves are piered with grief and sorrow for the depredations, thedeserations of life upon earth.You have witnessed that whih is most heinous,4 for by far a larger perentage of Lightbearershave ome under that perseution in the area of Tibet than in areas similar in size where not somany Lightbearers have embodied.Blessed ones, for true and �nal liberation to ome to Tibet, there must be reeptivity to theteahings of the Great White Brotherhood. For even the Dalai Lama in his sinerity does make agreat karma in this hour by preahing a dotrine of aommodation.5 Blessed ones, you may prayfor his enlightenment and for the binding of the fallen angels who also tradue those who attemptto be our best servants. The awareness of the Evil One, Mara, and the fallen ones who perseuted3Woman in travail. Jer. 4:31; Mi. 4:9, 10; Gal. 4:19; Rev. 12:2.4As part of her leture \The Attak of the Sangha of the Buddha" delivered prior to the ditation (see 1989 PoW,vol. 32 no. 42, p. 571 note), the Messenger showed exerpts of the following television doumentaries and newsprograms that desribed the brutalities of the Chinese Communist invasion and oupation of Tibet: \Tibet: TheLost Mystery" and \Tibet: The Bamboo Curtain Falls," The World About Us, BBC, 1982; \Forbidden Land," ManAlive, CBC, 1982; \NBC Nightly News," 10 Marh 1989; \20/20," ABC, 19 May 1989.5Dalai Lama's dotrine of aommodation. In an interview on ABC's \20/20" television program that was airedMay 19, 1989, the Dalai Lama (Tibet's exiled spiritual and temporal leader) said that he is always telling Tibetans,espeially the younger people who have militant ideas, that the way to hange Chinese attitudes and the Chinese mindis through love and kindness. While aknowledging that over one million Tibetans have been killed by the ChineseCommunists, the Dalai Lama said: \We must follow a strit nonviolent nature. . . .Whether we like it or not, we haveto live side by side. So one you develop genuine ompassion, forgiveness, then people also equally respond. . . . [A℄genuine sense of universal responsibility on the basis of love and kindness is the key fator."In his pamphlet entitled A Human Approah to World Peae, published in 1984, the Dalai Lama wrote: \Anger playsno small role in urrent onits suh as those in the Middle East, Southeast Asia, the North-South problem, and soforth. These onits arise from a failure to understand one another's humanness. The answer is not the developmentand use of greater military fore, nor an arms rae. Nor is it purely politial or purely tehnologial. Basially it isspiritual, in the sense that what is required is a sensitive understanding of our ommon human situation. Hatred and�ghting annot bring happiness to anyone, even to the winners of battles. Violene always produes misery and thusis essentially ounter-produtive. It is, therefore, time for world leaders to learn to transend the di�erenes of rae,ulture, and ideology and to regard one another through eyes that see the ommon human situation. To do so wouldbene�t individuals, ommunities, nations, and the world at large."406



the Buddha,6 the awareness even of the fores of Evil that had to be bound by the fores of Light ofSanat Kumara has somehow esaped the foalization of this one's mind.Blessed ones, understand that the teahing on Evil [and the fores of the Evil One℄ is apparent inthe life of Lord Gautama and [in℄ prior perseutions [of the great Lights of history East and West℄.Yet without the key unloking the Book of Enoh,7 unloking the sared sriptures [of East andWest℄, some of the �nest minds and spiritual devotees in the earth have not ome to grips withwhat is the tremendous teahing of the Divine Mother and the Buddha within this Community ofMaitreya.Beloved ones, Saint Germain has given to you suh a development of the siene of the spokenWord as to plae your work and servie enturies beyond your peers in other spiritual ommunities,and I ite those of the East where hanting and the mantra are given. Yet without the sponsorship ofthe Asended Masters, without the presentation of that teahing through the Messengers, they havenot reahed this level of advanement [to be able to deal with sinister fores through the exerise ofthe Word℄. And this is why so very muh does depend upon you who have the skill and the gift [ofthe Holy Spirit to deliver the derees we have ditated to the Messengers for your vitory℄.Beloved ones, in some instanes these ones and their leaders are not teahable. They may bedevotees of Love but they are not open to the new vibration, to the Everlasting Gospel, or even tothe teahings of the Tara, the Kuan Yin, and the Mother [who omes℄ out of the East unto the Westin this hour. Their traditions going bak for enturies onvine them that they have all that theyneed.Therefore, beloved, though you may desire to go and onvert the Dalai Lama or the Tibetanmonks and nuns, I tell you, our ounsel even from Darjeeling is rather to onvert yourself and [to℄take their example of devotion and disipline and the life that they live to inrease the Light whereyou are and to attrat to this Community those Lightbearers out of the East, inluding those slainin this ultural revolution in Tibet, who have ome to the West to reinarnate here (for they haveseen the star of the Mother and the Buddha in the West); and [some℄ have [already℄ done so. Theyare even in embodiment in North Ameria, beloved. They must be drawn [to this Community of theHoly Spirit℄ by your Light!And we, Heros and Amora, tell you, beloved, that the Light is not suÆiently raised up nordisiplined nor expanded nor balaned in your four lower bodies. Look not beyond yourselves,therefore, to the ause of this plight wherein we see that ten thousandfold more Lightbearers shouldbe a part of this worldwide Community, [yet they are not℄.The Light, we say, must be raised up by the assimilation of the Word. And when that Light isbeheld as the largeness of the aura, [as℄ the magnanimous heart, when that Light is raised up, youwill draw [to this Sangha of the Buddha℄ those of equal Light.8 And you will not spin your wheelsgoing after those who annot be onverted until this dispensation of Pises is through and there bea leansing of the planetary home and they themselves have gone through a ertain karma of painand su�ering and perseution that thereby they might break the very mold of an anient traditionand reeive the rystal halie of the new dispensation.Most beloved hearts of Light, do not feel burdened by our word. As you know, there is not asingle iota of ritiism or ondemnation or judgment out of heaven upon heaven's own upon earth.We ome to love you and to love you and to love you and to woo you to the Light of the InnerBuddha and the Inner Christ. We do not ondemn any of East or West who serve the ause of Light.But you must reognize when the up [of your onsiousness℄ is limited and even losed so as not to6Mara's temptation of Gautama Buddha. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 30, pp. 431-32, 439-42, 443-44.7See Forbidden Mysteries of Enoh: The Untold Story of Men and Angels, ontaining all the Enoh texts, inludingthe Book of Enoh and the Book of the Serets of Enoh, with exegesis and expos�e by Elizabeth Clare Prophetinvestigating the hypothesis that there are fallen angels in embodiment today who are the oppressors of the people.8i.e., Christ onsiousness 407



reeive the new light. [Therefore,℄ we must give this halie to our own and those in whom we �ndthe greatest promise of reeptivity.Thus the halie will ath the drops of Light from heaven's altar shed for the remission of planetarysin; for without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin,9 beloved. And the meaning thereofis that the Light of the heart of the Asended Master, suh as El Morya, and the hela of that Guru,suh as yourself, must truly be released from the heart [hakra℄. And that Light is released throughpathos and through the pain of the Mother for her hildren, the pain of the World Mother for herown.And therefore to experiene this by identifying with sensitivity to life through the heart of theGoddess of Liberty, you will �nd that the Light from your heart shall also be shed. And so this Lightwith our own, the Blood of Christ, as Above so below, ommingling in the rose halie, may be forthe remission of that darkness and density and burden [of world karma℄ that is upon the remnant ofthe Lightbearers of the planet. These we must re�ne. These we must go and �nd. These we mustbring in by the Ruby Ray.In profound sorrow for the burdens of the people of earth and those whih may be oming uponthem and in the supreme joy of this moment of bursting �re within you, as you in your sensitivityalso take upon yourself some of the sorrows of Mother Mary, we, therefore, Heros and Amora, pledgeourselves anew and again and again to be the omplement [of your oneness worldwide℄ as the MystialBody of God robed in white on Friday evening does gather. And we therefore bring the Ruby Raythat all might remember how they have also o�ered their life again and again.And in this hour, God has given you for past sari�e, beloved, an extraordinary protetion. Is itnot so, beloved? [\Yes."℄You may ount yourselves blessed among peoples of this entury who have been similarly slain byWorld Communism. And not a few among you have already risen from those areas of the slayingto reinarnate here. Therefore we say, to protet the Plae [Prepared℄, where we have dereed (andwhere you may on�rm that deree) that this holoaust10 shall not be replayed at this Inner Retreat,we ask you, beloved, to take that assette of songs and derees to Arhangel Mihael, to give it everyother day, and in between to give Arhangel Mihael's Rosary.11 We are pleased if you may give bothdaily but we ask only that you give one eah day.Let there be, then, the understanding that protetion to earth an ome only through spiritualand physial defense. That is evident, beloved, where the people of Tibet did not desire to know thedire prophey at hand but preferred the loaded die.12 So I say, reognize that spiritual protetionis not enough. And yet by the siene of the spoken Word the spiritual protetion you invoke doesoalese as physial protetion when you do the work to manifest that physial protetion yourselves!And I must say, you are far more pratial in this regard than your ounterparts in Lhasa. Theyhave learned [their lesson℄ all too late, far too late, beloved. And thus, they have no guaranteed rightto bear arms and no lear religious diretive to do so, whereas the Constitution does guarantee to9Without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin. Matt. 26:27, 28; Heb. 9:19-22.10\Holoaust" refers to the Communist attak on the Buddha's Sangha in the East.11Derees and Songs to Arhangel Mihael. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 33, p. 486 n. 16. Arhangel Mihael's Rosaryfor Armageddon. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 7, p. 51 n. 5.12An exerpt from the BBC doumentary \Tibet: The Bamboo Curtain Falls," viewed by the ongregation preedingthe ditation, depited the inability of the Tibetans to fae the propheies of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama see note 14)and the threat of the Chinese Communist invasion that took plae in Otober 1950. An eyewitness who experiened�rsthand the events in Lhasa prior to the takeover explained that as the threat of invasion grew, \it seemed as if theentire population of Tibet had paked the narrow streets of Lhasa in pious enthusiasm for the religious festivals whihin 1950 surpassed in pomp and splendor anything I had ever seen. Despite the threat from the Chinese, the eremoniesvital to the running of the state had to ontinue. Four weeks after the great New Year festival, the twenty thousandmonks of the monasteries around Lhasa desended one again into the ity for the seond prayer festival. The peoplebelieved with roklike faith that the power of religion would suÆe to protet their independene.408



the Amerian people the right to [keep and℄ bear arms.13And as one disiple ommented, the most notable lesson of Tiananmen Square, as you wouldobserve, is that all of the arms were in the hands of the army and the government.14 And the itizenswere bereft of any means of self-defense against a government that would turn against its itizens andturn its armies against its itizens. Consider the wisdom of the Founding Fathers, that you mightbe guaranteed defense against a government gone mad and an army of automatons following [theirmadness℄. Reognize, beloved, that those students had not advaned in their astuteness to realizethat it is the entire Bill of Rights and the entire Constitution that does guarantee and safeguard theindependene of every individual itizen.Therefore know, beloved ones, that that right was not exerised in Tibet as admonished by theThirteenth Dalai Lama. Instead [of entering a path of heightened self-disipline℄, the people beameorrupt in his absene, turned in upon themselves in their self-indulgenes, and did not take thoseyears from 1933 forward to prepare themselves for their Armageddon.15Blessed are they who have su�ered in the name of Buddha, for they who have su�ered in the nameof the Buddha shall reeive the Buddha's reward. Yet the re�ner's �re16 has ome to them. Theyhad not the all to Astrea nor the violet ame. Therefore they too must meet [the karma of℄ eventhat level of disobediene to their leader whih brought them to that point of vulnerability.Blessed ones, I do not imply that there is a heavy karma on the part of Tibetans, for this is akarma [that was℄ initiated [by℄ Communist hordes for whih they themselves shall be judged. Andyet, beloved, by 1950 the teahings of the Asended Masters and of the Great White Brotherhoodhad been well installed in the west for almost a entury.Therefore understand, the Dalai Lama is a highly eduated man who does know the way of theWest. Realize that any ignorane, beloved, any ignoring of the impulsations of the Light from onhigh, by whatever neglet or density, does reate its own karma. As they say, ignorane of the Lawis not an exuse.It is tragi, beloved. It is tragi that many who are the male leaders in spiritual �elds, althoughin the East they antiipate the oming of the World Mother, have not reeived her teahing throughthe Asended Masters and the Messengers, have not seen her, though her oming in the West isprophesied, though Tara is seen as desending all in white! Indeed, the propheies have been written,they have been given. But as we say, karma blinds. But so does tradition outworn! So does a dotrinenot of God but of man.But, beloved hearts, let us not lay [the entire burden of guilt℄ at the feet of those who are in onesense vitims and [most ertainly℄ sinere [in their motives℄. Let us lay it where it belongs, at the13The Seond Amendment of the Constitution of the United States of Ameria states that \a well regulated Militia,being neessary to the seurity of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."14Massare at Tiananmen Square. After seven weeks of peaeful protests in and mass oupation of TiananmenSquare by Chinese students and their supporters demanding greater freedoms, on June 4, 1989, the Chinese governmentsent thousands of troops from the 27th Army into the square behind armored personnel arriers and tanks. The soldiersturned on their fellow ountrymen with tear gas and automati ries and harged the demonstrators with bayonets.The unarmed ivilians ould only respond with stones or Molotov oktails. It is estimated that when the massarewas over as many as 3,000 to 7,000 were killed. As John Bierman wrote in Malean's (19 June 1989, p. 22), the\unforgettable image" that millions will remember was the television footage of \the lone Chinese protester blokingan entire olumn of tanks with no weapons exept his moral outrage."15Tibetan nonpreparedness for Chinese invasion. In 1932 the Thirteenth Dalai Lama released his �nal testament tothe people of Tibet in what has ome to be known as \The Propheies of the Great Thirteenth." His message read inpart: \Our two most powerful neighbours are India and China, both of whom have very powerful armies. Thereforewe must try to establish amiable relations with both of them. There are also a number of smaller ountries near ourborders [who℄ maintain a strong military. Beause of this it is important that we too maintain an eÆient army ofyoung and well-trained soldiers, and are able to establish the seurity of the ountry. . . .16Re�ner's �re. Mal. 3:1-3. 409



feet of the fallen angels who have tradued [those who would be the true followers of God17℄ againand again by the distortion of the teahings of Sanat Kumara.Blessed ones, how an this happen? I tell you, they beome lost in their sriptures and textbooks.And they have not the key of Light, and they have not put together the essential Truth that is theportion of the Mother to give you, the synthesis of the teahing of the great laws and dispensations[of the Lord of the World and the Cosmi Christ℄ and [how℄ to apply them to the present moment.This is the genius of the release [of the spiritual self-knowledge, i.e., gnosis,℄ of the Great WhiteBrotherhood in the West and through your Messengers.Think of it, beloved, how the very essentials of all [of the℄ world's religions have been broughttogether [through this outpost of Hierarhy℄ while others [who would be students of the Great Law-giver℄ remain in their libraries and universities for lifetimes, pondering their own sriptures, reitingthem, and yet never oming to the essential Light18 and to the point of understanding how to restore[their religions℄ to the moment of individual hallenge, [to℄ the moment of individual initiation andthe asension.These gifts Saint Germain and Morya and Jesus have brought. These gifts pass to you through[the℄ reeptive and re�ned and tutored hearts of the Messengers; these gifts [are℄ reeived by youbeause you have been arefully tutored and seleted to journey to the [etheri℄ retreats of theBrotherhood [that you might℄ be prepared [to reeive them℄.Have you not wondered how so many of [the℄ friends that you may have do turn aside, for theyannot \eat the esh and drink the blood of the Son of God"?19 And yet you say, \They are likeme."Well, beloved, they may be like you in many ways. But by karma and irumstane they have notbeen pluked and sponsored by so great a love of Morya that has esorted you to the retreats of theBrotherhood and taught you year in, year out, deade upon deade and [during many℄ lifetimes [soas℄ to bring you to this point where you ould have almost, as it were, an instantaneous awareness,reeptivity, and onversion to this Path and to this Teahing and to this Message as it was �rstspoken to many of you as the Stump Message.Truly the knowledge of the I AM THAT I AM is one matter. But the internalization of theMighty I AM Presene is another. You are on your way to that Vitory, and yet the exerise of suha small portion of the Teahing has brought you so far as to make you almost omfortable in theLight and not realize that that whih is wanting [in your own lifestream℄ are the rings upon rings ofauri emanation that beome a magnet, an eletromagneti �eld, to raise a planetary home.Therefore, as we have said, beloved, you do have all things in your hands for this Vitory. Andit is the hour to relaim the lost sheaths of the aura and the hakras. It is the hour for a seriousmending, partiipating with the angels, that the garment may be made whole. It is the hour forthe understanding that amongst all peoples you are most blessed. For you do have the keys and thesponsorship to perform this mighty work of the Lord, to hold greater Light that those whom yousee su�er may have the days of their su�ering shortened.20 For they are the elet of God and theosmi law does state that it is you and not the Asended Masters who must be their sponsors byyourselves beoming adepts and anointed ones as Christs.21Thus your sponsorship is a suÆieny and does satisfy the Law, and the Law will not o�er moreto the asended hierarhy. It must ome from you, beloved. For to whom is given muh, muh muh17Be ye therefore followers of God, as dear hildren. Eph. 5:1.18\Ever learning, and never able to ome to the knowledge of the truth." II Tim. 3:7.19\Exept ye eat the esh of the Son of man and drink his blood, ye have no life in you." John 6:51-58; Mark L.Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahings of Jesus I, pp. 116-18.20Days shortened for the elet. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 39, p. 552 n. 14.21Christed one as \Anointed one." 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 30, p. 435 note.410



more is expeted22 than you presently or previously have realized.It is therefore the great hope of the Twenty-Four Elders and of all who have spoken for God, forMorya at this prayer vigil that you, beloved, will beome greater devotees, bearers of a greater Lightand understand that you indeed hold the key to El Morya's freedom.We give, then, to you the �nal word of El Morya for this prayer vigil and its sealing. His messageto you, beloved, is this: \Work while you have the Light, [the Guru, with you℄!"23This ditation by Heros and Amora was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet following Astrea and Purity's ditation at the onlusion of theWednesday evening servie on Thursday, July 6, 1989, during Free El Morya! A Fourth of JulyPrayer Vigil held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Available with the ditationof Astrea and Purity on 78-min. audioassette B89104. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words un-spoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Heros and Amora's diretion forlarity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.\The main event of the seond prayer festival was the hastisement of evil spirits. The full fore ofthe tantri order was mobilized. In front of the entral athedral the abbots of the great monasterieswere hallenged to throw die to deide the fate of Tibet. Two sapegoats symbolizing evil werethe hallengers. Representatives of the Tibetan government supervised the ontest. They took nohanes. The die were loaded - the faes of the abbot's die all marked with sixes, those of thedemons with ones. The moment ritual vitory was won for Tibet, the sapegoats were driven fromthe town. The prayers ended with a great proession to the foot of the Potala Palae."\If we do not make preparations to defend ourselves from the overow of violene, we will havevery little hane of survival. In partiular, we must guard ourselves against the barbari RedCommunists, who arry terror and destrution with them wherever they go. They are the worst ofthe worst. . . . It will not be long before we �nd the Red onslaught at our own front door. It is only amatter of time before we ome into a diret onfrontation with it, either from within our own ranksor else as a threat from an external (Communist) nation. And when that happens we must be readyto defend ourselves. . . .\Therefore, now, when the strength of peae and happiness is with us, while the power to dosomething about the situation is still in our hands, we should make every e�ort to safeguard againstthis impending disaster. Use peaeful methods where they are appropriate; but where they are notappropriate, do not hesitate to resort to more foreful means. Work diligently now, while there isstill time. Then there will be no regrets. . . . Avoid rivalry and petty self-interests, and look insteadto what is essential" (Glenn H. Mullin, \The Great Thirteenth's Last New Year Sermon," TibetanReview 22 [Otober 1987℄: 17).The Thirteenth Dalai Lama died the next year, in 1933. In the years following his passing, Tibetwas beset by fationalism and internal onits, inluding periods when bribery and bureauratinegligene were rampant.Prior to the Thirteenth Dalai Lama's passing, Professor Niholas Roerih led an expedition toTibet and several other regions of Central Asia between 1924 and 1928. He made the followingobservations as reported in the New York Times of June 11, 1928: \A depressing piture of theeonomi, politial and sanitary onditions in Tibet is drawn in the statement made by ProfessorNiholas Roerih, Russian painter and arhaeologist. . . . Roerih believes that the inuene of [the℄22For unto whomsoever muh is given, of him shall be muh required: and to whom men have ommitted muh, ofhim they will ask the more." Luke 12:48.23Work while ye have the Light. \I must work the works of him that sent me, while it is day: the night ometh,when no man an work. As long as I AM in the world, I AM the Light of the world." John 9:4, 5. \Jesus said untothem, Yet a little while is the Light with you. Walk while ye have the Light, lest Darkness ome upon you: for hethat walketh in Darkness knoweth not whither he goeth. While ye have Light, believe in the Light, that ye may bethe hildren of Light." John 12:35, 36. 411



Dalai Lama is fast waning, with all Tibet rapidly splitting into fations." In subsequent months,the New York Times reported: \Niholas Roerih, whose �rst purpose was to obtain paintings ofTibetan life, brought bak no piture more striking than his aount of the moral, physial andreligious degradation of a dying rae. He states that the `blak faith of Bon Po,' most anient ofthe pagan religions, is spreading all over Tibet. The deline of Buddhism in Central Asia, he said,had been aompanied by anient demon-worshipping rites." The Times also quotes a letter writtenby Roerih about Tibet in whih he said: \Here are high Lamas who, on their sared beads, arealulating their ommerial aounts, oupied ompletely with thoughts of pro�t." The artileontinues: \The Lamas also beg and indulge in dishonest methods to get money from others, theletter sets forth. Many monasteries, the writer said, are in ruins."
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Chapter 44Beloved Mother Mary - Otober 29, 1989Vol. 32 No. 44 - Beloved Mother Mary - Otober 29, 1989The Re-Creation of SelfA New Realm of the PossibleMother Mary's Asension Day Address 1989Opportunity to Apply to Be the Chela of the Lord of the World\Life Is an Endurane Test"Engage!Peae in the heart of Gautama Buddha. To this heart, beloved, I diret the ourse of your path.For it is through the Lord of the World and his great heart of Light that you shall aomplish allthings that are required of your lifestream unto the hour of your vitory in the arms of the DivineMother.The Lord of the World. The oÆe signi�es one who is the prevailing Guru for all lifestreams, theone through whose heart there do ome all dispensations for the planetary evolution. As many ofyou have passed a number of rounds in the retreats of my Sons the Seven Chohans1 and as you haveapplied yourselves to the path of the bodhisattva, whih is the path of Christhood under Maitreyaand the World Teahers, Jesus and Kuthumi, so you must aept the all, even as you have aeptedtheir all, to rise to the level of being the hela of the Lord of the World.This of ourse, beloved, does not mean that you abandon your �rst love in the Diamond Heartof El Morya. But rather, for his name's sake, the name El Morya, you apprentie yourself to theLord Buddha [so℄ that in some areas [of your lifestream℄ where there is indeed a shaft of light andan aeleration of self-mastery, you [may make yourself℄ eligible on at least one line of the CosmiClok to be a hela of Gautama Buddha.Inasmuh as the Lord of the World has plaed the Omega fous of his retreat over the Heart,2 youmust also assume that he does expet quali�ed helas to arise out of this Community of the HolySpirit. And as neessity is the mother of invention and you have risen to the oasion of providinga blanket, a fore�eld, a grid of Light,3 whereby beloved El Morya ould be unbenhed,4 so in the1Universities of the Spirit sponsored by the Seven Chohans of the Rays. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 22, p. 250 n. 7.2The Alpha fous of Gautama Buddha's etheri retreat, Shamballa, is loated over the Gobi Desert in entral Asia.In 1981 Gautama established the Omega fous of this retreat, alled the Western Shamballa, in the etheri otave overthe Heart of the Inner Retreat at the Royal Teton Ranh, Montana. These two retreats are in polarity, anhoring theAlpha and Omega of the Buddhi onsiousness. See 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 30, pp. 419-22.3a grid of the Christ onsiousness4\I Am Unbenhed!" El Morya, 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 33, pp. 473-86, 486 n. 3; no. 36, p. 516 n. 10.413



very proess of that striving you have generated a spiritual heat to melt down ertain realitranthuman energies and onsiousness.By losing yourself, out of love for Morya, in the Divine Servie (and I say the Divine Servie witha apital D and a apital S) you now �nd yourself in the position of merit through meritorious deeds.And thus you may write to Lord Gautama saying in this wise:Appliation to Be the Chela of the Lord of the WorldMy beloved Lord and Guru of earth's evolutions, please onsider my appliation to be your hela onthe Path through Maitreya's Mystery Shool that I, too, might ahieve the plae of the bodhisattvaon my �rst of the twelve lines of the Cosmi Clok where my lifestream does show aeleration,aptitude and a ertain attainment.Therefore, my Lord, onsider this my plea and the o�ering of my lifestream that I might beomea halie and day by day inrease [my momentum of Light on℄ the lines of [my Cosmi℄ Clok, that Imight arry your ame and therefore be worthy to stand at your side when you petition the CosmiCounil for dispensations for earth's evolutions or the Lightbearers or another member of Hierarhy.I submit this my appliation and my proposal that I be taken on as a hela under your oÆe andin the heart of the Western Shamballa, that thereby in so doing I might alleviate planetary su�eringand provide another reason why the Lords of Karma and the Cosmi Counil might onsider yourprayers for the blessing of mankind and the reeipt of bene�ent graes to the bene�t of earth's greatgoal [of freedom℄ and the golden age of Aquarius.Thus, beloved, in this way you properly state your desire [to be the hela of Gautama Buddhaand℄ the reasons for your desire; and you may add to it the ommitment of a sound helaship, keeping[and building upon℄ that level of devotion to whih you have now attained.Therefore I ome this evening, beloved, on the anniversary of my asension to take the opportunityto tell you that even as beloved El Morya has been unbenhed, so, to your redit, you have balanedinrements of karma [that you have borne℄ in your lifestreams; and in the balaning of them, beauseyou are led in the masterful siene of dereeing by both of your Messengers, you have also gainedsome self-mastery in the exerise of the spoken Word.May you know, then, that as those who train for the Olympis and reah and exeed last year'smark in the mile rae, so now when you attain to that level it is indeed important to maintain it andnot [to℄ allow yourself to go bak to a former reord whih was yours when you had greater karma.To partiipate in unbenhing an Asended Master when he in his plight an do nothing for himselfexept what his helas do for him, I would tell you, beloved, this is to balane onsiderable karmaand to plae oneself in this position of opportunity.And therefore, as I look upon you I see into the depths of your souls that the asension hasmeaning, a new meaning beause, having attained to [new levels of Christ-Self awareness through℄this servie, you realize a new realm of the possible. A new realm of the possible is onveyed to thesoul. A new understanding of what is the apaity of the soul [to hold the Christ Light in the halieof being℄ is measured by the standard of this ahievement. For as beloved El Morya has told you, hedid not expet to be unbenhed so soon.Therefore, beloved, it does give great hope to your hearts as it does give hope to my heart thatthere might be sueeding dispensations and opportunities as you endure, sine life beomes, then,an endurane test; for all who would reeive the rown of Life must endure to their end,5 to the endof their human reation. Therefore it is now most essential that you assess yourself, the apaitiesof your respetive four lower bodies, that you seek to inrease those apaities and yet observe thelaw of the sine wave, of the going within, of the neessary rest, the neessary re-reation of the fourlower bodies and the paing of yourself.5Crown of Life. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 23, p. 257 n. 4.414



That paing, beloved, is most essential beause only in the yles of time and spae an all thingsbe ful�lled. Only on ertain days out of the year, [and in℄ ertain months [and℄ ertain years anertain karmas be balaned. And therefore it is [in℄ the steady, steady, I say, passing through theyles [that the goal of life is ahieved℄. And [I would impart℄ the understanding that beause theservie at the altar does reah a peak of maximum tension there is the neessity for balaned ativity;and there is no greater balane as ativity goes than physial ativity itself, whether it be sports orin this season taking one's energy to the �elds for the harvest.The harvest, beloved, is always symbolial of the harvesting of good karma and good works. Andas you weed it is a very physial proess of weeding out the bad karma and asting it into the sared�re before it does hoke out the opportunities that will then ome forth through the good karma.So the harvest is a deliate time when both the tares and the good wheat must be taken and thenthe good wheat separated out. So the angels ome to bind the tares in bundles and burn them.6So it is a harvest of the judgment, not only of the seed of the Wiked [One℄ but of the seeds ofwikedness that the seed of the Wiked [One℄ have sought [to℄ and [have℄ sueeded in planting inyour subonsious while your soul has slept.And it is during the period when the soul sleeps and does not keep the midnight vigil with herLord that that enemy does ome [in℄ and sow the bad seed. Then upon awakening one �nds in thegarden of onsiousness those weeds that are not in keeping with the owers of the Higher Mind ofspiritual aspiration. And therefore one an beome inuened by, one an beome poisoned by thee�ets of the bad seed as it does sprout and grow.If that bad seed or negative karma is to be thwarted and removed before the harvest, the onlyeÆaious way to do this, beloved, is through the violet ame. For the violet ame is seletive,disriminatory and does transmute only that whih is not of the Light. Without the violet ame,beloved, you would see yourselves as in past ages, oming to the plae where the weeds would be asstrong as or stronger than the developed seed of the good wheat. Thus the harvest was ever morediÆult [for helas on the Path℄ before the [advent of the℄ gift and dispensation [of the violet ame,whih was℄ won for this planet by the beloved and noble Saint Germain and by the support of belovedPortia and all of the Hierarhy of Light for this blessed Master of Aquarius.Blessed ones, we see, then, that progress has been made. But it is O so important for thosewho make progress to be able to pause and assess the progress and to understand how they didaomplish it, what has been gained [for Hierarhy, for Community, for self, for soiety℄ - what isthe self-mastery that has been gained and what yet remains to be aomplished. When one surgesforward on a single line of the [Cosmi℄ Clok one must be areful that [the reords and hang-upsharted on℄ other lines that have not been so transmuted do not pull one bak to one's former state.And this is why, beloved, it is so important to all for protetion while the soul is strengthened sothat the soul is not tempted to go bak to the former self and therefore lose the ground that hasbeen gained.Alas, this has happened to students who have attended Summit University who have been raisedup into a light and a glory and a teahing, and yet they ould not sustain it and thus they did fallbak. And this is most tragi, beloved, and therefore we would seek to alleviate this problem.The solution to the problem has been provided by Lord Maitreya in establishing the MysteryShool.7 Lord Maitreya teahes that the Mystery Shool is for lifetime students, areer studentsand areer sons of God. One annot a�ord to be outside of the Guru-hela relationship when oneis on a path of aeleration. And when one does wish to leap forward beyond the urrent levels ofself-mastery, one needs all the more the reinforement of Community.Community does hold the hand of the disiple, does provide the love bond, does provide the are6Tares among the wheat. Matt. 13:24-30, 36-43.7Maitreya's Mystery Shool established at the Royal Teton Ranh. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 30, pp. 423-25.415



and the reinforement. Yet Community an never be a substitute for self-e�ort or [for℄ the engagingin that inner walk with God and in the mighty work of the ages. One must have a straight spine andourage and determination to remain within the Community and the Mystery Shool and to keep[up℄ that striving daily. Striving itself is reative tension and it, too, must be balaned.Therefore take are that you also balane your moods. It is ertainly not a time for exessivelevity when one �nds one's Churh in suh a plight as it is in today. But by the same token, beloved,when you beome serious for prolonged periods your seriousness is no longer e�etive in arrying theLight of the Trinity. And therefore it is important to engage in a ertain joy and happiness, whihan also be ahieved as you take a shift in being with the hildren of the Community, enjoying theirgames and their studies and the wonderment of their hearts and their ativities - in e�et, to beomea hild again with them as you may be among those who are for them at ertain hours.There are many ways to disover this ommunion with Nature and with Nature's God. And thereis muh, muh joy in the santuary, of ourse. One the battle is won and there is the vitory, thereis that stupendous release of Light, hene of the tension itself. And one may sleep the good sleep,journey to the retreats and return to apply oneself to the next levels of physial assignments thatare a part of this building of our Inner Retreat.So, blessed ones, it is good to be tolerant with the physial manifestation and onsiousness thatmust provide the vessel for so great a God-manifestation. Those who have ome (and I say some ofthose who have ome) and seen and then rejeted the Messenger have had the problem of expetingto �nd a human god as an adornment for their own self-idolatry; [others have had℄ the onsiousnessof being [or beoming℄ a perfet human being [and this, too,℄ is detrimental to the hela. You maylive your life in a straitjaket if you pursue perfetion at the human level and be so unpleasant andso impossible [to live with℄ as to �nd that no one would ever want to follow in your footsteps. Andyet that [idolatrous℄ tendeny lingers even when helas are not aware that they have it.Let us say, beloved, that the mark of one who has this [bent℄ in his psyhology to manifest humanperfetion is the mark of spiritual pride. It is also the mark of one who engages in exessive self-ondemnation, whih by and by beomes the ondemnation of others. And so you see, beloved, thatexpetation that one should be a human god is antithetial to the path of Maitreya. I ask you tolook at this so that you may shed the snakeskin that some have brought of their inheritanes fromvarious nations around the world where this onsiousness is so prevalent as to be ingrained, and we�nd that people do not even realize that this [tendeny℄ has been instilled in them by the Nephilimgods themselves [as geneti tares sown among the geneti wheat℄.And so, beloved, imperfetions are always with the saints. It is not that you mourn them but thatyou are reminded that the human has the propensity to err, that the human is an imperfet vesselfor the perfetion of the Christ and that the imperfetions that linger on the path of sainthood arenot so vastly important to the spiritual overseers of the planet as they may be to yourselves. Blessedones, there is the perfeting of the heart and the soul and the mind that is often negleted by thosewho have vanity and spiritual pride and ontinually expet the human esh-and-blood person to bethat perfet model and role model of the hela.I do not say these things by way of exonerating any from indulgene in human onsiousness thatis dangerous to themselves and that does set a bad example, espeially to hildren and new students.I do say, beloved, that you should strive diligently to root out those things that you suppose wouldnot be pleasing to your Christ Self. But to measure oneself on the Path one should look to one'sheart apaity to love one another, one's heart apaity to be ompassionate and meriful, to beprofoundly understanding of the burdens of another, to be able to give that love in the purest sense[that℄ is suh a strong holding of the immaulate onept that people are healed by the very gaze,by the very ow of light [passing from your Presene to that℄ one [for whom you keep the ame ofDivine Love℄. 416



Blessed hearts, many who ome to this Community are perhaps \diamonds in the rough" whohave not had the perfet tutoring [of the soul℄ or the bakground in all of the proper manners andbehavior. Some have had [a℄ fragmented development of the psyhe in hildhood and [they℄ have adiÆult time in dealing with that whih is in the subonsious that they do not understand at all.Some do not even know when they need ounseling or when it is neessary to have therapy.Therefore those who have the loving heart and the wise heart must be alert to this [need℄ so thatthose who do require assistane do not give up [the Path℄ before they have had the opportunity tomake a go of it through the understanding of wise ounsellors who will show them how to unwind thevarious experienes of the past and [how to℄ unwind from the oil of being those momentums thathave resulted from fragmented situations, espeially at the emotional level, from early hildhood on.Of ourse, beloved, there is no replaement for the violet ame in this area. And those who havesuh problems must beware of extreme self-indulgene and spiritual pride and the sense that says, \Ian go it alone. I an do this myself. I do not need anyone's help." This is a most dangerous [stateof mind℄, beloved, for our Father has reated life so that all parts of life are interdependent. It is thevery law of the harmony, of the hemistry, of a osmos. No one individual manifestation of God inthis level [of soul evolution℄ and otave ould possibly ontain all of the elements neessary for thefull integration of that God [within the personality℄.Therefore Community is the solution. And eah one in Community does provide truly a blessed-ness, truly a fous of sainthood, that all others may drink from that ertain fountain and know [that℄when they put their straw into that fountain a ertain vibration, a ertain avor will ome forth.And that very speial vibration may be at any time the healing element that they require.Do you realize, beloved, that by your presene and your smile and your support, your servie [and℄your hard work, you have meant to one or [to℄ ountless hundreds or thousands the inspiration, thepresene, the tremendous support that that one did need and [that℄ the many did need at varioustimes? Most of you do not even have the realization of what your life [an mean to others℄ and [that℄how you live an [be℄ an inspiration to others.And so you see, beloved, when you have wondrous qualities of Light and they do shine but youhave an area of your life that lags behind, suh as a repetitive problem of alohol or some othermanifestation, or perhaps lying or perhaps [the℄ misusing of other people's funds and on and on, thisis hard for people to understand. It presents a dilemma. How an one be a student on the spiritualpath and still engage in these indulgenes?If you are the vitim of these indulgenes yourself, if you, in other words, engage in them and�nd yourself trapped in them repeatedly again and again and now [you ome to℄ see it as a patternof your lifestream and of a lifetime, you must understand that these situations should no longerbe regarded as spiritual problems but they should be regarded as psyhologial problems. And thedi�erene is this, beloved, a psyhologial problem annot [normally℄ be resolved until the individualan take apart the omponents that make up that problem and in the proess atually take apart[and put bak together again℄ elements of the soul and the soul's personality development in this lifeand sometimes in previous lifetimes.For the individual to overome these repetitive problems or additions [he℄ must be able to look athow they have ome upon his lifestream in this lifetime and then [he must℄ takle [them℄ through thealls for the binding of [his℄ dweller-on-the-threshold, through [giving℄ Astrea's [deree (10.14) fromtwelve to thirty-six times daily℄, through naming the entities and disarnates [ausative in a behaviormode℄, through adjusting and balaning one's physial diet and life-style, through proteting oneself[from the negative inuenes of others℄ by reinforing oneself by right assoiation - assoiation withindividuals who have strength, who have wholeness or a semiwholeness in their psyhology and aspiritual strength as warriors of the spirit on the Path.Thus you see, [by℄ assoiat[ing℄ with those of prediletions and additions similar [to your own℄,417



you may �nd yourself easily trapped [again℄ in those irumstanes beause [they℄ may [represent℄the weakest point of your personality where there is not only a developmental problem [in yourpsyhology℄ but [also℄ a orresponding [spiritual℄ rent in the [etheri, mental, or astral℄ garment andeven tears in the orresponding hakras.So you see, beloved, [often℄ you annot transmute with the violet ame or Astreas those elementsthat are wanting in the personality beause it requires that you onsiously tear down and buildanew that personality on that partiular line of the [Cosmi℄ Clok and in that partiular area ofyour life. You simply annot suppress it, ignore it, pretend it does not exist, [or℄ be annoyed withothers when they may gently point out to you that suh and suh problem does exist.If you have a repetitive problem with anger or a temper or outbursts with o-workers, you mustunderstand that this is �rst and foremost a psyhologial problem8 that must be pursued. It is ofourse also a spiritual problem beause it shows a repetitive apaity to allow hordes of demons torupture the harmony of one's fore�eld, [to℄ ome rushing through the solar plexus, [to℄ ome out inthe spoken word (as the solar plexus is tied to the throat hakra); [it shows a repetitive apaity℄ toallow the demons that rush through to take one's light, to misuse it in putting heavy energy uponothers, and to drain one of that energy and leave one, as it were, spiritually and psyhologiallyraped.So you see, beloved, when this ours repetitively you must know that it is and an be likenedto an illness of the psyhe. It is not [neessarily℄ something that you an onsiously say no to. Itis something that must be dealt with by [a℄ taking apart and putting together again [of all of theomponents of the problem℄. And this is what we mean when we talk about the re-reation of oneself;[it is℄ to go before Elohim and to delare, \I desire to engage in the mighty work of the ages, there-reation of myself through Almighty God, through Elohim!"When you see and realize that there are elements in your being that are now a permanent part ofyourself as the reation [of yourself and not of God℄ and when you say to yourself, \This is not myReal Self and I no longer desire to be ast in this mold," it is then that you ry out to the reatorsof [the four lower bodies and the soul, to℄ the builders of form, the Elohim, and you say, \O God,help me in this alhemial proess by the Holy Spirit to re-reate myself in the Divine Image of myHoly Christ Self, who is smiling upon me!" The re-reation of oneself is a day-to-day proess.Beloved, some of you still do not know the meaning of meshing gears. It is a series of gears.Some are meshing with your Christ Self and some must engage and be loked into the gears of theeletroni belt. Some of you do not understand what it is, this groaning and travailing in the spiritto overome the most deep-seated [problems lodged at℄ levels of one's being that still are not a partof the Godhead and that [for want of resolution℄ remain [separated out from true selfhood℄.Some prefer to live on the surfae of being and therefore [to℄ avoid entrane into the heart ofhearts.9 Beause when you arrive at that heart of hearts and you kneel before the Buddha seatedupon the throne on the island in the Gobi Sea,10 you are given true and tough initiation. And youare plagued by the Western desire not to engage in this great work [of the re-reation of self℄.Blessed ones, you do not know the groaning and the travailing in spirit that this Messenger, forexample, has gone through in this lifetime to wrestle with every aspet of being in the present and allthe way bak to the �rst inarnation, going after reords and astrology and all types of momentumsto present this temple that living reeptale that the LORD might desend into it at any hour of theday or night [to use her in his servie℄. It is a proess of gaining self-mastery [of the soul℄ as well[as℄ of the physial, mental, etheri and emotional quadrants, [and℄ not only of oneself but of [one's8Mental and emotional problems may also be related to biohemial imbalanes, suh as those aused by hypo-glyemia, andida, food and environmental allergies, and hypothyroidism. [10℄9in the Eighth Ray hakra, the seret hamber of the heart10See Djwal Kul's meditation and visualization on the hidden hamber of the heart as the plae prepared to reeiveyour Christ Self and your Asended Master Guru, in Intermediate Studies of the Human Aura, pp. 40-47.418



irumstane in℄ the earth body [and ultimately of the earth body itself℄.Thus, I say to you, engage. And this is truly the topi of my disourse with you this evening - toallow oneself to engage in the proess of the re-reation of self, not to turn one's bak when one seesthe dweller, not to make the deision to abide that dweller and [to℄ allow it to be as it is, [but℄ to goafter it with the �ereness of a she-lion.Blessed ones, it is the only way. Your vitory must be won! And this wrestling, as the spiritualwork, must be aompanied by a true examination of the omponents of the psyhe, hene thepsyhology. When you know yourself and know exatly why you have the behavior patterns thatyou have, I know that you will systematially go after them. You will be an observer from theenter of the Eighth Ray hakra of the heart. You will wath yourself and your emotions and youronversations. You will listen to yourself speaking and reating. And you will be in the heart of theTeaher.And the Holy Christ Self and the Buddha will not need to instrut you, for you yourself will beyour instrutor and you will say to yourself:\This type of expression I no longer allow. I go to the ore of its ause. I go to the ore of theondition. I go to the heart of Astrea and to the heart of God. I remain tough-minded, determined,at peae and in the supreme joy of the vitory I laim. And I am onsistent. And I kneel before theLord Jesus Christ and profoundly I all for his interession to deliver me of this momentum, whihthis day and date I delare is broken by the sword of Arhangel Mihael, by the right hand and therod of Herules!"Eah day all for reinforement from the Asended Masters and repeat the all at the altar againand again until by derees, by violet ame, by resolve, by self-orretion, by enteredness in God,there is the �nal unwinding of this momentum of habit11 wound round the oil of being. You havebeen taught by Maitreya that the violet ame an onsume the oil12 and it is so. But to see to itthat it is not re-reated you must get to the bottom of [it, you must get to℄ the ause and ore ofthat ondition.So, beloved, eah time you gain a new understanding of yourself, bring it to the altar at the Fridaynight servie: you an have a step of vitory with \Never a Bakward Step."13 You an gain groundand keep it. And that is the byword of initiates at Maitreya's Mystery Shool, to set new reords foroneself, to gain that ground and then to keep it. That is why you must remember, Hold Fast WhatThou Hast Reeived.14 This is the mark of true progress and the true hela.Blessed ones, that hela who leaps forward three steps and bakward �ve is not happy. Thathela may beome disouraged to the point of beoming morose. No one an live that way. Andif you allow yourself to do this repetitively, when you see yourself [doing it℄ and you know it, askfor help. You need help [from℄ a wise ounsellor. You need help from the Asended Masters. Byleaving oneself in that plight of repetitively falling into the same hole, you see, you are engaging ina ertain level of defeatism, of hopelessness and even of spiritual pride [that says℄ that against allother indiations to the ontrary you are determined to go this alone and not to aept either thedivine or the embodied helper.To admit that one has needs is important. It is a �rst step. To deide whether these are thetrue needs of the soul is also important. To deide whether these are the needs of an indulgent ora spoiled hild [or℄ of the emotional body is relevant. But whatever the ondition, beloved, there11Habit. 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 21, p. 240 n. 1.12Unwinding the oil of habit. Lord Maitreya, \The Overoming of Fear through Derees," in Mark L. Prophet andElizabeth Clare Prophet, The Siene of the Spoken Word, pp. 21-23; Jesus and Kuthumi, Corona Class Lessons, pp.263-64; the Messenger's February 22, 1989 letter to Keepers of the Flame on lesson 7 and above, pp. 3-5.13\Never a Bakward Step!" is the motto of Carol Hedgpeth, a Keeper of the Flame who was knighted \Sir Valiant"by Saint Germain.14\Hold Fast What Thou Hast Reeived" is a motto of the Keepers of the Flame Fraternity. See Rev. 3:11.419



omes a moment when you must deide that it is folly to be one's own dotor. It is folly to be one'sown guru before one has slain that dweller. It is folly to rejet the hand that is extended as thathelper.Therefore it is not neessary to deny and suppress all that one experienes. It is important toallow oneself to hear what are the ries of the soul, what may be the demands of an indulgent [oran indolent℄ mental body, to wath and deide, as someone apart [from oneself℄, what one will allowoneself to deal with and what one will ast into the sared �re.There is a time for introspetion and it omes at the onlusion of a battle and a vitory whenyou regroup your fores for the next battle and the next vitory. Unfortunately, you an ount butmoments or hours between El Morya's vitory and the next hallenge that is upon this Churh inthis oming week. But nevertheless there are moments, and those moments ought to be taken sothat you do not advane with the same [psyhologial or spiritual℄ lameness that you had in the priorbattle but that you deal with it diretly and forthrightly and that you do not feel ashamed that youhave a problem, as though [having a problem℄ were [in℄ itself the stigma.The stigma is not the problem, beloved. Everyone in this world has this problem or another.The stigma that you must deal with is your own refusal to deal with the problem, to fae it andthen, having analyzed it and understood learly what it is, to stand, fae and onquer and to knowthat one upon a time that problem may have been integral to your personality but from this dayforward you have the strength and the individuality to stand bak and to separate yourself out fromthe problem and to see it as a thing that you may pull out of a dresser drawer, even as your shadow.You may hold it up and say, \At one time I thought this was myself. Now I realize it was merely agarment that I put on ignorantly, thoughtlessly, under whatever inuene."Thus, beloved, problem solving is the order of the day at Maitreya's Mystery Shool, not problemignoring, problem suppressing, problem negleting. This does not mean that those who tend towardself-indulgene should now have so muh self-onern [that℄ the self-onern itself does elipse theradiant, shining Presene of the I AM THAT I AM that truly does enter to heal. And this is thegreat mirale of servie itself, that in the ourse of servie many problems are resolved simply beausewhen another has an extreme urgeny, one an see one's own problems in perspetive and know thatthere are indeed far greater problems than one's own.Most individuals, though they may arry a heavy burden of karma, will usually ome to theonlusion after having spent some time in our [etheri℄ retreat at F�atima that in the �nal analysisthey would rather arry their own karma than another's. They would rather arry the burdens oftheir own psyhology than another's. And that is beause in the very heart of the soul is the profounddesire to undo that whih must be undone, to gain resolution and to get the vitory over the beast15oneself and [to℄ attain [one's own℄ self-mastery, and in so doing to have that sense of integrity andpersonal honor, and that self-respet that leads to self-mastery and the peae-ommanding Preseneof the Christ.16I trust, my beloved, that these words to you will be taken in balane and that you will see thatthere is indeed a balane [that is neessary℄ in [your℄ approah to life. It was I, beloved, who earlyone morning as the Messenger was walking to work in Boston did take her up in the atmosphere toobserve from [a onsiderable℄ height her own self walking to work. I gave her this experiene so thatshe ould ome apart, so that I ould seal in her heart for this lifetime the sense [of balane,℄ of beingone with the I AM Presene and [of being℄ able to deal with all problems of life from that level, [sothat she ould℄ know that one is not that body or that bundle of karma or that series of hallengespresented in the astrology but one is the I AM THAT I AM, one is the Holy Christ Self and one isusing that vessel for a purpose, [God's purpose, every day℄.15the arnal mind, the dweller-on-the-threshold16For Christ now abides within your temple beause you have attained that equilibrium, that harmony that is thesign of internal resolution within one's members. See Rom. 7:19-23.420



To be able to ome apart is so very important, beloved; and yet to realize that one must reenterthat vehile [is also very important℄. For one annot be the person of the I AM THAT I AM or theHoly Christ Self in the earth until one truly does prepare the vessel.When I say engage, beloved, it is to engage the teeth of the gears [of your four lower bodies withthe gears of the Mind of Christ in you. And it is to the end℄ that this vessel might be the �ttinghabitation of our God17 and that therefore when Asended Masters step through the veil on planetearth as the etheri beomes more tangible, as the Dark Night of the Spirit of the planet passes, you,too, will be able to be the embodiment of your Christhood and walk with those Asended Mastersas their students and not only [as their℄ students but [as℄ their friends.The vessel is not merely the healthy physial body. It is the healthy emotional body, the strongemotional body. It is the healthy mental body that has grappled with the equations of the reasonfor being, with osmi revelations, with siene, with musi and the attunement of the heart and theinner ear with the sounds of life of far-o� worlds.O expand the apaity of these lesser vehiles and remember Lanello's all for this year to learthe etheri body.18 As you present that body puri�ed and strengthened, a repository of the sared�re, the other three bodies [under your loving self-disipline℄ will ome into alignment with that innerblueprint.You have had many suesses. May you rejoie in them but not be aught o� guard beause ofthem. The Tempter is ever waiting to ath you o� guard on the morrow when [you℄, having foughtthe good �ght and won and passed your tests, may [yet℄, he [believes, be℄ tradued and [he may yet℄ause your vitories to be undone and you to have to go through a similar initiation again. Thus, bemodest even in your own heart regarding your vitories and ever areful to keep them [to the gloryof God in Christ Jesus, my Son℄.I am ever your Mother and ever grateful that you appealed to my heart for my interession forthe unbenhing of our dear Morya. And I also speak for beloved Kuan Yin, whose gratitude has noend that you have also appealed to her heart for his unbenhing. Let it be, then, that now all ofthis momentum [of your prayers and derees℄ may be applied to the permanent God freedom of thisChurh and Community, to the violet ame breaking down all barriers.Let the tide be turned! Let the vitory be laimed!I AM always in my Eletroni Presene in this ourt and [I AM℄ with you when you but speak asingle Hail Mary as you walk from here to there.In the joy of all of the anient monasteries East and West and [of℄ the devotees who have giventheir hearts to the Divine Mother, I, Mary, tell you that there are those of etheri otaves whomay now walk through this property beause of the presene [of the℄ etheri [otave℄ strengthenedhere. And thus you will �nd many who walk arrying their rosary and reiting [their prayers andmantras℄ as their walking through these hills and through these areas does reinfore the Light [thatyou yourselves have invoked℄. Truly many reinforements are with you and that is why there is suha sense of Community.Beloved, the strong ame of Saint Germain you sense and now the very, very near presene ofEl Morya. I ask you, beloved, when you go elsewhere that is not the property of the ranh or ofGlastonbury to take note that though you may sense that there is less pressure of opposition [tothe Light you bear℄, you may also note that there is no oupation of that area by these [Asended℄Masters. And the absene of the sensing of the world onsiousness here is not merely beause ofthe high altitude or of your mantras. It is beause the aura of Gautama Buddha, of Saint Germain,of El Morya, of Maitreya, of Lanello, of Nada and so many others does oupy this land, this earth.17\Ye are the temple of the living God." I Cor. 3:16, 17; 6:19, 20; II Cor. 6:16.18The learing of the etheri body. Lanello, 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 8, pp. 54-56, 57-59, 60-61, 63-64, 67.421



Take note of it, beloved. Go within [your℄ heart as you must travel here and there and sense whatis the meaning of the great Eletroni Presene of these Masters oupying spae here and oupyingtime and you yourself walking through their auras, enveloped and sealed in that Light.Sometimes you are as hildren, taking for granted so great a sense of the Presene of God, andsometimes you are in suh attunement with it as to be in awe of the wonders of our God. I tell you,I am perpetually in awe of the wonders of our God and never take for granted eah blessed mirale.From the heart of our retreat at F�atima many souls of Light send greetings. They embrae youin the fellowship of Christ's love and they salute you in your vitory.Now the blessings be upon those who go to Spokane and upon the Messenger. Beloved ones, theMessenger is the Churh and the Churh is the Messenger. So is every hela the white stone19 inthat building. Remember that eah one of you is the living Churh and wherever you go there isthat Churh.This ditation by Mother Mary was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Sunday evening servie on Monday, August 14, 1989,upon the oasion of the elebration of Mother Mary's Asension Day (August 15) at the Royal TetonRanh, Park County, Montana. In the servie prior to the ditation the Messenger gave teahing onself-mastery through the balaned threefold ame using visualizations with the Cosmi Clok for thegiving of deree 20.03, \Balane the Threefold Flame in Me." The servie and ditation are availableon two 90-min. audioassettes, B89105-6. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yetimpliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Mother Mary's diretion for larity in thewritten word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

19White stone. Rev. 2:17. 422



Chapter 45Beloved Arhangel Mihael - November1, 1989 Vol. 32 No. 45 - Beloved Arhangel Mihael - November 1, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesIHail, Exalibur!I Alaim You as My ChelasOur Love Shall Conquer All!1989 Mihaelmas AddressHail, Exalibur!Hail, O Living Sword of Eternal Truth!Hail, Thou Septer of the Divine Mother,Thou Defender of the Woman and Her Seed!Hail, Exalibur! Hail, Legions of Light!And Hail, Keepers of the Flame of Faith on Earth![19-seond standing ovation. Congregation gives the �ats:℄[Hail, Arhangel Mihael! Hail, Arhangel Mihael!Hail, Arhangel Mihael! Hail, Arhangel Mihael!Hail, Arhangel Mihael! Hail, Arhangel Mihael!Hail, Arhangel Mihael! Hail, Arhangel Mihael!Hail, Arhangel Mihael! Hail, Arhangel Mihael!℄My beloved hearts of Light, I am grati�ed to tell you that there has not been a ompany ofLightbearers to so defend my Sword and Presene and Flame in many a entury. Therefore I alaimyou who have kept the ame of this Arhangel Mihael tape as my own helas this Mihaelmas!1[19-seond applause℄1Mihaelmas is the feast day of Saint Mihael the Arhangel, elebrated on September 29 in the Roman Catholiand Anglian hurhes. The festival is believed to have originated before the seventh entury with the ustom ofommemorating the dediation of a basilia to Saint Mihael near Rome. Many popular traditions developed toobserve the day, inluding the ustom in England of eating roast goose. The feast now jointly honors the ArhangelsMihael, Gabriel, and Raphael. 423



Therefore, hear me, ye slayers of the dragons of fear and doubt, ye who are worthy of the laborsof Herules and Amazonia! Hear me, beloved! It is a most unusual oasion when an Arhangel anlaim unasended helas of the will of God for his own.Therefore this is my Christmas in September. This is my Vitory. And this is my most gloriousday as eah and every one of you is for me a Christmas present beneath my tree. [16-seond applause℄Beloved hearts, I pray you will see me through to the end.Will you? [\Yes!"℄O beloved, I say to you that you have made astounding inroads into Death and Hell whereby thedemons do tremble before your spell of Light! And therefore, behold my shield, for it is in the handof a blue-lightning angel that does now stand before you, eah one. Reeive it, beloved. You havesword in one hand, physial, and shield in the etheri otave. Therefore with these two invoke myarmour and repeat the all day after day, day upon day.Beloved hearts, I have somewhat to speak to you of the assignment before us. Therefore be seatedand listen well. For I tell you that you have begun a journey spiraling up the greatest mountain ofthe world. Up that mountain you are spiraling as you have been willing to take on the labors ofHerules.And thus Herules did say to me this night, \Go forth! Anoint them. Let them kneel to reeivethe blessing of thy sword. Clothe them. Let them reeive Communion. For we would surely marhwith them on the morrow with the �erest of labors that ould be devised by anyone who has eversought the demise of Herules or his helas!"Thus, beloved, the Elohim of God is determined that you shall reinfore the mighty light of ourlegions and [that you℄ yourselves [shall℄ be reinfored [thereby℄. That Elohim [of the First Ray℄ doestherefore ome and the Seven. And they ome to give you those assignments whereby this worldmay be delivered of ertain inrements of karma and ertain manifestations of the fallen ones whosetime is up, and yet they have not hitherto been pried from their holes for want of suh vitorioussouls as yourselves who have ome forth with suh diligene to deliver those dynami derees.Blessed ones, the hannels [of Light℄ are being arved deeper and deeper into the astral plane witheah repetition of the Word.You have seured suh great gain!I summon you in the lists of the legions of Light and I tell you, when we are through this �ghtthe Seven Arhangels that ome under me now, inluding Uzziel,2 desire to have [their℄ very [own℄tape that they might also qualify you to be their helas. We begin at the beginning. And I havesaid to them, \I will not let these helas of the First Ray go until we have ful�lled the purpose ofthis twentieth entury! [For℄ we desire not to see the [Lightbearers of the world℄ entering into thetwenty-�rst entury unless [and until℄ ertain onditions [of Darkness, leftovers from the twentiethand prior enturies,℄ are removed from the planet."Therefore, God bless Herules in the physial and in the highest otaves, that he has paved the wayfor you - a path of initiation whereby in so summoning those labors you may reeive the initiationsof the twelve hierarhies of the Sun!Therefore I say to you now, I ome with my dispensation. And I am here to lear from you thisnight the burden and the weight of all ondemnation upon you, of all ritiism, of all judgment, ofall projetion of sandal and [the℄ attempt [of the sinister fore through their tools in embodiment℄to deny and to destroy the most noble of souls of Light.I say to one and all, shed this! We the hosts of Light ondemn none - nor those who have mademistakes nor those who have not. Therefore let my sons and daughters, who are the sons and2Arhangel Uzziel is the Arhangel of the Eighth Ray.424



daughters of Alpha, reeive this touh of the Sword [Exalibur℄ and know that this ondemnation isnot deserved by any.We have ome to perform this labor of Herules ourselves. We the hosts of the LORD pull therip ord this night and we enter the �ght with you. For you steadfast ones who have not feared tolabor and to labor and to labor, you have known great vitories unpreedented.Beloved ones, a tribute to Ray-O-Light and his legions of fearlessness ame, who have lothed youin that ray not only for the saving of the Churh and the Messenger but also to fortify you personallyand to ast out of you all fears and doubts!Therefore it is a momentous oasion and most propitious that Ray-O-Light himself should thisnight stand forth upon this platform with his legions of angels of fearlessness ame. And may youbehold their mighty swords of fearlessness ame, whih they plunge into the demons of doubt andfear.Blessed ones, you annot take a single step on the path of Maitreya's route of initiation unless youhave slayed these! And along with them let us bind despair, depression and gloom, beloved ones!Nothing is so bad that it annot be dissolved like a sugar ube in the violet transmuting ame.Therefore, my heroes, my heroines and those who have built this mighty temple of the Lord inthese shelters beneath the earth, even the Sangha of the Buddha beneath the rok, to you I say, youhave had the ourage to be obedient to Saint Germain and El Morya and to reeive the ridiule andthe sorn of those who annot fae the hallenges of Life or Death.Let it be known, beloved, that I, Arhangel Mihael, and many of the asended hosts have stoodby you when you have stuk to your guns and determined that you would indeed defend your life inthe physial/in the spiritual otaves no matter what fore or fore�eld would ome against you!Blessed ones, I praise you! I do not ondemn you. And therefore keep on keeping on, for you aredoing exatly what the LORD God Almighty has alled you to do! [16-seond applause℄I tell you, it is a shroud of Death and Hell that the world has sought to put upon this Communityworldwide and every member of it and this Royal Teton Ranh. My sword [of blue ame℄ does pikit up and on ontat this shroud of Death and Hell is dissolved.Blessed ones, remember to wield the sword that is now in your hand, for I, Arhangel Mihael,do dediate this [eremonial℄ sword this night that is upon this altar. As I hold it in my hand andas you see it as it is marked with my name, understand that when you wield it, my hand is plaedover your own and my Eletroni Presene is with you.Eah and every sword is thus dediated. May you use them and remember that you aomplish70 perent of that whih the Mother of the Flame aomplishes with my sharpened sword. Thereforelet them be blunt and let her omplete that ation at the altar. You an aomplish muh for yourVitory.The sword unused, beloved ones, is an opportunity lost.Therefore I trust that you will know that the more you wield the sword, the more those fallenones will take any opportunity at any hour of the day or night to approah to outsmart you. Andtherefore it is indeed a most instrutive hess game that we of the legions of the First Ray do playdaily in ation aross the margent of the world.I AM Arhangel Mihael and I ome with legions of Light ten times the number that I have omewith on any other oasion. For, beloved, you have earned it and you must know when you haveearned it. And you must know when you must work again, harder, to earn the next level of grae.Blessed ones, we deal with the hallenges of eah day. And this day we ome together to elebratethe Almighty God, his power, and that God-power that you �nd to be the antidote for the hallengethat is the �rst labor of Herules. 425



The hallenge, beloved, is to defeat the Luiferian ones [who enter℄ on the twelve o'lok line, whohave seized that power from you and who have used it literally to ontrol the world and to buildsuh arsenals of armaments as to defy all reason and to strike terror to the hearts of many - terror sogreat that they will not look or listen but will ridiule and ondemn those who do not fear to fae thepossibility of war, even as they do not fear to fae the great probability of peae and an age of peaeand an age of universal enlightenment and an age of freedom beause a people have sought their Godand determined to defend that freedom, to defend that peae, to defend that enlightenment!And so you are doing. And so keep on keeping on, beloved. For this battle will grow more intensewith more subtle mahinations of the fallen ones ere it is over. We shall see the vitory of this battlefully and �nally by the year 2001 as you keep steadfast [in your alling from God to defend the Faith℄.Do not weary, but pae yourselves, strengthen yourselves and see that you all for a stopover at[my retreat at℄ Ban� nightly on your way to the Royal Teton Retreat [at the Grand Teton℄ or theretreats of the Chohans.3 See that you all [for your souls and your four lower bodies℄ to be reharged[with Light℄.And see that you know the meaning of that moment in the day when you withdraw all energyfrom the fray and you ome to [the altar of God you have ereted where you are or to℄ this altar atthe Court of King Arthur, this altar of the Holy Grail [where℄ the Flame of the ark of the ovenant[is guarded by herubim℄, and you let pass into the Flame every worry and burden, and you kneeland you say your prayers and you invoke [the Light of the Holy of Holies℄ and you aÆrm [the nameof God℄ and you are one-pointed and your attention is upon your I AM Presene and you see mestanding before you, beloved. And I shall anoint you again and again and again and renew yourfores.Blessed ones, the key to the vitory is to have an interval in eah twenty-four-hour yle whereyou break the spell of doom and gloom [projeted from the astral plane and the untransmuted astralbody℄ and [you break the spell of the℄ problems [of℄ the entire astral irle. Let it be broken, beloved.Take the trouble to pass by [the altar of God℄. Take the trouble to stand before this I AM Preseneand [to℄ bow to the Mother of the World in the persons of [Mother℄ Mary and Kuan Yin4 and allwho so nobly interede for you in their divine oÆe of the Feminine Ray.You break the spell of the seed of the Wiked [One℄; yet they desire, beloved, to keep you goinground and round and round [on a treadmill℄ in the twenty-four-hour yles until the momentums ofworld haos wind round about you tighter and tighter, as though you were aught in the spell oftheir own maypole dane, whih they would dane around you until you are now ompletely boundto the enter pole of their manipulation. I say, break the spell and do it with your sword [of blueame℄, with your [hearts℄ o'�re and with the osmi ross of Almighty God that is now upon you.Blessed ones, we deal with realities. We deal with hallenges. We deal with the attempts of thefallen ones to ensnare our best servants in those ats, those shemes, those manifestations that wouldsurely bring upon them and upon their house that Divine Justie.But why do we live, beloved? We live to see eah and every one of you attain resolution [by DivineJustie℄. We have but one goal in sight for you. It is the vitory of the asension. Therefore whateverit takes, we will bow to [the law at℄ that level and assist you to deal with that karma. And you mustunderstand that all things must ome to resolution and there annot be transmutation without theful�lling of the law of Divine Justie.Therefore invoke Divine Justie, whih is just, whih is kind, whih is meriful and whih doessuÆe to liberate you from ages-long momentums of darkness in whih you have weaved for yourselves3See vol. 32 no. 22, p. 250 nn. 6, 7.4A 4'8" statue of Mother Mary representing her seond F�atima appearane, known as the Immaulate Heart statue,and a 5'3\ golden statue of the Goddess of Mery, Kuan Yin, stand on the altar in King Arthur's Court at the RoyalTeton Ranh. See 1988 PoW, vol. 40, pp. 341 n. 14; no. 60, p. 480 n. 11.426



many a tangled web. And I trust this web shall be the last, beloved, and that you will be so wise,wiser than the serpents who were the fallen angels of Jophiel's bands. Blessed hearts, they ever seekto entrap and to ensnare, and we ever seek to ut you free.Empower us by your faith, your trust, your loyalty and, above all, by the ame of the Spirit [ofyour I AM Presene, whih is℄ the ame of the Holy Spirit, and a true desire for spirituality. Someyet retain the arnal mind and go after the things of the world in a mental sort of way and do notlear the lutter of the mental body to in�ll it or have it in�lled with vials of Seven Arhangels thatare not vials of judgment but vials of the seven rays whereby your onsiousness an ontain theSpirit of the living God.Know, then, that to stand and to still stand upon this plae of this altar does require somethingof this Messenger that you have not omprehended, nor have you ever truly omprehended the foresthat assail this very spot and our oming and our speaking to deliver to you and into this world ofform the mighty light of heaven that is indeed your salvation.Therefore, as you approah this plae nearer and nearer in the rows of this ongregation, so youare moving toward tighter and tighter initiations and �ery oils. Blessed ones, to stand and still standat your appointed plae among the knights and ladies of Camelot, this is ourage, this is honor, thisis strength, this is trustworthiness. Be willing, beloved, to take your position and to defeat everyfoe that assails it, [even as the Messenger must invoke our legions to defeat the foes that assail herposition℄.Therefore we ome to the hour at the onlusion of many thousands of years when this Flame ofthe ark of the ovenant must be defended. And it an be defended, therefore, by the [spiritual℄ sword[superimposed over its physial ounterpart and℄ by the physial presene of the Mother Flame inthe Messenger and in you all.Know, then, beloved, that when this Flame is as bright as it is, as you have ahieved that brightnessby the multipliation [fator℄ of your own heart �re, then that whih assails [the Flame and the Flame-bearer℄ is the very Evil inarnate of Death and Hell that omes even from other systems of worlds,omes by spaeraft, omes by [any℄ means; but ome it [does and ome it℄ shall. [As Jesus said,\Woe unto the world beause of o�enes! for it must needs be that o�enes ome; but woe to thatman by whom the o�ene ometh!"5℄For this Flame upon this altar in this ourt and in your hearts, beloved, has beome the hallengeto many lifewaves far beyond this planetary system who are ommitted to Darkness. Thus I tell you[that℄ when I ask you, \Will you see [the battle℄ through to the end and see me through to the end?"[I know whereof I speak and I desire you to know whereof I speak℄.This yle has begun. There is no turning bak. You are already part[way℄ up the mountain andyou must keep on keeping on. And the Vitory you shall have, if you shall ontinue and not faintand not be weary and not doubt and not fear when all does ome upon you as attak against thisCommunity. [And℄ you will see, beloved, suh a vitory of the age, suh a gift to Saint Germain,suh a wondrous manifestation that we have longed for for many, many enturies.And we have known, beloved, that this ould not be aomplished until suh as you might be inembodiment. And I say, not you partiularly but suh as you, those like you, those who have beomefed up of their human reation after many long enturies and will to be the embodiment of God uponearth, truly the embodiment of Arhangel Mihael.And this is my o�ering in this hour, beloved. For where you would embody even a substane ofmy Presene, even a feather of my wing, even a point of my sword, you will know the eletrifyingLight of my Eletroni Presene and you will feel your God, your I AM Presene, magnetized bythat portion of myself that you do indeed begin to embody as my derees are on your lips.5Matt. 18:7. 427



Blessed hearts, I would raise you to my level; and to do this, I would desend to your level. Andwe meet in the heart of the Divine Mother. We meet in the heart of the Christ. Therefore, I sayto you, no matter what the task, the hallenge, the assignment, do not walk away from it until youhave throughly attained your Vitory, throughly attained it, I say. Get the vitory over every aspetof the hallenge that does bring out the worst in you. And when the worst is brought out, beloved,there is no more of the worst to bring out and therefore [the next℄ hallenge [and the next and thenext an only℄ bring out the best in you! [11-seond applause℄Let there not be shame on the part of anyone in this Community worldwide for any ations ordisiplines or penanes. Beloved ones, all that you go through is to that great and glorious day ofdeliverane and resolution. Stik to the assignment, beloved. Invoke the mery ame! And I say,aept it and go on.It is neessary to sense your freedom and what the true and profound meaning of the gift of meryis - of forgiveness and of absolution. But then, beloved, one must go in profound humility for theGreat Interessor of Life, who has given you forgiveness whereby you may now, in Divine Justie andhonor, balane the karma you have made against Life, Community, the Sangha and the AlmightyGod.Know this, beloved: We would see you joyous in the midst of adversity and unafraid to fae [today℄the weaknesses in harater, in mind, in presene; for those hinks in the armour ould, later on downthe line, be your undoing. But this day you have the opportunity to overome. Therefore, let [theera of℄ denial be past and let the Truth be faed by you. And be humble, beloved, for it is only bythe mighty interession of the Great White Brotherhood that many of you are here this night. Manyof you are sponsored by more than one Asended Master or angel beause it is at that moment of therising or the setting that the sun shines brightest. And in that piering light of that sun, beloved,you know that the extraordinary manifestation of God has delivered you to �ll in the gaps, �ll in theholes, �ll in the disrepanies, �ll in the absenes, and [to℄ do it one by one systematially.We are the builders. We are the arhitets. We are the engineers. We are the Mind of God inmanifestation where you are. And we are absolutely determined that you will pass your tests ofthese twelve years, mitigating world karma [by perpetual prayer in the violet ame and℄ bringing tojudgment the seed of the Wiked [One by your e�etual alls to the Seven Arhangels℄!Therefore let your Light shine! Let it rise on the altar of being! I say to you, beloved, beome anintense presene of the Holy One of God, even your I AM THAT I AM, and sinerely seek a pathof spiritualization of being. Now is the time when the eletromagneti �eld of an Arhangel andemagnetize from you those desires that pull you down in[to℄ the astral plane by attahments andother onditions [of your psyhology℄ that you simply have not leared out. Clear them out, I say.For the Great Central Sun Magnet does assist you, for those fourteen-month yles of Serapis Bey,6they assist you also.It is a moment when you an ahieve great gain. If enough of the Lightbearers of the earth donot take advantage of this moment in the most intense and loving way, I fear, beloved, to tell youthe onsequenes. And the onsequenes are that the Opportunity shall be withdrawn and you willome to know what it is to eke out even a morsel of spiritual light by the sweat of the brow and thetoil thereof.7It is for the Lightbearers of the earth who have seized the siene of the spoken Word in manyways that the open door of the Great White Brotherhood remains open. Know, then, beloved, thatas it does remain open, it does require of those who are holding it open a greater and greater level ofattainment and self-mastery. For, you see, Life is progressive; and as you stand to hold that doorwayopen, you must defeat the fores that would shut it and would prevent the little ones from passing6See vol. 32 no. 38, p. 536 n. 2.7Gen. 3:19. 428



through.8Those initiations grow more hallenging day by day until you have that ultimate Vitory on thetwelve lines of your Cosmi Clok. Do you see, beloved? By your very vitories you are given greaterhallenges. And before the oming of the reent hallenges and trials to this Community, therehad not been so great a [deree℄ e�ort [on the part of the student body worldwide℄ that we ouldplae before you the opportunity for the learing by our hosts of the LORD at your ommand andinvoation of so many thousands and millions of fallen ones [out of the astral plane℄.Beloved hearts, this is indeed unpreedented in thousands of years sine the destrution of Atlantisand Lemuria by these [very℄ fallen ones, [who are now remanded to their �nal judgment at the Courtof the Sared Fire on the God Star, Sirius℄. And I tell you, the mighty shout and the ry of ourpeople unto our God9 is restoring in the earth those anient plaes where the seed of Sanat Kumaradid gather and did perform [invoations to the Word and Brahman℄ as you do in this hour.Therefore have a sense of o-measurement of your importane to the Brotherhood and simultane-ously be profoundly humble. It is so neessary when one evaluates one's true self-worth for one tobe profoundly humble for that God Presene who has ordained it.Blessed ones, there is no more important ativity taking plae on this planet than your standfor Truth, than your dynami derees, than your ontinuing to put forth the message of warning toyour ompatriots nation by nation of the threatening woes that should ome [as the result of the℄onfrontation of the superpowers.Blessed ones, as Morya has said, they ontinue and they ontinue and they ontinue and they arerelentless. For they are on their own death marh. They are marhing to the drumbeat of Death,and Death is their end. Therefore they have but one goal, to enter [the West℄ as the spoilers of alltime to destroy what Saint Germain and his hearts of Light and helas have built in reent enturies.Blessed ones, we desire this Community to be the violet-�re phoenix bird that does rise out of theashes of [earth's℄ Death and Hell to reate a new order and a new ivilization!We the Seven Arhangels are up to it. Are you? [\Yes!"℄Beloved ones, you an ount on us. We are at your side. And we are vitorious with you. Nowmeet the foe and meet the hallenge! Meet the trial! Meet the perseution! Meet all manner of thatwhih they would put upon you and our best servants!For better than ye, beloved, have su�ered more greatly.Will you not even taste the up of the Last Supper when he said, \I shall not drink [heneforthof this fruit of the vine until that day when℄ I drink it new with you in my Father's kingdom"?10Thus, the up of sorrows preedes the up of joy.But remember, every line that is gained, every vitory won, every lesson learned, that is what thepath of the Great White Brotherhood is all about! That is the priority of your Father Alpha, whowants you Home! Your Father and your Mother want you Home, beloved! Know that you are lovedand loved and loved in the ourts of heaven. And therefore separate yourselves from the antipathiesof human parents and human assoiations that have failed you, disappointed you, betrayed you.Separate yourself from that psyhologial onditioning of the fallen ones that has sought to makeyou the vitim of the doom and gloom of an anient karma.Some of you are sraping the bottom of the barrel of your karma even now. You are at the worstof it, beloved, and you will soon see the Light. Others are just beginning to understand this �ght8Them that were entering in ye hindered. Matt. 23:13; Luke 11:52; Mal. 2:7, 8.9Cry unto God. I Sam. 7:8; I Kings 8:28; II Chron. 6:19; Pss. 5:2, 3; 17:1; 18:6; 28:1, 2; 34:15, 17; 47:1; 55:17;56:9; 57:2; 86:3; 107:19, 28; 141:1; Isa. 19:20; Joel 1:19; Jon. 3:8.10Matt. 26:29; Mark 14:25; Luke 22:18. 429



with the dweller[-on-the-threshold℄11 and their own karmi substane. It doesn't matter, beloved,whether you have a pek or a grain or a bushel. Whatever it is, our God is able and we stand withyou.Therefore hange your perspetive! Change your vision! And look at these hallenges as themeans to your Vitory and trust your God that those things that ome upon you are surely for thesharpening of your swords and the testing of your mettle.Greet them, then, beause they have purpose. Therefore greet the bad weather with a determi-nation to God-mastery to defeat it. Greet every hallenge on the 360 degrees of your astrology withthat same wondrous sense:This hallenge is upon me this day, for this my beloved Father Alpha, this my beloved MotherOmega has sent to me for my swift growth and liberation from all toil of karma of this world.I aept the hallenge in the name of Arhangel Mihael!I aept the hallenge in the name of Arhangel Mihael![Congregation aÆrms with Arhangel Mihael:℄I aept the hallenge in the name of Arhangel Mihael!Therefore, beloved, you then say,And I defeat the adversary of my Christhoodin the name of Arhangel Mihael![Congregation aÆrms with Arhangel Mihael:℄And I defeat the adversary of my Christhoodin the name of Arhangel Mihael!And I defeat the adversary of my Christhoodin the name of Arhangel Mihael!And I defeat the adversary of my Christhoodin the name of Arhangel Mihael!Therefore, beloved, do not rouh and pull your tatters about you when faing the hallenges ofthe fallen ones. But step forth in my armour. Bear my sword and shield, if you will. In fat, be myarmour-bearer if you an.Thus, beloved, I seal you in the greatest love that the world has ever known, the love of ourFather-Mother God, the love of our hearts as one. This Love, beloved, shall onquer all!In the name of my son Miah, therefore remember the banner of Unity. For all your strength issurely in your union with your Mighty I AM Presene, with your Holy Christ Self and, on that basis,with one another.I seal you with my sword and I invite you to partake of the Communion of the Body and Blood ofthe Cosmi Christ, who does stand before you now. Therefore, having onfessed your sins [to yourGod℄ this night, reeive, then, the Body and Blood of Alpha and Omega and go forth, beloved. Forwe have this world to onquer, other worlds to onquer, and new worlds to bring into manifestation.Arhitets of the destiny of the future, I summon you to my ounil table and my grand hall atBan�. I will see you later.[22-seond applause℄11See vol. 32 no. 18, p. 200 n. 2. 430



This ditation by Arhangel Mihael was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Mihaelmas servie, September 29, 1989,during The 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Availablewith the ditation of Cuzo on 90-min. audioassette B89110. [N.B. Braketed material denoteswords unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Arhangel Mihael'sdiretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearlsof Wisdom.
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Chapter 46Beloved Cuzo - November 2, 1989Vol. 32 No. 46 - Beloved Cuzo - November 2, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesIIThe Answer to Your CallLove Is the Key to the Solution of Every ProblemO My God, I AM Real!Be ye therefore transported into otaves of Light. Let there be a surease from all trouble andburden unto the Lightbearers of the earth.I, Cuzo, with the Lord God Surya ome to you in this hour, therefore, to raise you to thoseotaves of Light that are not reserved for the hour of your soul's transition but are rather reservedfor those who faithfully keep the Flame and [thus℄ earn that reward that is truly the grae of God -to be taken to those etheri ities and temples of Light and on this night, beloved, to a very speialplae where Surya and I do preside.We therefore desire that you should ome to this plae to bask in an energy �eld that shall gentlyand softly remove from you the burdens and the are of stress and of dealing on the front lines ofthe battle of Armageddon that has long been engaged.Thus, beloved, the fores of Light do express their appreiation to you who exerise with onsid-erable adeptship the siene of the spoken Word. For by that empowerment [that℄ you give to us, wemay also empower some of our best servants and your sisters and brothers and twin ames aross theearth who have as yet not ontated this great means for world transmutation and yet have plaedthemselves in extraordinarily dangerous situations.Blessed ones, as you keep the Flame, [sometimes℄ wondering if you should be engaged hitherand yon in auses of freedom or soial auses, [you should know,℄ and thus I tell you, [that℄ foreveryone who is here thousands of those who are your peers and some [having℄ greater [attainmentthan yourselves℄ are empowered by us through the energy you have released to do many good worksfor ivilization and to hold bak the enroahments of darkness and ignorane and prejudie and warand attaks on the eonomy.Thus, beloved, sine you have mastered to a ertain extent, and [in some ases to℄ a very greatextent, [the℄ siene of invoation that is taught to you by Lanello at inner levels and by myself, youbeome keys1 in the arh of being. And [the℄ key itself that [is beome the℄ keystone of the arh1key: that whih ompletes or holds together the parts of any fabri; espeially the keystone of an arh, whih byits position and wedged form loks the other stones and holds together the struture.433



is indeed the Word. For without the Word was not anything made that was made. And withoutthe Word was not anything preserved that is preserved. And without the Word is not anythingtransmuted or destroyed [i.e., disintegrated,℄ beloved.2Therefore, know that the Word of God that does manifest in you and that you may now feel inyour body temples by the e�orts you have put forth in these two days (that tingling [sensation℄ ofthe light) is [given to you℄ that you might know that the angel of the Word of God is ome unto youand [that℄ the gratitude of the heavenly hosts as well as [that of℄ unasended lifestreams throughoutthis Matter osmos is sent to you as a great love.And thus, as you hear the waves of the sea upon the shore of life and of earth, you are transportedto that magni�ent sea on the God Star, your Home. You reall that there [on℄ Sirius [that℄ waveof Light and of the sea does ome upon the shore in the most magni�ent plae that you ould everoneive. Thus your longing for Home is very great; but you have hosen to sojourn here on thisdarkened star, for many that you have loved long are here. [And℄ your love for God is great and tobe the resuers of those who are of God is your alling.Therefore, beloved ones, you an see that those of you who write to the Messenger to say, \ShallI do this? Shall I do that?" [must℄ reognize that no matter how talented you are or what yourprofessional bakground, there omes a time in [the℄ life [of a hela℄ when you must pursue adeptshipon the Sixth Ray. And remember the work of beloved Nada, who herself had great talent but whodid take the tutoring of Charity, the beloved twin ame of Chamuel, and remained anonymous anddid not hoose a areer [of her own℄ but kept the Flame and pratied this [Sixth Ray℄ siene [ofbeing her brother's keeper; and therefore℄ she did allow her brothers and sisters to beome prominentin their �elds of servie.3You must remember, beloved, that there does ome a time when, having ful�lled a stint on theother six rays, without the ame of Nada, of ministration and servie, [you will �nd℄ your CausalBody [to℄ be laking in the deep blue-purple and the gold rays, eked with the ruby that truly is theRuby Ray and the ruby stone. Blessed ones, therefore onsider how many thousands [of lifestreams℄upon earth (and even more as your adeptship inreases) and even on other planetary homes andsystems may arry on a karma that for them must be physial, must be in the working of the works[of God℄ in their respetive spheres [beause you keep the Flame℄.When you keep that Flame you beome the enter of a maypole [with blue, yellow and pinkribbons of Light extending from your heart to the hearts of those who depend on your sustainingalls to omplete their divine plan - ℄even as Gautama Buddha does keep the threefold ame [andmaintain a thread of ontat from his heart to every℄ lifestream [evolving℄ upon this planetary home.[This is the responsibility, the Dharma, of one who holds the oÆe of Lord of the World.℄What if Gautama Buddha reasoned in himself that he had a greater alling [on℄ some otherplanetary body or galaxy and suddenly he stood [up℄ from his seat in the lotus [throne in his etheriretreat℄ over the Gobi Desert or in the Western Shamballa and began to walk [away℄ from earth [forparts unknown℄? And as he would walk away that thread of ontat would [streth to℄ its limit likea rope or a life-sustaining tube; and suddenly it would break. And all evolutions on this planetaryhome would immediately know just how great a perentage of that threefold ame and their verylife had been sustained by this Lord of the World.Yet [Lord Gautama℄ remains seated in the lotus [posture℄, meditating upon that Light in everyheart and seeing to it that enough light, and not too muh to overdo and not too little [to undo℄, issustained [on behalf of every living soul whom God hath made℄.And when individuals are out of sorts and [ontinually℄ misqualifying energy, that light [that ows2John 1:1-3.3See Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Lords of the Seven Rays: Mirror of Consiousness, Book One,pp. 218-19. 434



from their I AM Presene over the rystal ord4℄ must be redued for their own protetion. And this,in one sense of the word, beloved, is the meaning of the redution of the rystal ord.For it is the great protetion of Almighty God that when [there are℄ those [who℄ make a horrendouskarma by the misuse of the light of the rystal ord, God does (either for a season or, if they do notlearn their lessons, permanently in that life) redue the [quantity of℄ light owing over the rystalord [so℄ that they will have less energy to misqualify and make less karma and therefore [be given℄another opportunity [in℄ another round [(lifetime)℄ to be eduated under the members of our bands[as to the righteous use of God's laws and God's energy℄. As you know, this is why the life span, [inother words, the rystal ord,℄ of the lifewaves of the earth was shortened to threesore and ten,5 forthere was so muh misuse of the sared �re and so muh negative karma being reated.Understand that you have been given the opportunity through [the℄ dispensation o�ered this yearwhereby there ould be an inrease of [your℄ rystal ord and therefore an extension of your life span.And this [dispensation is given on an individual basis℄ for meritorious servie.And there is none so great in this hour as [the one who walks in℄ imitation of the path of theBuddha. [For thereby℄ when there are [mere℄ moments left [on℄ the Cosmi Clok6 in this era andthis two-thousand-year period of earth's history [and℄ there is not suÆient opportunity to ontatsouls of Light and to initiate them in the siene of the spoken Word, you may serve a twofoldpurpose: [you may℄ balane the rings of your Causal Body [by taking your initiations℄ on the SixthRay of ministration [and℄ servie, and in [so doing you may℄ take your stand for those who need thattransfusion [of℄ light, need that tube of light, need that violet ame, need the ylinder of blue ame,need the tie to the God Star that you have even established [from your hearts to ours℄ and that hasbeen established at this altar as the divine interhange between ourselves and Astrea and Purity.7Thus the osillation of light from [our altar on℄ the God Star to this altar [on earth℄ is real, beloved.And that manifestation does empower many to take their stand against fores of [the℄ Evil [One℄.It is time to onsider [and reonsider℄ how one will spend this lifetime, these weeks, these monthsand these years ahead. And one must understand that one does not dwell in a vauum and thatwhen one lives at the end of an age when yles are in a state of disintegration and deay, as theyare in this hour, it is no time to thrust forth with new yles and new building and new ventures.For when disintegration is ongoing in the planetary body, it is time to yle within.Thus the Five Dhyani Buddhas have ome to you. Thus Kuan Yin has ome and Mother Mary.And you understand the great need for [the soul to℄ retire to the seret hamber of the heart. Andthat does ring true, beloved, [aording to the law of orrespondene,℄ onsidering the Heart of theInner Retreat and the seret hambers that you have built therein. And thus there is ertainly aorrelation between the initiation of going into the heart of one's own Eighth Ray hakra, there tobow before the Lord of the World and to reeive that initiation and to balane the threefold ame,and the establishment of a stupa8 that is in the earth rather than on the surfae.You have been told that highly evolved beings live at the enter of the earth. Beloved, why doyou think they have retired there? They have retired there beause they yet have a karma withthis evolution [that lives on earth's surfae℄; and some of them are not able to balane [their℄ karmawith this evolution until ertain periods of history [ome again℄ when [spei�℄ lifestreams shall bein embodiment, when ivilization [shall℄ have [again℄ reahed a ertain level that [allows them to℄ gobak to the plae where they left o� in that [servie℄ whih they are to bestow upon the planetary4Crystal ord, also known as the silver ord. Eles. 12:6, 7; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Climbthe Highest Mountain, 2d ed., pp. 279-84; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 35, pp. 499-500; 1984 PoW, vol. 27 no. 56, p. 491.5Ps. 90:10.6See vol. 32 no. 38, p. 537 n. 2.7See vol. 32 no. 18, pp. 197, 200; no. 19, pp. 204, 205, 207-8, 214.8A stupa (literally \hair knot") was originally a monument ereted over the relis of Gautama Buddha and othergreat saints. [11℄ 435



home.Thus they had suÆient attainment and suÆient light. And some of them under the \old dis-pensation"9 have balaned 92 perent of their karma, 87 perent, 73. [Yet their mission was notaomplished.℄ And these lifestreams have ontinued to evolve and [to℄ form [through their devotion℄rings of light [from their Causal Bodies℄ around the Buddha of the Ruby Ray, who until reently hasheld ourt in the enter of earth.10 But in answer to the all of the Keepers of the Flame, that onehas literally walked step by step from the enter of the earth to be present in your Community andto assist you in dealing with the [negative℄ fores at hand.Beloved ones, therefore I reommend to you that [you℄ reognize, for the purposes of balaningkarma and of dealing with the realities of that karma in this Dark Cyle of the Kali Yuga,11 howmuh good karma you an make [while there is yet time℄ by making your [daily℄ derees the enterof your life [for the aomplishment of your mission℄.I ome, then, to give you the vision; and that vision is that you might see how many thousands ofsouls an [and are℄ arrying on [with their dharma℄ beause you keep the Flame in the heart of thenorthern Rokies. And as [you invoke℄ that light, [beause it℄ is stored in the heart of the mountains,beause it is stored in the waters and in the elements that are beneath the earth, and beause it isstored in the [reeks and the rivers℄ themselves, there is indeed established here in the earth, youunderstand, those pokets of the Ruby Ray that an [and do℄ respond instantly in answer to yourall for the dissolution of all that would move against this Community of Light.Therefore, beloved, we are taking you this night to that very speial plae prepared so that youan reeive a rest, so that your four lower bodies and your organs and your hakras may feel thepeae [that omes from℄ the divine polarity of Alpha and Omega. You might all this an R and R inthe midst of the battle. And all of you need it, whether you reognize it or not.Blessed ones, there is surease from the labors of Herules, but those labors are not �nisheduntil they are �nished. And therefore please do not hoose your own [timetables for℄ vaations andwithdrawals from your projets but understand that we are projet-oriented, and therefore you mustsummon that resurreting energy and that light [from your Mighty I AM Presene to omplete yourspirals℄. You must pae yourselves. You must eat well, sleep well, exerise well, but above all all toSurya and Cuzo to be taken at night [in your �ner bodies℄ for that reharge, for that realignment,for that restoration. And [you must℄ relieve [yourselves℄ in this hour, beloved, [of℄ the fear and doubtand the momentums of [stress, even℄ as you are relieved of [them by our angels℄.Blessed hearts, keep on keeping on; for you are engaged in a labor in this hour [that is℄ not unlikethose of Herules. And I an tell you from the akashi reords that this one (when he determinedthat he must pay a profound penane for the grievous burdens that in a �t of rage he plaed uponthe lifestreams of his own family) determined that he would not stop until he was �nished. Andthere was a passion [born of his soul's need for resolution and for divine absolution℄; and the passionin his heart was the passion of Divine Love. It was the passion of the Ruby Ray that he would goforth and perform these labors [to fully and �nally balane his karma and pass his initiations underthe twelve hierarhies of the Sun℄.Beloved ones, [that one alled Herules℄ was a magni�ent physial speimen. But far beyond the9Prior to the twentieth entury and the sponsorship of Saint Germain and Portia, the evolutions of planet earthwere under the \old dispensation," whih required that individuals balane 100 perent of their karma in order toasend; under the new dispensation individuals may asend after balaning 51 perent of their karma. They maybalane the remainder from etheri otaves. See Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahingsof Jesus II, p. 566 n. 56; Serapis Bey, 1973 PoW, vol. 16 no. 13, pp. 54-55; glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy,s.v. \Asended Master."10Buddha of the Ruby Ray. See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 6, p. 57; no. 69, pp. 535-38; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 3, pp.25-26; 1986 PoW, vol. 29 no. 73, pp. 633-34, 636.11See vol. 32 no. 2, p. 34 n. 3. 436



physial he was empowered by his own Great Causal Body and the Causal Body of Elohim, and thatempowerment ame by Love.Remember this, beloved - the only empowerment you an reeive on the path of initiation mustome to you by love itself, a love that you have already garnered in your heart and demonstratedagainst all odds [even℄ when it appeared to you that an individual was simply no longer worthy ofyour love, having betrayed your trust. Blessed ones, it is in that hour that you are tested [to see if℄you an love and love again the friend, the fellow servant or those in the world who have tried butwho have fallen beneath the ross of personal karma; [it is in that hour that your love must be foundto be tried and true℄.Blessed hearts, that love whih is able to love in the fae of all adversity, that is the love of whihwe speak. [That is the love that merits empowerment - whereby your love is mathed and multipliedby the powers of the hierarhies above℄. That is the sweet love of the Sweet One above12 and thelove of Maitreya, whose emblem is kindness13 - that kindness that does hampion the vitory of thesoul.Thus, blessed ones, I ome to you in an hour of earth hanges indeed.14 And I ome to you toremind you that all elemental life ount on those who deree for their [blue-ame℄ protetion, fortheir [violet-ame℄ blessing. And many of them are burdened [by the pollutions and the weight ofplanetary karma℄ far beyond that whih you an imagine. Some of them are hopeless. They arebowed down and they are not able to respond with alarity to the ommands that are pulsated tothem through their hierarhs from our retreat.15We are onerned lest elemental life will not be able to do the job that needs to [be done℄ for theLightbearers in time of atalysm or alamity or the disturbanes in the earth that [are℄ produedby war or by the [pouring out by the Seven Arhangels of the vials of the seven℄ last plagues16 or theride of the Four Horsemen17 or the �nal ulmination of the desent of the karma of this 25,800-yearspiral.Blessed ones, will you understand, then, that these elementals are not asended [beings and thatthey do not have a threefold ame℄; and not all of them have a great deal of God-mastery. And theyare burdened by the astral body of the planet and the astral body of the people. They are even moreburdened [(if it were possible)℄ by the pollutions in the physial [earth℄ itself, [the disturbanes inthe eosystem, and the rape of Mother Earth℄.Therefore understand that you annot have a full and �nal vitory in this twelve-year yle unlessyou pay attention to the elementals and give to them the violet ame and the protetion [of theheavenly hosts℄ they need. For they are your o-workers in the earth body itself. [But when you dogive them attention and interede for them,℄ then the gnomes work side by side with you and thesylphs and the undines and the �ery salamanders.But they are subjet to horrendous fores, beloved ones, and some of them have been entrapped byblak magiians to be in their servie. And therefore those who have been loked in by mortal ursingsand hexes to the servie of the fallen ones do move against the other elementals whose allegiane isto the Light; and yet the Lightbearers of the earth know not how to all for the protetion [of the12See vol. 32 no. 39, pp. 549-50.13See vol. 32 no. 37, p. 530 n. 2.14On Otober 17, 1989, at 5:04 p.m., 17 days after Cuzo stated that it is \the hour of earth hanges," an earthquakemeasuring 7.1 on the Rihter sale struk the San Franiso Bay area. [12℄15The retreat of the Asended Master Cuzo at Viti Levu in the Fiji Islands in the South Pai� is dediated tothe holding of the balane of the fores in the earth, inluding the adjustment of the earth to the weight of karmie�uvia and the guarding of the earth on its axis and in orbit; advaned tehnology, inluding omputers and sienti�instruments, are used by the Asended Masters who serve with Cuzo. See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 5, p. 54 n. 1.16Rev. 15:1, 5-8; 16:1-12, 17-21. Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Vials of the Seven Last Plagues: The Judgment ofAlmighty God Delivered by the Seven Arhangels.17See vol. 32 no. 32, p. 472 n. 8. 437



elementals℄ and how to give them [God's℄ love [through℄ their hakras.Thus, beloved ones, do not underestimate the power of elemental life who serve under the FourCosmi Fores [and℄ the Elohim, who govern all of the Matter osmos. The Elohim must step downthe energies of �re, air, water and earth as you use them in your daily life and servie and in asurvival situation, and they must pass them to you through these blessed beings of the elements.Thus it has not been long [sine℄ the elementals were summoned to this altar [by℄ their hierarhsto reeive violet ame transmutation, to reeive a new infusion of hope where they had lost all hope,beloved. And in their sorrow at seeing what is happening to the earth and what is oming upon theearth, they had all but given up; [for they ould not see℄ that [there℄ was any use to try. And so yousee, they very easily take on the thoughts and the feelings of mankind who in their own subonsioushave the same [kinds℄ of thoughts and feelings.You have many elementals [serving at the Royal Teton Ranh℄ who have ome beause they loveyou and beause they love the Light and beause they respet your devotion to God and they respetthe hierarhs under whom you serve. Thus this plae is literally rawling with elementals, beloved.And you would therefore do well to remember that they are the very best of your friends. Andwhen they work together with the angeli hosts, there is no beating these armies of Light. And thusunderstand how important it is to give [elemental life℄ your very best [deree℄ attention.Sine you have reeived so many assignments [to make℄ so many alls for assistane and [sinethere are℄ so many areas for whih alls must be given, it only stands to reason that what shouldtake plae is an intensi�ation of the fervor of the release of the all whereby in a single invoationyou may literally work the mirales of beloved Merlin. And Saint Germain, who gladly plaes hisEletroni Presene over you, an immediately bring forth the alhemy of the violet ame [in answerto your all℄.[Your℄ sustained momentum of derees that does ontinue by the hour is [the kind of℄ momentumthat does give to the hosts of Light a tremendous energy and an authority from unasended lifestreamsto do their work of dealing with suh massive onslaughts against the Light of the earth [as war,atalysm, epidemi, famine, eonomi ollapse, et etera℄. But, beloved ones, the individual son ordaughter of God who does make the invoation of the heart, does make a true heart ontat [with hisMighty I AM Presene℄ and does reserve his heart as the plae of Divine Love and the plae whereGod does enter his temple - that one who makes that all out of his heart's devotion, beloved, doesreeive an instantaneous response from Almighty God.And therefore do not sigh and say to yourself, \I do not have time to deree." You do have time tomake the all beause the all is something that is given in idle seonds. And that one �at unto theLORD an give millions, and I say millions without exaggeration, of angels of the God Star, Sirius,the authority to enter into your world, your life, your organization, your Community and your planet[to help you meet℄ the need of the hour.Thus, do not think that in order to work hange you must [neessarily℄ \drone on" by the hour;[although there is a time and a plae for prayer vigils and deree marathons,℄ remember that theheartfelt oneness, that ontat with Christ's love that was demonstrated to you by your own belovedMark, that is the key whereby hange an be immediate [and whereby℄ the spirals that will bringabout [onstrutive℄ hange aording to the order of the [osmi℄ yles in the earth will immediatelyommene [by the power of the single �at made in God's name℄.And you must trust [this appliation of the siene of the spoken Word℄; [you must℄ trust themathematis of the law of that spiral, [even the golden ratio,℄ beloved, beause all things begin inthe white �re ore of the spiral, [the enter of the irle harted on the Cosmi Clok,℄ and proeed[from the dot in the enter℄ to emerge through the twelve o'lok line, whih is yet in the etheriotave even at the subonsious or superonsious levels.And thus [as with seeds germinating in the ground℄, you do not see the [early℄ beginnings of438



those hanges that are happening. And then they begin to break through on the mental belt [onthe three o'lok line℄ and then in the feeling world [on the six o'lok line℄, and one day the owerdoes ome forth in full blossom [on the nine o'lok line℄ and you reognize what a mighty work hasbeen wrought [when℄ a tiny seed that in itself is hardly big enough to be seen has beome the mostbeautiful ower of God's blossoming.Therefore know that every all that is given with profound love from the heart of the Son ofGod unto the Father is always answered. Every all is answered, beloved! But [often℄ there is agreat adjustment that must be made in your worlds, in your four lower bodies, [before the answer,aording to God's will, an beome physial℄. Some alls will not ome to fruition until you havebalaned ertain karma, reated a greater alignment of your hakras [with those of your Holy ChristSelf℄, and made ertain adjustments in your life [in your psyhology and in seeking and �nding themeriful heart℄.And thus [when℄ all things are working [toward℄ the [goal℄ of bringing to fruition the answer toyour all but [you see that℄ it is not quite manifesting physially, you are taught to look for the bloksto that manifestation. And you may �nd them in your analysis of the lines of the Clok and theprobing of your thoughts and feelings and [you may℄ see where you have somehow not paid the fullprie that the Law requires of you for suh a gift [as℄ you have requested. And withholding a partof the prie [of your lawful servie to God℄, beloved, an be the sole reason why there is not the fulland plenteous response to your all.Love is the key to [the℄ preipitation of supply, and a mighty love for God, a mighty love for the[Asended℄ Masters. Beloved ones, it is easier to love God in the Asended Masters than it is to love[God in℄ those imperfet [ones℄ who may be around you. And therefore if you diret your love onhigh and to the Brotherhood and [to℄ the angels, you may by and by so aelerate that love that youan love anyone upon earth. You an love them the way God loves them and you an support [theunfoldment of the Christ within℄ them.So love is an exerise, like a piano exerise, beloved. You must do your exerises of love daily. Youmust pratie love, pratie giving, pratie reeiving, pratie doing [ats of love℄, pratie servingwith Nada on the Sixth Ray. I see this as the all of the hour beause I see [the absene of the dailyritual of ministering to life℄ as the one lak that does prevent you from [the needful expansion of yourheart hakra℄ and [from℄ attaining adeptship on the other six rays.You may wonder at this, beloved ones, beause you are all engaged in servie. But the quality andthe measure of that servie is always [in its℄ endowment of love. You may work very hard, and thereare drones who work hard and there are drone bees and there are mehanization men and [womenand℄ robots who work day and night and twenty-four hours a day in fatories. And these [human andinhuman℄ mahines [may℄ perform [almost to perfetion℄ and produe [a standardized work produt℄,but they reeive [not the℄ karma [of a Christed one℄; for they [do not have the apaity, for want ofa threefold ame, to℄ endow their servie with [Divine℄ Love [or a living ame℄.So you may perform, beloved, [so you may go through the motions of your performane℄, but doyou give [from your heart℄ and [do you℄ transfer to persons or to the projet or to the ultimate goalof that servie a measure of [God's love, your℄ love [one,℄ that endows it with a ertain permanene,a ertain momentum [so℄ that [the spiral you initiate in℄ that servie will not stop but [will℄ irlethe earth, gathering more of its kind [and blessing all life℄?So you see, beloved, one man's work [of a℄ lifetime may not be [of℄ the same [quality℄ as another'swho worked side by side with him. One may have endowed [his℄ work with great love and anothermay have had only a sense of resentment against God that he had to toil in the earth to balane hiskarma. And all of his works [may have been℄ harged with that resentment, and now and again [theymay have been℄ harged with pride as he took pride in his own e�orts and failed to give [the℄ glory439



[of his aomplishment℄ to God.18Thus you see, the karma [for the same work℄ is [often not℄ the same, individual [by individual℄.And that is why one is taken into the otaves of Light and prepared for the asension and one is left19on the astral plane to ome round again and again to till the earth by the sweat of the brow untilthat one does learn to love that very earth, [to℄ love that very soil and [to love℄ the elementals whowork with him [as his helpers℄. Thus servie, beloved, is [measured℄ not [only℄ in what you do butwhat you [put into what you℄ do - and [most espeially aording to℄ how you endow [your servieto life℄ with that Divine Love ame.And if you would progress swiftly on the Path, you should take that moment to understand thatthe Lord loveth a heerful giver20 and that Chamuel and Charity are showing you daily by theHoly Spirit where is the greatest need, [what℄ is the greatest priority and what [an and℄ must beaomplished [with good heer℄.I, Cuzo, have ome to you, therefore, to let you know that not only [on℄ this night but on anyoasion when you feel the need, you must make the all to us to be taken to this plae of rest [wehave prepared for you℄ in the otaves of Light and to reeive truly that re-reation in God [that wedesire for you℄.Blessed ones, we bear with you in this hour. Know then [that we are at your side℄ and be steady,even as you are steady at the helm of Maitreya's ship as you ross the sea of samsara and [plowthrough℄ all of the hurrianes and the [astral℄ waves that assail you. It is an hour for steadiness inthe heart and for beholding [with one-pointed vision℄ the great light of God that awaits you.These hours, beloved, shall submit to the sared �re with [whih℄ I, Cuzo, pledge to infuse thisCommunity. These hours, beloved, shall reeive, therefore, the blessing of God, the vitory of God,and the divine resolution [that is possible for your souls in aord with your free will and youraeptane of my o�ering℄.May you keep steadfast and know that enduring unto the ful�llment of the Law21 is the requirementof the hour and that eah man must [give a℄ portion of his being, [and it shall be given again untohim [with℄ \good measure, pressed down and shaken [together and running over," as Jesus said,\for with the same measure that ye mete withal it shall be measured to you again. Therefore be yemeriful as your Father is also meriful. Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: ondemn not, and yeshall not be ondemned: forgive, and ye shall be forgiven."22 For℄ that whih is [your℄ harvest mustbe the net gain of truly loving and loving to set all life free.For God does measure eah soul and the quality of the soul by [the expression of℄ love. That lovemust be braed by true wisdom and a true exerise of the divine will [and℄ the divine power as freewill in ation. Thus know, beloved, that love alone is not suÆient but there must be [the admixtureof℄ Christ-intelligene and disrimination and that [pratial℄ up-and-doing attitude [as you applythis my formula for your Vitory℄.It is a moment that is a osmi interval. May you breathe deeply now and breathe in the �rebreath of God. [inhalation and exhalation℄All things ome to a stillness in the [return to the℄ enter of the atoms, the solar systems, theCentral Sun, that point of equipoise. It is that moment of stillness, beloved. Bask in it now.You are God-entered in the eye of a great vortex. This vortex of Light23 does surround thisSangha of the Buddha. Thus you are nestled in the enter. And at the periphery there is movement18The o�erings of Cain and Abel. Gen. 4:1-7.19One shall be taken and the other left. Matt. 24:40, 41; Luke 17:34-36.20II Cor. 9:7.21Blessed is the man that endureth temptation. See p. 257 n. 4.22Luke 6:38, 36, 37.23this vortex of God onsiousness 440



but at the enter all is stillness. [17-seond pause℄Now hear the hanting of Cosmi Beings who serve with Surya, with Cuzo. [8-seond pause℄The eye of this spiral nebula is a thousand miles aross. The Mystial Body of God are gatheredhere. Great hierarhs intone the Word that does eho in symmetry from side to side of this innereye, reating by sound alone a grid of light, a weaving of light rays into a perfet geometry.Know the Cosmi Egg and all that is inside. Know that thou art inside, thou who [doest℄ loveGod, his Law, his Will, and one another as Christ has loved you.24 Only those who love enter thisinterval. Love is the password and the key. Love is the means of passing through walls of light,impervious to those who have not love.Love is also the key whereby unasended initiates enter my retreat. Love is the key to the solution[of℄ every problem, love for your Mighty I AM Presene. Stay lose to your Mighty I AM Preseneand nothing an touh you. The maya may pass by and you may pass through it but this hath nottouhed you at all. For in the enter of your heart you aÆrm:O My God, I AM Real!O my God, I AM real. And thou alone art real where I AM. I AM thy Light that is real. I AMthy Love that is real. I AM thy Life that is real.O God, thou dost enter my heart moment by moment, drop by drop of light desending over myrystal ord. Therefore [I see that℄ eah drop now enlarged before me on the sreen of vision doesontain the Divine Image of the Mighty I AM Presene. God does enter my heart. A million timesa moment that Divine Image is ashing, ashing, ashing! And I behold thy Love, O God. I beholdthy Love.Come nigh to me, O God. I would ome nigh to thee. Enter my heart fully and truly, DivineImage by Divine Image until thou dost approah - thy Presene near, thy voie.O my God, thou art oming, oming to this temple thou hast wrought. O Mighty I AM Presene,ome, be with me; and when the up of my life is full take me utterly to thy Self.O my Mighty I AM Presene, I love but thee! I love but thee. I love but thee. Let thy love �resburn within my heart. Let me know that when the heart does not burn, I must pray and pray againto inrease that ame of �re of Love.I AM THAT I AM. No separation is. The Mystial Body of God is One. In the interval of theSun I know who I AM. I AM Real.And when this interval and sueeding intervals are done, I step forth from out the enter of thisSun one again, treading maya to �nd the souls aught in delusion, pearls of great prie25 for whoma prie has been paid by the Universal Christ.I have seen Reality. I AM Reality. I an a�ord to go forth in unreality another round and anotherround until my God does all me forever to the seret hamber of his heart and I am born anew, anasended Son of Light.I therefore go bak, go bak and bak. And with my diver's suit I plunge into the sea to gatherpearls, to protet them, to omfort them, to seal them in thy interval, O God, that is in the serethamber of my heart where [thy℄ threefold ame is sealed.O in that interval, O God, I now have the ame of thy Reality, thy Love. Thy Love that is myportion is my portion to give to those whom thou hast also loved who must know [thee℄ through mywitness.I AM the witness, O God. I go forth. I go forth.24Love one another, as I have loved you. John 13:34; 15:12.25Matt. 13:45, 46; Gospel of Thomas, logion 76; The Hymn of the Pearl.441



Send me, O God! For it is my reason for being to gather the pearls until none are left to satisfythe sea monsters and they must die for want of pearls to eat, to devour. I will snath them fromtheir jaws. I will arry home saks and bundles of pearls and lay them at thy feet.O my Father, O my Mother, Alpha and Omega,I AM oming Home.Thus you will �nd that this reitation, beloved, (o�ered by you [at the moment℄ you desire totake leave of your body to enter the otaves of Light and the plae we have prepared for yourrestoration) does establish the oordinates [of your soul's meshing℄ with the Dhyani Buddhas andKuan Yin, Padma Sambhava and the Vajrasattva whereby you may easily arrive at the plae [wehave prepared℄ and one there, easily absorb the grae that is our gift, the gift of Surya and Cuzo.With the sign of the osmi ross of peae of the Sixth Ray I seal you and I plae that ross ofpeae, golden, framed in blue-purple and eked with ruby as drops of ruby blood, in your aura atthis height and before you so that you may look up and behold the ross of Christ of the Sixth Rayand remember:Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends,26 his fellow helas,his twin ame, his God and the ause of freedom worlds without end.I bow before the hierarhs of Aquarius, Saint Germain and Portia. And I tell eah and every oneof you, if you would ahieve adeptship on the alhemy of the Seventh Ray and in the priesthood ofMelhizedek, pursue Nada and her Love. It is the shortest distane between your present levels andyour full God-mastery.Love is indeed this alhemial key.This ditation by Cuzo was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood ElizabethClare Prophet at the onlusion of the Saturday evening servie, September 30, 1989, during The12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. Available with theditation of Arhangel Mihael on 90-min. audioassette B89110. [N.B. Braketed material denoteswords unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Cuzo's diretion forlarity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

26John 15:13. 442



Chapter 47Beloved Herules - November 3, 1989Vol. 32 No. 47 - Beloved Herules - November 3, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesIIIWe Shall Carry Your BurdenGive Us the Word, We Shall Be There!Chelas of the First Ray of God's Holy Will:I AM, we are Herules and Amazonia! And I have ome to deliver my word to you! For I amjoyous in the great joy of Herules and Amazonia's great self-mastery manifest in the helas of thewill of God.Blessed ones, you remember that I did arry the burden of your ross of karma on my bak andthat this was onluded after a ertain fourteen-month yle. Thereafter I told you that only onthose days when you give full alls to me and to the will of God may I arry your burden.1Blessed ones, I have seen the plight of your lifestreams, your endeavors, and I have seen the workof your hands. I have seen the work as you have alled for the labors of Herules. I am profoundlypleased and honored that you should take up the ourse of these twelve initiations and be here thesetwelve days, and my own beloved Amazonia has also been profoundly moved.Seeing the burden on many in your desire to ahieve all things of the will of God, my Amazoniadid seek to seure the dispensation whereby we two together might bear the burdens of our friendsupon earth, even as our friends upon earth do bear our burdens in a very tangible, osmi sense.Beause you have given and given something we ould take to the great osmi ounils, I tell you,by the grae and the graiousness and the amazing grae of beloved Amazonia, who has [o�ered℄ herown Causal Body [for this dispensation, that℄ it has therefore been granted from the Central Sunin this hour that we two may bear the burden of the helas of the will of God whether or not youinvoke our deree on a daily basis. We shall arry your burden, beloved, until you have �nished andonluded your projets. [39-seond applause℄Beloved ones, we also applaud and so does the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood. Forthis dispensation is a osmi neessity and I need not tell you, for you have labored long and givento the utmost.Blessed ones, the Four and Twenty Elders have determined lifestream by lifestream what wemay bear. In some ases we may bear all of your karma that remains to you. In other ases it isperentages of the whole, for in some ases the Great Law does require you to bear some levels of1Herules, 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 47, pp. 442-43; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, pp. 623, 632 n. 1.443



that karma. For it is karma, after all, that auses you to strive and to work for the resolution ofmany oniting fores in your beings.Therefore, beloved ones, it will never hurt to give our all. And the lapping Herules dereesurely does move mountains - mountains of earth and of karma and of the momentums of the fallenones.Blessed hearts, we are of the ation of the First Ray. We ome with this announement so thatyou may be up and doing after you have been down and sleeping awhile.Most preious hearts of the will of God, our love is expressed to you in ation even as your lovefor us is expressed in the Herulean tasks that you have performed and that you have invoked. Truly,this earth's shoolroom is a osmi laboratory where you, my beloved, are proving to all of osmoswhat those of your level of evolution and advanement on the Path may ahieve of a osmi naturea�eting all other Lightbearers and systems of worlds.I annot tell you how avidly many sisters and brothers are wathing on their osmi mirrors2 fromtheir retreats on their own planetary homes as day by day you outdo yourselves and prove to themthat they may also transend themselves. Even as the fallen ones in their spaeraft do observe [you℄,so it is the eye of Cylopea and of all God-Good that is upon you shielding you from any and all [oftheir℄ attempts at harm.Therefore, beloved, give us the word, we shall be there! Give us the word thrie over and we shallbe there! Even to say our names, you open your world to us - even to say our deree one. Thus,beloved, we are determined in all ways to assist you.Call on us for the weather! Call on us for supply! Call on us for [the℄ Vitory over every enemy ofthe projets! Call on us and we will answer! Thus that all ompels the answer for the implementationof our ations; but the baseline, beloved, is that we are always there helping you to bear your burden.May you triumph gloriously and may you redeem all e�orts of all beings of Light who have evergone before you to pledge their Causal Bodies for dispensations for this earth and her evolutions.May Almighty God bless you. We seal you. And know what a great osmi Mother is Amazonia,who did keep the Flame for me perpetually as I took my turn in embodying upon earth to hallengethe fallen ones.3I AM grateful that I have those upon whom I may plae my Presene, even as I have those fromwhom I may take the karma and bear the burden.I AM always ready for the labors of Herules!Are you?[\Yes!" (30-seond standing ovation)℄O Herules, Thou ElohimIn the name of the beloved Mighty Vitorious Presene of God I AM in me, my very own belovedHoly Christ Self, Holy Christ Selves of all mankind, beloved Mighty Herules and Amazonia, belovedLanello, the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood and the World Mother, elemental life -�re, air, water, and earth! I deree:1- O Herules, thou Elohim,I AM a hild of Love,Come and seal my beingBy might from heaven above.2See vol. 32 no. 21, p. 240 n. 12.3See vol. 32 no. 33, pp. 481-82. 444



Refrain: Like a bolt of lightning blue,Power of God ashing through,Take dominion o'er me now,To thy Light and Love I bow.Purify and guard my beingBy thine eye of grae all-seeing,Clothe me in thy power real,Fill me now with holy zeal.I AM ome to do God's Will,Give me grae now to ful�llAll the plan of heaven's Son,With thy Light I AM now one.2- O Herules, thy splendid shiningShatter failure and opining,Ope the way in Love divining,Seal eah one in rystal lining.3- O Herules, for strength I all,Give me Vitory over all;Let God triumph over me,Raise thy septer, set me free.4- O Herules, beloved one,Crown me with thy blazing sun;Set thy hand upon my brow,Raise me to Perfetion now.And in full Faith I onsiously aept this manifest, manifest, manifest! (3x) right here and nowwith full Power, eternally sustained, all-powerfully ative, ever expanding, and world enfolding untilall are wholly asended in the Light and free!Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM!N.B. Deree 10.05 in Prayers, Meditations, and Dynami Derees for the Coming Revolution inHigher Consiousness, Setion I; no. 4 on audioassette El Morya, Lord of the First Ray 3.This ditation by Herules was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Eliz-abeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Monday evening servie, Otober 2, 1989, during The12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed ma-terial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Herules'diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearlsof Wisdom.
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Chapter 48Beloved Gautama Buddha - November 4,1989 Vol. 32 No. 48 - Beloved Gautama Buddha - November 4, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesIVTrue EduationA Program for the Eduation of the Lightbearers of the WorldThe Torh of Illumination for the Eduation of the World's Children Must Be Taken Up by EveryKeeper of the FlamePilgrims of the Sun, I, Gautama, address you in the sunset enturies of your progress in theseMatter spheres. I ome, then, in the warm glow of satisfation that the hour of the harvest for yoursouls is nigh. Thus there is an intensity of work needed to omplete the anhoring [of the Word inform℄, to nail in the �nal nails, to set the last stones of the stupa1 of the Buddha that you build.In these hours we pause for the ontemplation of Love's mystery that we have known together,that has kept us together, the bond of Love as the blest tie that has bound us to the Almighty Oneand the Central Sun in hours of the burden of Darkness, when the Darkness was so thik that theLight was not even visible in the twinkling of a single star.Blessed ones, when one omes to the ful�llment of millions of years of the mission in these outerspheres, one does begin to ontemplate [the nearness of the asension℄ and one realizes that as forthe many who will be left behind [when one asends℄, they will not neessarily know or sense one'sAsended Master Light-Body presene though one should be with them and at their side day andnight. For have not even you, our best servants, sometimes not known when we were standing bybeause you felt so alone in the misery of your own sense of sin and self-worthlessness?Therefore, in these hours the avatars and adepts and their disiples and bodhisattvas ontemplatewhat they shall leave as a reord that a ivilization may ontinue to mount the spiral stairase.2I, then, have hosen to speak to you of the pressing need of earth in this hour, though I desired notto stress you or to plae undue pressure upon you that would make you feel ompelled to go out on themorrow to take up the Call that I send. [For I fully understand that under the urrent irumstanesmost of you are not able to do so, at least not until you have ompleted the projets and preparationsthat Saint Germain has assigned to you. Nevertheless, remember when in your santuaries, the Call1See vol. 32 no. 47, p. 645 n. 7.2See vol. 32 no. 34, p. 490. 447



ompels the Answer and the \e�etual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth muh."3℄ For myCall must be given in this hour no matter what the irumstanes of the urrent burden of theLightbearers of earth. For the Cosmi Clok has struk and the hour has ome when I must makethe sign and raise the hand, even the hand of the Lord of the World and of the Buddha of the RubyRay as we form a polarity in manifestation in this plae.4And I must say, beloved, that the hour has ome in the name of Casimir Poseidon and the God andGoddess Meru that the torh of illumination passed to this Messenger in 1973, a torh of illuminationfor the eduation of the world's hildren,5 for their illumination, for their preparation [for their saredlabor and the path of initiation that lies ahead℄, must be taken up by every Keeper of the Flame! Forthe level of ignorane, of absene of true aademis and true studying and learning in this nation,beloved, having reahed an all-time high, must now retreat! It must now go down, beloved, for nogreater infamy does the Law allow upon the youth of the world without grave karma unto those whostand by and allow it.At this moment it is the interest of lawmakers and others, president and governors inluded, totake hold of the reins of eduation in Ameria. Blessed ones, aording to their apaity they extende�ort, but I tell you, the eduation of the heart is that whih is laking. The ontribution whih anand must be made by the initiates of the Great White Brotherhood [in this Community of the HolySpirit℄ to set straight the ourse of the eduation of hildren from oneption through age thirty-threemust be the �rst priority beyond survival itself and equal to the preservation of the Teahings.With illiteray mounting,6 how many will there be [in deades to ome℄ who are able to even reador study the Teahings? And among those who an hear them, how many will understand the Wordor the inner meaning? Thus, a great rime has been perpetrated against the youth of this nationand of other nations as well, beloved, but nowhere so great as in Ameria today. [Therefore Ameriasu�ers the karma of neglet and of gross neglet: \For unto whomsoever muh is given, of him shallbe muh required; and to whom men have ommitted muh, of him they will ask the more."7℄In other nations where standards of ahievement are higher and the hildren have far greaterskill and understanding to enter the Aquarian age of siene, there is yet the lak of the tutoringof the heart and the eduation of the heart in the sense of the development of the God-potential.Without that development, beloved, whih is truly assisted through the Montessori method and othereduational disoveries of the entury, the development of the threefold ame does not ome about.That threefold ame not being developed, a hild is not able to expand either the heart apaity orthe mental apaity for learning.Not only the struture of eduation but the proper training of teahers is the priority of the hour.Therefore I assign you, when the door of time and spae as opportunity does allow it, [to assumenot only the responsibility of training teahers from every state and nation but also that of℄ puttingtogether your program for the eduation of the Lightbearers of the world. And this program musttruly be �t for all evolutions of earth.I urge, therefore, that the large orporations of this nation sponsor a revolution in eduation [in3James 5:16.4Throughout this ditation, Gautama Buddha sustained the Alpha polarity on the 12:00 line and the Buddha ofthe Ruby Ray sustained the Omega polarity on the 6:00 line.51973 PoW, \The Radiant Word," vol. 16 no. 6, pp. 24, 32; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 5, p. 39 n. 10.6Illiteray in Ameria. In 1986 the U.S. Department of Eduation estimated that 17 to 21 million Amerianadults annot read. Experts projet that 23 to 27 million adult Amerians are funtionally illiterate. 35 million moreAmerians are onsidered semi-illiterate, laking skills beyond the eighth-grade level; of the 2.4 million students whograduate from high shool eah year, as many as 25 perent annot read or write at the eighth-grade level. For furtherinformation on illiteray in the United States and the \progressive eduation" and reading methods that have led tothe deline in the skills of Amerian students, see Erin Lynn Prophet's expos�e \Restoring Literay," delivered January1, 1989 (see note 15).7Luke 12:48. 448



the publi shools℄ and [that they also℄ begin their own private shools for hildren from the earlymonths and years through high shool so that they might be given that private eduation, sponsoredand funded by [the orporations℄ themselves so that Ameria's youth [may enter the job market asprofessionals quali�ed to serve at the℄ level of industry and siene and produtivity [needed by theseorporations℄.It is not enough to give money, beloved. There must be a giving of the heart and there must bea shouldering of the full responsibility of opening suh shools that are geared to the needs and thegoals not only of modern ivilization but also of the spiritual path. Thus may the souls of the youthnot fall into depression and into every byway of temptation and be overome by the false teahers,the serpents and the fallen ones who have surely positioned themselves or their tools in all of theshools and olleges and universities. For they are in the majority, though they are not universallyin ontrol.So, beloved, the blessed hearts who have served in this underpaid profession have had a allingfrom God but in many ases they have not had the training that is neessary [to bring out theGod-potential of their students℄. Some have been able to enter the retreats of Jesus and Kuthumiand Lord Maitreya and they ome [to their lassrooms℄ with the �ery spirit of the disiplined ones.These are the teahers who have left their mark upon many who are suessful today, who willalways remember them as their best friends and dearest mentors. But these are few and far between.Most hildren today are in an impersonal situation where the lak of respet for eduation and forprofessionals in eduation has manifest as a sense of frustration and lak of self-esteem on the partof teahers, many of whom have gone on to other professions [and better pay℄ rather than be selessservants [to ungrateful students and parents℄, a path [of sari�e℄ for whih they are not prepared.Blessed ones, without the development of the heart hakra and the onsious tie to the Brotherhoodof Light, the best that an be o�ered both teahers and students is an outline of the Teahing itselfand the lessons that you an write that these hildren ought to have. And therefore in followingthat partiular [ourse in a non-setarian history of religion lass, whih ought to be a part of everyhigh shool urriulum℄, those teahers may experiene, absent their own path of initiation, theovershadowing presene of the initiates of the Brotherhood.You see how very important it is, therefore, for those in embodiment who have a alling on theSeond Ray to dediate their lives and the vitory of their asension to the restoration of the trueteahings [onerning man's reason for being on earth℄ that were in the shools in past golden agesand whereby all Lightbearers and evolutions did omplete their rounds and asend to the GreatCentral Sun.The [retrieving of a lost℄ generation and more from all of the burdens that have been disussed byRex8 and by the Messenger (when you dealt with the labor of the slaying of the nine-headed Hydraof Lerna)9 an only ome about through the warfare that must be waged against [the attakers of8In his ditation on Otober 2, 1989, the Asended Master Rex spoke of a resue mission for youth. \All whowould set free Asended Master Youth and the youth of the world must understand that you will [have to℄ deal withand meet the hallenge of all fores of Hell that have invaded their temples, all fores of drugs and [the others℄ of thenine heads of the hydra-headed beast. . . . You have seen the degradation of the bodies, minds, souls and spirits of theyouth of this planetary home even beyond [the℄ degradation that was seen at the time of Atlantis. There is not a dryeye among the angeli hosts who as they walk the streets and highways of the world ontemplate the disintegration ofthe four lower bodies and the souls of those who have been taken over by drugs, by dialetial materialism, by WorldCommunism, by greed, [by sensuality, and the bottomless pit of their desires℄ . . . .The prayers for the youth must beaÆrmative prayers for [them to be℄ ut free [from℄ the additions [that are℄ upon them and [for℄ their deliverane byholy angels. . . . Call, beloved, for you have the maximum opportunity as never before to resue souls, whom, I tellyou, if they are not soon resued will beome astaways and only drift in outer darkness."9In Greek mythology, the seond of the twelve labors of Herules was the slaying of the nine-headed Hydra ofLerna. The Hydra monster inhabited the swamp at Lerna, a holy distrit on the oast of Greee, terrorizing the areauntil Herules was sent to kill it. Eah time Herules ut o� one of the Hydra's heads (one of whih was immortal)two grew in its plae until his nephew Iolaus brought him a burning brand to auterize the neks and prevent new449



youth in order to forestall the outropping of these astral℄ onditions [into the physial plane℄. This isa proess of exorism [and a slow proess at that, inasmuh as the youth themselves are not engagedin this warfare of the spirit but ignorantly align themselves with one or more of the Hydra's heads℄.If the youth are to be delivered of these onditions, there must be a positive aÆrmation of thatwhih ought to be, and that [requires the statement of℄ the Law and the Teahing itself, whihmust [be illustrated with℄ examples [drawn from life℄. And nowhere is [the story of℄ karma [andreinarnation℄ learned better than from the sriptures themselves, whih are a history of a mightypeople, and from the Shakespearean plays, [whih Franis Baon set forth to tutor generations ofAquarians-to-ome in the mysteries of life - of birth and death and karma and free will and deisionmaking and the onsequenes of words and deeds℄.Realize that there are many ways to teah the Teahings without rossing the line of the separationof Churh and State. And the ingenuity already expressed by our faulty and those who have takenup the alling to teah the hildren of Keepers of the Flame is ommendable indeed.You an see how deadly are the fallen ones who oppose divine eduation. You may know, therefore,that those fallen angels of Jophiel's bands and other fallen angels of the Seond Ray are the veryones who have moved with great feroity against the opening this fall of the Thomas More Shool.10We laud the e�ort of [the sponsors of℄ that shool. It is most neessary as the Omega manifestationof the Alpha nuleus [already established℄ in the shools at our headquarters.Let it be understood, beloved, that these are [intended to be℄ the arhetypal shools [for all hildrenof the Light nation by nation℄ and they are yet in the experimental stage, as all eduation must be.For what works is what we must keep and what does not work [is what we℄ must ast aside. Andtherefore, dealing with the hildren of Keepers of the Flame - amongst whom are Lightbearers, thoseburdened with karma, both ordinary and advaned lifestreams - and their karmi situations all inthe same lassroom does give one the broadest spetrum of the lifestreams and lifewaves that will befound upon planet earth in the deades and generations to ome.Therefore there is a way. And if you will apply to me and Maitreya, to Jesus and Kuthumi, to theHoly Kumaras and to the Solar Logoi and Sponsors of Youth, and also to Mother Mary and KuanYin, to the Karmi Board, and so forth, you will �nd that we will enter in and show you that thereare de�nite [and individual℄ approahes to the eduation of hildren, who ome down the di�erentevolutionary paths with varying bakgrounds and that whih they have in hand as attainment andthat whih is laking in their lifestreams.All of the possible allings that they ould have in life - those areers and those trades and thosesared labors that they may bring forth - must be disovered early by many means. [Children mustbe allowed to experiment; they must℄ be exposed at all levels of their eduation to the [buildingbloks needed for the℄ job opportunities that the future holds so that the earlier they demonstratea liking for a ertain alling, a prediletion [for a ertain type of ativity℄ or a arryover [from apast life℄ of some genius in a partiular area, the earlier they an exel and aelerate [in the skillsheads from sprouting. When all the heads had been ut o�, Herules buried the immortal head, still hissing, under agreat rok. In teahing given on September 30, 1989, during The 12 Labors of Herules, the Messenger explained thatthe nine-headed Hydra represents the International Capitalist/Communist Conspiray and the Money Beast attakingthe Lightbearers and youth through nine means. These are harted on the lines of the Cosmi Clok as follows: 12:00,Pornography; 1:00, Drugs; 2:00, Alohol; 3:00, Niotine; 4:00, Sugar; 5:00, Misuses of the Sared Fire; 6:00, RokMusi; 7:00, Gossip; 8:00, Fantasy and Esapism. Through derees and invoations to the hosts of the LORD, theMessenger and ongregation began work on these nine perversions and the false hierarhies behind them opposing thevitory of the Lightbearers throughout the planet. It is an ongoing labor that requires the ontinual fervent prayersof Keepers of the Flame.10The Thomas More Shool, sponsored by Keepers of the Flame, began in Bozeman, Montana, in 1988 and moved tothe Community of Glastonbury in the fall of 1989. Dediated to exellene in eduation, the shool serves students frompreshool through high shool with a urriulum that inludes instrution on Asended Master law and inorporatesMontessori and Doman teahing methods. 450



required to attain the goal℄ and thereby have that sense of self-esteem [that omes from individualaomplishment℄.Thus it is too late to begin [to prepare℄ for one's profession in the teenage years. It is too late,beloved, and yet some do not even begin until later in life. The best time to be training for one'sfuture alling is in the very earliest years. And that is why the Montessori lassroom ought to beequipped with every possible stimulus to bring out of [the pupils'℄ Causal Bodies and out of theirsouls at a young age an appreiation for the various ativities that people engage in on planet earthand whih may a�ord them a livelihood.The torh of illumination is like the thousand-petaled lotus. It has an in�nite number of ames.And this torh of illumination that you may see at inner levels, now held in the right hand of theMessenger even as it is sealed in her heart, has those petals. And eah one of you who would beomesons and daughters of illumination and sponsors of the eduation of the youth of the world under theGod and Goddess Meru may apply to reeive a single petal. And thus you [may qualify yourself to℄bear an element of the torh, the torh itself being, as it were, the torh of the Goddess of Liberty.For the Goddess of Liberty's torh is the torh of illumined ation for whih Ameria was one known.But if the [neglet of the integration of body, soul, mind, heart and spirit℄ keeps up in the shool-houses of the nation, you will surely see that these generations of hildren who have been subjetedto all sorts of programming and interferene with [the unfoldment of their spiritual destiny through℄their geneti ode and then the proess of development by [inorret and even harmful℄ eduationalmethods will simply not be able to arry forward Saint Germain's dispensation that has been be-queathed to Ameria [of freedom, of true religion under God11 the Mighty I AM Presene, and ofapplied siene and representative government℄.Perhaps more than any other single fator, the ause for the loss of the dispensation of Ameriaould be, beloved, the absene of the preparation of the hildren and youth and their inability [toreeive℄ the torh of freedom that is passed to them for their generation [and sueeding generations℄for their suess [on earth℄ and their vitory [in the otaves of Light℄.Thus, beloved, one must foresee the era oming when for want of self-knowledge these hildrenwill have to bow to those of foreign nations and foreign peoples who will ome and sit in positions ofpower and ontrol in the major industries of the nation and even in the houses of government [for theeduational inadequaies and the onsequent inabilities of Amerians℄. And thus you an see beforeyou a prophey of the subjugation of a mighty people by foreigners [who will take over℄ merely byentering into the job market and pushing out those hildren who simply [annot ompete℄.There are many ways that nations are onquered and one means is by foreign wealth and powertaking over the lands, the banking houses and the [�nanial institutions℄ that have to do with theeonomy of the nation. Another way, of ourse, is by superior intelligene, superior skill, superiormental agility, even the understanding of the strategies of takeover without a war being fought or ashot being �red.12Thus it has ever been the goal of the fallen ones to promote their own in the very best situationsof researh and study that those who are trained on the path of de�ane against God [might taketheir℄ plae of power [in eah generation℄ to rule over the hildren of God and the hildren of Israel,who have themselves allowed [this world domination by a power elite made up of the fallen angels℄to happen again and again, beloved.And therefore how ould the Holy Kumaras bequeath to a ivilization the dispensations of theseeds of a golden age? How ould the Great Divine Diretor sponsor the oming in of the seventhroot rae in this hemisphere, espeially in South Ameria, when the eduational methods are not11Pure religion unde�led before God. James 1:27.12See Sun Tzu, The Art of War (London: Oxford University Press, 1963), available through Summit UniversityPress. 451



in position in the lassroom [to allow the℄ pinions of the mind [to take ight in original reativethinking and℄ when these souls who should ome [into embodiment℄ with the full joy and expetany[of bringing forth gifts from their Causal Bodies for the Aquarian age would only℄ languish [in theshoolhouses℄ for want of being given the illumination for whih they hunger and thirst?Not to be able to feed them the full up of the knowledge of the Law and of the righteous use ofthe Law, this is immorality to the nth degree! It is immoral, beloved, not to prepare for the oming[of the souls of the seventh root rae℄ in this way.Thus, the nuleus of teahers, of faulty, and of parents in this Community has ome together tosolve the problems not only of eduation, not only of the spiritual path but also of the psyhologyof themselves and their hildren. You have experimented for many a year [and you have had majorbreakthroughs and a suessful appliation of your methods in the lassroom℄. It is time to organize,to odify, and to have in [your �les and ready to go℄ a tidy reord of all systems you use, of alldemonstrations of Montessori materials, of all that you would take with you of the Doman method13and the best of eduational methods being used today in every nation that exels [in giving theiryouth a well-rounded eduation, as well as those methods℄ that have been used in past ages.It is not alone the faulty and the parents to whom this assignment is given. For I tell you thatmany of you are a part of the mandala of the God and Goddess Meru, of Casimir Poseidon and ofthe Messengers' assignment to be at Lake Titiaa within a hundred years and to be in that retreatas the hierarhs of that retreat.14And as the God and Goddess Meru have said, even to the Messengers, do not ome to our retreat,do not take your leave of this earth if you have not fully implanted in the earth the reords of eduationthat must be arried forward. For [unless you lay this foundation while you are in embodiment℄ yourjobs [at inner levels℄ will be impossible and you will not be able to bring this planetary body into agolden age; for [unless you establish it now℄ the plume of illumination will have been missing, willhave been wanting [by the time the foundations for that age must be set upon the shoulders of a newgeneration of Lightbearers℄. I tell you, beloved ones, it is neessary [for you and the Messengers℄ tooupy the retreat of the God and Goddess Meru, for it is neessary for the osmi yles to moveon.And therefore in the nation that is the one nation [among the developed nations℄ sponsored bythe Asended Masters we have the least development of the mind, and sometimes of the heart, ofthis generation. To whom, then, shall we go and where shall we give the dispensation for a goldenage, for an Aquarian age? Where shall we give the dispensation of the advanement [of learning,whih neessitates℄ building upon [the foundations℄ that should have been laid but have not been inthe last twenty-�ve years and more?Blessed ones, the better part of this entury has seen the quality of eduation diminishing [in theUnited States℄. You know well from the many letures that have been given by the Messenger andothers what are the faults of today's eduational systems.1513For information on the Montessori and Doman methods, write Mrs. Nany MNabb, Box A, Corwin Springs, MT59021.14See vol. 32 no. 19, p. 215 n. 2.15Summit University Press albums and assettes:Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Eduation and the Attak on Youth1- Eduation in the Age of Aquarius 8-audioassette album, A7616, 11 hr. 28 min.2- The Eduation of the Heart 16-audioassette album, A83095, 23 hr.3- The Eduation of the Heart 2 audioassettes, B8031-2, 1 hr. 48 min.4- The Freedom of the Child 4-audioassette album, A83131, 5 hr. 30 min.5- The Key to Unlok the Genius of Your Child Leture from Family Designs for the Golden Age. 2 audioassettes,MTF7422-MTG7422, 1 hr. 22 min.6- New-Age Children - The Coming Avatars Leture from Family Designs for the Golden Age. 2 audioassettes,MTF7423-MTG7423, 1 hr. 17 min. 452



Blessed ones, those faults are not as apparent as they should be to those reformers who have ome[into embodiment℄ sparked by Saint Germain with the desire to take up this ause. This ause will bewon not by overlords and administrators but by the individual teahers in the individual lassrooms.For when those teahers have the heart and the �re and the full development [of the Christ Mindand the neessary ommand of their subjet℄, and espeially when they are initiates of the GreatWhite Brotherhood, the suess of their students year in, year out on their ollege boards, on theirexams and in their aademi standing that is rated above their peers will attrat the attention [thatsuess always attrats℄ whereby other shools will desire to adopt those methods.Therefore it is absolutely imperative that big government not ontrol eduation but that eduationand the shoolhouses of the nation be restored to the ontrol of the parents, the teahers, and themembers of the ommunity where those shools are found. And this [bureaurati ontrol℄ is the rootand the ore of the problem, as you know, for thereby the serpents have entered the shoolhouses ofthe nation and have imposed upon them all of their methods for the manipulation of the minds ofthe hildren.This is what you must deree for, this very point - [for divine intervention onerning the fallenangels℄ who have entered the lives of the hildren and the ollege students, [for the interdition of theirungodly deeds℄ and for the restoration [of the right and the responsibility℄ to the people themselves[to eduate the soul, the mind, the heart, the spirit, and the body of their hildren℄. For whatevertheir imperfetions, [the people℄ do know what is best for their hildren. And they will know betterwhat is best when they see the examples of personal vitory [hild by hild℄ and the aomplishments[of the parents and faulty of these℄ Montessori shoolhildren.And I say to the youth who have been a part of this shool and who are a part of it in this year,do not lament [the fat℄ that you are given intense study and work assignments; do not gripe [aboutyour lot℄. But realize that this shool has turned out graduates who are vitors, who exel and whogo beyond their peers. And you must be examples as well of what the hild an bear and what thehild an do and what the hild an realize. For unless you set a new standard of what the youthof Ameria an rise to, who will ever know that hildren an be given so muh more [than they arebeing given in publi and private shools today℄ and that they will relish [the hallenge℄ with joy [orthat some will have the understanding℄ that working the works of Maitreya as hildren and youth isthe greatest alling and the surest demonstration in their lifestreams that they will attain the vitoryof the asension at the onlusion of this life?Blessed ones, there is far too muh emphasis on sports in the Amerian shools. There is farless time spent in the lassroom by hildren [than that whih is neessary for them to take theirplae in soiety as responsible adults℄. There is far too little onentration on detail and the basis.Without a knowledge of history [people fail to make right deisions and therefore℄ ivilizations fail.Do you not understand that all deisions in government and in politis are made on the basis of apeople's self-knowledge of its history and of the history of the planet and the propensities and theprediletions of the human mind and of the rae itself to go this way and that way in dealing withpower and power struggles?I tell you, Ameria is about to be lost this day beause several generations have not studied and7- The Manipulation of Youth: Eduation and Family Life 2 audioassettes, B7802-3, 1 hr. 30 min.8- The Attak on Youth: Drugs, Alohol, Niotine, and Sugar 3 audioassettes, B7800-2, 3 hr. 6 min.9- The Right to Live in the New Age: Marijuana - The Death Drug 4-audioassette album, A7928, 4 hr. 26 min.Other Summit University Press Releases10- Restoring Literay by Erin Lynn Prophet. 2 audioassettes, A89006, 3 hr.11- How to Stimulate Your Child's Brain Growth and Development with Andrew Pudewa. 4 audioassettes, A88137.12- An Introdution to the Order/How the Order Controls Eduation with Antony Sutton. 2 audioassettes, A85102,1 hr. 15 min.; videoassette, 8410-01, 1 hr. 15 min.13- Rok and Roll in Ameria: Open Warfare by the Seed of Darkness upon the Children of Light by Sean C. Prophet.4 audioassettes, A87069, 5 hr. (See also 1987 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 30 no. 36, pp. 327-68).453



therefore not known the real history of both the United States and the Soviet Union; [nor have theystudied℄ the history of war on this planetary body. There-fore they have made deisions whih theynever would have made had there been dediated history teahers in the lassrooms who [knew theirsubjet and℄ ould write their own urriulum and ould give to the hildren a true knowledge ofhow freedom was won, how Ameria was won, how a planet was won for this age by Saint Germain[- and how Mother Russia and Eastern Europe and China and North Korea and Vietnam were lostto World Communism℄. The histories that are not taught, even the histories of the saints as theAsended Masters who have served in seular [as well as spiritual℄ positions throughout the ages,would provide the proper role models and the pro�les of harater that these hildren an reah for.Thus I appeal to the hildren of this Community to reognize that this year you with your teahersare harting a new ourse of eduation for the youth of Ameria oast to oast. And when they seewhat you are aomplishing they must stand up and take notie. And when you arrive at thoseinstitutions of higher learning so muh better prepared than the average student, they too will haveto take notie.Therefore let the youth and the hildren of this Community give their daily derees [for the God-solution to the problem of the℄ false gurus who have entered the lassrooms and the false hierarhythat has brought down eduation in Ameria and still ontrols [the publi℄ shool system by holdingthe purse strings of government handouts.You do not need so muh equipment; you need heart! And you need the ommuniation of theheart. And you need to understand that every good teaher in every private and publi shool shouldinsist that the hildren in that shool do not partake inordinately of sugar and that the sugars theydo take in ome from fruits and natural foods. The destrution of hildren through sugar is thefoundation for the temptation to every other form of drug, niotine, marijuana, alohol, et etera.Therefore, beloved ones, there must be the proper nourishing of the heart, the mind, and the physialbody else hildren do not have the mental strength [or the emotional alm℄ to learn.Therefore may you, the hildren in this Community, have the ourage to be who you are and todemonstrate who you are and not feel the [need to℄ go after [and imitate℄ those other lifewaves andevolutions in this area or anywhere on the planet that are simply not on the same ourse [and noton the same wavelength℄ that you are.It is an age of imitation in hildhood and the teenage years. I, Gautama, say to you and I hargeyou, do not imitate the ways that are not the way of Jesus Christ and of your own Holy Christ Self.Dare to be di�erent! Dare to aelerate! Dare to work hard! Dare to ontribute to your Communityby the Flame of the Holy Spirit. And dare to be as that great son of Ameria Abraham Linoln.Dare to burn the midnight oil to study, to be prepared, to be approved when I, Gautama, shall allyou into positions of responsibility.Who, after all, shall I all if it is not these youth who have had every advantage and have beengiven every understanding of how to protet themselves with the all to Arhangel Mihael?I tell you, beloved hildren, more hangs upon your determination to ahieve than you an evenbegin to know or realize. And if you ould spend time in the publi shools of the major ities andin the ghettos of this nation, you would be so burdened that you ould not even wait to return tothe Asended Masters' retreats for your eduation. And you would see how disouraged and howburdened [some of℄ the hildren are and how they drop out [of shool℄, for [their teahers℄ have notfound the key to unlok [the minds of℄ those whose learning apaity, as they all it, the IQ, is simplynot great enough to grasp [the material℄ in spite of [the best e�orts of℄ their teahers. And [thenthere are℄ those who learn in spite of their teahers.But those who need their teahers and an only learn beause of them often do not learn dueto the fat that the teahers have not understood that there are keys that unlok the mind andthe heart, the geneti ode and the soul pattern of eah and every hild. And it takes love and it454



takes time and it takes tenderness for the healing of the [psyhe of those℄ burdens that arue froma hild's [karmi℄ bakground and upbringing. [It takes patiene and aring and disipline℄ to bringthat one to the point of owering and to the [point of truly desiring℄ to beome eduated and tostudy and to have the self-esteem [and the will to work to be able to ompete for℄ those jobs thatare rewarding and move people along [to ever new and reative hallenges for lifelong ahievementand self-mastery℄.Beloved ones, there is arising in this nation a subulture of individuals who are dropouts in life,beginning with the dropouts in the shools. They are also dropouts in the job market. But they aredropouts beause they sense their own worthlessness[ - beause no one has sueeded in giving themthe sense of their inherent self-worth in God℄. They do not try [beause they have no reason to try℄and so they wind up on the dole and in front of their TV sets. They wind up being the homeless,[the street hildren,℄ who do not even have a plae to live.When [you see℄ more and more of the population drifting into that mode of nonmental ativity[(a mental laziness due to the fat that they have not had the proper mental stimulation sine birthand, in addition, they have been fed a diet based largely on sugar)℄ and that [greater and greaternumbers are unable℄ to ope with [the daily hallenge of℄ earning a living, you an see that this [is asign of℄ the beginning of the end of a ivilization.Poor eduation has also ompromised the military [establishment and the defense℄ strategy of thenation. It has ompromised those who govern and make laws who have not understood even thebasi freedoms and the onsequenes of the laws they write [that urtail those freedoms. Some ofthem℄ have not known their history, [some of them℄ have not known the Constitution, and [some ofthem℄ have not had the [most basi℄ understanding of legal onepts.[Poor eduation℄ has ompromised industry. It has reated waste. It has reated a materialism[that enslaves a people when it should liberate them℄ and a surfeiting of the markets with worthlessgoods that please the eye, whih the poor and the uneduated therefore use their hard-earned moneyto buy in order to gain some sense of self-esteem, [some happiness℄ by owning these baubles andtrinkets. [Poor eduation℄ has ompromised [the quality of℄ life in every area. And I, Gautama, sayto you that soon it will ompromise this ivilization entirely.In the name of Mighty Vitory, in the name of all that the legions of the Seond Ray have stoodfor, in the name of the Buddhas and the bodhisattvas, I, Gautama, give the Call to the otavesof Light in this hour even as I give the Call to your hearts. And I all to many [servant sons anddaughters of God asended and unasended who abide in realms of glory℄ and I all to AlmightyGod on behalf of those many saints who do not have the neessity to reembody, and I say, if thereis to be a world [that is free, that is at peae, whose people are enlightened℄ and [if there is to be℄ agolden age for Saint Germain, some who have graduated from earth's shoolrooms must return!And if these sons of Light whom I all - some who are asended ones [and some who are℄ unasendedmasters of great attainment who have refrained from reembodying - are to embody, beloved ones,then those of you [who are so blessed as to be℄ in this Community must make haste to resolve yourpsyhology, to aelerate your hakras, to balane your beings [by right mindfulness and right diet℄so that you may provide them with sound four lower bodies and a sound geneti system liberatedfrom the drugs and the hemials and the burdens upon the body.Thus, beloved, as I make the Call, the Call annot be answered by those of Light at inner levelsunless it is �rst answered by those [of you who are℄ in embodiment; for unless you see it as yourpriority (beyond the ommitment to ful�ll the requirements for your divine plan and the asension) toprovide bodies for those souls [of Light who may answer my Call℄ and to bring them into embodimentand to provide the proper spiritual and aademi eduation for them [one they have safely arrived℄- the eduation of the heart, the head, and the hand so that they are balaned [and fully integratedwith Life, as Above, so below,℄ and therefore ready to truly take on a world and reverse the tide of455



this desending Darkness - [unless you see and do these things, we annot sponsor or reommend theinarnation of these advaned souls℄.Blessed ones, not only do I all but Padma Sambhava alls, and he alls in this hour as I havenot seen him all before. He does ry unto God for dispensations from those in embodiment andfrom those asended and unasended at inner levels [that they might℄ ome forth and volunteer to bethose who will arry that torh of illumination and will arry it through the Flood and the Darknessand the Catalysm and the War and who will still be standing in the new era and the New Age tosee to it that life, quality life, eduated life, life that has as its goal the omplete ful�llment of allallings and the divine plan in Matter and Spirit, may ontinue on planet earth.Beloved ones, it is a dreadful situation. And it is a sign of the [karmi neglet of those who haveoupied the℄ entury and it is the [sign of the℄ takeover by the fallen ones [in every area of life℄ andof the darkening hours of planetary karma that more have not responded to the Teahings of theAsended Masters and the ativities that have sponsored them in this age.We pray fervently, therefore, that this period of burden that is upon our Community and ourChurh shall swiftly pass. We pray and stand with you for the ful�llment of your projets. Andwe are determined that the opportunity for life to ful�ll its reason for being shall remain on planetearth. For if that opportunity for life to ful�ll its reason for being is lost, beloved, then there shallbe no further purpose to ontinue this lifewave or this evolution; for I an tell you already that aseond dispensation suh as that whih was given long ago to Sanat Kumara16 is not in the oÆngfor this planetary body.Therefore it is the seed of Sanat Kumara and others who must ome forward from inner levels toaomplish this ause - the ause of Christ illumination and Buddhi initiation to an age and to agesto ome. There must be some who will take the torh, internalize it and then pass it! If the youthbe lost, I pray, tell me: Who shall pass the torh?I have asked you the question, beloved:Who shall pass the torh?[\I will!"℄By your aÆrmation I also aÆrm, \I, Gautama Buddha, will."Thus, my beloved, let us keep the vow, for only the true marriage of heaven and earth an bringabout the needed results and the suess in this �eld.Teahers, one and all, students, one and all, you must be both by your alling as disiple andbodhisattva. Eah and every one of you does have a torh of knowledge to pass, some more developedthan others. And if you feel you are laking in [some elements of℄ that torh, beloved, I shall tell youwhere to begin.Begin with self-knowledge.The �rst self-knowledge you must have is that of your Reality. Study it in the Teahings. Whenyou are grounded in the self-knowledge of your Reality, then you must know the unreal self. Yourself-knowledge must then be of that unreal self and of that unreality. He who knows both andstands poised between the two, he who knows how to daily aÆrm his Reality that will swallow uphis unreality, that one, beloved, is a wise man and a wise woman and a wise hild. That one allTeaher. That one follow. Having thus attained to self-knowledge, that one may master any �eld [ofknowledge℄ as an additional bequeathal to his students and to those who require the gift.Let everyone who stands as an example, and eah and every one of you does, for you represent theGreat White Brotherhood wherever you are - let every one of you be an example of those who dared16Sanat Kumara, 1979 PoW, vol. 22 no. 14, pp. 82-86; Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 30, pp.419-20. 456



to have self-knowledge and who may therefore give to others the self-knowledge of their Reality andthe self-knowledge of their unreality.I, Gautama, have set your sights very high. I assure you that the priorities have not hanged.But we ome beause life moves on and ditations must be ditated in the osmi moment of theirrystallization.You ought to onsider why in the astrology of the hour so many great Cosmi Beings have deter-mined to speak. Would you not say, beloved, that there is another astrology of the Divine Mother17that does also impel the release of Light of the Great White Brotherhood even as you hart theastrology of the karma of a planet and her evolution?Therefore take heart, for stars of benevolene do shine in your Causal Bodies, [whih are also℄ inyour harts. Invoke them and be ready to reeive a blessing, outpouring without limit, of abundane,of opportunity and of the way out that you shall lead; for I deree it for all lifewaves who desire tobetter their lot. May you �nd by the ingenuity of the Holy Spirit the way to injet in [the evolutionsof this planet℄ by a spark divine [not only℄ that desire to better their lot [but also the means toaomplish it℄.This is true eduation.By the ross of the Ruby Ray, I seal you unto the vitory of your rown. May it be the rown ofeverlasting Life.18This ditation by Gautama Buddha was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Wednesday, Otober 4, 1989, during The 12 Labors of Herulesheld at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words un-spoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Gautama Buddha's diretion forlarity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

17Surya, 1985 PoW, vol. 28 no. 24, pp. 311, 318-19, 323.18See vol. 32 no. 23, p. 257 n. 4. 457
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Chapter 49Beloved Lanello - November 5, 1989Vol. 32 No. 49 - Beloved Lanello - November 5, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesVThe Warning\Slay that Bull!"Defy the Rising Tide of the World Hatred of the Mother and Defeat It!Whether there be yesterdays or todays or tomorrows, the I AM THAT I AM that is real aboutthee and in thee shall endure forever and forever. Let thy soul go free, free from the sense of strugglewith self and other selves. Now drift into the arms of everlasting Love and know [that℄ the Preseneis thy Keeper always.1 The Presene is the Keeper of thy ame, thy ame of self-knowing and innerknowing.Thus, Saint Germain did name his fraternity after the I AM Presene, the Keeper of the Flame ofLife on earth. His goal was to see the many take up the torh and be the mirror image of the Keeperof the Flame, as Above so below.Therefore you have kept the ame of your Mighty I AM Presene for my oming and I am grateful.I am grateful for the fervor of hearts that does truly appreiate the [urgent need for the℄ learing ofthe astral plane.Beloved ones, for the dissolution of astral forms and vorties, you have developed a momentumin giving your alls to Astrea.2 Now I will tell you that as a master of invoation on Atlantis, I wasshown by my great mentor how the invoation of Light and the release of fohat ould dissolve notonly astral impurities and thoughtforms and reords in the subonsious of a planet but also lethalweapons already physial and their e�ets of mass destrution. Thus you have been told that theonentrated energy of the violet ame ould dissolve inoming warheads.3Now know this, beloved: to develop adeptship as you are developing it, to know that you are ona path of God Self-mastery in the mastery of the Word for the dissolution with Lord Shiva of thosethings that never should have been on the astral plane [is gratifying indeed; for℄ in this servie youare [in the proess of℄ removing one-quarter of the manifestation of substane, of karma, and of allmanner of unlean and foul things. In this ourse [at Maitreya's Mystery Shool℄, therefore, the goalis to arrive at the plae where you an stand between humanity and grave physial danger, even in1Ps. 121:5.2See vol. 32 no. 42, p. 571 n. 1.3See vol. 32 no. 17, pp. 184-85. 459



the deliveries of the Four Horsemen of the Apoalypse.4Know, beloved, that the violet ame and the sared �re, as these are stored in the hakras andraised up, beome a momentum of intensity; and you, under the tutelage of myself, my own mentorand other great Masters you know, may develop the skill, by the very pratie in whih you engage, tobe able to be the instrument whereby through you and through your hakras Elohim and Arhangelsmay dissolve diseases [and℄ plagues, as well as implements of war suh as hemial [and biologialweapons℄, even transmuting and dissolving the misuses of nulear energy itself.This is the need of the hour. And beause you have shown suh diligene already, I ome to giveyou a boost and not a knok. I ome to show you that with a little bit more onentration andmore reliane on the Christ entering your form and you beoming that Christ - in other words, youbeing the doer as muh as you see yourself as the instrument - you an ahieve a great deal more [inthe℄ hanging [of℄ physial onditions in the earth and even [in the℄ healing [of℄ the elements in theenvironment itself.The masters of invoation who have taught me, and taught me the release of Light, have shownthat eah side of the Great Pyramid [of self℄ must be mastered and eah quadrant of Matter mustbeome the target of your sendings of violet ame. To be able to dissolve reords at the etheri level,to be able to dissolve phobias, �xations in the astral body, in the emotions, to be able to dissolveprejudies in the mind, this, beloved ones, is essential.Take, for instane, the dilemma of mass hatred of the Divine Mother. That hate and hate reationwith its ause, e�et, reord and memory must be dissolved.Many legions of angels have ome to your aid this night wielding the sword Exalibur. They enterthe fray. Now you may step forth from these bodies after you take your rest this night and, aordingto the tutelage of the Lady Leto, in leaving those bodies you may beome onsiously aware of joiningthe legions of blue-lightning angels, fully armoured as they are. Consider this exerise a physial onethough it take plae in the etheri body. Visualize it as being physial. Prepare for it as you wouldphysially prepare to go forth in the army of the Lord upon earth.Begin to see the etheri journey as one that is as onrete as all of the physial things you do.As thinking makes it so, it is key in your alhemy to aept all things as physially aomplishedand not reate by mental limitation a barrier to our lowering into your physial form the very thingsfor whih you all. Know, then, that your I AM Presene is able to deliver the full �at of yourinvoations in the etheri, the mental, the emotional and the physial quadrants. Aept it done thishour in full power and do not limit your God!For now is the hour, beloved, when you reeive the hallenge through one of the onoming laborsof Herules to turn bak the Atlantean masses in the form of mob hatred against the Light. This isthe hour when tangible, physial waves of violet ame may greet the onoming harge of hate andhate reation, devouring it, stunning those who in one moment were beset by it and in the next haveit seized from them.And those who are of the Light shall be healed and delivered. And those who are not [of the Lightshall not be healed and delivered; for they℄ must be restrained by other legions of angels who wouldbind them ere they wreak havo against the Community of the Lightbearers in all otaves, even inthe etheri plane.We see, therefore, a vortex of Light that does inrease. Let those who ensoul it and embodyit know that as the Darkness rushes in to be onsumed by the Light, to be returned to the GreatCentral Sun, [its misquali�ed energies℄ to be transmuted, so those who keep the ame for the MightyI AM Presene on earth must beware of just how muh of a reproah this Light is to those who do4See vol. 32 no. 39, p. 552 n. 26; and \Nostradamus: The Four Horsemen," in Saint Germain On Prophey, BookTwo. 460



not espouse it. And therefore, they in their [Darkness℄, being blinded by the Light, would take uparms against it.When you have thoroughly studied at the Royal Teton Retreat the reords of akasha played beforeyou of many past ages when the Light was inreased to this level, you will understand, beloved, thatnot only did that Light invoked by the Keepers of the Flame of that age bring in a golden age butit also brought about, in some instanes, atalysm and the very onditions that were neessary forthe breaking up of karma and karmi onditions and the entrenhments of the sinister fore.Therefore, those [of you℄ who embody suh a Light must hange your life-style and understandthat [if you are℄ to go beyond this point [on the Path and℄ this point in time and spae and [if youare℄ to ontinue to aelerate your alls, you must be warned. And I have been hosen to warn you,for the protetion must be omplete, the harmony must be deep and you may no longer behave ashildren, so easily allowing yourselves to beome out of sorts, to grumble, to omplain, to biker, todiker and to do all those things that are done in the marketplaes of life.Change is the need of the hour! Change you have alled for. Cosmi ounils deliberate in thisvery moment as to how many osmi reinforements and how muh Light we may send, out of theironern as to whether or not you are ready to deal with the hatred of the Divine Mother that is thereation on a planetary sale to that Light.Thus far you have seen that by religiously maintaining the full ninety-minute alls to ArhangelMihael5 there has been sustained enormous protetion [to the Churh and the helas℄. As we haveoften said, it is diÆult for you to see what protetion has been given; for you do not know what hasbeen averted, what has not ome to pass, what has not touhed you.Only a very small perentage of the malevolene has even ome nigh thee,6 beloved, and this wehave allowed [in order℄ to ontinue to hallenge you, to ontinue to test your mettle, to ontinue tosee to it that you do not beome omplaent by our overdefending you and our overtransmuting that[opposition to your soul's vitory℄, of whih you should taste at least some sips to realize how deadlyand how serious unto the �nish is the hatred of the fores of Darkness against the Light and all whoembody it.Blessed ones, the hatred of the Light is not equaled anywhere exept in the hatred of the Motherherself. For it is the Divine Mother on Lemuria and in all ivilizations who has brought the teahingand the disipline for the Lightbearers whereby they have overome and put down the fallen ones.It is the Divine Mother who has brought the judgment whereby the fallen ones have been bound.Therefore She omes as the Great Liberator of those yet lost in the sea of samsara.7Understand, therefore, that you have reahed a labor, even the eighth.8 And as you move on tothat number you will understand what is the meaning of the �gure-eight ow. Preparing for it andthe sealing of the Seventh Ray, you disover that this is the plae of the onfrontation and this iswhere the hatred of the Mother in her hildren, in her o�spring, in her teahing and in the mightyjudgment itself must ome to the fore and must be dealt with by eah and every one.For the world momentum of this energy, beloved, will not leave you as it has found you. Eitheryou will turn it bak [and℄ slay it as the right hand of Omega does plae her hand over yours as youtogether hold the sword Exalibur of the Divine Mother, else in identifying with even a morsel or arumb or a mirosopi spek of it you will render yourself vulnerable to the whole of it and to the5See vol. 32 no. 33, pp. 483, 486 n. 16; no. 43, p. 577.6Ps. 91.7samsara [Sanskrit, lit. wandering through, journeying℄: passing through a suession of states; the inde�nitelyrepeated yles of birth, misery, and death aused by karma; orporeal existene; worldly illusion; the universe ofmanifestation and phenomena as distinguished from the real existene whih lies behind it.8During the onferene the Messenger and ongregation worked on twelve spiritual labors orresponding to thetwelve labors of Herules in Greek mythology. The evening of Lanello's ditation was dediated to the seventh labor(see note 16). 461



[negative℄ momentums upon the planet.Blessed ones, if there be atalysm, if there be war, if there be the signs of the last plagues, letit be known that [these℄ shall ome about for the utter eruption of the hatred of the Divine Motherfrom the bowels of the unonsious on a planetary sale. For the Lord God has said:This Darkness must be laned in the earth that the hildren of the Mother and the sons anddaughters of the Mother may move forward on their path of vitory to the Sun.Nothing shall be allowed to stand in the way of this progress. Yet ounils pause in this hourto determine if you are truly ready to maintain the vigil whereby nine-tenths of [this Darkness℄ anbe onsumed ere it harm yourselves and your families or the Lightbearers of the world. This is theequation, beloved.Unfortunately, the alternative does not set well beause the alternative must be to maintain thestatus quo. The status quo of the moment is noted by a great onslaught of attak against the Churhand a great invoation of Light to stay the hand of it.Thus a ertain equilibrium is met. Suh an equilibrium, beloved, is diÆult to maintain; for thefores of Darkness are given, as it were, a reprieve and therefore they all in their reinforementsfrom many systems. [And℄ when they so do, they up the ante, as it were, and the Lightbearers �ndthat out of neessity they must at all osts rise up higher [in their apaity to arry the Light℄.We would rather see the fullness of the Light desend to utterly devour and eliminate the ongoingwar; but if we are to [all forth this dispensation℄, beloved, you must understand that you mustbeome as initiates of Serapis Bey. And if you do not feel equal to that posture and alling, then youmust know that [at the very least℄ your invoation must be onstant to the seraphim of God to plaetheir presene over you, eah one, and to [sustain it℄ twenty-four hours a day. For in plae of yourown rising to the oasion, the overshadowing [of the angeli hosts℄ and the plaing [over you℄ of theEletroni Presene of many beings of Light beomes an answer [to a pressing need of the hour℄.But, beloved ones, sine the battle is physial and you are in the mire of the physial and theastral planes, when it omes [down℄ to it, the question that must be asked is: How long an youstand to have beings of greater Light and attainment overshadowing you before you �nd that theirvery presene does bring out the darkest elements [of yourselves℄ simply by [the funtion of the℄ Lawitself and [by℄ a osmi hemistry?It is not omfortable, beloved, for anyone to be stepped up beyond the level of his attainment fortoo long. This is why you reeive the Light in inrements. This is why you reeive ditations andthen go home and go about your business. For it is diÆult to maintain the onentration [of Light℄,and the four lower bodies beome saturated; for they an hold no more Light. For if more Lightwere to be given, the alhemy would begin to be experiened as pain and disom�ture and even aompliation of the funtioning of the physial body itself.The onlusion of the matter is this, beloved: the true and noble way to meet this rossroads, thisrisis of osmos that is taking plae here [on earth℄, with you in the eye of the vortex, is to all forthe aeleration of attainment by the aeleration of the path of initiation. And [if you make thatall,℄ then [you must℄ be ready to welome, to aknowledge, [and℄ to internalize those initiations, topass your tests and to inrease your desiring to keep the ame of your Mighty I AM Presene uponearth.[You must be ready℄ to keep the ame of your Holy Christ Self and to begin by being omfortablein the walk with your Holy Christ Self by alling one an hour for [your℄ Holy Christ Self to omeinto your temple [and℄ to balane and expand the threefold ame; [and then you must℄ feel that loveand feel that joy [in order℄ to sustain it, maintain it and inrease it.Blessed ones, we have seen past ages where the ability of souls of Light was not equal to or assuÆient as yours. It was far less though their hearts were on �re with devotion. They did not learn462



the mastery of the siene of invoation that I have taught you diretly and through my twin ame.Therefore, beloved, the hour did ome when [the℄ world hatred of the Divine Mother [embodiedby hordes of darkness℄ did overtake them, and suh an example you have seen in Tibet.9 This is theonsequene of devotees not having sponsorship from suh as Saint Germain and others who havetaught you the siene of dynami derees. Therefore, [an event suh as the Tibetan holoaust℄ isa senario that you may onsider to be in the realm of the possible [where the power of the spokenWord is not exerised to its fullest apaity℄.The fores of world hatred will mount, seeking to overtake and surpass in their own domain [onthe left-handed path℄ the attainment of the Lightbearers. Underestimate them not. They have manyways and many means of moving against the Lightbearers and they always ombine fores [againstthe Light℄ when threatened by the ultimate hallenge.And so you see, beloved, it beomes truly a osmi imperative to move forward when you haveome thus far. Do you think the false hierarhy of other systems, the false hierarhy of other planetaryspheres will stand by for long and wath millions of their agents be bound by the hosts of the Lordin answer to your all?I tell you nay. [Events℄ are therefore moving [quikly℄ to the onfrontation [of the sons of Lightand the sons of Darkness10℄ and even the �nal onagration. They have nothing to lose, beloved, forthey have already lost everything. But you have everything to lose as well as everything to gain.Therefore I ome in the point of supreme realism, overshadowed by the Great Divine Diretorand his [simple yet all-enompassing℄ mantra: \I AM Real!" This realism ought to shake you fromertain levels of unawareness and indulgene. Remember these two words.Unawareness. You should have, as it were, an eletroni fore�eld [as℄ a irumferene aroundyourself, even the extension of the tube of light, a minimum of ten feet from your enter and thenbeyond. And in the awareness of that fore�eld that the tube of light does give you, you shouldknow preisely the moment when thought or feeling of hate and hate reation does ross that line ofyour [tube of light and your℄ solar ring.11If you are not sensitive to this [trespassing aross the boundaries of your fore�eld℄, beloved, youare unaware. And the unaware [by de�nition℄ annot omplete their self-defense. Therefore they maybe overtaken by thoughts and ideas, possibilities and plans inserted into [their℄ minds. And beausethey are unaware through absene of development of the threefold ame, they do not reognize thatthese thoughts and ideas are alien to their own Christ Flame and Christ Self.That solar ring is a ring-pass-not. And your keeping of the ame of your I AM Presene uponearth should be [manifest as℄ your will and your determination that ashes forth �re in all diretionsand does not allow any manifestation that is unlike the living Christ to penetrate, whether physial,astral, mental or etheri!Do you see, beloved? This is awareness, supreme self-awareness of the Great Reality and theGreat Unreality and [of℄ the individual poised in the middle in the relative spheres of the real andthe unreal. Self-awareness, then, is the only true self-defense. Unawareness invites the overomingof [self by℄ the dark ones; for they await their moment, beloved. They await their moment to trapyou.And I daresay that not one of you here an deny that sometime, somewhere in your lifetime youhave been overtaken by situations, by involvements, by ompromises that were very muh alien toyour True Self and identity. And yet, for that point of unawareness, you did not feel. Your powers9See vol. 32 no. 42, p. 571 opening note; no. 41, p. 572 n. 18; no. 43, 580 nn. 4, 5; 581 nn. 11, 14.10See The War of the Sons of Light and the Sons of Darkness (Dead Sea Srolls).11\The Solar Ring" by the God and Goddess Meru, deree 0.30 in Prayers, Meditations and Dynami Derees forthe Coming Revolution in Higher Consiousness, Setion III.463



of intuition were not heightened. You did not feel the violation of your irle of being, and the soultherefore was not guarded. And the soul therefore must learn lessons learned long, long ago againand again.And have you not said to yourselves, \Why did I let myself get into this situation all over again?I knew better. I know better."It is beause of this, beloved - not only the unawareness of self but the unwillingness [of self℄,perhaps the laziness of the mind, the desire to be a part of a ertain attitude of Western ivilization[that desires to hear no evil, see no evil, think no evil, feel no evil and speak no evil, that is notwilling℄ to properly assess the enemy [of the soul℄ that lurks in all otaves [and to stand, fae, andonquer that enemy, no matter what℄. For even the lowest [levels℄ of the etheri otave are vulnerable[to subtle intrusions by the dark fores℄.Therefore, beloved, unawareness is one [state of mind, or mindlessness℄ that will trip you [up℄ andthe other [akin to it℄ is indulgene - indulgene of the old momentums beause you are not awareof just how dangerous they are to your life and your progress. Indulgenes of inharmony are ostlybeyond measure. And sine you are helas, yes, they are ostly to you but they are [also℄ ostlyto your Guru - always. And while we are paying the prie for [your℄ indulgene of disord, we arenot spending that light to give you greater abundane for whih you all, greater protetion, greaterassistane through angels and elemental life.There is a osmi bank [of light℄ and if we must spend [light℄ out of that bank to ompensate forthose indulgenes of disord, then that allotment is spent. This is the next most important key youshould onsider, apart from insuÆieny of love, in dealing with your problems of supply. It is theindulgene of disord and the breah of harmony whereby a rak in the pot auses the light to leakand you lose the preious water of abundane.Simple teahing, I know, beloved, but I give it again; for it is the need of the hour. And as yousan the heavens and the skies and Nature and the beauty and one another, remember that I havesaid to you that the prinipal ause of absene of wealth and abundane amongst the Keepers of theFlame of this state [of Montana℄ has been a lak of love, the next [ause℄ being that indulgene ofpetty disords and then greater disords as the small ones [reate℄ �ssures that [widen℄ and open [up℄the larger reesses of suppressed disords that go deep into the psyhe.It is a planetary problem, alas. And if I were to ompare your [performane℄ against the bakdropof [that of℄ many [itizens of the world℄, I should see that truly there is greater love and greaterharmony [in the midst of the helas℄ than [in℄ many a plae I may roam.Ah, but it is the greatest mistake of the hela to attempt to establish [a℄ o-measurement [ofhimself℄ with those who dwell upon planet earth. You an only measure your [attainment℄ againstthe stature of the Asended Masters, for your goal [is to be like them℄; and to so do will keep youmoving in the right diretion and, I assure you, deliver you from all omplaeny.Thus, beloved, these keys are very important. Remember the word unawareness. Remember theword indulgene. Remember the word insuÆieny of love. When you reeive a bouned hek thatis marked InsuÆient Funds, ross out the Funds and write the word [Love,℄ InsuÆient Love, [sonoting that you have℄ insuÆient love in [your℄ osmi bank [aount℄ to over the hek you havewritten.Now, what would happen if we as your Gurus in paying for your karma should [write heks℄ tothe Lord God that were not overed in our osmi bank [aount℄? Well, beloved, I would hate totell you what would happen, but very, very soon we might be delivered of the mantle of Guru.Therefore we may take on those helas who are a good risk, for [in the Guru-hela relationship℄it is always a question of [the Guru taking out a℄ loan from [his own℄ Causal Body. And as we seethose of greater risk and less promise, we tend to withdraw [from the relationship℄. And as we see464



those [helas℄ who ome with their own osmi bank aount of light who an pay as they go, wemust sponsor them; for the Law demands it. For the greater the fruit of the [hela's℄ harvest, thegreater [the Guru's gift must be to that one℄ oming along [on℄ the Path.Therefore, whereas we may have sponsored some of you [who are our students through the Pearlsof Wisdom℄ for many long years, the Law does state that we may not be able to ontinue to do sobeyond the new year if you do not begin to understand that we annot pik up the tab eah andevery time you deide to indulge whatever [unseemly℄ emotion or behavior may ome upon you inthe night or the day. [If this should happen, and I relish it not,℄ you will see the meaning of payingthe prie yourselves, beloved, somewhat as you saw it when beloved El Morya was benhed.12Thus, I speak aross the board of possibilities and eventualities. And we know that all ationmust return to the sender and always does without fail. Here we are, then, beloved, giving you veryserious reasons to aelerate on the Path.How do you aelerate on the Path? You \love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, [and℄ with allthy soul, [and℄ with all thy mind, [and℄ with all thy strength; [and thy neighbor as thyself℄."13 LovingGod and loving him in manifestation everywhere, this is the key to the expansion of the ame herebelow, to the inrease whereby, yes, you an aelerate on the Path and pass new tests and onquernew worlds. Love is surely the key, beloved. It opens new horizons. And yet how easy it is to sinkbak into the old patterns when the disourse is through and you are no longer in our presene.Sine others [of the Asended Masters℄ have ome [to you℄ over [the℄ years urging [you to under-stand℄ the neessity for you to inrease your attainment, I shall therefore onlude my message onthis subjet lest you beome weary in hearing it again and again. I assure you that we do not desireto weary you but to lift you up and to see you beome that notable osmi seven and seven hundredand seven thousand and seventy thousand and seven hundred thousand and seven million, beloved,who did stand on planet earth in this entury, did defy in the name of Almighty God the rising tideof world hatred of the Mother and did defeat it.It is in the realm of the possible! That is why I AM here! Would I waste my words upon thosewith eyes as dull as attle who would stare and blink at me and moo? Blessed ones, I would not. Iome to you beause the possibility is so great for your aomplishment of this, the ultimate laborof Herules - the devouring of the fore of anti-Love!Anti-Love, beloved, is the ause of the disintegration of the youth, of the eduational systems, ofan eonomy that is papier-mâh�e, of all of the unrealities that move about. It is the fore of anti-Lovethat is the unbinding of atoms, that is the shaking apart as [in℄ the rattling of the skeleton even ofidentity itself. Anti-Love, beloved, [pitted℄ against the Mother is surely the de�ane of the Fatherwho loves her, [of℄ the Son who loves her and [of℄ the Holy Spirit, whose bride she is.Our Divine Mother �lls all of osmos. [Yet planet earth℄ is a world, beloved, where neither theTrinity nor the Divine Mother is wanted. And eah and every time one of you determines to embodyany or all of the four, you �nd that the fallen ones ome and say, \That is not your territory, that isours! You have no right to that land! It is ours. You have no right to be doing what you are doing!You have no right to follow your religion. You have no right to be free." All of these things, [theysay,℄ beloved. For you have brought God into \their territory," and they do not want God in anyform in this earth!Though it is the Lord's and the fullness thereof14 and he laims it, he gave it to his hildren of theLight. Then the fallen angels ame and laimed it as their own and determined that God would not121988 PoW, vol. 31 no. pp. 581-82, 583-84, 585, 586; no. 78, p. 608; no. 80, p. 623; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 33,pp. 473, 486 n. 3.13Mark 12:30, 31; Luke 10:27; Arhangel Gabriel, Mysteries of the Holy Grail, pp. 213-15; Elizabeth Clare Prophet,April 15, 1984, 1984 PoW, vol. 27 no. 23, pp. 167-81.14Exod. 9:29; Deut. 10:14; Ps. 24:1; I Cor. 10:26, 28. 465



walk the earth in his hildren. They would prevent it by all of their unning and subterfuge. Andso, beloved, they have beome the gods of this world. They oupy. And the hildren of the Lightare blurred in their sense of realities and unrealities.So along ome you; and with the �re and fervor of Love, you all down all the mightiness of God,who then is authorized to walk in the physial otave in the fullness of the Lord God himself. Youmay not have seen him, beloved, but the same Lord God who was in Eden has walked this propertyand this valley and so inensed those who have played the part of the anti-God so long. And doyou know, for many of them this is the �rst time they have not gotten away with it, they have notsueeded, and they are all the more angered.Do you see, beloved? They have had free rein [on planet earth until you ame along℄, and theyare inensed to the point of apoplexy. They are inensed to the point of hysteria, so muh so thatthey annot speak. They are speehless for their anger. It is a serious matter, beloved; for whenthey regroup they are determined to put out those who embody God.Has not the Messenger told you of her experiene in invoking the full fervor of Arhangel Mihael[and then℄ being warned by him that all who would ome near her in the following hour would beomeimmediately angry with her? Has she not told you of that inident, beloved? Indeed she has. Andso she said, \Arhangel Mihael, give me your presene and your power and let the anger ome."And so it did, beloved. Eah and every one who saw her, even family and sta�, did beome instantlyenangered in her presene with this or that.You have ome a long way sine that hour. Now thousands embody even far more of the preseneof the Arhangel than desended on that oasion. The momentum [of power from the helas givingthe Arhangel Mihael derees and songs℄ has been built worldwide. So you see, beloved, inasmuhas an Arhangel is the embodiment of the I AM Presene and inasmuh as you fear not to invokethe Eletroni Presene of the Arhangels upon you, therefore things equal to the same thing beingequal to eah other, you sometimes walk the earth with the I AM Presene [of Arhangel Mihael℄upon you.This is the ultimate threat beause it is the absolute God-Good. There is no mediatorship in theI AM Presene. There is no ompromise. There is no step-down as that whih ours through theHoly Christ Self. It is pure, undiluted God, sared �re. And to ease you, beloved, the Presene doesrise and relieve you of the �ereness of the I AM THAT I AM but does return again when you soneed that protetion.There is [sometimes℄ a ertain weariness [that omes upon℄ those who dwell in human bodies [whenthey are℄ so near to God so often. [Yet, as they aelerate in their apaity to arry the Light, thisweariness falls away.℄ In the time of the hildren of Israel it was Moses [who stood℄ behind the veilin the temple serving at [the altar of the ark of the ovenant in℄ the Holy of Holies.15 Now, beloved,inrements of that Presene are upon ye all, and it was not so in those days; for sine that time youhave overome muh of your sti�-neked vibration16 and your rebellious traits.Yet some [of these traits℄ linger and I advise you to make haste to all for the binding of thedweller-on-the-threshold on the four o'lok line, for the prie [you will pay for not binding thatdweller℄ is too great. It is the line of the law of God [of the ame of God-Obediene, where anientmomentums of disobediene, stubbornness and de�ane of the Law are lodged in the subonsious,℄and [of the soul's℄ ongrueny [with that law of Love℄ whereby all things beome physial. Take heartand slay, then - slay, then, that bull!1715Exod. 25:1, 21, 22; 26:33, 34; 33:8-11; 40:21; Lev. 16:2; Num. 7:89; Heb. 9:2-8.16A sti�-neked people. Exod. 32:7-9; 33:3, 5; 34:9; Deut. 9:6, 7, 11-13, 23, 24; 10:16; 31:27; II Chron. 30:7, 8; Neh.9:16, 17, 26; Isa. 1:1-4; 65:2, 3; Jer. 4:16-18; 5:21-23; 17:23; Ezek. 2:3-8; 20.17The ame of God-Obediene is harted on the 4:00 line of the Cosmi Clok under the hierarhy of Taurus. TheMessenger has taught that the perversions of this line - disobediene, stubbornness, de�ane of the law and mentalrebellion - manifest as the image of the Taurus bull untamed, unhanneled, and unsubdued. In Greek mythology the466



For [if you do not℄, beloved, one day you may �nd that rebellion oalesing physially [in yourphysial atoms and moleules℄ and you will not be too happy for the sorry state that that karma ofrebellion may [bring upon℄ your life. This is not an hour to [allow yourself to℄ be vulnerable to thefores of hatred through disobediene to the Law. Therefore let us go after [that momentum andthat dweller℄, for I will ome and help you.Blessed ones, I very muh enjoy a �reside hat with you. And rather than ontinue this one, I askyou to all spei�ally to the Darjeeling Counil to allow me to ome more often to speak to you inthis vein.Therefore, beloved, I withdraw now to the plae of the Sun, the Sun Presene just above theMessenger where I always AM.And now may you enter in to the heart of Love as you sing a love song for the oming of ListeningAngel.This ditation by Lanello was delivered on Thursday, Otober 5, 1989.

apture of the savage bull of Crete was the seventh of the twelve labors of Herules. The beautiful but terrifying bullhad been bestowed by the god Poseidon as a gift to Minos, king of Crete. When Poseidon later ursed the bull, itravaged the island of Crete until Herules subdued it, plaed it in a boat and brought it to Greee. (Some aountssay Herules rode the bull through the waves to the shore.) In the deree servie dediated to the seventh labor ofHerules prior to Lanello's ditation, the Messenger explained that the savage bull represents the hatred of God asthe Divine Mother. This hatred manifests worldwide as the pollution and rape of Mother Earth, the ompromise ofthe elements (�re, air, water and earth), the nine faets of the Hydra-headed beast (see vol. 32 no. 48, p. 644 n. 9),and as homosexuality, ruelty, rape, torture, murder, wife-beating and hild molestation.467
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Chapter 50Beloved Listening Angel - November 6,1989 Vol. 32 No. 50 - Beloved Listening Angel - November 6, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesVIThe Listening Ear of GodOn Listening and Being Listened ToBeloved ones, I am the listening ear of God. My angels are numberless numbers. And the listeningear is our gift to the evolutions of earth. We always hear, beloved, and in hearing we also transmit.Some of you who have been impressed with advanes in ommuniations in this entury wouldbe quite impressed to know just how vast is a osmi siene. Why, beloved, it is possible to beamo� the moon or any planet or the sun by a simple beam of light the words that are being spoken.Therefore the ditations that have been delivered by these Messengers throughout their areer havebeen beamed to other worlds and otaves where there have been lifestreams who have had thelistening ear1 and who have desired to hear the messages from higher otaves.Communiation, therefore, aross the vast systems of worlds is indeed vast, omplex, highly pre-ise. Then, of ourse, there are thought beams and feelings that travel with great intensity longdistanes. Therefore you an imagine the entire Matter osmos as [a℄ rissrossing of lines of om-muniation.Knowing this, you an see yourselves as reipients of the entire gamut of vibration from the lowestto the highest. Thus there must be a sreening proess and that omes from the domain of your HolyChrist Self. The tube of light sreens out more than mere physial danger or burdens of this world.It allows the penetration of only the highest and the best [vibrations℄, exept, of ourse, when youhave reeiving stations in the subonsious that allow other elements to ome through.But when you all, espeially in the name of your Christhood, for the sealing of that tube oflight and your being, regardless of the imperfet state you may retain [at the level of the humanonsiousness℄,2 it is a all of reinforement whereby you aknowledge to Almighty God that by nomeans will you allow even that whih is at subonsious levels of awareness and that whih is in the1He that hath ears to hear, let him hear. Matt. 11:15; 13:9, 43; Mark 4:9, 23; 7:16; Luke 8:8; 14:35.2On July 2, 1988, Arhangel Mihael said: \Inasmuh as all are not perfeted in a day, therefore to all forth theEletroni Presene of your Holy Christ Self over you when you all to me will signify that I have the authority toprotet your entire being, onsiousness and world. . . . Thus walking, thus walking as your Christed Self, you have thefull sealing as though sealed in the starry blue womb of the Divine Mother." (1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 66, p. 504.)469



unonsious to be a reeiving station for those [worldly℄ vibrations of like ondition.Of ourse there is also the sealing and the binding of the eletroni belt3 and [of℄ those fores [ofthe unonsious℄, whih you may all for daily. And you are also blessed by alling to Oromasis andDiana to walk through your eletroni belt and your four lower bodies daily4 to so deliver you ofthe magnet5 [of the human onsiousness℄ that attrats to yourself in polarity whatever you are orwhatever you are manifesting.Thus our angels attend every lifestream upon earth. In this apaity we serve, of ourse, theKeeper of the Srolls. For as we listen we also transmit to the Mighty I AM Presene, to the Father-Mother God. Our transmittals beome the soure [material℄ for the sribes, the angels of the Keeperof the Srolls, who must keep the reord in the Book of Life.Therefore it is not only the words that you speak that we [must℄ listen to - your prayers, yourquestions, your burdens and your problems [for whih we℄ attempt to be the instrument of somehealing, some understanding, as God does send it through us and through the various angels of theseven rays - but [it is℄ also the vibrations of [your℄ desires [that℄ we must listen [to℄.For desire is a prayer, beloved.The desire of the heart - may it be pure. The desire of the soul and the mind - may it be for goalssublime. But where the reordings yet send forth the frequenies of old desires, perhaps forgottenyet not disarded, these are written down also. And so you will disover that when God answersprayer, he must answer all of the ommuniations [of your sendings℄ and not merely those that youonsiously hoose to diret to him.When you ask for gifts that you think you ought to have, even spiritual gifts, God responds byhelping you [learn lessons℄ in the greatest area of need, needs that you may not know you have but[that℄ God knows. Therefore by [the ageny of℄ many angels he sends into your life onditions andexperienes whereby the lesser desires may be tasted, tried, put on, experiened until they are nolonger sweet but bitter. And thus you let go of the desire.Remember, beloved, that in letting go of your wants you must take the �nal [step℄ of permanentlydisarding them, exorising them in the name of God [I AM THAT I AM℄, alling for deliveranefrom the momentum that is not easy to get rid of [and from℄ those [entities℄ out of the astral planewho ride piggybak [into your world on that momentum - alling for deliverane from the habits of℄well-meaning friends who ontinue to feed those [wants℄ when you have deided you are through andthrough with them altogether.Satisfying a few of these [desires℄ only that you may see the dead end and the futility [of engagingin them any longer℄ is [sometimes℄ God's way of liberating you. This [method℄ may take you intoertain byways [of℄ life [(for some it is the only way they learn their lessons)℄ but it is guaranteedthat you will not take the same byways again. Thus God has his methods [under℄ karmi law towean you from lesser states of onsiousness and to plae before you suh magni�ent examples [ofwhat your life an be if you take hold of it℄, suh [a℄ vision [of your future, free from the bonds ofinordinate desire,℄ that you are swift to y to higher altitudes and [higher℄ spheres [of ommunion℄.Now then, beloved, the purpose of listening angels is that unasended lifestreams need to belistened to. And there are not suÆient listening ears in embodiment, for many would weary of thatwhih must be listened to. Nor are there suÆient hours in the day for all of the telling and all ofthe reeiving of that telling.And so, as you ommuniate to us there is ompressed as thoughtforms and [on℄ spindles the3See vol. 32 no. 5, p. 39 n. 12; The Lost Teahings of Jesus I, p. 372 n. 29.4See \Seven Calls for Illumined Ation," deree 20.16; no. 13 on audioassette Lanto, Lord of the Seond Ray:Dynami Derees with Prayers and New Age Songs for Chelas of the Wisdom of God 1.5the animal magnetism 470



reordings of the mind almost as endless reordings of the dream state. These we are able to assimilateon the instant. We may listen to a week's worth of onversation and be able to understand it andrespond to it in a matter of seonds. So there is a step-up of ommuniation and the responseis always forthoming; [there is always℄ a response on the moment and then [there is℄ always theresponse that may enompass weeks and months and years of an individual's life.Blessed ones, it is often the ase that the individual must ath up to the response, for the responsemay be higher [than his present understanding℄ and farther than he is ready [to℄ reah for. God maygive an answer and a number of years later you may truly reeive it [and �nally℄ understand it andsuddenly those words spoken so long ago so simply have the most profound meaning in your life.Of ourse when you annot even hear the response beause it is so far beyond you, [beause yourpresent desires elipse it altogether℄, it is then that you have the impression that no one is listening,no one ares. And you may desend into the depths of despair over [your℄ fate in the lap of yourkarma.Beloved, the answer is there; but [your℄ desire for the answer, [on God's terms and not on yourterms, must℄ ompel growth in the soul and the desire for growth. And sometimes that is in fatthe only answer God may send - a missile of desire for growth. For God knows that in your presentstate you annot �nd your way out of your present state! Nor [an you℄ hear the grand solution tolife's onundrum.Therefore angels bring you the desire for growth as though it were a desire for some sweet tropialfruit, and it is then that you are determined to streth your limbs. And sometimes you suddenlystand up and simply walk out of a situation where you have been aught for lifetimes. This isliterally the ase; in the presene of those angels you simply walk away from the stagnant pool ofself-indulgene. And O what a glorious day! for in the twinkling of the eye of God you see so manythings. And now you know that God was there all the while, that Maitreya was there and thatListening Angel did not fail you.The greatest gift I have to give you, beloved, is that of the listening ear. It is good to strain theinner ear to listen to the harpstrings of the mind. And over the harpstrings ome not only melodiesbut ommuniations of angel whisperings and a tuning of the heart. Listen with all of your might.Feel the voie of God quivering, vibrating the eardrum and the inner ear until you ome to the realmof the soundless sound.Developing the listening ear will assist you to transmute the karma of unwillingness to listen, notwanting to know, not wanting to hear! For all of this may require hange, unomfortability, [as thelast vestiges of the human resist℄: \Leave me alone. I do not want to hear the voie of God. I willdrown it out with rok musi, with fun, with pleasure, with television, with every possible materialsound."Go to the streams and the river. Go to the mountains. Listen to the wind and the wave. Putyour ear to the earth and sense the vibrations. Listen, O my hildren, for God never eases to speakto you. Either one is listening, beloved, or one is talking or one is drowning out the voie of theTeaher.How the fore drives up from the untransmuted self the resistane to the Word! - whih in theBeginning is with Brahman,6 whih Beginning you an approah. How do you approah it? By athought sent to the point of Beginning in osmos. Yes, you may have a thread of light from yourinner ear to the heart of Brahman and the Word. It is not impossible. All things are possible withGod.7God never desired you to be limited to the ertain sounds of a few feet around you. God has never61988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 65, p. 501 n. 8.7With men this is impossible; but with God all things are possible. Matt. 19:26; Mark 10:27.471



limited the expanding of the mind aross a osmos. Why, you have limited it, beloved! And it hasbeome the olletive karma of the evolutions of the earth. And if you did not have this karma [ofnon-grae for non-listening℄ when you arrived [on planet earth℄ and [you℄ did not make it sine youarrived, you are yet subjet to the laws [governing℄ the bodies that may be allowed on planet earthand to the [karmi limits of the℄ sensitivity of those bodies and systems.Thus, beloved, beause you are Lightbearers and [you℄ invoke the Light and the violet ame,you an begin to all for the setting aside of ertain karmi limitations that were plaed upon thishumanity. You need not forever remain in their mortal matrix.Surely you believe that the better portion of yourself is immortal and that you are subjet untothe immortal laws of God. Let it be your daily striving to redue the limitations of mortality thatthe false hierarhies of Morphus, of Mort [et al.℄ have imposed upon you. They are not all neessary.They are not all karmi. They are not all required.Haven't you in fat ahieved the breaking of the bonds of a ertain limitation by [the℄ very [at℄of your laiming this land and [your℄ living upon it at this altitude and far from the restritions ofpopulated areas? Already, you see, you are erasing the lines of fore of mortality [itself℄.I AM Listening Angel, for I AM a listener. And therefore I listen not only to unasended beingsbut to Asended and Cosmi Beings. And [thus℄ I have taken in muh learning, muh knowledge,muh wisdom from many systems of worlds.Therefore know that I am not only a listening angel but a whispering angel. I may whisper inyour ear, if you invite me, serets of osmos, assistane when you take your exams in the lassroomsof life, giving to you, then, from the mentors in your �eld solutions that defy omprehension by yourpeers. You may �nd yourselves bringing forth invention and [oming to℄ a point of ingenuity thatdoes not ease all of your life.The reason I am known as Listening Angel [and that I serve in the oÆe I hold to the evolutions ofearth℄ is beause the people of this world desire more to be listened to than to listen. Therefore knowthat when you all me I may do both[ - I may be listened to even as I listen℄. And you may deideto [listen to me and to℄ learn from me how to be a good listener and therefore [to be℄ a omforterand a very present help to your friends [in trouble℄.8Good listeners always know a lot and seldom tell.Beloved ones, in our bands we do not repeat the privay of ommuniation that omes to us; forwe honor it as we stand before you representing your own High Priest, your Christ Self. Thereforedoes it go, then, to God. Therefore does it go to reording angels. For you, above all, beloved, aremost pleased to go over the reords of your past ommuniations and to see how [in℄ enturies heneyou have surely made great strides in the ontent of the mind, [in℄ what seemed important to you atthe time and what is important [to you℄ today.Thus, fear not the reords of the Keeper of the Srolls, for they present the milestones in yourevolution and give you a fair shake before the Lords of Karma. For sometimes you yourself do noteven remember what you or others have said. Thus the angel of the Keeper of the Srolls may omeforth in your defense to [read the reord before the Lords of Karma of℄ what you did and did notsay, did and did not do.Therefore the highest ourt in the universe, the Court of the Sared Fire, as well as the ourtof the Karmi Board, will never fail you. It is the harity of your Christ Self. It is the ame ofillumination. It is faith. These things [of God℄ do not fail you. And thus you say as you standbefore them a son of Light, \True and righteous are thy judgments, LORD God Almighty. True andrighteous are thy judgments."98Ps. 46:1.9Rev. 16:7; 19:2. 472



But the sons of Belial do not thus speak. They blaspheme God and his Law and his Justie. Thus,it is easy to tell the one from the other, for the son of God is always prepared to meet his fate and[to aept℄ that Cosmi Justie whih is meet. This is the true sign of the overomer and the humbleservant, whom we shall never leave, beloved.Therefore welome Divine Justie, for by it all things shall be ful�lled and you shall attain thekingdom of God. Knowing this so well, you will even all for the hastening of Divine Justie [in yourlife℄ that you might assimilate its [lessons℄, beome it and give it unto all others. Having submitted,then, to Divine Justie, you may one day wear robes of Justie and adjudiate the fate of men andnations.Blessed ones, suh a vitory must always begin with the development of the listening ear. [And℄ thisis what I have ome to tell you: I, Listening Angel, stand ready to open the ears of the Lightbearersand the hildren of God who long ago have stopped up their ears lest they should hear the voie ofthe Son of God and the Son of God should deliver a message that would not please them.10Now, beloved, behold your God, behold your Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ! And desire withthe deepest desiring of your soul to hear all the words that he spoke, all the admonishments and allof the teahings [that he has given℄ to his own and to [the℄ millions down the enturies whom he hasounseled in their hour of the travail of the soul and even the soul's dark night.11Desire to hear what one day long ago you refused to hear. If you send me that desire and thatprayer, beloved, I shall ome to you and give you in your inner ear that teahing. And the angels ofJesus and others of the great avatars will aompany me and they shall read to you the reords ofthose sayings and those teahings that you did miss [for your willfulness, your frowardness℄.O preious one, now develop your sense of the value of the true listening ear.I, Listening Angel, bow to the Light within you and I shall ontinue to listen to the sendings ofthat Light whih you send to all [of℄ a osmos.This ditation by Listening Angel was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet following Lanello's ditation at the onlusion of the Thursday evening ser-vie, Otober 5, 1989, during The 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County,Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added bythe Messenger under Listening Angel's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout thesenotes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

10Stopped their ears. Zeh. 7:11, 12; Ats 7:57, 58.111988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, p. 632 n. 14. 473
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Chapter 51Beloved Lady Master Nada - November7, 1989 Vol. 32 No. 51 - Beloved Lady Master Nada - November 7, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesVIIAn Ovoid of LoveFear Not to Experiene the Pain of LoveBells of Divine Love are ringing, beloved, and I am ringing them. The bells of Divine Love areintended to strike the bell within the mind and heart of the memory when the soul did start on thepath of Love.1The true path of Love, beloved, is one that does bring the greatest hallenges; for pain on thepath of Love is many times unbearable. And those who have not hosen to bear the pain of Love[- whether of divine love or human love in all of its rami�ations - ℄have therefore sidestepped thePath, taken other byways, strayed from the straight and narrow that leads to the fount of bliss thatis the true mystery of Christ's love.I ome to set you bak on ourse that you might begin at the beginning and remember your vowsbefore the altar of the Great Central Sun, shared between twin ames. You vowed to go forth andforevermore to be one. But when the Path beame painful you sometimes aepted lesser loves asomfort, as salve for the wounded ego. And therefore, in so self-indulging, you lost the touh of the�ngertips of the beloved and ould not �nd them again no matter how you groped in the dark of thesurrounding karma that did ome with nightfall.Do you understand, beloved, that the greatest lesson your soul an learn is that Love is the All,Love is the Goal? And to stop a moment and know just how great is the Love of your Father-MotherGod for you[ - is it not the right thing to do℄?Most have ome to the plae of insensitivity to that Love or a sense that they are not worthy ofit. And by an absene of self-worth they tune it out. This is another form of non-listening.2 It is thetuning out of those things that are so preious and so beautiful, beause one deems oneself unlean,unready. The Mother who loves you, the Father who loves you will embrae you as you are and giveyou that [Divine℄ Love to wash you lean.I ome, then, with a very speial rose for eah of you. Its perfume shall not engulf you always butit shall be there when you desire to breathe in that fragrane, that breath of loveliness.1The hime of an anient bell. 1987 PoW, vol. 31 no. 29, pp. 291-92; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 35, p. 502 n. 10.2See vol. 32 no. 50, pp. 661-663. 475



Blessed ones, no matter how painful is the ourse of Love, its pursuit will ful�ll the whole lawof being and bring you bak to that point of wholeness and the divine memory of God. Do notfear to experiene pain. Allow yourself to experiene it, to neutralize it perhaps with the exerise ofthe sared �re breath,3 but not to esape pain. This, beloved, must surely be the root ause of allompromise of self and hene the undoing of the psyhe as the psyhe beomes surrounded with itsown psyhology of human ups and downs far, far a�eld from enteredness in God.I, Nada, ome then with an ovoid of Love and I plae it around you at a very safe distane, eventhree feet from the heart or a greater distane, so that at �rst the tingling of Love like an aeolianharp is felt at a ertain distane from the aura.You see, beloved, I ome [with this ovoid of Love℄, for you have alled me, for you have plaedyourselves here. And as the Chohan of the Sixth Ray and a member of the Karmi Board, I omewith an answer to prayer. I ome with a omposite response to the [angeli℄ listenings to your beingat all levels. And in this moment I shall engage in an experiment that you an experiene if you willallow yourself to let go and experiene it.This ovoid is the shape of an egg. You might even think of it as the protetive womb of the DivineMother. But as I draw it loser to you, beloved, you will begin to experiene pain as though therewere an inrease in the intensity of an eletri vibration.You see, beloved, the nearer the ovoid of Love omes to your being, the more it will bring out thememory of the pain of Love's separation or the rossing of the line and the misuse of Divine Loveor human love. It will also bring to you a ertain intensity of the Love of God to ause your soulto say [within her℄self, \This Love is so great I annot ontain it, I annot sustain it." And what ina moment may be bliss may beome the pain, as one poet has said, of too muh love, of too muhloving.4Blessed ones, when you feel the pain of the losing-in of this ovoid of Love, it shall be for you thepain of the memory of having left o� from your First Love [and even from℄ your �rst estate. And[with℄ eah passing year of drifting farther from the point of Love's origin, that pain, beloved, isstored in the psyhe and in the unonsious.5 Pretend there were nothing else stored there. [Andonsider why℄ the pain of Love's absene, the pain of losing Love is most severe and [that it℄ doespossibly inlude an explanation for all other goings astray, ompromise of the Law, self-dishonesty.[Indeed,℄ the overing-up of that whih is most painful may result in many ompensations.Beloved, the purpose of this experiment is that you might endure the pain for the moments ofthis ditation and say to yourself afterwards, \Why, that pain allowed the dissolution of some of thereords of the separation from Love, from Father, from Mother."The pain in experiening [the loss of Love, divine or human,℄ is a part of a proess that is knownas an aelerated transmutation, whereby if you truly desire to overome all things6 and to do soquikly, as Lanello has suggested is the neessity of the hour7 and indeed it is, you will disover thatyou an bear the pain [of this aelerated transmutation℄ for the resolution that follows. This is whyI have said, fear not the pain[ - whether the pain that omes on the path of Love as you reap love'ssowings or the pain that omes from the karma of non-loving℄.Now, beloved, we ome to the moment when this ovoid of Love will ome loser and loser, but3See vol. 32 no. 10, p. 117 n. 8.4\Love has no other desire but to ful�l itself. But if you love and must needs have desires, let these be your desires:To melt and be like a running brook that sings its melody to the night. To know the pain of too muh tenderness. Tobe wounded by your own understanding of love; And to bleed willingly and joyfully. To wake at dawn with a wingedheart and give thanks for another day of loving." Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet (New York: Alfred Al. Knopf; 1964),p. 13.5The unonsious and the subonsious. See vol. 32 no. 35, p. 502 n. 12.6See vol. 32 no. 23, p. 257 n. 4.7See vol. 32 no. 8, pp. 54-56, 57-59, 60-61, 63-64, 67; no. 49, pp. 652, 656.476



very gradually, and sometimes [it will℄ pause for the adjustment of your onsiousness.I, Nada, bring [this℄ to you that you might be fae to fae with moments in time and eternitythat are important for you to look at. For in them that piture that is worth a thousand words8 willonvey to you an interhange and then a leaving o�, a separation, a breaking of a [love-℄tie by fearor anger [or℄ thoughts unknown or jealousy. There ame a break and no way to �x the break in thatepisode or life. And so it is as though this partiular piture on the sreen of the mind had fraturedlines through it, and the pain of that frature of a broken love or a broken heart has remained sealedin the subonsious.Now the angels of Love of my bands approah to allow you to experiene that moment and then tofeel the great losing-in upon you of Love's swaddling garment whereby those reords may be healed,as though by the magi of Merlin you did y bakwards in time, relive that moment and make allthings right. Therefore, to embrae the unkindness or the deliberate betrayal [of Love on the part ofyourself or another℄ and to see how the release of the love of your heart should heal yourself, aboveall, and heal [as well℄ those who have brought injury [to you℄, where [their hearts℄ are reeptive [toLove's resolution by an aelerated transmutation℄ - this is the true path of Love.And where you have longed to heal the one who has been the instrument of injury, you may go tothat piture and see whether or not it would ever have been possible. For [true℄ love [means℄ faingreality. And sometimes the pain of Love is to know that one whom you would forgive, one whomyou would [anoint℄ with the oil of Gilead9 desires it not and will not drink of mery's up.The resolution, then, is to know; better to have loved and loved in vain than never to have lovedat all.10 For though it may have brought pain it also did bring understanding and the ripening of theheart that must learn in its maturity that all are not ready to reeive your up of love or forgivenessor kindness. To let go and let God take are of that one is the purest and best love. For in lettinggo of the desire for resolution where resolution is simply not possible, you may y to new heightswhere there are many holding out their ups, waiting for your oming, when you will pour out thesweet netar of Love that you have garnered in your heart for these and these alone.See how going bak to the point of pain, giving and giving again brings a resolution whereby youlet go of a desire for something that might have been, that never was, that never shall be, and thatis not the will of God; for it is not the free will of the [other℄ partiipant in that interhange. Andfree will is, after all, supreme under the law of Divine Love.The ovoid omes loser, beloved, as you ome to trust Love and Love's omnisiene and [Love's℄great and tender are. All of this means that in the wisdom of Love, pain is the portal to bliss. Thebliss of the return to Oneness, to Wholeness and to the true omprehension of the Law of the One.I AM One, O God, in thy presene; and all sons of Light are in that Oneness.Therefore I know the true meaning of the merging in the nirvana of [the Causal Body of℄ theentire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood.Therefore I know I an lose myself in what has been alled the loud of unknowing.11 No longer isLove the loud of unknowing, for I am knowing my beloved Presene as the loud of knowing Love,all-knowing Love.I ross the barriers [of the lines of the outer olor rings of the Causal Body℄ and when I am readyI am reeived in the most outer sphere of the �ve seret-ray spheres.8\One piture is worth more than ten thousand words." Chinese proverb.9Jer. 8:22; 46:11; 51:8.10\'Tis better to have loved and lost/Than never to have loved at all." Alfred Lord Tennyson, \In Memoriam."11The Cloud of Unknowing was a book originally written in Middle English by an anonymous fourteenth-enturymysti as a pratial guide to ontemplation. For more information see Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet,The Lost Teahings of Jesus I, p. 361 n. 69. 477



I await.12 For I would not enter until Love bekons. I had better inrease and tarry in the spheresof Love and Wisdom and the outer rays. For when I enter the spheres of the Dhyani Buddhas I knowthat I shall be in the purity of Love.I desire my garments to be so ready. Therefore I submit to the disiplines of the Seven Chohans.I reeive my beloved Nada.And when I must say, \O wait, thou ovoid, ome not nigh; [for℄ I would minister to life, I would�rst go out and �nd the lame, the halt and the blind and inrease my heart of Love, that in thelosing-in of the ovoid I do not lose the markings of time and spae where I yet require dimension toenter in to servie to Life," [I will lak not the ourage of my onvitions℄.O Nada, teah me the way of seless ministering Love whereby the ovoid of [Love's℄ light mayome and ontinue to lose in beause only in that ministration and selessness shall I enompassthe Whole.I shall be the In�nite One, no longer feeling the pains of the inner dimensions of the ovoid; for Ineed not time and spae to know fully the bliss of Love.Blessed ones, at this point I allow only 25 perent of this ovoid to omplete its ourse of losing-in,that this expression of the Holy Spirit might be tempered to the present state of your karma. Thefullness of Love, beloved, is to transend the otaves of limitation, not for a moment but forever.The time is not yet, beloved; for you have a deep desire to retrae, to go bak to the framesyou have seen of past experienes. Nothing else will do but your determined resolution to settle theaounts person to person, lifestream by lifestream.This, then, is my gift to you [so℄ that you will not need to go the way of the Eastern path of endlessreinarnation to aomplish this. For you may all at any hour for this ovoid of Love to surroundyou, one again to be shown the most pressing of needs. And as you go bak to that moment frozenin time you may pour out your heart, have those onversations that seem so neessary at times toahieve the unburdening of the soul and the heart, and attain resolution. You may do this outside ofthe time and spae that you are austomed to so that you may over many moments of all of yourinarnations, seemingly in the full hours required but taking only miroseonds.Thus you will ash the violet ame into those senes. Thus you will greet those wronged andwronging. This will give you a profound inner satisfation, [allowing you to℄ ful�ll many of therequirements of servie on the Sixth Ray, and [to℄ liber-ate muh energy tied up in those hurts anddisagreements and misunderstandings that have remained knots - knots in the psyhe, beloved, thatneed no longer be there.Now omes the �nal pressing-in of the Holy Spirit. [7-seond pause℄Sound the Om to reestablish the balane.[Congregation joins Nada in the sounding of the Om:℄Om Om OmNow the ovoid expands to the [distane℄ of three feet [from your heart℄ and begins to dissolve.When you wish it to return I suggest that it should be [during℄ a deree session, where you may all itforth [after℄ having reated a sound fore�eld. For, beloved, you may �nd yourselves in most seriousenounters where the reords are deep, as are the sars. It is important to be braed in the preseneof Arhangel Mihael and Astrea, to have abundant violet ame on hand. But to meet those levels,beloved, is surely the true healing you have always sought and desired and may now reeive by theblessedness of your servie to Life.Blessed ones, it is my prayer that you shall �nd in the path of the Sixth Ray the key to Love and to12await, obsolete: wait 478



the mystery of Love whereby the neessary aeleration of Light to win in this hour of Armageddonmay be yours, not merely by grae or gift but by a ertain attainment measure for measure. Thus,in dignity and in the honor of Love, in integrity and wisdom walk the Path all the way Home to yourPerfet Love.I AM Nada where I stand. I AM always Love as the Sixth Ray in ation. This you will be apableof, perpetual ministration and servie, when you [will℄ have resolved a ertain perentage of theseold ties and tie-ups of energy.I AM with you always as you perfet the true siene of Love.This ditation by Lady Master Nada was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brother-hood Elizabeth Clare Prophet following Listening Angel's ditation at the onlusion of the Thursdayevening servie, Otober 5, 1989, during The 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh,Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the dita-tion, added by the Messenger under Lady Master Nada's diretion for larity in the written word.℄Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 52Beloved Rose of Light - November 8, 1989Vol. 32 No. 52 - Beloved Rose of Light - November 8, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesVIIIThe Opening of the Rose of the LightFrom out of nirvana I am ome, having tarried there to prepare for my mission with you in thishour. Thus, I have garnered rings of Light1 and proeeded along the way of the Buddhi path andthe Buddha's adoration of the Divine Mother.Thus, I ome again and my mission is to ome and to stay with you; for Saint Germain has alledme to be your speial mentor of the heart. Therefore I bring my angels of the rose of Light and weplae upon your heart hakra the thoughtform and the manifestation of the rose [of Light℄ unfoldingpetals [that are℄ multiplying the twelve of the heart hakra. You may have a thousand-petaled roseof the heart hakra, beloved; for the petals inrease by mery's ame and ompassion and wisdom.May you be balaned, then, in the Love and the Wisdom of Maitreya and Manjushri,2 as theyuphold [to the Right and to the Left℄ the manifestation of Lord Gautama Buddha in the WesternShamballa.3 May the brilliane of the Light of illumination's ame make your love always pratialin illumined ation.And with Love and Wisdom may you settle your aounts on the ray of God-Power4 and swiftlytransmute all misuses of Power, human or divine, and therefore unlok the magni�ent gift of Power,whih the Great Divine Diretor extends to you. For Power is the movement, the mehanis [and℄then the motivation whereby Love and Wisdom beome owers [that are℄ not only admired butthat [also℄ ompel the going forth of the individual to serve the Light in all Lightbearers found [in℄prearious [irumstanes℄ in these twilight planes of being, in these vales of illusion and karma.Keep the Flame, beloved, for the neessity of the hour is greater than ever before. To have, then,suh an example of tragedy5 to bring home this Truth is never the design or the desire of God. Butman is indeed in harge of his domain and by free will must aknowledge and all upon the levels ofHierarhy and the representatives of Hierarhy available to him. Espeially is it so, beloved, of allLightbearers of the world.1rings of God onsiousness2Maitreya and Manjushri. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Introdution I, \Lord Maitreya: The Coming BuddhaWho Has Come," in 1984 PoW, hardbound volume, Book I, pp. 52-53.3See vol. 32 no. 30, pp. 419-22.4\A Trilogy On the Threefold Flame of Life" in Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. 267-345; see hapter 1, \Power."5Prior to Rose of Light's ditation the Messenger told the ongregation that a hild born that day to Keepers ofthe Flame had made the transition at birth. 481



Therefore know that the oÆe and mantle of Mother of the World is one that is o�ered gladlyby your Messenger as a means of interession in all manner of burden and tribulation. Whereas youan well understand that the Messenger in embodiment may not have hours and minutes in the dayto [personally℄ answer in this otave all of the alls that are sent to her (although she does answermany), you an be absolutely ertain that at inner levels the simple all to the Christ Self [and℄ theI AM Presene of the Messenger and to Lanello asended will bring you immediate interession.Therefore, the thought that \the Messenger is too busy, the Messenger is preoupied, the Mes-senger is sleeping, the Messenger is waking" [is erroneous℄. Whatever the thought [of limitation℄,beloved, the Messenger is a being of Light, as you are, spanning the otaves and therefore an bereahed [by a simple all to her heart℄ at any level at any hour of the day or night. And this hasbeen done, beloved, [by many℄ with full 100 perent, 1,000 perent response from her great God-freebeing and Causal Body.Do not hesitate, therefore. For when you have one in physial embodiment [suh as the Messengerto interede in your behalf℄, sometimes you an make the onnetion to our otaves muh moreswiftly than when you all to us diretly; [for she has the diret ontat whereas, due to planetarye�uvia or your emotions of the moment, often you do not.℄ Suh is the meaning of Hierarhy.6 Andyou yourselves are a part of this Hierarhy and may also be instruments, through your own path ofChristhood, to transmit to those in need a quantity of Light from above.Therefore the Great White Brotherhood is a brotherhood and a sisterhood of Light of thoseasended and unasended [lifestreams who are ommitted to the path of the asension and helashipunder the Word Inarnate℄. And our motto is I Serve. We stand with one another in times of triumphto steady the vitor, and to brae that one and [to℄ protet that one. We stand by one another intimes of the dark night of the soul and the Dark Night of the Spirit,7 when many may beome boweddown. Thus we pray together and we give that support whereby the whole Body of God may moveforward in the asending sale of being.I, therefore, have ome forth on this day, as sheduled by the Great Law, to begin the proess ofthe tutoring of the heart and the opening of the rose of the heart - not that you have not alreadybeen God-taught by many of the asended hosts. And Saint Germain himself has given to you hisheart meditations.8 These ought to be pursued.Yet we understand the preoupations, the dharma of the day and the requirements of the hour.Therefore it is neessary to develop thoughtforms, beloved, whih you [an then℄ visualize by seondnature and whih you [an℄ anhor by mantra. Let the mantras of Maitreya and Manjushri9 give toyou the balane of the heart, and may you visualize the most beautiful golden pink rose [of Lightassisting you to℄ unfold the petals of the heart [hakra℄. Let eah unfolding of the petal [of the heart℄be a strengthening of the petal and of its release of Light.10 Let there be the God-mastery of the6Hierarhy and the mantle of Guru upon the Messenger. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Introdution I, \LordMaitreya: The Coming Buddha Who Has Come," in 1984 PoW, hardbound volume, Book I, pp. 66-73.71988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, p. 632 n. 14.8Saint Germain's Heart Meditations I and II, delivered by the Messenger at Saint Germain's request, are for thelearing, strengthening and initiation of the heart hakra and the balaning of the threefold ame. They inludedevotional prayers, derees, mantras, hymns, meditations and visualizations as well as instrution and invoations bythe Messenger and the opportunity for partiipants to o�er personal prayers. Saint Germain's Heart Meditation I,given May 3, 1987, on 93-min. audioassette, B87027. Saint Germain's Heart Meditation II, given July 10, 1988, atthe Heart of the Inner Retreat, inludes a ditation by Saint Germain not published anywhere else. For Keepers ofthe Flame only, 3 audioassettes, 3 hr. 49 min., K89055-57.9The mantras of Lord Maitreya are inluded in teahings given by the Messenger: \The Path of the Bodhisattva:The Historial Maitreya," Otober 9, 1988, on two 60-min. audioassettes, B88135-36; \Darshan and Teahings withPaul the Venetian and the Maha Chohan," July 3, 1988, on two 90-min. audioassettes, B88103-4; Saint Germain'sHeart Meditation II (see note 7). A mantra to Manjushri is inluded in the \Buddhist Mantras": see vol. 32 no.28, p. 383; Saint Germain's Heart Meditation II (note 7); Mantras of the Asended Masters for the Initiation of theChakras, no. 53, booklet p. 14, on audioassette B85136; no. 642 in The Summit Lighthouse Book of Songs.10The Light-emanation of the heart hakra is the Christ onsiousness that radiates the balane of Power, Wisdom482



petals, signifying a greater and greater release of Light, whih does require, as has been explainedto you at length, a greater protetion and likewise a mounting spiral of attainment in the ame ofGod-Mastery.Many Masters ome to you in this hour on the two o'lok line [under℄ the sign of Pises for theulmination of an age and beause we desire to see you be onquerors who will vanquish Death andHell in the earth and in the astral plane and [who will℄ dare to hallenge the pale horse.11Blessed ones, therefore [let the two o'lok line be the fous℄ of [your℄ onentration in [the learingof℄ the etheri body;12 for the learing of that body does inlude, [yea, it does demand,℄ the trans-mutation of fear and doubt and all reords of Death that have ever beome a part of your lifestreamthrough all inarnations. This is a learing of the solar-plexus [hakra on the 2/8 axis℄ and doesrequire the balaning of all debts of karma, espeially those inurred through fear and doubt andDeath itself, [whih are the perversions of your God-Mastery℄ on that [two o'lok℄ line, [and℄ through[envy, jealousy and℄ ignorane, whih are the perversions of God-Wisdom [on the �ve o'lok line ofthis yellow ross℄.13Thus, beloved, let there truly be the rising to the great need of the hour, the need of [God-Wisdomfor℄ God Self-mastery, the need of [the℄ onlusion and [the℄ ful�llment [of yles℄, that the age ofPises might be sealed.As you rise to [your℄ Christhood and as you are aepted as bodhisattvas14 on the Path, so know,beloved, that your inreasing Light may beome a suÆieny to displae and supplant the blakmagiians of the age of Pises. By your attainment [through the I AM THAT I AM℄ you may beguaranteed that they will be taken by the hosts of the LORD to the Court of the Sared Fire fortheir [�nal℄ judgment. [The Great Law℄ does of neessity require the manifestation of a soul of Lightfor every fallen one that is taken and a Christ for every fore of Antihrist that is bound.15We have found that the olletive Christ onsiousness of this Community availeth muh, that allputting together their petals of Light and [their℄ heart's ompassion and wisdom may form the fousof [a ommunity℄ Christhood that they may not [enjoy℄ separately and individually. Therefore theFour and Twenty Elders have deided to ount the olletive Christ onsiousness of this Communityas a weight of Light that an be fatored in when determining how the Brotherhood and you shalldeal with the dark fores pitted against the Light.This is good news, beloved! And therefore, I simply say to you, if it is the olletive Christhoodof the Community that shall stand and withstand the opposition to the Churh Universal andTriumphant, then let everyone know that this Christ onsiousness may be represented as a million-petaled golden pink rose [of Light℄, eah one of you being a petal [of that rose℄.Therefore remember the responsibility. For if the petal as a ame is not kept by you, if you donot, as they say, hold up your end of the bargain, or in this ase your end of the rose, then the powerof that olletive Christhood an be diminished. And we do not desire to see the diminishing of onepetal or one dewdrop upon that petal. For does not the dewdrop signify the apaity for ompassionand for understanding and for reahing out through the heart to those who mourn? For they havenot the full owering of the Christ with them and therefore in their grief, beloved, [they℄ do in fatand Love of the threefold ame.11Pale horse. Rev. 6:7, 8. On the Four Horsemen see vol. 32 no. p. 552 n. 26; \Nostradamus: The FourHorsemen," in Saint Germain On Prophey, Book Two. For an update on the Four Horsemen, see the Messenger'sleture \Prophey for the 1990s," given May 21, 1989, in New York City (see vol. 32 no. 32, p. 472 n. 8).12The learing of the etheri body. See vol. 32 no. 8, pp. 54-56, 57-59, 60-61, 63-64, 67.13The yellow ross is formed by the 2/8, 5/11 axes on the Cosmi Clok - the Pises/Virgo, Gemini/Sagittariusinitiations of God-Mastery/God-Justie, God-Wisdom/God-Vitory.14Bodhisattva. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Introdution I, \Lord Maitreya: The Coming BuddhaWho Has Come,"in 1984 PoW, in hardbound volume, Book I, pp. 37-38, 57-58.15For every fallen angel and blak magiian taken, a Christed one must �ll the vauum. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 10,p. 119; no. 43, p. 349; no. 44, p. 354. 483



grieve the loss of the living Christ.When you bring [them℄ the petal of that Christ Light, it is as a ame-ower that does reignite inthem hope. And hope, beloved, is always the beginning of a New Day.Therefore, let the rose of Camelot ome again! Let the rose of the Churh, as the great emblem ofthe rose ross, be a rose of hope, a rose that is [made up℄ of the very ones Maitreya and Manjushri.Let it be so, beloved. For by Love is there hope; indeed, there is! By Love is there wisdom; indeed,there is! And in the perfet balane [of Love/Wisdom℄ there must be a magnet for God's will andfor the return of God's power unto all.Thus, I begin by ounseling you to breathe out the fragranes of Love and Wisdom through theheart; and sense when you breathe out, beloved, that you are sending this Light around the worldto irle it and to return [to you multiplied in kind℄. [deep inhalation℄Now exhale but visualize the sared breath passing out through the heart and see it as a mist thatis truly a sared �re tinged with golden pink, sending a missile of hope throughout the planet. Andin the wake of that hope may many souls soar and return with that single outbreath to the Heart ofthe Inner Retreat.Thus, Gautama Buddha does send forth the breath and it is powerful; and always on the returnyou will see angels in formation and saints of God returning [to him℄ on that very [in-℄breath.Then, beloved, know that the breath of life itself [as well as℄ the sared �re breath [you invoketo harge the breath of life and the atoms, ells and eletrons℄ is able to kindle and rekindle and[to℄ expand and intensify the threefold ame. Therefore let the breath [of life℄ be instrumental inthe balaning of the threefold ame. Therefore let Djwal Kul's breathing exerise16 be that whihexpands the power of the Light in the hakras, in the lungs, in the heart, [and℄ in the rose [of Lightthat you visualize℄.Now draw a irle [of light℄ around the rose that you visualize in the enter of your hest [at℄ thelevel of the heart �lling the entire upper portion of your body. And this irle of light around therose is pure gold. It extends to a wider irumferene than the rose itself and it is a ring-pass-notwhereby the rose annot be touhed.Therefore you have heard the admonishment \Guard the heart.17 Guard the seret plae of theheart. Guard the beating of the heart. Guard the bird of the heart."Heart, therefore, is the seat of sared �re and of agni yoga.18 Heart must be proteted, beloved.Let not the heart be jolted or jostled or overome by anything beneath or above. Pratie, therefore,stillness in the heart, peae in the heart, strength in the heart and God-enteredness in the heart.Think about how you think of yourselves in your bodies. Where are you in your body, beloved?You may have feeling in the extremities. You may onentrate greatly in the mind or the third eye.But I say, �nd the enter of equipoise in the heart and feel yourself responding from that point andthat enter. Feel yourself in perfet balane in that enter.Thus, it does require a going within and a holy exerise. I ounsel you, then, when you are hungrybetween meals it is a time to take your sared bowl of rie, to hew eah morsel 108 times as youaÆrm the mantras, in silene or spoken, of Maitreya and Manjushri.Feel yourself [to be℄ as that �re infolding itself seen by Ezekiel.19 Feel yourself spiraling inward tothe enter of your Sun Presene, following the spiral [formed by℄ the rose petals bak to the enter,16See vol. 32 no. 10, p. 117 n. 8.17Gautama Buddha, November 27, 1988, 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 84, pp. 658-60, 662-63. See also Helena Roerih,Heart (New York: Agni Yoga Soiety, 1975), nos. 15, 105, 113, 206, 254, 350, 415, 423, 453, 547-48; available throughSummit University Press.18Agni yoga is the yoga of �re.19Ezek. 1:4. 484



there to ommune in the threefold ame, there to sense the balane of Alpha and Omega, one againto be renewed and restored, physially and mentally strengthened and above all foused [in the heartof hearts of your Holy Christ Self as you visualize your Holy Christ Self not separate from you butsuperimposed over you, your hearts as one℄.This, beloved, is a simple exerise, but many who are too spread [out℄ in their onsiousness andthinking [faulties, often beause they are too \yin" in their four lower bodies,℄ and have no God Self-mastery over that attenuation from the enter sarely know how to spiral bakward into the heart[in a ounterlokwise diretion℄ that is seemingly bakward. Therefore, spiraling to the enter is [a℄neessary [exerise if the soul would establish her Christ Self-mastery sealed in the twelve-petaledhakra of the heart℄.And therefore \I AM Alpha and Omega in the white �re ore of Being" is the mantra you reite[in℄ addition [to the Maitreya/ Manjushri mantras℄. It is wondrous to be silent when you [engage in℄this exerise as a holy ritual of going within. And as you ome to the enter of the [thoughtform ofthe℄ rose [of Light℄ through the spiraling inward, you pass beyond it [through the heart hakra℄ tothe Eighth-Ray, [seret℄ hamber [of the heart;℄20 and [here℄ you have a few moments to bow beforeLord Gautama and his Bodhisattvas who have beome Buddhas, [who tutor your souls as they keepthe Flame of Life for you here in the holy of Holies of your temple℄.21Therefore, a mighty trinity have you, beloved, of Power, Wisdom and Love in [the℄ Lords Gautama,Maitreya and Manjushri. See, then, how they ome in the tradition of the Trinity and how the greatpower of the Lord of the World is ensoned by those who ank him with the adoration of Love andWisdom. Thus, visualize your threefold ame as ensouled and embodied and personi�ed by thesethree beings, even as you often visualize in those three plumes the Father, the Son and the HolySpirit, or Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva.Thus, Lord Gautama - O Lord Gautama, O Lord Gautama - I ome to the Western Shamballa.I bow before thy throne of grae. Reeive me, O LORD, as I, Rose of Light, humbly join your sta�of asended devotees who serve the Light of those in this Community and all pilgrims who ome.O beloved Gautama, as these devotees learn the spiraling within, so they shall develop a mo-mentum of drawing power, drawing therefore by this spiral infolding itself many Lightbearers fromaround the world, even as a spiral nebula when in the proession of [the℄ drawing within does drawmany stars to its enter.O the proessioning of the stars of the galaxies, my LORD! How magni�ent is life in all of itsgeometry! How magni�ent is the geometry of these souls and the wonder of their love and theirservie! How we would enhane the Light!Thus it is the rose of Light, Light, Light that I bear, making karma light, making auras bright,bringing Light into a darkened world by the God Self-mastery of the Lord Jesus Christ now enteringin through the Holy Christ Self of eah one! O how the Lord Christ does so yearn to merge withyour Holy Christ Self, beloved, and to be the husband of your souls! How he does long to transmitto you his God-mastery of the Pisean dispensation!22Now, therefore, we will set about our exerises, those of Saint Germain 7EN and those given bythe Messenger. But, above all, our most important exerise will be loving - loving by illumined ationand by a onveyane of the heart and by the rejoiing in the eternal sweetness of the Sweet One23positioned above, as [this℄ Cosmi Being of Light does overshadow [the Sangha of the Buddha neath20the eight-petaled hakra21\The Spirit also helpeth our in�rmities: for we know not what we should pray for as we ought: but the Spirit itselfmaketh interession for us with groanings whih annot be uttered. And he that searheth the hearts knoweth whatis the mind of the Spirit, beause he maketh interession for the saints aording to the will of God." Rom. 8:26, 27.22Jesus' dispensation to be loser to his disiples until the end of the age of Pises. See vol. 32 no. 21, pp. 231-32,238, 239.23See vol. 32 no. 39, pp. 549-50. 485



the Western Shamballa℄.May the radiant smile of the Divine Mother be upon your fae, be the twinkling of your eyes andbe the smiling of many an angel through you who shall greet those in need.[Now℄ I speak to all who have passed from the sreen of life, those who have been the enemiesof the Messenger and the Lightbearers. Do not think that we do not wath your attempts from theastral plane to move against [our servants℄. We have taken note. So have the sribes of the Keeper ofthe Srolls. Therefore, ye who would surreptitiously steal in to the irle of our oneness, [know that℄the angels knok at the door of every degree of the [360-degree℄ irle of this gathering and you shallnot leave without being arrested by them, bound hand and foot and removed from this plae. Youmay not ome with your mishief and your malie, [one℄ you have made the transition, to attemptto destroy that whih you ould not [destroy℄ while you were in embodiment.Therefore the dragnet24 of the Lord does desend and the Seven Arhangels ome, having enlistedtheir legions with the reapers,25 [who are already harvesting the tares (the hildren of the WikedOne) from among the wheat (the hildren of the kingdom) on a planetary sale℄. Therefore in thishour all who have moved against this Churh and the saints of God and the Mystial Body ofGod through[out℄ the ages who have made it their priority to ome here to upset the peae andthe protetion of the Community are bound. Their time is up, beloved, [wherein they were givenopportunity to bend the knee before Almighty God, to onfess the Christ and to serve the Light.Therefore℄ they must [be taken by Arhangel Mihael's legions℄ to other otaves and be restrainedfrom any further mishief making or malie.Thus, beloved, it was K-17 and his legions, with Ray-O-Light and his, who petitioned the Fourand Twenty Elders for this dispensation. And I, Rose of Light, as their spokesman in this hour, maytell you of this good news. And therefore [this interession, so needed for the protetion of your altarwork,℄ is a tribute to your staying ation and to your devoutness.For everything that you put forth [in Light℄, beloved, [you get bak; and℄ there is an equal [return℄and [a℄ multiplying [of that Light by the Cosmi Christ℄. Wherever you plae your heart and mindand energy, so the LORD God does say, \Behold, I ome quikly and my reward is with me!"26 TheLORD God does ome bearing the reward of his servants, but he does also bear his own reward for hisown Beingness, an aura multiplied many times over and expanded hourly [by the Guru's extensionof himself through his Chelas℄.Thus, you may also say, \In the name I AM THAT I AM, I ome quikly to the defense of theBuddha and the Mother and the holy Churh and the saints, and my reward is with me for this [my℄vow and [my℄ e�ort!" Thus you aÆrm the law [of the Cosmi Christ℄ that the good karma you sendforth [is℄ instantly [inreased and℄ does plae upon you the multipliation mathematially of thatwhih you have given [out℄.Behold, the Lord Sanat Kumara does ome to his own and his reward is with him, ten thousand-times-ten thousand saints27 who gather - gather for the hour of the vitory in Armageddon, gatherfor the hour of the elebration of Light and the rose of Light of the heart.Beause all of Hierarhy is onerned and gladdened that you shall pursue the path of the heartand the heart ame's expansion, all who ome here, angels, Asended Masters and Cosmi Beings,shall be wearing the sign of the rose of Light over the heart so that the impression is made deepwithin and at inner levels that this is the initiation of the hour. And by eye ontat and soul ontatyou will take to yourself and aept bak upon yourself the mirror image of these individual rosesof Light. Eah one is di�erent, beloved. And therefore, by meditation on the beings of Light you24Matt. 13:47-50.25Matt. 13:24-30, 36-42.26Rev. 22:12.27See vol. 32 no. 41, p. 572 n. 13. 486



may aquire and reeive in your own heart some bit of their attainment and of their sweetness andof their Wisdom and of their great God-Power.Now with the osmi ross of white �re, I, Rose of Light, seal you. For I am ome and my rewardis with me, too. It is you, beloved. You are the great reward for the inner work I have aomplishedand I am pleased to be among you as your sister of Light.I await your tug on my sleeve or apron or skirt. Let me help you beome the fullness of theowering of the rose of Light.In the name of Helios and Vesta, I bow to the rose of Light within you.This ditation by Rose of Light was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Friday evening servie, Otober 6, 1989, duringThe 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketedmaterial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Roseof Light's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 53Beloved God Harmony - November 9,1989 Vol. 32 No. 53 - Beloved God Harmony - November 9, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesIXOn Keeping the HarmonySelet a Guru and Go for It!Beloved hearts, all of the Great White Brotherhood has paused in this interval as our FatherAlpha did play this piee1 on the grand organ in the Great Central Sun. And he did release to allof osmos this hymn of the soul and the sounding of the tones that remind the soul of Home and ofthe great throne room and of Alpha and Omega, who await thy return.Thus, after the battle omes the peae of ommunion. And beloved Alpha has sent to you notonly the Call to the soul but also the peae of stillness, of vitory, of quietude in the Eighth Rayhakra, the seret hamber of the heart, and with tender love has anhored this sound and throughit the soundless sound, ommuniating love and strength and hope and the �rst gleams of the dawnof the promise of the New Age.Thus you have witnessed within as without what the onentrated e�ort of Keepers of the Flameould aomplish. We are ready day by day to assist and to interede. Therefore we desire tofree a number of you that there might be plenty and there might be supply, [that℄ there might bethe wherewithal to lift you somewhat from the toil of your karmi labors and the drudgery of thatout-of-alignment state we all inharmony.With grae and immense power Alpha has ooded [forth℄ to you the great harmony of the Father-Mother God, that you might know [the vibration of true harmony℄ and ontinually long to keep thisame and this harmony. Whenever this piee is therefore played again by you, it will reapture whathas now been reorded here in akasha2 of beloved Father Alpha's playing to his hildren.So, beloved, your Father is a great organist and has long sent forth the power of sound to awakenyour memory to the Beginning of beginnings and to give you, in an interval and a moment, a memoryof Home and the promise that surely you shall return if you keep the harmony.1On the grand organ in the Great Central Sun our Father Alpha played the piee that was the meditation musiprior to the ditation of God Harmony. Through it Alpha anhored his Light and God onsiousness. The organ pieeplayed was \Reve ang�elique," or \Angel's Dream," from Kamennoi-Ostrov by Anton Rubinstein, nineteenth-enturyRussian pianist and omposer. In her leture delivered Deember 2, 1973, in Santa Barbara, California, the Messengertaught that this piee reets the musial rhythm and harmonies that are in the enter of our osmos.2Akasha. 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 68, p. 534 n. 1. 489



Therefore I ome to instrut you in keeping the harmony. God-Harmony is not a quality of oneline, though it is [harted℄ on the six o'lok line, [whih is also the line of the Mother,℄ beause [it℄is the [expression℄ of the Mother's love for her hildren. And in her love for her hildren, she keepsthe ame with Sanat Kumara on that line. [The perversions of God-Harmony under the hierarhy ofCaner are also harted on the six o'lok line:℄ the troubled waters of the astral sea[ - that samsarathat all must ross if they would reah the Eternal Bourne - ℄and all misuses of her Power, Wisdomand Love and of her sared �re, [lassi�ed as indeision, self-pity and self-justi�ation℄.I would tell you, beloved, that so long as you have karma on any of the lines of the [Cosmi℄Clok, you do not have full [God-℄Harmony. But as long as you all forth the Light of God and ofChrist and Buddha to seal that untransmuted karma, you may nevertheless build a momentum of[God-℄Harmony that does inrease.Harmony omes with the determination to ful�ll the qualities of God [on℄ the twelve [lines of theClok℄. Therefore as you keep the ame of God-Power in [the℄ balane of Alpha and Omega, youhave [God-℄Harmony under the hierarhy of Capriorn [and, orrespondingly, under the hierarhyof Caner℄. Harmony that is true, as the plumb line is true, beloved, gives you ontat with thehierarhies of [eah and every℄ line.So it has been well said that one ought to selet a Guru and go for it;3 for, beloved, by attainingthe oneness and blissful oneness with that Guru and with the God-quality that marks his line ofthe Clok, you an establish at �rst one line [on whih℄ you determine always to keep the peae, theharmony, the love and the ame [and then proeed one by one with the rest℄.Inasmuh as all of you have been sponsored by beloved El Morya, is it not well to begin with the�ve o'lok line? Beloved ones, it is neessary to banish ignorane, for how else an you enter in orreognize the poisons [or their antidotes℄ or know the Buddhas?4 Thus, to embrae God-Wisdomand the Gemini Mind of God,5 to obey its beaon, its all, its light, to know that this is Alpha andOmega - this is devotion to God's will, this is the mastery of the spoken Word by the Sweet One,6whose ausal body sponsoring you has had muh to do with your vitories on these days.Blessed ones, your out-of-alignment state on any line of the Clok is a breah of the harmonyof the Community of the Holy Spirit, whih [breah℄, beause you are one, does reverberate in thefour lower bodies of eah member. From time to time that out-of-alignment state, whih, as youknow, is dukkha, [the su�ering that is the result of℄ inordinate desire, does beome so extreme in anindividual that El Morya requests that that one no longer be in the irle of the Community of thisheadquarters simply beause that inharmony will reet throughout the movement and does give to[that one℄ and to eah individual member too muh to bear, while the individual himself does notarry the baggage of his karma or the karma of his desires but expets all others to bear it while hetakes another round to play.So you see, beloved ones, when you know that the irle is drawn and the solar ring is aroundyou and [that℄ we seek to enfore the presene of the Great Central Sun Magnet within that [ring℄3See vol. 32 no. 37, p. 527.4Under the hierarhy of Gemini El Morya is the initiator of our souls in the divine attribute of God-Wisdom,whih is harted on the 5:00 line of the Cosmi Clok. The perversions of this God-quality inlude envy, jealousy,ignorane of the law, spiritual blindness, and mental density and retardation as well as ignorant animal magnetism.In Tibetan Buddhist teahings ignorane is one of the \�ve poisons" that are onsidered to be of ultimate danger tothe soul's spiritual progress. The wisdom of the Dhyani Buddha Vairohana, whih is the all-pervading wisdom of theDharmadhatu, or the wisdom born of the Dharmakaya, ounterats the poison of ignorane. For teahings on the �vepoisons and the wisdoms of the Five Dhyani Buddhas, see vol. 32 no. 37, pp. 530 n. 12; no. 39, p. 552 n. 12. For alist of teahings on the Cosmi Clok, see vol. 32 no. 38, p. 537 n. 2.5The Gemini Mind is a term used by El Morya in his ditations of Otober 8, 1977 (1981 PoW, vol. 24 no. pp.441-46, audioassette B7805) and November 10, 1977 (audioassette B7812). El Morya de�ned the Gemini Mind as\the mind that is poised at the point of the Christ, betwixt the urrent of Alpha in the rown [hakra℄ and the urrentof Omega in the base[-of-the-spine hakra℄ - parallel lines of onsiousness."6See vol. 32 no. 39, pp. 549-50. 490



for the drawing of the souls of Light, not only is it unkind but it is unmeriful to the LORD Godand the sponsoring hierarhy to allow to remain those whose violation of the law of Community hasprodued the shism, the breah that we all inharmony.Therefore, beloved, we see [that℄ when those who beome a part of [a Community of℄ suh greatLight are not able to maintain their harmony within it, it is also most kind and meriful unto themthat they be given a plae less intense to work out the hallenge of maintaining [their℄ harmony.Sine harmony is the in-alignment state, you an see that the ame and the path of harmony mustsurely be the prerequisite for joining [the sanghas of℄ any of the Buddhas and the Buddhas of the�ve seret rays.So, then, beloved, harmony an be present only where there is strength - strength of mind thatsets one's ourse aording to one's God-desire and keeps it and does not waver, is not weak-mindedor weak-willed, divided, hearing a voie and going that way, hearing a voie and going the other[way℄.Thus [those who would possess℄ the Gemini Mind of God must have the balane of the strengthof mind and the strength of the desire body. These strengths must be established in the four lowerbodies and this you an hek yourself on by examining how you funtion under those hierarhiesand signs and astrologial on�gurations in eah of the four quadrants. Looking at the hakras thatorrespond [to the lines of the Clok℄, you may soon learn where your point of vulnerability may be,where somehow you do not keep the steadiness of mind and will through all that goes on around youor the strength of [holy℄ desire and [holy℄ purpose when other desires [and other purposes℄ and theirperfumes are wafted your way.You see, beloved ones, mind and heart must be in balane; therefore you see the balane keptby Manjushri and Maitreya.7 So you will understand that these arhetypal ones, who truly arepersoni�ed in your midst, must represent in you arhetypal manifestations of the plus and the minus,the Masuline and the Feminine, the Wisdom and the Love of Helios and Vesta.Let us, then, take a very beginning ourse [at℄ the retreat of God Harmony. Let us begin to seeinrements of greater harmony based on a very sinere a�etion for beloved El Morya, showing himwhat you an aomplish toward this end by way of saying:Thank you, beloved El Morya, for loving me still and seeing me through all of these irumstanesof my karma and my tomfoolery and all that I have done that I desired not to do and all those thingsthat I desired to do that I did not do.8Therefore, no more will there be the division or the warring in my members;9 for I have seen that ahouse divided against itself shall not stand.10 El Morya, I will bring you bouquets of forget-me-nots,showing that I will not forget to look for that balane under the hierarhies of the Sun line by line.Therefore, beloved, we set a ourse before you. It is our desire to ondut on the last evening ofthis twelve-day onferene a personal learane for all in attendane. And aording [to your output℄as you have been able to deree or to keep the dharma of your servie ontinuing and as you havekept the harmony, so we shall see what labor Herules and Amazonia may perform on your behalfas you have performed labors for them. We have long desired to take to our hearts the helas of thewill of God and to ondut suh a learane as is done regularly in eah Summit University quarter.7Manjushri and Maitreya stand to the Left and the Right of Gautama Buddha, keeping the balane of the amesof Wisdom and Love (i.e., mind and heart) in their respetive oÆes while Gautama holds the balane of the ame ofPower in this trinity. Of ourse, eah of these Asended Masters has magni�ently outpitured the threefold ame ofPower, Wisdom and Love in his individual heart hakra on behalf of earth's evolutions. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet,Introdution I, \Lord Maitreya: The Coming Buddha Who Has Come," in 1984 PoW, hardbound volume, Book I,pp. 52-53; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 52, pp. 673, 678.8The good that I would, I do not. Rom. 7:15, 19.9Rom. 7:23; Gal. 5:17; James 4:1; I Pet. 2:11.10Matt. 12:25; Mark 3:24, 25; Luke 11:17. 491



We see that the year omes to an end and that there is a harvest. Surely there must be someharvest of the eletroni belt [i.e., the subonsious,℄ that may be taken as the tares are separatedfrom the good wheat to be burned.11 May it be, then, that you see the remaining hours as opportunityand know that those who serve while you deree are ful�lling their karma as well as their dharma;and you also have a dharma and a karma that must keep you here [in the Court℄.We desire to see this Community of Light, whih has borne the burdens of [the℄ prophey ofperseution in the end times,12 of soul-testing and trial, know that you have also passed many tests.And whereas some have failed their tests, we look to aord [to℄ all who are worthy [not only℄ thegift of the removal of that whih you have earned to have removed but [also the gift of the℄ removalof other onditions, whih we may give to you as a grae for your steadfastness, your loyalty andyour immaulate vision of the future of this Community of Light despite its assailants in this hour.They shall ome and go! But the Churh of God shall live forever.13 Let them ome and go,beloved; for all do pass by the altar of God on earth that they might have the opportunity toembrae the living Christ, the living Buddha, to mend their ways and to have that �nal moment tofae the Sun, to onfess the LORD God, to bend the knee, to forsake allegiane to the fallen angelsand to ome bak to the nobleness of God-Harmony that is oneness with the Father-Mother Godand the Central Sun.Visualize the Central Sun now as a whirling dis of Light14 on eah line of the Cosmi Clok;and as it whirls, as it spins, it transmutes, beloved. See this always as you see yourselves [in theservie of the Light℄ rather than being preoupied with your shortomings. Even the solar aresand ativities of the sun in the remainder of this year will be a means whereby the spiritual Sunbehind the sun of this solar system may be translated to the earth in positive ways, even thoughthere be some negative side e�ets from these manifestations.Harmony, then, is indeed the great key; but what is the key to harmony? It surely is the mostbalaned manifestation in the physial body, whih you bring about by a pratial and sienti�study of what is best for you and your health and then pursue it. As man does not live by breadalone,15 so may you not eat by tastes and appetites of the palate, ingrained. May you beome adeptsand see how it is inharmonious, [indeed, how it is a violation of the law of God-Harmony℄ to beenslaved by your appetites when what you put in your mouth only reates an out-of-alignment state;and thus the physial is no halie [to guard the℄ harmony for the emotional body.Then the emotional body begins to be tipsy and topsy and turvy, and the mind is louded by allof this turbulene. And the three lower bodies are not able to reeive the Divine Image [of the HolyChrist Self℄ impressed [upon℄ the etheri [body℄, and the etheri [body℄ itself beomes ontaminatedas the lesser bodies mirror bak to it less than the rystal-lear stream, [less than the Divine℄ Image.Blessed ones, the fruits of self-mastery, God Self-mastery - whih you are ompleting in this endof the Pisean age, whih has but months to go - an a�ord you freedom, wealth, happiness, [and℄the drawing forth from your Causal Body of all those things that would be so handy at this point inyour life.True God-Mastery, beloved, is God-Harmony. But God-Harmony is not the sign of those whory, \Peae, peae,"16 and desire to smooth over the war [and the warring in their members℄ that isbeneath [the surfae raging in the subonsious℄ of those who may speak in quiet tones and always11Matt. 13:24-30, 36-42.12If they have perseuted me, they will also perseute you. Matt. 20:22; Mark 10:38; John 15:20; II Tim. 3:1, 12.13\Crowns and thrones may perish, kingdoms rise and wane / But the Churh of Jesus onstant will remain /Gates of hell an never 'gainst that Churh prevail / We have Christ's own promise, whih an never fail." \Onward,Christian Soldiers," stanza 3, words by Sabine Baring-Gould.14a dis of God onsiousness15Deut. 8:2, 3; Matt. 4:3, 4; Luke 4:3, 4.16Jer. 6:14; 8:11; Ezek. 13:10. 492



properly but have no internal [fount of℄ Harmony or Love.Thus, sometimes in order to restore harmony it is neessary to intensify the voie, to speak �rmly[or℄ to lap one's hands to break the stupor of silene that may appear as harmony but is [as℄ deadlyas though it were aophony. Blessed hearts, do not be fooled, then, by those who walk about withtheir smiles of peae; for you know better when you look into their eyes and see that they may bedeeply troubled or angry or [gripped by℄ whatever else [may have invaded their temple℄.Therefore, as I ome, harmony may sometimes neessarily be the manifestation of a Christ thatdoes overturn the money hangers in the temple of God.17 Sometimes in order to have harmony itis neessary to make a rukus. But, beloved ones, that harmony is never out of ontrol; it is, as youwould say, staged for a purpose. Thus, in perfet God-Control you may appear to be out of ontrol,but it is the only means whereby [the representatives of the℄ Guru may gain the attention of helaswho have beome so disheveled and in suh disarray that they have long sine forgotten what is true[soul℄ alignment [with the Spirit of the living God℄.Therefore, beloved, the Gurus of all ages have taken on many guises. Thus the appearane, whenone is a true Guru, is not neessarily that whih the human mind interprets it to be. Take are andunderstand, beloved, that the Asended Masters use every approah and every means to shok youout of the semisleep state into an awareness that all is not peae, that there must be an alert, theremust be an awareness; for danger is present and ation is required.Therefore, judge righteous judgment.18 Do not judge [by℄ the outer manifestation of any Guru[even as you do not judge℄ the outer manifestation of the world and the appearane of peae andfreedom marhing on into a golden future. There is muh beneath the surfae and the monsters ofthe deep have not all been taken, just as your eletroni belts19 have not all been leared.Therefore, take are. Take are of the ravening wolves20 within the body politi and within thegovernments of the nations. And do not aept what appears on the surfae but follow the threadof love from the heart of your I AM Presene and Christ Self to those whose love dares to at, daresto be needed and dares to ful�ll the needs of others, dares to be a part of a team, to think originallyand to at with haste to protet the Community and to prepare for a ertain future.There are many false teahers abroad in the world today; some of them [ome℄ teahing elements ofthe Great White Brotherhood's teahing and yet within there is Darkness. But they have developeda manner of looking peaeful and pious and speaking quietly and assuring everyone that if they thinkpeae and talk peae and plan for peae instead of war, they will be the wise ones who will bringabout world peae.They over themselves with garments of peae and writings of peae but, beloved, they have noteven touhed the surfae of the eletroni belt, of their own subonsious; whereas you who may notalways be so peaeful have gone to the depths of the psyhe and the subonsious determined toremove all that is unreal. And in the proess you may have struggled, you may have made mistakes,but you are determined that you shall know what is real and beome it and [that you will℄ pay anyprie [to meet the day of karmi rekoning with your books balaned℄.Of ourse, we should desire that those on this path would manifest a greater peae and harmony asan example of mastery in the way of transmutation. But if we should have to hoose between helaswho sometimes beome ru�ed or disturbed and those who are all pious and prayerful in their self-styled holiness, we would rather take the rough-hewn hela who is surely beoming the diamond-utstone of the Vajrasattva.2117Matt. 21:12, 13; Mark 11:15-17; Luke 19:45, 46; John 2:13-17.18John 7:24.19See vol. 32 no. 5, p. 39 n. 12; no. 35, p. 502 n. 12; The Lost Teahings of Jesus I, p. 372 n. 29.20Matt. 7:15.21Aording to Buddhist teahings Vajrasattva is a divine being who embodies the quintessene of the diamond493



Thus, beloved, to win folks for your path you might determine to let a little more peae andharmony shine; and understand, after all, that we all desire to set a good example. And if there bea rumbling from within, let it be dealt with in the privay of your room when you lie upon your otand think the day through [and ommune with your God℄. If these emotions arise, let them be astinto the sared �re. May you emerge the masterful servant, beloved, and may your presene be areetion of the Sun behind the sun. For this alling have I ome and also to plae my presene inthis Community.Perhaps one word might be the expression of many [members℄ of the Great White Brotherhoodin this hour, and you must understand the ontext [in whih we use℄ this word in Asended Masterotaves. Aording to the law of righteous indignation [and in that ontext℄, we are in e�et \out-raged" [and we use that word to desribe our response to℄ the behavior of the world and the massesand [of℄ many who have one been served at our altar.Rest assured, beloved, that the Divine Justie of God shall be meted out and ful�lled, that [thebirds of prey℄ shall ome home [to roost℄ and that karma is absolutely exat and exating. Thereforewe attend the yles of the Father-Mother God in full trust and so should you. But we reserve theright, as you do, to ontain the white �re that is the wrath [self-ontained within the God-Harmony℄of the Divine Mother; and when that [white �re℄ is released aording to God's yles, it does devourthe wrath of the fallen ones.In some quarters this is \their hour and the power of darkness."22 We delare, no longer maythis be the ase in these quarters; for you have shown your musle of the spirit and the right arm[upheld℄ and you have shown your steadfastness. If you an keep up this work, beloved, you will seethat pretty soon in many parts of osmos beyond this solar system there will not be many left whoshall take on this Community. The futility of [their℄ hallenge is beoming lear to them.May you, therefore, be steadfast, keep on keeping on, [and℄ \hang in there," as you tell one anotherwhen one [of you℄ beomes weary. For there is truly a Light at the end of this tunnel that passesthrough the astral sea and under the sea and under the earth and under the mountain; and youwill reah the other side if, with the Buddha, with Lao-tzu,23 with Bodhidharma,24 you simply keepplaing one foot ahead of the other.Keep on keeping on, beloved! You shall attain full God-Harmony if you keep the faith, I promiseyou.I seal you in the Sun of God Harmony and I send you now to the inner retreats of God. Call tobe taken where you must be this night and it shall be done.nature. His name has been variously translated as \Diamond Being," \Diamond Nature," \the Indestrutible-mindedOne" or \the Adamantine." Some onsider him to be a Buddha, some a Bodhisattva. In ertain sets Vajrasattva is theLord Supreme, the Primordial Enlightened One, the Adi-Buddha (the self-existent, unoriginated soure of UniversalMind), while in others he is the �rst emanation of the Adi-Buddha. Vajrasattva is believed to preside over the FiveDhyani Buddhas and uni�es within himself the �ve Buddha families, whih they represent. Others believe Vajrasattvais an aspet of the Dhyani Buddha Akshobhya, the part of Akshobhya's being that is turned toward the world. He issometimes ombined with Akshobhya into one being, whose name is Vajrasattva-Akshobhya.Vajrasattva is also a term for a state of attainment that may be reahed by one who is lose to liberation, or nirvana.Followers of the Vajrayana shool of Buddhism seek to beome a Vajrasattva, a diamond-souled transendental being.In Tibetan tradition, the Vajrasattva is the \Diamond Heart," the heart of the First Logos, or Vajradhara, who sent hisheart into the manifest world. Lama Govinda writes that the Vajrasattva is realized in the human heart (Foundationsof Tibetan Mystiism [New York: Samuel Weiser, 1969℄, p. 187). For more information on Vajrasattva, see vol. 32no. 38, p. 537 n. 4.22Luke 22:53.23Lao-tzu, 6th entury b.. Chinese sage and mysti, traditionally aepted as the founder of Taoism. Lao-tzu is anunasended master. See vol. 32 no. 29, pp. 410-11, 417 n. 3.24Bodhidharma, 6th entury a.d. Indian missionary to China, founder of the Ch'an, or Zen, set of Buddhism. Ina ditation given February 15, 1986, Arhangel Jophiel revealed that Bodhidharma is now asended. See El Morya,August 8, 1988, 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 77, pp. 590, 604 n. 19.494



Thus I, God Harmony, have spoken and in speaking I have established here a preious fous ofAlpha and Omega.Good night, preious hearts.This ditation by God Harmony was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Saturday evening servie, Otober 7, 1989, duringThe 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketedmaterial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under GodHarmony's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 54The Beloved Goddess of Light -November 10, 1989Vol. 32 No. 54 - The Beloved Goddess of Light - November 10, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesXBe Aware! Be Vigilant!Do Not Be Caught O� Guard!Children of Light, Sons and Daughters of Light,I have ome in this hour at the behest of the God and Goddess Meru. I AM indeed the Goddessof Light!Understand that this oÆe has been [onferred upon℄ me for my realization in God of Lightunto the full God-potential [that an be℄ aorded an individual lifestream. Thus the term [God orGoddess℄ denotes one who is a Cosmi Being and does ensoul the God onsiousness of his oÆe andray.Therefore I summon you to also beome devotees of Light. For you have heard the story of myentrapment by blak magiians long ago on the ontinent of South Ameria, [when℄ in an unguardedmoment [I was loked from the waist down into℄ the lower portion of the body of a �sh. And so,beloved, [I was℄ required to remain in that body for eight hundred years before that urse ould bebroken. And I did lothe myself [in suh a manner℄ and [I did℄ serve from behind a ounter so thatnone saw the deformity of my lower part.Blessed ones, I know the value of invoking Light! Light! Light! and Light's protetion again andagain and again. I know that there an ome to any one of you an unguarded moment when the falsehierarhy impostor of your [lifestream and your℄ divine oÆe may ome to set you apart from thepath of initiation, even in the very hour when God would plae upon you the mantle of that oÆe.And so it is unto the very moment, and I said moment, of your asension.So long as you are in these temporal spheres, beloved, the fallen ones may still seek and perhaps�nd a [point of℄ vulnerability [in your lifestream℄. For this reason you may understand [how℄ alamityand tragedy may befall devotees of Light who are otherwise onstant.Yet, beloved, it takes alertness at all levels [to maintain wholeness in these lower otaves℄. Andso when you invoke Light at all levels of your being and in all of your hakras, taking are to �llin the weaker plaes �rst, you must onsider that it is neessary to onstantly keep the vigil. Youmight visualize yourself as a giant Christmas tree with a andle on every little twig and branh so497



that a million andles might burn [on your tree of life to light the way for millions℄. Remember thatat every point of every ell of your body there is a nuleus in the atom and there is a entral sunto every ell. These are points of Light. These are, as it were, manifestations of the Great CentralSun at mirosopi levels. Therefore it is well to develop a meditation on Light where[by℄ you seepinpoints of Light throughout the body.Thus, ome to understand that vibrant health within the body does help to keep the Lightirulating - thus [one may enjoy℄ the vibrant mind that is quik and alert and the desire body thatis truly aligned with the law of God and whose desire is to meditate upon that law, to realize thatlaw, to be that law, day and night.1Blessed ones, at the behest of the God and Goddess Meru I speak to you, then, of blak magi andof withraft. But I begin my dissertation on the subjet of envy and jealousy, an often-pratiedform of blak magi that is not seen to be so lethal. Yet I ome to tell you that it is indeed lethal!2For when you have something beautiful, when you have the manifestation of joy and happiness inyour family and midst your hildren, there are those neighbors, perhaps unknown to you, or seemingfriends or relatives who have a heavy karma in your diretion [i.e., are your debtors from past lives℄,even those on the astral plane, and they do not have what you have; therefore the jealousy growswithin them. It grows to a hatred, and to hate [and hate℄ reation, and even to anger, so that by andby as this builds in them, as it gnaws in them, they through the evil eye3 may projet [evil℄ againstthe beauty of your family, your happiness, your suess. And you may be [aught℄ o� guard, for youare in the joy of experiening God's blessings and grae [as well as℄ the fruit of attainment from yourown tree of life.Thus, beloved, think about the unguarded areas of your life. For as you move along the Path,the Light [you invoke and the Light that is your manifest attainment℄ will deet from you muhopposition and [the℄ slings sent against you, espeially [those whih ome℄ through people's thoughtand feeling worlds. [And℄ you will disover that in their frustration and in your ontinuous vitories[people℄ begin to diret this energy [of envy and jealousy℄ against you.Beloved ones, if they respet you as adults or in your respetive positions, they may not onsiouslysend this [energy℄ against you but they will send it against your hildren or your animals or thingsyou may own. This is an important subjet beause many of you have inreased in Light suÆiently,in the �rst plae, to warrant my oming and in the seond to be the objet of a ruel envy you maynot have heretofore experiened.Beloved, there is no envy like the envy of fallen angels and disarnates and those who have notthe Light, who do not serve the Light, who long ago betrayed the Light and took up arms againstthat Light. Therefore, to them anyone who is a Lightbearer, even the smallest hild, is anathema, aurse in itself; and they an [have no peae℄ until that fous [of Light℄ - that individual, that property1In his law doth he meditate day and night. Josh. 1:8; Ps. 1:2.2envy: noun, painful or resentful awareness of an advantage enjoyed by another joined with a desire to possessthe same advantage; jealousy: noun, a jealous disposition, attitude or feeling; zealous vigilane; jealous: adjetive,intolerant of rivalry or unfaithfulness.3The onept of the evil eye is an anient belief that ertain persons an projet evil upon others through theirglane, ausing them injury, illness or even death or the destrution of their possessions. The origins of this belief havebeen traed to the anient Near East, India and the Mediterranean ultures. Tradition de�nes two types of evil eye,voluntary and involuntary. Envy was known to be the ause behind the voluntary evil eye, whih was harateristi ofdemons, withes and maliious humans. Thus its powers were espeially feared. People onsidered it unluky to havethemselves or their possessions praised and often wore amulets or words from sared texts to deet the malignantglane. Women, hildren and domesti animals were thought to be most vulnerable to the workings of the evil eye,often alled \fasination" or \overlooking." The involuntary evil eye was onsidered an a�ition borne by people whodid not intend to harm others by their gaze but who were unable to prevent it. A Slav folktale relates how a fatherblinded himself to avoid initing harm on his hildren. The onept of the evil eye has persisted throughout theenturies to present day ultures in many parts of the world. See Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, TheLost Teahings of Jesus I, pp. 153-54, p. 363 n. 23. 498



or even that hurh is destroyed. Thus [their hatred of the Light℄ beomes an all-onsuming hatredborn of their envy and born of their jealousy.Now that you have the key to Light as you have never had it before in your life, beloved ones,remember the warning of Jesus Christ - who is very lose to the heart of the God and Goddess Meru,serving as he does on the Sixth Ray and serving as World Teaher to those [lifewaves℄ whom the Godand Goddess Meru sponsor. And therefore did the Master not say, \Thy enemies shall be they ofthine own household"?4Let us review, therefore, what is \thine own household." The household is, �rst of all, yoursubonsious5 as well as the thoughts and feelings of your being. All that is in the irle of yourawareness is your household. And so the Master has said [that℄ sometimes you are your own worstenemy.The enemy is the poket of poison [and I speak of the℄ poisons outlined in the teahings ofBuddhism:6 [ignorane; anger and hatred; pride; ravings, greed and passions; envy and jealousy℄.These poisons therefore blok the Light and they beome a point of vulnerability whereby those whoenvy your Light might enter your household.Therefore whatever is within the psyhe, whatever is within the self must be seen for what it is,must be examined in eah twenty-four-hour period. You must review your thoughts and feelings,expressions of desire, kindnesses or unkindnesses and have the sense of knowing what [thought orfeeling or at℄ has fallen beneath the line of the Light of the living Christ within you. And [when youdo,℄ quikly all for that [unseemly expression℄ to be enirled and bound and all upon the law offorgiveness and the full power of the violet transmuting ame to erase the ause, e�et, reord andmemory of that deed, that word, that thought, that feeling.Be on guard, beloved ones! For it was through suh a small entr�ee [into my \household"℄ that thisimposition was plaed upon me [by the blak magiians℄. This was a long time ago. We were underwhat you all the \oult dispensation." We were required to balane 100 perent of our karma inthe physial otave and we were required to do so [through℄ long terms of endurane of the burdens ofour karma; and [we were required to℄ work through it, and there were many blak magiians abroadin the world at that time [who worked against us every step of the way℄.Thus we did not have all of the dispensations that you have in this hour and all of the osmireinforement that has ome to this world in this time, prinipally through the great sponsorship ofSaint Germain and Portia and all who have aligned themselves with them for the bringing in of theAquarian age.So, beloved hearts, understand that this dispensation, in order to be sustained, as you have beentold, requires leadership, requires an avant-garde who will go before the hildren of the Light andwho will hold the ame [for them℄ and be wathful and vigilant. As you make the invoations [to theSeven Arhangels in the name of your Mighty I AM Presene℄ for the binding of blak magi and allwho pratie it, as well as for the binding of withraft and all who pratie it, you will be invokingthe protetion of Almighty God for those hildren of the Light who know not how to invoke it forthemselves.Remember this, beloved, we and millions who have gone before you have kept the ame foryou until you ould ome to this hour [when you ould have the ertain knowledge℄ that you areontating your Mighty I AM Presene and that there is indeed a response and [therefore you ould℄feel a ertain maturity, a ertain on�dene in your invoations. You feel the vibration of Light. Youhave testimony in the youthfulness that appears in your form and the brightness of the mind andthe heart. All things around you are like the aura of springtime and you are in a irle of Light that4Matt. 10:36.5See vol. 32 no. 35, p. 502 n. 12.6The �ve poisons and the Five Dhyani Buddhas. See pp. 530 n. 12, 552 n. 12.499



is drawn by your angeli friends and sponsoring Masters.Thus, as you have that sense of seurity that the Call ompels the Answer, as you give testimonyagain and again to the interession of Arhangel Mihael as he interedes to save your very life, soknow, beloved, that this has ome to you by way of your own endurane through ertain substanesof karma, by way of your faithfulness, by way of your onstany, by way of the years that you havepratied the alling upon the name of the LORD [I AM THAT I AM℄.7Know, then, that that momentum does ount muh for those who newly enter the Path who mayyet have with them [their worldly℄ substane [and karma℄. Therefore you see yourselves as elderbrothers and sisters on the Path [to the hildren of the Light℄; and you should, even as [you see℄ theAsended Masters [as℄ your elder brothers and sisters. And you should remind yourselves [of bygonedays℄ when you felt as a shorn lamb and when you depended upon your father and mother and wouldrun to luth their hands when the thunder and the lightning desended.Understand that there are many babes who enter this path and know not how treaherous arethe fallen ones, [who would℄ snath them away from the Call of their Mighty I AM Presene. Andtherefore [these fallen ones℄ must level ausations of \ult" and all manner of harges against theperson of the Messenger to destroy [her image℄ and malign [her℄ harater and therefore to disourageand disillusion those oming on the Path as to the truth of the Asended Masters' Teahings.Beloved ones, [the majority of them℄ have not even presumed to hallenge the Teahings them-selves; for these Teahings are ironlad and they are written in the Book of Life, and they are foundin the retreats of the Asended Masters by all who are of the Light. There is not one etheri retreat ofthe Great White Brotherhood onneted with this planet or the planet Venus or the planet Merurythat does not ontain all of the ditations, all of the writings, all of the spoken Word that have omeforth from the Messengers.And I tell you, millions of souls are studying at these retreats so that they may be prepared toome into embodiment and deal with the opposition to the very Light that they are now determinedto embody. For Jesus and Moses and Elijah and Confuius and Zarathustra and Gautama andMaitreya and Arhangel Gabriel have told them that as they have emerged out of the world's greatreligions, so they [must℄ now ome to the age of the synthesis of Cosmi Truth.These souls of Light, who [upon their transition℄ proeed to the etheri otaves [on aount of℄ thedevotions they have [pratied℄ in their own movements, beloved ones, immediately see the planetaryequation. And they see this body of Lightbearers holding this fortress of Light against all oddsand against the density of the mass onsiousness. And they are shown �lms of Atlantis when thefallen ones ontrolled the masses and their mehanization man and did move them against the greattemples of Light [as they are attempting to do today℄. And [these souls of Light℄ reognize that thesesenes are being replayed [on earth today℄ and they see how they themselves have been tradued bythe fallen ones and led astray from the true teahings of the world's great [spiritual℄ leaders and [the℄founders of [the major℄ religions.Thus, they desire to see you hang on and keep the Light until they an [return℄ into embodiment;for their desire is nothing less than to see this world overed with this Teahing and the Aquarianage ome in.Beloved ones, [these same souls of Light℄ have heard Saint Germain say, as you have heard himsay,8 that onsidering the onditions in the world today, he was not ertain that there ould be agolden age of Aquarius. And they have rallied with a great ry and a great shout for their ownbeloved Saint Joseph and Saint Germain, as they, [too,℄ have known him in many of his previous7Gen. 4:26; 12:7, 8; 21:33; 26:24, 25; I Kings 18:24; II Kings 5:10, 11; I Chron. 16:8; Pss. 99:5, 6; 105:1; 116:4, 13,17; Isa. 12:4; Lam. 3:55-57; Joel 2:30-32; Zeph. 3:9.8The Messenger has stated that Saint Germain told her that it was not ertain that there would be a golden ageof Aquarius. 500



inarnations;9 and they have determined that there will be and that there shall be a great goldenage of Aquarius, if they have anything to say about it!And they did send me their letters when they knew I would speak to you, that I might tell you,beloved, that they are determined to take embodiment and to take up the work that you have begunand to join you. And therefore [these souls of Light℄ desire you to know that though the press andthe masses may move against you in this moment, they are with you from etheri otaves. And if youwill only hang on and prepare the way and prepare them room to ome, they will desend and theywill stand on the line of osmi freedom and they will �ght side by side with you for your belovedSaint Germain! [34-seond standing ovation℄Thank you, beloved hearts. I desire you to know that they were applauding simultaneously asyou were.Therefore, I tell you that Helios and Vesta and Sanat Kumara and Lady Master Venus did makeit possible for them to observe the great ativities in the heavens and the legions of blue-lightningangels responding to your alls and binding suh fallen ones as have endured far too long in theirenrustations [of Evil℄ upon the planet earth. For [these fallen ones℄ have remained, beloved ones,until suh as you ould ome to the holy mountain of God, indeed the plae of Mount Zion, andblend your voies for this mighty yle of Light until [the℄ momentum [of your alls and dynamiderees℄ should reah that point where suh a vast learane [of the false hierarhy with their astraldebris and entities℄ ould be made!Beloved ones, all of Hierarhy are enouraged [by your Herulean e�ort℄ but espeially those whoknow that these things must be aomplished ere [these souls of Light℄ an take embodiment [oneagain℄. For though they are studying [the siene of planetary exorism℄ they are not so sure thatwhen they arrive they will be fully equipped to deal with suh onditions as you are. Therefore, youan see yourselves as their mentors, perhaps their fathers and mothers, perhaps their teahers, butassuredly as the [representatives of the℄ Helper and the Comforter on the way.Blessed ones, there is hope today in heaven and on earth as never before as the result of lastnight's vitory! [32-seond standing ovation℄Heretofore you have been either holding the line or barely holding the line. Now we see that youhave gone past the line and are entering an area where we an see your alls providing a mitigationfator on the propheies that have gone forth. [18-seond standing ovation℄ Therefore, won't you beseated that I might speak to you of these things.Mind you well that the fallen ones wath every move [you℄ make. And they have their own darkaverns, whih are their plaes of hiding, that are the antithesis of Asended Master retreats. Theyhave their omputers and their spaeraft and they monitor the Lightbearers, beloved, with suhexatitude that there is no point worrying you about it exept to tell you that they do.Thus, it is a time for extreme are and arefulness. It is [a℄ time not to be aught o� guard. Forwhen they see the Lightbearers gaining this momentum [of Light's vitory℄, they take their deisionsswiftly in their ounils to disrupt the entire world order and to use their advaned tehnologies andtheir abuses of nulear power against the people. They have maintained the wath for hundreds ofthousands of years [in their ativities of℄ population ontrol10 on this and many similar planets.9On Saint Joseph and other embodiments of Saint Germain see Saint Germain On Prophey, Book One; SaintGermain On Alhemy, pp. vii-xxiv, 442-45; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahings ofJesus II, pp. 205-22, 227, 400-401; Lords of the Seven Rays: Mirror of Consiousness, Book One, pp. 238-71; ElizabethClare Prophet, Otober 20, 1987, Saint Germain: \The Man Who Never Dies," on 1-hr. videoassette, HL89008; TheGolden Age Prine: A Leture on Franis Baon, 2-audioassette album, A83176.10The Nephilim gods have engaged in population ontrol on planet earth through suh praties as the manipulationof war, the money systems, the eonomy, the governments of the nations, the media, abortion, food distribution,limati onditions, i.e., ontrol of the weather, pollution of the earth body and the bodies of the people by rereationalas well as medial drugs, rok musi, alohol, niotine, sugar and other substanes that de�le the body temple.501



Therefore, beloved, understand [that℄ just as when you beome wealthy you �nd that you havefriends and enemies you never knew before, so when you have Light and greater Light and greaterLight, as well as the sponsorship of the Great White Brotherhood, you will �nd the same to be true.Therefore vigilane is never more neessary than in the moment when your Light inreases so as too�end even the most arh deeivers in the highest [ehelons℄ of the false hierarhy of the fallen ones.[Thus we move in℄ the diretion [of aution℄; and [on℄ this subjet the beloved ones have alreadyspoken to you in this onferene.I ome to tell you, therefore, that the God and Goddess Meru do hold the authority over all blakmagiians and the praties of withraft upon this planetary home. [Those℄ who pratie the blakarts are on the physial and the astral planes, and they are the ones who will attempt to move againstyour very best e�orts.As you are rising to [the℄ point of a true individual God-mastery, whih many of you have de-termined to enter into by the teahings that have already been given, so I say to you, beloved, youmust remember to all to the God and Goddess Meru and to the Manus [of the fourth and �fth rootraes, the℄ Lords Himalaya and Vaivasvata Manu, [and to the Manu℄ of the seventh root rae, theGreat Divine Diretor; for these are the sponsors of the remaining [root raes assigned to℄ planetearth. You must [also℄ remember to all to the Seven Arhangels and [to℄ those who have sponsoredsometime, somewhere [the℄ other evolutions who have ome to this planet for various reasons.So it is, beloved ones, that you must diret [your℄ alls for the binding of all praties of withraftand blak magi. And you must not neglet to all daily for the utting free of the elementals andthe little hildren [from℄ those hexes and urses that are plaed upon [them℄ to draw them out of theway of their ongrueny with the great �ligree mandala of Light that omes from the heart of theGreat Divine Diretor and whose patterns are woven in the veil of the Cosmi Virgin.Now, therefore, beloved ones, when there is a misalulation by an individual on the Path ofjust how muh protetion is needed, when there is a false sense of seurity and well-being, whenthere is not a studying and a reading of \the signs of the times"11 (and that phrase must always beonsidered in terms of astrology), [that individual may be aught o� guard. For℄ there are signs ofthe times [that an be read in the writings of the stars℄, whih tell you what are the subtle energiesthat are moving in and through a planetary body that [most people℄ are not aware of until suddenlythat \sudden destrution"12 ometh upon a household and all are in awe and fright as to how suha alamity ould have happened.Beloved ones, there is no suh thing as a alamity or a tragedy that has not been building andin the making for a long time aording to karmi yles and aording to the plots of the fallenones, who themselves use the eletroni belt [patterns, i.e., the momentums of the subonsious℄ ofthe planetary spheres and of the people against the earth plan and the Lightbearers of the earth.So there are [astral℄ momentums and pokets of misquali�ed energy that are vast; and [these℄ arestill aessible [to the Sons of Darkness [and they do use them℄ in their warfare against the Sons ofLight℄.13Therefore, it is important to all [to the hosts of the LORD℄ for the sealing, the binding and theenirlement of all reservoirs of Darkness, [made up℄ of [the℄ misquali�ed energy that these fallenones ollet to use against the Lightbearers. And now you understand why the seed of Satan pratiehuman sari�e and blood ritual. For they must take the Light of the blood itself; and this Light,beloved ones, gives to them an extraordinary energy when they partake of it or use it in their rituals.Know, then, beloved, that the sared �re of the Mother that is misused [in perverted sexualpraties℄ upon the altars of these fallen ones [if unhallenged and unheked by the Lightbearers11Matt. 16:1-3.12I Thess. 5:3.13See The War of the Sons of Light and the Sons of Darkness, one of the texts of the Dead Sea Srolls.502



in the name I AM THAT I AM℄ is also a fore that an be used against lifestreams, ausing fatalaidents and all kinds of mishaps, when there was no karmi reason whatsoever exept the karmaof neglet to invoke Light! Light! Light! and Light's protetion. Therefore know wherefore we havedireted the Messenger to bring forth the Arhangel Mihael tape.14Now I stand before you so that you may meditate upon my being and ontemplate the passageof eight hundred years. Think of eight hundred years upon this ontinent, beloved, and where [inthe yles of history℄ you would �nd it [eight hundred years ago℄. What was happening here eighthundred years ago? You think that two hundred years is a long time, four hundred years. Imaginebeing in prison eight hundred years. People are sentened to lifetime sentenes on this earth, but Iwas sentened [by the blak magiians℄ to eight hundred years in that [lower portion of the℄ body ofa �sh.Blessed ones, I pray that my experiene, my enduring and my relentless alling to the Light - myrelentless love for God, my refusal to have any sense of injustie or any hate or hate reation towardthe blak magiians themselves, but my determination to have only Light within me - [will be seenby you as℄ the means whereby I was ultimately freed from this [inareration. And that if you ever�nd yourself under similar irumstanes, God forbid! you will follow my example.℄ And so it wasthe ourse, [the lesson in God Self-mastery that I took℄ in that ondition, whereby I was well on myway not only to beoming an Asended Master but to earning the mantle and the title of Goddessof Light.Let your in�rmities and your a�itions and your limitations and espeially your mistakes teahyou the neessity to always be on guard. Never take hanes, beloved ones, with life, [with thelaw℄ or [with your personal℄ protetion; [do not℄ shorthange yourself [with℄ your derees. Nevertake a hane that you an get away with being disordant, [never test the limits of the Great Law℄- for [when you allow yourself to be disordant℄ there is always a breah of your fore�eld and aresultant vulnerability. And in the time it takes you to rebuild that fore�eld and mend the awsand reestablish that ironlad fore�eld of [the℄ diamond-shining Light of God, beloved, there maybe an intrusion [into your household by the sinister fore℄. For, make no mistake about it, the fallenones have every manner of tehnology, the use of psyhotronis and laser beams to move against theLightbearer.I ome not to ause you fear, beloved. I ome that you might be informed [as to the natureof that Armageddon that is being waged against the Lightbearers from the astral plane,℄ that youmight know, [that you might be forewarned and therefore forearmed℄. A people who has awareness,a people that is informed may make wise deisions and, of ourse, [when you know the Truth andyou know the Lie,℄ then it is up to your free will.As you know, this nation has been informed again and again and again onerning her vulnerabilityto [a℄ potential nulear �rst strike by the Soviet Union and yet they do not wish to hear. How long,then, will they be the prisoners of their own karma, espeially the leadership who have not pressedforward to respond to the voie of the prophet in the land who has told them to raise up a defense,a ivil defense and ABMs?Blessed ones, I tell you, the karma of [the℄ leadership [of Ameria℄ for the destrution of a ivi-lization by neglet is a frightful karma indeed! And for some who have been doing this [lifetime afterlifetime℄, their karma annot be balaned, it is too vast. And thus, the only onlusion of their lifeis the onlusion [of the �nal judgment and the seond death℄ at the Court of the Sared Fire.15Thus, beloved ones, when you know the Law you are on guard and you wath your thoughts andfeelings sent forth. You wath your vibration and mood. You would not even onsider to send forth14Derees and Songs to Arhangel Mihael released by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 90-min. audioassette with 2booklets of words, B89092.15See vol. 32 no. 32, p. 472 n. 5. 503



the vibration of the least depression or downheartedness or moodiness [to any part of Life℄; for youknow it will irle the earth, gather of its kind and bring bak to you on the morrow tenfold andmore. [For this is the irrevoable law of karma. Like gravity, the results are always preditable.℄Therefore, wath. \Wath and pray" as the Lord Jesus has told you.16 For you must surely holdthe balane and hold the fortress of Light, not only on behalf of yourselves and your hildren andyour Community but [also on behalf of℄ those marvelous Lightbearers who simply an hardly waitto enter the portals of birth and move among you!Some have even asked for dispensations to ome in their etheri bodies to join you in [your℄ dereework. Blessed ones, their petition is being onsidered. [14-seond applause℄You might also be grati�ed to know that the angels who are their teahers use your deree andsong tapes to give them their lessons in the siene of the spoken Word. [10-seond applause℄Therefore, as we return to the subjet of dealing with blak magi and withraft ([whih ondi-tions℄ atually do [enter℄ on every line of the [Cosmi℄ Clok as people misqualify those lines), so Iwould say to you, beloved ones, that the judgment alls and [the all for℄ \the pulling of the plug onthe seed of the wiked," the dispensation of Helios,17 should be adhered to daily.If I were in your [shoes℄, beloved ones, having [the℄ substane [of my karma℄ remaining in theeletroni belt [as you do℄, I would not let a day pass that I did not reite with full fervor anddetermination the dweller-on-the-threshold all;18 for [the Light released from your Mighty I AMPresene through℄ that [all℄ does bind that dweller for the day, [does℄ lear some of it [from yourhousehold℄ as you are able to see it and [does℄ ast [that daily portion of℄ it in[to℄ the sared �re; andthus [your household is℄ sealed from any at of any fallen one who would enter in [through a pointof vulnerability℄ and use that momentum of [your℄ dweller against your soul.You see, beloved ones, as you have been taught, the soul is not fully merged with the Holy ChristSelf. When that day ours you will see [taking plae℄ the alhemial marriage; and you will see thatPresene of the Christ [with you and in you℄ and you will have that oneness, and that Christ andthe soul will be one. Thus you shall walk the earth as anointed ones and Christed ones. Until thathour the soul is not ompletely lothed in grae and [she℄ does not have the full momentum of herChristhood, whih is the only momentum [of Light℄ that is equal to [i.e., that an ounterbalanethe weight of Darkness in℄ the dweller-on-the-threshold.The dweller-on-the-threshold, beloved, is the Antihrist of oneself. It is the not-self, but it hasbeen fed and fed and fed by substane from your own I AM Presene misquali�ed by you sine [your℄�rst departure from the otaves of Light and perfetion and [your℄ entering in to the ompromise ofrelative good and evil. Thus, beloved, without the Call to the Christ Self or [to℄ your I AM Preseneand then [to℄ the mighty Arhangels, the soul on her own would not be in a position in this hour to16Matt. 26:41; Mark 13:33; 14:38. In 1964 Jesus alled Keepers of the Flame to give the \Wath With Me," Jesus'Vigil of the Hours, a servie of prayers, aÆrmations, and hymns for the protetion of the Christ onsiousness in everyson and daughter of God and in ommemoration of the vigil our Lord kept in the Garden of Gethsemane. In hisOtober 4, 1987 ditation Jesus asked us to renew our ommitment to give his \Wath," promising: \I shall be inyour midst, beloved, as you give this prayer servie in my name weekly." 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 56, pp. 494-95, 498note; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 83, p. 656 n. 20; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 21, pp. 231, 232, 240 n. 6.17\I Ratify the Judgment of Helios Whereby the Plug Is Pulled on the Seed of the Wiked," by Helios, deree 20.12in Prayers, Meditations and Dynami Derees for the Coming Revolution in Higher Consiousness, Setion III; see1984 PoW, no. 48B.18The dweller-on-the-threshold is a term used to designate the anti-self, the not-self, the syntheti self, the antithesisof the Real Self, the onglomerate of the self-reated ego. For information on the dweller-on-the-threshold see 1988PoW, vol. 31 no. 21, p. 170 n. 6; 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 79, p. 606 n. 7; 1985 PoW, vol. 28 no. 26, p. 350 n. 10;1983 PoW, vol. 26 no. 6, p. 50; glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. 395-96; The Lost Teahings of Jesus II,p. 538 n. 88. See \I Cast Out the Dweller on the Threshold!" by Jesus Christ, deree 20.09 in Prayers, Meditations,and Dynami Derees for the Coming Revolution in Higher Consiousness, Setion III; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 52, p.422. 504



deal with the slaying of that dweller.Beloved ones, the burden upon the evolutions of Light upon earth is that many of the hildren ofthe Light have fallen to suh a state [of karmi entanglement with the fallen ones and of subservieneto their own dweller-on-the-threshold℄ where[in℄ they of their own selves annot make ontat withtheir Holy Christ Self or their I AM Presene. Therefore, seeing this plight of so many souls of Godwhom Mother Mary was determined to save, the hosts of Light determined to ome [to earth℄ andsponsor ativities that would open the teahings of the I AM Presene and give [to those souls of God℄alls [they ould℄ make whereby through the interession of the hosts of the Lord that onnetionould be [reestablished℄.Where the soul, therefore, annot hang on to the tie to the Christ Self, [annot℄ hang on to theharmony [of the Mighty I AM Presene,℄ or the [Light of the℄ threefold ame, it is [through℄ theinteression of mighty angels and Asended Masters (who do overshadow those who deree) [that thetie and the harmony and the Light is sustained. Thus,℄ those who all to Light [and do not relent℄until they are able by their [own℄ momentum [of Light℄ to [re℄establish that onnetion [and to sustainit are not only blessed, they are saved℄! Therefore you see, beloved, without the dispensations ofthe Great White Brotherhood or of beloved Saint Germain and Portia [in this entury℄, many soulsould not have reonneted with [their Mighty I AM Presene℄, the soure of Life that is real, so far[down in℄ the levels of the astral plane were they and [so℄ submerged in the sea of samsara.19What a wondrous gift is the sponsorship of the Great White Brotherhood and of Hierarhy!Now, beloved, you are surely in a position to be sponsors [of souls℄ even while you yourselveshave not fully embodied your Christhood. We pray that this will ome quikly. And there are timeswhen that Christ Presene does truly drop around you and [does℄ stay for periods [of your soul'ssustained attunement℄. But as there is, so to speak, a disintegration of the intensity of the loud ofLight in whih you dwell, that Christ Self must rise to the levels of [its℄ native Light [in the℄ plane ofthe Cosmi Christ of the spheres. Were the Christ Self to remain at lower levels, beloved, it wouldompromise its own oÆe. And therefore it is you who must rise and ontinually raise your vibrations[and sustain them at the level of your own Christhood℄.Thus, when you know that you are thin on prayers and thin on derees, [know that℄ you are alsoon thin ie. And you never know when that ie is going to [give way℄. Blessed ones, [I am℄ speakingto you diretly so that you an be forewarned instead of wondering afterwards \What happened?"and \Why did suh and suh our?"You have the key and [you℄ hold the key for millions to enter the Path. And the millions who havethe potential to beome helas of the will of God are just suh helas, just suh hildren of the Light[who are℄ in that plight where they annot quite reah their Christ Self, they annot quite reah[their Mighty I AM Presene℄ and they do not yet have the knowledge in outer physial awarenessof the siene of the spoken Word.Thus, we ount on you to keep the Flame for them until they are able.20 We ount on you to keepthe Flame for those [who are℄ in etheri otaves until they are able. You are surely Saint Germain'slife preserver in this hour. And as you are at the nexus between heaven and earth and as Deathwith Hell [following after℄21 has not [yet℄ been swallowed up in Vitory22 or ast into the lake ofsared �re,23 therefore be aware, be vigilant and let your life be one-pointed in the ful�llment of thismission.19See vol. 32 no. 49, p. 666 n. 7.20\I AM keeping the Flame for you until you are able." The Maha Chohan, Keepers of the Flame Lesson 2, p. 12;see Saint Germain, February 22, 1987, 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 10, p. 132; Jesus Christ, Marh 26, 1989, 1989 PoW,vol. 32 no. 21, p. 233.21Death and Hell. Rev. 6:1-8. On the Four Horsemen see vol. 32 no. 52, p. 682 n. 9.22I Cor. 15:54.23Lake of �re. Rev. 19:20; 20:10-15; 21:8. 505



I tell you, beloved, many, many hearts love you and many, many hearts are ounting on you. Forin your hand is the torh for whih they reah; and when they ome, beloved, you may indeed passthat torh [and move on in the yles of the Cosmi Christ℄.I, the Goddess of Light, therefore admonish you to [make℄ those alls that will ontinually removethe hildren of the Light and the Lightbearers out of harm's way and bind the fallen ones who omeagainst them.In this hour, therefore, I turn over this servie to our beloved Saint Germain and Portia. Mayyou live to rejoie to see what salvation our God has wrought24 through you! [24-seond standingovation℄This ditation by the Goddess of Light was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Broth-erhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on Sunday, Otober 8, 1989, 8:41-9:21 p.m. MDT, during The 12Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed materialdenotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under the Goddess ofLight's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.

24Salvation the LORD hath wrought. I Sam. 11:13; 14:45; 19:5.506



Chapter 55Beloved Saint Germain - November 11,1989 Vol. 32 No. 55 - Beloved Saint Germain - November 11, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesXIOur Mutual Conerns\I, Saint Germain, shall never predit with absolute ertainty that this war and holoaust shallour."Keepers of the Flame, I AM here! [38-seond standing ovation℄ And I have not ome from far, forI have remained with you. And I am in the glorious spiral of the violet all-onsuming ame and mybeloved with me does stand above.And at this moment high in the upper atmosphere Portia does maintain a great sphere of CosmiJustie, that by this �gure-eight ow through my heart, through the heart of the Messenger, throughyour own hearts, there do go forth now ribbons of violet ame light to over the earth with thosestreamers that you have invoked, that Arturus and Vitoria have invoked and that some violet ameangels of Omri-Tas wish you had invoked more of. [14-seond applause℄Now, beloved ones, won't you be seated as I address you.I would speak to you appropriately of our world onerns, whih beome our mutual onerns; forthe world is very small, beloved. In time, it is for you �fteen minutes small.1 It is too small, beloved.Would that you were on Jupiter in this hour. Planet Earth has beome too small for the fallen onesto ohabitate upon it with the Lightbearers.Let it be known, then, beloved ones, that this �lm2 whih you have seen does surely pinpoint what1Perhaps Saint Germain is saying that for a nation that is the target of a submarine-launhed ballisti missile(SLBM) or an interontinental ballisti missile (ICBM) the world is only 15 minutes small. An SLBM �red from aSoviet sub positioned o� the United States East Coast or West Coast would reah its U.S. target in 3-15 minutes,depending upon the launh and target loations. An ICBM launhed from the Soviet Union would reah the UnitedStates in about 30 minutes.2Prior to Saint Germain's ditation the Messenger showed the video One Inoming, produed by High Frontier, theWashington, D.C.-based strategi defense advoay organization headed by Gen. Daniel O. Graham, whih revealsthe inadequate state of Ameria's defense against nulear weapons and what would happen if an Amerian presidentwere informed that a nulear missile whose warheads were targeted at U.S. ities had been launhed. The video makesplain the deisions that the president would fae as a onsequene of the U.S. poliy of nondefense against nulearweapons: 1) assume it is an aidental launh and allow U.S. ities to be destroyed, 2) assume it is part of an all-outattak and launh a U.S. retaliatory strike inviting further retaliation on U.S. ities. This video is a must for everyKeeper of the Flame and for their family and friends! 507



I have told you, what the Messenger has told you and what I have also shown the Messenger at innerlevels. Therefore ome, then, to the realization that when El Morya gave his twenty-four-monthsign3 he knew that even if [the United States℄ should begin to deploy suh deterrents to inomingwarheads, it should take an immediate deision and a full-sale attak [on the e�ort℄ to bring thatinto manifestation in twenty-four months. Yet, beloved, when this nation did mobilize for World WarII, it did show how [fast℄ it ould mobilize. And had the will of the Chief of the Darjeeling Counilbeen reeived and heeded [when℄ the voie went forth [when he spoke on Otober 2, 1987 (had hisvoie been heard and reeived by the nation)℄, something ould have been done.Now you must understand what is this equation of the nondefense of Ameria. Soviet hiefs knowfull well, beloved, that sooner or later there will be a deterrent fore in spae; therefore they knowthat they have a window of opportunity. And at suh time as they are ready and the United Statesis not, they will realize that to hesitate is to lose that opportunity. They are supreme strategists,beloved, and they understand this.This �lm is alulated to awaken Ameria, the Congress and the president. But the awakeningfrom that sleep will be too late. Understand, therefore, that if you were in the position that theSoviets are in this day - with [soial℄ upheaval and [the℄ rumbling [of Communism from within℄ and[the people's℄ demands for freedom, and an eonomy that simply will not work and that annot berehabilitated in time - [and you were faing℄ a nation [with℄ the wealth of this one, having no defense. . . understand, therefore, how their minds work.We do not underestimate our God! We do not underestimate Elohim! Therefore, we always arrya torh of hope. We, however, would not leave our initiates, our helas of long-standing, vulnerable[to suh threats to the peae as exist in the Soviet arsenal℄. Therefore, having read the handwritingon the wall, we did announe to you years ago the neessity of this move [to Montana℄. We didannoune it to Mark Prophet. We did ditate through him. And if you will searh those sripturesof the ditations that have ome forth, you will see that there was a projetion into the future thatsuh a alamity ould ome about if the people of Ameria did not wake up.4Therefore we have sent the warnings through this ativity sine the seventies, sine the sixties.And the very reason of its founding in 1958 by El Morya was for the purpose and to [the℄ end thatthe warning [of the possibility of \the Great War" prophesied by Mother Mary at F�atima℄ might besounded to a large body of Lightbearers worldwide whom we might are for and protet by givingthat adequate warning.Has it not ome to pass that the Messenger has bought time for you by laying down his life andtaking his asension in 1973? Has it not ome to pass by the dediation and the sari�e of many [ofyou℄ (doing things whih perhaps you would rather not be doing, when you would rather be doingother things) [that the staying ation of the right hand of the LORD has ome upon the nation andthe nations℄?Blessed hearts, this ativity has reeived many a dispensation through the ditations, through thederees of the students and through their own labor [of love℄. Indeed, we have bought time! We havebought time for the Teahings to go forth for many Lightbearers to be awakened. In fat, there hasbeen a staying of suh a nulear holoaust for many years.Blessed ones, therefore know this, that we have bought that time for the saving of the Lightbearers,for the awakening, for the warning, for [the℄ bringing to the attention of all the people of the worldthose onditions in China, in the Soviet Union, in Communist ountries. And again and again andin so many ways we have shown that handwriting on the wall.And yet we ould not pry the Western leadership to that point of absolute God-awareness as3See vol. 32 no. 39, p. 552 n. 15.4These are some of the warnings of the possibilities of war given in ditations through the Messenger Mark L.Prophet. [13℄ 508



to what the equation was. Whether we would bring the fats through K-17 or your own Lanelloor myself, I an tell you, beloved, our legions and our agents of Light have worked very hard andovertime, have knoked on every single door available to us on the planet. We have attempted toontat every individual who ould be instrumental in exposing this military buildup and its intent.5Beloved ones, we have truly gone everywhere. In answer to your alls, osmi reinforements haveome and other legions of angels have knoked upon the hearts of the rank and �le of the people.Blessed ones, even those who have heard the Messenger have remained in disbelief! It is a planetarystupor [that is the karmi ondition of the mass onsiousness℄ with whih we are faed!Therefore Alpha has ome and [he has℄ told you to pray for the Lightbearers,6 and this you havedone. We told you numbers of years ago to prepare the food, and this you began already in 1973with Lanello Reserves. This has been an ongoing projet sine the hour of the asension of belovedMark. Would to God it had been an ongoing projet of the United States government, the Congressand the military [establishment℄; and Ameria would be on the brink of a golden age, I tell you!Blessed hearts, if one ould weep, one ould say one has already wept all of one's tears. Andtherefore we ome this night tearless. And we also ome fearless. We ome in that moment ofsupreme realism that you may now understand through the seeing and the hearing of what has beentaught on this �lm. You an now equate yourself and your families with suh a senario if you havenever been able to do so before. This �lm has fored you to look at the onsequenes [of a poliy ofnondefense℄ and to reognize that whoever does oupy the oÆe of president of the United States[must be prepared for the eventuality that he℄ will be faed with that very deision. 2ENBeloved hearts, aording to the timetable of the Soviet Union there is not time left [for theUnited States℄ to put in plae the neessary deterrent to inoming nulear warheads. Understandthis, beloved, and learn to live with it. If you are prepared, you will indeed survive and survivemightily.Therefore let the ontingeny plans be made by every Keeper of the Flame who is worth hissalt and his water and his food reserves; for this omes down to a question of self-worth! Are youworth this life insurane poliy? Have you been paying out life insurane and ar insurane andatastrophi insurane [premiums℄ all of these years for whih you will get nothing? Can you notpay out an insurane [premium℄ for something that you will have in hand?Blessed hearts, I urge you to reonsider. I urge you to understand that we have founded thisativity for you and for the vitory of the Light within you, that you olletively might be the torhthat does ignite the age of Aquarius beause you have determined to survive. Let it be done, belovedones!And let us not plan beyond that New Year's Eve 1989. Let us have our tasks ompleted that wemight rest in the on�dene of God and dediate those months early in 1990 to deree sessions andlasses that do not end, that this ourt might be oupied with those who ontinue to all forth theLight; for truly it is an hour of mitigation.If the fores of Darkness are not to be entirely turned bak, then you must begin to deal with theequation as to how muh [of their malintent℄ an be transmuted [by your invoations to the violetame℄, how muh an [the threat℄ be lessened. You have had experiene, then, and a good senseof o-measurement when dealing with personal and planetary astrology. You have seen a ertainmitigation and you have seen ertain perentages of those propheies in the stars onsumed [by thesared �re℄ through your e�orts.Therefore you an hope to see a ertain mitigation whereby there ould be, if suh a senariohappens, beloved, less loss of life, less darkness, less pollution, less burden on the planet, upon5See vol. 32 no. 27, pp. 341-55, 367-73.6Alpha's Agenda. 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. pp. 379-88; 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 68, pp. 521-34.509



elemental life [and upon the bodies of mankind℄, and so forth.There is ertainly a worst-ase senario and there ertainly is the minimum that ould happen.Let us understand, beloved, that for this [war℄ not to our it would take the omplete undoing ofthe military strategy of the Soviet Union this day. It would take the healing of their eonomy. Itwould take the resignation of the entire Politburo and leadership to the idea that the people of theCommunist world are determined to be free!Beloved ones, if [the Soviets℄ do not go to war, they will have on their hands a wholesale war andrevolution [of the people℄, as you an see [in the℄ events passing every day [in Eastern Europe℄. Andthere is only one reason why they do not stop their satellite nations from moving toward greaterfreedom. It is beause, beloved, they have another agenda.7 And the ativities of their satellites andtheir ativities in glasnost simply play into their hands to keep the people in a stupor, to keep themasleep so that [the Soviets℄ will have the [advantage in a℄ greater surprise [attak℄.Blessed ones, let there be, therefore, the attention to the altar, the allegiane to the altar; and bewilling to set aside those things that you think you have to have or do or experiene. It is time tokeep the vigil as vestal virgins, as sons of Flame and sons of Liberty.Blessed ones, there will ome a day when your preparedness is omplete and this will be a greatday for Ameria and for the world. For that means that your onentration is in servie to the Lightand to the altar, your onentration is on great spiritual growth and the nightly learanes. I antell you there is no end to Herules' labors that we may assign to you. And there is no end to thevolunteers of blue-lightning angels and all hosts of the legions of the Seventh Ray and the Ruby Raywho will ome forward and assist in that e�ort. And the more that an be aomplished, beloved,the shorter the distane [between you and the℄ light [at the end℄ of the tunnel [that bekons℄.So, beloved, you are there at the nexus of the �gure eight. You are there at the nexus of the RubyRay! You are there at the nexus of the presentation of the Dhyani Buddhas. You are in the heart ofGautama Buddha. You are in the heart of Shamballa. You are anked by Maitreya and Manjushri,and you are surrounded and overshadowed by legions of Light.Therefore, I say, let not your hearts be troubled.8 Ray-O-Light has been summoned by me, andK-17 and Zarathustra and their mighty legions of Light, that there might be an unburdening ofyourselves of fear and of doubt. This is not an hour to fear, beloved. I tell you, you are surroundedas the Cosmi Virgin does enfold you in that swaddling garment of Light.Blessed ones, you are indeed surrounded and proteted and ared for, but you must do those[neessary℄ physial things yourselves! You must do those physial things yourselves! And you mustestablish the priority. And when the priority is set, keep the vigil and keep the ame and go aboutyour Father's business and the business of keeping your household and ful�lling your dharma anddoing the normal things that one must do if one is an initiate on the Path.Let there be, then, the onsideration and let it be said that, I, Saint Germain, shall never preditwith absolute ertainty that this war and holoaust shall our. I deal only in the probabilities andI deal only with the unertainties as to the protetion of our Lightbearers in suh a situation. If youan see the realism of the world geopolitial on�guration in this hour, then you, too, must surelysee that the hanes that this will our are as great as, or greater than, [they are that℄ you will havea �re in your house or you will have robbers or you will have an aident or you may have a death inthe family. And all of these [probabilities℄ are the reasons why you have taken out insurane poliies.Therefore let it be said and let it be said with the full �ereness and �nality of my being: Any7See Ations Speak Louder than Words by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, a penetrating analysis of urrent events in theSoviet Union and Eastern Europe. Inludes revelations by KGB defetor Anatoliy Golitsyn that raise serious questionsabout the legitimay of reent reforms in Eastern Europe and vital information on the ongoing Soviet weapons buildup.40-page pamphlet.8John 14:1, 27. 510



and all who have heard me and who are initiates of the Great White Brotherhood who do not makea simple seven-month preparation shall bear the karma of the neglet of the warning diretly fromthe heart of the Master of the Aquarian age!There are people in embodiment this day, beloved, who are hard of hearing beause they did notheed the warnings on Lemuria and Atlantis and even in Pompeii. Thus, if you do not heed thewarning [and the worst-ase senario should ome to pass℄, you will be responsible for your failure toheed it and for yourselves or loved ones not being in physial embodiment to omplete your [or their℄karma. I only tell you this beause it is the Law and you desire to know the Law and you desire tounderstand Cosmi Justie. And therefore you say, \How an Cosmi Justie be in plae if, indeed,suh a alamity should ome to pass?"Blessed ones, I will then ask you the question: What, pray tell, is the Cosmi Justie for themillions upon millions upon millions of abortions worldwide?9 What is the karmi justie and theompensation to the United States when the highest ourt in the land and in the world does delarethe legalization of abortion10 and when Lightbearers have been denied entry into the portals of birthand therefore lost the opportunity to ome into this ativity and to save this nation? Therefore, thatblood is upon the hands of those who have done nothing about this situation!Understand, beloved, that a nation is vulnerable! A nation is vulnerable who has not defended lifein the womb, life aborning and life that is God. And these vulnerabilities pile upon vulnerabilitiesas you see the violations of life and of the body temple and the perversions [of the life-fore℄ and thedenial of the Mother and the drowning out of the Asended Masters and all [of the Teahing℄ thathas gone forth. I think I need not ontinue to enumerate [the injusties of a people that leave themwide open whether to the enemy within or to the enemy without℄.The Cosmi Justie is that life must beome sensitive to life. And if individuals must go throughhardship to understand that they have allowed this holoaust to take plae upon this soil, then theGreat Cosmi Law does deree it.In the very midst of all of this, Amerians have been given the opportunity again and again andagain to turn from their outworn religions, to turn from their exuses for real and true devotion afterthe Sared Heart of Jesus Christ.Blessed ones, we have ried [out to the nations℄ and we have been prophets [rying℄ in the wilder-ness. And so we retire to the wilderness with John the Baptist!11 We retire with Isaiah and Jeremiahand Elijah! We retire to the Plae Prepared and there we are determined to survive with our bands.And we are determined to ome forth again and we are determined to over the world with thisTeahing beause we shall be here.Blessed ones, whatever the ase may be, our determination is your preparedness and we are hereto help you. Therefore all to us and determine that nothing shall any longer stand in [the℄ way [ofyour℄ delaring your vitory and [of your℄ delaring in the fae of Death and Hell itself that you willnot surrender one drop of blood or one inh to the hordes of Death who would like to take you fromembodiment!Blessed ones, I have said my piee upon this subjet and I trust I have touhed your hearts andyour souls profoundly.9An estimated 40 million to 60 million abortions are performed worldwide eah year. The total number of abortionsworldwide sine 1973, inluding the United States, ranges from 640 million to 960 million.10In the 1973 Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton deisions the United States Supreme Court legalized abortionnationwide based on an implied onstitutional right of privay and delared that the unborn hild is not inludedin the de�nition of a \person" as proteted under the Constitution. Sine 1973 at least 22 million abortions havebeen performed in the United States. For information on the July 3, 1989 Supreme Court deision giving states newauthority to limit abortions see vol. 32 no. 39, p. 551 n. 1.11Isa. 40:3; Matt. 3:1-3; Mark 1:3, 4; Luke 3:2-4; 7:24-28; John 1:23.511



[15-seond applause℄Having so set your sights upon this goal, beloved, I say, therefore ontinue to invoke the protetionof Almighty God, the interession of the four hierarhs of the elements and the Divine Mother.Continue to laim your religious freedom and your religious beliefs, inluding in those beliefs theright to have a fallout shelter, a bomb shelter, food reserves and all that is neessary to implementthat survival.Beloved ones, this is your religious ommitment and your religious belief and you should so defendit as suh! And let none ross the solar ring and the ring-pass-not that you draw daily around yourfore�eld and your projets. It is important that you are realists but it is also important that youset your minds to the task and mentally admit no defeat, no interferene, no setbaks; and nothingshall deter you!I say, beloved, a deree is more than words. It is a mind-set. It is a set of the jaw! It is a set ofthe eye! It is the oming of age of the heart. It is those who understand that when Noah was in theearth he was ridiuled beyond belief. He was ridiuled up and down for deades, beloved ones.Thus, don't even give [a℄ seond thought to the ridiule but give many thoughts to the manipulationof the mass mind by many disgruntled individuals who would use them to fore their representativesto demand some kind of an investigation, some kind of an EIS, some kind of a reason to stop you inyour ourses. Let your derees be [for the violet ame transmutation of all suh intentions℄, belovedones, and let the remainder of your servie in this lass be toward the protetion of your e�orts andthe protetion of your supply.I, Saint Germain, am waiting to release into your hands and use that supply that every one ofyou needs. Beloved ones, you must work the works with me! You must do the derees with me!And you must eliminate the gap twixt the spiritual and the physial manifestation. And let thatpreipitation take plae beause you are steadfastly holding onto the All-Seeing Eye of God, keepingyour attention on your Presene, keeping your God-harmony and working at whatever you mustwork at in order to inrease your supply.Let all things work together for good to them who love God and [to℄ those who are alled to hisanointing and his appointing.12 For it is the hour to anoint you! It is the hour to appoint you! Andit is the hour for you to reognize that we have nowhere else to go to see to it that the Light and theteahing of the Light survive!May we go to the Dalai Lama and to Tibet? No, beloved! It is already overome.13 Where shallwe go? To the heads of state? Does one [among them℄ raise his head in this hour [to℄ really make adi�erene? Some speak the right words, but where is the ation?They are stulti�ed and they annot get past their karma or the rising tide of the astral sea14 orthe Four Horsemen, who ride and ride and ride again and irle the earth and ride up and downon the opposite bank of the Yellowstone, though they may not ross the bridge. Blessed ones, it issomething to see them riding up and down and yet not able to prevail and not able to go against themighty walls of the Inner Retreat. May you keep the vigil and keep those walls free!Blessed ones, I speak to those who are not quite positioned and not quite deided [as to whatmeasures you will take as regards the propheies℄. And I say to you, inasmuh as it an be alulatedthat the United States [has a℄ window of vulnerability by the mere absene of defense [againstinoming nulear warheads℄, I suggest you onsider an alternative life-style, an alternative positioningof yourself, [if you will,℄ for a period.There are those in the world, beloved, who have deided to take o� several years to sail around12Rom. 8:28.13Tibet. See vol. 32 no. 42, p. 571 opening note; no. 41, p. 572 n. 18; no. 43, 580 nn. 4, 5; 581 nn. 11, 14.141988 PoW, vol. 31 no. 80, pp. 622-24, 625-26. 512



the world or to do something unique, and then they have returned to whatever their livelihood andalling has been. Thus I should onsider suh a move if I were you. I would onsider drawing nighto this altar and keeping the ame if at all possible, onsidering your means and irumstane andyour family responsibilities.Blessed ones, our voie has ome to you with the piering rays of the seret rays and has en-tered your heart. You must now ommune with your God. I pray, then, that you will understandhow important is your life, how important is your physial temple to God, how important [is yourpreparedness℄ to the Amerian people themselves, the majority of whom are not prepared mentally,psyhologially, emotionally, or in any way to fae suh onsequenes as ould ome to pass.Therefore, the motto stands, I AM My Brother's Keeper. And in this hour the keeping of theame of the brother demands that you keep the ame for yourself, that when the brother is in needyou are able to assist him.I show you therefore the plae where there has been a great onagration, a great �re, beloved.And that �re has burned out and the oals remain and it is night and the oals are glowing. Andone sees the embers of a ivilization that one lit the night sky of the whole world with honor, withfreedom, with Cosmi Christ illumination.We see [these embers in the deline of the old orders just before℄ the time [when they will besuperseded by℄ golden ages. We see it in the last days of Lemuria and Atlantis. And we see it againtoday, for this nation has indeed not risen to the glory to whih she ould have risen in the past �ftyyears had she taken the right steps and made the right deisions sine World War I and World WarII. Blessed ones, a series of very bad deisions by very bad leaders, who ame into power beause ofthe karma of the people, has led to the prediament [of℄ this day; not one individual but many [arethe ause of the Amerian dilemma℄.And what is the reason, beloved? It is beause all are marhing aross the stage and the LORDGod has determined that all should play their parts.15 People ok to the theaters. They lookat the movies. Yet they have not understood the roles that the fallen ones have played, that theLightbearers have played [nor have they understood℄ the mess that the press has made [in their roleas molders of publi opinion, in their℄ nonreporting [of the fats℄ or [in℄ simply reporting that whihwas not so.And therefore the media has not been the publi servant. They have not truly onveyed what thepeople ought to know, but [those℄ who ontrol the media have onveyed their own agenda.Thus, beloved, the people of God who understand the great reourse of the I AM THAT I AM,the faithful in every religion everywhere upon the planet who draw nigh to God even with suh askimpy dotrine to draw upon, these are already under the anopy of their I AM Presene and theyhave guardian angels. Yet those who know the full extent of the use of the siene of the spokenWord - though no better as people yet better endowed, for they have aepted the Truth - they muststand now guardians of the rae and of the oming again of souls of Light.Remember, therefore, that your preparedness after the physial needs are met must be a spiritualand a psyhologial preparedness to deal with whatever the future may bring. May you be strength-ened in your hearts, beloved, and may you understand that the legions of the Seventh Ray makethis Royal Teton Ranh a stopover base as they make their rounds again and again throughout theplanetary home.I speak to you out of the love of my purple �ery heart. I speak to you as I am with you and [as I℄plae my Eletroni Presene over you. I summon the gnomes, the �ery salamanders and the sylphs.15Franis Baon's allusion to reinarnation is found in Shakespeare's As You Like It, at II, sene 7, lines 136-41: Duke Senior. This wide and universal theater/Presents more woeful pageants than the sene/Wherein we playin. Jaques. All the world's a stage,/And all the men and women merely players;/They have their exits and theirentranes,/And one man in his time plays many parts. 513



I summon the undines. And I all to God for the weather you have requested, but I say, you mustall it forth daily.The physial voie and the physial body will tell all, and how you use them will determine thevitory. You have many Asended Masters and angels who are with you and assisting you. May youknow that and keep a steady ourse and keep that emotional body steady. Keep that mind steady.And do not be provoked by fear or doubt or sudden events.Beloved ones, remain alm and peaeful in your hearts and remember my words; for we look tothe future and to the Vitory. We laim it! We expet it! We invoke it from our God! And we arehere to help you.May you maintain that stane of absolute onvition that your feet are �rmly planted in thissoil, that God has set you here for a destiny and not to lose all in this moment [of the nations'indisretion℄. God has sent you for a osmi purpose. You have known it from your birth! I, SaintGermain, tell you that this is that osmi purpose! It is the ontinuity of life that has the qualityof the spiritual golden thread running through it, a spiritual quality whereby the highest souls mayone again restore even the geneti ode of the rae to that highest potential whereby the Christed[ones℄ may inarnate.We ount on our helas to pave the way for the oming of the seventh root rae.16 Let it be done,beloved. For many lifewaves this planetary home is a rossroads. They annot get beyond it untilthey get through it. They must ome to the rossroads. They must deal with their karma here.They must make good here. They must hallenge their betrayers and the sinister fore here. Theymust overturn them. And they must �ght the battle of Armageddon with the saints and the hostsof the LORD and they must have their Vitory.Pray, beloved hearts, that your all will see them through. For some, the only wings they have aretheir ourage, the only armour they have is their love, the only prayer they know is the Our Fatheror the Hail Mary.May you see yourselves always in Arhangel Mihael's legions, aring for your brothers and sisters;for they are many.I reede into the violet ame and I take my plae above as Portia desends.This ditation by Saint Germain was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Sunday evening servie, Otober 8, 1989, duringThe 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketedmaterial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under SaintGermain's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.

16The seventh root rae is destined to inarnate on the ontinent of South Ameria in the Aquarian age under theirManu the Great Divine Diretor and his divine omplement. See glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. 424-26.514



Chapter 56Beloved Portia - November 12, 1989Vol. 32 No. 56 - Beloved Portia - November 12, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesXIIOn Cosmi JustieI Hold Up the Sales before YouMost beloved sons and daughters of Cosmi Justie, I ome bearing in my right hand that Swordof Divine Justie1 and in my left the sales. But I am also the many-armed goddess2 and in all ofmy other hands I bear messages of divine diretion, assistane from the Lords of Karma. I bearletters for every Lightbearer upon earth, every true friend of freedom, all whom we have known andsponsored - every [single℄ lifestream who has [ever℄ been sponsored by an angel, an Asended Master.Therefore, millions shall reeive these letters this night. And I arry them that they might beharged here at this altar with the light of God and your love and holy purpose. I bear them; for theyare for some a �nal message and a �nal opportunity, not beause there is �nality to their lifestreamsbut simply beause the time and the spae are running out when hoies an be made in this deadeand in the next.It is well to listen to my beloved Saint Germain. For what he does tell you is [that you must℄understand that those in embodiment and those asended are subjet to ertain limitations. Andthis is something that not all are able to deal with or to aept, for you know the limitlessness ofyour Mighty I AM Presene, or you think you do. You know the in�nite power of God, or you thinkyou do. But then you wonder why God does not step forth and prevent the death of a hild or aalamity, why the I AM Presene does not step forth [to interede℄.You begin to understand that there are limitations, as Above so below, and these limitations arebuilt in. It is the Law, beloved. It is the osmi law. It is the karmi law. It is the law of eah1See vol. 32 no. 39, pp. 539-43, 548-50.2In Hinduism the four-armed goddess Kali (Sanskrit, \the blak one" or \the power of time") symbolizes the �ereaspet of the Divine Mother. She is a onsort of Shiva, the Destroyer, i.e., the Transformer of the energies of Darknessto the original polarization of Light. As Third Person of the Hindu Trinity Shiva is the inarnation of the Holy Spiritwhose ation in the world of form is rystallized through his Shakti, or feminine ounterpart. Kali is usually depitedwith a terrifying ountenane, her tongue protruding, wearing a neklae of human skulls or heads and a belt of severedarms. In one hand she holds a sword, in the others she may hold the severed head of a demon, a shield or a noose;her hands may also make the sign of fearlessness and o�er blessings and bene�ts. Kali's dread appearane symbolizesher boundless power. Her destrutiveness is seen as ultimately leading to transformation and salvation. She shattersdelusions of the ego as well as the form and substane of human reations (with the white-�re, blue-lightning andRuby-Ray ation of her sword) that are not aligned with the will of her onsort, thus blessing and liberating thosewho seek the knowledge of God. 515



individual manifestation of God.Therefore the Lords of Karma are bound by that law and may not interede when an individual'sfree will or karma ditates that the lessons of life must be learned in a ertain manner. For sometimes[it is the ase that℄ that one has been given a thousand, ten thousand or a million opportunities tolearn by a teahing of the Buddha, to learn by the love of the Mother; and in the fae of thatteahing and that love, that one has refused to bend the knee [before his own God Presene℄ or toobey the Law. The Law had no bite. And therefore, when all attempts to teah by these means havebeen exhausted, it does beome neessary to allow some to experiene losses and grief and pain thatthereby in those experienes they may learn the higher way and the higher walk.There omes a time, therefore, when the people's free will must be their only God, when theirkarma is the only Law that an apply, when mery has been exhausted, when those examples of thegreat avatars have ome again and again and their words have not been heeded nor their examplefollowed.So you understand, beloved, that there does ome a time when interession is no longer possible.This law a�ets all people at the time of their passing. Life an no longer be extended, for they havelived out their allotment for this embodiment given to them aording to the law of grae and merybalaned by the law of their own karma. And therefore, sometime, somewhere opportunity in thisotave omes to a lose even though the individual may not have balaned 51 perent of his karma.I ask you to begin to understand that though some people think they are in ontrol of their lives,their futures, their nations or their destiny, this onept lasts only until that fore of karma [knownas℄ the ar of juggernaut does desend. For [in℄ that hour and that moment, the lok does strike forthem.Thus, beloved, you have worked within a framework of the realm of the possible. (And I [as I AMalways in the heart of my beloved Franis3℄ spoke of that in Washington, D.C.,4 in the hour of thedowning of the Korean airliner.) Moving in the realm of the possible, you have learned to beomerealists as I have. Remember with me, then, how I �nally had to withdraw from the ourts of Europe,from the king of Frane. There was nothing more that ould be done. The Frenh Revolution wasupon the people. I withdrew, beloved, and made my way to India as I also was there, overshadowingSaint Germain. In that moment, beloved, for all of the e�ort that he had made, I truly ould not beanywhere but one with him.And so I, we, did go to the fous of the Great Divine Diretor, there to onsider what might bedone in the remainder of this entury. Our great hope at that time was to initiate the spiritual pathof the I AM THAT I AM in Ameria. Thus you know this history. You know the oming of theLaw. You know the oming of the violet ame and how very muh has been aomplished [for worldfreedom and world transmutation through the dynami derees of the students℄.53In her June 12, 1959 Pearl of Wisdom Portia spoke of her twin ame, Saint Germain: \As you know, DivineJustie and God Freedom are quite inseparable, and so it is indeed the grateful joy of my lifestream to be the divineomplement of my adored and adorable Franis, whih name means 'Freedom' and by whih he is known at innerlevels." The name Franis is derived from the Germani and Old Frenh fran, meaning \free" or \free man."4On September 4, 1983, three days after a Soviet �ghter plane downed a ommerial Korean Air Lines 747, killingall 269 on board (see 1983 PoW, vol. 26 no. 50, p. 607 n. 9), Saint Germain addressed Keepers of the Flame at APrayer Vigil for the World in Washington, D.C. The Master said: \Let us onsider, then, that the balane of the foresof Light on earth, the purity and sinerity of all devotees of Truth in whatever movement - and espeially those whohave the violet ame - truly does determine exatly what may ome to pass in the hallenge of the enemy. . . . Blessedones, were we to deliver the maximum judgment upon the fallen ones, it would require the instantaneous holding ofa balane of Light - the equivalent of the karma of these fallen ones and of their misdeeds. . . .When determiningdeisions and a ourse of events, we deal in the realm of the possible, not as the pragmati, as world leaders would seeit - in the middle of the road - but in the realm of the possible, whih is the measuring of the Light of the saints asopposed to the hallengers of the saints whose time has ome."5Saint Germain was seen by Madame d'Adhemar, the author of the diary that was exerpted in the book The Countof Saint Germain by Isabel Cooper-Oakley, at La Plae de la R�evolution on Otober 16, 1793, at the guillotining of516



But, beloved, it omes down to the leadership. The leadership of a nation has determined theourse of events. Though many have been enlightened [as to the politial realities℄, though manyhave known what should have been done and what ould have been done, those who were in positionsof power have not ated. Beloved ones, they have had a full entury to prepare for this hour andmany thousands of years of experiene in the [pages of history that they have written by their deedsin past embodiments℄.Now I say to you, beloved, understand the limits and the onstraints [that℄ we are under and thatyou are under. [For℄ as eah one of you at one time or another has profoundly desired to be in akey position to make [right℄ deisions for your nation and for your people, you have realized thatthough perhaps your karma was adequate you simply [were℄ not [in a position to℄ be moved on SaintGermain's hessboard to be at the right plae at the right time.Have you thought, then, of another day, another stage of life, another opportunity? If you havethought into the future, as we are always thinking into the future, beloved, you should ome to therealization that if and when you an present to Saint Germain, to me and to the Lords of Karma thatpossibility of [having℄ balaned hakras, four lower bodies in alignment and karma almost ompletelybalaned, yet retaining [the option of℄ physial embodiment, perhaps returning again [though youhad balaned 51 perent of your karma℄, you may be in a position where [there are℄ no limitationsof karmi law in your ase, no limitations [in your℄ ability to fous the God Flame, [where℄ all thesethings might work together [so℄ that [the℄ dream of your heart, [the prayer℄ of your heart and [the℄will of your heart [might℄ fous on that moment when you ould one again be in [a℄ position to[exeute℄ right deisions [ruial to the destiny of your nation℄.Blessed ones, if you an simply imagine a hange of leadership, an exhange of ertain individualswho are already in politis today, who know exatly what should be done, [for those oÆeholderswho do not know exatly what should be done,℄ you an realize that there are enough apable people[in the world℄ who ould have made [and still an make, while there is time℄ all of the right deisionsto bring [the nations℄ to that moment when it would never, never be possible again for the SovietUnion or any other power to initiate a nulear war or any other kind of war.This was the intention of Saint Germain and me. This was our goal, beloved, to see Ameriabeome [the \Plae Prepared"6 for the great gathering of the souls of the elet from the four winds7 -℄those who would guarantee the peae of the world, the freedom of the world and the enlightenmentof the world. But, alas, Amerians annot even eduate their hildren to reah [the aademi℄ levels[that are℄ neessary [in order for them to be able℄ to run their own ivilization. They have lost thespark and the verve, beloved, beause they have lost the spine and the nerve.Therefore we see the signs posted (in other otaves) everywhere on [the℄ street orners of Ameriaand behind the senes in other plaes. \What Might Have Been . . .What Might Have Been . . . ,"they say.I do not hoose to prolong this, beloved, but only to say it long enough that you might understandthat violet ame is needed if there is to ome a time when a rebuilding may our on the very sameMarie Antoinette. The Master stood with Portia beneath the statue of the Goddess of Liberty. Immediately followingher exeution, they took the soul of Marie Antoinette to the Cave of Light, the Great Divine Diretor's retreat inIndia. Three months after their retirement Portia withdrew to the otaves of Light, where she remained in nirvanauntil she stepped forth on April 9, 1939, to assist Saint Germain with his ativities in the United States. While innirvana Portia both held the balane for Saint Germain's outer world ativities and leansed the reords and the painof his (i.e., their) European experiene. Sometime after Portia entered nirvana Saint Germain returned to Europe byhimself to sponsor Napoleon in the establishment of the United States of Europe. One it was lear that Napoleonwould take the Master's power to promote his own will Saint Germain withdrew all sponsorship from him in 1810.From 1810 on Saint Germain was, for want of a better word, \resting" in the Cave of Light and regrouping his fores.From time to time he sponsored ativities in the United States and spent alulated yles in nirvana.6Rev. 12:6.7Matt. 24:30, 31; Mark 13:26, 27. 517



planet on the very same soil. The reords of infamy and betrayal [of the ame of freedom by℄ thefallen ones must be erased. Therefore, if all you an do is invoke the violet ame, you will be renderinga osmi servie for future generations who ome after you. But I know that that is not all you willdo; for you have truly taken up the sword of Arhangel Mihael to our great joy!I, Portia, ome to you in this hour; for I must also hold up the sales before eah one of you. Myangels stand before you and there are very few [among you℄ whose sales are not tipped. [Therefore,what℄ I would like to see �rst [is℄ the sales balaned, showing that you have approahed the balaneof 50 perent of your karma, and then I [would℄ like to see those sales tipped on the side of Light.As many [of you℄ will observe, [your℄ sales are still tipped [on the side of℄ a greater perentage ofkarma.This, beloved, is not good and we desire to see it hange. You are on the straight and narrowroad8 to bring about that hange. Let it be so. Let it be understood that karma is transmuted byviolet ame invoation and [the balaning of karma℄ is aelerated by [daily℄ servie [to life℄. Serviewithout violet ame, beloved, may avail muh but not enough [and vie versa℄.It is impossible, I say, nearly impossible therefore - for there be an adept here and there on theplanet [that may ahieve it℄, but none should assume that [to be℄ his posture - to balane 51 perentof your karma in this short life span [and℄ to make your asension without the daily use of the violetame.We have said it before but somehow this is one of those things that does not get through to thestudents who need it most. And therefore lest you weary of the Messenger's voie, I, Portia, ometo tell you that it is most essential that you do not neglet your alls to the violet ame and thatyour violet ame mantras take priority after your [tube of light and your℄ protetion are set.It is also good to reate [with your derees℄ a mighty braid of the violet and the blue [rays bymaking℄ every other deree a blue and a violet. This is not possible when you are engaged in battle[against the fores of Darkness℄ and [you℄ need all of the power of Elohim at your ommand [throughthe giving of their derees℄ but it is [possible℄ at other times [when you elebrate your vitories℄.My heart is the heart of the Mother. I am the Mother side of Saint Germain, your father andfriend and brother. And my Mother's heart, having been so long asended and in otaves of Light,does yearn to see you know the true soul liberation and freedom whereby you might go forth to resueyour twin ames and those in your mandala that might be in any of the quadrants of Matter, [doesyearn℄ to see you attain to that mastery whereby you know the joy of being an Asended Masterstudent in embodiment and [you℄ don't take till the end of your life to �nish your toil [and spreadthat joy℄.Beloved, this is a joyous path and it beomes more joyous by the hour and by the year as youde�nitely beome lighter and lighter, as you establish that inner peae and strength and balane[that enables℄ you [to℄ look out from the enter of your being and be alm in all diretions and beunmoved.Life an be joy, beloved, eah and every day! And you know that joy. And so when you take lessthan an entire night to lear the attaks on the planet of a single day, you may have time to enjoyyourselves in those things that please you and that develop the sensitivity of [the soul to℄ art andmusi and ulture.Understand, beloved, we are engaged in a war for the vitory of the Light. Yet the greater themastery you attain, the quiker you an see the taking of these fores [by your �ats to the hosts ofthe LORD℄, and [then you℄ realize that some portion of that day an be [devoted℄ to doing some ofyour most favorite things.I understand the heart of the hild. I understand the heart of those moving on in years, those in8Matt. 7:13, 14; Luke 13:24. 518



their teens who look forward to life and a future that now appears unertain and perhaps limited.Blessed ones, I tell you indeed, the future is what you make it. Be absolutely onvined and havethat absolute God-onvition that you shall arve out your future, you shall arve out your destiny!No matter what your age, this life span is not a permanent limitation and you will break the shell ofthat limited egg and you will ome peeping through and you will soar to the Sun! I know it, beloved,beause I see your destiny.I AM Portia, Goddess of Justie. Seek Justie early. Seek it at noon. Seek it at eventide. Cometo herish Justie as the daily balaning of your sales.My angels have shown you [on℄ this sale [the karmi measurement℄ of a lifetime. But there isa sale [that measures the aomplishments℄ of eah day and you an [all to my angels of CosmiJustie to weigh in the day's allotment of karma, what was balaned and what was not, as well asthe Light quotient and the result of its positive or negative quali�ation. And you an℄ retire eahnight knowing, as you lay your head upon your pillow, that the [bundle of℄ karma that was given toyou at dawn by the angels [who represent the Karmi Board℄ is �nished. This is true satisfation,beloved.And therefore, if you really desire to [know whether or not you have �nished the day's work (i.e.,the karma that has ome due for balane on that day and must either be paid o� in full or it willnow arue to the outer karmi weight of your lifestream as old age, disease and death)℄, my angelwith you [together with℄ your Holy Christ Self will show you those sales [so you an see for yourselfwhether they are balaned, and if not, just how far out of balane they are℄.And, beloved, sometimes that sale may be heavier on the Light side than [on the Dark side℄and [therefore℄ you [an℄ know [that℄ on that day you have earned more [good karma℄ than [the℄ 100perent [requirement for℄ the balaning of that day's karma! And therefore you have [not only earnedgood karma but you have also inreased your Light, hene your attainment.This pure energy quali�ed by good deeds as well as good derees o�ered above and beyond theall of duty is like money in the bank. You an spend it on transmuting the karma of past reordsbefore they ome due, or you an save it in your aount for future emergenies.℄ In other words, [bywalking the extra mile℄ you [now℄ have [added℄ light in your reservoir [and the satisfation of knowingthat you an aomplish every day℄ more than merely keeping that darkness at an equilibrium. [Youan get ahead!℄This is also a great joy, beloved! And as the Messenger is [daily℄ shown the monitoring of her ownlevels of karma or nonkarma [by the angels of reord℄, she has also been shown that in striving onean indeed balane more than 100 perent of one's karma.Beloved ones, this Messenger has not had time to ontemplate the meaning of that measure, butI will tell you what it is. When you go beyond the 100 perent level, then you are inreasing therings of your Causal Body and the Light thereof. You are inreasing [your℄ levels of attainment and[your℄ levels of inuene [for world goodwill℄.Therefore, never mind to be in the servie of the Lord; for the gain is always there. Positive karmasent forth does return to the one who has sent it, enrihing [and℄ enlivening [the soul℄ and reating[a℄ longer life span wherein [one may℄ perform [greater℄ servie [to life℄. May you also rejoie thaton many days many of you are balaning more than the karma of the day and muh more, and thusyou do make strides.I, Portia, in the ame of living Justie, therefore ommend you to that Justie. For the name ofJustie is divine resolution, not divine retribution. That resolution, beloved, must ome [from℄ thatpoint of balane in the psyhe, the balane on the right hand and on the left, the balane of Loveand of Wisdom. To live in suh balane, entered in the heart of Lord Gautama, truly this is \peae519



on earth, goodwill to men."9 Truly it is the bliss of oneness.May you now ontemplate yourself one with Lord Gautama, the Bodhisattvas [Maitreya andManjushri attending the Lord of the World℄ to [his℄ right and [his℄ left. And may you now step intoand merge with the living ame of the Lord of the World.We of the Seventh Ray who have spoken to you have now balaned over this plae a giant �gureeight that is in a number of dimensions; and therefore it shall remain, violet ame and the Seventh Rayyling from Spirit to Matter, Matter to Spirit. This is our gift on this oasion of your miraulousservie in dealing with the labors of Herules.Blessed ones, we did wait with bated breath to see if there would be suh a momentum gained thatsuh as last night would our. It did our, beloved hearts, and we are extremely grati�ed. Know,then, that you have surely made all of heaven happy. And the Lord does laugh and his laughter doeseho aross a osmos! And the Lord does hold the nonentities and the enemies of Light in derision;10and more so, he does hold them in abeyane and bind them!May you ontinue for all you are worth. For you are worth all of your Causal Body, all that youare yet to be and all that osmos an beome beause you have kept the torh of Liberty on planetearth.I bow to the emergent Light11 of Cosmi Justie in eah and every one of you. Keepers of theFlame, hail! [34-seond standing ovation℄This ditation by Portia was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood ElizabethClare Prophet following Saint Germain's ditation at the onlusion of the Sunday evening servie,Otober 8, 1989, during The 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County,Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added bythe Messenger under Portia's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoWis the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

9Luke 2:13, 14.10Pss. 2:1-4; 37:12, 13; 59:8.11God onsiousness 520



Chapter 57Elizabeth Clare Prophet - November 26,1989 Vol. 32 No. 57 - Elizabeth Clare Prophet - November 26, 1989The Astrology of the United States and the Soviet UnionPutting the Brakes on the Propheies ofNulear War and Eonomi CollapseNovember 26, 1989, was a portentous day in world astrology, one whih will a�et the UnitedStates, the Soviet Union, and the entire world in the deade of the 1990s.In order to orretly interpret the astrologial portents involving the United States and the SovietUnion, we must have the orret date and time for the birth of these nations.The �rst problem to be solved is: whih events marked the birth of eah nation? The seond:what is the preise hour of eah event?OÆial reords were not kept for the times of any of the key events in the birth proesses of theUnited States and of the Soviet Union. Consequently, historians and astrologers rely on unoÆialreords suh as letters and diaries, as well as on irumstantial evidene, to argue for various times.There is also a question in the ase of both nations as to whih of several key events marked thebirth.Most people and astrologers have assumed that the birth of the United States was July 4, 1776,the date the Delaration of Independene was signed.1 Sine 1987 I have explained to my audienesthat aording to the Asended Master El Morya the Fourth of July is not the birth date of theUnited States but the date of its oneption. El Morya told me that the nation's birth date was theoasion of the inauguration of George Washington as our �rst president. Until reently, however,the Master had not given me the exat time for either event and therefore aurate oneptional andbirth harts ould not be drawn up.1There is some onfusion as to when Congress signed the Delaration of Independene. Popular belief holds thatthe Delaration was signed on July 4, 1776, by the 56 men whose signatures are appended to the doument. Butsholars have demonstrated that this is unlikely. The Seret Journal of Congress reords that on July 19, 1776,Congress resolved to have the Delaration engrossed (written on parhment) and signed when it was ready and that itwas signed on August 22, 1776. In addition, one quarter of the men who signed the Delaration were not in CongressJuly 4 - either they were not in Philadelphia on that day or they had not yet been eleted to Congress. Nevertheless,the doument was signed on July 4 \by Order and in Behalf of the Congress" by at least John Hanok, President ofCongress, and Charles Thompson, Seretary of Congress. The Journals of the Continental Congress say that Congress\agreed to a Delaration" on the fourth and ordered that it be \authentiated and printed." To be \authentiated" adoument was signed by Hanok and his signature was attested to by Thompson. The nation was oneived on July4 sine Hanok and Thompson were ating as instruments of the entire Congress.521



You may wonder what redentials the Master has that qualify him to speak with authority on thesubjet. As Abraham, son of Terah, the temple priest in Nippur, Sumer (. 2100 b..), he observedand harted the stars as well as the spaeraft of the Nephilim. And as Melhior, one of the threewise men, he used the map of the heavens to establish the exat time and plae of Jesus' birth.Today, as Chief of the Darjeeling Counil of the Great White Brotherhood, El Morya uses his preiseknowledge of the law of yles governing astronomy as well as astrology in his world servie.It is lear that the United States of Ameria was not born at the signing of the Delaration ofIndependene - but mightily oneived. The thirteen states onsidered themselves to be separateountries and looked forward to a time when they would be united in a onfederation.As historian Garry Wills observes, \not one ountry, but thirteen separate ones"2 ame into exis-tene on July 4, 1776. John Hanok alled the Delaration \the Ground & Foundation of a futureGovernment."3 It was not until the Constitution had been framed and rati�ed and George Wash-ington was inaugurated as the nation's �rst president that the ountry had a funtioning nationalgovernment.The U.S. oneptional hart (whih most astrologers onsider to be the birth hart) is disputedbeause historians and astrologers do not agree on what time the Delaration of Independene wassigned. Some astrologers even argue that other events whih ourred days or years before the signingsigni�ed the birth. Those who do see the signing as the birth di�er on the time of day it ourred.The proposed times range from 2:13 a.m. to 5:13:55 p.m., July 4. British astrologer EbenezerSibly, who in 1787 published the �rst known astrologial hart for the signing, was alive when thedoument was signed and thus was in the best position to researh the time. He said that theDelaration was signed at 5:10 p.m. Dane Rudhyar reti�ed4 Sibly's hart for 5:13:55 p.m.On November 14, I asked El Morya to solve the problem of the dates and the times of the majorhistorial events in the birth of the United States and Soviet Union and the Master obliged by openingup the akashi reords.El Morya pegged the hour and the minute of the signing of the Delaration of Independene atexatly 5:13 p.m. on July 4, 1776. Therefore we now know for ertain that Ameria's oneptionalSun is at 13 19' Caner, her oneptional Asendant (rising sign) is at 12 59' Sagittarius and heroneptional Moon is at 27 12' Aquarius (�g. 1).I use the oneptional hart to study eonomi and politial yles and other national trends. Iuse the birth hart to study the behavior of the eonomy, the psyhology and ondut of foreignpoliy, and espeially U.S.-Soviet relations.El Morya alled the signing of the Delaration of Independene \the bravest oneption there everwas."Sometime before he was alled to be the Father of our ountry, George Washington was anointedby Saint Germain to wear the mantle of the Great White Brotherhood in the highest oÆe in theland. Both as general and as president, George Washington was destined to bear the ame of Libertyfor Ameria.Therefore, on April 30, 1789, by the vote of the people as well as divine approbation, the Christedone George Washington was oÆially given the mantle of the leadership of the nation. Ameria wastruly born that day and the people gained a sense of their national unity through the man God sent.2Garry Wills, Inventing Ameria: Je�erson's Delaration of Independene (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday &Company, 1978), p. 332.3John Hanok to the New Jersey Convention, July 5, 1776, Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Paul H.Smith, et. al., eds., 12 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1976-1985), 4:392.4Reti�ation is a method of determining the unknown moment of birth of a person or nation by omparing eventsin that person or nation's life with planetary transits. 522



In his inaugural address the president o�ered \fervent suppliations" to the \Almighty Being whorules over the universe . . . that His benedition may onserate to the liberties and happiness of thepeople of the United States a Government instituted by themselves for these essential purposes." Heobserved, \No people an be bound to aknowledge and adore the Invisible Hand whih onduts thea�airs of men more than those of the United States. Every step by whih they have advaned to theharater of an independent nation seems to have been distinguished by some token of providentialageny."5Although Washington was sheduled to take the oath of oÆe at noon, the eremony was delayedfor at least an hour. Historians' estimates range from 1:00 p.m., to 1:20 p.m., to 1:30 p.m.El Morya has on�rmed that the time of the birth of the United States of Ameria is 1:30 p.m.,April 30, 1789. Knowing this, we an preisely alulate her birth hart: her natal Sun at 10 46'Taurus, her natal Asendant at 7 37' Virgo, and her natal Moon at 16 35' Caner (�g. 2).The Soviets elebrate their birthday on November 7. Astrologers have hosen di�erent dates andtimes to hart the birth of the Soviet Union ranging from 12:59 p.m. November 7 to 2:30 a.m.November 9.El Morya's opening of the akashi reords revealed that the Soviet Union was born at three o'lokin the afternoon, November 7, 1917. At that preise hour Lenin took the platform and delivered hisfamous speeh prolaiming the triumph of the Bolshevik Revolution to the Petersburg Soviet withthe words \Now begins a new era in the history of Russia, and this third Russian revolution must�nally lead to the vitory of Soialism. . . . Long live the worldwide Soialist revolution!"6Sine we know the date and time of the birth of the Soviet Union, we an for the �rst time preiselyalulate her birth hart: her natal Sun at 14 33' Sorpio, her natal Asendant at 6 48' Aries, andher natal Moon at 23 37' Leo (�g. 3).El Morya alled the Bolshevik Revolution \the most infamous at in the history of the world."We needed these harts so that students of the Asended Masters ould make aurate alls for thetransmutation of the karma of the nations, whih left unheked ould allow the negative astrologialportents to preipitate in the physial plane. Therefore I express my gratitude to beloved El Moryafor opening the akashi reords and giving us these keys.Now that we have the natal harts for both superpowers, as well as the exat time of the UnitedStates' oneption, we an pinpoint the urrent astrologial preditions for these nations and we ando what we do best: give our dynami derees to the hosts of the Lord for the violet ame mitigationof and, if it be the will of God, the transmutation of that negative karma, whose returning yles arelearly written in the skies.Therefore, based on these harts, I present my interpretation of the key astrologial on�gurationsthat will a�et the two nations in the near future. It behooves us to read these signs of the timesbeause they are indeed the harbingers of personal and planetary karma ome due. That we mayread in time to at in time is my prayer.On November 26, 1989, at 8:49 a.m. MST, the Moon made an exat onjuntion to Mars at 1510' Sorpio. Then, less than two hours later, at 10:16 the Moon made an exat onjuntion to Plutoat 15 53' Sorpio. That means we had a Moon-Mars-Pluto onjuntion at 15 Sorpio.This on�guration is likely to have a lasting impat on both the United States and the SovietUnion. The Moon, Mars and Pluto are onjoined the Soviet natal Sun at 14 33' Sorpio and opposedto the United States natal Sun at 10 46' Taurus (�g. 4).5Washington's First Inaugural Address in Henry Steele Commager, ed., Douments of Amerian History, 7th ed.(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Meredith Publishing Company, 1963), p. 152.6N. N. Sukhanov, The Russian Revolution 1917, ed., abridged and trans., Joel Carmihael (Prineton, N. J.:Prineton University Press, 1984), p. 629. 523



Pluto, the slowest moving of the planets, takes about 248 years to orbit the Sun. It has beenlosely onjoined the Soviet Sun and opposed the U.S. Sun sine January 1988. Pluto will remainlosely onjoined the Soviet Sun until Otober 1991.In mundane astrology, whih is the astrology of nations, Pluto transits of this sort are assoiatedwith the outbreak of wars. They are also assoiated with mortal hallenges other than war.As a result, even if the superpowers do not go to war, they will fae hallenges nearly as severe aswar. These ould inlude �nanial problems, nulear power aidents, power struggles, ivil unrest,terrorism and a hallenge to both governments' grip on power. We are already seeing most of theseportents ourring in the Soviet Union and the East blo today.Pluto alone has not, to the best of my knowledge, ever triggered a war. Wars are usually assoiatedwith some ombination of one or more of the outer planets and Mars. These may be either by transitor by aspets in the nations' harts. The urrent onjuntion of Mars, Pluto and the Moon at 15Sorpio is one of a series of on�gurations likely to ignite a war between the United States and theSoviet Union sometime in the next 24 months.This transit omes just slightly more than two weeks after the November 13 onjuntion of Saturnand Neptune at 10 22' Capriorn opposed to Jupiter at 10 29' Caner that is likely to trigger majordebt liquidation in the United States and possibly lead to the fall or paralysis of the United Statesgovernment (�g. 5).Saturn-Neptune onjuntions our about every 36 years. Their diret e�ets may be felt overabout a three-to six-month period. Most astroeonomists (astrologers who analyze the relationshipbetween the movement of the planets and the behavior of the eonomy, espeially movement of thestok and ommodity markets) expeted a major liquidation of debt on or about November 13, andI had given that date as a date to wath ever sine my February 13, 1988 leture.These eonomists annot understand why the stok market and other indies of eonomi healthdid not respond more dramatially. Whatever else may be going on, I an only attribute it to DivineInteression in response to the alls of Keepers of the Flame.In general, astroeonomists (as well as many traditional eonomists) believe there is too muhdebt strutured in the eonomy for there not to be some sort of liquidation. When they talk aboutdebt they are referring to the debt bomb, or money owed by foreign governments to Amerian banks;the onsumer debt; the national debt; orporate debt, espeially the debt aumulated by orporatetakeovers; and debt in the farm and energy industries.Even though the eonomy has not plunged into a full-blown depression, there have been de�nitesigns of eonomi weakness in the last three to six months. On June 15, 1989, the House passed thelargest government bailout in history, $157 billion, in order to resue the savings and loan industry.7By the time President Bush signed the bailout bill into law on August 9, the amount had risen to$166 billion. Some analysts believe it will ost $300 billion or more before the bailout is over.8The Resolution Trust Corporation, set up to dispose of the assets of failed S&Ls, will have to sello� somewhere between $300 billion and $900 billion worth of assets, mostly in real estate.9 This hasthe apaity to depress or ollapse a real estate market already troubled by high forelosures.There are indiations that the ommerial banks are in worse shape than the S&Ls. The HouseBanking Finanial Institutions Subommittee held hearings September 19-21 to look into the health7\House gives S&L bailout approval," Billings Gazette, 16 June 1989, p. 1A.8Robert D. Hershey Jr., \Bush Signs Savings and Loan Bill and Overhaul of Industry Begins," New York Times,10 August 1989, p. 1.9In the over story of its September 11, 1989 issue, \The $100 Billion Fiaso: Taking the Measure of the GreatS&L Bailout," Barron's, the respeted �nanial weekly, suggested that Resolution Trust Corporation may have to sello� $936 billion worth of assets from failed S&Ls. See also Kwasny Eonomis, 14 September 1989, p. 3; MAlvanyIntelligene Advisor, November 1989, pp. 3-6. 524



of the ommerial banking industry, whih is beset by reord levels of debt.\While thrifts were making bad loans in the United States, banks were making bad loans all overthe world," said Subommittee Chairman Frank Annunzio, a Demorat from Illinois.10 Aordingto Robert E. Litan, a banking expert at the Brookings Institution, and R. Dan Brumbaugh, a seniorfellow at Stanford University's Center for Eonomi Poliy Researh, \It is possible that losses in thebanking industry ould elipse those of the thrift industry."11In addition, the junk bond market, one of the primary mehanisms for �naning orporate debtand takeovers, is in a state of risis. On Otober 13 the stok market dropped 190 points. This ouldhave been the next \big drop" I had antiipated in my February 13, 1988 leture.The problems of debt liquidation ould grow worse in the near future as the eonomy movestoward reession. Fatory output delined in 1989, retail sales are o� sharply, sales of both new andold houses are dropping and the auto industry is in a full-blown reession.Aording to eonomi foreaster Robert Kwasny, the reession has already arrived even thoughestablishment eonomists have yet to pereive it. \The urrent reession has muh in ommon withthe stealth bomber," Kwasny says:Though the reession is hovering over New England, New York, Florida, Denver, Detroit, Arizonaand, as of late, the West Coast, few professional eonomists are able to detet its urrent enormoussize and the future damage it ould potentially wreak.When we talk to our New England ontats, they tell us how bad things are in New England, butsomehow they an't relate it to what is happening in the rest of the ountry. . . . It's the same whenwe talk to those in other regions, whether it's Detroit, Denver, Phoenix or Miami. They all knowtheir partiular setor of the eonomy is in trouble, but they somehow fail to realize the ever-growingsize and nationwide nature of the problem.Sometimes we think that if we just brought all these people together in one room and had themdesribe the urrent state of their loal eonomy, that maybe then the realization would hit themthat things are bad throughout most of the ountry.Of ourse, one reason there is no onsensus of opinion that we are in a reession is that the majornetwork news broadasters - Dan Rather, Peter Jennings and Tom Brokaw - have not yet rungthe bell to announe that the reession is here. Rather, Jennings and Brokaw are waiting for theprofessional eonometriians with their detetion systems to announe the sighting of the reession.Unfortunately, as we indiated above, eonometriians are able to detet a reession only at aboutthe same time that professional radar operators are able to detet the presene of the stealth bomber,that is, after the bombs have already been dropped.12Kwasny quotes a reent report from the Fed whih says that all data from all distrits indiatesthat the apital goods setor (real estate, mahinery, ars, furniture, et.) is in a slump although low-prie onsumer goods remain steady. The Fed aggregates onsumer with apital goods to onludethat eonomi ativity is \stable to modestly expanding."13 But Kwasny argues that the apitalgoods slump is a foreshadowing of things to ome sine \a reession begins with a slowdown in theapital goods setor."14November 26, 1989, was one of several ritial dates for war between the superpowers. But if war10\No banking risis near, regulators say," Washington Times, 20 September 1989, p. C3.11Robert E. Litan, R. Dan Brumbaugh and Andrew S. Carron, \Cleaning Up the Depository Institutions Mess,"Brookings Papers on Eonomi Ativity 1989:1. In a telephone interview on Deember 11, 1989, Litan said, \If wehave a signi�ant reession and if the FDIC is not given the funds to do the job so that we delay leaning up themess," losses in the banking industry may well be greater than those in the thrift industry.12Robert Kwasny, \The Stealth Reession," Kwasny Eonomis, 30 November 1989, pp. 1-2.13Robert Kwasny, \How to Beome an Eonomi Analyst," Kwasny Eonomis, 18 Deember 1989, p. 1.14Ibid., p. 2. 525



doesn't our soon thereafter, that won't mean we're out of the woods. The diret e�ets of a Plutoonjuntion last for several years.This is the �rst time that Pluto has onjoined the Soviet Sun sine its birth 72 years ago. Seventy-two is half of 144, whih is a omplete yle of 12 years per eah line of the Cosmi Clok. The yearbeginning November 7, 1989, is the turning point for the Soviet Union.In the last year Pluto made three exat onjuntions with the Soviet Union's natal Sun at 14 33'Sorpio. The �rst ourred on Deember 31, 1988, the seond on April 6, 1989, and the third onOtober 24, 1989.The November 26 Moon-Mars-Pluto Soviet Sun on�guration is onsidered a onjuntion eventhough Pluto was a degree and a third away from the Soviet Sun. Conjuntions are most powerfulwhen exat but astrologers onsider anything in the range of zero to eight degrees to be a onjuntion,although the e�ets of a wide-orbed onjuntion would be muh weaker than those of an exatonjuntion.On November 26, not only was transiting Pluto at 15 Sorpio lose to the Soviet Sun, having madeits �nal and perhaps most important of the three onjuntions, but it was also joined by transitingMars and the Moon - the �rst time the Soviet Union had experiened suh an alignment.When we take a loser look at the relationship between the United States and Soviet natal harts,we see that ritial planets form a grand square15 and the intensity of the transit of Pluto beomesmore lear.The U.S.-U.S.S.R. grand square is formed by the U.S. Sun at 10 Taurus opposed to the SovietSun and Merury at 14 and 16 Sorpio, and by the U.S. Pluto at 19 Aquarius onjoined the SovietUranus at 19 Aquarius opposed to the Soviet Saturn at 14 Leo (�g. 6).This grand square is volatile and shows a relationship between the two nations that ould beviolently explosive. However, grand squares tend to be stati. Therefore it takes extreme pressure,suh as ould be provided by a transit of Pluto aross a ritial degree, to release the tremendousenergy loked up in the grand square.Two on�gurations in 1990 have the power to ativate the U.S.-U.S.S.R. grand square. This yearthe progressed U.S. oneptional Sun will be at 15 Aquarius onjoined the U.S. natal Pluto andSoviet Uranus. The progressed U.S. oneptional Asendant will be at 13 Leo onjoined the SovietSaturn. Transiting Pluto, of ourse, will still be onjoined the Soviet Sun in Sorpio, opposed to theU.S. Sun in Taurus, and square to the rest of the planets in the grand square.On February 9, 1990, there will be an elipse of the Moon at 20 Leo (�g. 7). And on August 6,1990, there will be a partial lunar elipse at 13 Aquarius (�g. 8). Both elipses are in lose aspetto every planet in the U.S.-U.S.S.R. grand square. These elipses ould trigger a onit betweenthe superpowers in muh the same way that a lunar elipse onjoined Pluto triggered the Chernobyldisaster.16In addition, the lunar elipse of February 9 omes just hours after an explosive onjuntion ofMars and Uranus at 7 57' Capriorn opposed to the Soviet Pluto at 5 Caner. The ombination ofthe Mars-Uranus-Pluto on�guration with the elipse of the Moon ativating the grand square ouldbe devastating. And the lunar elipse of August 6 takes plae as transiting Mars, the planet of war,at 16 7' Taurus, is ativating the grand square. There are still other aspets and planetary patternsthat ould trigger war between the United States and the Soviet Union during this period.El Morya and his helas are doing all in their power to put the brake on this prophey and on theSoviets' urrent strategies of deeption. And so our evening prayer vigils have a�orded muh andperhaps even the staying by the hand of the LORD God of worse eonomi problems for the United15A grand square is a powerful on�guration that ours when four or more planets are at 90 angles to one another.16Saint Germain On Prophey (Livingston, Mont.: Summit University Press, 1986), Book Two, pp. 152-89.526



States - at least for the time being.I trust that all Keepers of the Flame throughout the world who read this message will understandthat in the light of history and the fats, in the light of those who really know and those who willnot be deeived, there is every reason, as Saint Germain said, \to believe, to be onerned, and tobe prepared for a �rst strike by the Soviet Union upon these United States."17In a ditation given through me on Marh 1, 1988, in F�atima, Portugal, Mother Mary warned ofthe Soviets' plan for a land invasion of Europe, \a blitzkrieg suh as none has ever seen," whih, ifit were to take plae, \should desend as hemial death, as biologial/bateriologial death alongwith those fores of modern weapons and warfare. . . . Should it take plae the devastation would bealmost instantaneous. . . .\The hour of 1990 and this deade should be seen by you as the greatest hallenge the planet willever know. I demand that you meet that hallenge and be onquerors in life. And I say to you thatshould any one of you allow yourself to lose your life by the folly of the nonhearing of our word, I,your Mother, shall weep profoundly for you and for a ause and a vitory and a future date you havewith destiny beyond the year 2000 that you will, then, not ful�ll and thereby in not ful�lling it notwin your asension."18Let us heed the warnings of Saint Joseph and the Blessed Mother, who would nourish us as theynourished our Lord, and let us not hesitate to read the signs of the stars in our day even as the Magiread them in theirs and were unerringly led to His birthplae.Based on a leture by Elizabeth Clare Prophet delivered on Sunday, November 26, 1989, duringA Thanksgiving Retreat held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana, updated for printas this week's Pearl. Permission is granted for this Pearl of Wisdom to be opied in its entirety, tobe reprodued and irulated. Additional opies are available for $.50 eah. When quoting exerpts,the following aknowledgment should be given: \Taken from Pearls of Wisdom Vol. 32 No. 57,'The Astrology of the United States and the Soviet Union: Putting the Brakes on the Propheiesof Nulear War and Eonomi Collapse,' by Elizabeth Clare Prophet, published by The SummitLighthouse. Copyright 1989 by The Summit Lighthouse, Box A, Livingston, MT 59047-1390 (406)222-8300. All rights reserved. Printed in the U.S.A. Reprinted by permission."

17See Saint Germain, November 27, 1986, \A Prophey of Karma of the United States of Ameria," 1986 Pearls ofWisdom, vol. 29 no. 75, pp. 647-49, or Saint Germain On Prophey, Book Four, pp. 207-9.18Mother Mary, 1988 Pearls of Wisdom, vol. 31 no. 40, pp. 316, 319.527
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Chapter 58Beloved Sanat Kumara - Deember 3,1989 Vol. 32 No. 58 - Beloved Sanat Kumara - Deember 3, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesXIIIThe Brides of Sanat KumaraDaughters of God, I speak to the soul of eah and every one. Daughter of God, ome hither![Daughters of God,℄ emerge now from all that binds thee and stand, as thou dost step forth from thetomb of Matter, to be one by one the Mother inarnate.I speak to every soul. I speak to the soul of the one who would be Bodhisattva - who would bethe Christ, who would be the Buddha. Whether [you are℄ in masuline or feminine form, know this,O soul: I, Sanat Kumara, ome in this hour to give to you now the seed of the wedding veil, nowthe jewel that shall be plaed in the rown of Life, whih thou shalt reeive one thou hast enduredunto the end [of all temptation and trial℄.1I ome, and I all you forth from identi�ation with all that is mortal or human or of mankind.I all you forth to your native Light and to your native parents of Light. I all you forth as soulsbearing pearls, eah one the pearl of great prie.2 For the pearl is thy identity - that identity thatis wed unto God but has gone forth on a ourse of separation to gain thereby an inrease of [the℄manifestation [of the Holy Spirit℄ as sphere upon sphere of [self-or soul-identi�ation in God℄ until,when you return [to the kingdom of your Father-Mother God℄, that pearl shall be of greater priethan when you did go forth.Therefore, my beloved, know that the hour has struk, and there is a great hime3 and a greatbell and a great sign. It is the twelve o'lok hour, and the twelve o'lok hour of Venus is the signfor whih you have waited long aeons. It is the sign when you do not turn into a Cinderella but[when℄ you [do℄ ome apart to realize that you are the bride4 fully adorned for your husband,5 theliving Christ - for your husband, Maitreya, for your husband, Manjushri.1See vol. 32 no. 23, p. 257 n. 4.2Pearl of great prie. [14℄3See also Saint Germain, May 30, 1987, 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 29, pp. 291-92; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 35, p. 502n. 10.4the hela, the devotee5A bride adorned for her husband. Isa. 61:10; 62:5; Matt. 22:1-14; 25:1-13; John 3:29; Rev. 21:2, 9, 10. Israel asharlot. Book of Hosea; Isa. 1:21; Jer. 2:19, 20; 3:1, 2, 6-8; Ezek. 16:15-59; 23:2-4. On the alhemial marriage, thefusion of the soul with the Holy Christ Self, see Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Introdution I, \Lord Maitreya: The ComingBuddha Who Has Come," in 1984 PoW, Book I, hardbound volume, pp. 17, 25; Sanat Kumara, 1979 PoW, Book529



Therefore, beloved, let the old identi�ations with this or that planetary sphere or evolution beset aside. May you now and forever be sealed in the identi�ation with all others who ompose theGreat White Brotherhood in the planes of Matter, your brothers and sisters, soul upon soul. Foryou have that oneness, you have that ommunality of purpose and of design; [therefore laim youridenti�ation with it. And laim your Union.℄O may the jewel of the diamond-shining Mind of God [now be in balane℄! O may the jewel of theheart's love now be in balane! And may you move without fetters into that supreme oneness withone another [born of℄ that supreme allegiane to the I AM Presene and that adoration of the HolyChrist Self.I have ome, beloved, to see you in this hour; for I would see my brides. For are you not thebrides of Sanat Kumara? And have you not waited long [for℄ the hour when, as you have passedstep-by-step through the initiations of the Chohans and others, you might know [that℄ I have alsoome for you? I ome [beause℄ you did ome with me to planet earth; therefore, I shall never leaveyou until I have given [you℄ all of my heart and being [for your soul's salvation unto God℄. And withme the [other℄ Holy Kumaras also give that supreme opportunity of bliss for the return.Thus I am a Great Gatherer even as I have been a Great Sower. And I move up and down theearth and I go and I reah those for whom this hime has sounded. And therefore I all and I present[the reords of℄ our history [to all who have been a part of our pilgrimage to earth℄. And [I tell them℄that now is the hour to break loose from the bonds of this samsara and to enter in to that new life[whih leads to the life everlasting℄.A life of loveliness an be lived on earth [as℄ long as you must tarry here to ful�ll your reason forbeing. For this purpose [my Lady℄ Venus does aompany me. For we look to your attendane atthe Retreat of the Divine Mother,6 that you might know that this home of Light is indeed a littleVenus and that as you draw the irle of �re around it, as [you draw℄ the solar ring, so you maystep-by-step in all of your doings [establish℄ the ulture of Venus [in the Sangha of the Buddha℄ andgive [the℄ teahings [of the ulture of the Divine Mother℄ to your hildren and to the many hildrenof Light upon earth.Blessed hearts, with all that goes on around you and all that you fae of the world's anger foryour separating out [from its stranglehold℄, remember that you live in the joy of my heart and [of℄God's heart in you. And you an know the days and the hours of attunement with [the Lightbearersof℄ Venus through the Retreat of the Divine Mother above. [For℄ our evolutions who know you wellare longing for your return.Blessed ones, in ase there be among you some whose twin ames have remained on Venus, youmay send forth the all [for those twin ames to ome to the Retreat of the Divine Mother, even℄as the Messenger did send forth the all on behalf of one son of Light that [his℄ twin ame mightome from Venus to abide in the Retreat of the Divine Mother [to℄ overshadow the endeavors of theunasended twin ame [serving at the Royal Teton Ranh℄.Blessed ones, I ask therefore that you all for the Asended Masters (or [for the℄ unasendedmasters) who belong to your mandala as twin ames or [soul mates or brothers and sisters in thisdivine alling to ome and help you℄! Call to them to ome! [Indeed, give the Maedonian ry:7I, vol. 22 no. 20, p. 119; no. 45, pp. 305, 312; Djwal Kul, \The Ritual of the Alhemial Union," in IntermediateStudies of the Human Aura, pp. 115-24, or The Human Aura, pp. 199-209; Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Living Flame ofLove, 8-audioassette album.6On Deember 15, 1985, Sanat Kumara announed \the opening of the door of the temple of the Divine Motherand her Inner Retreat" positioned above the entire Royal Teton Ranh. The Master said, \This great and vast templeof Light, beloved, has been prepared over aeons. It is the plae of the gathering of the ulture of all nations andpeoples. It is the plae of the drawing together of many lifewaves." See 1986 PoW, Book I, vol. 29 no. 10, pp. 70-71;1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 30, p. 425.7\Come over into Maedonia and help us!" Ats 16:9, 10.530



\Come over to the Royal Teton Ranh and help us! Come to the Western Shamballa at the InnerRetreat!"℄For [those who are a part of this mission℄ do have my authorization to abide in the etheri otaveover this plae [in the retreats of the Mother and the Buddha℄ and to establish with you that �gureeight [of Light that passes through two hearts that are as one, as Above, so below. This is a �gureeight℄ of oneness [over whih the Light8 of the heart hakras does perpetually ow so long as theharmony is maintained by both parties℄. And that reality an be felt and known so very lose [bythe \o-workers" who ooperate in a servie jointly rendered from the etheri to the physial otave℄.Thus, my beloved, there are other twin ames from Merury [and℄ from other planetary homesand systems [who may be alled upon℄. It is time to make that all even into the heart of nirvana[that℄ all who are tied to the Lightbearers of earth may ome and establish with you the [ompleted℄mandala in the Retreat of the Divine Mother.Sine that retreat is so very near, you may stop over either when going [to℄ or returning [fromother etheri retreats of the Great White Brotherhood℄ eah night. May it be so, beloved, for this isa very large retreat [on the℄ inner [planes℄; and [when you go there,℄ there do appear [before℄ youreyes the wonders of the great ulture of the Mother gathered from all ivilizations as the fouses ofLight that have endured.You will see [there℄ only that whih is worth preserving in the etheri otave. Think of all of theart that you an imagine and the siene and the musi and the invention, all ahievements andvolumes that ontain [the℄ lives of many noble souls, even of yourselves, that may inspire those ofany walk of life[ - and you will �nd them there℄.Blessed ones, there is indeed an Asended Master, at least one, for every alling there has everbeen on any system [of worlds℄. And therefore no matter what your labor, there are those asendedwho have ahieved [their℄ asension through that labor. It is not the labor itself, as you know, butthe love that is poured into it - the kindness and the wisdom, even the intelligene [and the pratialappliation - that will win your asension℄.Thus you �nd the tradition in Buddhism of the bearing of the Wisdom and the Love, and you seeManjushri arrying that ame of Wisdom and Maitreya that ame of Love. And therefore you willunderstand that these Bodhisattvas, both sponsored by that Cosmi Being, the Sweet One above,9do arry [on℄ the hallenge and the harge [of the \Light brigade" against℄ the false hierarhies [pittedagainst the Divine Mother and her seed℄ in the earth.10Inasmuh as the Nephilim gods who have entered into their geneti engineering have misused theMind of God, so Manjushri wields his sword [against them and their ungodly deeds℄ and does begto be invoked with Maitreya [in this interessory servie on behalf of mankind℄! Thus, I bring himforth [with Maitreya℄ this night that you might see both of these mighty asended Bodhisattvas.Know, then, that the sword and �re of Manjushri will follow that of the Holy Kumaras for thebinding of these fallen ones. Blessed hearts, [these reinarnated genetiists who stole the genes of theLightbearers to reate mehanization man and the half-man/half-animal reations of Atlantis℄11 aremost despiable and detestable [in their experiments today℄. Therefore you shall have instantaneousosmi reinforements [from the hosts of the Lord℄ when you make it your goal to bring them tojudgment at the Court of the Sared Fire.12[As for his part,℄ beloved Maitreya has the authority to sponsor you [in making alls aording to8Christ onsiousness9See vol. 32 no. 39, pp. 549-50.10Rev. 12:12-17.11See Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, pp. 300-303, 558 n. 3.12See vol. 32 no. 32, p. 472 n. 5; Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Great White Brotherhood in the Culture, Historyand Religion of Ameria, pp. 245-46, 248; Arhangel Gabriel, Mysteries of the Holy Grail, p. 363 n. 5.531



God's will℄ for the binding and the judgment of all false teahers in every area of life and the falsehelas under them who [are the reembodied fallen angels and the seed of Satan who℄ move againstthe helas of [the worldwide body of the Lightbearers of the New Age℄.O blessed ones, let there be another onagration [of sared �re for the purging of the astralplane℄! Let there be another [round of Light's invoations℄ as intense as the last, as the grand �naleof [the spiritual℄ �reworks of this onferene on the morrow. We invoke it! And all [asended beings℄who have spoken shall gather. And as you make that all, you will see suh reinforements from allof osmos that [you will know that℄ it is truly the hour to enter the lists and to bring your [notes℄to be ertain that you have [pinpointed℄ every form and manifestation of every betrayer of the Wordand the Work of God sine the beginning. Let us see, beloved, how with a lap and [a℄ thunder ofall hosts of the LORD the earth may be delivered of these [disembodied℄ fallen ones, that the greatsouls of Light [waiting in the wings℄ might desend [into embodiment℄.Therefore remember to keep the vigil of the violet ame in the day, for the violet ame angelsof the [osmi℄ leanup ommittee must ome and onsume, [i.e., transmute,℄ the reords that thesefallen ones have left. We shall not desire to see you lose the full up of vitory by a forgetfulness toall for the utter transmutation by the sared �re of their words and their works, lest the reords[that remain on the physial and astral planes℄ should serve to trap innoent, unwary souls into the[very same behavior patterns of the fallen ones in their prior℄ ativities. The reords are mightyteahers, beloved, and there are always hameleons who [do not disriminate, who℄ will [take on theolor, for good or for evil, of℄ the vibrations [of events℄ that have gone [on in the loale where theylive℄.Thus, beloved, we ome. And we ome with a great sense of inner quietness and we desire you toenter into the quietness of the Eighth Ray hamber of the heart. This is most neessary after [you℄have been involved in the battles that you have engaged in [on the astral plane℄.Going within to that plae [of the eight-petaled hakra℄ in meditation, in hymn, in mantra, in[the℄ sounding of the sared name and [in the℄ understanding [of℄ one's [true self - this℄ going withinand within and within to the very presene of the inner God is a withdrawal from the fray [for asared interval℄, beloved; for there [in the Holy of holies of your innermost being℄ none may �nd youuntil you emerge again.It is a samadhi of sorts.13 [This \inner retreat"℄ is neessary for inner healing and the regenerationof the psyhe and the lower vehiles [for renewed servie to life℄. Asend, therefore, to the mountain ofyour Holy Christ Self. And in that mountain of God survey, then, the vast ranges and the beauty ofthe earth, and let your eyes transend the otaves into etheri skies where heavenly birds and angelsommingle and the rainbow rays of light and even the Causal Bodies of Buddhas and Bodhisattvasare visible.Allow the eye of the mind to move into the vastness of physial spae, and then when the eyereahes the horizon let your gaze go beyond and be led into in�nity by your I AM Presene. Thusknow the joy of experiening God even while treading these vales,14 whih are in fat, beloved, veilsof glory though they appear to be veils of [maya and illusion. What you make of them℄ dependssimply on what dimension you deide to be attuned with.I, therefore, ome in the presene of many hierarhs of Light. See, then, the heavens �lled withnumberless numbers of great beings who have ome to love you, to instrut you, to aompany you,13samadhi [Sanskrit, literally \putting together," \uniting"℄: in Hinduism, a state of profound onentration orabsorption resulting in perfet union with God; the highest, or eighth, state of yoga. In Buddhism, samadhis arenumerous modes of onentration, both serene and dynami, believed to ultimately result in higher spiritual powersand the attainment of enlightenment, or nirvana. On Deember 24, 1986, Mother Mary said, \Blessed ones, ask forsamadhi in higher otaves as you plae your heart and soul to rest at night. Adeptship in the path of the EasternMasters is to be studied and ahieved at night" (1986 PoW, Book II, vol. 29 no. 76, p. 662).14vale: the earth, world, or earthly life in ontrast to heaven or eternity532



to make you fearless, [and℄ to take from you that fearfulness of God, that fearfulness you have evenof your own I AM Presene.Fearfulness, beloved ones, is the greatest enemy of the hela, and unless that fear is ast downand ast out it shall beome thyself, until thou shalt be ounted [among℄ \the fearful and theunbelieving,"15 who enter not in to the onsiousness of God or the kingdom of heaven.Blessed ones, [you ought to℄ fear to be denied the bread of Life. [And then you need to get tothe bottom of that fear and unbelief that ould atually ause you to be denied the bread of Life.℄Fear - beloved, understand what is the meaning of this ondition of onsiousness. Understand thatnonbelief is always the nonbelief that the Great Guru will ome and will love you and will tenderlyenfold you.So onvined does the individual beome that he is not worthy [to be loved by God℄ that he trulydoes beome unworthy, and [in that state℄ none an help him. Therefore that one judges the Guruto be hard16 and not to be extending the Divine Love and [the℄ mery of forgiveness [that he believesis due him℄. This [sense of worthlessness℄ is ingrained in some on the planetary body, [and not℄ afew who have alled themselves helas. Blessed ones, this state of fear and unbelief is in fat [theoutropping of unonsious℄ hatred of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit and the Mother.[And℄ it [an be℄ all-onsuming as a aner, [if unheked℄.Therefore I, Sanat Kumara, tear the mask from [the individual hela℄ who points the �nger atthe Messenger or the Guru to deny that [the℄ God [in him℄ is able to raise up [the hela℄. I tear themask, beloved! For some it is the eleventh hour and the twelfth when they must either ast out thisondition of onsiousness or [themselves℄ be ast into outer darkness.17 [And the outer darknessthey will �nd themselves in will be the outpituring of their own inner darkness.℄Where, therefore, is the foundation [of Love? Where is℄ the fountain of Love that responds to thelove of God in all manifestation? Where is that Love, beloved? [I tell you℄ it has been displaed [inthe heart and the solar-plexus hakras18℄ by [that hardness of heart, whih begets℄ fear and nonbelief[in the emotions℄.Thus I speak, beloved, and although you may not be onsumed by these onditions, I suggest thatyou look for splinters of them, threads of them, in [your℄ garment, whih [if not removed℄ will in theend de�le the wedding garment.19 I suggest that you go to the very ore of the unonsious20 (at leastwith your dynami derees if you annot otherwise reah it [by self-examination or psyhoanalysisand the method of free assoiation℄) and all to Almighty God to bind that fear, whih you may haveeven at [the sound of℄ his distant footstep, to bind that unbelief.[Fear and unbelief℄ is a sinister fore, beloved, and it moves at the deepest levels [of the psyhe℄and this is why it is not ast out by reason [or℄ by study. It an be ast out only by a greater love.That greater love you will �nd in Maitreya, Manjushri, Gautama Buddha and the entire lineage ofChristed ones.But, blessed hearts, you must desire to have them, to know them, [and℄ to be in their ompanywithout fear [of karmi retribution through these Persons of the Lawgiver, without unbelief in their15\But the fearful and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorerers, andidolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake whih burneth with �re and brimstone: whih is the seonddeath." Rev. 21:8.16Thou art an hard man. Matt. 25:14-30; Luke 19:12-26; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Climb theHighest Mountain, 2d ed., pp. 322-24; Jesus and Kuthumi, Corona Class Lessons, pp. 42-43.17Matt. 8:11, 12; 22:8-14; 25:30.18on the 3/9 axis under the hierarhies of Aries and Libra and on the 2/8 axis under the hierarhies of Pisesand Virgo. See deree 6.04A for Asended Masters who will assist the hela in overoming the perversions of theGod-qualities of: God-Control (3), God-Reality (9), God-Mastery (2) and God-Justie (8).19See vol. 32 no. 36, p. 516 n. 15.20See vol. 32 no. 35, p. 502 n. 12. 533



God-power to save thy soul to the uttermost and without resistane to paying the prie for thy soul'sgoing out of the way of the law of Life, Truth, and Love℄.And so it is the old problem of the dragon swallowing its tail. It is the problem [of the℄ fearful[and unbelieving ones, who℄ need the presene of the Guru [yet who℄ deny that very presene by theirfear [of him℄ and [their℄ unbelief [in him. Thus, instead of swallowing the whole law and the wholesalvation of the Guru, they keep on swallowing the tail of their own fear and unbelief.℄Thus, beloved, you may see [why℄ the idol of self must be broken. That is why Jesus, my Son,did speak of asting that idol of self upon the Rok of Christ that it might be broken.21 Those whofear to be broken, those who do not believe that if they are broken there shall emerge that pearl ofthe True Self, will �nd that the Law will ome in the Person of the Lawgiver unto those who haverejeted the Christ. And that Law will break them and [it will℄ break them in piees, [as the prophetsaid;℄22 and they will have no further reourse, for they have not had the ourage to embrae theGuru and to feel the piering of the sword of the Guru at the moment of the embrae.Blessed hearts, this is the equation. And the \I" that is the self that delares \I am" in this worldmust be willing to abandon that self and know that the Real Self and all of the self that is worthsaving will be instantly embraed by the \I" that says \I AM" in the next otave. Those who annotsolve this koan,23 those who annot take apart and put together again the piees of this puzzle, willnot endure. Therefore it is written in sripture and it annot be turned bak: the fearful and theunbelieving will not enter into the kingdom of God. 12ENNo matter how muh you may desire to over over this [fear and unbelief℄, there is a sound thatis perpetual that is emitted from the unonsious, [whih℄ all who are of our bands may be aware of[whenever they hoose℄; and [thereby we℄ know who are those ones who deny their God from deepwithin. And therefore [beause of that whih is beneath℄, their surfae ations do not qualify themto be a part of the Community, of the Sangha, [any more than their anient reords of self-alienationfrom God would qualify them℄.Know this, beloved, that Ray-O-Light has ome to this Community for more than one reason. Itis to bring suh a Power, Wisdom and Love of fearlessness ame that those who stand in that showerof Light24 might feel the transmutation at the very ore of their being of their fear and doubt andnonbelief.But, beloved, [neither the solution nor the resolution℄ is so simple as passively standing in theshower. [Your free will must be atively engaged!℄ Every jot and tittle of denial of God must beonsiously pluked out, overturned and replaed with the aÆrmation of God-Good.This must be done, beloved, [and it must be done℄ not merely with the [mouth, mouthing pleadingsbefore one's \angry God,"℄ or with the [rote℄ repetition of derees, but through a profound surrender[of every form of your denial of the Godhead dwelling in you bodily℄.25 [This℄ does demand ourageand the ourage to be done with all doubt and fear!I tell you there are some who have aomplished this and prepared themselves to reeive [the living℄Guru. Inasmuh as the Guru embodies the law of eah one's being, there is expetedly a ertain21Matt. 21:42, 44; Luke 20:17, 18.22Ps. 2:9; Isa. 8:13-15; 30:9-14.23koan [Japanese, literally \publi notie" or \publi doument"℄: an anedote, question or statement ontaining aparadox, used in Zen Buddhism as a form of spiritual training to open the student's intuitive mind or as a test of astudent's level of attainment. Koans are not solvable by the reasoning mind or intellet. In order to solve a koan thestudent must attain the same level of intuitive understanding as that from whih the master spoke the words of thekoan. Aording to the teahings of Zen Buddhism there are about 1,700 koans, of whih 500 to 600 are used by Zenmasters today. The following is an example of a koan: If you meet a man of Tao on the way, greet him neither withwords nor with silene. Now tell me, how will you greet him?24the shower of the God onsiousness of fearlessness ame, whih also embodies the qualities of the Trinity25Col. 2:9. 534



harshness, a ertain sending of arrows of blue ame [from the loving, all-wise Guru℄ to quenh those�ery darts26 that the wiked have hidden within the folds of the garment [while℄ the soul, unawares,has gone about her life arrying those �ery darts that may explode at any moment to her own demise.There is a neessity for the Lawgiver to ome in the sternness of the Law, for in no other wise[and by no other means℄ shall the soul rise up to fae her God and her karma. Therefore, beloved,those who fear this approah (whih all of those of our lineage have always taken to bring souls outof harm's way and to disentangle them from the worst enemy of all, whih is their own [lesser℄ self),those who annot deal with this, you see, [those℄ who are [always℄ waiting for the \sweet voie" ofthe \Sweet One," they do not understand that they must go through this blue �ery trial until theymay reeive the Wisdom and the Love of the Bodhisattvas, of the Buddha[ - and, yes, �nally of theSweet One℄.Those who annot reeive and deal with what they have sent forth, those who do not have theourage to [reeive and℄ deal with their [returning℄ karma, those who would rather justify themselvesthan justify the Law, they do not enter in. And many times they leave, beloved, and begin a ampaignof great despite against the Community of those who are willing to stand, fae and onquer [the enemywithin and without℄ in the presene of El Morya or Arhangel Mihael or Herules and Amazoniaand the blue-lightning angels.Blessed ones, it is simply the Path, and the Path has resulted in millions of vitories over the longenturies. May you know that this is the ourse that God has set. It is the ourse that I have set,not only for a realitrant humanity but for the realitrant hildren of the Light who have tarriedfar too long in the garments of the inhabitants of this partiular planet.I tell you, beloved, there are some who are self-styled helas who in their minds design what theyonsider to be the perfet Guru. Then they go about testing [eah supposed guru℄ whom they meetto see if he omes up to their standards, and when he does not, they ast down that idol and anotheridol and another idol [until℄ they all ome tumbling down; for the false hela is never satis�ed untilhe reeive a false guru who does ome with a prattling of peae and passivity and does not rok theboat or even trouble the waters [that℄ the monsters from the deep [of the would-be hela's psyhe℄may be exposed.So you see, beloved, there are very knowledgeable know-it-alls upon this earth who will judge andmeasure and see whether or not you are a hela, whether or not our embodied Guru is a Guru. Letthem have their own standards and their own measures and their own [karmi℄ weights; for I tellyou, beloved, they shall not enter in. For they prefer to abide in the illusions and the maya of theirles of attery and [the℄ personality ults [and the phoney religions℄ of the fallen ones than to berid of their fear and onsequent hatred of the Guru and their nonbelief in a true system, the infalliblesystem of the Great White Brotherhood. It is infallible unto those who embrae it. It always works,beloved, for those who submit to the rod of the Law.Thus I ome to tell you, beloved, that surely, surely you must desire even the portent of all of theFirst Ray and the blue lightning you have invoked. Surely you must desire that [all that it signi�es℄shall strip from you those onditions whih you have held to in defense of the pseudoself. And it isa pseudo-self, beloved!As it has been said, you have not truly entered into the fullness of who you really are [or into℄ yourGod-identity; and one hundred years hene you will look bak upon yourselves as you are [today℄and you will wonder how you, in that state of density, even had the quikening to know and to hearand to believe and to move on and �nally to attain that alhemial marriage.Beloved ones, I am speaking to you as [my℄ brides, [i.e., my helas℄. And above your physialtemples we now see the soul as the bride adorned for her husband. We see, therefore, that the brideis a waiting bride and that the husband is a waiting husband. For it is not yet the moment for26Eph. 6:16. 535



the divine embrae or the marriage of the Lamb,27 for the soul must perfet the [wedding℄ garmentand the [bridal℄ veil. And as you look more losely you will see there is yet muh work to be doneupon the beautiful garment that is given to you by angels, [whih you will perfet as the seamlessgarment℄.There are some of you, preious ones, who are very lose to that oneness, having served the Lightfor many lifetimes and for deades in this life. And it is for you that we have ome to speak in thiswise so that you [will℄ leave no stone unturned [as you pursue the Path℄ on the First Ray of the Law.Understand that the Bridegroom may hold a very long pole to keep [his℄ distane from you untilyou fearlessly ome into my presene, having truly reeived that [soul℄ re�nement [so℄ that you mayembrae the whole law of the First Ray and ontain only the will of God that is good and no longerany human will or [a℄ will [that is℄ separate from your own pearl, 2EN the soul of Light who hasdesended from the home of Light of Alpha and Omega.When some are ready, beloved, even one, it is in that hour that all may pereive, by the measuringrod28 that I bear, what is their position [on the Path℄, what is their distane in onsiousness fromthe full assimilation of that living Christ.May you learn the way of Love and the way of Wisdom. For in this world you would do well tobeome wise as the serpents are29 and therefore to onfound them in their abuses of Divine Wisdom,to overturn them, to best them wherever they ensone themselves in their powered positions. Thus,you must know what they know, and [you must℄ know that what they know is a perversion of what Iknow; and therefore from the [point of the℄ perversion itself, [you must℄ by a proess of divine reasonand indution go bak to the original of whih theirs is the ounterfeit.Every �eld of knowledge requires this [srutiny℄, that the hildren of the Light may disover howthe serpents have set aside the true law, the true geometry, the true engineering, the true arhiteture,the true everything, beloved. For there is not a �eld of [earthly℄ endeavor that they have not subvertedfor the trapping of the hildren of the Light.May you understand this, beloved. For when they are exposed, when they are seen for what theyare, then, of ourse, the hildren of the Light are free. And at that moment [the serpents℄ beomeenangered and their anger beomes the rage of hell itself, and they would ome with the fores ofhell to heap upon you all of the �ery oals of hell. In that hour it is Love, as the Ruby Ray love and�re, that will seal you to pass the initiation of the trial by �re.30Thus, [your℄ wisdom without Love's protetion is not balaned. And Love that establishes theperpetual ommunion with the Holy Kumaras safeguards, therefore, the Power they aord you whenyou demonstrate that you will not misuse God's Wisdom or his Love.The Power of God is the Light of God, the Energy of God, the Consiousness of God, the FreeWill of God! All of these he has bequeathed to his sons and daughters! That you do not hold them�rmly as your own attainment in this hour is solely your fault. You an orret it from this moment,beloved. And as you have orreted muh, so I enourage you; for your strides are measurable andthat is good. Yet there are strides to be taken.I, Sanat Kumara, seal you again in the ame of mission. And I say to you, fear not! Fear not yourGod! Fear not your True Self! Only tremble at the thought of remaining in the mold of the arnalmind, in the mold of mortality, in the mold of [fear and℄ unbelief in the Law and [in℄ the Guru.Now there is a setting of the matrix as God does �rm your will and �rm the beauty of the soul as27Marriage of the Lamb. Rev. 19:7-9; Sanat Kumara, 1979 PoW, Book I, vol. 22 no. 13, pp. 76-77; no. 45, pp.304-7, 312.28Ezek. 40:3, 5; 42:15-19; Hab. 3:6; Zeh. 2:1, 2; Rev. 11:1; 21:15.29Matt. 10:16.30Dan. 3:1-28; I Cor. 3:13-15; I Pet. 1:6, 7; 4:12. 536



the bride of Christ.This ditation by Sanat Kumara was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Monday evening servie, Otober 9, 1989, duringThe 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketedmaterial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under SanatKumara's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviationfor Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 59Beloved Lady Master Venus - Deember6, 1989Vol. 32 No. 59 - Beloved Lady Master Venus - Deember 6, 1989The 12 Labors of HerulesXIVOur Gift of LoveMy Love enfolds the world. My Love multiplied by your own intensi�es in the world. Now seeyourselves as birds of light and [birds℄ of ight soaring to the Sun, positioned throughout this densesphere of Divine Love that is my own aura extended and even [inluding℄ the superimposing [uponit℄ of the aura of planet Venus.This Love, beloved, is sheathed in Light lest this Love be misquali�ed by those who do notunderstand Divine Love. Yet this Love must saturate the earth in this hour for omfort to elementallife, to hildren, to angels, to the aged, to those of Light who mourn, for they bear world karma - tothose of Light who mourn, for they attend the oming of their LORD. And they have waited longand they have not heard the voie of our Sanat Kumara, though they attend his blessing and hisoming.So, beloved, Love is our gift this night that all who are a part of our bands might feel thetempering of Love and the preparation of Love, the all of Love whereby we may give on the morrowa stupendous vitory unto the hosts of the LORD by our mere presene [and℄ by the fervor of ourdesire to see suh an alamation, suh a spontaneity and burst of Light, suh a steadfast vigil, thatall those [disarnates on the astral plane℄ whose hour has ome to be taken may be taken.Blessed ones, we would desire to see all [of you℄ intensify this vigil as you are able and as yourdharma allows until we may seal it and until Herules and Amazonia may ome and may rejoie andmay reeive new dispensations from the Central Sun for a labor well done.Now, my beloved, I do ome with the onerns of all mothers of this world and of Venus and ofthe Asended Lady Masters. I ome with [our℄ onerns for life upon earth that is thwarted andturned aside and that annot therefore blossom or unfold aording to the yles of its matrix.We turn our attention to the engagement of many Lightbearers in tasks, in servie, in [the℄ armedfores [and℄ in [all kinds of℄ jobs that do not lead them, [not℄ in one moment of their day, to unfoldone petal of Light of the heart or to make ontat with God or to pereive an angel or to sense thewinds of the Holy Spirit. For they have never been trained or brought up to sense even an elementalwho playfully jumps up and down at their feet.Alas, beloved, the absene of sensitivity [on the part of earth's evolutions℄ to far-o� worlds, to539



osmi rays, to Mighty Cosmos' [seret rays, et etera,℄ is tragi indeed. Therefore the Ruby-RayMasters have ome in this quarter [of Summit University℄1 to give you an approah to the DhyaniBuddhas [and℄ a true sensitivity to the Buddhi heart and [to℄ the soul of a Christed one. We haveome [so℄ that in your inreased sensitivity [to Life℄ and [your℄ development [of your threefold ame℄you might be as antennae for many souls who shall begin to sense the sendings from other spheresand beings of Light.You have moved from that stage in hildhood and earlier years when you looked [up℄ into theheavens and [you saw℄ the stars and [you℄ knew you were not alone and [you℄ sensed beings of Lightso far and yet so near, to [the℄ plae where you have de�nite ontat [with℄ and knowledge of theI AM Presene and [of℄ many who have gone before you who are truly just beyond the veil, whosegarments you may touh and feel and hear rustling.So [if you would℄ bring sensitivity [to a℄ world that drowns it out, beloved, I would say �rst [ofall℄ do not be disouraged before the task at hand. My ohorts and I have painted vast panoramas[with the words we have spoken℄ at this onferene. Let us bring these down to the personal levelthat you might not feel overwhelmed by the hallenge.Let them ome down to the simple expressions of life. Let them ome down to helpfulness toone another. Let them ome down to planning and organization and the knowledge that you anbequeath to a world whatever you desire. But as you bequeath it, it will be as spoonful by spoonfulis spoon-fed by the Divine Mother to her hildren, as hild by hild and weary traveler by wearytraveler you teah, you omfort, you love and you bring [the individual℄ into the love of the Lawitself.The world is won individual by individual - person to person, heart to heart. Remember this,beloved: [the energy℄ you invest in another as time and teahing [is not wasted℄. Though you maythink that one does not appreiate it and you may observe how he goes bak into his old ways, ifthere is a soul of Light there, the Holy Christ Self does retain the reord of your love and servie.And one day when he is ready to aept it, that one will [take from the hand of his Holy Christ Self℄all that you have given as [though it were℄ a great elixir of Light.If [the one you have tried to help℄ is not a soul of Light, beloved, [and he does not take theteahing,℄ then understand that all the love that you have given to [him or to℄ anyone [else℄ doesarue to the great love reservoir of Light [that is aessible to℄ the entire Spirit of the Great WhiteBrotherhood. [Love's labor is never lost.℄ It [is found in℄ the heart of the Buddha to be given againand again. [And in the end those whom you least expet to reeive the message will reeive it.℄Thus there are indeed no wasted hours, [no regrets,℄ for all love does return to the Great Lover ofsouls. But when you [are able to℄ disern and [to℄ disriminate [the quality of one soul from another,℄it is always best not to ast your pearls before swine.2 [You should learn℄ to reognize the one inwhom the Light has gone out, whose only dediation, [whih omes℄ from deep within, [is℄ to denythe Light, to malign the Messengers of [the℄ Light [and℄ to tear down all that they build.Do not seek to onvert those who [ontinually℄ hallenge Almighty God [and his servants℄ and areon their own ourse of [self-℄denial and self-destrution. In this ase, beloved, it is neessary to havethe disrimination of the heart. For Jesus, himself a Son of Venus, said, \I am [not sent but unto℄the lost sheep of the house of Israel."3 [These are the℄ souls of Divine Reality. [They ame from theDivine Reality and they will return to the Divine Reality. But they need Shepherds. As℄ Jesus wassent to [�nd them and℄ draw them Home, so he sent his disiples to �nd them and draw them Home.Neither John the Baptist nor Jesus Christ ever demonstrated the desire to save the fallen angels1Fall Quarter of Summit University, September 25 to Deember 17, 1989, was sponsored by the Ruby-Ray Masters.2Matt. 7:6; Gospel of Thomas, logion 93.3Matt. 15:24. 540



or the seed of the Wiked [One℄. They denouned them and alled forth their judgment.4 Do notthink yourselves better than [Jesus Christ or John the Baptist℄. If they would not onvert them (forit was not the will of God that they be onverted), do not walk about in the smugness of your prideand say, \I will turn bak this or that rebel to the Light and to the altar."Ye do err, not knowing the sriptures,5 not studying the lives of the great avatars. And some ofyou have been on the Path far too long and you should know better; [you should know℄ that onedoes not take the love of the Divine Mother [only℄ to pour it upon those who would murder her hildand in so doing deny her [as well as her Flame within themselves℄.Remember, my beloved, the mighty angels are here for the onversion of sinners. Children ofLight may have sinned and ome short of the mark.6 They may be onverted. But the perpetual7[unrepentant℄ sinner is no longer of the Light, for there is no Light in him. [He has squanderednot only his Light but his soul. There is nothing left to onvert!℄ May you take are lest you loseyour Light and your sponsorship [in the Guru-hela relationship℄ for going after those who, [havingbeome astaways,8℄ are[in their not-self, ipso fato,℄ the enemies of God upon earth.Blessed ones, I would suggest that you all to Cylopea for single-eyed vision and [that you℄ alsoask to be stripped of the sympathy and the sorrows of Satan. For the sympathy and the sorrows ofSatan are put forth as a syrupy goop.9 And that substane does travel to the Lightbearers, beloved,[astral body to astral body,℄ who [are℄ then [made to℄ feel guilty and self-ondemned if they do notextend their hand and their heart to those who are the beggars, though they be wolves in sheep'slothing.10 [Beware! They are beggars by hoie, for they have not only squandered the Light Godgave them but they have turned against the Light itself.℄It is the law of the Guru-hela relationship, beloved, that you do not seek to save the anti-Guruor the anti-hela, those who are postured in Darkness and have no Light in them. It is a jeopardyto your soul and a jeopardy to the Community when you take up this ause and determine that youwill be the saviour of those who deny the living Christ in our best servants and in themselves.Thus, beloved, may a word to the wise send those who are not so wise to the altar of CosmiChrist illumination at the Grand Teton that you might inrease in wisdom and in the knowledge ofthe Law and of the LORD and not mistakenly ompromise your [lawful℄ assoiation with the GreatWhite Brotherhood.In this hour, O beloved souls of Light, the Love goes forth, as Alpha and Omega have direted it,to those who are truly hildren of the Light who have been aught and ensnared by the seed of Satanand the praties of Satanism. It is hard to believe that this is possible, but it is. You have only to[look at℄ the hildren of the Light who have been aught in rok musi and drugs [and to see whatit has done to them℄ to reognize that these things are of Satan. [Just look and see for yourself,℄ seehow a hild of the Light an be lured into suh abominations and through them beome austomedto the vibrations of [Death and℄ Hell.Therefore we say, let your alls go forth at the impersonal level to name [all℄ the Lightbearers [ofthe world℄ that they might be ut free; for on the morrow we shall bring you an additional labor. Itis the thirteenth, beloved. The thirteenth is the sign of the Cosmi Christ and the thirteenth is thesign of the oming of the Antihrist. The thirteenth labor is for the binding of the seed of Luifer4Matt. 3:1-12; 12:22-42; 15:1-14; 16:1-4; 22:15-22; Mark 7:1-15; Luke 3:1-9; 11:16, 29-54; 13:10-17; 16:14-17; John5:39-47; 8:12-59; 10:22-39. See \Confrontations: The Wathers vs. John the Baptist and Jesus Christ," in ElizabethClare Prophet, Forbidden Mysteries of Enoh: The Untold Story of Men and Angels, pp. 491-93.5Matt. 22:29; Mark 12:24.6Rom. 3:23; Phil. 3:14.7arhai but orret use of the adverb8I Cor. 9:27.9goop [alter. of goo℄ 1: a visid or stiky substane 2: sentimental tripe10Matt. 7:15. 541



and Satan, [of℄ Beelzebub and Belial and all the rest who may be taken [by the hosts of the LORDto the Court of the Sared Fire℄.11 Many of them lost their time and their spae long ago but therewere not angels or sons of God in embodiment suÆient [in knowledge or numbers℄ to draw forth theLight for their binding.Therefore I say to you in this hour that Vitory shall not speak to you until you have this vitory,and Cylopea will not ome until you are saturated in a day's worth of alls for the All-Seeing Eyeof God. For it must be, beloved, that you rise to the level of Absolute God-Good and [to℄ the seeingof Absolute God-Good. And when you see Absolute God-Good in the enter of that third eye, youwill [also℄ see Absolute Evil.Many of the saints have fainted upon seeing that Evil. But in order for the fallen ones to bebound this must take plae. Therefore I give you the warning that you must immerse yourselvesin alls to Arhangel Mihael for your absolute God-protetion [extended from his℄ legions of Lightas you travel [to your homes℄ this night and as you return [to the ourt tomorrow. And℄ even asyou say these derees, beloved, you may in your heart reite [your prayer of℄ surrender to yourGod of all withholding of the full up of your life. Only thus shall you know the true and absoluteGod-protetion [that Arhangel Mihael and his legions are willing and able to give you℄.Blessed hearts, the seed of Satan have taken over far too many hildren of the Light. [This seed℄have made an inredible karma, yet they run loose. [Whereas the Satanists℄ mok [both℄ the falsepastors and the true ones who have believed the lies of the false hierarhies of Christendom, [the℄men and women of the loth have not the wherewithal to hallenge and takle [the Satanists who dotheir deeds℄ on the astral plane and in embodiment. To this ause we shall dediate our �nal day.Therefore let us give it our all.Sanat Kumara and I shall not be removed from this altar. We plae our Eletroni Presene [here℄to guard you and to answer your alls. And we shall be fousing the Light of Helios and Vesta.[Based℄ upon [the aomplishments of℄ these twelve days and the morrow's vitory, beloved, theosmi ounils shall deliberate what may be done in the future. This has been a trial run and thehosts of Light are well pleased. To see that vitory whereby there [may℄ be a sealing of those whowould otherwise beome the instruments of a baklash upon the Community is our desire and ourounsel.This, then, is our all to you and this is our Love. Our onern [is℄ for the hildren of the Lightwho will remain aught [in the toils of the Satans℄ until the sons and daughters of God ome with[the℄ legions of Light [to℄ personally ut them free, whether by the ageny of angels [(through youralls)℄ or person to person. These onditions will not hange, beloved, [until you at; for the hildrenof the Light whether℄ in embodiment [or on℄ other planes have been bound [wherever they happento be℄ by the sorery of Satanists.May you realize that [if you℄ were to see these hildren of the Light who are thus entangled, youwould reognize all of their faes - that is, you would reognize their souls on the inner. But [if youwere℄ to see them in the physial as they are today, you would not reognize many of them, so farhave they strayed from the �rst love of the living Christ.The arhdeeivers have reahed their limit, beloved; [therefore℄ they an be bound. This is amighty exerise [that you engage in with the Seven Arhangels℄. And I would not be standing heretonight to give you this assignment if you had not already earned it by your performane. May thosewho have [already℄ returned to their homes and those in the Study Groups and Teahing Centers [beinformed℄ that we dediate [the℄ oming day to this vitory. Let all be in attunement with us in thisourt.Therefore I AM the Asended Lady Master Venus and I represent all mothers of heaven and earth.11See vol. 32 no. 58, p. 756 n. 10. 542



And one and all we stand in the �ereness of Kali. We stand before the fathers in heaven and earthwho are in the �ereness of the LORD God himself. And we are determined that these hildren ofthe Sun shall have their proper eduation, their freedom, their true self-knowledge, and thereforethat these hexes and soreries and blak magi upon them shall be broken!We ome with the hosts of Light, beloved, and we look forward to your vitory and [to℄ the vitoryof the Light in you that shall gain for you an inrement of your own God-identity.I am sealing you with the pink rose of Venus. And now the blue-lightning angels of all CosmiBeings of the First Ray plae upon you that armour of Light for your protetion until your return.Invoke it now, beloved, for we have delared this war and they have also heard [our delaration℄.May our very best representatives (whih all of you are) therefore be sealed and proteted.In the name of the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood and the Holy Kumaras, I, Venus,seal you in the light of Love.This ditation by Lady Master Venus was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brother-hood Elizabeth Clare Prophet following Sanat Kumara's ditation at the onlusion of the Mondayevening servie, Otober 9, 1989, during The 12 Labors of Herules held at the Royal Teton Ranh,Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the dita-tion, added by the Messenger under Lady Master Venus' diretion for larity in the written word.℄Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 60Beloved Jesus Christ - Deember 10, 1989Vol. 32 No. 60 - Beloved Jesus Christ - Deember 10, 1989A Thanksgiving RetreatIThe Seond Coming of Christ\Reeive Me and Beome Who You Are"I AM Christ, thy Lord. I ome to reeive my brides.O my souls, thou who art the mirror of the Divine Image of my Self and thy Christ Self to all theworld, know, then, that all the world does see that Christ Image as at inner levels I touh everyone.And every eye does see me fae to fae and in the mirror of thy souls - thou who hast preparedand truly polished the mirror of self1 [so℄ that the weary traveler or the doubter or the one goneastray or even those who hampion the ause of Evil might look into your soul, beloved, and see thetrue image, the Divine Image out of whih all sons and daughters of Light were made. Take thee tothy self this solar image. Take to thy self my Self.I ome, then, in the appearane prophesied2 and I ome again and again and again, my beloved,for the so-alled Seond Coming has ourred and reurred.3 So understand, beloved, that I am inthe earth as foretold and I am here to ful�ll the prophey that every eye shall see me.Blessed hearts, I have alled you to be my own, my disiples, my apostles. I have alled youto be the Christ.4 I have alled, beloved, that the multipliation of my Body, whih is broken for1The sixteenth-entury Catholi mysti Teresa of Avila ompared the soul to a mirror in her autobiography: \Onewhile I was reiting with all the Sisters the hours of the Divine OÆe, my soul suddenly beame reolleted; and itseemed to me to be like a brightly polished mirror, without any part on the bak or sides or top or bottom that wasn'ttotally lear. In its enter Christ, our Lord, was shown to me, in the way I usually see Him. It seemed to me I sawHim learly in every part of my soul, as though in a mirror. And this mirror also . . . was ompletely engraved uponthe Lord Himself. . . . I was given understanding of what it is for a soul to be in mortal sin. It amounts to loudingthis mirror with mist and leaving it blak; and thus this Lord annot be revealed or seen, even though He is alwayspresent giving us being. And I understood that heresies amount to breaking the mirror; whih is muh worse thanits being darkened. . . . It [this understanding℄ brought me muh pro�t and aused me grief for the times in whihthrough my sins I so darkened my soul that I ouldn't see this Lord. I think this vision is advantageous to reolletedpersons, in teahing them to onsider the Lord as very deep within their souls; suh a thought is muh more alluringand fruitful than thinking of Him as outside oneself." The Colleted Works of St. Teresa of Avila, 2d ed., trans.Kieran Kavanaugh and Otilio Rodriquez (Washington, D.C.: ICS Publiations, 1987), 1:356.2Jesus' Seond Coming foretold. Matt. 24:27-31; Mark 13:24-26; Luke 21:25-28; I Thess. 4:16, 17; Rev. 1:7.3See 1984 PoW, Book I, Introdution I, pp. 11-27, 49-51.4Jesus' ommission to his disiples. Matt. 4:19; 10:1-28; 28:16-20; Mark 1:17; 6:7-13; 16:15-18; Luke 5:10; 9:1-6;John 21: 15-17; 1984 PoW, Book II, pp. 531-32, 533, 534; 1987 PoW, Book I, pp. 196, 269-76, 491-98, 577-82; 1988PoW, pp. 290, 291, 294, 297, 647-56. 545



you,5 might be that my Eletroni Presene should move in the earth through you and that mySared Heart upon your sared heart might amplify that threefold ame and that open door of theheart whereby through us, one upon one, my Self superimposed upon [your self℄, the souls of earthmight enter into the path of disipleship unto the same ful�llment of the Law that you yourselvesare realizing and have realized in some measure.The hour is ome, beloved, when the dead shall hear the voie of the Son of God, and they thathear my voie and they that see me shall live.6 For to see the true image of Christ, even with theinner eye, is truly the quikening, the resurretion. It is to take unto oneself that image; for whatthe eye beholds of me, beloved, is instantaneously stamped upon every ell and atom of being.Let it be so, beloved, for all must hoose to reeive the Christ of the heart - Jesus of the Sa-red Heart - and to live, else in seeing [him℄ they may hoose to deny that Christ and [thereby℄instantaneously ommit their souls to outer darkness.7Beloved, the denial of the Christ in oneself, when that Christ does ome as I AM ome to enter thetemple, is sudden death to that soul.8 [For℄ though the body may ontinue to [have life and to℄ moveabout [until the life fore is spent and death does overtake it℄, the soul that has [with �nality℄ deniedChrist has denied its own immortality, its everlasting life and, alas, its reason for being, [hene anypossibility for ontinued existene℄.This is why the Seond Coming of Christ is an apoalypti event, beloved. For in the First Coming[of the avatar of the age℄ the opportunity to hoose to be or not to be is given: to embrae the Lightor not to embrae it. And two thousand years, beloved, [and, in truth, many aeons prior to myAdvent℄ were given to all inhabitants of these several worlds to hoose to be in Christ the fullness ofeverlasting life and the fountain of youth and of resurretion's ame to all. Therefore in the end [ofthe age of Pises℄ that Seond Coming does denote for many �nal hoies, [even for the fallen angelswhose time is up℄.9Blessed ones, they pay me lip servie. They pretend to look to the oming kingdom and [to℄ theirentering in as the goal of life, but inwardly they are ravening wolves.10 They are the seed of Satansown11 in the Body of Christ and in the hurhes of the world. When they see me, beloved, faeto fae, they rejet that Christ and that Light. They deny [my Seond℄ Coming [though they havetrumpeted it loud and long; they deny my℄ Person and, above all, [they deny℄ the Divine Image thatour Father-Mother God has plaed in you all.[It is beause the Seond Coming is also for the judgment of the seed of the Wiked One that it iswritten: \Behold, he ometh with louds; and every eye shall see him, and they also whih pieredhim: and all kindreds of the earth shall wail beause of him. Even so, Amen."12℄Now, therefore, as the seed of Satan move up and down the earth, so I ome. And I ome untilspring and beyond, up to the moment of the prophesied end of the age of Pises. And from nowunto that hour, beloved, I assure you that I shall have appeared to everyone on every plane of thisMatter house and on other worlds whose time has also ome for my Seond Appearing.This, then, must preede, even as some onsider it must follow, that moment [and that hour℄when there is the dividing of the way on a planetary sale, where suh Light does beome inarnatein all who hoose to be that Christ and [to℄ enter the ritual of the alhemial union, and where suhDarkness [does℄ desend [so℄ as to result in the seond death of souls.5Matt. 26:26; Mark 14:22; Luke 22:19; I Cor. 11:24.6John 5:25.7Matt. 8:11, 12; 22:8-14; 25:30.8Seond death. Rev. 2:11; 20:6, 11-15; 21:7, 8.9Rev. 12:12.10Matt. 7:15; Luke 11:39.11Matt. 13:24-30, 36-43.12Rev. 1:7. 546



There, beloved, is alhemy. There, beloved, is world hemialization. There, beloved, happy areye, entered in the violet ame, entered in the Holy Spirit, making your abode in the heart of theearth that the Darkness may pass over and the dawn of Light may ome.In former times when ages have reahed that moment of hoie, and ultimate hoie, there havebeen those even on this planetary home, as you have been told, who did enter the earth and variouslayers of the earth, there to tarry until new opportunity should arise. One suh preious soul of Lightwho was sent to the heart of the earth is the one to whom you all, the Buddha of the Ruby Ray.13Therefore, beloved, it is not without preedent that initiates of the sared �re have taken up theirabode and dwelling plae in levels of the earth while the Death Angel should pass over the planet forthe harvest of the tares and while the angels of Light should also ome for the harvest of Lightbearers.It is, then, truly, as you have been told, a path woven by Maitreya whereby you understand thathaving gone forth as sons and daughters of God, as sowers of the Word, [you aomplish℄ the return,the yling within by the �ve seret rays, [and you reeive℄ the initiation of the heart that you mightalso be known as bearers of my Sared Heart.It is a more diÆult path, beloved, for on the way in to the seret hamber of the heart and tothe initiations of Lord Gautama Buddha, you are reaping anient sowings. And though your karmamay be fully balaned, yet you now enounter the anient sowings of the fallen ones, of planetarymomentums and of the olletive karma of earth's evolutions. You abide upon this planet in an earthbody. Therefore, though karma be balaned, you annot esape experiening in some form the e�etsof auses set in motion by all evolutions of the planetary sphere within and without.Sometimes souls of Light esape this reality or it does esape them. And beause they live in anovoid of [the℄ Light of their own soul's bliss in oneness with the Light, they interpret world senesand events through this rystal sphere of Light that is their normal abode and auri �eld. Thereforeit is diÆult [for them℄ to experiene within that Light the Darkness that is no part of them and yetis part of the planet.It is diÆult to establish a sense of o-measurement [with℄ those onditions of Death and Hellwith whih you have had no part, of whih you take no part. Thus I ome that you might maintainthe perspetive of earth's dark hours and of a dark star that has been the battleground of the foresof Light and Darkness for aeons.It is the vision of the Lord our God in the Great Central Sun and our Father-Mother that this erashould ome to an aelerated onlusion. And it is the desire of our Father-Mother that I should tellyou this day that the Lord is not willing to ontinue another round and another round and anotherround with these fallen ones who wreak havo with the inoming kingdom of God and those whobring it in. And therefore the profound desire of the Lord our God is to aelerate the judgmentyle and to see those who have labored long in his vineyard experiene the joy and the happinessas a fruition, a harvest of their labors.Blessed hearts, we ommend you to ontinue in [the℄ vein [of℄ the alls you have been making andto understand that the authority for the judgment has ome in many ditations; [therefore you need℄to know eah spei� dispensation even as you have earnestly taken up the dispensation of Heliosfor the pulling of the plug on the seed of the wiked.14 [As you base your alls on past dispensations℄this does assist us, beloved, even as it assists you.We shall not hasten the judgment until the Lightbearers who have heard [and answered℄ the allto preparedness have ompleted their preparedness. But I tell you, beloved, the false hierarhy itselfwould hasten the onfrontation [of Armageddon℄, even if it mean their judgment, in order to prevailand to prevent you from experiening the fullness of the protetion that you have planned and are13See pp. 615, 646 n. 9.14See p. 704 n. 16. 547



exeuting.The greatest safety is the Light and is preparedness. In the words of El Morya, I say to you, \Makehaste! Make haste." For there is suh a thing as the fores of Darkness taking matters into their ownhands. And beause they have physial embodiment and free will and beause there is great karmain the nations of the twelve tribes, it is not always possible by osmi law for that interession totake plae to stay their hand. Yet this our Father-Mother God would do.I pray that you entertain angels and all for angels from great osmi heights and the Central Sunand all perpetually for them to stay with you. For they do not tarry in the earth so long, for theyare of great Light and their native abode is not the Darkness that is here below.Blessed ones, [to assure℄ that I might ome this day and be loked in to this body, you yourselvesdid deree and the Messenger did make invoation for the learing of a mountain of Darkness infestedby all manner of foul and unlean spirits, a mountain that had beome the vantage of the fallen oneswhereby [they℄ ould hurl against the Lightbearers and against the walls of the Inner Retreat invetiveand the boiling mud, et etera, whih Mara did diret against the body of the graious Lord Gautamahimself.15So, beloved, by the imploding and the exploding Light invoked from the heart of Alpha andOmega, this mountain of Darkness was destroyed and all hosts of the Lord onverged to take its[misquali�ed℄ substane. [This took plae℄ in hell, on the astral plane. And thus [the mountain℄ is nomore. And, in addition, a anopy of Darkness over this plae [put up by the enemy℄ to stand betweenyou and your God, to stand between you and your Mighty I AM Presene and the Asended Masters,was onsumed as you kept the Flame with Astrea and wisely invoked the violet ame angels.Be it known, beloved hearts, that every step of the way you must see the Call as that whihknits together the hearts of the Lightbearers with the hearts of those asended and with our Godin the Great Central Sun, with our God, who is your I AM Presene with you every hour. Yet themomentums of this world ome between you and your Mighty I AM Presene more often than not,more often than they should.Do you see, beloved? Keeping the Light in a world that will get darker before it gets brighter is afull-time alling. It is a rejoiing. It is a Love-emanation in your hearts as you love and love and loveyour God and his own, as you pray for them and beseeh him and the Divine Mother to perpetuallyhold open [a passageway to the etheri plane℄, at least at this plae on earth, where there may be nointerferene from the physial otave to the highest realms of Light. This is our dediation of thisRoyal Teton Ranh, this Inner Retreat, this Glastonbury.Blessed ones, it takes a tremendous amount of work to sustain this openness [aross the otaves℄.Thus, we have seleted a property and direted you to be a part of it, that you might be in the plaewhere overhead you an still see into the vastness of the great skyey blue dome and look in to theHoly City above you in the Retreat of the Divine Mother.16The astral sea is rising.17 The walls keep it out. The astral sea is rising. See that your tubeof light does keep it out. See that you, then, takle your own astral body [as you hallenge yourdweller-on-the-threshold, the patterns of your eletroni belt and the arhetypes of Absolute Evil inthe unonsious℄ that there might not be [found therein℄ a point of resonane with the astral seawithout.Let, then, the desire body be �lled with thy desiring for thy God. May you also be �lled withthat desiring that I knew when as David I wrote down the Psalms of my ommunion with God, [thedesiring I experiened in℄ my rying out [to℄ God that my o�ering might be aeptable in his sight.1815See pp. 439-40, 441-42.16See p. 756 n. 5.171988 PoW, pp. 622-24, 625-26.18Ps. 19:14. 548



This had been and ontinued to be the fervor of my heart and my reason for being for many lifetimes.Thus, beloved, that desiring that beomes the zeal of thy house,19 that desiring that does beomethe zeal of the Lord thy God shall eat up the substane untransmuted of [non-desire in℄ the astralbody! And then you will know what it is to walk the earth as the one alled Enoh [walked theearth℄.20See, beloved, how that forti�ation [of the zeal of the Lord℄ does give you physial protetion,spiritual protetion, the protetion of the soul who is one-pointed, all-in�lling in her desiring to beGod, God, God in the earth, to stand as that God Presene, that God-manifestation, between themultitudes of the hildren of Light and the onoming Darkness that they must fae.Many of them shall be naked, beloved. They have not woven the Deathless Solar Body.21 Prayfor them, for I love them; and they are the hildren of my heart led astray by false pastors who havenever given to them the true understanding of the sared mysteries.Has Christianity failed? Indeed it has! And I say it, beloved. It has failed me and it has failed allof my own save those who have been my friends and brothers and sisters, yourselves, beloved, [whodid not forget the Sared Word,℄ who have been with me from the very beginning of our inarnations[on earth℄ all the way bak to Maitreya's Mystery Shool.22You remembered. You have borne the imprint of the I AM THAT I AM in your own saredheart. You have known and remembered and ome apart to demonstrate that Christ. The world hasspurned you. The world has looked into your eyes, whih are my eyes, and delared that you are the\glassy-eyed" ones. So foreign to them are the eyes of our Father-Mother God that the Light is tothem an o�ense.Pray for them. Pray for them, I say. In this Holy Order of Franis and Clare23 pray and pray forthem, [as you℄ walk up and down [the roads and trails℄, that they might be saved and lothed [withthe wedding garment℄ by holy angels, that should they pass from the sreen of life they may enter theetheri otave, where they require a garment of Light. Even if it be not the fullness of the DeathlessSolar Body, they may, [in answer to your prayers,℄ not ome naked to that otave, [where they mustat least have the undergarment℄. Clothe them. Clothe them, beloved. Invoke the swaddling garmentof the Divine Mother upon them.I have said, \Feed my sheep,"24 and my so-alled representatives in the world of Christendom havenot fed them [the good wheat℄ but the husks. They have not given them my Body and my Bloodas the fullness of the divine understanding [of℄ our Father-Mother God. They have allowed them toexperiene [neither℄ the mysteries nor [the℄ pain nor [the℄ bliss [of the path of personal Christhood℄.They have kept them neutralized in a neuter world, beloved.And, alas, for many, [for both shepherd and sheep,℄ it is no fault of their own; for some are youngsouls and [they℄ are frightened of Satan though they profess my name. Therefore [by their fear℄they have made a god of the fallen angels, whih is preisely what the fallen angels have designed, areligion where it is indeed they who are God.And there is more pratie of Satanism in Christianity today than I would are to even tell. ForChristianity has beome a religion of the pleasure ult and of [the metaphysial℄ avoidane of thatwhih must be experiened [in the psyhe℄ as pain[ - for growth and resolution require it℄.19Ps. 69:9; John 2:17; Isa. 9:7; 59:17; 1988 PoW, pp. 650, 651.20Gen. 5:21, 22, 24; Heb. 11:5.21See p. 516 n. 15.22The Garden of Eden was the Mystery Shool of Lord Maitreya. See 1984 PoW, Book II, Introdution II, pp. 1,43, 45-46; glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, p. 434.23The Order of Franis and Clare. 1985 PoW, Book I, pp. 95-96, 97, 125, 168; 1986 PoW, Book II, pp. 662-63;1988 PoW, p. 307.24John 21:15-17; 1988 PoW, pp. 290, 291, 294. 549



Let me explain, beloved. You do not need to have a martyr omplex to antiipate the experieningof pain. Do you not experiene and endure pain when you labor in travail to give birth to the hild?25Is it pain or is it bliss, beloved? Do you not experiene pain when the Light enters the body - whenthe toxins are leaned out and the Light does enter? Is there not the sensation of pain and do younot rejoie in it, knowing that a greater Light is ome unto you and a [physial℄ rejuvenation and a[spiritual℄ resurretion?Is there any reation, beloved, without birth pangs? I tell you no. To ome up higher means toexperiene the sorrow of loss, the pain of separation as some are taken and others are left.26 Blessedhearts, pain is not diÆult to endure when you understand that in some ases it is a neessary partof the alhemy of transmutation.Welome adversity! Welome the hallenge! Welome all that our God does send to you; for if itwere not neessary, I would have told you.And therefore I shall tell you what is not neessary. Your self-indulgene is not neessary. Yourprorastination is not neessary. Your fatigue is not neessary. Your indolene is not neessary. Theeeting and the irting of the mind with all kinds of things of this otave are not neessary whenthe mind an so easily be stayed upon God.It is not neessary to take forever to beome the Son of God. It is not neessary to be burdenedby the hianery of the fallen ones. They always marh to their own drumbeat. [Their behavior℄ ispar for the ourse. Do not be surprised [when you see them oming℄, beloved. [Do not \hold theimmaulate onept" for them.℄ It is not neessary to be blind as to who they are. It is not neessaryto always �nd out after the fat who they were. Expet them, even as you daily expet the visitationof angels of Light.Call to Cylopea, all to me, all for your Christ-awareness that you might identify the seed ofSatan and the seed of Light and the angel of Darkness and the angel of Light without further ado orwaste of time and preious energy when you should be about your Father's business.27Blessed hearts, I ome for vision this day[ - yours℄! This is my \Cylopea ditation," if you will.And I stand on the ten o'lok line of your Cosmi Clok and I am sore displeased! For as spoiledhildren you seem to reserve that line for every self-indulgene that an be imagined.Blessed ones, spiritual blindness is not neessary. It is dangerous. It ought to be rooted out! AndI say, may Cylopea ome on Sunday evening and [by then℄ may you have given so many alls toCylopea, so many rounds of his deree28 that you might be purged of your spiritual blindness.We ome to this lass to exeute that learane promised to all who have partiipated in Herules'labors.29 And, measure for measure, as you have put forth the Call and the Deree and hugged yourGod and lung to your Tree of Life,30 you will see what an be taken. But I, Jesus, have stood beforeour Father-Mother in reent weeks and I have implored that this learane might be dediated tothe learing of the ten o'lok line that [ever thereafter℄ you might see [in the mirror of self℄ the RealSelf or the unreal self [and know the di�erene℄!And I invite all youth of this Community who have not hosen, for their own private reasons, tobe a part of our servies to join [me℄ this weekend [and in the future℄ in these [alls to℄ Cylopea.For I should like to give the gift of vision to Asended Master Youth and [to℄ those who will laim[it as℄ their identity, [to℄ Asended Master Youth who know who they are [and℄ where they are going25Jer. 4:31; Mi. 4:9, 10; John 16:21; Rev. 12:2.26Matt. 24:40, 41; Luke 17:34-36.27Luke 2:49.28Deree 50.05, \Beloved Cylopea, Beholder of Perfetion"; no. 11 on audioassette El Morya, Lord of the FirstRay: Dynami Derees with Prayers and Ballads for Chelas of the Will of God 3.29See pp. 686-87.30See p. 501 n. 8. 550



- you, then, who understand that you are on the path of Asended Master disipline, like it or not.And you are a andidate for the asension and you might as well like it, you might as well deidethat the Lord has ome and tapped you on the shoulder and that you have not been aquainted withthis teahing for naught but for a osmi reason, that you might make it in this life.I speak to you, then, and I say, join in these Cylopea marathons and in these labors of Herulesand know that the greatest gift from God that you an reeive is inner sight. It an save you allmanner of folly, detours, wrong deisions, mistakes and even a wasted embodiment. Blessed ones, tohave spiritual vision means that you are willing to give up something of the sel�sh self that ontinuesto posture itself in the plae where the most pleasure is to be had.Now then, to one and to all, to those whose hearts have been striving, to you who have beendetermined to get to the ore of your own psyhology,31 I say, the Master Kuthumi ometh; and hedoes ome to speak to you in this lass. May you hear him. May you have the understanding that[through him℄ the All-Seeing Eye of God and your inner vision will tie you into the present awarenessof your soul.The soul may know many things that the outer self is not aware of. [For the outer self℄ to beable to attune with the soul without fear or doubt, trepidation, beloved, is important. For the soulmust reah the mind and the mind must reah the soul. And with heart as mediator - and spiritfor �re of will and ation - soul and mind wedded together as the yang and the yin of being mustmove forward in onert, in harmony, in mutual awareness. Thereby the mind may determine itsself-determination by the advie of the knowingness of the soul.Allow your soul to breathe free. Allow your soul to see. See with the eyes of the soul and thereforejudge righteous judgment,32 make right deision and know that a people who have suh great Lightought not to be naive in the fae of the dark ones. They ought not to be deeived by the arnal mindof one another. They ought not to ondemn one another for mistakes or even dishonesty. They mustsee the real person and the real soul and resue that one from any further dalliane in dishonestpraties. Alas, these too are yet present among some in this Community.Blessed hearts, rally to the defense of the soul of Light. Call to me with my Christ-vision and allto Cylopea. Call to Mother Mary that you might know if there be a soul [in your midst℄ that is notof the Light. And thus [realize that the℄ one that has no allegiane to the Light will not be saved byyour e�ort.Do not waste preious time and energy that ought to be devoted to the saving of the hildren ofGod on suh as these beause you are attered by their presene, by their attention, by their seemingintelletual brilliane [or even by their money℄; and yet they are as sawdust.33 There is nothing vitalor integrated [in the ungodly34℄ nor are they apable of aomplishing [the℄ works of the Father.For he hath sent me and I must work the works of him that sent me.35 I work the works ofMaitreya. I work the works of Gautama. I work the works of Sanat Kumara. And, my beloved,Iwork the works of your Holy Christ Self when you refuse to be the instrument of that Holy ChristSelf yourself! And this is how muh I have loved you: rather than see you lose points in the Law, Iome and I perform those works. And I speak to your soul and I rebuke you and I reprimand youand I ommand you to allow that Christ to desend into your temple.Blessed ones, remember that mantra, \I must work the works of him that sent me." Who hassent you? Your Holy Christ Self has sent you as the Light-emanation and extension of the Holy Oneof God, your Mighty I AM Presene.31See pp. 589-94.32John 7:24.33As for man, his days are as grass. Ps. 103:15, 16.34The ungodly are like ha�. Ps. 1:4.35John 4:34; 5:30, 36; 9:4; 17:4; The Lost Teahings of Jesus II, pp. 285-86; 1986 PoW, Book I, p. 241.551



Embody the works, beloved, and be quikened by the Word. Be not satis�ed in that state ofonsiousness that is somewhere between the astral and the mental body, somewhere around the sixo'lok line [as you hart your Cosmi Clok℄, engulfed in a sea of indeision and self-pity and allthat self-justi�ation.Blessed hearts, I will show you how to get rid of self-justi�ation. It is as simple as the nose uponyour fae. Simply get rid of the self! Then you may serve your life out justifying your Christ Self,justifying your I AM Presene, justifying their trust in you, their love in you, [you who are℄ that soulof Light ast into the sea as a glistening pearl.36 Fear not, beloved. Thou shalt be made whole. Letthy God desend!Therefore I would bring to you the vision, that you might see the �lthy rags,37 the �lthy rags thatyou still allow your self, [i.e., your soul,℄ to be wrapped in. I will allow you to see the dweller38 thatis [also℄ thy self; [for it is℄ thy self-reation.I will allow you to see the ugliness [of the beast℄ that you might desire the beauty [of the Christ℄,that you might desire the reality, that you might desire the Truth and that you might say:\I take the sword of Christ my Lord, my Knight, my Defender,and I take that sword and I driveit down the very middle of this personality divided, this Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde!39 I take thatsword and I leave it asunder! And I will take neither the Jekyll nor the Hyde but I will take theChrist, who shall step forth, even as the mighty phoenix bird shall rise in this age from the ashes ofa former self that is former and must be allowed to remain former."I AM thy Christ. I AM thy Lord. I AM thy Saviour. Reeive me in my Person, in my SaredHeart and in your Holy Christ Self. Reeive me in Maitreya and let us work the works of this age!Beloved ones, if you make it, if you sueed, Saint Germain will be redeemed and a golden agewill be possible. If you do not make it, if you do not sueed, then the possibility of a golden agebeomes problematial and it may not ome about. Thus, beloved, forget the self-preferenes. Jumpin and make it happen!I, Jesus Christ, now give to you more than the spoken Word. I give you my Love and I give youall of my Love. I give you Communion. I give you the wine of my Spirit, the bread of my everlastingLife and I all you to ome Home while the door is yet open. I all you to disregard anyone's human,inluding your own. And love one another, for I dwell within you. Love one another, for my fae ismirrored in the mirror of your soul.I, Jesus, live in your heart. Will you not remember [this℄, beloved, and reeive me and beomewho you are? This is my Thanksgiving Prayer, my Thanksgiving Call.O my beloved, antiipate that you will need all of your strength, all of your fores, all of yourintegration in God. Go for it, beloved! For the more of God that is in you, the less likely you willbe touhed by the oming propheies ful�lled.Prepare for the Battle. Prepare for the Vitory. Our eye is upon the All-Seeing Eye of God. Mayyour eye be on it too; for in that Eye, beloved, you behold the image of God as Elohim, even as in36See pp. 745, 755 n. 2.37He whih is �lthy. Rev. 22:11. Knowest not thou art naked. Rev. 3:16, 17.38See p. 704 n. 17.39In the novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson, Dr. Jekyll is a respetableand virtuous itizen who is fasinated by the idea of isolating the good and evil in human nature. He develops adrug to periodially transform himself into Mr. Hyde, a separate personality through whom he gives vent to evilimpulses. When he ommits murder, Dr. Jekyll realizes his reation has overpowered his own instints for good. Nolonger able to restore his original personality at will, Dr. Jekyll takes his own life just before he is to be arrested.On November 26, 1987, the Messenger gave teahing on the onfrontation with the dweller-on-the-threshold in whihshe ommented on the story of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, desribing Mr. Hyde as the embodiment of Dr. Jekyll'sdweller-on-the-threshold. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, \The Lost Teahings of Jesus: On the Enemy Within," on two90-min. audioassettes, A87097. 552



your soul hakra you may see me fae to fae.Ponder my word, beloved, and now reeive my physial, tangible essene, with whih I harge thebread and the wine. I ask you, then, to sing hymns to your Christ Flame, to your Holy Christ Selfand to me, that in the ourse of this ritual [of Holy Communion℄ you might make loser ontat withthe Self that is you - your Christ, my Christ.This ditation by Jesus Christ was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet on Thanksgiving Day, November 23, 1989, 2:52-3:36 p.m. MST, during the�ve-day onferene A Thanksgiving Retreat held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana.In the servie prior to the ditation the Messenger read \The First Thanksgiving Prolamation of theUnited States { 1789" by George Washington and read and gave teahing on Job 1-3.[N.B. Braketedmaterial denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Jesus'diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearlsof Wisdom.
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Chapter 61Beloved Kuthumi - Deember 13, 1989Vol. 32 No. 61 - Beloved Kuthumi - Deember 13, 1989A Thanksgiving RetreatIIThe 'Seond Coming' of the SaintsThe Proess of the Assimilation of ChristMy saints, my brothers and sisters, I ome to quiken in you the inner memory of a great onlavethat has taken plae at the Royal Teton Retreat. All [who are℄ of the Light of planet earth, all of thesaints, the bodhisattvas, all who are of the Mystial Body of God did gather in the past twenty-fourhours for ommunion round the Sared Heart of Jesus. All ame to alaim him, to support him.And, of ourse, you also were among them.All ame, for they were profoundly moved by our Lord's message of Thanksgiving. All desired toenhane the awakening of souls by the appearing of the Divine Image reeted from their own soulmirror1 and yet they desired to do more and to assist.Therefore, after muh disussion and deliberation and prayer, it was the beloved Mother Marywho ame and o�ered her suggestion that in this hour of the Seond Coming of her Son Jesus all thesaints should likewise enter in to their own 'Seond Coming',2 to appear with him, to witness untohim and his glory, and to display that portion of their own Christhood outpitured, that therebythose from every walk of life might [have℄ the onvition [of their own potential Christhood and℄ riseto alaim the Lord and Saviour and to embrae the path of Light, to shun Evil and [with℄ supremeon�dene in God to walk away from all prior attahments to the fallen ones, however subtle, as thesubtleties of �ne dust begin to redue the vibrant olors of the garments that they wear.So subtle, beloved, are the inroads of spiritual pride, and even intelletual barrenness that does[also℄ a�et the soul, that those who are tied by these onditions to the malevolent fores [often donot know it. For these fores℄ remain in the olletive unonsious of the planet and do not showthemselves lest the Lightbearers who have been triked by them should suddenly awaken [to theirtreahery and℄ see [them for what they are℄ and [therefore℄ know that [as Lightbearers℄ they an nolonger in any way or in any wise ompromise [with that state, being half in and half out℄.Thus the saints who gathered responded to the Blessed Mother and said, \If we ome also andshow ourselves at inner levels to every lifestream upon earth to whom our Lord shall appear, perhapsby our witness [to the universality of the Christ Light℄ and our loser proximity to this evolutionby the nature of our lesser attainment, [we℄ might inspire those who would otherwise rejet him to1See vol. 32 no. 60, pp. 765, 775.2See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 1984 PoW, Book I, Introdution I, hardbound volume, pp. 11-27, 49-51.555



embrae the Lord and [to aept his grae℄ that they, too, may walk all the way bak to the Sun inthe Saviour's footsteps and perhaps in their own."Thus, beloved, you an see that in this hour the unasended members of the Great White Broth-erhood have volunteered; and they have been aepted by Lord Maitreya and Gautama and SanatKumara to do this very thing that they have volunteered to do and, in so doing, to also assist[Arhangel℄ Raphael and Mother Mary spei�ally in the resue of souls of Light who have nigh lostall the Light that they one had.3Beloved, you yourselves are a part of these bands. And I ome to speak to you so that you mightonsiously set the sail of the mind and heart when you take your leave from your body at nightand go forth [in your etheri body℄ while many sleep to ontat them at the deepest levels of beingthat they might see the manifest perfetion of the Christ in you while also noting that levels ofimperfetion remain.Thus you have volunteered to give them heart, to give them ourage, to give them the witnessthat though the Path be arduous, though it require a steeling of the mind and the perpetual waththat no [unkind℄ thought or unlean thing enter that mind, yet the rewards are in�nite [and℄ thegrae is beyond all telling. And the vitory is nothing less than the statement [of your soul bondedto Christ℄ for that absolute God-vitory on behalf of every other seed of Christ in all of osmos.Beloved hearts, it is, then, the advent of the 'Seond Coming' of the disiples of the Lord ChristJesus [and℄ the Lord Buddha Maitreya. See how the inspiration not alone of the [Christ, or℄ of theBuddha, but of many in embodiment has aused this to ome about and how the uniting of the helasof El Morya through the siene of mantra, whih weaves a mighty web of Light, an antahkarana,of whih all are a part, has so strengthened the fabri of the Body of God in embodiment that allould ome together, pulled by their own heartstrings, tugged by the Word itself.Blessed ones, when all sing the same mantra and reite [in unison℄ the deree of the Word there isa resonane, there are hords that are sounded that ripple aross a osmos unheard in the physialotave that require no ampli�ation save the stupendous power of Love that does send forth thesound that never has been imitated and never will be in the physial otave.Thus, beloved, there is indeed a strengthening of the unasended body of the Great White Broth-erhood by so great an aeleration as you have reated in these halls in the reent months of striving.Surely you have met the hallenge. Surely you have been equal to the hallenge. And surely youhave demonstrated an extraordinary endurane.All these qualities, then, beome a magnet; and the Keepers of the Flame of planet earth, thoughseparated by many miles, do make up one Central Sun Magnet that pulls the lesser soul, the weakersoul, or even the lesser and weaker elements of some who are a part of it into that nuleus of sared�re that does make the weak plaes strong and the lesser plaes greater.4I AM Kuthumi, brother and friend and disiple of Jesus. I am grateful to bear the Omega half ofthe Divine Whole of our oÆe as World Teahers, and therefore I provide the anhoring in the worldof form of the sound of the Saviour.Beloved hearts, the magni�ent voie of our Jesus as he does sing to souls far and near the songof salvation, the hymn of healing, the prayer that onveys the power of the will of God must surelytouh the hearts of the universal reation; for our Saviour does sing to his own in a beautiful tenorvoie.Thus, beloved, I aompany him on my organ at Shigatse5 and in other plaes; and we two do3See vol. 32 no. 24, pp. 263-65; no. 33, p. 478.4The rooked shall be made straight, and the rough plaes plain. Isa. 40:4; Luke 3:5.5From his etheri fous at Shigatse, Tibet, Kuthumi plays a grand organ, drawing the harmony of osmos bythe sared �res of his heart. With his elestial musi he sends healing and peae throughout the planetary body to556



onvey many preepts of the Law and the Teahing by sound and hord and harmony, amplifyingthe Alpha/Omega of the World Teahers. And thereby we summon you to also be world teahers inthe Spirit, in the Matter, in the Father, in the Mother - in the intense �ery ation and intensity ofthe yang and in the extending forth of that sared �re in the yin.Understand that you may also provide that polarity as you go forth two by two6 spreading theTeahings of the Asended Masters throughout the world. And if this be not the season for going forthin the physial otave, I tell you it is doubly the season for going forth in the etheri - �rst to witnessto [the Seond Coming of Jesus Christ and℄ the 'Seond Advent' of the saints of God themselves (asChrist has ome into their temple and as they appear unto the full owering of that Christhood)and seond, of ourse, to teah the path of the \how to" and the [\why and the℄ wherefore" and theultimate goal of the vitory of the asension.Therefore go forth nightly two by two. Let your partner be assigned from the Royal TetonRetreat, beloved. You may �nd yourself working with dearest friends of old from whom you havebeen separated for many long millennia, going forth [together one again℄ to preah the teahing ofMaitreya, of Gautama, of Dipankara, your own beloved Sanat Kumara. Remember those teahingsin Quietly Comes the Buddha.7Blessed ones, many have desired to remember what we and others of our bands teah you in theretreats of the Great White Brotherhood. I will give you a key, and that key is this: By studyingand learning and being able to onvey intelligently and in an organized way the body of teahingalready released to you, you reate a golden �ligree grid of Light in the mind. And into [the halieof℄ this abundant and rih awareness, organized in the outer [mind℄, there an desend [from theHigher Mental Body, i.e., the Christ Mind,℄ ames of wisdom [and℄ an unfolding of the owers thatyou yourselves have perfeted by thought and by meditation.Familiarity with the sriptures of the West and those of the East deemed important for youredi�ation by the Messengers [and presented℄ under our diretion provides you not only with agrounding and an understanding but [also with℄ an entree into higher realms, even as you wouldapproah the Tushita heaven.8 This heaven-world is on the twelfth plane of the etheri otave. OnlyBodhisattvas may enter there.But, beloved, you are beoming Bodhisattvas; and eah step of the way of your integration withCosmi Christ illumination, [as you are℄ being very spei� in your learning of these steps, brings youloser to being able to ontain the great ompassion, the love and the kindness - [yea,℄ the fearlessompassion [and℄ the virya9 of Maitreya.Do you see, beloved, how illumination as a studied thing beomes a magni�ent halie for Love?souls in transition, espeially those at the hour of death, and guides them to the etheri retreats of the Great WhiteBrotherhood for tutoring in preparation for their next earthly embodiment.6Luke 10:1-17. For teahings on the two-by-two visitation program see Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Deember 29, 1976,\Behold, I Stand at the Door and Knok: 2 x 2 = 42," on 90-min. audioassette B7726; \Two-by-Two Visitation,"in Handbook for Ministering Servants. See also Lord Shiva, Marh 12, 1978, and El Morya, November 21, 1978, 1978PoW, Book I, vol. 21 no. 38, p. 200; p. 317 in hardbound volume; Kuan Yin, Deember 11, 1981, Lanello, Deember24, 1982, and El Morya, Deember 31, 1982, 1982 PoW, Book I, vol. 25 no. 1, pp. 8, 11, 14 n. 18; Book II, no. 68,pp. 616-17; no. 70, pp. 638-39.7In Buddhist tradition, Dipankara (literally \kindler of lights") is onsidered the �rst of twenty-four Buddhas whopreeded Gautama Buddha. He prophesied that the aseti Sumedha would beome the future Buddha Gautama. SeeGautama Buddha, Quietly Comes the Buddha, pp. 18-33; 1975 PoW, vol. 18 nos. 19 and 20, pp. 97-104; ElizabethClare Prophet, 1984 PoW, Book I, Introdution I, hardbound volume, p. 61; Book II, Introdution II, hardboundvolume, pp. 19-20, 52-53.8See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 1984 PoW, Book I, Introdution I, hardbound volume, pp. 20, 57, 60-62, 64.9virya [Sanskrit℄: variously translated as \vigor," \energy," \strength," \manliness," \zeal," \power," \diligene";one of the ten paramitas, or \perfet virtues," that one must pratie and perfet as a prerequisite to the attainmentof Bodhisattvahood. See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 1984 PoW, Book II, Introdution II, hardbound volume, pp. 3,5-8. 557



One loves, beloved, beause one knows.O the wondrous teahing of God! O how it does put all things in plae and engender peaefulness,ontentment, a sense of the owning of one's soul and of lose proximity to the Holy Christ Self.Beloved, having this teahing and [self-℄knowledge enables one to understand what one is laking.The �lling in of the blanks, the blank spaes of self-knowledge and of the Path, is your nightlywork in the etheri retreats of the Great White Brotherhood.10 And you an antiipate the missingipher as though you were working on a osmi jigsaw puzzle; [and℄ when that [singular℄ thought ofthe Mind of God omes �ltering through to the outer mind you know it is orret beause it �ts inall angles, like the missing piee in the jigsaw puzzle.You have magnetized it and you have known, as though by algebrai formula, that the missingpiee of knowledge must have thus and suh dimensions and qualities and weight and light; [byknowing what you know and sensing what you don't, you an predit the missing piee℄. By thatknowing, beloved, and by that onentration on that knowing, you are beginning to probe the higherotaves of the heaven-world, those planes to whih you asend when you have ful�lled all of the Lawin eah [lower℄ level.Why not, then, ask to be taken through eah of the levels of the etheri plane, beginning withthe very �rst, even as Jesus asked to be given the �rst steps at Luxor?11 As a hild reviewing hisABC's, why not stay and tarry in that �rst [level of℄ the etheri plane until you see [that you havemastered℄ all that is required in that [level℄? [Then℄ you may [be invited to℄ join Asended Masters,who teah helas [studying℄ between embodiments [in that �rst level℄, preparing them for their next[round of℄ servie [on earth℄.Thus you see, beloved, there are plaes to whih you may go in your �ner bodies, even in thishour, as you mesh with your Holy Christ Self, where you may appear as advaned students and evenadepts to those unasended lifestreams of earth who have had no training whatsoever on the Path. Itis well to understand this, beloved, for it does give you enouragement as in eah suessive plane ofthe etheri otave the ourses beome more diÆult and require more preparation for you to masterand [thus℄ rise to the level of teaher [on℄ that [plane℄.These are goals, beloved, that are attainable. These are our goals for Summit University [students℄,for our sta� [and℄ for all Keepers of the Flame throughout the world. You an plae an emphasis onlearning [in your life if you will℄.I tell you, beloved, [when you ome to℄ my retreat you will �nd brothers and sisters of the GoldenRobe12 walking up and down the great halls, the ourtyards and the pathways with book in handreiting their prayers or going over the sriptural teahings of East and West. They review, beloved,what we have ditated through the Messengers, that whih is published and that whih is not; forwe do have a omplete library.And by studying [what has been given to students in embodiment in this entury℄, they ome tounderstand what Hierarhy pereives to be the needs of the Lightbearers of earth and [espeially of℄those desiring to enter in [to an earnest disipleship under the World Teahers℄. Thus they knowwhat they must know and what they must emphasize in their own study in order to be able to assistthose souls who ome our way every day for assistane and training and a further aeleration onthe Path.You see, beloved, to these brothers and sisters of the Golden Robe there are no idle thoughts orwords or moments or feelings; for they are looking straight to the goal of beoming Bodhisattvasunder Maitreya and rising to the twelfth plane. May you also know that the key to the Seond Ray10See vol. 32 no. 22, p. 250 n. 7.11See Serapis Bey, Dossier on the Asension, p. 33.12See vol. 32 no. 5, p. 39 n. 5; glossary in Saint Germain On Alhemy, p. 366.558



is the ontinual internalization of the Word and the Work, the Alpha, the Omega, of the CosmiChrist. It is the ontinual eating of the esh and drinking of the blood of the Son of God that [thesebrothers and sisters℄ might have life and more life and more life13 [in them℄ until by the proess ofassimilation they are all of that oneness in Christ.These earnest ones see the plight of those who are ignorant [of the fundamentals of the Law andthe Path℄ and [yet℄ are so often proud in the little bit of knowledge that they do have. And they seehow in time of trouble, in time of karma desending these souls do have not the keenness of mind[nor℄ the orderliness of the ompartments of the mind whereby they may draw upon profound truths,examples in the life of Maitreya and his students, the Psalms and even, beloved, the plays of FranisBaon [redited to William℄ Shakespeare. [Simply put,℄ there is a body of knowledge that must beassimilated for one to be onsidered an aomplished hela on the Seond Ray.On earth you �nd the bombardment of the mind by this anti-knowledge, this anti-wisdom omingthrough the television, whih devours the hours and the Light and the energy of an entire ivilizationand lifewave, giving them nothing! - not an iota of self-awareness in God or the faintest idea of howto attain it or even the understanding that this is the goal of life and the reason for being.To ounterat the mass onsiousness that is onveyed eletronially on the planet, these devoteesseek to expand the mind and the rown hakra, to feel the burning [in℄ the rown by the raising ofthe sared �re [and℄ to hold that Light in the heart as a mighty halie of Love that an rise andpulsate and transmit to a world by the heart and the rown hakra what is the wisdom of God.What is \The Wisdom of God"? A mighty book lost;14 yet it was read by Jesus and knownby him. \The Wisdom of God" has been written down by Enoh and other great ones who havelived at Shamballa, both on the physial [plane℄ and in the etheri otave, to whih the retreat waswithdrawn. The great sage Manjushri, who serves with Maitreya, is one to whom you an appeal,in addition to ourselves, for the expanding of the apaity of the mind to retain the wisdom of Godand to apply it in the hour of greatest need.If you know nothing and the mind is abby and you do not read and study, I tell you, beloved,you will have nothing to fall bak upon when the Tempter omes. As Jesus quoted sripture to Satanand as Job was well versed in the promises of God and in the path of initiation,15 so both of thesesons passed their tests.And of ourse, beloved, all who are in heaven have passed their tests; for they knew how torebuke the fallen ones by the reitation of the Law. As advoates before the bar, standing at the linewhere Light and Darkness meet, they did extriate themselves by the reitation of the Law, whihonfounded the fallen ones whereby they had nothing more to say before suh a lear understandingof the laws governing the protetion and the perfetionment of the soul on her homeward ourse.Meditating upon the law of God, therefore, and loving the law of God with all your heart and souland mind,16 this, my beloved, is the key to bringing forth awarenesses and memories and insightsand even our ounseling, [whih we have given along with varied℄ experienes in our retreats in theetheri otave.13John 6:53-56; Mark L. Prophet and Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Lost Teahings of Jesus I, pp. 116-18, 199;Mark L. Prophet, Cosmi Consiousness, pp. 190-92.14In Luke 11:49 Jesus denounes the lawyers saying, \Therefore also said the wisdom of God, I will send themprophets and apostles, and some of them they shall slay and perseute." S. MaLean Gilmour, in his exegesis on Lukein The Interpreter's Bible (8:218), writes that \The Wisdom of God" is \possibly some lost Jewish aporyphal bookfrom whih the quotation [in Luke 11:49℄ is taken."15Matt. 4:1-11; Luke 4:1-13; Job 2:9, 10; 9; 12:9-25; 13:15, 16; 16:19, 20; 19:25-29; 21:17-22; 23:10-17; 42:1-6.During the Thanksgiving Day servie, November 23, 1989, the Messenger read Job 1-3 and gave teahing on the pathof initiation illustrated in the story of Job. She explained that God tests the mettle of one's harater, often using thefallen ones (Satan in Job's ase) as the instrument of his testing. Although Job experiened all manner of loss andalamity, he did not impute to the LORD his misfortunes but ontinued to praise God, thereby passing this test.16Deut. 6:5; 11:1; Matt. 22:37; Mark 12:30; Luke 10:27.559



Beloved, I have personally ounseled all of you in reent months, every Keeper of the Flame, everystudent of the Asended Masters who does study the Pearls of Wisdom or who has alled to us forhelp. I have had lengthy sessions with every one of you and therefore some have remembered. Othershave had the input of the Messenger to trigger the formulas that I have plaed in the mind, andsuddenly the awareness has ome and the density of a deade or a entury has been piered! Andyou have seen, lo, the plight of the soul in its ignorane and oneit and you have said, \I will havenone of it! I will move on. I will not be triked."Blessed ones, in the terms in whih you have ommuniated your self-disoveries in your onfessionletters, there is muh evidene that you have studied the Law and the Teahing and that you an beginto see yourself and analyze yourself against the bakdrop of the teahing that you have assimilatedand by the very power of your deree momentum. That deree momentum does provide to you graeand the graiousness of God that through his emissaries does often supply you with illumination thatyou have not yet aquired on your own.So, my beloved, the grae of the will of God be upon you! The piering Light of the dawn ofillumination of your selfhood below and above be upon you. And the all-su�using Love-radiane ofall of us who have ahieved that union, that synthesis of the self in God, enfold you now.I pray that on the morrow you shall use one of Saint Germain's Heart Meditations.17 For whatis always needful, beloved, is that the warriors of the spirit who invoke the blue lightning of God indefense of their planetary systems withdraw to the seret hamber of the heart to reap the rewardof their vitories on the battle�eld, and yours are many.And that reward, beloved, is an expanded threefold ame; for you do forge portions of your God-identity in the servie you render in this ourt of King Arthur. Know, then, that as an advoate inyour behalf before the Trinity I have ome to tell you that you have earned the expansion and thebalaning of the threefold ame in ertain measure. But you must laim it! You must enter intoadoration's spiral.Beloved hearts, I will tell you the ure for unneessary hatter. It is the meditation on Love thatleaves one in the unspeakable joy, truly the speehlessness one has before the angels of Love as theysurround one, as they ome from the Maha Chohan.O let us take our mantras of Love, for they arry you within to the heart of hearts of your ChristSelf. You are not so far removed from ongrueny with the heart of your Holy Christ Self [at timesfor℄ moments and [now and then for℄ extended periods. Only [your℄ attention [direted from your℄heart [hakra here℄ below to the heart of Christ and the heart of your I AM Presene [will allow℄ the�lling of the up [with℄ the warmth of Love and a osmos so vast - [a up℄ �lled with beings of God,extensions of the Creator in the Great Central Sun that sustain that Love and in it all universes.Only Love an sustain a physial osmos, beloved. Only Love an prevent personal and planetaryatalysm. Only Love an bring forth the wonders of reation. Love, then, enables us to �nd thewithin, to ontemplate all of this [in the within, thene℄ to extend ourselves into this universalreation. Meditate on a star and be there. By the Love in your heart you an be. This is thesubstane of God that you an touh. Every tree and plant and the harvest that you have brought,this is tangible Love.Know, then, beloved, that into the presene of this Love omes the very projetion of Death andHell against your soul. And when you are in the imperfeted state all of these things assail you, [andnot℄ until you beome perfeted [do they ease℄. If you do not read about Gautama Buddha and JesusChrist and all that was hurled against them by the sinister fore,18 then you may beome burdenedby a sense of guilt at the [seeming℄ �lthiness of your own onsiousness and [you may℄ aept the lieof the fallen ones [that enters the mind through aggressive mental suggestion, seemingly your own17See vol. 32 no. 52, p. 682 n. 7.18The temptations of Gautama, Jesus and the hela. See vol. 32 no. 30, pp. 431-45.560



human reason,℄ that you are a miserable reature and an never rise.Be up and doing, beloved, and remember what the saints have passed through, what you havepassed through. Do not aept the projetions of the misuses of the sared �re in any of your hakrasas originating in yourself; for though you may have ertain vulnerabilities in the untransmuted self,the overwhelming momentum omes out of the pits of Death and Hell and from the fallen ones thatare sent to attak you.You are in the midst of your trials and temptations. You are in the midst of having these serpentsome before you with their aggressive mental suggestion. If you wait for them to appear, as [it sooften happens℄ in the narratives of sriptures, beloved, you will miss them; for they will have alreadyovertaken you. They are there, beloved, and when you reah the heights of Love they will shout theirprofanities and their blasphemies and [projet their obsenities℄ before you [to℄ manipulate, if theyould, [not only your souls but℄ your very bodies.Be the vitors, beloved, one and for all. Do not stand for it! Shout to the full apaity of yourlungs to Almighty God! And shout the all for the binding of these fallen ones. I tell you, beloved,the �ght must be fought. The battle must be won. It must be engaged!If you are too spread, \too yin," as they say, you will attenuate the battle for enturies and neverget on with fousing the �re of the rystal of the heart. Those who would be the spiritual vitorsmust �nd that quality of the spirit that is alled \yang" and remain on that side of the spetrum. Itis dangerous to allow yourself to ontain the full yinness of the Divine Mother while you are yet intime and spae and not perfeted; for you leave yourself open.Thus, have the spiritual �re and the sternness that you see in the Asended Masters and keepyourselves poised to bind whatever may ome aross your path to attak the mind, to ompromiseyour honor, or to take you down into those depths of despair and self-belittlement. Enough of this,beloved! You have the ability, the teahing, and the way to onquer.Therefore, I invite you to Kashmir. I invite you to the temple of the [Order of the℄ Brothers andSisters of the Golden Robe. I desire to see you beome as Franisan monks and the sisters of Clarein meditation upon the Word of God and his Law day and night19 so that [you will develop℄ thesteel-like mind [that℄ nothing an enter. Therefore you will not be defeated.Blessed ones, think about the baksliding, the mistakes and the failures. Did they not begin withan idea that entered the mind that was not of God, yet an idea that tantalized you, entraned you?And by reason of arnal logi and ignorane you followed it. There are traps laid for every type ofonsiousness and mind. The one who is entered in the sared �re will not be set aside by any.Know the Law. Know the Word. Build a halie of the Seond Ray for your ompassionate heart.Resolve to pass your tests and do not weary in this intensity of the spirit. By it we have all won ourvitory. There is no other way.But I tell you, beloved, this way is more than fun, it is joy. More than human frivolousness, it isjoy! It is unending joy, not in the giddiness of the yinness of folly itself but in the supreme preseneof owning oneself. This is the laughter of God and not of mere mortals at play.I AM Kuthumi and my joy in seeing you is full. I seal you this night. I touh the rown hakra.I bid you return on the morrow to laim the reward of the expanded threefold ame, to ful�ll yourlabors, and to welome the glorious Elohim Cylopea.With Jesus I am with you as you go forth two by two this night. May you witness to the enemiesof the Light and to the friends of the Light, to those you have not seen in enturies. May you havethe satisfation of knowing that you have spoken to and given the Law to all you have ever knownon this planet and therefore satis�ed your longing to give what you have to others.19Josh. 1:8; Ps. 1:2. 561



You will learn at the beginning how muh you do not know. You will return from a night's workto study more, to answer and to be able to answer all of the questions posed. Thus you will havea greater need for knowledge by seeing the needs of others who listen to your testimony. And whenthe fallen ones listen, beloved, they will ome as sophists with their logi to poke holes in yourstatements. You will ome bak to study that you might have an answer for every serpentine lie,every [stratagem℄ of Darkness.I AM Kuthumi and I AM with you always, even unto the end of the age of Pises.This ditation by Kuthumi was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet at the onlusion of the Saturday evening servie, November 25, 1989,during the �ve-day onferene A Thanksgiving Retreat held at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County,Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added bythe Messenger under Kuthumi's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notesPoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.
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Chapter 62Beloved Cylopea with Virginia -Deember 17, 1989Vol. 32 No. 62 - Beloved Cylopea with Virginia - Deember 17, 1989A Thanksgiving RetreatIIIThe Plaing of the Capstone on the Pyramid of the United States of AmeriaThe Convergene of Heaven and EarthHail, O Light of the All-Seeing Eye of God! I am in the physial form of my Messenger and helas,and therefore the long-awaited event of my oming is here. And I am grateful for the wait, for inthis hour I may bring an extraordinary weight of Light.For by the momentum [of your servie to this hour℄ and the [timing of the℄ moment, we may seeheaven and earth meet in an extraordinary way, beloved. You have heard these words before, butI say to you, the onvergene of heaven and earth in this hour is truly in the apstone that I nowplae on the pyramid of the United States of Ameria at the etheri otave. [16-seond applause℄O the wonders of the Love of the Chela unasended and the Guru asended! O the wonders ofthe Love of heaven and earth! It is a Love story, beloved. For it has been the great desiring ofthose above to visit those below in this tangible way[ - through the real \harmoni onvergene": themeeting of souls asended and unasended in the Eye of the apstone℄! And it is truly the desiringof those below to enter in to the hearts of the saints robed in white, the numberless numbers whogather round the throne of the Lamb and even those who are beneath the altar of God awaiting thevitory of the saints in embodiment.1 [And their God-Harmony is found in their unity of pereptionand their singleness of purpose.℄Blessed ones, I unveil to you the true meaning of the All-Seeing Eye in the apstone. It is the plaewhere those dwelling in the unasended state do meet those who ome from the asended otaves oretheri planes. It is the designated plae, beloved. And thus Ameria is the designated plae for thisonvergene whereby there is no longer separation in the Mystial Body of God.Beloved, the umulative e�et of all that has gone before in your sustaining of the momentum [ofLight℄ in these prayer vigils and these labors [for the LORD℄ has brought [us to the℄ moment whenthe remnant of Lightbearers above and below ould have that long-desired ommunion and thatunion. And so the prophey of old and the writing in the great Book of the Law is this: not untilthose below ould reah that etheri level and that vibration (for heaven annot desend any lower,beloved) ould there ome about the plaing of the apstone on the pyramid of this ivilization.1Rev. 6:9-11; 7:9-17. 563



Blessed ones, it almost did not take plae! And this event is that whih has been opposed sinethe ineption of The Summit Lighthouse. For from the moment when the hela did meet the Guru,when Mark Prophet did meet El Morya, step-by-step that Messenger asending the spiral stairasedid narrow the distane between those above and those below. And with eah Pearl ditation taken,transribed and printed, there did our in the lives of the reipients that loser proximity, thatapproximation, even if for seonds, to those otaves of Light.Blessed ones, this is why we deem so important the publishing of the early Ashram Notes and thePearls of Wisdom. For on [the foundation of℄ these teahings and in the footprints [of the Messengerwho did℄ walk through them does rest that initial vibration whereby I did send forth the ray of myAll-Seeing Eye of God to provide a beaon in the physial otave by whih the Lightbearer ouldasend to that plae of [the apstone in℄ the Great Pyramid.Thus, you see, that highway of our God and that asent, even within the shaft of light, is aspiral. And the blessed Mark did pioneer the way. Wherever he did walk, beloved, his footprintswere the original ones in the sand and in the snow; and eah and every one of you yling upward[to the apstone℄ has plaed your footprint in his. Blessed hearts, this is the aomplishment - thisuni�ation of heaven and earth [in the apstone℄ that has ome about - that an make the di�erenein whether or not Saint Germain shall have his golden age of Aquarius.And let us also praise the name of Miah, the Angel of Unity,2 who has made it his mission sinethe very start [of \projet Ameria"℄ to unite that heaven and earth. So unity is a powerful ameand that ame does enable the full power of the faith of Arhangel Mihael to ome into form.Blessed ones, therefore let us understand that the plaing of the apstone [on the pyramid of theUnited States of Ameria℄ is the sign that in the etheri otave the remnant of Lightbearers haveset the matrix for what that golden-age ivilization an and ought to be. And those Lightbearersinlude the Asended Masters, the Darjeeling Counil of the Great White Brotherhood, the saintswho are asending from the etheri otave and even lifestreams from other solar systems.Blessed ones, we hold dear the great ommitment of Saint Germain, God of Freedom to the earth.We hold dear the great ommitment of beloved Portia. And we see that in the days ahead youan strengthen, through their twin ames, this oneness [of asended and unasended beings in theapstone℄. Beloved, [to maintain the ahievement of this oneness℄ does require the daily registering[of the highest vibration on the part℄ of a ertain number of souls of Light who, in their meditationsand their dynami derees, their very auras and their sustained onsiousness of Love and Love andLove, [will be able to℄ reah [the fous of my All-Seeing Eye on the etheri℄ plane.Thus, in your body temple, beloved, let the Light of the Divine Mother [raise up the soul℄. Let itraise up the soul, and let [the soul, fully enveloped in that Light,℄ rise to that point of the All-SeeingEye of God. For when the Light does quiken this third-eye hakra, then the soul is awakened, thenthe soul truly has awareness; [and then the soul begins her asent within the pyramid of self℄. Butyou have taken on that awareness in inrements, ditation by ditation, Pearl by Pearl, deree byderee; [therefore you are also the asending ones℄.Blessed ones, this stepping up of the vibration of the soul of Light from the point of the seat-2Miah, Angel of Unity, appeared in George Washington's vision of three great perils that would ome upon thenation - the Revolutionary War, the War between the States, and a third world onit. Aording to AnthonySherman's aount, in Washington's vision of the seond peril he saw the inhabitants of Ameria battling eah other.Then an angel, wearing a rown on whih shone the word Union, plaed the Amerian ag between the divided nationand said, \Remember ye are brethren!" Instantly the inhabitants ast down their weapons and united one morearound the ag. In Washington's vision of the third peril, in whih the whole ountry was devastated by vast armies,the same angel desended from heaven with a legion of \white spirits"; he bore the ag in one hand and a sword inthe other. The inhabitants of the ountry, enouraged and strengthened, went on to win their battle. The Angel ofUnity planted the ag in the midst of the vitorious people and prolaimed: \While the stars remain, and the heavenssend down dew upon the earth, so long shall the Union last." See Saint Germain On Alhemy, pp. 142-51, or TheGreat White Brotherhood in the Culture, History and Religion of Ameria, pp. 118-23.564



of-the-soul hakra to the point of the third eye, that the soul might be able to sustain the Christpresene at that level of the etheri otave, omes only after lifetimes of direting [one's energy andattention℄ upward to God in Love. It is the quality of the heart that an sustain the attention atthis level. It is the quality of Love that magnetizes the Wisdom and the Power. Thus, only those ofprofound devotion to God do beome the omponents of the apstone, whom I have been drawingto the Inner Retreat for some years now sine my ditation on that subjet.3Blessed hearts, know the wonders of Love, and know what wonders have been brought forth byyour dediation. If you desire to ontinue in your labors [for the LORD℄ in [the arresting of the spiralsof Darkness in℄ the Soviet Union and of the support [of World Communism by℄ Western apitalistsand bankers, I say to you, we an provide the labors night after night. It is up to you.But I wish to express to you just how muh [your takling of these labors℄ means to beloved ElMorya and to the Darjeeling Counil of the Great White Brotherhood. For you see, beloved, ElMorya does have his plan in hand, whih he has worked on for deades, [for God-government in℄the golden-age ivilization [envisioned by the Darjeeling Counil℄. It is a plan for the nations andfor every nation upon earth as to how they shall evolve to that plae [of partiipation from theChrist level℄. And this plan truly depends on the ful�llment of the all and the alling of GautamaBuddha for true eduation and a urriulum that does over the hild's development from birth to[full maturity at℄ age thirty-three.4Blessed hearts, upon the foundation of your teahing the souls of Light whom we may soon sendyou - as you are establishing that urriulum and as you are showing yourselves able to transmit[human and divine knowledge℄ in Love - those other souls of Light [who are apable of transmittingthe torh for a golden age of Aquarius℄ may also ome into embodiment. And those souls of Lightwho have the karmi ties to all nations may begin to bring in that ulture of the Divine Mother [andto restore℄ that ulture of the Motherland.5Therefore, although El Morya would not tell you just how muh [these labors℄ mean to him, hedoes know that in this hour [your prayer vigils are℄ putting the brake on those who have amped inthe Soviet Union. Not only [have they reinarnated℄ out of Death and Hell, the astral plane of thisplanetary body, but [they have also ome℄ as aliens [in their spaeraft℄, intermingling with Sovietsoiety. And they have ome for one purpose: to destroy the United States of Ameria as that PlaePrepared where heaven and earth should meet.But, beloved, they have not met their timetable! They have not prevented [this plaing of theapstone on the pyramid of Ameria℄! And therefore any holoaust or war that they should stagewill not have been in time to prevent this manifestation!Now I say, let [this vitory of the Divine Union of heaven and earth℄ be sustained by all who havea realisti omprehension of just what [level of℄ dynami derees it takes to sustain the mind andthe heart in this etheri otave of the lear vision, the immaulate vision of the Blessed Mother. Bytransmutation and violet ame saturation pressing down into the eletroni belt, [i.e., the subon-sious,℄ beloved, there is the natural rising of the Light that arries the soul aloft to the apstone.[And The Summit Lighthouse beaon ever lights the way for the wayfarer who must make his waythrough the astral plane.℄But every ditation on the Only Mark albums6 from the beginning to the end [is a \land-Mark"℄3The omponents of the apstone. Cylopea, Marh 23 and 30, 1980, 1980 PoW, Book I, vol. 23 no. 13, pp. 71-74.See also 1980 PoW, Book I, no. 34, p. 217; 1986 PoW, Book II, vol. 29 no. 46, pp. 425-26; 1988 PoW, Book I, vol.31 no. 9, p. 97; no. 43, p. 343; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 32, p. 469.4See vol. 32 no. 48, pp. 630, 631, 632, 633, 635-36.5\The Motherland" is a term used to refer to Lemuria, or Mu, the lost ontinent that one existed where the Pai�Oean now is.6See vol. 32 no. 23, p. 257 n. 10. In his ditation given May 31, 1984, in the Heart of the Inner Retreat, Jesusannouned the release of the Only Mark audioassette series: \We have harged the Messenger to release all of the565



representing a single footstep of your beloved Mark learing this pathway [for your souls to reahthe All-Seeing Eye of God℄. And, beloved hearts, [believe me,℄ he did meet muh opposition, muhadversity in that limb. He was the lone pioneer. And all who have followed after him have beenable to arrive at that plae [of the third eye℄.And do you know, beloved, when you ome to that plae of the apstone, there you �nd yourbeloved Lanello, your beloved El Morya and so many of the Light greeting you and weloming you.For you have arrived there not beause you were arried by angels but beause of the quantity ofLight you have invoked and beause of your deree momentum.Let those who think that they have not partiipated suÆiently in this exerise to warrant thisattainment know that by the momentum of Community you nevertheless share in this vitory. Andif you desire to make it fully your own by your own God Self-mastery, well then I say, you an followin the footsteps of others [who have followed in the footsteps of Lanello before you℄. And when allother [physial℄ preparations have been made [that were alled for by Saint Germain℄ you will haveyour turn to ome to the ourt, to ome to your plaes of servie and to �ll in the gaps of your ownderee appliation.There is more than one way to the apstone, beloved, and the builders have found that that waydoes ome to them also. Therefore you are builders. And we build a new ivilization from the withinout. We build from the Retreat of the Divine Mother. We build from that etheri retreat [positionedover the Royal Teton Ranh℄ beause in this hour you �nd that you are entering there, [your soullothed in your etheri body,℄ by the wings of Light that you have invoked, by the momentum ofyour upward movement.The Lord Sanat Kumara is pleased. And yet, beloved, I also tell you that the e�ort made is theminimum requirement for this [plaing of the apstone℄. Thus, we would desire to see you meet themaximum requirement that there might be some [reserve momentum℄ when on ertain days you arenot able to fully sustain that line of ontat and that line of energy ow [with the All-Seeing Eyeof God℄. Blessed ones, many onditions an hange beause of this; and that lear passageway fromthe physial otave to the heaven-world [at the Inner Retreat℄ an be kept open.All of the Elohim rejoie in the reation of the rystal halie in the Heart.7 And now youunderstand how that rystal halie has taken another form in the Heart to be the stupa for theresidene of body and soul, [from whih Maitreya and Morya's sta� may℄ fae that whih may omeupon the planetary body. Blessed hearts, [the same tehnique you applied℄ by the resurretion amein your building [on the etheri plane℄ of that halie, [whih extends from the Heart of the InnerRetreat and embraes otaves of Light,℄ an be applied in this hour, as the resurretion ame maybe used by you to sustain this ontat [with the Eye in the apstone℄.I tell you, beloved ones, there is great rejoiing in heaven in this hour that this [plaing of theapstone on the pyramid of Ameria℄ has been sealed!Sine you have understood the meaning of the November dates of the thirteenth and the twenty-sixth, you an understand that had there not been the mighty deree e�ort that has gone forth sineFebruary 13, 1988,8 we might be witnessing here this evening an entirely di�erent senario and anditations ever given by Mark Prophet that you might mount the stairway of his mantle, of his many inarnations inthe exempli�ation of the God ame of Maitreya and myself, that you may enter the oil of the asension ame withhim in every ditation and in the Causal Body of every Asended Master who has ever ditated through him" (1984PoW, Book I, vol. 27 no. 36, p. 318).7See vol. 32 no. 8, p. 104 n. 18.8Prior to Cylopea's ditation the Messenger delivered the leture \The Astrology of the United States and theSoviet Union: Putting the Brakes on the Propheies of Nulear War and Eonomi Collapse" in whih she interpretedthe astrologial on�gurations of November 13, 1989, a portent of major debt liquidation in the U.S., and November26, 1989, an indiator of possible war between the two superpowers or other onditions nearly as severe as war (seevol. 32 no. 57, pp. 725-44). In her leture \Saint Germain On Prophey from 1988 through the 1990s - the Astrologyof World Karma," given February 13, 1988, the Messenger also analyzed these and other on�gurations, inluding the566



alternate ourse in world events.I tell you, beloved, this is the hour of mitigation, and the mitigation does ome in the settingbak of the timetables. It does not ome in the averting of alamity; for there is too muh personaland planetary karma involved that must be expiated and [there is℄ the neessity for the judgmentof the fallen ones. It is hard to imagine that these things will ome to pass without some upheaval[in soiety℄, some disturbane [in the earth℄, some of the manifestations that have been prophesied.Nevertheless, even the postponement does give day and hour and opportunity! And see what wehave done with it this day! See what the Lord, with your hearts, has wrought!I AM Cylopea with Virginia, and my eye is only upon the All-Seeing Eye of God and only uponthe apstone. May you walk about in the days ahead thinking upon this (until you may fairly ahein your third-eye hakra!), seeing the Eye in the apstone, seeing the pyramid of this Amerianivilization, seeing yourselves as holding, truly, that immaulate matrix for the return of the mightyeagle of Sirius, for the return of those [elements of past golden ages℄, even at the [level of the℄ etheriotave. For beause that otave is united to the physial through that apstone, it an [one again℄begin to be lowered into the physial. And beause you are in physial embodiment and may bringothers into embodiment, there is hope.Hope is the ame of �re, even asension's ame in the heart of this pyramid. For as the resurretioname is a part of pyramids, so the pyramid of this ivilization does have within it the asension amebeause, beloved, it is Ameria's destiny and the destiny of her people to asend to the heart of Godand to do so through this very passageway through the All-Seeing Eye.I AM Cylopea! And I AM well pleased. I desire to see other Lightbearers ut free who ouldlighten your burden and strengthen your ranks. I desire to see it, beloved. And I ommit to you thatI shall use the maximum that the Great Law will allow me to use of your daily Cylopeas9 to feththem to your hearts, to seal them where they are, to protet them.Let the Divine Mother arry you and them in her arms. Let this moment and this hour be foryour meditation in the heart hakra; for the heart hakra is the springboard to the vitory of theEye of God.I desire to return to see what you shall have aomplished with Saint Germain's Heart Meditations,that I might �nd those omponents of my apstone having the greater apaity to hold the Light ofvision for a people blinded by their own lusts, their own self-deeptions and their own mourning forthe loss of the Christ that they have never known.In the words of Pelleur spoken long ago I say:You are our hope! You are our hope! You are our hope, beloved.10 And hope shines brightly inasension's ame for thee, for thee this night.Manjushri and Maitreya, keep them till I return. In the name of the World Mother, I have ome.In her name I shall return.This ditation was delivered at the onlusion of the November 26, 1989 Sunday evening servieheld at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana.\Prophey for the 1990s III," May 21, 1989 (see vol. 32 no. 32, p. 472 n. 8); 1989 PoW.February 1988 onjuntion of Neptune, Saturn, Uranus and Mars in Capriorn, whih marked the starting point of aperiod of potential upheaval and hange on the planet. She gave teahings on the mitigation of untoward propheythrough Divine Intervention and the siene of the spoken Word and alled for Keepers of the Flame worldwide toinvoke the violet ame for the transmutation of negative planetary karma.For the Messenger's letures on prophey through astrology see:9Deree 50.05. See vol. 32 no. 60, pp. 776 n. 28; no. 61, p. 788.10On July 4, 1965, Pelleur, hierarh of the gnomes, said, \As I leave you tonight may I say to you that you and menlike you are our hope. You are our hope! You are our hope, even as we are yours."567



\A Prophey of Karma as Seen in the Signs of the Skies 1988-1989," August 24, 1988, 2 audio-assettes, A88131; 2 videoassettes, GP88083.\The Astrology of Canada's Destiny," April 16, 1988, 3 audioassettes, A88064; \Prophey forthe 1990s I," 1988 PoW, Book I, hardbound volume, pp. 1-91.\Saint Germain On Prophey from 1988 through the 1990s - the Astrology of World Karma,"February 13, 1988, 3 audioassettes, A88024; 2 videoassettes, GP88019; \Prophey for the 1990sII," 1988 PoW, Book II, hardbound volume, pp. 1-123.\Hallowe'en Prophey 1987," Otober 31, 1987, 3 audioassettes, A87079; 2 videoassettes, GP87063;also in three 1-hr. able TV shows for home use: \Prophey: The Astrology of World Karma,"HL87010; \On the Eonomy - The Four Horsemen of the Apoalypse," HL87011; \Fatima andMedjugorje," HL87012.
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Chapter 63Beloved Lanello - Deember 24, 1989Vol. 32 No. 63 - Beloved Lanello - Deember 24, 1989The Tests of the Uses of God-PowerGod Has Made It Possible for You to WinLanello's Birthday Address 1989The night is still in the seret hamber of the heart but a andle burns brightly - the andle ofthe threefold ame.I AM Lanello, ome in this hour to extend my heart of omfort, of truth, and the abiding preseneof the enlightened ones. I ome to insert my andle glow, to attah it to your own to magnify theLord [within you℄.I ome, then, at year's end and birth's beginnings, as I was blessed in my �nal inarnation to besponsored by the hierarhy of Capriorn and to reeive through and through the initiations that thathierarhy would aord me through the Great Divine Diretor.May you therefore know, beloved ones, that I have gone before you and I have submitted to thetests of the uses of God-Power. And I have served long to attain that God-mastery of the blue-ameross of the Cosmi Clok that I might ome as your forerunner, hiseling away at the rok ongealedfrom the misuses of power in all the ardinal points.1May you know, beloved, that those who determine to gain that attainment on the First Ray withEl Morya are given maximum tests whereby they might prove again and again that no matter whatthe power that is o�ered to them on eah of these ardinal points, they shall never take it as apersonal adornment nor use it for personal things of pleasure, for ontrol of others, for manipulationor [in℄ any other abuses whatsoever.These tests are ongoing for lifetimes. Those who ful�ll them are truly given extraordinary poweras Jesus was. In the �nal hours onluding his Palestinian mission, he did say, \All power is givenunto me in heaven and in earth."2The powers of the otaves, beloved, are therefore in the right hand of those who hoose to submitthemselves in absolute humility before the Power of God, the Harmony of God, the Reality of God1The blue ross of the Cosmi Clok is formed by the 12/6 and 3/9 axes. The God-qualities and perversions of theselines are: Capriorn, 12 o'lok, God-quality: God-Power; perversion: ritiism, ondemnation and judgment, etheriali�ation and blak magi. Caner, 6 o'lok, God-quality: God-Harmony; perversion: self-pity, self-justi�ationand indeision, emotional instability, all misuses of the sared �re and perversions of the Mother Flame. Aries, 3o'lok, God-quality: God-Control; perversion: oneit, deeit, ego and mental arrogane. Libra, 9 o'lok, God-quality: God-Reality; perversion: dishonesty, intrigue, treahery, physial self-preservation and idolatry.2Matt. 28:18. 569



and the absolute God-Control of God. Therefore the byword of these [is℄ \Man an do nothing ofhimself. I of mine own self an do nothing."3 This you aÆrm with Herules and Amazonia as theydo aÆrm it, knowing full well that they have the full power of Elohim of the First Ray.All the way bak to beloved Alpha and Omega those who are aorded the grae of God's powerontinually aÆrm, \I of mine own self an do nothing. It is the Father in me who doeth the work. Imust work the works of him that sent me. My Father worketh hitherto and I work."4Considering the perpetual motion5 of the Buddhas and the Bodhisattvas, you may understandthat this ahievement lays a foundation whereby the soul might leap and �nd the springboard toeternal servie and a mighty interession.Do you not think, beloved ones, that the legions of the First Ray, whether of the elementalkingdom unto Elohim, whether the Sons of God or the angeli hosts, do not enjoy [performing℄ amighty servie and intereding and being the Cosmi Helper? These have given their all that theymight have a reservoir of power so needed in these hours when the fores of Light must meet theonglomerate of the anti-Power of the fallen ones and all [the energy℄ they have amassed [from℄ theevolutions who have not the ontrol of the uses of their energy.Thus, beloved, it took Herules, yea, Herules and more, to defeat these fallen ones in this hour.And therefore all hosts of Light bow before the humility of this Great One who does ome, havingamassed [the℄ power [of the Almighty℄, as the absolute servant of the Most High God.Understand, beloved, that I speak of this beause there is a disease of the abuse of power notonly among the fallen ones of the earth but [also℄ among some of the twelve tribes, even the hildrenof the Light. And they have gone and followed the false teahers and [they have℄ sought to imitatethem; and thus they have taken to themselves that lust [of the fallen ones, who lust℄ after power andafter ontrol [in order to℄ ommand the fores of the [Divine℄ Mother [and the℄ power [of her℄ sared�re [so they an℄ use these in [rituals of℄ blak magi [to manipulate℄ others.Therefore, beloved, you will understand that often we see, even in the new hela, that there aresome who quikly have a sense of pride [and℄ well-being that [through the ontat of the Messenger℄they now have [in the siene of the spoken Word℄ power [to℄ manipulate energy, [even God's energy℄!And [therefore℄ they [think they℄ may do what they will with the Light that omes from the altar- whether it be [in℄ wanton disregard for the aring for the Light, [as they are apable of engagingin℄ disord and inharmony [within minutes of leaving a servie,℄ or whether it be [in℄ the subtletiesof the psyhologial manipulations that ome [through℄ the abuses of God-Control [or℄ whether it be[in℄ the weaving of a life of omplete unreality or whether it be simply the misuse of power as poweritself in industry, in money [matters℄, in soiety, in ivilization.Blessed ones, it is neessary to see that power is not an end in itself but a means to an end, [andthat end is℄ the liberation of the Lightbearers of a osmos!Let the hildren of the Light and the sons and daughters of God ome of age, then. And let themreognize that any time [helas have℄ aess to power, the test [of the uses and misuses of power℄ isat hand. This is the test of First-Ray Masters, Buddhas of the First Ray - Buddhas whose bluenessdoes �ll a universe, as their auri emanation is in absolute obeisane to the Divine Mother in herFirst Ray powers.You will see, then, beloved ones, that when God does entrust you with a mandate of energy,not only does he expet that energy bak but [he expets it bak℄ multiplied by the power of ten.6Therefore see to it that you invest power in noble auses, that you reognize that your lifestream3John 5:19, 30; 8:28.4John 4:34; 5:17, 36; 9:4; 14:10.5See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Introdution II, \The Path of the Bodhisattva: The Historial Maitreya," in 1984PoW, Book II, hardbound volume, p. 8.6See vol. 32 no. 58, p. 756 n. 13. 570



itself has [been given℄ a quotient of power for a lifetime. And the younger you are, the more on�dentyou are that you will never lose this virility, this vigor, this momentum of being able to do anything[you will℄ anytime [you will℄.But, beloved ones, where there is the squandering of God's power in any form, it is not returned[to the one who misquali�ed it exept as negative karma for the abuse of power, whih arues in thebody as old age, disease and death℄. But where there is the use of power in the loving servie of the[Light and the℄ Lightbearers of the world, that power returns again and again [as the positive karmaof its right use (i.e., righteous use)℄ - to rejuvenate [lifestreams by the power of℄ the true AsendedMaster Youth that you see in the Holy Kumaras.And that power of youth [and youthfulness at any age omes from℄ the sared �re that doesreturn again and again [to the godly℄ beause it is onserated [by them℄ upon the altar of God forthe deliverane of life, for the healing of life, for the sowing of the good seed of the [Christ℄ teahingand the Christ onsiousness. Therefore, power used orretly multiplies and returns to the senderand multiplies and returns to the sender again [and again℄ eah time the sender does use it for theglory of the Lord [in the servie of his people on earth℄.Know, beloved ones, that one of the most important qualities of your bodhisattvahood is thequality of energy and strength and vigor within the body itself.7 And that [oiled℄ spring of energyenables you to ontrol the desire body, to ontrol the mind in servie to the King, to ontrol the vastmemory as the storehouse of God's resplendent power.Blessed ones, there does ome a time upon the earth, and it does draw nigh, when the fallen onesontemplate the ultimate misuse of power! Now understand why I speak. I speak to you, beloved,that you might reognize that in the fae of suh a serious threat as nulear war - [whih is uponmankind in this hour whether they know it or not and whih is℄ the ultimate abuse of the sared �re[in℄ the nuleus of the atom itself - you must math that abuse [with℄ the orret use of power.If you ould have seen Herules work with all his might for the binding of these arhdeeivers [onthe astral plane℄ this night, if you ould have seen the interession of the LORD God, you wouldknow that to be able to meet suh a manifestation at the hour when it is neessary for the deliveraneof the Lightbearers of an entire system, [for a servant of God℄ to have that power ready in hand -this, this, beloved, is the greatest grae [you ould hope for℄ and [it is℄ ause for you to have profoundgratitude [for Herules' preparedness to this hour of your need℄.Blessed ones, who is the most miserable among the Lightbearers? Is [it℄ not the one who, thoughhe has desended from God and knows he is a Lightbearer, has yet squandered his Light and hispower and therefore omes empty-handed when the battle begins and has no ability to diret Lightthrough the hakras for the turning bak and the mitigation of these events?Blessed ones, the fallen ones are relentless in their determination to wage war [against the asendingones℄. This is what they have purposed to do. Unfortunately, those stopgap measures that ouldhave been put in plae as defense systems, spoken of repeatedly by the Messenger and many others,8have not been put in plae and annot be put in plae [so as to be operable within℄ the timetablesthat have been set by the fallen ones. These are [the℄ onditions of the physial otave [that you aretherefore obliged to deal with insofar as they a�et you personally℄.You think we have not intereded. We have intereded mightily to inspire the leadership of theWest to do the things that have been advised from our levels and from the Darjeeling Counil and7See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, Introdution II, \The Path of the Bodhisattva: The Historial Maitreya," in 1984PoW, Book II, hardbound volume, pp. 3, 5-8.8Elizabeth Clare Prophet on the Strategi Defense of AmeriaFourth of July Address, Part III, \Sign That Doument! . . . for the Spiritual and Physial Defense of Ameria," July4, 1988, 1988 PoW, Book II, no. 71C, hardbound vollume, pp. 67-87, 90-112; 1989 PoW, vol. 32 no. 27, pp. 335-55,358-80. 571



spoken, even out of the heart of Saint Germain, through the Messenger. We have intereded to thefullest extent of the Law to gain the attention of any and all who would listen.Therefore I ome, even as I would aompany the wise men out of the East [on their journey topay homage℄ to the Christ Child. I attend your birth this night, beloved. I ome not only bearinggifts but also warning of [the intent of℄ Herod [to slay the Christ Child℄.9 For the Herod of thisday has determined to destroy by nulear war the Divine Manhild, [whose birth in the hearts of allGod's people℄ does represent the Seond Coming of Christ in millions upon this earth.Therefore, beloved, I tell you that the hour of [global℄ mitigation is past. You may understandthat protetion will be a�orded the Lightbearers. But it is also important for you to understandthat you must lok in to the eventuality, and to the aknowledgment of that eventuality, that war isa most present possibility and that [that℄ possibility is possible soon.Thus, we enourage you to be realisti in the physial otave, to mark the geographial areasabout whih you have been warned, suh as the oasts [of North Ameria℄,10 and to remember thatin the holy mountain of God there is a plae prepared [and℄ there is an opportunity for safety; andyou must exerise [your options℄ and no longer look the other way but beome from this hour forwardsupreme realists.Our mitigation measures an be taken, therefore, [only℄ on behalf of those who help themselves,those who follow the diretions we have [given℄ for many years. The mitigation fator an be forLightbearers in many quarters. But as far as the mitigation of the purposes of the fallen ones andtheir possibility of ful�lling their purposes, there is not muh more we an do, given the freewillhoies that not only the leadership but [also℄ the people of the West have made.Therefore, beloved hearts, it is the hour to take are of oneself [and℄ one's loved ones and to doso with a degree of [ertitude℄ in the realism that preparedness is the last and only key we have toavert suh a alamity of suh a massive abuse of power.There are many who have heard our words and many more who have believed what they haveseen on the television, who have onsidered that what the Messenger has said [does not have℄ anyrealism to it at all. Blessed ones, pray for them and pray to Cylopea that you might see and knowthat whih is on the drawing boards [of the \rulers of the darkness of this world"11℄. They havedetermined to make [their warfare against the Lightbearers℄ physial, beloved, and there is no onein the physial otave in this hour who has determined to stop them.Therefore I say to you, may you ast yourself on the Rok of Christ12 and ome into ongruenewith Maitreya and Manjushri to the right, to the left of the Buddha. May you ome into theintegration of the soul with God, laying all other things aside. For, beloved, your hope is in theLORD God, the Holy One [of God℄ himself. Your hope is in the LORD God Almighty.We who are about the business of the Father through the Great White Brotherhood have doneall that we an do. Therefore if there is to be a mirale, it must be between your soul and the heartof the In�nite One.I say, beloved, may you perform the mirale of the pratial response to preparedness [as℄ we have[advised you all along℄. May this be your key and your answer: [that you see to it℄ that you are out9Matt. 2:1-18.10For Asended Masters' warnings about the oasts of North Ameria and other geographial loations see Cylopea,February 8, 1988, Saint Germain, February 28, 1988, and Herules, Otober 10, 1988, 1988 PoW, Book I, vol. 31 no.16, pp. 143-44, 146 n. 1; no. 37, pp. 283, 288 n. 10; Book II, no. 80, pp. 623, 632 n. 9; Saint Germain, June 21,1987, and Nada, Otober 12, 1987, 1987 PoW, Book I, vol. 30 no. 25, pp. 254-55; no. 61, p. 526; Saint Germain,November 27, 1986, 1986 PoW, Book II, vol. 29 no. 75, p. 651; Justinius, April 6, 1985, 1985 PoW, Book I, vol. 28no. 22, pp. 287-88; Arhangel Mihael, April 11, 1982, 1982 PoW, Book I, vol. 25 no. 28, p. 289.11Eph. 6:12.12Matt. 21:42-44; Luke 20:17, 18. 572



of harm's way, that you are in the heart of the earth and that you are sealed; and therefore no plotof the sinister fore may ome nigh thy dwelling or thy plae prepared. This is the key, beloved.And when you have aomplished this, you will know the meaning of the birth of the Buddha onChristmas Eve.I speak to you simply, beloved, and my words sound on the risp winter night. They are absorbedby mountain and rok and sand. They are absorbed by the soul.I am speaking to the soul of every Lightbearer on earth! I am sounding the warning. And I amenfolding you in the fullness of my Christmas swaddling garment of Love.You are doing it. You are preparing. Simply keep on keeping on. We have interessory powers onbehalf of our helas but you must be ready, beloved. We will do all in our power to help you so longas you an ome to terms [with℄ the task at hand.Be diligent and make haste and do not fall into [thinking℄ that you have unlimited days and weeksand months, [that℄ we will ever be there to postpone the dates. It is not possible, beloved. Weannot [thus℄ interfere either with the karma of the fallen ones or with their �nal judgment or withthe karma of the hildren of the Light who have not heeded our word or with [the karma of℄ theLightbearers who have known better but have not done any better for that knowledge. There is akarma on all sides, beloved.We look to the future. We look to our Lightbearers getting beyond this period [in world history.We see you℄ surviving the turbulene [of the℄ physial otave and laying the foundations [for theNew Age℄. Let us be serious in our e�orts and in our days. [But℄ let our hearts be joyous [in theknowledge℄ that we are ful�lling the purposes of the Lord.I am your father always. I will not leave you, and I will not leave you in ignorane; nor [will I leaveyou to the wishful thinking of℄ your own minds, whih would sometimes like to think that things willsimply work out for the best. They will not work out for the best unless you work them out for thebest yourselves, beloved![The℄ expiation of planetary Darkness [one way or another℄ is the only way that Light an bepermanently ensoned on the planet. [Either the people turn their hearts to God and forsake theiruntoward ways while the Lightbearers invoke the violet ame and the interession of the LORD'shosts, or the karma of 25,800 years desends.13℄ As you have noted for many years, at every handwhere the Teahing is taught, the Light is brought [or℄ a Christed one is born, there is a mass outryand a movement against the e�ort, whether [it be℄ to introdue [the℄ true eduation [of the heart℄ ora path of Christhood or Bodhisattvahood.Blessed ones, the same powers that be that would stop the Teahings [of the Asended Masters℄from galvanizing a world to the vitory against the abuses of power by the fallen ones are determinedto have war, war at any prie. For their purpose is to see to it that never again shall there be anotherChristmas Eve in elebration of the birth of the Christ of Aquarius.Therefore, beloved, we are united with you as one to prove them wrong. We are here to stay. Ourfeet are �rmly planted in this ground. And we have that �re in the solar plexus that says, \I willnot be moved! I will survive to ful�ll my �ery destiny!" [Therefore℄ let that �re be translated intothe most pratial preparations. Let it be done with dispath!If you have any time left over at all apart from these preparations, beloved, may you be in thisourt at 6:15 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. By a onerted e�ort of your onerted presene,we an make light work of sending these [astral fores on their way℄ on time and ahead of time sothat they may not ompliate life or make matters more diÆult for the Lightbearers in the physialotave when they will have all they an do to deal with irumstanes. This is a mitigation fator,13See the Messenger's leture \Prophey for the 1990s," given May 21, 1989, in New York City (see vol. 32 no. 32,p. 472 n. 8). 573



beloved. It may not hange the ultimate outome but it will surely hange what burdens you may[or may not℄ bear.Therefore I open this ourt to the youth, to their families and parents, to those we see not sooften; and I ask you to return in support of my beloved. For this is a physial work and the physialsword must be wielded. And it is a heavy sword, beloved.I ask you to support this e�ort. For when she does not ome and I do not wield that sword, myhand over her hand, I an tell you it takes ten times longer, if it happens at all, [for℄ these arh fallenones [to℄ be taken. It has to do with the oÆe, beloved. It does require a Messenger and more toperform this servie in the physial otave.The more who assemble at these times, beloved, the more we an do. This is an area [of serviethat you an easily render℄, then; [and℄ whereas it [does℄ not [neessarily result in℄ a mitigation [ofthe℄ world [situation℄, it [does result in℄ a personal mitigation for yourselves. We are doing all thatwe an do to see to it that you will emerge true onquerors, well on your way on the Bodhisattvapath, well on your way to realizing the fullness of the Buddha and the Mother.My beloved, we are determined to turn this world around. You must understand that it is aproess of total world hemialization that we are about. It happens step-by-step. And you anount the gears in a mighty wheel. Eah and every one must lok in to the gears of the wheel ofAlmighty God. When these steps of divine retribution [through the℄ balaning of [world℄ karma [and℄planetary hemialization have been ful�lled, you will �nd, if you have determined to be a survivor,that in the New Day you will be lighter, you will [arry℄ less burden, less personal karma and [youwill have℄ a greater opportunity to give birth to a new age.Come to realize, then, that the advanement of the age of Aquarius under Saint Germain andPortia has in e�et been ultimately thwarted by this spiritual wikedness in the high plaes14 ofthe earth, [in℄ Churh and State, [in a℄ free soiety and [in the℄ totalitarian [state℄. At every hand,beloved, the expansion of the Light is bloked.Therefore I say, welome the tide of Light that will ultimately swallow up the tide of Darkness.Welome the hastening of the timetables. Welome this embodiment as [the opportunity for℄ your�nest hour, your greatest vitory and as the moment when by enduring [to the end of your karma℄you may have that maximum potential to use irumstane as the springboard to the vitory of theasension.[The seed of Satan℄ have no power of their own. All power that they have [they have℄ taken [from℄God's power. And the day fast approahes when it shall be stripped from them utterly, even theirvery breath.May you value being on [the℄ line that God has drawn, where you [take your℄ stand. It is the linewhere Light onfronts Darkness and swallows it up. It is the line where you make your deision totake your vitory. There is no better time, there is no better spae. There is no better organization,there is no better Community. There is no plae like the Royal Teton Ranh in Montana on the faeof the earth!The hosts of the LORD are enamped round about.15 See that your physial preparations areomplete, seure, sienti� and well thought out. We an do everything for you exept the physial.This is your task. This is your labor. By it earn your stripes.Blessed ones, it is God's game. Play it well. For he has made that game so that it is possible forthe son of God to win. Remember that, beloved. God has made it possible for you to win.Now onsider this realm of God's possibility and �t yourself into it and show him that you area son that he an be proud of, a daughter that may serve as the Shakti of the Lord. O beloved, if14Eph. 6:12.15Ps. 34:7. 574



you ever desired to please your Divine Parents, I say, deide it in this hour and know that you havealready pleased the Lord and thou art indeed highly favored.Blessed hearts, all the love of osmos does press in upon you in this hour even for the alls youhave made that have already begun to tip the sales against these false hierarhies [of Antihrist℄that are diminishing night by night.I AM Lanello, seated here before you as surely as if I were in embodiment. And am I not inembodiment in the heart of my beloved always? We are here to see you through and [to℄ see thisthrough to the �nish, beloved. This Christmas Eve we have hosen to make our profound and�rmest ommitment to your soul, your body, your life, your joy, your vitory, your enlightenment,your eternal life!Go, then, beloved. Go and be all that you are! Summon it from on high! Will it. Love it. Bewise as serpents and harmless as doves.16 We will not leave you. We are here to stay!This ditation by Lanello was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Eliz-abeth Clare Prophet during the Christmas Eve andlelight servie, Deember 24, 1989, 10:50-11:24p.m. MST, at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denoteswords unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messenger under Lanello's diretion forlarity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.\The Rae for Spae," January 3, 1988, 1988 PoW, Book I, vol. 31 no. 7, pp. 63-88.\Saint Germain On the Defense of Freedom," I-IV:I: \To Be or Not to Be," April 17, 1987, on two 90-min. audioassettes, A87028; videoassette, 2hr. 15 min., HP87036; also in two 1-hr. able TV shows for home use, HL88007, HL88008.II: \The Rise and Fall of MAD," May 31, 1987, on 76-min. audioassette B87039; videoassette, 1hr. 17 min., HP87052; also in two 1-hr. able TV shows for home use, HL88017, HL88018 (inludespart 1 of \Strategi Defense - What and Why").III: \Strategi Defense - What and Why," July 1, 1987, on 90-min. audioassette B87066; video-assette, 1 hr. 48 min., HP87054; also in two 1-hr. able TV shows for home use, HL88018 (inludespart 2 of \The Rise and Fall of MAD"., HL88019.IV: \Strategi Defense - Pros and Cons," July 2, 1987, 80-min. audioassette B87067; videoas-sette, 1 hr. 20 min., HP87068; also in 1-hr. able TV show for home use, HL88022.Ations Speak Louder than Words, 40-page pamphlet (see vol. 32 no. 55, p. 716 n. 7).Summit University Forums on the Defense of Ameria and Soviet Military Strategy\Gen. Daniel O. Graham and Dr. Dmitry Mikheyev on Strategi Defense: To Deploy or Not toDeploy" (see vol. 32 no. 27, p. 379 n. 122).\Thomas Krebs on `Tsar Wars"' (see vol. 32 no. 7, p. 378 n. 92).\Gen. Jan Sejna and Dr. Joseph Douglass on Inside Soviet Military Strategy," on 3 audioassettes,4 hr. 45 min., A88016; videoassette, 4 hr. 45 min., GP88001; also in �ve 1-hr. able TV shows forhome use, HL89001-HL89005.\Tomas Shuman on Soviet Ideologial Subversion of Ameria in Four Stages," 3-audioassettealbum, 4 hr., A84032; videoassette, 2 hr. 30 min., GP88006; also in two 1-hr. able TV shows forhome use, 3304-01, 3304-02.
16Matt. 10:16. 575
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Chapter 64Beloved Mother Mary - Deember 27,1989 Vol. 32 No. 64 - Beloved Mother Mary - Deember 27, 1989KarmaAs the Causative Fator in the Chela's PsyhologyMery, Forgiveness, Grae and LoveChristmas Eve Address 1989In this hour of the elebration of the integration of the soul in the Word of God, I also ome withComfort and I also ome with Truth.I ome to bless you in your endeavors to deal with personal reords, with the fores of psyhologyrepresented, even outpitured, in the astrology known to you, beloved; for this was my last assignmentto you.1 And I have returned in gratitude [for your e�orts and℄ for the mending of the separatedparts as these have been sewn together again in the psyhe by angels [who℄ are knitting togetheromponents of the soul fratured by deep shism in this and past lives.Blessed ones, I would speak to you of the karma ausative in psyhology itself. It is neessary thatyou never neglet to see and to understand that though you may analyze your reations to inuenesin your life sine birth and prior to birth, you must also realize that your reations to surroundings,to onditions, to parental and authority inuenes are, in fat, reations to your karma representedin [your environment and℄ these various personalities.See how this is so, beloved. There is no ourrene or ondition that surrounds you that is notthe result of some karma. It may be that you have played a similar role yourself in the past. AndKeepers of the Flame are even too quik to admit this, for that may not always be the karma. Thekarma may be that you negleted to listen to spiritual teahers in many lifetimes who taught you, orwould have taught you, how to deal with the fores of suh irumstanes that did ome upon youin previous lifetimes for want of a spiritual defense.And therefore if you have had a tyrant in your life in some form, you may not neessarily havebeen a tyrant yourself but you may have failed to heed the word of the Arhangel giving you theinstrution as to how to avoid the entrane into your world of tyrants and fallen ones, who are everon the prowl to abuse souls of Light and misuse them.So you see, it is karma, beloved. And, of ourse, the karma of the neglet to pay attention tothe mouthpiee of God is most serious. For if one does not listen to the Teahing and put it into1See vol. 32 no. 44, pp. 589-95. 577



pratie, one must ome to the plae where irumstanes in one's life, as alamity or otherwise, willallow one to realize the result of not having put that Teahing into pratie.[Nevertheless,℄ it is not wise to ompletely neutralize any sense that one has [of℄ a past reord [ofone's own behavior that is℄ similar to [the behavior of℄ those lifestreams who may not have been sokind in one's regard in this lifetime.Thus, take are not to assign an oune of blame to the worst of onditions or individuals orirumstanes that may have ome [to test you℄ in your lifetime. For the blame, beloved, always[goes bak to the fat℄ that somewhere along the line you have gotten out of alignment and [thereforeyou℄ have not been equipped to deal with the testing of the soul, the initiations that ome, ready ornot.Thus having so said, I ask you to onsider your position on earth today as a personal karma,a planetary karma, a karma of the evolutions - [even℄ a karma made [purposefully℄ beause it wasneessary for you to embody in a time when the world was beset and besieged by so many foresthat ould move against the Lightbearer.Having made your peae with this reality, you no longer need resent the LORD God that he hasplaed you in suh irumstanes or that he has given to you the free will to hoose to be in suhirumstanes - to make hoies that were not orret hoies and to experiene the onsequenes.God has loved you so [very muh℄, I tell you, [that he has℄ given you the freedom whereby youan beome all that he is, [even℄ the fullness of the Godhead dwelling bodily in you.2 The prie tobe paid for that eternal manifestation of God that you an beome is the true exerise of free willand the learning of the Path by trial and error one you have plaed yourself outside the walls of theMystery Shool and [far from℄ the great tutors of Light that in the past have been available to allwithout exeption.Thus, you see, beloved, you must praise God for this opportunity of free will and for the experienesyou have had in this lifetime that are for your edi�ation, for your learning, for your ripening, foryour maturing. Do not be angry at God at some subbasement [level℄ of your being for allowing youto su�er, to be unomfortable, to have to experiene disease or go through woe.Understand, beloved, that the making of an avatar does require that life be not so easy and notso omfortable but diÆult and hallenging, requiring one's all to even eke out an existene. This isthe making of the Master, the unasended master in you bringing forth [the avatar℄. It is the makingof the Asended Master.If you an make your peae with God as Father and God as Mother and God as Son and God asHoly Spirit, I tell you, you will resolve tie-ups of energy, the loking up of power that you need in thisday and age. You will resolve onits that you have not even ontated; [and many℄ of you wouldnot even reognize [that they℄ have been sealed in the unonsious, unavailable to most [people℄. Yet,beloved, these onditions exist; for the road has been long. Sometimes [it has taken the soul℄ seventythousand years to learn a lesson [that is a prerequisite℄ to reenter the Mystery Shool; [perhaps shehas had to pay℄ the prie of a million years.You must realize that you are in [the midst of℄ a dispensation, whih ould be harted in terms ofa osmi astrology, whereby the heavens are opened and so many Masters and Cosmi Beings haveome forth to sponsor unasended lifestreams. There have been periods of tens of thousands of yearsin the history of a osmos when not a single asended or osmi being has been allowed to ontatthose unasended. Life has droned on. The drudgery has ontinued. The yles have turned. Thehildren of Light have beome tired of waiting for the return of the Mother. They have satiatedthemselves in pleasure and alohol and drugs to neutralize the pain of separation. Thus, you see,when the way �nally opens again some no longer have the hope or the trust or even the [heart℄ to2Col. 2:9. 578



believe that God is there waiting and ready to help.So, beloved, as you an reognize what the absene of the parent an do to a hild [psyhologially℄,building in [him℄ resentment, fear, anxiety, a sense of abandonment and aloneness, so [you an℄understand how many long enturies and millennia [of seeming rejetion℄ have brought some almostto [the℄ point of spiritual hopelessness and beyond that [to℄ a profound anger that would erupt againstthe Divine Parent when the Divine Parent does �nally return.3Yet, beloved, this is absolute karma, exating. [It is indeed the karma of the hild's rejetionof the Divine Parents.℄ And that long period of absene is alulated [by the Great Law, whih isalways just,℄ to inrease the longing, the love and the desire [of the hild for the Father-Mother God℄;and indeed it does in the Lightbearers. But so often those who have lost their Light go the way ofthe fallen ones, who [hoose to℄ interpret suh absene [of divine interession℄ on the basis of theirresentment [against God℄ that they ould not ontrol him, neither his omings nor his goings.These elements [of the human onsiousness℄ are the last vestiges of [the arnal mind℄ that separateyou from your Mighty I AM Presene. It is like the parent who loses the hild; and when the hildis found, the parent, [quikly℄ forgetting his happiness in �nding the hild, does sold the hild,\Where have you been? We have been looking for you all the day long!" Thus the hild is spankedand disiplined as a reward for returning home. Thus it is a role reversal as hildren spank their[Divine℄ Parents [for returning to earth℄: \Where have you been? Where were you when I neededyou?"Well, in reality, as Maitreya has taught you, God has never departed but the soul has departed[from God, desending℄ into other levels and vibrations.4 So God was there all the while but wherewere you? Why were you not developing the [God-given℄ faulties [that would have allowed you tomaintain onstant ontat with your Father, your Mother℄? Why did you not put out the antenna?Why ould you not attrat to yourself the seret rays and osmi rays, the emanations of your God?Karma, beloved. [By deeds done℄ you had lost the skill, you had beome dense by [the℄ karma [ofyour failure to exerise your soul faulties. You made the hoie to tune your antenna to the pleasuresthat delighted the senses. And the generations of your o�spring arried the same density. And densitybegat density,℄ and on and on, [until all lost their spirituality and beame arnal reatures℄. I amertain you understand [my℄ message and see it learly [outpitured all around you℄.Therefore, this year let the Christmas Rose be a violet-pink rose with depth of hue and olor, arose of love and forgiveness. Forgive yourself. Forgive your God. Forgive God when you think it isunthinkable to think that you have not forgiven him. Forgive the law of karma. Forgive every partof Life. Love every part of Life. This is the true healing [of the soul℄ at levels of the unonsiousthat would otherwise take many lifetimes and more to �nally be healed. [Trust and obey the Law ofLove.℄ For Love will ful�ll the whole Law.5And is this not [the ause of℄ the birth of my Son? Did he not ome to introdue [Christ Truth℄ toa world? Did he not ome to introdue the mery, the forgiveness and the very grae of the Law [toa world℄ hardened against itself - hildren of the Light hardened against fallen angels, fallen angelshardened against their God? [Did he not state the supreme ause of his oming when he said, \Forthis ause ame I into the world, that I should bear witness unto the Truth"?6 And are not meryand forgiveness and grae and Divine Love the highest Truth?℄Thus you know more and more as you enounter the ompartments of the unknown self and [the℄unonsious self how it is that by grae and grae alone you are saved. For, for all the works and the3Alpha and Omega, July 3, 1988, 1988 PoW, Book II, vol. 31 no. 68, pp. 521-22.4See 1984 PoW, Book I, hardbound volume, pp. 13, 63-65 (Introdution I), 67, 104; Book II, hardbound volume,pp. 12 (Introdution II), 327-30.5Rom. 13:8-10; Gal. 5:14.6John 18:37. 579



Works of God you might perform to his glory, unless grae be added as the multiplier, with the giftof mery, mery for mery, it is truly not possible either to please God or to asend to his throne.The grae of God is the ingredient. May you be grateful in this hour that the Son of God didome into the world not to ondemn the world but that through him by grae that world of theLightbearers might know everlasting life.7 Where there is no mery or forgiveness [or℄ grae or love,there is no God, no interession, no advanement on the Path and no integration of the soul withthe [living℄ Word.I leave you in the ontemplation of the glory of the Lord and his grae. May his grae be uponyou now and in the hours and days and weeks ahead, multiplying your e�ort. Eah and every one ofyou [who have been brought to the fount of the Asended Masters℄ has ome by the karma of yourlifestream to master the physial body, the physial otave and your survival in it. May you take itseriously, beloved; for this is the grae, as opportunity, that God has given to you, and out of it isthe formula for your vitory.I mark the sign of the ross and seal you in the violet-pink rose of love and forgiveness.This ditation by Mother Mary was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet following Lanello's ditation during the Christmas Eve andlelight servie,Deember 24, 1989, 11:28-11:44 p.m. MST, at the Royal Teton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B.Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliit in the ditation, added by the Messengerunder Mother Mary's diretion for larity in the written word.℄ Throughout these notes PoW is theabbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

7Matt. 19:29; Mark 10:29, 30; Luke 18:29, 30; John 3:14-17, 36; 4:14; 5:24; 6:27-59; 10:27, 28; 11:25, 26; 17:1-3;Rom. 6:22, 23. 580



Chapter 65Beloved Jesus Christ - Deember 31, 1989Vol. 32 No. 65 - Beloved Jesus Christ - Deember 31, 1989The Way Is Cleared for the Saints to Oupy the Earth!Take Bak unto Yourself the KarmaI Have Borne for You These Two Thousand YearsThe Lord's Christmas Fiat 1989Now ometh the Lord with his saints! Now ometh the Lord Sanat Kumara with ten thousand ofhis saints this the fourth day of the Christ Mass.I, Jesus, ome to you; for I say, the way is leared. From this day forward, one by one the saintsof the etheri otave shall oupy till I ome1 in full God-manifestation, when the saints of the earthshall all have been raised to that level of the etheri manifestation that was the Garden of Eden.One by one the saints desend to oupy. For with this learane this day, beloved, there is a linethat has been drawn and this [is the℄ suÆieny over the mark of the 51 perent [whereby the saintsmay oupy the earth℄. Thus day by day there is the oupation of earth.Blessed ones, there is room for only so many saints on the head of this pin alled planet earth.Therefore, as the saints oupy, the seats of the fallen ones are taken. And they must vaate theirseats and defer to the saints. For I delare this day, \The earth is the LORD's and the fullnessthereof!"Therefore I say to you, O ye saints abiding in the physial otave, who are the Mystial Body ofGod, welome your God, the Lord Sanat Kumara, who has tarried, who has oupied, who has notfailed you but who has ful�lled his eternal Word! [8-seond standing ovation:℄Hail, Sanat Kumara! Hail, Sanat Kumara! Hail, Sanat Kumara! Hail, Sanat Kumara! Hail, SanatKumara! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia! Amen.Therefore, my beloved, know this, that your heart is beoming a rystal halie for the �re of Godto burn on, to burn strong. The threefold ame is indeed the gift of the divine spark. Yet you haveseen the portrayal of myself where the threefold ame does enfold my entire being. This is the signof the Cosmi Christ, beloved.And one day after you shall have made of your present threefold ame a halie for the God Flame,you will know as the years, the deades and the enturies pass, even unto your Asended Masterativities one you have graduated from this shoolroom, that you an also experiene the fullnessof that God Flame through and through enveloping you. Beloved ones, thus in equating with the1Luke 19:13. 581



threefold ame, know the meaning of the word of Moses unto you all: \I have said, Ye are gods andall of you are sons of the Most High."2In this lily of my threefold ame, I love you, I aress you, I enfold you, I heal you, I dispel all fearand doubt. For I AM ome, the Good Shepherd, and I ome to feed my sheep, who are beominghead sheep and shepherds themselves.(Therefore, beloved, be seated in the glory of Sanat Kumara.)Blessed hearts, I explain to you; perhaps you may pity. Thus understand the Messenger, for inthe days and hours preeding these learanes there is a pressure pressing in upon the four lowerbodies [and℄ the hakras of this one. For these fallen ones whose time is up know that their time isup, beloved.They know not when the �at of the Lord shall take them, but they surely do know when thesands in the hourglass have run out for them. And therefore they have a pretty good idea that theone who will be making the all e�eting their judgment in this otave will be none other than theMessenger, who does oupy in my name the oÆe of Viar of Christ on earth.Thus, beloved, the pressing in does take plae and therefore we send reinforements, but it is upto the individual. It is up to the Messenger in embodiment to establish that o-measurement andthat balane and yet to arry on the day-to-day responsibilities.Understand the signs and know, beloved, that the ultimate pressure of the sinister fore uponthese bodies and this lifestream does ome in the days and hours before you assemble, before yougather and before we release in written form what the night's labors will be.Thus, when the labors are performed, there is a release unto all, not only unto the Messenger.And one again there is a lean white page until in a number of hours following that learane theredoes ome again the buildup of that whih must be taken [from the astral plane℄ in the followingweekend.So, beloved, it is a moment of great joy and great release, for there is a osmi ube ful�lled andthe City Foursquare has gained new dimension and strength in its foundation as it is abuilding hereat the Inner Retreat.Fear not, beloved. Fear not, beloved. For the Light is ome and the failitation of all things is athand. Fear not, beloved! Fear not, beloved, but know that thou too art appointed of God to be theinstruments of this work.And it is the mighty work of the ages and the purpose unto whih the Messenger has desendedinto otaves of the earth long, long ago. It is the purpose to whih you who have ome from angelibands have desended. It is the purpose to whih you who have ome as the 144,000 of Sanat Kumarahave desended to this planet. All have ome for a mighty purpose.And others who have in past embodiments and [on℄ other planes been duped by the fallen oneshave also ome that they might all forth the judgment upon those who have tradued them andtaken them out of the way. Others who have ome, beloved, are those who have graduated from theelemental kingdom and beome those initiates on the path of the hildren of God.Thus there are many strains of Lightbearers who have ome from various segments of this Matteruniverse at various times to be at the rossroads [of planet earth℄, beloved, assigned and appointedby Sanat Kumara to play their respetive roles in this hour.And thus, your voies and your prayers are arefully reorded by the angels of the Keeper of theSrolls. And your every prayer and �at is reorded. Volumes [onsisting℄ of spindles of gold make upthe reord of your life that may be read on the day of [your soul's℄ asension. [These are also read℄on the day of the review of the andidate who may graduate [from earth's shoolroom℄ through the2Ps. 82:6; John 10:34; see the Jerusalem Bible. 582



alhemial marriage3 to the Holy Christ Self and [proeed diretly℄ onward unto the asension in theLight.Know, then, beloved, that every jot and tittle of the o�ering of the heart, as drop by rystal dropof sared �re ows from you in this ause, does ount [as positive karma℄, does build [your momentumof Light℄. And pretty soon you see the mighty River of Life pouring forth from your Asended MasterLight Body that is already in position in the otaves of your I AM Presene and Causal Body.Candidates for the asension one and all, I, Jesus, address you. You may say, \How so, my Lord?"You are andidates beause you have hosen to plae yourselves in this ourt this day and at thisMystery Shool. And at one time or another in this life or in previous embodiments you have takenhold of my garment, you have begged me to show you the way. You have taken hold of that goldenthread and maintained the ontat with my heart through the ups and downs and the perversitiesof your karma.And, beloved, beause you have desired with the orret desiring of God's desire within you tofollow that path to the asension, you �nd yourself within this irle, the irle of the mighty solarring that I have drawn. Therefore you shall be onsidered a andidate for the asension until youdeide not to be a andidate for the asension. Therefore, I ome to tell you, do not sink below thelevel of the mark of those who are aepted as quali�ed andidates.I reeive you one and all. For I am also as the hound of heaven and I go after my own and I goafter the wolves who would overtake them, who would howl at them and eat them and [then℄ devourtheir Light.Blessed hearts, my sheep know my voie.4 And therefore you are my own, and any number ofyou are the one for whom I have gone after, leaving the ninety and nine.5 Yes, I have gone afteryou and I have brought you through many lifetimes to this moment when you ould see and knowand understand - the inner eye somewhat opened, the inner ear hearing the inner sound, the soulknowing the vibration. I have shepherded you, beloved. I have also paid the prie. For in order thatyour spiritual senses might be quikened I, Jesus, have taken upon myself some of the stripes of yourkarma.Now I say to you, beloved, you are seurely here. You have made the ontat. You have tiedyourself to my Sared Heart. Thus, I am asking you this day to onsider the following, that youmight take bak unto yourself in these remaining days of the year and throughout the New Year'sonferene the karma that I have borne for you. For, beloved, you yet remain under the dispensationof Herules, who may arry your karma.6But I say to you this, if you will take bak that [karma℄ whih I have borne [for you these twothousand years℄, for whih I have paid the prie, and balane it yourself and thereby grow in thestature of your Christhood, freely asking Herules' assistane when needed, then, you see, I mayleave you as the ninety and nine and I may now go after [those℄ other [ones℄, even as many as athousand other souls who need [me to℄ bear their burden, that I might quiken their soul senses thatthey might hear my Word above the din of the press and the detrators and all those who attemptto ast shadows and aspersions upon this Community, this Messenger and Teahing.So you see, beloved, in the proess of [doing℄ this so little a thing that I ask you, [for you alsohave the violet ame,℄ you are also beoming world saviours; for in a sense you are allowing me tobear another's karma. Thus you yourself do bear it, do you see?Blessed ones, I say it is [for you℄ so little a thing. For when you have suh a presene and a foreunited in this one plae [to aomplish the labors of Herules℄, you an make light work of balaning3See vol. 32 no. 58, p. 756 n. 4.4John 10:1-16, 27, 28.5Matt. 18:11-14; Luke 15:3-7.6See pp. 625-27. 583



that karma [by suh osmi good deeds as these and by℄ enirling it [with Astrea's irle and swordof blue ame℄. And remember this, through [your karma℄ you have a key and a tie to the world andthe plaes where that karma was made. Thus you have an authority to go after the judgment [by theLord Christ℄ and the binding [by Arhangel Mihael℄ of those fores that got you into that troubleand into that mess so long ago whereby the thread of ontat with Hierarhy beame so thin that itbroke.Thus, beloved, onsider this [my request to you℄ this day and answer me in writing out of all duethoughtfulness [whether you will take bak unto yourself the karma I have borne for you℄ and thenwe shall ontinue our labors through New Year's Day, beginning at the beginning of this onferene.And, blessed ones, remember there is the day of the twenty-seventh, of the new moon, whih bearsa labor in itself if you an make it [to the ourt℄ on Wednesday. Let the blue lightning of the Mindof God therefore ome forth! For that shall be our labor, to deal with those fores [so℄ that they donot in any way bring exessive burden to this Community.Understand, beloved, that the message of the Seond Coming of Christ is a message of resurretionunto the Lightbearers and of judgment unto the seed of the wiked. It is a message and a gospel - ofjudgment and resurretion. And those resurreted disiples of the Lord, beloved ones, are they whosit with me in glory and in the glory of this ourt as you assemble together. For surely the glory ofthe Lord is upon you! And in that glory you ful�ll my words to the disiples: Know you not thatyou shall sit and judge the twelve tribes and that you shall judge also the fallen angels?7This prophey has ome to pass and it is aomplished by the Holy Ghost. Thus, beloved, asthere is the judgment of the fallen ones who have taken the Light of the sared �re, of the threefoldame of the Lightbearers, you see, as their time does ome and as the judgment is lawful, thatLight is returned to you and your resurretion does inrease. For they have inverted the power ofthe resurretion and the power of the I AM name and the power of my own name to perform theirungodly deeds.Therefore, this night before you shut your eyes [in sleep℄ read the Gospel of Jude. It is only onehapter, beloved, and you should remember it and let it be insribed in your heart; for there [youwill �nd what℄ I gave to Jude [to reord as℄ the desription of the fallen ones [two thousand yearsago and℄ in this age. And in the oming labors of the onferene I shall name those types that aredesribed, even those apostate preahers and prines who ome in this hour. Let it be done, then,beloved ones, that you deal with every ategory of sin and of the sinners who are of the fallen angels(and not of the hildren of the Light) that are reounted in that gospel.Blessed ones, I ome in the name of Enoh. I ome in the name of Sanat Kumara. I ome in thename of the �rst parents and the last. I ome in the name of the God and Goddess Meru.I ome in your name, beloved, for I arry your names with me in my heart and insribed in goldin my little book. For I also have a little book and those names, as they are in that gold writing, dohave the quality of registering daily the state of your onsiousness and your need, the levels of yourups and downs.This [reading℄ then registers upon my Causal Body, upon my Asended Master Light Body, and Isend needle rays from my heart that reah you with the antidote for that ondition of onsiousnessthat you may be in that may be slightly less than the fullness of your Christhood. This, beloved,happens instantaneously as the osmi ross of white �re is the transmitter of the Mind of God.Thus understand how the Shepherd knows his sheep, even as the sheep know the Shepherd. Iam tied to all upon earth who have touhed the garment, even the hem of the garment of their ownChristhood, through any religion, even a religion that does not aknowledge my name or vitory.Unto them who truly approah their Holy Christ Self, I, with Kuthumi, am able to minister in an7Matt. 19:28; Luke 22:30; I Cor. 6:3. 584



extraordinary way. We preah the mighty Word of the living Christ, Maitreya.Thus as World Teahers we are ontinually sending needle rays of enlightenment that when thereis a state [of℄ ompromise [with the Holy Christ Self℄ the individual may soon learn what is theause of that ondition and what is the true way [to our heart℄ and may reason in his heart, as [it iswritten℄, \Come now, let us reason together, saith the LORD. Though your sins be as sarlet, I willmake them white as snow."8So, beloved ones, know that [in℄ that great truth is the understanding of the transmutation ofsin as karma; and the violet ame is surely the osmi antidote [for sin, for karma℄. Transmutationomes beause the mind has seen the soure of the error, has aknowledged it, has taken hold of thewrong desire to be involved in that error, has banished [both the wrong desire and the error℄ andhas willed to go forward with strength, with harater, with determination and with the promise toGod to put all these things, these lesser things, behind him and to embrae that Christ.Beloved hearts, when you make that deision [to forsake sin and the sinful sense℄, sometimes I amno farther than ten feet before you. It would require two strides for you to be in my arms. Then donot fear to take those strides, those leaps, beloved. For I say to you, when you do make that deisionto put the lesser things behind you, I strengthen you diretly by the Body and Blood of my being,by my Sared Heart, by my all-enfolding Love. Your deision opens the door.So long as you are in a state of indeision, \Shall I or shall I not put this thing behind me thisday?" so, beloved, you are alone in your valley of indeision. It must be, aording to the law of freewill, that you have a foundation of self-determination before an Asended Master an add unto youhis own great God-determination and momentum of his Causal Body.Therefore I say to you all, my most herished ones, make all things right in your life! Make allthings right in your life! Make all things right in your life. And you do know right from wrong. Youknow it in your heart. You know it in your Christ Self. I will strengthen you one you have �rmlyset your feet on your path of self-determination.Is that not the way of all the avatars? Is it not the way of your beoming the Bodhisattva? Isit not the way, beloved? How an there be anything else [but self-determination℄ when you meetthe aggressor in the way? For the aggressor may ause you to tremble, even as Saul would auseDavid or Samuel or others to tremble! Blessed ones, [the℄ feedings from hell [of the fallen ones℄ areso intense that they are as a reservoir of darkness, of livid anger and insanity. Believe me, I know.And thus, when you stand in the presene of one who happens to be the tool of hell against yourlife, it is no small matter. And ere you may even [speak℄ the word of hallenge, you may �nd yourselftrembling and your speeh itself halting and trembling. And you say to yourself, \I am not thusweak! Why is it that I so tremble?" And the answer is, beloved, that you have ome as a shorn lambto hallenge the fore of Antihrist. And yet the sinister fore is organized and they array all theirfallen ones and their hosts behind that one. And so you reep away, feeling that somehow you haveno attainment at all and [that℄ you have failed your test.Beloved ones, it is only a [matter℄ of oming to grips with a sense of o-measurement of how muhLight you must have in your aura, how muh of the Great Central Sun Magnet in your heart, howmuh Light you must arry [in your hakras℄ so that you are not the one who is intimidated but it isthe fallen one, as well as all of the powers of hell behind him, [who is intimidated. The fallen ones℄are intimidated by the presene of the Christ, but they have their bag of triks to put their ownweakness bak upon the Lightbearer.Fear not. I AM with thee. I am with thee in the heart of the Inner Retreat. I am with thee in theheart of the Western Shamballa. I am with thee in the heart of Glastonbury and every plae wherethe altar to the known God is ereted.8Isa. 1:18. 585



You no longer worship the unknown God,9 beloved, for you know your God. And knowing yourGod, you are on�dent in all things. And knowing his law, you know how you are proteted by thatlaw, pruned by that law, prepared by that law, drawn bak to sanity by that law.You trust the Law as you trust the Immaulate Heart of my Mother. You trust the Law, beloved.For you know that it is just, that it is impartial and yet that it embodies the mery that makesallowane for many in�rmities, even while it is strit with hild-man, who does test the waters andthe limits of his bounds.The stritness of a law, beloved ones, is the salvation of many who may hear the word of Moryaand may ome into alignment swiftly and know the love of God and therefore fear not but straightenthemselves out and beome pioneers and then wayshowers.It is not easy, beloved, but it is indeed possible. It is indeed possible, else how would all the saintsin the realms of glory have made it? Are they better than you? I say nay! And some of them whenthey were given their asension did not even have the attainment that some of you have who arehere in embodiment. Yes, beloved, there are saints among you. There are saints in heaven. Andthe manifestations of Hierarhy are unequal, whether an individual be in embodiment or not; for thebody per se is not the sin [or the virtue℄ of the individual but the uses of the body as the instrumentof Absolute God-Good or Absolute Evil.There is nothing in between the two exept Christ the Mediator, and I AM that Mediator, beloved.I AM that Mediator! And therefore, while I am in the way with you, ome and take omfort in myheart. For you an embrae the fullness of the Godhead dwelling bodily in you,10 even as you anrejet all that has tied itself [to you℄ through the dweller-on-the-threshold of the unonsious, of thefallen ones, of the Wather.Now, beloved, make no mistake. It is they who are trembling. And yet they beome franti andhysterial and, thus, they always seek to turn the tables and to projet into you all of their own follyand inseurity. When you feel these vibrations, beloved, say with your jaw in plae, say it, beloved:My Christmas FiatThis is not me! This is not of myself. This is not of my true nature even in this otave. This isnot of my Christ Self. This is not of my God.This is an invader in my temple. I will seek the opening. I will shut it and seal it. I will seal theplae where evil dwells! And I will see to it that I do not aept these lever projetions, O so subtle,that invade the emotional body and that tell me that they are myself.I disown everything that is less than the Christ in me this day. This is my Christmas �at! This iswhat I say as a disiple of my Lord Jesus Christ! I disown anything and everything in me that is notof the Light of my God and my True Self. For I know who I AM. I know who I was in the beginning.I know who I shall be in the ending. And nothing that has oated me over in the in-between stagean remain any longer.Let it melt in the sunlight of Helios and Vesta!Let it melt in the noonday presene of Alpha and Omega!For I AM THAT I AM a Son of God in the earth this day. I AM THAT I AM one in the heartof the Two Witnesses,11 in the heart of Padma Sambhava, in the heart of my Jesus Christ, my LordMaitreya, my Lord Gautama Buddha and my Lord Sanat Kumara. I am one in this hain and thislineage of the Hierarhy of God,12 and therefore I shall lean esape this entire unreality.9Ats 17:22, 23.10Col. 2:9.11Dan. 12:5; Rev. 11:3-12; see p. 215 n. 1.12See Elizabeth Clare Prophet, 1984 PoW, Book I, Introdution I, hardbound volume, pp. 67-68, 70-71; Book II,Introdution II, hardbound volume, pp. 52-56. 586



Vaate, ye fallen ones! I AM here to oupy. And I oupy with the fullness of my CausalBody unto the oming of my Lord Sanat Kumara and his saints. And I shall even pratie themultipliation of my Causal Body and my own Eletroni Presene. And therefore I shall not onlyoupy one seat but also two seats and three and �ve and ten. I shall plae myself all over the earthwherever there is a vaany, that not another fallen one may enter.Let them be gone! For the saints are marhing on. The saints are marhing on! And I AM apart of that body of the saints in the earth and I do take my stand. And this is not my last stand;for I shall stand again and again and again and again as long as neessary until there shall be theredemption of all of the love and the giving and the sari�e of Saint Germain and Portia, until thisearth is returned to them by the strength of my Lord with me.So I vow this this day, for I AM done with the world! I have experiened it. I have drunk its upagain and again and again!And I have also given to the fallen ones too muh of the Light of the Divine Mother. I will goafter it. I will seize it from them. They shall not take from me that four-leafed lover of my balanedpyramid in manifestation.I AM the threefold ame in the etheri quadrant. I AM the threefold ame in the mental quadrant.I AM the threefold ame in the desire body. I AM the threefold ame in the earth quadrant. I AMTHAT I AM.I AM the fullness of the thrust and the might and the ourage and the strength of the emeraldray of Saint Patrik. I laim him as my own. For with him I raise the sta� and the sword and I leanthese serpents out of the angel land, yes, the angel land Ameria, Britain and every plae where theangels have gone in the earth.So I AM here, O God, in the profound gratitude that I have this body of esh. I will not urse it!I will not loathe it!I will love my body, for the Divine Mother in me loves that body. I will love that body, for theFather in me loves it. I will give it eternal life. I will give it the stream of my life desending fromthe heart of God. I will wath as it does beome immortal before my very eyes.I will experiene the trans�guration in this my day. I will present a living halie. And the LORDGod shall take me into the mountain of Maitreya and I shall know in this life the meaning of thetrans�guration. I shall prepare to it!I shall all upon my Lord Sanat Kumara and he will answer me. He will not forsake me in trouble.He will not leave me alone. He will not fail to omfort me, to deliver me, to heal me, to renew mysoul and to restore it.For I AM THAT I AM my God in manifestation.I shall show the osmos the purpose of reation itself. I shall show the osmos why we havedesended to this level in the very up of the V itself and its lowest desent.We have ome, O God, to demonstrate to what level the soul may desend, even in ongruenywith the astral plane and Death and Hell itself, and yet rise - and yet, even before rising, to be inthe astral plane the fullness of God in manifestation.Therefore, I will with Jesus bring my God into manifestation in the very depths of Death andHell until there is no more room in Death and Hell for these fallen ones to oupy those thirty-threelevels!13 They shall have no plae to go; for I shall bring the brightness of the glory of the Lord there,proteted by the Seven Mighty Arhangels.And therefore they will simply have to �nd another plae to go! For Death and Hell shall be13See 1988 PoW, Book II, vol. 31 no. 88, p. 700 n. 15.587



swallowed up in Vitory and ast into the lake of sared �re!14 And if they wish to be spared, theywill have to quit that Death and Hell themselves and follow the example of my Lord and my Saviour.Therefore, I will preah to them! I will hallenge them! I will harge them to bend the knee beforethe Cosmi Christ, before the oming of the Lord Sanat Kumara. For the Clok is tiking for all ofyou in the astral plane, and therefore he does ome with ten thousand of his saints.Hear them! They are shouting the battle ry. They are singing hosannas. They are rying outhallelujahs!For they are in all phases of Armageddon, from the �rst day unto the last. They ome and theyare numberless numbers. And the saints of God that surround the glory of the Great White Thronedo gather and there is a Communion and a Oneness.At this point, therefore, in the altitude of the earth, in a plae onserated by the Divine Motherand the Buddha, there is that meshing of the etheri otave in the earth, and the earth thereforeis transformed. And thus there is an overlapping where there is the meeting ground [of heaven andearth℄ in the Retreat of the Divine Mother, in the Western Shamballa.15 And, yes, even in thephysial earth of this ranh there is that plae where saints unasended and yet in the etheri otavemay move with saints in physial embodiment unasended. And there is also the meeting ground forthose who establish the ontat at the etheri level between those in embodiment and the AsendedMasters.This indeed does take plae, beloved, and at �rst it does take plae unbeknownst to you. Youonly sense their presene, but you know the vibration and surely you know that I am at your side.By and by there is the thinning of the veil and this is the hope of the glory in this otave, that youreyes shall see even with the inner sight and then with the physial sight the oming of the Lord inglory ere you make the transition from this embodiment! I promise you this if you prepare yourselveswell and make it a point of your own spiritual exerises and disiplines.Come forward, beloved. Do not lapse bak any longer into the old man or the old woman16 of thelast and the prior embodiments.I AM Jesus. I AM the Saviour in the midst. I give my life for my sheep. I give all of my life. AndI am determined that as these saints that you are self-perfet and seek redemption, seek salvationitself, they shall reate suh a fore of Light and a magnet that those who are not quite here butalmost, not quite in tune with this vibration, will begin to ome; for they [will℄ sense the �re in themountain of our God.Behold the Asended Master Moses, whom you have alled God Ling. Behold him in your midstthis day, for he was one your deliverer and your saviour. And some did support him all the way.Some did bakbite and go against his word.Behold the one who did plead for you before the LORD God, did plead for you that the LORDGod would not send the karma of your deeds upon you with suh fury. And time and time againhis implorings did o�er, then, that whih was neessary for the mitigation. Therefore you may knowMoses as a mediator between God and man, who has stood in your midst and saved your very lives,forestalling the judgment of deeds and works.Blessed ones, behold this Messenger of God who omes also to lead you to the Promised Land.And in this ase, beloved, the Promised Land is the etheri otave itself. And the Promised Landbeneath as the Plae Prepared is also that whih is promised to those who tarry in the earth.Thus, going to the mountain, looking on the other side and seeing the Promised Land but notentering in, this was the fate of Moses. I say to you, beloved, you stand on the mountain and you14Rev. 19:20; 20:13-15.15See vol. 32 no. 30, pp. 421-22, 425, 427-28.16Rom. 6:6; Eph. 4:22; Col. 3:9. 588



look beyond. And somehow in the mists of the sky and the moment of dawn or dusk you see intothe etheri otave, you see the Promised Land.I say to you, beloved, set your sights upon it also. Determine in your heart that you shall arrivethere at the onlusion of this life. See it and know that when the karma is paid in this otave andlife, you shall reeive the reward of being able to proeed to the next level of the promises of God,whih are surely ful�lled.There is absolutely no limit to that whih you an attain to in this life. Why, beloved, some of youhave attainments you know not of as you strive as humble servants and look not to your ahievementsbut only to what else you might do to lighten the burden of Community, of the Messenger and ofthe Masters.Therefore, it is true, no man knoweth his own measure, and it is well. For the su�ering servant,the humble servant and the burden-bearer, surely does awake in the glory of the garments of the Sonof God. And as I have promised, to him that overometh I will give the rown of Life.17May you be overomers in all things beause you an, beause you know the Word with Brahmanin the beginning, beause you have the �at of Light, beause you have all the resoures and theteahing.Beloved hearts, with so great a gift of salvation, it is inumbent upon you to exerise it, to makeuse of it, to ful�ll it. For who has the greater sin, the one who has no knowledge and no ontat whodoes not overome or the one who has all knowledge and all ontat and does not overome? I thinkit is obvious, beloved.The gift has been given and you have gladly reeived it. Now sense the weight of the responsibilityof this gift as though you would hold a large piee of gold ore in your hand. The weight of it, beloved,is not only its worth but its responsibility.Therefore, responsible ones who love the law of God and obey the behests of Divine Love withoutmurmuring, may you surpass by far those murmurings in the wilderness and give glory and gratitudeto God daily for all that you have rather than grumblings for that whih you do not. For you doindeed have everything if you pereive that the gift of my heart to you this day is the All.This ditation by Jesus Christ was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White BrotherhoodElizabeth Clare Prophet on Christmas Day, Deember 25, 1989, 3:08-3:51 p.m. MST, at the RoyalTeton Ranh, Park County, Montana. [N.B. Braketed material denotes words unspoken yet impliitin the ditation, added by the Messenger under Jesus' diretion for larity in the written word.℄Throughout these notes PoW is the abbreviation for Pearls of Wisdom.

17See vol. 32 no. 23, p. 257 n. 4. 589
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Bibliography
[1℄ Volume 32, Number 2, footnote 2. The meditation musi played before Cuzo's ditation was\Chorus Mystius," the �nale of the monumental Symphony No. 8 by Austrian omposerand ondutor Gustav Mahler. First performed in 1910, it was dubbed the \Symphony of aThousand" beause of the number of voies and instruments involved in its performane. Thetext of Part I of the symphony is the medieval Latin hymn Veni, Creator Spiritus. Part II is setin the losing redemption sene from Goethe's poeti drama Faust. In Goethe's work, Faust, asholar who does not �nd satisfation in his intelletual pursuits, makes a pat with the Devil:if he ever gives in to slothfulness or says of any moment in life, \Linger awhile - thou art sofair," the Devil will win his soul. Faust goes through a number of inner struggles in his life andwhen he dies the Devil's demons attempt to seize his soul, believing the Devil to have won hispat; but Faust is vitoriously borne to heaven by a hoir of angels who say, \He who exertshimself in onstant striving, him we an save."Harold C. Shonberg writes in The Lives of the Great Composers that \every one of [Mahler's℄symphonies an be desribed in terms of unrest, struggle, aspiration." This is summed up inMahler's \Chorus Mystius" when the heavenly horus sings, \All that is transitory is but asymbol; all inadequay here is ful�lled; the indesribable here is done; the Eternal Feminineleads us aloft." As Mihael Kennedy explains, \The onluding Chorus Mystius, beginning ina hushed whisper and ending in a mighty blaze of sound, sings of the Eternal-Feminine drawingmankind towards heaven. . . . At the end, in an instrumental oda, Mahler brings bak the Veni,Creator Spiritus theme from the symphony's opening but with its rising seventh expanded to aninth as the brass triumphantly aÆrm the faith in both man and God." Mahler's unique e�etis ahieved by his masterful use of musial dissonane alternating with resolution through pro-gressive modulations (key hanges). The rising motion reated by this ompositional tehniqueis supported with gradual additions of voies and instruments, produing layers of sound thatbuild to a magni�ent resendo. Mahler's purpose, writes Kennedy, \was to emphasize the linkbetween the early expression of Christian belief in the power of the Holy Spirit and Goethe'ssymboli vision of mankind's redemption through love." The musi and voies of \Chorus Mys-tius" represent \the twilight zone" of Faust (and all souls) who experiene the inner strugglesof life but who through onstant striving are \vitorious in the noonday sun" as they make theirasent to heaven at the onlusion of their lives.[2℄ Volume 32, Number 8, footnote 18. Causal bodies of the God and Goddess Meru and of theplanet Hedron over the Royal Teton Ranh. On Deember 25, 1986, Jesus announed that theGod and Goddess Meru had \plaed themselves within golden white spheres" over the RoyalTeton Ranh \to be sustained above it as their Presene with you." See 1988 PoW, vol. 31 no.80, p. 633 n. 19; 1986 PoW, vol. 29 no. 78, pp. 681, 682. On Deember 31, 1986, GautamaBuddha announed that the ausal body of the planet Hedron, a \golden sphere of a paradisethat was beyond all neessity of human pleasure" built by the Lightbearers of that planet longago, was being transferred over the Inner Retreat and Royal Teton Ranh. See 1987 PoW, vol.30 no. 1, pp. 1-3, 10-12. Crystal Chalie of Elohim. On June 27, 1987, during FREEDOM 1987591



in the Heart of the Inner Retreat, Arhangel Chamuel and Charity revealed that \a tangiblehalie is being formed, tended by Paul the Venetian, by Nada, by angels of Love. . . .When thehalie shall rise to meet and greet the Elohimi level, then shall Elohim pour into this haliethat whih ye seek, beloved. Truly, and truly I say, it is the purging, purging of all impurity:Light, then, solidifying and odifying the Word within you." Beloved Alpha explained on July5, 1987, that the building of the halie \must give to us entr�ee to earth twenty-four hoursa day by the Spirit of Elohim. And by that Spirit of Elohim, the Cosmi Spirit of Freedomshall also desend." Calling for an intense deree vigil to the resurretion ame by Keepers ofthe Flame for the ompletion of the halie, the Messenger explained that this halie, \as a`funnel' of rystal light," would be \the perpetual open door for Elohim to work through alltrue Lightbearers of the world. This is the key to the real vitory of the golden age under SanatKumara." On August 17, 1987, the Divine Mother Kali announed \the ful�llment of the haliein the Heart of the Inner Retreat to the Elohimi level." 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 31, p. 302; no.32, p. 310; no. 37, p. 374; no. 38, p. 383; no. 44, pp. 417, 418; no. 47, p. 443; no. 50, pp. 456,459; no. 51, p. 461.[3℄ Volume 32, Number 18, footnote 6. The Yellow Emperor's Classi of Internal Mediine, theoldest-known book of Chinese mediine and the foundation of the marobioti diet based onthe yin-yang priniple, desribes a ten-day rie gruel fast as the �rst remedy for disease. RonaldE. Kotzsh writes in Marobiotis: Yesterday and Today that The Yellow Emperor's Classi\asserts that food is an important means for treating disease. It says that in `medieval days'the sages treated illness �rst by diet, usually presribing a regime of rie gruel for ten days.If this treatment was not suessful, then the roots and leaves of mediinal plants were usedto harmonize the energies. Aupunture and moxibustion were employed only as a last resort.If the emotions and the will of the patient are stable, says the Classi, then ereals alone ane�et a ure. Grains have a speial importane and power as human food. Water and grains arethe root of life and 'death omes only when they are exhausted.' In partiular, rie is mentionedas a vital and harmonious food." The Yellow Emperor's Classi is attributed to Huang Ti,the legendary Yellow Emperor (born . 2704 b..), but was probably not written down untilabout 500 b.. The Yellow Emperor is believed to have ruled China during a golden age andis onsidered the anestor of all Chinese people. Lord Lanto, working under Sanat Kumara, issaid to have inspired The Yellow Emperor's Classi.A ten-day brown rie fast may be too severe for those who have not already pratied themarobioti diet for some time. Suh a fast is not reommended unless you get good marobiotiounseling, know the body's signs of yin and yang, and know how to break the fast. Instead,you an try a rie fast for one or two days. Eat as muh pressure-ooked brown rie as youwant. You an follow this with a ouple of days of rie and vegetables with a light misosoup as the body gently omes o� the rie fast and adapts to a greater variety of vegetarianfoods. The longer the rie fast, the easier you should make the transition. It is wise to waita week or more after the rie fast before eating �sh, if this is part of your regular diet.Beause of the past diets people have been on, reations may vary from severe to mild to noneat all. El Morya's advie is: Go easy, be well informed, proeed with aution, know when to stop.Reipe for pressure-ooked brown rie: 1/2 teaspoon good sea salt to 5 ups of rie and 8ups of pure water. Wash rie and put in pressure ooker. Add water and bring to a boil.Add salt and plae over on pressure ooker. Bring ooker up to pressure then redue ame tomedium-low. Put ame deetor under ooker and ook for 45 min. Remove pressure ookerfrom ame and let sit for 5 min. without opening, then remove rie from the pot so it doesn'tkeep ooking. For regular daily use of brown rie when not fasting, use 1-2 teaspoons of salt592



per pot aording to personal taste and need.Reipe for banha twig tea (also alled kukiha): If the twigs you have are not already roasted,you should roast them in a dry skillet for 3-4 min. Plae 1-2 tablespoons banha twigs in a potwith 4 ups of pure water, bring to a boil. Redue heat and simmer for 5-10 min., or 10-15 min.for stronger tea. When tea is �nished steeping, remove twigs from the tea and let them dry.Twigs an be reused a few times, adding some new twigs eah time.[4℄ Volume 32, Number 20, footnote 5. The initiation of the desent into hell. It is a Christian beliefthat between his rui�xion and resurretion Jesus desended into hell where he preahed andbrought salvation to souls imprisoned there. Christian tradition states that this was not \hell"as the state of eternal punishment for sin but a realm where all the dead abided. The traditionof Jesus' triumphant desent into hell, also alled the \harrowing of hell," beame a part ofthe Churh's theology as aÆrmed in the Apostles' Creed, the statement of the fundamentaltenets of Christian belief that in its earliest form an be traed bak to the seond entury. TheRoman Catholi version of the reed states that Jesus \was rui�ed, died, and was buried. Hedesended into hell; the third day he arose again from the dead." I Pet. 3:19 states that Christ\preahed unto the spirits in prison."In his exegesis on this verse in The Interpreter's Bible, Arhibald M. Hunter points out that\exegetes have di�ered about the interpretation of every word. . . . The simplest meaning is thatour Lord desended between his passion and resurretion, to preah to ertain spirits imprisonedin Hades. . . . But who were the imprisoned spirits? Just possibly the fallen angels of Gen.6:1-4. Muh more probably Peter meant the spirits of the rebellious generation who perished inthe Flood." Hunter says that the early Christians may also have been onerned about \thefate of those who had died before the gospel was preahed. . . . Christ went down 'in the spirit,'says Peter, into Hades, . . . in order to o�er salvation to sinners who had died without hearingthe gospel and getting a hane to repent. . . . In the aporyphal Gospel Aording to St. Peter(a. a.d. 130), among the wonders attending the Crui�xion we read the question, 'Hast thoupreahed to those who have fallen asleep?' To whih the answer was heard from the Cross,'Yes.' And in the Middle Ages the harrowing of hell was a ommon theme in popular poetryand theology." (The Interpreter's Bible, 12 vols. [Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1957℄, 12:132, 133.)In a ditation delivered on Easter Sunday, April 6, 1969, through the Messenger Mark L. Prophet,Jesus said he had ome to exhort us with the same sermon he had preahed to \the rebelliousspirits that in the days of Noah were disobedient unto God. . . . I preahed and repreahed andspoke again and again to eah soul that I ould �nd there who was in hains of bondage anddespair. Many gazed upon me with dullness in their eyes, the dullness of despair, the enturiesof timeworn are and fear and doubt. The very light of God seemed to them [to be℄ put outand I sought to rekindle it then as I do today to rekindle it in you God's way." Ditation on4-audioassette album Only Mark 16, 90-min. assette B88148; entire album, A88146, 6 hr.[5℄ Volume 32, Number 29, footnote 5. Demonstrations for freedom in China. Following the April15, 1989 death of ousted Communist Party leader Hu Yaobang, regarded by Chinese studentsas a supporter of greater freedom and demoray, hundreds of students gathered at BeijingUniversity for a demonstration that grew into a people's movement for politial reform and themost serious hallenge ever faed by the Chinese Communist government. On April 18 severalthousand students hanting demorati slogans marhed through Beijing and demonstratedin Tiananmen Square, the politial enter of China. On April 27 more than 100,000 people,inluding Chinese workers, marhed 10 miles from the university to the square. Students inTiananmen Square began a hunger strike on May 13 and within days more than one million593



people rallied in the streets of Beijing in support of the 3,000 strikers. Demonstrations spreadto Shanghai and at least 33 other Chinese ities as people from all levels of Chinese soietyjoined the students in demanding greater freedom of the press, free eletions to �ll leadingpositions, an end to governmental orruption, and dialogue between leaders of the governmentand the student movement. The massive demonstrations oinided with a May 15-18 visit toChina by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbahev - the �rst Sino-Soviet summit in 30 years.On May 20, Chinese leaders delared martial law in parts of Beijing. Troops were stationedaround the ity, ready to rak down and attak protesters. In a show of solidarity withthe demonstrators, masses of Chinese people surrounded the troops attempting to move toTiananmen Square, halting military transports and preventing the soldiers from reahing theenter of the demonstration, where 100,000 people had gathered. In Shanghai, troops werestationed nearby tens of thousands of protesters but did not advane. It was reported that onMay 22, 100 military leaders signed a letter stating that the army \will never shoot the people."Meanwhile, Communist Party hard-liners headed by senior leader Deng Xiaoping and PremierLi Peng were loked in a power struggle with the moderate fation of party hief Zhao Ziyang.By May 26 the hard-liners had taken ommand and plaed Zhao Ziyang in ustody. As thenumber of protesters in the square dwindled to fewer than 10,000, student leaders onsideredending their histori oupation of Tiananmen Square. The arrival of a 30-foot sulptureresembling the Statue of Liberty, dubbed the Goddess of Demoray, helped to embolden thestudents to ontinue the protest.In the early morning hours of June 4, the seven-week stando� between the government andstudents ended in the worst day of bloodshed in Communist China's history. Ten thousandsoldiers stormed Tiananmen Square hurling tear-gas anisters and �ring their assault riesand automati mahine guns indisriminately into the rowd. Some protesters fought bak bythrowing roks and Molotov oktails but within a few hours the army had gained ontrol ofthe square. The Goddess of Demoray statue was demolished. An estimated 500 to 7,000Chinese had been slaughtered by their own ountrymen - rushed by advaning tanks, felledin the square, or killed in their sleep when soldiers rampaged Beijing neighborhoods. The realount will probably never be known sine there were reports of mass remations of orpses.In the aftermath of the tragedy, the hard-line government of Deng Xiaoping denied that aivilian massare had ever ourred. At a press onferene, one oÆial praised the nearly 100soldiers and poliemen who gave their lives in putting down what was alled the \ounterrev-olutionary insurretion." Determined to extinguish all vestiges of liberal sentiment, Beijingauthorities raided universities and detained students and teahers. National television broadastmug shots of wanted \hooligans" and provided hot line telephone numbers for informants.Arrested students were paraded through the streets with plaards detailing their rimes. OnJune 21 and 22, 27 people were exeuted for allegedly beating soldiers or destroying stateproperty. The New York Times reported on July 17, 1989, that \the Beijing Evening News sug-gested that 3,586 people had been sentened by the end of June for ounterrevolutionary rimes."The U.S. press alled the government's propaganda ampaign the \big lie." However, manyChinese outside the apital with aess only to state-run entral TV believed or professed tobelieve the government's story that the rakdown and suppression was justi�ed. Some o-operated with authorities by betraying family members and others suspeted of riminal ativity.594



Chinese reprisals were strongly ondemned abroad. With eah at of repression, the U.S. imposednew santions on Beijing. These measures, whih inluded banning arms sales and high-leveldiplomati ontats and applying pressure on international lenders to deny new loans to China,onveyed disapproval without ausing a omplete break with China. Both Demorati and Re-publian ongressmen ritiized the weak response of the Bush administration, omplaining thatit did not reet the outrage of the Amerian people. As the rakdown ontinued, dissidentstudents and intelletuals were being smuggled out of China by an antigovernment underground.Some student leaders were mobilizing for a demorati movement in exile.[6℄ Volume 32, Number 35, footnote 12. The term \subonsious" is de�ned as the mental ativitiesjust below the threshold of onsiousness whih an be easily brought to onsiousness; the aspetof the mind that is an entity or a part of the mental apparatus overlapping, equivalent to, ordistint from the unonsious. Some psyhoanalysts use the term to desribe a zone betweenthe unonsious and the onsious. As summarized by Robert M. Goldenson, in psyhoanalysisthe term \unonsious" is used to denote \the portion of the mind or mental funtioning whihontains the memories, wishes and impulses that are not diretly aessible to awareness, butwhih have dynami e�ets on thought and ation. Freud maintained that there are two types ofmental ontents stored in the unonsious: ertain infantile, or `primordial,' wishes and impulsesthat have never beome onsious, but whih appear or are represented in dreams, fantasies,magial thinking and gestures; and material, suh as memories and drives, that has beomeonsious for a time but has been expelled from awareness." Modifying Freud's onepts, CarlJung theorized the personal and the olletive unonsious. Jung postulated that the personalunonsious \onsists of experienes whih were one onsious but whih have been supersededor forgotten, as well as ideas and wishes whih have never been strong enough to make a onsiousimpression. Some of these memories, thoughts, and feelings may split o� from the main bodyof the psyhe, due to traumati experienes or internal onits, and form a onstellation or`omplex' of their own. . . . [The olletive unonsious℄ is the residual of the raial history ofman and his animal anestors. . . . It is an aumulation of predispositions and potentialitieswhih in its totality forms the frame of referene with whih we view the world. Jung alls thesestrutural omponents `arhetypes.' . . . They arise from historial experiene and onstitute theinherited foundations upon whih the whole struture of the personality is built. In a word, eahindividual's psyhe reets the wisdom and experiene of the ages" (Robert M. Goldenson, TheEnylopedia of Human Behavior: Psyhology, Psyhiatry, and Mental Health [Garden City,N.Y.: Doubleday and Co., 1970℄, 2:1344; 1:652, 653). The Asended Masters teah that thesubonsious is the repository of the \eletroni belt," whih ontains the ause, e�et, reord,and memory of human karma in its negative aspet; the unonsious is the repository of thearhetypes of the Absolute Evil of Death and Hell. The olletive unonsious is jointly held bythe human rae; the individual, or personal, unonsious is the result of personal ations.[7℄ Volume 32, Number 37, footnote 20. The sreen at Darjeeling. El Morya reveals in his bookThe Chela and the Path that at his retreat on the etheri plane over Darjeeling, where the soulan journey out of the body during sleep to be tutored, there is a sreen on whih is projetedpast events in the life of the disiple. Desribing this proedure, El Morya says, \It is time toenter the hamber designed with blue and gold motif where there is a sreen and seats arrangedin theater style. For to understand your path, your very personal path to salvation, you musthave the perspetive of your past and how you have reated the present - both at personal andplanetary levels. Come then; and let us see how we shall, in the magi of the ame, disoverthe designs of your soul destiny. We enter the hamber now and take our plaes before a largesemiirular sreen on whih there will be projeted the experienes of other inarnations inthe full dimensions that are portrayed from the akashi reord. . . . Now senes of life in anientThrae appear on the sreen, and we �nd ourselves in the marketplae of a forgotten ity in595



the land that is now Turkey. . . . "Commenting on El Morya's teahing, Mark and Elizabeth Prophet write in Lords of the SevenRays that there next unfolds on the sreen \a most intriguing tale - a sene of the pathos of ananient karma ome full irle in the lives of the viewers, to whom the Master also revealed theeÆay of the violet ame whih they observed learing the reords on the sreen right beforetheir eyes. With suh a profound insight as to the outworking of osmi law, Morya's studentsreturn to their physial body onsiousness determined to `make things right' - and you do too.For the Lord of the First Ray promises: `The lessons learned by the soul out of the body duringsleep are not lost but beome a part of the omposite of subonsious self-awareness, surfaingjust enough to prik the soul memory and prod it to deisive ation."' See The Chela and thePath, pp. 38-42; Lords of the Seven Rays, pp. 304-5.[8℄ Volume 32, Number 38, footnote 2. The 14-month yle of Serapis Bey in the Third SeretRay. On Deember 29, 1978, Serapis Bey announed that at winter solstie Deember 21, 1978,a 14-month yle of initiation had been inaugurated whereby we ould inrease the whitesphere of our Causal Body and balane an extraordinary amount of personal and planetarykarma. Sine that time, every 14 months has marked the start of another 14-month yleommemorating the soul's initiati journey through the suessive spheres of the Causal Body.The Causal Body is depited in the Chart of Your Divine Self as onentri spheres of Lightsurrounding the I AM Presene, the upper �gure in the Chart. During eah 14-month yle wehave the opportunity to inrease one sphere of the Causal Body (and balane the karma madeon the orresponding ray and hakra) by alling for its ampli�ation and multipliation byasension's ame and by the Great Central Sun Magnet of the Fourth Ray, whih orrespondsto the enter (white) sphere of the Causal Body.After seven suessive 14-month yles of initiation through the seven outer spheres of theCausal Body (white through blue), Serapis Bey announed on February 28, 1987, the inaugura-tion of the �rst of �ve 14-month yles in the �ve seret rays. The 14-month yle in the sphereof the Seond Seret Ray began April 25, 1988; the 14-month yle in the sphere of the ThirdSeret Ray was initiated on July 4, 1989.Serapis Bey has explained that the goal of eah 14-month yle is for you as a disiple ofJesus Christ and Gautama Buddha to pass through the 14 stations of the Aquarian ross ofthe Woman and her seed (Rev. 12:4, 5, 17). The 14 stations of the Aquarian ross provide apath of initiation for the Divine Mother and her sons and daughters that is parallel to the 14stations of the Pisean ross ful�lled by Jesus. The stations signify the 14 events that ourredin Jesus' life during his Passion on Good Friday from 1. Jesus is ondemned to death to 14.Jesus is laid in the sepulhre. They represent not only the testings and trials of the helas ofthe Asended Masters but also the personal and planetary karma that Lightbearers are bearingin their bodies in this transition from the 2,000-year dispensation of Pises to Aquarius.In order to deal sienti�ally with these hallenges, whih ome to us daily, students of theAsended Masters hart the 14 stations on the Cosmi Clok aording to the priniples ofosmi astrology taught to the Messenger Elizabeth Clare Prophet by Mother Mary. Thus,eah month during Serapis Bey's 14-month yle, the hela is working on one of the 14 stationsorresponding to one line of the Cosmi Clok. The 1st station is harted on the 12:00 line (or12:00/6:00 axis), the 2nd on the 1:00 line (or 1:00/7:00 axis), et. The 13th station is lokedon the 12:00 line (or 12:00/6:00 axis) and the 14th station on the 6:00 line (or 6:00/12:00 axis).596



If you were not aware of Serapis Bey's 14-month yles of initiation or feel you have not takenthe greatest advantage of the opportunity they a�ord those on the path of the asension underthe hierarhs of the Ruby Ray, you an ask the hierarhies of Light to give you, aording tothe will of God and the disriminating intelligene of your Holy Christ Self, the initiationsof eah sphere. Thus in your alls and invoations to God and your derees to the asendedhosts of the Lord as well as in your daily servie to life at home or on the job, you would bespending 14 months in eah sphere of the Causal Body, one at a time, starting with the enterwhite sphere and proeeding outward through eah suessive sphere. You would be takingthese beginning initiations simultaneously with the initiations of the urrent 14-month yle- but only one missed 14-month yle at a time along with the urrent yle, beginning withthe earliest one missed. For instane, someone just starting would begin with the urrent ThirdSeret Ray yle and the �rst yle through the white sphere of the Causal Body.For additional information on the Cosmi Clok see: Elizabeth Clare Prophet, The Great WhiteBrotherhood in the Culture, History and Religion of Ameria, pp. 173-206. The ABC's of YourPsyhology on the Cosmi Clok: Charting the Cyles of Karma and Initiation, 8-audioassettealbum, 12 letures, 12 hr., A85056. Elizabeth Clare Prophet, June 29, 1988, \Seminar on theCosmi Clok: Charting the Cyles of Your Karma, Psyhology and Spiritual Powers," 4 au-dioassettes, 5 hr. 50 min., A88087A; aompanying paket of study materials, inluding theolor \Diagrams of the Cosmi Clok," #2368. \Diagrams of the Cosmi Clok" may be orderedseparately, as well as the Chart of the \14 Stations of the Aquarian Cross." For a further listingof teahing on Serapis Bey's 14-month yles and the seret-ray initiations, see 1988 PoW, vol.31 no. 29, pp. 229-30 n. 7.[9℄ Volume 32, Number 38, footnote 4. Vajra is a Sanskrit word rendered as thunderbolt ordiamond; adamantine; that whih is hard, impenetrable; that whih destroys but is itselfindestrutible. It is also a septerlike symbol of the thunderbolt, representing the adamantinenature of Truth. It is taught that the vajra leaves through ignorane and therefore symbol-izes the indestrutible nature of the Buddha's wisdom and the vitory of knowledge over illusion.Serapis Bey was also referring to Vajrasattva, a divine being in Buddhism, alled a Buddhaby some and a Bodhisattva by others, whose name has been variously translated as \Dia-mond Being," \Diamond Nature," \the Indestrutible-minded One," or \the Adamantine."Vajrasattva is desribed in The Enylopedia of Eastern Philosophy and Religion as: \Va-jrasattva: Skt., lit. `Diamond Being'; in Vajrayana Buddhism, the priniple of purity andpuri�ation. Vajrasattva embodies the apaity to eliminate spiritual impurities of all kinds,partiularly negleted ommitments toward one's teaher and one's own spiritual development.Vajrasattva is a sambhogakaya manifestation; he uni�es all the �ve buddha-families withinhimself in the same way that the white olor of his body (in ionography) uni�es all the�ve olors. With his right hand he holds a dorje [a vajra℄ to his heart, whih signi�es hisindestrutible essene. His left hand, holding a bell, rests on his hip; this is an expression ofhis ompassion. The hundred-syllable mantra assoiated with him is used in all shools ofTibetan Buddhism for puri�ation of the mind" (Boston: Shambhala Publiations, 1989; p. 398).Aording to Lama Govinda, Vajrasattva \is the ative reex of Aksobhya, or that side of hisbeing whih is turned towards the world. In Vajrasattva the highest reality of the Dharma-sphere is reeted and rendered onsious on the individual plane. He is the ative ray of the'Wisdom of the Great Mirror'. . . . He is the Vajra of the Heart, the immutable, indestrutible- the spiritual ertainty that ows from the diret experiene of reality, in whih all Wisdomsare fused into one by the ame of an all-embraing feeling of solidarity . . . and the urge to atfor the bene�t of all living beings" (Foundations of Tibetan Mystiism [New York: Samuel597



Weiser, 1969℄, p. 187). The two aspets of the blue Dhyani Buddha Akshobhya and the whiteVajrasattva are sometimes ombined into one being alled Vajrasattva-Akshobhya. The mantraOm! Vajrasattva, Hum! is given to purify all de�lements and obsurations.[10℄ Volume 32, Number 44, footnote 7. Mental and emotional problems may also be related to bio-hemial imbalanes, suh as those aused by hypoglyemia, andida, food and environmentalallergies, and hypothyroidism.Hypoglyemia, or low blood sugar, is a sign of imbalane in the glandular system - the panreas,pituitary, thyroid and adrenal glands. This is usually aused by the onsumption of a diethigh in re�ned arbohydrates, suh as white our, sugar and other sweeteners, inludinghoney, frutose and fruit juie onentrates. Exessive o�ee onsumption in addition to lakof proper sleep and exerise will also aggravate this ondition. In addition to a wide range ofphysial problems, hypoglyemia has been assoiated with aggressive personality hanges, rapidmood swings, hysteria, depression, anxiety, phobias (inluding laustrophobia), ompulsions,violent temper tantrums, introversion, nightmares, lak of mental alertness, onfusion, apathy,forgetfulness, diÆulty onentrating, irritability and unontrolled rying spells.Candida albians is a yeast miroorganism normally found to a ertain extent in everyone'sgastrointestinal system. The taking of prolonged or frequent ourses of antibiotis, birth ontrolpills or ortisone (or other immunosuppressant drugs) often allows for the unontrolled growthof andida beyond its normal limits. Suh unheked growth eventually results in a numberof toxi substanes being released into the bloodstream that an weaken the immune systemand an ause a wide variety of mental, emotional and physial problems, inluding foodallergies. Mental and emotional problems that have been assoiated with andida overgrowthinlude agitation, anxiety, poor onentration, onfusion, depression, food ravings, hostility,hyperativity, hyperirritability, lethargy, memory loss and the aggravation of shizophrenia.Food and environmental allergies are the general terms that desribe a variety of mental,emotional and physial problems that an develop when an individual is exposed to foods orsubstanes in his environment to whih he is sensitive. Common foods known to produe anallergi response in sensitive individuals are milk, orn, wheat and eggs, but any food anbe a problem. Some environmental allergens (substanes that indue allergies) are pollen,formaldehyde, perfumes and exhaust fumes. Mental and emotional symptoms that have beenrelated to food and environmental allergies are similar to those of hypoglyemia and andida.Hypothyroidism is a disease in whih there is inadequate prodution of thyroid hormone bythe thyroid gland. Every ell in the body is dependent upon thyroid hormone to produethe energy it needs to arry out its own unique funtions. An inadequate level of thyroidhormone is assoiated with a broad spetrum of problems, many of them physial; the mentaland emotional onditions assoiated with hypothyroidism are irritability, hostility, mentalsluggishness and dullness, suspiiousness, delusions, inability to onentrate, introversion,failing memory, temper tantrums, ontrariness and depression.If you think you may be dealing with any of the onditions listed above, we reommend thatyou onsult your personal health pratitioner for more advie. The following books are alsoreommended:Sugar Blues by William Dufty 598



Lik the Sugar Habit by Nany AppletonThe Yeast Connetion: A Medial Breakthrough by William G. Crook, M.D.Candida Albians: Could Yeast Be Your Problem? by Leon ChaitowFood Intolerane: What It Is and How to Cope with It by Robert BuistDeteting Your Hidden Allergies by William G. Crook, M.D.Nutrition and Mental Illness: An Orthomoleular Approah to Balaning Body Chemistry byCarl C. Pfei�er, M.D.Solved: The Riddle of Illness by Stephen E. Langer, M.D. (on hypothyroidism)The marobioti approah to understanding the relationship between psyhologial problemsand weaknesses in various organs is explained in the book Marobiotis and Human Behaviorby William Tara (urrently out of print). He gives the following summary of the positive andnegative attributes assoiated with di�erent organs when they are in their strong or weakenedstates respetively:

[11℄ Volume 32, Number 46, footnote 7. A stupa (literally \hair knot") was originally a monumentereted over the relis of Gautama Buddha and other great saints. Today stupas are highlysymboli strutures that are the fous of devotion in Buddhist monasteries or temples. Stupasmay ontain sared texts and other sared objets. One Buddhist text reounts that GautamaBuddha told a disiple that stupas should be onstruted not only as monuments to the deadbut as monuments to the living - to a Buddha and \a true hearer" of a Buddha. Thus the stupais more than just a memorial for the worship of Buddhas or saints; it is a supreme symbol ofthe path of the attainment of enlightenment, the goal of every Buddhist. The omponent partsof the stupa symbolize the qualities or disiplines that produe the awakened state of mind.Eight di�erent types of stupas ommemorate the eight major events in the life of GautamaBuddha and stupas have been ereted at sites that played an important role in Gautama's life.599



A stupa usually has a hemispherial or ylindrial shape; the basi arhitetural form takeson speial features in di�erent ountries throughout Asia. In Tibet stupas are alled hotens,or hortens. \The three-dimensional form alled hoten ('o�ering ontainer') is regarded inTibetan Buddhism as a symbol of the body, speeh, and mind of the Buddha. . . . The symbologyof the hoten is based on Mahayana dotrine. The four lower levels stand for the four positivestates of mind of love, ompassion, joy, and equanimity. A seondary pedestal on top of this hasten further levels that asend to the middle part of the hoten; these represent the ten stages(bhumi) of the spiritual development of a bodhisattva. The middle part or 'body' of the hotensymbolizes the awakened mind (bodhiitta) and in ertain ases ontains the image of a deity.Above this middle part rise thirteen umbrella shapes of di�erent sizes; they represent variousmethods of propagating the Buddhist teahing (dharma). On top of these umbrella shapes isa �ve-petaled lotus, symbol of the properties of the �ve Buddha families (buddhakula) [eahheaded by one of the Five Dhyani Buddhas℄. The pinnale of the stupa is omposed of a sundisk resting on a resent moon, whih symbolizes the osmi grandeur of the teahing. [Abovethis, at the very top of the struture, there is a aming drop.℄" (The Enylopedia of EasternPhilosophy and Religion [Boston: Shambhala Publiations, 1989℄, p. 340.) The interior groundplans of stupas of the Vajrayana shool of Buddhism are designed to represent the mandala ofthe Five Dhyani Buddhas.The di�erent levels of the horten also orrespond to the �ve elements, whih are symbolizedby a spei� bija mantra, olor and form (shape). Lama Govinda writes of the symbologyof the horten: \The ubi forms of the lower storeys orrespond to the element 'Earth',the round entral part to the element 'Water', the onial (gilt) upper-struture to theelement 'Fire', the umbrella above it to the element 'Air'. The aming drop of the element'Ether' rests on the vessel with the 'Elixir of Life', whih rowns the honori� umbrella."(Foundations of Tibetan Mystiism [1960; reprint, New York: Samuel Weiser, 1969℄, pp. 185-86.)The stupa is also said to represent the temple of man or the Body of the Buddha. One Palitext says, \The stupa is the Buddha and the Buddha is the stupa." Govinda explains that insome Nepalese stupas, for instane, the struture is deorated near the top with painted eyesto suggest \a human �gure in the posture of meditation hidden in the stupa, the rossed legsin the base, the body up to the shoulders in the hemisphere, the head in the harmika [kioskor altar-like struture at the top℄. This also orresponds to the psyho-physiologial dotrineof the enters of psyhi fore [hakras℄ whih are loated one above the other in the humanbody and through whih onsiousness develops in asending order. . . . The [rown hakra℄ issymbolized by a dome-shaped or ame-like protuberane on the head of the Buddha, and bythe one-shaped Tree of Enlightenment whih forms the spire of the stupa." (Psyho-osmiSymbolism of the Buddhist Stupa [Berkeley: Dharma Publishing, 1976℄, pp. 84-85.)[12℄ Volume 32, Number 46, footnote 13. On Otober 17, 1989, at 5:04 p.m., 17 days after Cuzostated that it is \the hour of earth hanges," an earthquake measuring 7.1 on the Rihtersale struk the San Franiso Bay area. The quake aused the ollapse of a mile-long spanof the two-tiered Interstate 880 freeway in Oakland as well as major damage to the SanFraniso-Oakland Bay Bridge and damage to some 60 buildings in the Marina distrit of SanFraniso. Sixty-�ve people were killed, over 3,000 were injured, and at least 44,000 soughtrefuge in shelters in the area. Property damage has been estimated to be over $8 billion. OnOtober 18 and 19, 1989, a series of earthquakes jolted northeastern China in mostly ruralareas west of Beijing. At least �ve of the quakes registered 5.0 or more on the Rihter sale,the strongest one measuring 6.1. Twenty-nine people were killed and an estimated 60,000 lefthomeless. On November 15 and 16 a storm system that traveled through 14 states in theMidwest, the South, and along the Eastern Seaboard produed hailstorms and tornadoes with600



winds up to 250 miles per hour that killed at least 30 people, inluding seven shoolhildren inNew York, and left at least 1,000 people homeless.Between September 17 and 22, 1989, Hurriane Hugo, with winds as strong as 135 to 160miles per hour, struk a dozen Caribbean islands and then hit the U.S., traveling through theCarolinas and Virginia. It was one of the ten worst hurrianes to reah the U.S. mainland in thisentury. In the Caribbean islands 33 people were killed and more than 150,000 left homeless.Property damage there was estimated at $2 billion dollars and the resort eonomies of many ofthe islands were devastated. In the U.S. 28 people died and property damage was estimated at$4 billion.On July 9, 1989, two earthquakes eah registering 5.5 on the Rihter sale struk the IzuPeninsula of Japan, triggering landslides and injuring at least 18 people. The quakes were thestrongest of 20,000 tremors that ourred on the peninsula in the previous 10 days; more than400 of these tremors were felt by residents. In July an underwater volano erupted o�shorefrom the resort town of Ito, loated on the Izu Peninsula.On January 23, 1989, an earthquake estimated at 5.4 on the Rihter sale struk the Sovietrepubli of Tadzhikistan, whih borders on Afghanistan and China. The quake triggered a mas-sive mudslide that buried one village and damaged at least two others; an estimated 274 peopledied. In Soviet Armenia on Deember 7, 1988, an earthquake measuring 6.9 on the Rihter saleattened ities and towns in the region, killing 25,000 people and leaving an estimated 500,000homeless. It was the most severe quake in the Cauasus Mountain region in 80 years.[13℄ Volume 32, Number 55, footnote 4. These are some of the warnings of the possibilities of wargiven in ditations through the Messenger Mark L. Prophet.Paul the Venetian, July 5, 1968: \But as the sriptures reord so beautifully and deliately:And they were eating and they were drinking and they were marrying, and they were giving inmarriage, until the day that Noah entered into the ark. As it was in the days of Noah, so shallit also be in the days of the oming of the Son of man. . . . Your Blessed Virgin Mother Maryprays with me, for the state of the world is most horrendous and fear is in many hearts and aquivering of destrution. And we do not wish to amplify it, but we must alert the students ofthe Light that the time is indeed . . . short. Your beloved Messenger who stands before you haslittle idea himself as to the solemnity with whih I am speaking these words. This is as muh asurprise to him that I am saying this as it is to some of you. But, strange as it may seem, I washosen tonight and for this onferene to sound out the note of warning."Mother Mary, July 3, 1972: \Tonight I have been seleted by the hierarhial Masters of theKarmi Board to present to you a solemn warning that upon all mankind will destrutionome. In some ases, even the good will su�er side by side with the evil, for it is not alwayspossible to exerise osmi disrimination. . . . The elementals have ommuniated reently withone another and they are preparing to exeute atalysmi strands of destrution that haveonly begun in the world order. And this shall ome to pass unless the teahings of God shall beful�lled in the hearts of many men and women."God Meru, Otober 13, 1972: \There may be, indeed, a kindling of wars and rumor of wars, ofearthquakes in divers plaes and a shaking of the onsiousness of mankind as a vindiation ofthe wrath, or that whih has been alled and is the wrath of God, as the hastisement of the601



Great Central Sun against mankind."Jesus, November 23, 1972: \And behold, Truth shall �rst live in the hearts of many; for Truthis needed and must be restored, else terrible ativities shall ome forth upon the earth thatmankind little dream of. And they will kindle one again out of the anient akashi reordsand from the astral levels those Pandora ativities that are winged destrution to mankind:pestilene and disease and warfare and darkness."[14℄ Volume 32, Number 58, footnote 2. Pearl of great prie. Matt. 13:45, 46; Gospel of Thomas,logion 76. In the ontext of religious mystiism the \Pearl" is the symbol of the soul. See\The Hymn of the Pearl," a poem in the Gnosti text the Ats of Thomas, whih desribesthe sojourn of a prine sent forth by his parents to Egypt to apture \the Pearl that liesin the Sea." The story symbolizes the journey of the soul, who, having desended from theetheri otave, loses the memory of his origin and mission and merges with the realm of sleep.Responding to the all of his Divine Parents, he emerges as an awakened one, redeems himselfand his soul, and beomes the saviour of his brothers and sisters who have met the same fatein Egypt (whih represents the sensual and material, the domain of delusion and death). He�nally returns to his Home of Light and ful�lls the ritual of the asension.From the moment of his awakening, knowing that his soul is naked, the prine enters the path ofredemption, weaving his Deathless Solar Body day by day. This is the wedding garment his soulmust wear if she is to enter in to (1) the alhemial marriage (the soul's permanent bonding tothe Holy Christ Self) and (2) the ritual of the asension (the Christed one's permanent fusing tothe I AM Presene). Having \sold all that he had," i.e., having balaned his karma and havinginreased thereby the rings of Light around his soul (below) and around the spheres of his CausalBody (Above), he has \bought" with the prie of trial and testing and arduous initiations on thePath the \one pearl of great prie." As Paul said, \Ye are bought with a prie" (I Cor. 6:20; 7:23).As all know who have gained their souls' reintegration with God, known to Hindus as raja yoga,both the hela and the Guru pay dearly for the salvation of one pearl, one soul, unto eternal Life.On Otober 4, 1987, in New York City, the Messenger delivered a leture on the lost yearsand the Lost Teahings of Jesus, whih inluded a reading of \The Hymn of the Pearl" andthe ommentary on it from Gnosti Sriptures Interpreted, by G. A. Gaskell. Following theleture the Asended Masters Jesus and Himalaya gave ditations in whih they ommented onthis poem (see 1987 PoW, vol. 30 no. 56, p. 494; no. 57, pp. 502-3, 506 n. 14; ditations onaudioassette B87074). For further teahings on \The Hymn of the Pearl" see Elizabeth ClareProphet, Introdution II, \The Path of the Bodhisattva: The Historial Maitreya," in 1984PoW, Book II, hardbound volume, pp. 25-27.
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